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"THE SINGLE MOST I
MPRESSIVE
COMPONENT I'VE HEARD IN
THE LAST DECADE ...

point

". ..
it blew me away to a
thought was too jaded
to experience."

Frank Doris, The Absolute Sound, Issue 100t

VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY
807 BACON STREET. DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 27703 USA

TELEPHONE 919-596-1107 / FAX 919-596-2037
-- Quoted with permission of the abso!ute sound'
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OBSERVATIONS
(fI

fthe midrange isn't right, nothing
else matters." Stereophile founder J.
Gordon Holes decades-old observation of the musical importance of the
midrange has become a truism cast in
stone. Gordon's other famous observation,
"The better the sound, the worse the
measurements," was made only partially
in jest.
In JGH's great tradition of condensing
profound audio wisdom into simple aphorisms, Ihumbly offer my own and others'
observations of the audio world at large.
A sonic improvement is meaningful
only if it has musical significance.
Soft, warm, and rolled-off is less objectionable than thin, hard, and bright.
It's more fun to get fabulous performance from amoderately priced system
than to get good sound from an expensive
system.
Etch is not resolution.
Lack of detail is not musicality.
It takes 10 years from the time abizarre
tweak is reported to the discovery of the
scientific evidence explaining that tweak.
The least reliable audio specification:
the power output ratings of single-ended
tubed amplifiers.
The second least reliable audio specification: loudspeaker sensitivity.
The type of error introduced by an
audio system is more important than the
magnitude of the error.
If the first watt of apower amplifier
isn't good, why would you want 199 more
of them?
The most powerful tweak of all—
loudspeaker placement —is free.
It's easier to listen past something missing from the music than to ignore artifacts
added to the music.
The easiest thing in the world to do is
play an LP incorrectly.
One member of the household always
wants the loudspeakers closer to the back
wall than does the other member.
There's no substitute for the services of
askilled and caring dealer.
The less you think about the sound, the
more you enjoy the music.
A great product will survive an unfairly
negative review.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

New audio fonnats sound bad for the
first 10 years.
If you can hear your subwoofer, it's set
too high.
Shop for adealer, not for equipment.
Home Theater makes the general public consider, for the first time, correct loudspeaker placement and the spatial aspects
of reproduced sound.

TITHE RESURGENCE
IN TUBED AUDIO
ELECTRONICS HAS
NOTHING TO DO WITH
NOSTALGIA AND
EVERYTHING TO DO
WITH MUSIC.
Your system sounds better with the
lights off.
Not enough bass is better than too
much bass.
Accuracy and musicality are not mutually exclusive.
Data compression is bad for music.
If aproduct sounds better, it is better.
Your system is most likely to fail — or
start sounding bad —just before your
friends arrive for alistening session.
Listening and set-up skills are more
valuable than a big bank account in
achieving good sound.
If adealer turns on agiant tubed power
amplifier from adistance with abroomstick while shielding his face, question the
reliability of that product.
A carefully chosen and well-set-up system of moderate price will always outperform amore expensive, less carefully chosen and set-up system.
Never be polite about asystem's sound
quality; if the sound is bad, say so.
Have replacement tubes on hand before the ones in service fail.
A more judicious hand on the volume

control will involve your significant other
in music listening.
The more involved your significant
other in music listening, the greater your
annual upgrade budget.
Music listening is an essential part of
human existence; Home Theater is fun.
If the signal isn't good at the beginning
of the chain, nothing downstream can
ever make it better.
Being able to walk behind your equipment rack is abig advantage.
The listening room is another component in the playback chain.
Match your loudspeakers' bass output
to your room size.
The resurgence in tubed audio electronics has nothing to do with nostalgia
and everything to do with music.
A hi-fi system is avehicle for discovering the world of music.
Critical listening is hard work.
Matching levels between components
under audition greatly increases the accuracy and reliability of the listening observations.
Digital audio has come along way in
the past 10 years —and it still has along
way to go.
A small loudspeaker probably sounds
better than asimilarly priced large loudspeaker.
If you can feel aloudspeaker's cabinet
vibrating, the cabinet is coloring the
sound.
Measurements can't predict sound quality, but they are indicators of how well —
or how poorly — the product was engineered.
Being an audiophile shouldn't prevent
you from enjoying music anytime and
anywhere — even when reproduced by a
clock radio.
Horrifying thought: Hi-fi may one day
become achip in apersonal computer.
Reproducing the lowennost octave correctly is very expensive. The more transparent the playback system, the closer you
get to the musical message.
Some industry veterans believe we are
95% of the way toward reproducing live
music. Others think we're only 5% of the
way.
—Robert Harley
3
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You Need More
Than Just Cable.
Any cable can transmit electrical signals from one component to another, or from an amplifier to the
speakers. But, transmitting music takes more than just cable. The shapes of musical waveforms are
incredibly complex and critical signal timings are measured in microseconds. Ordinary interconnecting
cables or speaker cables cannot faithfully preserve these complex musical relationships across the full
musical spectrum.
That's why MIT's founder literally invented high-performance interconnects and speaker cables. MIT
holds seven basic patents in high-performance cable and interface design. These fundamental technology patents mean that only MIT can bring you interconnects and speaker cables scientifically designed to
eliminate the non-linearities and distortions caused by other cables, no matter whether the others cost
tens of dollars or thousands.
If you choose your system components with care, listening for the subtleties of music that distinguish
great components, then you need MITerminator' interconnects and speaker cables. The hard science
behind MITerminators reveals the full musical potential of your high fidelity stereo system. Until you use
MITerminators, you'll never know how good your system can sound.
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Patented MIT* Terminator Network
MIT's patented Terminator Networks are the heart of MIT's sonic superiority. These unique networks
enable MITerminator interconnects and speaker cables to deliver better bass, clearer midrange
and smoother treble sound. and to enhance the image, focus and soundstaging of every
recording you listen to.
MIT's fundamental technology patents are your assurance that only MIT interconnects and speaker cables can transmit all of the sound quality that your program
sources and stereo system components are able to deliver.

MITerminator interconnects now have new high-performance
RCA-type connectors. These machined, gold-plated connectors feature bifurcated center-contact pins and multi-contact
shield connections for unimpeachable signal integrity . They

iconn - interchangeable
connector system

properly match the cable for highly efficient energy transfer
and outstanding sound quality.

MIT's exclusive iconn - system for speaker cable
fions is so innovative, it has apatent pending,
MITerminator speaker cable has it. Thanks to i
interchangeable connector types, you'll always

With MITerminator interfaces starting at just S39.95 interconnect and S79.95 speaker
(MITerminator 5, not shown), MIT performance is truly affordable for any system.

right connector to fit the terminals on your am
speakers. iconn*s gold-plated connectors assure
contact resistance and contamination-free con
best sound quality.

More Than Just Cabler

MITerminator

Why MITerminators
sound better

op cord
high end cable
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Superior Final Energy Component
In transmitting electrical energy, cables store and release energy. MIT calls the amount
of energy that is stored and released the Final Energy Component. Unfortunately, as
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shown in the plot, the Final Energy Component in ordinary 12-gauge "zip cord" and atypical high-end cable is non-linear — It changes value with signal frequency. This nonlinearity inevitably causes distortion and the loss of both tonality and image integrity.
MIT discovered that increasing the Final Energy Component of cables already having outstanding electrical characteristics dramatically improves the overall sound quality. By
employing the patented MIT Terminator Networks to store and release energy at the correct levels and times, non-linearities are greatly reduced or eliminated. This superior Final
Energy Component is amajor factor in the superb sound quality of MITerminators.

Superior Efficiency

MITerminator -2

•

MIT quantifies how well cables maintain correct phase relationships between audio
signals' voltages and currents as Efficiency. When cables maintain correct phase

high end cable
100%
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relationships, all of the signals' energy transfers to the next component or to the
speaker with 100% efficiency. Ordinary cables' non-linearities make them much
less efficient at low frequencies than at high frequencies, as the plot shows for "zip
cord" and for an ordinary high-end speaker cable. The sonic results are noise, distortion, loss of image quality, and excessively "bright" treble sound.

zip cord

As you can see from the plot, MIT's patented Terminator Networks give
MITerminator cables ahuge advantage over ordinary cables, raising low-frequency efficiency and "flattening" the overall curve. This means that MITerminator
cables deliver far more accurate tonality and imaging, with lower noise than ordinary cables can. Although the plot shows speaker cables, the results also apply to
interconnects.
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Superior Imaging
In the accompanying graphics, you can see athree dimensional representation of the sonic image
created by an audio system. The blue, red and yellow areas represent the image size while the
musical note represents the image focus.
In the first room, using ordinary 12 gauge cable, we can see that the image size (the blue ball) is very
small and defocused—the note is blurry and undefined. In the second room, using conventional 'high
end' cable the image has become slightly larger and has moved forward between the speakers, but
still lacks lifelike size and absolute focus (the note is still blurry). In the third room, the system is wired
with MITerminator 2. The superior Final Energy Component and superior Efficiency provided by the
MIT Terminator technology provides a lifelike,
focused, three-dimensional image. Only MIT's
patented

Terminator

technology can achieve
this

level

of

perfor-

mance in your system

Experience the sonic improvements of MITerminators in your system!
Most MIT retailers offer ano-risk home trial program.
Call 916-888-0394 or Fax 916-888-0783 for the location of your nearest authorized MITerminator dealer.

Our components make your components sound their best.
Music Interface Technologies" MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn, CA, USA
Distributed in Canada by Aralex Acoustics (604) 528-8965
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[Recommended Components]
We would like to recommend Cary tube amplification that could make your
present Hi -Fi system athing of the past...
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CAD-21I
25o

Watt/Channel Class A/B

Pure Triode Mono Blocks

We recommend that your amplifier he apowerful push/pull triode, pentode or ultra linear Cary tube amplifier...
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Class A/AB Mono Blocks

...Cary Styit
We recommend aCary tube amplifier for your family's musical gatherings...
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65 Watt/Channel Class A/AB
Stereo Amplifier
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We recommend you invite friends and put all decisions and discussions on
hold and listen to Cary tube amplification...
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,

3o Watt/Channel
Integrated Amplifier

May we also recommend the appropriately authorized Cary Audio Design
dealer? Just call us, We recommend it!

SLM-mo
ioo Watt/Channel Class A/AB
Mono Blocks.

The Signature oi Vat uum Tube Audio...

CARY
diudioeliesign
iii-A Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 27511 •Tel: 919-481 -4494 •Fax: 919-460-3028
1

-D.B. Neele, Jr, on the Studio/100
Audio Magazine/July '96
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-Andrew Marshall, on the Studio/80/CC-450/ADP-450
Audio Ideas Guide, Summer 96 Issue

High praise for PARADIGM
REFERENCE SPEAKER SYSTEMS...
dedicated to providing the highest
standard of technological design
excellence, and deliver breathtaking
high-end sonic performance!

i, ith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art in-

'house R&D facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians
set out to build the world's finest speakers, regardless of
cost! The result is Paradigm Reference.. electrifying and
eminently satisfying high-end speaker systems that bring you
closer than ever to the live event!

Srudda/..'0

Studlo/60

Studeo.'80

Seuehoi100

Fipn0BP
B09,10(

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer
enjoyment of music, it is equally important for the best in home
theater sound, especially now with the arrival of digital AC-3.

1
Frig9e/i(P
Bipolar

III? 450
Left/tinier/Re,

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm
Reference Dealer and experience this astonishing new reference
standard in music and home theater sound for yourself!

( .150
Cm, Channel

ADP-450
Surround

PARAD101110 REFIRRIENCIE
THE ULTIMATE IN HIGMENDPERFORIAANCE FOR MUSIC ANO HOME THEATER.

foe more information glut rue +earn, As:Ironed Parade. Reference Dealer or awn.
I/4M
mpo 8” NU'.
F411,. NY 15302 (905) 632-0180
In Canada Paradigm. 101 Ilea« Rd. 1.1m1lerldlge. ON 141 3P5 (905, 950-2989
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Editor:
As along-time subscriber to Stereophile, I
would like to give my opinion about
Judge Silverman's letter in September
[Vol.19 No.9, p22], in which he complained about HI-FI '96. Ican imagine
how difficult it is to organize aShow
that will gratify everybody. I live in
Brasilia, Brazil, and normally Igo to all
the Stereophile High-End HI-FI Shows.
Unfortunately, Icouldn't take the fime
off from work to go to New York. Mr.
Silverman needs to know that StereophiWs HI-FI Shows are for all the listeners of the world, not just for Americans.
PAULO FI
LGUEIRA, J
R.
Filgueira@persocom.br

CRAZY AS ACOOTY?

Editor:
New York City is the psychiatric capital
of the world, and Ihave afew phone
numbers for Jonathan Scull in case he
feels like, well, talking to somebody.
KENNETH WOODWARD
Newmarket, NH

SNOOTY-PATOOTY?

Editor:
As a Stereophile reader and long-time
subscriber, Ihave never been concerned
enough to write in. Now that Ihave
seen too many people complain about
snooty or dry people, Ihad to comment.
To be honest, probably most of the people earning enough money to even
open aStereophik magazine and say anything have the right to be snooty.
Stop whining!
CHAD McCoy
Dallas, TX

AL'REET, AeROOTIE

Editor:
Since receiving my October issue one
week ago, Ihave not been able to put it
down. Imust say that, from time to
time, when "weak" issues arrive (read:
devoured in one evening and then to
the shelf), Iquestion the value of my
subscription. October, however, has
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996
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eliminated any doubt that Imight have
had in the content of character and fiber
of Stereophile. Not only was the outstanding "Recommended Components" section adelight both on first
reading and as ayear-round reference
tool, the rest of the magazine was extremely informative and entertaining.
The report from HI-FI '96 provided
terrific insight not only into the show,
but into the tastes of the reviewers. The
equipment reports were well done, the
Les Paul interview was delightful, and
the Bryston, PopeMusic, and VTL articles were outstanding. Ijust can't say
enough about this issue. Ican't imagine
another publication more full of useful,
informative, high-quality audio information than October's Stereophile. Well
worth twice the price of admission!
Congratulations, and keep up the good
work!
J.E. PI
RIZ
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Jpiriz@interpoint.net

A PAIN IN THE BOOTY

Editor:
Four subscription cards stuffed into each
issue of Stereophile, plus afull-page ad
with another card bound-in, is adisgrace. The sixth card attached to the
magazine is surely enough. Perhaps we
should all mail these cards back to you

Letters to the Editor should be sent to The
Editor, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 875025529. Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail: 74472.255@
Compuserve.com . you have problems with
your subscription, address your c-mail to Molly
Crenshaw at 103230.635@Compuserve.com.)
We reel that resources do not permit us to reply
individually to letters, particularly those requesting
advice about specific equipment purchases. We are
also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant
service charge would have to be assessed—and we
don't have time to do it anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please nee, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address more tkin
one topic. All correspondents should include their
name. address, and adaytime telephone number.

marked "Save atree." Maybe you guys
will get the point.
NO NAME GIVEN
Smsatbec@aol.com
'Thank you, Mr. Piriz. And my apollies to
those who, like our anonymous correspondent,
are bothered by the "blow-in" cards you find in
Stereophile. The problem is that thesecards
are very cji•ctive in reaching nos ,subscribers:
the number (if new readers we reach seems to
be linearly related to the number of cards we
include in cads issue. While Iaccept that their
presence annoys you, please note that the fact
that they are loose' makes it very ens& them
to be dumped its the trash—unlike bound-its
cards. However, whik we do include occasional bind-its cards, please note that, unlike many
either magazines, we arrange fiir these to fill
between futures and not interrupt theflow o/
ass article' or report.

UM...

Editor:
Ihave just happened upon Stereophik. It
is the best that Ihave seen — such a
good read, Iwill nuke sure to put it on
my monthly shopping list.
Have you reviewed the Parasound
CD/P 1000 CD player? Is it possible for
you to e-mail me acopy of the review?
NO NAME GIVEN
John@cybergrove.co.nz

ER...

Editor:
Please tell me the quickest way to get a
copy of Stereophile's latest "Recommended Components." Can you send
me it via e-mail?
KEVIN HINTON
kshinton@nps.navy.mil

SORRY, NO

Editor:
Iam aloyal subscriber to Stereophile and
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. Iwant
to thank you and your staff for the excellent advice you've offered over the
past couple of years. Ijust purchased a
home-theater system based on articles
I've read in both magazines, and Inever
dreamed audio could be so fulfilling.
11
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FOR MORE THAN A DECADE, AUDIO REVIEWERS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD HAVE PRAISED YBA

YBA 1
Spain
'Redefines the State of the Art..."

PRODUCTS FOR THEIR MUSICALITY. SO, IF YOU
JUDGE QUALITY ON REAL SONIC VIRTUES RATHER
THAN ON THE SIZE AND WEIGHT, YBA MIGHT BE
JUST RIGHT FOR YOU!

YBA 3
Japan
Best Component of the Year
1990

CD2
France
Gold Award by Diapason

Intégré
U.K. "The best inte5rated amp
I've heard so far...'

YBA 2
U.S.A. Stereophile Class A
Recommended Components

U.S.A. :Audio Plus Services Tel.: 1-800-663-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547
Canada: Plurison Tel.: (514) 493-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547

Keep up the great work.
Unfortunately, my April 1996 issue
was lost in the mail. Could you e-mail
me "Recommended Components"?
Thanks in advance!
PHIL HATCH
American Embassy, Moscow, Russia
Phatch@glas.apc.org

spell "superheterodyne." Now Ican actually ask these high-end dealers —fine fellows all —questions that bely my rather
low IQ in matters audio. Now on my
third or fourth reading, Iam starting to
act atad like ahigh-ender when it comes
to asking questions, and even answering
some fledgling questions of those even
These letters arejust three ofthe many that ask more deficient in audio knowledge than
us to send anides and reviews from Stereo- Iwas just afew months ago.
phile via e-mail or fax. While Isympathize
Arcana and things eternally pedantic
with the needs of readers like Mr. Hinton, Mr. must necessarily remain in our kingHatch, andJohn in New Zealand, please un- dom. The cutting edge, arather snooty
derstand that Stereophile has to sell its content precipice of sorts at times, goads us on
in order to remain in business. Ifyou missed a to seek that perfect listening experience.
copy of the magazine or need to see areview This search is both intrinsically necesthat appeared sometime in the past, we request sary and good for business. With the
that you purchase aback issue by calling (800) credibility of Consumer Reports falling like
358-6274 (ifyou are in the US or Canada), or astone due to some slightly off-color asby mailing your request to Stereophile Back sociations of tester and testee, Stereophile
Issues, P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM gains further luster by its remarkable bal87502-5960. You can also fax your needs to ancing act between calling 'em like they
(505) 989-8791. Back issues of Stereophile
see 'em and keeping matters fair and
cost $5 for issues published between 1971 and above-board, so neophytes like myself
1993, $7for 1994 issues onward, $10for pho- can hold on to apiece of firmament not
tocopies, plus $2 SeDfl. We intend that in the given to hype of the worst sort
future you will be able to download reviews and
Thus fellow audiophiles and climbers
anides, but there will still have to be acharge of alike rejoice in this separate language
some kind.
—JA you speak. The reduced sales of classical
music CDs in the past year are part of
THE ROAD TO AUDIO HEAVEN the dumbing-down fixation we have in
Editor:
this nation now. We teach kids how to
After recently deciding to upgrade my avoid drugs and sex before age 10, and
listening enjoyment, Ipromptly gravi- to stay away from the evil tobacco
tated to Stereophile, mainly by hefting its weed, but our task also includes spreadmonthly bulk. With my typical vora- ing the gospel about the joys of music.
cious propensity to read virtually every- The sheer depth of involvement in clasthing within my grasp, cereal boxes sical music provides limitless enjoyincluded, Istarted down that uncharted ment. Better equipment, truer evaluaroad to Audio Heaven. Of course, the tions of equipment, and the like all help
"Letters" section caught my eye. From us spread the word.
being a dumbed-down listener, my
Iam proud to join this fraternity, to
reading of the letters was the birth of help spread the gospel, to get new
my innate curiosities. Iwas amazed by members into the flock, and supply my
the display of arcana and pedantry, and part of the never-ending verbiage about
realized that this is where Ibelonged. what constitutes the ultimate listening
Having been accused by some local experience.
schoolteachers afew years ago of being
Let us, then, enjoy and cultivate our
arcane, pedantic, and obtuse, Irealized I diversities. Pour yourself adrink, stroke
had come home to roost nestled in the your new interconnect, palpate and cabig, friendly arms of Stereophile. How ress your trusty equipment, and dream
lucky Iwas to have such good fortune!
away. So far, we have not reached the
Egads, writers of various columns are asymptote, but that should serve to
throwing the cost/benefit ratio about whet our interest. MICHAEL J
ANKE7', DMD
like so much puffery. Despite obtaining
Putnam, CT
nourishment from the advertisers of the
magazine, these writers have maintained ANOTHER...
apretty fine and delicate sense of reality Editor:
and truth. My initial contact with sticker I've read your reviews for four years,
shock has been neatly described in verbal and aside from 29 articles about aplayfinery by several Stereophile writers. er no longer being manufactured
Adding more fuel to the fire, Ipurchased
(RadioShack Optimus CD-3400), you
Robert Harley's The Complete Guide to have left us in the dark about what portHigh-End Audio. This book gave aquick able CD player to buy.
W INSTON
shot of religion to one initially unable to
no address given
S
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UNFULFILLED ...
Editor:
How 'bout some reviews of portable
CD players? My CD-3400 is on its last
legs, and I'd hate to go without...
JOHN ZUREK
Colorado Springs, CO
Jzurek@aoc.com
NEED

Editor:
Stereophile has covered headphones,
headphone amplifiers (even portable
ones), and all sorts of cool accessories.
How's 'bout some coverage of portable
CD players for us traveling folk? My
DiscPerson is about to croak, so alittle
audio R&D would be most excellent. It
might even be as (un)popular as Wes
Phillips's "Car Tunes" column. What an
opportunity!
NICHOLAS W YBOLT
Naperville, IL

HELIKES CAR TUNES

Editor:
Ienjoy "Car Tunes." Ifind that Ioften
have more opportunity to listen to
music without distractions driving long
distances in my car. It's awonderful
feeling to be heading out west with a
good soundtrack. Thank you, Wes
Phillips.
J
EFFREY AYLEN
Soundwork, Austin, TX

HEDOESN'T

Editor:
Bring back Kristen Weitz.
I'd rather hear about her hi-fi antics
in avan down by the river than wade
through any more of George Reisch's
"Undercurrents." His September installment was scary stuff. Let me get this
straight: Even though GR's rig sucks all
the soul and visceral whammy out of
the music—his Delco car stereo does
better on these counts —its price tag is
justified because its "resolving power"
helps him decipher muddled lyrics.
Wow.
Even Kristen knew that ahigh-end
stereo is about getting you to the concert when you don't have a ticket.
Congratulations, GR, you've finally
become astereo-phile. If it's all the sanie
to you, I'll just keep tappin' my feet to
the music.
And while we're on the subject of
KW's "Getting Real" column, that was
an odd business. At first Iwas shocked
by the vitriol of her critics. But then I
thought about it — hey, who would
annoy/frighten/tantalize a bunch of
middle-aged dentists, doctors, and
lawyers more than aGen-X babe listening to tunes in aRec-V with her boy13

The Proceed®CDP-Compact Disc Processor

Art meets technolo
Combine innovative digital data
retrieval technology with inspired digital to analog conversion and witness
the artful expression of Madrigal's
engineers. The result is acarefully
crafted compact disc player that clearly
benefits from the leading edge technology used to develop the highly
acclaimed CDD Compact Disc Drive
and DAP Digital Audio Processor.
The CDP Compact Disc Processor
employs the same elegantly designed
transport mechanism and Closed Loop
Jitter Reduction' circuitry found in
the CDD, virtually eliminating jitter related distortion. The CDP also includes
the same dual differential 18-bit

digital to analog conversion found in
the DAP. The precise sound reproduction and true musicality achieved
through the use of this technology is
unheard of in asingle-box component in this class.
Features like HDCDe decoding, a
high quality digital output for making
digital recordings and two auxiliary
digital inputs that allow external digital sources to benefit from the CDP's
superior digital to analog conversion.
provide the CDP aversatility not
found in lesser compact disc players.
Adding to its multi-function value. the
CDP incorporates afully balanced
volume control accessible from its

remote. The CDP can perform as aCD
transport, adigital processor and as a
preamplifier, driving your power amplifier directly. That's true versatility!
Experience the unique combination of performance, functionality and
art in one elegant package at your
Proceed dealer soon.
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friend? JA, you should have seen it
coming.
Two last points: Iliked how Wes
Phillips mentioned all the eager wags
who stopped him in the halls of the
Waldorf=Astoria in June to praise his
car-fi efforts. Wes forgot to mention
that apoll conducted during an "Ask the
Editors" session revealed that an overwhelming percentage of readers apparently think further such excursions
should be curtailed.
Finally, how about ignoring the
whiners who fret about the price range
of the components that you review? I
don't buy your mag for help with purchasing decisions — I've got my own
ears for that, and so should they. Stereophik is at its best when it opens awindow on comrades enjoying the hobby
con gusto. Then, when Ithink I've lost it,
at least Iknow I'm not alone. Long live
the Clarks Johnsen, Coreys Greenberg,
and Aunties Enid of the world. (They
are still alive, aren't they?)
ROGER MICHEL, J
R.
Cambridge, MA

perceives pitch according to where
along the membrane it detects the
vibration. In the "normal" ear, volleying
produces pitch information from the
sub-bass to about 4kHz, while placement gives pitch information from
around 300Hz up to 20kHz.
Presbycusis —one of the many joys
of advancing antiquity —involves progressive loss of high-frequency range,
and is thus aplacement malfunction. In
my case, I'm dead above 10kHz. It isn't
acondition that can be overcome by
boosting highs; the problem is not loss
of sensitivity to higher frequencies but
a complete inability to hear those
frequencies.
However, the volleying function is
not affected by presbycusis. A sharp
transient, which causes a single, very
brief neural volley, is perceived very
nearly as well in old age as in infancy,
and transients are as much apart of
musical sound as are continuous tones.
Reproducing systems have no such
backup mechanism. If asystem has limited treble extension, this affects the risetime of transients as much as it does the
1gladly published Kristen Weitz's column for reproduction of continuous tones, and
exactly the reasons Mr. Michel outlined, and I although apresbycusiac doesn't miss the
was sorry when Kif' decided that she no
lost tones, he hears the rounding-off of
lover wanted to write it. Regarding the poputransients very clearly. This is why,
larity, or lack thereof; of"Gir Tunes," the show despite my infirmity, Iam acutely aware
of hands mentioned by Mr. Michel was interof anon-noiseshaped CDs' 20kHz freesting in that, like the letters Ireceive on the quency limit, and irritated by the drysame subject, tvhether or not someone likes the ness that noiseshaping replaces it with.
column splits completely on age grounds.
Idon't hear the rosin-flying guttiness
Readers 014750 hate it; readers under 30 can't of acello the way Iused to, but what's
get enough of it.
-J
A left can still make the short hairs on my
neck stand up.
J. GORDON HOLT
HOWZAT AGAIN?
Boulder, CO
Editor:
This is in response to Walter Wu's letter
LITTLE BIG EAR
in November (Vol.19 No.11, p.21) about Editor:
aging reviewers and their aural infirmExcuse me, but is Michael Fremer on
ities. As 5/m0phi/A Senior Geezer, I'd
his knees in the picture on p.65 in
like to share some insights about the
September (Vol.19 No.9), or do Ihave
effects of presbycusis on an audiophile's
new insight into the reasons for his
acuity.
feisty smart-ass personality?
The perception of pitch involves two
Please don't get nie wrong, Michael —
different phenomena, which can be
you've been one of my favorite high-end
thought of as volleying and placement. journalists since your first days at The
In volleying, each soundwave triggers a Absohrte Sound. Itrust your ears. In fact,
burst (a volley) of nerve impulses from
though you may be small in suture, you
the ear's sensory (basilar) membrane, are big in the way you heat Iwill from
and the repetition rate of these bursts is now on respectfully refer to you as "Little
interpreted by the brain as pitch. Big Ear."
Placement refers to the fact that differWell done, Stereophile, for taking this
ent frequencies cause the basilar memanalog warrior on.
JEFFREY AYLEN
brane to vibrate at aspecific distance
Soundwork, Austin, TX
away from the eardrum —at aspecific
place along its length. High frequencies EARS OUT OF STEP?
vibrate it near the eardrum and lower Editor:
frequencies vibrate it at greater disIreally enjoy settling back each month
tances from the eardrum, and the brain
with the latest issue of Stereophile. The
S
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articles and reviews are very interesting,
whether Ican afford the product in
question or not! The only problem for
me, in your pages, is Fremer's sometimes misplaced enthusiasm. Shouldn't
his (analog) cheerleading be restricted
to his regular column, where readers
expect to find strong personal statements and opinions?
'While Fremer's approach is enthusiastic, his preaching is immature
and distracting. Certainly your other
reviewers are able to restrain themselves
in this regard. Writing equipment reviews would seem to be astrict process
requiring discipline; Fremer doesn't
seem to be up to it. His writing, like
Tellig's, belongs strictly in acolumn setting, where bias and personality are
desirable, if not essential, qualities!
Anyway, Ifind Fremer's work jarring
and out of step with the rest of the
equipment section, and the overall
effect makes your reviewing approach
seem somewhat inconsistent. What do
you think? (Note to Fremer fans, and I
certainly consider myself one: Ihave no
problems with his ears, just how his
writing is being presented to us.)
Thanks — I appreciate your hard
work, a// of you at Stereophile.
ALAN BUSHELL
Victoria, BC, Canada

VINYL PLEASE

Editor:
First, my compliments on aslick, serious audio mag. I'm even more anxious
each month now waiting for it to arrive
(thanks in no small part to Michael
"te ll-it-to-'em-Consumer-Reports-folks"
Fremer's column). However, I'm also
probably one of the few people who are
disappointed when they get afree CD
from Stereophile.
While it's nice of you folks to give
subscribers who extend their subscriptions your Festiva/ CD, Iactually requested on my extension form that I'd
prefer aStereophile LP instead of the Cll.
It seems reasonable, considering that
Festival retails for more than your Poem
LP. Yet this request was left unfulfilled.
Stereophi/e should see that support
should be extended both ways. We subscribe to your magazine, and you provide us with musical/audio enlightenment (either in printed or media
form —for me, the latter happens to
come on vinyl). They both showcase
Stereophile's work, so why the prejudice?
I would be glad to return my
unplayed copy of the Festival CD for a
Stereophile LP if you accept my request. I
think it's asmall request for asubscriber
15

who has just extended his subscription
for another two years.
MEL
Melvin@teleview.com.sg

willing to spend more than double to
get the same music where, as here, the
CDs also have good sonic's.
Iapplaud the efforts of Mr. Freiner and
Stereophile to promote our flat friend the
record, but the small number of heroic
consumers should not come as ashock
to anyone.
ROBERT M. NOVICK
Brooklyn, NY
Yeruchmiel@aol.com

500 records) for anumber of years. I
simply believed that Icould not afford
to upgrade my analog system to the degree necessary to make it sound better
Thanks, Melfrom Singapore for your positive
than my digital front-end in any way,
comments on Michael Fremer's contributions
shape, or form. Ihave found, howeve
to Stereophile. /am proud to be able to pubthat it is relatively inexpensive to get an
lish both `Analog Comer" and Mikey's occaanalog front-end sounding better in a
sional equipment reports.
number of ways than adigital frontRegarding your request that we send readend. Now about half of my audio lisers who resubscribe one of the Stereophile
tening time is spent listening to LPs.
LPs rather than aCD:Iunderstand where Iunderstand that price is aconsideration here.
Giving Mr. Harley the benefit of the
you're coming from, but your suggestion is However, so are sound and packaging. Idon't doubt (which he certainly deserves), I
impractical on two grounds. First is the limited have the CD set, only aCD sampler. The probably misinterpreted his meanings
availability of the LPs themselves. We have sound on the CD sampler is markedly
of "high-quality" and "higher sonic peronly acouple of hundred copies of the Poem
or to the superb-sounding LPs, which put the formance." I replaced my turntable
LR and just 30 Intermezzos. Second, tve listener right in the club instead ofon the other with aRega Planar 3and added aSumican offer CDs as asubscriber reward because side of the iron curtain. Ihave been told that ko Blue Point Special cartridge, neither
the product is, by its nature amass-produced the sampler sounds much worse than the actu- of which Iwould have considered exitem, and the mn-on costfor each CD is relaal CD set. How that can be, since we all know tremely "high-quality." Ialso upgraded
tively small —a dollar and change each. By that D2D copies are "perfect," Idon't know my interconnects from RadioShack to
its nature however, an LP is both considerably (sarcasm, drip, drip).
low-end TARA (not designed to be
more expensive to master and to make and is
As for the packaging: When the Davis set hooked to aturntable). Idid not replace
produced by craftsmen. (It could, of course, be
was released on both formats, Mosaic was my phono stage, which is supplied by an
argued that that's how it should be, given the besieged with requestsfrom the digital domain
NAD integrated amplifier (definitely
fact that the LP is apremium product that for copies of its far superior 12" by 12" book"low-quality"). Clearly, there are anumsounds better than CD!)
let. Idon't think Mosaic caved in.
ber of ways Ican upgrade my analog
As Iwrite these words, we are just about to
Sure you can get the same musicfor haffthe front-end to make it sound much better.
have a LP aet at the new facility shared by price. lint can et the same music through a For example, the NAD is grainy and
R77 and Chad Kassem (see `Analog Corner" Bose Mcousti-Mass" system, too. That is not clips both the bass and the treble.
in November, p.57). The program will be the the point. The point is, ffyou want the finest
It is difficult to provide every detail of
Liszt Piano Sonata that we released on CD sound and packaging, and acollector's item to what my CD does better than my turnearlier this year, and the LP master will be cut
boot, Mosaic's 180-gram 10-LP set is aterrij: table, and vice versa. Iusually play older
from anue 20-bit digital master tape decoded ic bargain at $165.
records with limited dynamics, and I
to analog with, ff all goes according to plan, a
Iam not surprised that the Davis CD set often play newer CDs that offer deeper
Mark Levinson No.30.5. Will an LP cut outsold the LP Veni011 agabilhon to one: Iam
bass, crisper trebles, better soundstage,
straight from the 20-bit master tape via a surprised, though, that only 1000 jazz lovers etc. Also, it must be remembered that
Class A20-bit DAC sound doser than aCD have so far bellied up to the vinyl bar. When
my CD system is not state-of-the-art. I
noiseshaped to 16 bits from the same 20-bit Mosaic's set doesfinalb,sell out—and it will—
use aNakamichi CDC-4 as my transoriginal? That is the question!
—JA
many record collectors and vinyl fans (Mr. port, a Meridian 606 DAC, and a
Novick included) will kick themselves for not (much-needed and much-appreciated)
OUR FLAT FRIENDS
snagging one Double the money, and more than Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro for jitter reEditor:
double the pleasure!
duction. Ido have some LPs duplicated
Michael Fremer claims to be shocked
One last point: If LP lovers want vinyl to in CD format, and Ihave done A/13
that Miles Davis's Plugged Nickel
continue to be available, they're going to have testing with these. However, they are
Sessions has only sold 1000 units on
to support the medium by BUYING IT. Ifcost is also older recordings lacking a wide
vinyl, whereas Columbia's CD issue
the consideration, it's bye-bye vinyl (and byerange of dynamics, and therefore do not
sold out (October 1996, p.65). When
bye ”audiophile quality" gear). CDs, and give the digital front-end agood opporone compares the relative prices of the
mass-market merrhandise like MacDonald's tunity to strut its stuff. The LPs almost
different media, one should be shocked
hamburgers and Bose loudspeakers will always sound better, and never sound
if things were otherwise.
always be cheaper.
worse. Admittedly, sometimes it's diffiI had been eagerly awaiting the
cult for me to hear the difference.
chance to obtain avinyl set of the Miles
OUR VINYL FRIENDS
Okay, so I'm going to hand it to
Davis/Gil Evans sessions until Isaw Editor:
CDs —at least on my setup, the dyhow much more expensive it is than the
Robert Harley says, in The Complete namics are better. Better attack, the bass
CDs. The Mosaic set is not unreaGuide to High-End Audio, "A high-qualirocks my room, and it has a deeper
sonably priced at $165, especially, as Mr.
ty, properly set-up LP playback system,
soundstage. So why do I listen to
Fremer noted, in relation to the many playing arecord in good condition, will
records about half the time? First of all,
audiophile LPs priced at $30 each.
sound better than any CD. If, however,
I'm beginning to rediscover my old
However, Ihave seen the CD edition
the record is played on alow-quality or
records, especially now that I've broken
on sale at several stores in New York
poorly set-up system, the CD will usudown, entered the halls of geekdom,
City for about $75 (and suspect it will
ally offer higher sonic performance."
and learned to handwash them in my
be available for $60 at certain smaller This thought kept me from developing kitchen sink. Often, old records sound
stores in afew months). While Iwould
my analog front-end and listening to
new. All records sound much better. It's
prefer to own the set on vinyl, Iam not my LP collection (numbering perhaps
an adventure to try to guess how they're
16
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Discover the incredible sound
of patent #4,076,098.
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Announcing the new B&W 600 Series.
13&A was the first company to pioneer the use of Kev l
ar ®

resonance and standing waves. Especially in critical mid-

cones in loudspeakers.

range frequencies. So all you hear is pure. uncolored music.

And we've applied our patented technology to some

Add B&W's incomparable metal dome tweeters,

of the world's most respected monitors—the legendary

minimum-diffraction cabinets, and gold-plated, biwired

BMX' Matrix 801, the celebrated Silver Signature, and

speaker terminals, and you have the incredible sound

our highly acclaimed THX Home Cinema System.

of patent #4,076,098.

Now B&W brings Kevlar cone technology to a family

We invite you to audition the new B&W 600 Series

of affordable. high performance loudspeakers. Intro-

ranging from bookshelf to floor standing, center channel

ducing the new

to surround sound, even an active subwoofer. For the

Bev

600 Series.

Why does Kevlar make such abig difference in sound
reproduction? Because of its unique properties, this space-

name of a B&W dealer near you, call 1-800-370-3740.
The difference is easy to see. And even easier to hear.

age, woven material virtually eliminates the effects of

B&W Loudspeakers of America.
54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864

global jazz grooves (CD)

tel 1-800-370-3740 fax 508-664-4109

for info: 312.880.5379 fax
<stavesenteraccess.com>

Listen and You'll See

Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont

A LITTLE PIECE OF
HEAVEN AT A
DOWN TO EARTH PRICE.
The sound of the Sonographe components is, well, heavenly. But the price is
very down to earth at just $995 each for the SC26 remote-controlled line-stage
pre-amplifier and the SA250 power amplifier. Using premium quality parts,
both units are built to Conrad-Johnson's rigorous high standards. The Sonographe
series might be our least expensive electronics, but like all Conrad-Johnson
components, they sound like music. They just sound right.
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going to come out of the wash.
There, is, however, something important that records do that CDs don't. I'll
call it "twang," "ping," and "zing." I
think this is related to the harmonics discussion that is going on in the pages of
Stereophile, but I'm not sure, since Idon't
have a science or music background.
Real musical sound is often raggedsounding. A good example would be
when you hit aG-string on aclassical
guitar, especially with alot of force. It
bounces off the frets, resonates other
strings, and often you can hear the metal
bindings on the lower strings making
metallic noises. These extraneous noises
make up part of what Icall "twang."
Another example is a quick bow
bouncing off aviolin string. I'm sure
you've all heard that "zinging" sound.
Lees just say that "ping" is acatchall for
all the other sounds that are sometimes
more difficult to isolate, like the unexpected resonance of the metal of a
French horn, which is not part of the
note's pitch. Musicians, especially modern jazz and pop musicians, use these
types of sounds to express emotion.
Think of Miles Davis, John Coltrane,
and countless others. Singers do all kinds
of extraneous things with their voices
that embellish the notes they are singing.
Clearly CDs (on my system, to qualify once more) have awider range of
dynamics. However, records have much
more inner detail, even on my relatively inexpensive setup. Often Ilisten to
music late at night; to preserve my marriage, Ilisten at low volume. Ialmost always listen to LPs now, rather than
CDs, also at low volume. Ido not need
that louder listening level to feel satisfied from an LP. That's because so
much of the inner detail is preserved,
and Idon't need the slam-bam dynamics of CDs to give me satisfaction.
Perhaps a true "high-quality" LP
playback system would also provide me
with agreater range of dynamics that
would rival CDs in every way.
Hopefully I'll have the budget to find
out some day. However, with my limited investment, Ihave managed to dig
enough out of those vinyl grooves to get
me involved once again in my record
collection.
DAVID DEL Bovaco
Woodland Hills, CA

ANALOG IS DEAD

Editor:
As Iread through the pages in your hallowed magazine, I'm struck by abaffling paradox. Experts in their fields
(like Chesky Records) extoll the virtues
of analog. Ithink that most informed
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

people would agree that analog, by definition, must be better than digital.
Every month Michael Fremer brings us
"Analog Corner," which Ilove reading
about even though Idon't own any analog equipment. Ithink Iread because of
nostalgia. Igrew up listening to my
father's Dual and his Marantz Quadraphonic amplifier through an old set of
Infinity speakers (ca 1975). But through
it all, Ithink one thing is clear: Analog
is dead.
Analog is dead for one reason and
one reason only: It fails to grow. Idon't
mean grow in the sense that people
aren't listening to analog anymore. Au
contraire, Ithink that analog's audience is
growing. Analog isn't growing in that its
technology is stagnant. Sure, everyday
people are building better cartridges
and tonearms — the Rockport air-bearing arm MF reviewed last May is beautiful. These are all advances within a
system that is bounded; let's face it, analog is severely limited. Tonearms can
only be made to sound so good; LPs
have physical limitations on how well
they can be made.
If analog is so great, how come everyone is investing in digital technology? It
seems poindess for Chesky to put so
much attention into their recording
equipment only to have it made into a
CD. Why doesn't anyone develop anew
analog recording/playback medium? I
understand that the picture information
on alaserclisc is recorded in analog. Why
can't someone create an analog CD? We
have an incredible wealth of technology
at our disposal. If analog is better for
music, let's quit screwing around with
digital. Let's do analog research and
develop new and better media for analog.
Let's give up on our LPs, but not on analog.
TED SMITH
New York City

BUT IT STILL NEEDS
TO BE CLEANED

Editor:
Some time back, aStereophile reviewer
wrote an article that included arecipe
for record-cleaning fluid, to be used in
cleaning machines like my VPI. Imade
about two gallons of the nectar and
used it with great success. But now I'm
out, and Ican't find the issue with that
recipe in it! I've looked through all my
back issues hoping to stumble upon it,
'cause Ineglected to copy it down. Can
you help? Thanks, and keep doin' what
you're doinl
NO NAME GIVEN
Sidecar@spectra.net

Hmin, Ibelieve you are referring to Jonathan

Scull's proprietaryformula, which he included
in an article on buying used LPs in
Manhattan. Hold on asecond while Idig thru
the index.., okay, here it is. J-10's piece
appeared in the March 1994 issue (Vol.17
No.3) and theformula was on p.93: 1gallon
ofmix is madefium 75% distilled water, 25%
(important) non-lanolin isopropyl alcohol,
10 drops of Direct bathroom tile cleaner, and
10 drops of Kodak PhotoFlow.

W AIT AMINUTE

Editor:
After reading about Wes Phillips's experience with the big Krell Audio Standard monoblocks in October (p244), I
was glowing from the vibrant description of the sound of these amplifiers.
WP verbalized so much of the visceral
impact Idesire in an amplifier. I, too,
resist the thought of owning Krell's flagship amplifiers — it's not so much me,
but the weight of those darn gold bars
in my closet that would lower my gas
mileage on the way to the bank. But at
least the ICAV-300i exists, if you can
stand the waiting list. However, Iam
curious. It seems that Wes Phillips just
had these huge amps sitting around his
place. How does a Krell that big go
unnoticed? Please fill me in on what
else Wes just lets sit around his place.
FRANK S
TREETER
Gainesville, FL
In a sense, I did just have the Audio
Standards lying around. They'd been essential
components in Lany Archibald's listening system for some years, but we'd never formally
reviewed them. We felt this was unfair to a
spectacular product, so LA had our shipping
guys tote 'em OKT to my place (He replaced
them with the Mark Levinson No.20.6
monoblodzs that had previously been occupying pride ofplace in JA's listening room) The
Krells arrived at my crib in four pieces, accompanied by abag of miscellaneous parts but no
assembly instructions. Daunted by the' voltages
involved, Ipushed them into acorner awaiting
the owner's manual. When JA came overfor a
working dinner, he thought he remembered
how they went uwther, and, emboldened by
strong spirits, we made 'em work.
—WP

OOPS

Editor:
Ihave acouple of questions and comments. First of all, Iwas glad to see that
you gave the Krell ICAV-300i integrated
amplifier aClass A rating in your October "Recommended Components." I
recently purchased the unit, along with
aCalifornia Audio Labs Icon Mk.I ICD
player, from Goodwins Audio in Boston. While Ihad favorably auditioned
19
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Celestion, always a leader in loudspeaker enclosure technology,
introduces a new standard - Kingston. The enclosure of this
unique loudspeaker is composed of AlphaCrystal®, a mineral filled
polymer compound. Using a unique two-step molding process,
AlphaCrystal is formed into aone-piece enclosure that looks, feels,
and performs like ultra-smooth marble. Performance is further
enhanced by its triangular cross section and gently curved panels
that virtually eliminate

internal

standing waves and

external

diffraction. This enclosure, together with its AlphaCrystal base,
form amassive, acoustically inert environment for the drivers.
Such a revolutionary enclosure deserves the finest drivers. The
1.25" tweeter, with its one piece aluminum dome/coil former,
and

6.5"

Cobex

cone

woofer

incorporate

every

technological

refinement developed by Celestion through its 70 year history.
The performance of the Kingston prompted Ken Kessler of Hi-Fi News &
Record Review to say, "... the most impressive and probably the most important
British speaker I've heard in years. It's adelight to behold, and apleasure to use."
Celestion International, Ltd. • Foxhall Road, Ipswich • Suffolk IP3 811) UK •(1473) 32222
Celestion Industries, Inc. • 89 Doug Brown Way • Holliston, MA 01746 USA • (508) 429-6706

the pieces before reading your reviews,
they pushed me over the edge; Ifell
down that slippery slope I had approached so closely for many years, and
joined the "club." These basic building
blocks were only the beginning. The
CAL and Krell, along with agreat-valued floor-model pair of PSB Stratus
Gold speakers, form the foundation of
my new system. A Power Wedge and a
Premier rack round out the system,
along with Straight Wire Encore interconnects and bi-wired speaker cables.
Now Ican hone my system with the
truly arcane process of never-ending
tweaks. My head spins with possibilities: Shakti Stones? Tube Traps or
RoomTunes? A Bedini Ultra Clarifier?
Yes, the issue is musical reproduction,
but the fun is definitely in the testing
and ultimate purchase of this gadgetry
Why, then, is the Krell ICAV-300i not
a"Best Buy"? It is the least expensive
component listed in Class A. Do you
have different standards of sonic quality
for integrated amps as opposed to preamp/power amp separates? Certainly
many of the power amps listed in Class
Bare more expensive than the Krell; one
of these, the Ayre V-3, is listed as a"Best
Buy." Does that mean it sounds better
than the Krell? Oh, and by the way, the
amp is rated at 150Wpc, not 50 as you
wrote in the blurb.
KEVIN J. NOVAK
Chicago, IL
Novakk@mailgate.chi.ddbn.com
Sony about the misstated power ratingfor the
Krell. And yes, it is a"Best Buy." In all the
confusion, we omitted the $$$ symbol in the
listing.
-J
A

AND OOPS AGAIN

Editor:
In John Atkinson's review of the Sony
SS-M9 loudspeaker (September 1996,
Vol.19 No.9) he makes reference to the
"electric bass guitar" on "Last Train
Home" from Pat Metheny's Still Life
(Talking).
While Iam sure it is connected to
some form of electronic enhancement,
is it not an upright "acoustic" bass that
Steve Rodby is playing?
THOMAS E. TAVITIAN
Levittown, NY

DVD &ROLLING BALLS

Editor:
Iread with some concern Barry Willis's
discouraging commentary in October's
"Industry Update" (p.33) on the state of
DVD development. As it looks as
though DVD will be the default highdensity digital storage medium in the
S
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future (despite momentary licensing
squabbles), Ithink Barry may be overly
pessimistic.
For some time now I've had concern
over all of the setbacks in DVD's launch
date. However, Iremember the launch
of the CD format. This format was
years in development, with arguments
over many of the technical specifications up to shortly before the launch.
Also, like DVD, when the launch did
come, very few companies put out players (initially only the two original patent
holders, Sony and Philips). Then, too,
the number of titles available for public
consumption was extremely limited
during the first few months following
availability of the players. (I had to buy
Dark Side of the Moon as apossibly illegal
import from Japan — the cover was
printed in Japanese.)
I think that Toshiba and TimeWarner have had great courage in stepping up to the plate to promise aNovember 1, 1996 release of players and a
few dozen movies in Japan. And I
believe we will see Toshiba's players in
the us in time for Christmas shopping.
From what Ihave read in today's press,
it seems to be having the desired effect.
Sony has announced the opening of
their DVD compression facility in Los
Angeles. Other DVD manufacturers
will, Ithink, follow suit.
Yes, it may take some time for every
manufacturer to start putting players on
the store shelves, and every studio to
give in to marketing pressures to make
their titles available. But knowing that
the ball is finally rolling gives me agreat
deal of satisfaction.
By next year we should see DVD
players for computers arrive (Toshiba
started shipping sample drives in
October). And, hopefully next year, we
can finish the battle for an acceptable
audio DVD format. (Maybe this format
will be "audiophiles only" for awhile,
with limited pressings, till the mass public catches on.) After that... well,
HDTV-ready, super-high-density DVD
systems are already on the drawing
board, though Idoubt we'll see this
technology ready for market until about
the year 2000.
In short, don't get too discouraged.
As for me: Iwas one of the first people
to purchase aCD player. If Ihave the
money, I'll be one of the first to purchase aDVD machine.
You see, it isn't just the manufacturers who have to step up to the plate —
it's us, too.
PAUL MISSMAN
Waynesboro, VA
Missmanp@milo.cfw.com

DVD &SCREWED-ON HEADS

Editor:
Your correspondent, Barry Willis,
seems to have his head screwed on
straight. His "disaster in the making"
comment on DVD ("Industry Update,"
October, p.33) is all too accurate. There
seem to be two ways for anew consumer technology to thrive:
•The new technology will allow you to
do something valuable, desirable, and
useful that cannot be done without it.
The VCR is aperfect example. You can
watch movies and TV shows in the
comfort of your home, at atime and in
a manner of your own choosing.
Without aVCR, it's impossible.
•The new technology is so much faster,
better, and cheaper than the old as to
essentially replace it. The jet airline
replaced not only the piston-engine
plane, but also the ocean liner and longhaul passenger train. And the CD —
notwithstanding a small retro-audio
movement —is perceived by the general public as such an improvement that it
replaced the LP and is also replacing the
analog cassette.
Neither the DVD nor the MiniDisc
passes either test. They will fail —
unless they meet another condition that
seems to be indicative of successful
technologies: The price of entry is
below $200. There is apparently something about aleading "1" in the price
that makes customers think, "What the
hell, it's only $199. Let's give it atry"
If you doubt this, consider that 92%
of CD players and 74% of VCRs sold in
the US in 1995 sold for less than $200.
Ididn't buy aCD player until one went
on sale for $199. DSS sales stagnated at
their initial million until the price was
recently marked down to $199. At this
price, even Imight buy one!
The final point to be considered is
the reluctance of the industry to
embrace the DVD. It must scare hell
out of them to think what might happen when it becomes possible to put
eight times as much information on a
disc for the same price as aCD. In the
days of the LP, if you wanted arecording of Brahms's Symphony 4, you
bought just that —Brahms's 4th. That
was because the loss of quality involved
in crowding more material on an LP
was generally considered unacceptable.
But now consider the CD:
There is nothing to be gained by
putting any less than the entire 75 minutes on aCD. As aresult, competitive
pressure requires the addition of at least
the Tragic Overture to bring the total to
60 minutes. In my latest version, both
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Powerful single-word descriptions of what great audio components
should be ... and, accurate descriptions of ULTECH components.
Utilizing the finest electronic components available and housed in
elegant and durable packages, ULTECH components ore among the
best values in the high-end.
Case in point ... the new ULTECH UCD-100. An exceptional all-in-one
CD Player with built-in HDCD ndecoder. A rival to separate components
with the ease of use only a unified ployer can give. Simplicity in
execution. Sophistication in sound. Priced affordably at $895'.
We invite you to audition the UCD-100 at your nearest ULTECH dealer.
We believe you will be pleasantly surprised.
HID. is oregistered trademark of Pacific Morotonies. Inc
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the Haydn Variations and the choral
work Niirrie are included, for agrand
total of 75 minutes. Ican only imagine
the sigh of relief in the RIAA when
they realized that they had to go no further to remain competitive. And now
the DVD, where eight hours can
be stamped out on the same 35-cent
disc —is this not their worst dream
coming true?
NORM STRONG
Seattle, WA
bg331@scn.org

failed: Before they invest, venture capitalists ask, "Is this thing 10 times better
than what it is to replace?" — to cover
what economists call consumers' and
manufacturers' "switching costs." Convenience, ease of storage, and absence of
wear mean that CD satisfies this rule of
10: "Some people even thought that the
recording quality was superior." Please
note the implicit assumption here: that
manufacturers and consumers of stereo
equipment are deeply rational economically. (If this assumption were indeed
DVD &SOUND QUALITY
true, would there be fewer or more
Editor:
Stereophile subscribers, and would its
The October '96 issue of Mix magazine
content be very different?)
featured an article on DVD by Philip
According to The Economist, the DVD
DeLancie: "DVD —Almost Ready for beats this rule of 10 "hands down in the
Prime Tune?" Commenting on the posarea of storage capacity." However,
sibility of DVD-based audio discs, Dewhile "in computer and video applicaLancie wrote: "As for the fidelity benetions... the extra storage capacity will
fits of higher sampling rates and greater
be welcome, having more than 25 times
as much music on adisc may not turn
bit depths, Isuspect that in true doubleout to be what people want after all."
blind comparative listening tests, few listeners (in the music industry) would be
This is adevastating critique of all the
able to tell much difference between a musical uses that Stereophile theorists
standard CD and a24-bit/96IcHz DVD would ascribe to the extra DVD storage
for most types of music. Indeed, there is
capacity.
so much room for improvement in
Since improved convenience and
other links of the audio chain, all the
durability do not seem part of DVD
way from microphone placement technology, Iask: Would enough conthrough to home speaker design, that sumers hear sufficiently better sound to
the fidelity of the CD can hardly be sinundergo the "upheavals of changing"
gled out as alimiting factor for contemfrom CD and cassette so as to tempt
porary musical enjoyment."
equipment and recording companies to
Would anyone on the Stereophile staff even bother with the music side of
care to rebut this statement?
DVD?
NO NAME GIVEN
The question seems to answer itself,
Photogcw@vvm.com
and the answer is the same as for: Why
are there still so few and mediocre perWhile Iregard "double-blind comparative lis- formances on HDCD? PAUL BRIETZKE
tening tests" as the last refuge of the agendaValparaiso, IN
driven scoundrel, how many listeners would
be able to tell the difference is indeed the ques- A TIMELY QUESTION
tion! From my own experience of working Editor:
with digital music data having anominal 20- One quick question. When Irecord
bit resolution, I would say that Philip digitally from my CD, LD, or DAT to
DeLancie is just plain wrong— but whether another DAT, either through coax or
adedicated HO Quality Audio Disc is a TosLink, do Iintroduce jitter into the
commercial proposition still depends on how digitally recorded material? Ithink I
many people like me there are in the world understand the whole concept ofjitter,
who would pay for that quality (see the next
but Idon't see how it could affect the
letter). However, the question may be moot.
process above, since I am bypassing
As Iwrote in November's 'As We See It" D/A conversion.
ART ZAWODNY
once DVD-ROM is widely available,
AZAWODNY@MOBILE.BAM.COM
it is perfectly feasible to use it to distribute
96k1z-sampled, 24-bit multichannel reWhen you copy arecording in the digital domain, in theory you eliminate any upstream
cordings without there being an agreed-upon
audio hardware standard.
jitter, as the data are reclocked when you play
the new recording back. In praaic4 every data
DVD &MARKET OPPORTUNITIES storage medium —DAT; ADAT; CD-R,
hard disk, etc.— will have its own timebase
Editor:
The September 28th issue of The uncertainty, meaning that you really just
replace one jitter spectrum with another With
Economist seeks to explain why CD succeeded while DAT, DCC, and MD
our Sonic Solutions hard-disk editing system,
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

for twampk while the data are redocked for
playback, the SS-P3 card's only data output is
ahigh-jitter TosLink connection that doesn't
sound very good. Iroutinely redock it with a
Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug when Imonitor
-J
A

AN ETERNAL QUESTION

Editor:
Iam interested in turning my living
room into aHome Theater. However, I
am not aware of all the tips and tricks. I
have read so many articles and letters
from so many different writers, Iam in
astate of confusion. What Iwould like
to find out is, are there books and magazines that give solid facts, and not
experience-based knowledge? Can you
or anyone out there help me get in the
right direction?
STEVE EDWARDS
Dudelange, Luxembourg
1017773107@Compuserve.com
The author who has published most about designing an acoustic space is E Alton Everest,
whose various books contain all the material
properties andformulae. A typical example is
Acoustic Techniques for Home & Studio (TAB Books, ISBN 0-8306-1696-9),
which should be easily found in bookstores.
Robert Harley addresses this subject in his A
Complete Guide to High-End Audio:
call Acapella Publishing, (800) 848-5099.
Articles in Stereophile addressing this subject
are Tom Norton's "Building the Hi-Fi House"
(January 1995, Vol.18 No.1) and "Room
Enough" (October 1991, Vol.14 No.10), and
J. Gordon Holes "In Search of the Audio
Abode" (April 1990, VoLl3 No.4). See my
response to earlier letters for how to obtain
back issues.
-J
A

LAUGHS

Editor:
Igot quite alaugh out of Steven Stone's
review of the Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI loudspeaker (Stereophile,
August 1996).
Imust say, this loudspeaker is amonster, standing
tall and weighing 530
lbs! Ialso was amused when SS stated
that asingle-ended amplifier should be
able to drive this (sensitive??) 91dB/W/m
loudspeaket Since when did 91dB/W/m
define a"sensitive" loudspeaker?
If that be the case, what would he call
my 106dB/VJ/m speakers, which I
made in my own garage? Idrive mine
to 91dB using a9V AM/FM pocketmodel receiver via its headphone jack!
I'm sure the Signature SC-VI sounds
good—but why shouldn't a $25,000
speaker sound good?
Louis C. MCCLURE
Van Buren, AR
23

Two CENTS

Editor:
I
just wanted to throw in my two cents
(and, thanks to e-mail, save the
postage!) on the CD demagnetizing issue. While Ihave yet to hear adefinitive
improvement on all CDs, and am not
100% sure Iam hearing any sort of improvement at all other than what my
mind may want me to hear, Ithink Imay
have an idea of what's going on.
In my garage Ihave adegausser capable of bulk-erasing 1"-wide video tape.
Ilistened to aCD, then took it to the
garage for a"zap" just for fun. Iwasn't
really expecting to hear achange on my
midrange system, but was quite startled
to feel the strong magnetic field's effect
on the disc. While holding CDs about
'4" over the degausser's top plate, Ican
feel aslight vibration in the disc. Ican
only assume that what's vibrating the
CD is short-circuited electric currents.
(A magnetic field moving through a
conductor will induce an electric current in the conductor. Moving an electric current through aconductor in a
magnetic field will induce motion of
that conductor.) Ican only guess that
the current induced in the CD's aluminum layer is being "folded back" into

the item at the 60Hz rate of the AC
magnetic field, causing the motion.
Of course, it is entirely possible that
it's not the CD that's getting shaken, but
my fingers. (I try not to think of the possible effects of strong magnetic fields on
humans when Iride an electric train to
work every day.)
When I first heard of degaussing
CDs, Iwas of the opinion that "these
people are nuts!" Now that I've experienced areal effect (vibration) of magnetic fields on CDs, Ibelieve that something is going on — I'm just not sure
what. But for now, the tape eraser has
moved from the garage to near the stereo system. Sometimes, the best tweaks
are absolutely free!
S
TEVE GEIST
Leathermaker,
762723276@Compuserve.com

or 60Hz. When any changing magnetic
field impinges on aconductor, it generates acurrent through that conductor. A
CD has aconductive layer of either aluminum or gold, so when abulk tape
eraser is brought into close proximity to
aCD, it can induce significant currents
in the metalized layer, perhaps high
enough to mildly heat the metalized
layer and the immediately surrounding
polycarbonate. This heating action
could conceivably relieve stresses in the
metalized layer or the polycarbonate,
allowing them to become more nearly
flat, or perhaps helping to make the
transition from the land to the pit more
defined.
The main point is that while on the
surface it would seem illogical and
impossible for abulk tape eraser and its
magnetic fields to affect aCD in any
COMMON SENSE
way, there remains apossible method of
Editor:
indirect interaction that is firmly rooted
Iwas reading the June Stereophile (I'm
in physics and logic.
Jox M. RISCH
just alittle behind in my reading), and
Toomsuba, MS
read aplea for an explanation of how a
Jrisch@cybertron.com
bulk demagnetizer could possibly affect
aCD. Ibelieve Ihave apossible answer. BILLING FOR LIFE
A bulk tape eraser, by definition, cre- Editor:
ates apowerful and large magnetic field You often highlight the people and
alternating at the rate of the AC mains,
technology behind the equipment we

s.or of Denon Corporation (USA). 222 New Road, Parsinpan i. NJ 07054 (201 575-1810

use for the enjoyment of recorded music. Iwould like to recount apersonal
story that illustrates the commitment of
an individual and his company to
another aspect of this business.
Irecently ordered and took delivery
of apair of Metaphor 2 loudspeakers
(reviewed in Stereophile, Vol.18 No.7 and
Vol.19 No.4). After Ihad installed them
at home, Iwas disappointed to find that
the midrange driver and tweeter were
not working on one speaker. Judging
from the poor condition of the packing
cartons, it was clear that this speaker had
been damaged by rough shipment. The
dealer was notified late that day, and by
the next day Iwas told of the plan to
exchange the speakers for anew pair.
Although the plan was logical and certainly within the realm of credible service, Iwas unhappy that other, more creative solutions had not been considered
that would have me enjoying music
sooner. Isent afax to Bill Peugh (President of Metaphor Acoustic Designs) at
11 that evening stating these concerns.
When Bill Peugh called the next
morning it was immediately apparent
my enjoyment of his product was his first
priority. His solution was beyond my
expectations. Bill drove several hours

(across four states) in his family van with
anew pair of speakers. He set up the
new speakers in my home and spent several hours explaining the evolution of the
speaker's design, considerations of the
design on proper room placement, ways
to achieve better sound with my equipment, recording techniques, emotional
involvement in music, cooking with
habafieros, and the quarterback situation
in the NFC East (you get the idea).
While such service is not possible for
most manufacturers (and perhaps, ordinarily, not even for the Metaphor itself),
the commitment of acompany and the
people behind it to such ahigh level of
customer satisfaction should be. Ifeel
fortunate to have met such an individual. Iwish you made electronics too,
Bill — I'm aMetaphor fan for life!
SCOTT J. GROSSMAN
75604.35 I
I
@COm PUSERVE.COM

BACK TO EARTH

Editor:
After reading your chest-pumping strut
in August over the placement of advertisements vs editorial content in Stereophile (Vol.19 No.8, p.11), Icouldn't help
but notice two letters on the same page
that cut to the heart of the ongoing

malaise at your magazine: The rapidly
declining editorial content!!!
The letter by your Founder & Grouchat-Large (J. Gordon Holt) highlights
the current problem with your equipment reviews: the emphasis on soundstaging rather than timbral accuracy. If a
system doesn't have timbral accuracy,
the sound becomes hi-fi gimmicky,
mid-fi, and soundstaging becomes a
moot point! Most of your reviews have
agee-whiz, sonic-spectacular ring reminiscent of the late-'60s/early-'70s tizzy
high end, muffled voice range, and
boomy bass that were passed off as accurate by the mainstream audio press.
I've long felt lonely in my opinion
that Stereophile's reviewers have descended to the level ofJulian Hirsch and Stereo
Revietv. Then along comes Mr. Lawrence's letter in September echoing my
sentiments. Many of your current reviews not only lack style, attention to
detail, and common sense, but read like
"The Emperor's New Clothes."
As an editor, you've done agreat job
of improving the look and feel of the
magazine. But in editorial content, you
are leaving avoid that your competition
will gladly fill.
MARX ANGIOLETTI
Chicago, IL

For 87 years, Denon has pursued one— and only one goal: the faithful reproduction of the original performance. Whether it be
aconcert or studio performance, ablockbuster film or amusic video, the goal remains unchanged: to reproduce exactly what
the artist or director intended.
This philosophy is present in the full range of Denon Home Theater components, like the cost-no-object AVP-8000 Tuner/
Preamp Processor, the new audiophile Dolby Digital (AC-3) AN Receivers and the highly affordable
Dolby Pro Logic AN Receivers.
Because at Denon, we remain faithful to the artist and to every one of our customers.
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others don't even know exist, we'd like to introduce you to
the ultimate mode of transportation. The Sony CD['-XA7ES.
It's quite possibly the world's finest compact disc player.

For well over 60 years, the name Tandberg has been associated with flawless, faithful sound reproduction. Whether the
components were professional grade reel-to-reel tape recorders, audiophile-quality cassette decks or high-end electronics,
Tandberg invariably established new standards of excellence.
The new 4000 Series continues this unbroken tradition. The unique, stackable, top-loading transport of the CD Player, the
Zero Negative Feedback and Discrete Class Acircuitry of the Control and Power Amplifiers, the Dual Gate MOSFET and Class A
circuitry of the FM Tuner are packaged in amuseum-grade, fully remote-controllable system as pleasing to use as it is to view.
Tandberg achieves the best of both worlds by integrating old world craftsmanship, world class industrial design and the
latest audio technologies. In the process, Tandberg has once again created audio components that transcend traditional hi-fi to
become one of your most prized possessions.

What keeps us in the foreground is our background.
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TANDBERG

Jason Scott Distributing. Inc.
tel (215) 836 9944 fax (215) 836 2273
See the exciting landberg fine at Winter CES
Alexis Park Hntel Suite 2403

Much more than hi-fi.

ware will find the playback from their
unauthorized copies an unrecognizable
blur. Intel Corp. attorney Michael
Moradzadeh, who spent months in the
protracted discussions between hardware manufacturers, computer industry
representatives, and entertainment
industry heavyweights, told the Wall
Street Journal, "We're very optimistic. All
the parties seem to be happy with this
solution."
The audible or visible effect of this
encryption scheme is unknown at this
International:
point. How it will affect the operation
Debbie Starr
of external digital/analog convertersjitter-reduction devices, digital surroundMa Kahn Company Limited, publisound processors, and other digital
sher of What Hi-Fi? and The Sound magdevices also remains to be seen, but the
azines, will hold the International
seeds of potential trouble have now
Bangkok Hi-End Audio Show 1996,
December 6-9, at the Ambassador been planted.
One obvious problem with encrypHotel Bangkok. For more information,
tion is that, while it may prevent the
write 138/1 Freeway Building, Suite
technology-smitten but unsophisticated
3/3, Sutthisarn Rd., Bangkok 10400,
consumer from becoming asmall-scale
Thailand. Tel: (662) 279-6590; fax:
software pirate, it does nothing to pre(662) 270-1007.
vent wide-scale piracy by those with
May 8-11,1997 are the dates for the
technical prowess and the willingness to
German High-End Society's 16th annual
take abig risk for what could be avery
High-End Equipment Exhibition. The
lucrative return. Technological secrets
show will be held at the Hotel Gravendon't stay secret very long. Hackers are
bruch Kempinski near Frankfurt am
undoubtedly already picking apart the
Mein, and will feature products and
technical details of DVD encryption. A
equipment from over 350 manufacturers.
deciphering device inserted into the
Trade day is May 8, 10am-8pm; May
datastream between player and recorder
9-11 is open to the general public,
is all that will be needed to defeat the
10am-6pm. Trade visitors may presystem. Prediction: Such devices, both
register. For more information, contact
illegal and highly desirable, will begin
the High-End Society Marketing GmbH,
trickling into the market as soon as
Hatzfelder Strasse 161-163, D 42 281
DVD is launched.
Wuppertal. Tel: (49) 202-70 20 22. Fax:
The stakes are very high in this game.
(49) 202-70 37 00.
In a story in the October 11 Journal,
Dean Takahashi quoted market reUS: Barry Willis
searcher Dataquest Inc.'s estimates that
The saga continues: production of DVD
by the year 2000, ascant three years
or Digital Versatile Disc players (infrom now, 33 million DVD units will
correctly called Digital Video Disk players
be sold annually worldwide. Matsushita
by other publications) will soon begin in
earnest now that an agreeable solution to • and Toshiba expected to have begun
shipping DVD machines in November.
the thorny copyright problem has been
Sony and Philips will have their first
found. The music recording and film
machines out sometime next spring.
industries, whose cooperation is essential
to the new format's success, were balking
at the apparent ease with which con- The Netherlands/Japan:
sumers would be able to make flawless
John Atkinson
digital copies of their products.
According to the October 14 issue of
The proposed solution involves
industry bible Audio Week Philips has
encrypting sections of the disc known as
announced that they will "team" with
I-frames, which contain most of the data
Sony to develop DSD (Direct Stream
for each sweep of amonitor's screen.
Subsequent frames contain data affecting
Digital) audio products for professional
and studio use. DSD is the low-bit techchanges in the picture. Encrypting the
nology developed by Sony for highI-frame and leaving the remaining data
quality audio use (see "Industry Upframes intact is an elegant way to prevent pirating, believe the proponents of date," May and August 1996, Vol.19
Nos.5 & 8). While the use of DSD for
the system. Consumers without the necthe next-generation audio carrier was
essary unscrambling hardware and soft-

Lcerer in aseminar/demonstration on
Friday, November 22,5-8pm. Products
featured will include Graham's 1.5t/c
tonearm, the Basis model 2001 turntable, Benz Micro phono cartridges,
Aesthetix components, Record Research Labs cleaning fluids, Shakti
Audio Innovations, and the Transfiguration Temper phono cartridge. Door
prizes and free samples will be offered.
Call (800) 838-1812.
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not specifically mentioned, this news will
add weight to the DSD-based Sony proposal now being considered by the DVD
consortium working group, along with
other proposals from, among others, the
Acoustic Renaissance for Audio (ARA)
(see Stereophile, August 1995, Vol.18 No.8,
and November 1996, Vol.19 No.11). But
as Malcolm Omar Hawksford reported
last month (p.119), the latest version of
the formal DVD specifications includes
the provision for PCM digital audio data
sampled at up to 961cHz, which might
render moot the argument over the specification for a dedicated High Quality
Audio Disc.

alffl
US: John Atkinson

Iam pléased to welcome two new contributors to Stereophile this month. First,
Lisa Astor joins us from The Audio
Adventure with a bimonthly column,
"Astor Place." You can find Lisa's bio in
her column, but what is perhaps not
widely known about her is that she
worked as Managing Editor on the
impressive first issue of The Audiophile
Voice. Good to have you on the Stereophile masthead, Lisa.
Second, Paul Messenger, our new UK
correspondent, makes his Stereophile
debut with the next story, on the speaker
technology being developed at Verity
Group. Paul, who actually hired this
writer as alowly copy editor for the UK
magazine Hi-Fi News & Record Revitiv
back in September 1976, is the British
grandfather of subjective reviewing—his
"Subjective Sounds" column in HFN/
RR pioneered the genre in the UK. He
sent me the following biography:
1949: Born February 24 (Pisces).
1960: First transistor radio.
1964: First (cheap open-reel) tape
recorder.
1967: First stereo record player.
Started degree course (Mechanical Engineering) at Sussex University; dropped out after one year.
1968: First hi-fi system (Thorens TD
135, Shure M55E, Leak Stereo 30, preproduction Spendor BC1s).
1969: Changed to Quad 33/303 preamp/power amp, added Tandberg
open-reel.
1970-74: Trained as high-school science teacher, B.Ed. Sussex University.
1974: Joined Spendor Audio Systems
and built loudspeakers.
1976: Joined Hi-Fi NM's & Record
Review (Link House) as Features/Act31
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Destinies were formed with the strike of
the bow.

Joy or sorrow were transmitted

by the war drum or great music.
PSB loudspeakers — with lifelike tonal
balance, spatial imaging, and full range
capability — allow you to experience
the passion of those who speak through

Connect your TV, a center
channel speaker and a
subwoofer for sensational
home-theater experiences!

PSB — A UNIQUE VOICE
IN THE CROWD.
For your nearest PSB dealer call

Toll Free 1-800-263-4641.

reproduction, but its most obvious benefits probably lie outside the serious hi-fi
sector, for the simple reason that it operates as an area- rather than apoint- or
line-source.
The arrival of the fluorescent tube
supplemented rather than replaced the
incandescent light bulb, and the same
may well be true with NXT: The fact
that a decent-quality demonstration
could be mounted at all with prototypes
that had received very little development
was itself impressive, but the truth of the
matter is that NXTs particular properties are likely to be far more useful
applied to A/V, computer playstations,
in-car sound and noise cancellation, and
professional sound reinforcement than
they will in the persnickity pinpointimaging world of the audiophile.
NXT itself is supposed to stand for
LMIRI
New Transducer Technology Ltd., the
licensing company Verity has set up to
hold the 20-something world patents
(applied for) and to license potential
users in any appropriate field. It is at least
UK: Paul Messenger
a reasonably memorable and suitably
"Moving loudspeakers from the proleading-edge group of initials that doesn't
peller to the jet age" was how one proclash with Japanese telecommunications;
tagonist described Verity Labs' anthe original acronym given to the core
nouncement of its new NXT loudtechnology was DML, which sounds
speaker technology.' Ifind Mike Nesmore like something the cat dra14:ed in
mith's "Radio Engine to the Photon
but stands for Distributed Mode LoudWing" an altogether more evocative
speaker.
analogy but the message is the same.
Explaining what that means will take
NXT offers something completely different in the way loudspeakers operate. It afew paragraphs, so let's start off with a
may still use energizing coils (or varia- bit of historical perspective. Vibrating
metal plates were examined by Italian
dons thereof) as part of the mix, but the
natural scientist Caldini way back in the
whole idea of diaphragms operating in
17th century. The classic textbook expistonic motion has been ditched.
Instead we have a combination of periment fixes the plate at its center and
excites it at the edge with aviolin bow,
chaos mathematics, the latest in materials
grains of powder spread across the plate
science, and flat plates operating in mulclustering at the vibration nodes corretiple bending modes. It's atotally unlikesponding to the sound created. Physics
ly recipe from an intuitive perspective,
teachers today use asinewave generator
and, aweek after the dem, this journalist
is still trying to get his head around it. But and loudspeaker motor under the plate
it's impossible to ignore the experience of to show the modal relationships of a
the ears, which made it quite clear that harmonic series.
A number of attempts have been
the guys at Verity —parent company of
made to create loudspeakers by attaching
UK brands Mission, Wharfedale, Quad,
transducer elements to "soundboards"
and Roksan — have come up with somemade of wood or glass. The results have
thing genuinely unique, exceptionally
been interesting but hardly fidelity —
radical, and not alittle strange.
never mind the "high" bit —and the
Several rival speaker makers were prewhole thing seems to have been based
sent at the dem, and while the experience came as something of ashock to purely on ad hoc experimentation.
The key factor distinguishing Verity's
all, they weren't trying to sell their busiinitiative is that it's based on theory and
nesses over the cellphone on the way
home. NXT seems very likely to have a mathematics rather than mere empiricism; hence the patents. The initial impemajor impact on the future of sound
tus came from the British defense
research establishment, where a Dr.
1NXT —New Transducer Technology Ltd. Verity
Heron
found that alight, stiff panel used
Group plc, Huntingdon PE18 6E13, Engla d, UK. Ta
in helicopter construction was acous(44) 1480-451777 Fax: (44) 1480-432777

mg/Deputy Editor. Started "Subjective
Sounds" column.
1978:Joined digest-sized Hi-Fi Choice
as Editor.
1982: Returned to Link House as
Publisher of HFN/RR, Studio Sound, etc.
1984: Went freelance.
1986: Returned to edit Hi-Fi Choice
(as freelance).
1987: Relaunched Hi-Fi Choice as fullsized monthly magazine.
1988: Left editorship to review loudspeakers (and TVs); started "Personal
Messages" column in Hi-Fi Choice.
Not much change since then, though
did a four month-spell as Editor of
'Choice in 1993, and was closely involved
in the launch of Home Entertainment
magazine, covering the home-theater
market, also in '93.
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tically transparent over a specific frequency range — the inference being that
it could make afine loudspeaker diaphragm. Verity took up the license in
1994 to develop the original idea, and the
V-Labs team, including chief scientist
Neil Harris, has now cracked the complex math needed to predict the behavior of light, stiff panels.
One of the keys to getting good results
from an NXT panel is to choose its parameters in order to maximize the distribution of modes across the surface. I'm
attempting to comprehend its operation
by considering the reproduction of an
impulse signal: Fed in through the motor
mechanism (such as avibrating coil), the
signal excites the panel so that each of the
multiplicity of modes supplies areplica.
You could almost describe it as aFourier
speaker, dealing in distributed impulses
rather than conventional reciprocating
motion. This may not be exactly what's
going on, but it does at least provide
something to g
conceptually, and
helps explain the behavior and properties
of the NXT technology.
The key distinctions between the
NXT and aconventional loudspeaker is
that it acts as adistributed source, yet at
the same time provides very wide distribution of high frequencies — there's
none of the HF beaming familiar to
users of large conventional panel speakers. Indeed, the polar diagrams published
by Verity (fig.1) show the widest distribution at the highest frequencies
(16kHz), with adegree of figure-8 dipole
pattern in evidence down at 250Hz. It's
suggested that the radiation is essentially
bi- rather than di-polar, allowing apanel
to be mounted close to awall — though
how effectively it will operate down to
low frequencies is less clear.
Another curious and potentially valuable property is the way an NXT panel
fills aroom with avery even intensity of
sound. It does get louder as you approach
the panel, but the rate of volume increase
is alinear rather than asquare-law progression. This has enormous potential in
sound-reinforcement applications, yet
also looks like it might provide ideal
characteristics for movie surround-channel applications. The distributed source
will assist de-localization, but the evenness of intensity will be still more useful,
substantially increasing the usable seating
area by reducing the rear-channel proximity handicap.
Even more fascinating are the implications of using alarge panel as acombination center-channel dialog speaker/
projection screen. The actual movement
of apanel is tiny, so visual images are not
33
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egardless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an AC
outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE-515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC
power, unveiling apure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics
'1 ..the effective suppression of AC 'RF hash' by the
ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players. . .the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb.. ..
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself
The ACE-515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes
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and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection—you can pay alittle for it now, or you can
pay alot for it later"
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment from
damaging line voltage disturbances. Once
again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of
offering superior performance at areasonable
cost. For complete technical data, please
visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the
ACE-515 is more than an accessory. It's a
necessity.

A

impaired (it's claimed), while the evenness of far-field intensity should be a
major bonus in real movie theaters. The
intriguing bonus is that dialog actually
appears to "follow" the person speaking
on the screen. Because the source is diffuse, the ear/brain is happy to accept
that the sound conies from any part of
the screen: When the eyes see the
onscreen lips moving, the brain is happy
enough to accept the lips as the sound
source. Double neat.
It's difficult to predict the hi-fi capabilities from the short prototype demonstration. All the panels were being used
with supplementary moving-coil subwoofers, so there may well be significant
low-frequency constraints. The midband sounded encouragingly clean and
even, while the "distributed" treble
seemed exceptionally sweet, if a bit
down in level —the absence of dometweeter "hot spots" was particularly
noteworthy.
Conversion efficiency is reckoned to
be comparable or slightly better than
conventional speakers, though direct
like-for-like comparison is hampered by
the very real propagation differences. A
bonus is that the impedance of the panel
is almost purely resistive, so the amplifier load is likely to be determined by the
motor section. The simple fact that
there's no need for an enclosure should
ensure potentially low manufacturing
costs, depending on the type of material used for the panel, which could vary
from the cheap to the exotic.
Our dein examples of various types
were quite aerospace — for example,
with aluminum honeycomb faced in
aluminum or carbon fiber. The panels
were simply hung (free edge) within
wooden support frames, the stereo
left/right channel examples looking not
unlike classic large electrostatics. Each
loudspeaker consisted of a tall single
panel driven by two actuators: alarger,
higher-inductance one for low frequencies, and asmaller one for HF. What the
effect would be of hanging apanel on or
close to a wall is not entirely cleat,
though the possibility of flush-mounting panels into astud-type wall in place
of the normal plasterboard surface looks
very real and interesting, despite the loss
of efficiency involved in losing rearward
radiation.
k would be foolish to predict that
NXT technology will usurp our existing
well-honed loudspeaker technologies.
But its launch is an event of some significance, and is bound to have major ramifications for the future of sound reproduction, over and beyond doubling the
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

Verity share price. Ultimately it will
depend on the imagination and ingenuity of those who take up the licenses.

Miffl
US: Wes Phillips

California Audio Labs has announced
the promotion of Bob Altenbeni to
Vice President of Sales and Marketing,
while bringing John "Bass" Bazz in to
fill Altenbern's former position as
National Sales Manager.
Jim McCullough has resigned his
position as Vice President of Sales and
Marketing at Genesis Technologies. He
intends to remain involved in the High
End, and will seek an appropriate association to do so after aperiod of rest and
reflection.
Mark L. Schifter, President of Audio
Alchemy Inc, has resigned from the
company he co-founded in order to join
Genesis Technologies as Vice President
of Sales and Marketing, beginning
November 4, 1996. "I joined Genesis
because of my love and admiration for
the current products and the direction of
the company," commented Schifter. "I
intend to bring innovative thinking with
respect to current marketing strategies
and new product categories." He remains aconsultant to Audio Alchemy.

US: John Atkinson

Two new audio-related Web sites this
month:
Canadian power-line conditioner
manufacturer Inouye has aWeb site up
and running. They tell us that their We
pages "are deliberately simple so that
they will load quickly," aboon to those
of us with local telephone switches that
date from somewhere around the age of
steam! Set your browser to http://
www.info-inouye.com
R.F. Systems, Inc. amanufacturer of
high-end consumer and commercial
A/V control systems —J. Gordon Holt is
abig fan of their RF-8 power sequencer
— has aWeb site at http://www.rfsystems.com
There was an error in October's
"Recommended Components." The
Krell KAV-300i integrated amplifier
was listed as offering 50Wpc —that
should have read 150Wpc. Sorry Krell.

US: Jonathan Scull

received a fax the other day from
Mr. K. Kiuchi, top tuning maestro from
Harmonix/Combak Corporation, in-

forming me that his fine line of audiotuning products are now imported and
distributed in North America and
canada by May Audio Marketing of
Knoxville, Tennessee. Tel: (423) 9668844. Fax: (423) 966-8833.
In apleasant conversation with Nizar
Akhrass of May Audio (hey... it's a
global village), Ilearned that the current
Harmonix lineup of accessories comprises the following items:
1) Professional Tuning Products,
including the CD tuning sheets, belts,
bases, feet, insulators, rings, room-tuning devices, and the tuned record platter
and clamp.
2) ENACOM noise filters for speaker cables, interconnects, and power
lines.
3) May Audio's new range of tuned
interconnects, digital datalinks, and
speaker cables in both RCA and XLR
configurations (to be auditioned soon).
4) New low-noise, award-winning
gold CDs (ditto!).
Kathleen and Ihave come to rely on
these very effective tweaks to get the
best out of our system, and recommend
them highly.

US: Wes Phillips

As Equipment Reports Editor, I
read every new product release description and brochure that gets sent to
Stereophile—one reason why my desk
always looks as if a recycling bin had
exploded nearby. And while Isimply love
to read about hi-fi, Imust admit my eyes
tend to glaze over while reading the
cookie-cutter descriptions. Some of these
products and their literature arc patently
not aimed at the audiophile marketplace,
but we're on the list of "electronics" magazines and we get the mass mailings —it
has something to do with PR firms being
paid a"per mailing" rate. Iwork hard
winnowing out the BS so you won't have
to. In fact, I'm beginning to consider a
new irregular feature in "Industry
Update" called "What Were They
Thinking?" —some of these PR offerings
are just so damn ... weird.
Take the mailing Igot last week from
acompany called J-ConT" (9600 Woodpecker Rd., Chesterfield, VA 23838;
Tel./Fax: (804) 751-0333), for example.
It seems that Carlton Keith, afreelance
sound engineer and television producer,
has invented a series of connectors
(some 68 in number) that can terminate
ordinary electrical extorsion cords to 1/4"
phono plugs, bananas, etc. The illustration accompanying the product announcement shows a25' extension cord
with a1
/"phone plug at one end and a
4
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250 watts per channel

Two stages; zero feedback

Single-ended bridge design

Dual-mono construction

THUNDER IS GOOD,
THUNDER IS IMPRESSIVE,
BUT IT IS LIGHTNING
THAT DOES THE WORK.
—Mark Twain
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three-prong AC plug on the other! "No
more complex wiring. No more intricate, time-consuming, and laborious
setups. With the J-Con multi-use
patented connector system, any ordinary
extension cable becomes your servant."
And afire and safety hazard of unbelievable proportions.
Now I've had to fabricate my share of
cables at 3am — Ido understand the
urge to come up with asimple, modular connection system. But it doesn't
take agenius to realize that if you make
it possible for people to plug microphone preamplifiers and speakers into
an AC wall socket, acertain number of
them are going to do so. Did it ever
occur to J-Con that there's agood reason that line-level connectors aren't
interchangeable with AC plugs? In fact,
under current EEC law, the sale of such
amisguided product in Europe would
be punishable by jail.
So — congratulations, J-Con! You're
the recipient of Stereophiles very first
What Were They Thinking? award. But
don't worry, you won't be alone for
long — Iget lots of mail.

UK: Paul Messenger

Top British pro-audio drive-unit and
studio monitor manufacturer ATC 2 has
come up with aradical new approach in
the design of its motor magnetics to
combat distortions resulting from magnetic eddy-current effects around and
through the pole-piece and plate metalwork.
Such a(predominantly third-harmonic) distortion mechanism has been
known since Bell Labs' work way back in
the 1930s. In commercial drive-units, this
mechanism is often obscured by mechanical limitations, but for Alt it was
becoming an increasingly irksome, limiting factor. The company evolved new
measurement techniques to isolate the
effect, and came to the conclusion that
the only possible solution was to replace
the existing mild steel used for the polepiece and front plate with amaterial of
similar magnetic permeability but one
that is electrically nonconductive.
The new Super Linear Magnetic
Material (you can tell that ATC's Alan
Ainslie once worked for a major
Japanese multinational) is applied as acap
2 Loudspeaker Technology Ltd., Gypsy Lane, Aston
Down, Stroud, Gloucester GL6 8HR, England, UK.
Tel: (44) 1285-760561. Fax: (44) 1285-760683.
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The revised ATC drive-unit has electrically
insulating pole pieces and front plate.

to the pole-piece tip and forms an annulus around the inside of the front plate
gap. The material uses small, individually
insulated steel particles — themselves
chosen to give the right magnetic permeability, yet too small to support eddy currents —packed in an epoxy matrix.
SLMM is nonmachinable and has to be
cast at high temperatures and pressures.
The first driver to receive the Super
Linear treatment is the 6" cone/dome
main driver of the popular compact
SCM20 monitor, henceforth to be
known as the SCM20 SL Alt's tests
show that third-harmonic distortion has
been dramatically reduced — by 10 to
15dB —and the improvement is claimed
to be clearly audible.

together so it ceases to matter what kind
of computer operating system you
have," said NetGuide senior online editor Dana Blankenship.
A universally compatible system will
attract new users to the Internet.
Industry analysts commented that it will
create abigger market and spur development of new application for RTSP technology. Among the listed supporters of
the RTSP proposal were IBM, Apple
Computer, Silicon Graphics, Sun Microsystems, Cisco Systems Inc., Macromedia Inc., and Hewlett-Packard. Conspicuous by its absence was Microsoft
Corp.

US: Jonathan Scull

At Onkyo's 50th Anniversary Luncheon
in New York in the fall, the Japanese
company had a lot to talk about — a
plethora of new products lined the
room's sides. Ihave to admire Onkyo's
marketing concept of packaging three
"Personal Theater Systems" as smallfootprint surround boomboxes. No
slight to Onkyo, but they ballyhooed the
advanced ergonomics and high-quality
parts selection used in these full-featured
surround rack systems. There's the PTS707 with five-mode DSP, Karaoke
(that's key), and three-way speakers for
Dad and Bud. The PTS-505 is for Sis, an
"uncomplicated" home-theater system
with Dolby Pro Logic and other nifty
features. And let's not forget Junior's
PTS-303, which features two-speaker
US: Barry Willis
Ambience Enhancement technology
Tired of the "hurry up and wait" synfor that Grown-Up Surround Feeling
drome while downloading audio- and
on aNickelodeon budget. All three sysimage-heavy files from the Internet? Net tems feature multiple-play changers and
surfers are about to get aperformance
a lot of technology for your surround
upgrade. On October 14 aconsortium of buck. Prices range from $600 to $800.
42 computer and software companies,
Updates included in the Integra line
led by Netscape Communications Corinclude CD changers, A/V receivers,
poration and Progressive Networks Inc.,
outboard processors, and anew Dolby
announced an agreement to aproposed
Digital (AC-3) Surround receiver, the
standard for delivering real-time audio TX-DS838, at $1499.95 suggested retail.
and video over the Net.
It's TI-DC-certified, makes use of two 24Currently, users must download an
bit Motorola chips for DSP (18 surround
entire file to their computers' hard disks
modes), and whacks out 120Wpc stereo,
before viewing or listening to its con100Wpc L/R/C, with no negative feedtents. The proposed new standard,
back. It's abeast in classic champagne
called Real Time Streaming Protocol, or livery. They also whipped the silk off a
50th Anniversary Edition integrated
RTSP, will allow audio and video data
to "stream" through the transmission
amplifier, the A-9911 ($1119.95 in gold
finish): 90Wpc available into 8 ohms,
network much like analog broadcasting.
Although several companies already with 283W into 2 ohms available for
offer streaming technologies, each one
Big Musical Moments. There's also the
80Wpc Integra A-9711 ($849.95 in
is slightly different from and therefore
black).
incompatible with its competitors' sysBut audiophilia is afoot at Onkyo:
tems. "Net" result: user confusion and
frustration. "What Netscape and Pro- The nicely finished A-9911 integrated
gressive are trying to do is provide a features twin-core AEI (anti-electromagnetic interference) transformers,
framework in which these things work
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N°31.5
Reference CD Transport

Extraordinary attention to detail, unequalled performance, and a
modular design that allows acomponent to preserve its state-of-the-art status even as technology evolves,
combine to define aMark Levinson Reference product. After four years as the standard against which
all high performance digital transports are measured, the N°31 Reference CD Transport is now updated to the N°31.5. A look inside reveals ameasure of refinement which guarantees its stature as atrue
reference standard well into the future. Retaining the innovative three-stage mechanical isolation of
the earlier Reference, the new N°31.5 adds Madrigal's proprietary Closed-Loop Jitter-Reduction system and anew balanced drive for the digital output, yielding adramatic improvement in the quality
of the outgoing signal. In addition, the N°31.5 incorporates significant new digital signal processing
capabilities that optimize the digital signal prior to its being sent to the digital audio processor, for
further improvements in both clarity and dynamics. And, in accordance with our definition, the N°31
maintains its Reference status via cost effective update to N°31.5 options. Discover how meticulous
attention to every detail results in uncompromised performance at your Mark Levinson dealer soon.
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Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories. Inc.
P.O. Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A., FAX (860) 346-1540
If you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or fax us at the address
above or visit us on the Internet at hop./ /www.madrigal.com/
Adonation to support AIOS research will be made for every name added to our mailing list.
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AHarman International Company

non-negative feedback (NFB) amplification stages, modular chassis construction, and optimized layout. Press release:
"Although the theory of negative feedback produces amplifiers with specs that
look wonderful on paper — it's well
known that great specs don't always
mean great sound." Whoa...
That's not all. ATR (Audio Tuned
Reference) electrolytic capacitors for the
power supply arc hand-selected and chosen for sound quality! I'm impressed. Press
release: "because no one derives pleasure
listening to test tones, Onkyo engineers
used actual human listening tests to
ensure that their new capacitors would
deliver more powerful dynamics and
more detailed resolution than those
found in the most esoteric high-end
amplifiers."
Actual human listoting tests—they really slay me. But whichever way you look
at it, this is agood sign. Perhaps we can
say that audiophiles have realized acertain clout in the larger marketplace.
Congratulations. Imean it... keep up
the good work.
Okay, what else? [flip flip flip] A couple of CD players with AccuPulse
Quartz technology and featuring a
small, cylindrical oscillator mounted on
Polysorb —a special damping material.
Nice touch. There's the SRC (Sampling
Rate Converter) system on the DX7911 ($1199.95 in 50th Anniversary
Gold) that "isolates the clock oscillator
of the D/A converter from that of the
total control system" to eliminate jitter.
"The result is ultrafine resolution of
music details, sweeter-sounding quiet
passages, and a better sense of ambience." Onkyo, you're tallcin' our language. You can visit them at www.
onkyo.cojp

MILM
UK: Paul Messenger

Imagewise, they don't come much
stodgier than Rogers,3 one of the oldest
names in British hi-fi and best known as
the licensee manufacturer of the cult
classic BBC LS3/5A minimoniton It
was therefore something of ashock to
arrive at the Ramada Hotel — home of
the UK's leading, Hi-Fi News—sponsored
hi-fi show (full report from Martin
Colloms next month) — to find that
3 Rogers, Unit 13, Beddington Trading Park West,
Bath House Rd., Beddington Lane, Croydon, Surrey
CRO 4TD, England, UK. Tel: (44) 181-683-2101.
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Onkyo's $800 PTS-707 Personal Theater System — but where's the screen?

Rogers had taken a large suite, and
parked ashiny bright-blue-and-yellow
McLaren F1sports racer outside.
Next to it, dwarfed by the car but
sporting similar streamlining and shiny
color scheme, sat the db101, anew hightech, high-performance minimonitor
aimed squarely at the design-conscious,
and styled by the same Peter Stevens
who penned the Fi.
Even though the ingredients actually
look rather promising, the db101 is not
primarily an audiophile product. Rather,
Rogers is hoping to repeat the Far East
domestic and installation sales success of
such models as JBL:s Control One and
B&W's Rock Solid — to which end the
company's Chinese owners have invested aquarter of amillion pounds sterling
in complex cabinet tooling.
The cabinet is actually made in the
US from 4mm ABS plastic skinned by
0.4mm aluminum, and comes in anumber of interesting shiny finishes. Internal
dimensions arc carefully spread, with no
parallel faces, while the main driver has
ahigh-quality Aerogel cone. Balance is
deliberately up-front, designer Andy
Whittle explaining that they were looking for something rather different from
the '3/5A. Should the project prove
commercially successful, he hopes to
develop a more audiophile-oriented
variation next year, possibly with carbon-fiber cabinetwork.

Finland: Don Scott

The Radio Data System (RDS) is now
being included in US home and auto
FM receivers from Onkyo, Grundig,

Thorens, Denon, Alpine, and more to
follow. Information is digitally encoded
on a57kHz (±6kHz) subcarrier along
with other subcarriers and the normal
stereo broadcast. RDS currently is used
to provide extra information about the
station being received, program type,
artist information, time, contest information, weather warnings, etc.
Cellphone manufacturer Nokia Paging
(Salo, Finland) is now manufacturing data
receivers that will expand services and revenue for RDS-equipped stations. These
additional services could be aimed at the
consumer with expanded WEB-type
information, services for the blind,
Lojack-type services that will disable a
stolen car within astation's coverage area,
changing of street lighting, traffic signs,
billboards, or whatever the imagination
can conjure. In the US: Nokia Paging,
12345 Starkey Rd., Suite K, Largo, FL
33773. Tel: (813) 532-4241.

US: Barry Willis

Wretched Excess Department: Like
bodybuilders hooked on tissue-building
drugs, the big just keep on getting bigger. Mme-Warner has completed its $7.6
billion takeover of Turner Broadcasting
System, creating amedia monster the
likes of which the world has never seen:
$21 billion in revenue, $4 billion in cash
flow, and an awesome $17.5 billion in
debt. Shareholders of both corporations
approved the merger in separate meetings at Time-Warner headquarters in
New York on Thursday, October 10,
despite difficulties with US West — an
Englewood, Colorado, phone company
39
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tainly to show organizer Shirley Trotter.
From what Iunderstand, their decision
was based strictly on bottom-line considerations: The major part of these companies' business is outside Canada, and they
just don't think that the additional revenues generated by exhibiting at the
Canadian show are worth the cost.
The silver lining on this particular
cloud was that smaller companies got
much more exposure than they would
have had otherwise. The mod at the
show was generally upbeat, exhibitors
told me that they were very pleased
with the quantity and quality of the
"traffic." Ihad pleasant chats with a
number of audiophiles who spotted my
Stereophile badge and were impressed

Audio Plus Services's Daniel Jacques with the Martin-Logan Re-Quest

that controls 25% of Time-Warner
Entertainment —and alawsuit by ajealous Rupert Murdoch. Miffed that
Tune-Warner wouldn't let him play, he
slapped them with a$2 billion suit for
refusing to carry his Fox News Network over their cable systems.
Gerald Levin will remain as chairman
of Time-Warner, and Ted Turner will
become his new vice president. The
arrangement includes a$50 million/5year pay package for Mr. Turner, negotiated down from $100 million. It also
includes a $50 million fee for "junkbond king" Michael Milken, who managed to wedge himself into the deal.
Readers may remember Mr. Milken as
one of the big players of the 1980s,
whose "pursuit of excellence" earned
him aprison sentence and lifetime exile
from employment in American financial markets.
The next order of business for Levin
and Turner is to make good on promises to shareholders about reducing operating costs. Unnecessary duplication of
effort will be eliminated in both organizations. Toward that end, they have
already started chopping jobs: As many
as 1000 will be lost from Turner's
Atlanta-based workforce. One of the
first victims is Turner's own son, Teddy,
head of distribution for Turner Home
Video, who was informed of his fate by
his father at a family dinner several
weeks ago. Should the merger go
through, said Ted Sr. — a self-styled
visionary, futurist, and humanitarian —
"You're toast."
Time-Warner is one of many organiSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

zations (the Associated Press is another
one) which this past year pressured their
writers and photographers to sign away
any rights to compensation for the distribution of their works over the
Internet. Have awonderful day.

Canada: Robert
Deutsch

Resembling the Sterrophile shows in concept (separate consumer and trade days;
talks about new developments in audio
and video; but no live music, alas), the
Canadian Consumer Electronics Exposition & Conference was held in
Toronto September 14-16. It was, of
course, amuch smaller show than HI-FI
'96, taking up just parts of three floors of
asuburban hotel. What may be surprising to those not familiar with the
Canadian audio scene is that, almost
without exception, the best-known
Canadian manufacturers did not exhibit.
The only real exception was Bryston,
with a pleasant, low-key display of
all their products, induding their nifty
new B-60 integrated amplifier. (The
complete Paradigm loudspeaker line
was effectively demoed by Toronto retailer Audio One, but there was no factory
representation.)
The fact that most of the biggies did
not choose to exhibit was adisappointment to Canadian audiophiles, and cer-

THE MOOD AT THE
TORONTO SHOW WAS
GENERALLY UPBEAT.
that I'd come all the way from Santa Fe
to attend the show. (They were somewhat less impressed when Itold them
that Ilive about a15-minute drive from
the hotel.)
I've always been fond of electrostatic
loudspeakers, so I was pleased to
encounter two new models, one of
them from abrand-new manufacturer.
Meadow Song Labs introduced the
Electra One, an electrostatic/dynamic
hybrid that looks like astubbier version
of the Martin-Logan Monolith. It fea-

Mike Yee. with the Meadow Song Labs
Electra One
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The Wyetech Labs Topaz

tures a36" by 24" curved electrostatic
panel and a 10" woofer in an overdamped (Q=0.5) enclosure. Driven by
OCM 500 amplifiers, with a Sonic
Frontiers digital front-end, the Electra
One sounded extremely promising:
smooth, detailed, and dynamic. Given
the technology and workmanship involved, the direct sale price of $38904
seems more than reasonable. 5
The second electrostatic introduced
at the show was from Martin-Logan,
the sequel —er, successor to the popular
Quest, named Re-Quest. Asked about
what was changed, Martin-Logan rep
Ian McArthur replied, "Everything but
the power cord." The speaker is alittle
shorter and slimmer than the Quest,
with anew stator panel, frame, woofer,
crossover, and redesigned woofer enclosure. Matched with one of the new
blue-diode YBA CD players and YBA
electronics, the Re-Quest seems to have
retained the midrange clarity of its predecessor, with tighter, better-integrated
bass.
Ihadn't heard of Audion before the
show, but apparently they've been in
business since 1992, producing loudspeakers for active noise control and for
the pro market. The speaker on demo
was the AU-03 ($14,000), the consumer
version of astudio monitor they developed for EMI Canada. It's athree-way
powered design with aservo-controlled
subwoofer that has a -3dB point of
10Hz. It shook the walls of the Ramada
Inn most effectively.
At the much more modest price of

$995 was the Triumph, from Coincident Speaker Technology. It's
your basic two-way, with afirst-order
crossover and hardwood MDF cabinet.
Set up in a system costing less than
$3000 (NAD 514 CD player, JoLida
integrated amp, WireWorld cables),
the Triumph had a lively, attractive
sound.
I've always thought that the resonance-damping devices from Tekna
Sonic (originally Microscan) are probably the most effective accessories of
their kind. Their main disadvantage is
that, when stuck on aspeaker, they're
rather unsightly. If only you could put
them inside the speaker....
Well, now at least one speaker company has. NEAR has revised their
50Me (US$2250) and 15M (US$799)
to incorporate Tekna Sonic units internally, which apparently results in asignificant reduction of box colorations.
Based on my experience with Tekna
Sonic products, Ican well believe this —
but it would have been instructive for
NEAR to demo the difference.
People whose response to the singleended triode phenomenon is to shake
their heads in disbelief had a good
chance to engage in abit of head-shaking at CCEE. The Wyetech Labs
Topaz ($13,800) is a single-ended,
zero-feedback design using a single
large 211 triode per channel, short signal paths, welded chassis, and point-topoint wiring. Output is rated at 18W,
enough to effectively drive apair of
ProAc Response 2Sses to quite ahigh
level.
Point-to-point wiring is also featured

in the Blue Circle Audio BC3 tube
line-stage preamp ($4150) and BC2
hybrid power amp ($7550). These minimalist designs are finished in wood and
stainless steel; the 75W power amp runs
single-ended, using one tube in the predriver stage mode and bipolar transistors in the output stage. The combination was used to good effect driving the
new VR-3 loudspeakers from Von
Schweikert Research.
The Celeste line of electronics from
SimAudio has up to now been aimed
at the value-priced part of the market,
but they're now taking aim squarely at
the High End. The Celeste Moon P-5
preamp ($3900) has aseparate power
supply and features what's said to be a
new design for gain control. The
Celeste Moon P-5 and apre-production
sample of the 175W Celeste Moon
W-5 amplifier ($4300; full production
started at the end of September), with a
Wilson Benesch/13enz Glider/ Lukaschek analog source and Gershman
Acoustics GAP 520-X, produced a
sound that was definitely high-end.
(Gershman's speakers impress me more
every time Ihear them — in another
room, the smaller Avant Garde RX-20
sounded very good driven by Melos
electronics.)
OCM, which calls itself "The
Amplifier Company," is moving into
the entry-level area with the Model 18
line-stage preamp ($795) and 110W
Model 100 power amp ($995). The preamp has balanced as well as unbalanced
inputs (the power amp is unbalanced
only), and construction quality seems
excellent for the price.

4 All prices in Canadian dollars, unless stated otherwise. Loudspeaker prices are per pair.
5The demo pair was bi-amped, using acustom electronic crossover made by Bryston.
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SimAudio's Celeste Moon P-5 preamplifier
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100W + 100W Stereo (200W Mono),1 x6SL7 + 10 xEL34 Push-Pull Class AB, Ultra Linear,
Transformer Phase Splitting, Cathode Follower Output Stage, 0 Feedback, Toroidal Power
Transformer, High Current Choke Filter, XLR Input (Mono), 20"w x 15"cl x 8.5"h, 65 lbs,
Proudly Made in USA

US$1,780.00
For Product Information and your nearest Golden Tube Audio dealer, call or write to:
Solo Electronics 2462 Tripaldi Way, Hayward, CA 94545. Tel (510)887-8016 Fax (510)887-1657 Specifications subject to change without notice.

High-end CD players are making
inroads in the marketplace; at CCEE
there were two product introductions in
this category. The Classé CDP-1 combines their transport with asingle-DAC
version of their highly regarded DAC-1
digital processor. (You could call it a
"solid-state Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1,"
but you'd probably win no friends at
Classé or Sonic Frontiers.) Rotel's
RCD-990 uses the CDM-9 Pro transport and dual Burr-Brown chips in a
very solid chassis.
The audio marketplace has as much
to do with people as with equipment,
and here Toronto audiophiles had some
good news. In the '80s, High End
Audio, astore owned and operated by
Arthur Salvatore, was the place for the
latest in esoteric components and spirited discussion of matters hi-fi. Several

CANADIAN CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS
EXPOSITION AND
CONFERENCE:
SELECTED

EXHIBITOR
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Audion Limited

P.O. Box 48006,

St. Joseph Postal Stn.
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K1C 7H5

Tel./fax: (613) 830-8224
E-mail: blaircaudion.magi.com
http://www.magi.com/- blairc
Blue Circle Audio
RR#1, Box A-0
Innerkip, Ontario, Canada
NOJ IMO
Tel.: (519) 469-3215
Fax: (519) 469-3782
E-mail: bcircleoxford.net
http://www.oxford.net/bárde
Meadow Song Labs
6Adelaide St. E., Suite 310
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

MSC 1H6

Tel.: (416) 366-0715
Fax: (416) 941-1136
Wyetech Labs
1662 St. Bernard St.
Gloucester, Ontario, Canada

KiT 3P7
(613) 526-5390
(613) 526-5797

Tel.:
Fax:
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years ago Salvatore sold his store and left
the business. After his departure, the
store lost its high-end orientation, moving more into mid-fi. Arthur Salvatore
was at CCEE, and told me that he's
once again the owner of High End
Audio, and has major plans to make it
live up to its name. Welcome back,
Arthur!

Winning
the
World

tr.

t,

US: Barry Willis

Been downsized lately? What would
happen if the current corporate rage for
running "lean and mean" was applied to
the performance of great musical
works? Soprano Myrna Bowman contributed the following story to the
September issue of Cadenza, the publication of the San Francisco Symphony
Chorus, under the title "Musical RIF
(Reduction in Force)."
A company president was given a
ticket for aperformance of Schuberes
Symphony 8, the "Unfinished." Unable to go, the president gave the ticket to the company's Quality Assurance
Manager. The next morning, when
asked how he enjoyed the performance, the manager presented a
memo, which read as follows:
"1) For a considerable period, the
oboe players had nothing to do. Their
number should be reduced, and their
work spread over the whole orchestra,
thus avoiding peaks of inactivity.
"2) All 12 violins were playing identical notes. This seems unnecessary duplication, and the staff of this section
should be drastically cut. If alarge volume of sound is really required, this
could be obtained by the use of an
amplifier.
"3) Much effort was involved in
playing the demisemiquavers. This
seems an excessive refinement, and it
is recommended that all notes should
be rounded up to the nearest semiquaver. If this were done, it would be
possible to use trainees instead of
craftsmen.
"4) No useful purpose is served by
repeating with horns apassage that has
already been handled by the strings. If
all such redundant passages were eliminated, the concert should be reduced
from two hours to 20 minutes."
In light of the above, one can only
conclude that, had Schubert given attention to these matters, he probably
would have had time to finish his symphony.
S
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ring Parasound home and you might

never want to leave again. Which is just fine,
since we offer acomplete menu of high-end
products to satisfy any musical taste.

Be prepared to eat way too much take out food.
You see, we insist on the best designers and the
finest ingredients. People like the renowned
John Curl, whose audio designs have time and
again set the standard for life-like reproduction
of music. And premium parts that far exceed
what you'd expect to find in components priced
from $250 to $2,000. All of which means you
can now enjoy incredible sound, and still afford
to order that extra topping on your pizza.

PARASOUN D
1996 Paraaound Products. Inc. (413) 397-7100 •In Canada. call
604) 984-3400. THX la areps.-red trademark of Lucaafilm. Ltd.
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With no money down, no
interest and no payments for
12 months, you can purchase
Acurus the amplifier rated #1
by Video Magazine.
In addition to Acurus
Electronics you can add
American made speakers
(yes, that does include
Canadian speakers) and
whatever accessories you
need to complete your stereo
or surround sound system.
All with no money down,
no interest and no payments
for 12 months during the
limited time ACT event.'
Acurus is the worlds
most flexible home theater
amplifier system. It allows
you to choose the correct
Acurus two and three channel
amplifier combination to
perfectly drive your speakers.
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card anything great?" It was
the Brass Ear, aka Bill Brassington, at HI-FI '96. Brass
was covering the Show for The Audiophile
Voice.
"Yes. YBA and Mordaunt-Short."
Ihalf expected Brass to laugh. He
didn't.
"I know. That YBA stuff is good.
Let's go listen."
"Bring adisc. What do you have?"
"Something Lars would like. You too.
Prokofiev's Alexander Nevsky, performed
by Yuri Termirkanov and the St. Petersburg Philharmonic (RCA 6196-2)."
This is full-bodied orchestral/choral
music, to say the least. It is, in fact, the
Swede-bashing score from the Serge
Eisenstein film classic of the same name.
(I think Lars stopped listening to the
piece after Ipointed out that Nevsky's
victory marked the end of Sweden's
sway as aworld power.)
The Mordaunt-Short Performance
880 speakers sounded great. Solid imaging, great brass bite, and deep, tight
bass — the Brass Ear really liked that.
No wonder they got such arave review
from Martin Colloms in the August
1996 Stereophile. Too bad Martin beat
me to them.
Equally impressive were the YBA
electronics. Not the top-of-the-line
YBA gear that JS has been listening to
of late and reports on in the next issue.
Not even the YBA separate preamps
and power amps. This was the gear at or
near the bottom of the YBA line: the
dual-transformer version of the Integré
integrated amp and the least expensive
of the three CD players, the YBA CD 3.
All the equipment, including the Mordaunt-Shorts, was exhibited by the US
importer, Daniel Jacques, aka Audio
Plus Services.
"Think of it, Brass," Iwhispered during arelatively quiet passage. "This is a
50Wpc integrated amp and aCD playSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996
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er that we're listening to."
You might think that such aroom
would have garnered asizeable number
of votes for Best Sound at the Show. But
no. There were no votes to speak of.
Roy Hall didn't show, either —in the
vote, that is — even though his room
had terrific sound for even less money.
Go figure.
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HAT REVIEWER

WANTS TO REVIEW
THE INEXPENSIVE GEAR
WHEN HE CAN REVIEW
EXOTIC, TOP-OF-THE-LINE
STUFF AND ENHANCE
HIS STATUS?
WE ALL KNOW:
THE MORE EXPENSIVE
THE EQUIPMENT,
THE MORE IMPORTANT
THE REVIEWER.
Here's how Ifigure it. US audiophiles like big stuff. Big speakers. Big
amps — the kind you have to put on the
floor. Speaker cables that look like garden hoses snaked over the carpets.
("That's areal man's amp," an amplifier
manufacturer once said, as he handed
me one of his products.)
What's wrong with this?
For starters, some audiophiles can't
afford to compete, get discouraged, and
drop out — or burn out — while other
folk may decide they don't want or can't

afford in. Womenfolk, especially. More
than public apathy or the industry's lack
of marketing muscle, this is what limits
the appeal of high-end audio.
Reviewers (and magazines) make
matters worse. What reviewer wants to
review the inexpensive gear when he
(there are almost no shes) can review
exotic, top-of-the-line stuff and enhance
his status? We all know: The more expensive the equipment, the more important the reviewer. Ask yourself...
does Sam Tellig get any respect? Do
manufacturers take him out to dinner?
(Well, sometimes. But I make sure
Larry Archibald picks up the tab at least
half the time.)
Dealers make matters worse. Rather
than try to sell sane gear to nonaudiophiles — which might require some
sales and marketing savvy —they stock
the stuff that appeals mainly to geeks.
Then they wonder why they don't have
more customers. And then they try to
save themselves by selling expensive
TVs — ie, by turning to Home Theater.
I think this undercurrent of dissatisfaction is part of what's behind the
single-ended triode phenomenon —a
dissatisfaction with, and looking for an
alternative to, mainstream High End.
But the appeal of single-ended triode is
limited. Most nonaudiophiles won't
touch tubes — assuming they even
know that tube gear is still being made.
Fortunately, there are options other
than those he-man amps and tiny triodes.
Roy Hall, and others who import
itty-bitty British eye-lye, have been
proving for years that you can get great
sound from small, relatively inexpensive
systems. But as Roy and others find,
selling this stuff in North America can
be atough go. Hell, it's hard to get people to listen, never mind buy.
There are some great integrated amps
from England. The Creek stuff—better
than it's ever been. The Audiolab
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TUBE COMPONENTS
WITHOUT THE TUBES.
The Conrad-Johnson PFR remote-controlled pre-amplifier and
MF2300 amplifier embody the natural musical qualities for which
our tube components are highly prized, yet they don't use tubes.
Combining innovative circuit design with highest quality parts,
Conrad-Johnson has created aline of solid-state electronics that
will deceive your ears with their tube-like musicality and natural
warmth. Whether tube or solid state, all Conrad-Johnson
products share one important quality. They just sound right.

conrad-john.son It just sounds right.
2733 Merrilee Drive •Fairfax, VA 22031 •
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8000S, which Ihave in my listening
room now, imported by Dave Lang of
Artech — a killer of a line-level integrated for $995. The Myriad MI-120,
now being imported (influxed?) by
Michael Zeugin of Audio Influx. The
Musical Fidelity El0 and A-1000, which
Audio Advisor is bringing in. Have you
heard any of this stuff? You should!
The YBA gear is priced somewhat
higher, but it's very much in the European spirit of less often being more.
Smaller size. Shorter signal paths. Fewer
components, so the designer can tweak
them to pieces and make them of the
highest quality. No changing models
every year —evolution rather than revolution.
YBA, as you may know, are the initials of Yves-Bernard André. He and his
wife (his épouse, according to his poorly
translated English-language product
brochure) Ariane Morin founded their
firm, Phlox Electronique, adecade ago.
What Jadis is to French tube gear, YBA
is to solid-state. Together, the two
marques are the best-known names in
French high-end electronics.
And what YBA (and Jadis) equipment do the French and other Europeans buy?
A big seller is the 50Wpc YBA
Integré that so impressed the Brass Ear
and me at HI-FI '96. For Jadis, big sellers
in Europe include their DA30 and DA60
integrated amps. The little DA30 looks
exquisite, has enough power (30Wpc) to
drive most European speakers in most
European rooms, and sells big in Europe,
especially in Germany.
Get this. Some of the reviewers of
Haute Fidélité, France's classiest hi-fi rag,
actually use the Jadis DA30 and/or
YBA Integré as references.
You should be able to drive aspeaker
with 30Wpc of tube power or 50W
solid-state. And with most of the speakers reviewed in Haute Fidélité, you apparently can. 90d13 sensitive. 92dB sensitive.
Even 8ohm loads. Judging by the enthusiasm of the reviews, the sound
doesn't seem to suffer. Why can't more
American speaker manufacturers make
efficient, easy-to-drive speakers? Why
do American-made speakers have to
suck up so much power? To sell more
Krell?
What am Igetting at?
You do have alternatives. You don't
have to get caught up in the hi-fi rat race
and go broke trading in your equipment
every year. You don't have to alienate
your wife with power amps on the
living-room rug. You don't have to let
your hi-fi intrude upon your living
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996
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YBA CD 3CD player

space or your life. And you can still have
great sound. The Europeans prove it.
Never mind "balls to the wall."
Like Isaid about the YBA gear, it's
more expensive than the run of the
Creek, Audiolab, or Musical Fidelity
gear. What you get for your money is
superb build quality, exquisite cosmetics, upgradeable products that don't
become obsolete, and superior sound —
so long as you choose asensible pair of
speakers (preferably something British
or French).!
You can't expect even the "high current" versions of the YBA power amps
to do the "balls to the wall" thing that
massively overbuilt American amps do.
Iproved this to myself once by trying a
YBA 1power amp on apair of huge,
current-guzzling American speakers.
The amp didn't do dynamics as well as
Krell. The question is, why are you
bothering with huge, current-guzzling
American speakers in the first place?
I'll start with the $3400 YBA CD 3
player because that might interest more
people, including those who can't be
parted from their Jeff Rowlands, Krells,
Mark Levinsons, etc. You don't have to
use it in afull YBA system, as Idiscovered when Itried it with various preamps and power amps, including singleended triode tube amps. There, with the
tiny triodes, the YBA CD 3 worked
particularly well — its clear, neutral,
somewhat lean sound resulted in avery
well-balanced sound overall. But
getting ahead of myself...
There are three YBA CD players.
(Yves-Bernard doesn't do separates). All
IFortunately. more French speaker. An making their
way into North America. The indipanon. M. Jacques
is importinejMlab. Frank Garbie. the Jadis importer, is
leading the way with Chasse. And speakers from Triangle Electmacoustique, France's third-largest speaker
manufacturer, have just become available in the US
front Richard Kohlruss of Hi-Fi Forum. Watch this
column for aFrench speakerfest.

are the same player, basically, with progressively more elaborate power supplies. The CD 3has an inboard power
supply for the whole works. The $4800
CD 2has an outboard power supply for
the analog section, inboard for the mechanical and digital sections. The $6000
CD 1has even bigger, beefier power
supplies.2 (J-10 reviews it in the January
issue.)
The transport mechanism is by
TEAC, which Yves-Bernard says he
prefers to various Philips transports. He
says TEAC's tangential arm "gives a
more stable image."
All three players are top-loaders,
which means you can't stack other gear
on top of them. You really need 6" or
more of top clearance in order to access
the disc compartment, or, well. Since
the player itself is 4" tall, this means
you'd need 10" or more clearance between shelves. Better to put the player
on the top shelf.

FERMEZ LA PORTE

The transport door is manual, not motorized. It's like atrapdoor that you just
slide open or closed. Yves-Bernard recommends an open-door policy when
playing CDs. Afterward, fermez la porte
to protect the red and blue lasers from
dust. (Blue laser? Yes — see below.) You
place ametal puck — le palet presseur —
over the spindle when playing adisc.
As Isaid, Yves-Bernard only makes
players. In an interview with Canada's
Ultra High Fidelity magazine, M. André
cited jitter as one big reason why he
builds only players, not separates.
"Temporal errors can result from the
use of certain materials, and from the
magnetic flux in the chassis, causing ana2If von buy aVISA CD 3and later decide you want
to have it upgraded to aYliA CD 2or CD i, you can
send your player back to the factory and essentially pay
the difkrence.
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With all that talk about
bipolar sound

Audissey
Bipolar
Series

You ain't heard % °thin' yet.
Welcome to anew era of three-dimensional music and sound effects with
the most precise soundstage ever created in abipolar speaker.
Front and rear drivers radiate in-phase at different output levels to
create aunique 360° sound field with holographic, 3-D sonic
imaging. Something never before achieved in abipolar speaker.

Asymmetrical Bipolar Radiation (ABR'')
Relying on the advanced technology derived from his famous
Energy Veritas' and Connoisseur-series, John Tchilinguirian has
developed ahigh performance bipolar speaker that can now be
placed much closer to room boundaries.

The AMU', Pattern

The Audissey-series tweeters and woofers are acontinuing work of
art. The exclusive Energy baffle design keeps diffraction to aminimum. Add
improved standards in treble and midrange transparency, phase coherency and
resonance-free cabinet construction and you have the performance of alifetime.
Whether you use your Audissey speakers for their ability to define aprecise
musical image or in home theater for their magnificent special effects, they're able
to achieve an outstanding lifelike spectral balance.
Close your eyes, open your ears and the speakers disappear. Become one with the
deep, seamless soundstage throughout the entire listening area. No matter where
you are, you're there.
Visit your Energy dealer, today. Audition the
Audissey-series. And leap into awhole new
world of bipolar performance.
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log degradation," Yves-Bernard told the
Canadians. "The datastream suffers from
overshoot, from poor risetime, and so
on. Unless Ican solve these problems, I
will never build aCD player with aseparate transport and converter.... Ialways
like to keep everything simple, and I
know of no technical reason for separating
the transport and the converter."
The YBA players use amultibit converter, not single-bit. "One-bit converters have less resolution," Yves-Bernard
told UHF, "and they have acertain clarity which is nonetheless different from
the sound of real music."

By transparent, Idon't mean just detailed. Imean that the music lives and
breathes — you can almost see through
it. To put it another way, there's an
awful lot of "there" there —more, in
fact, than I've heard from any other CD
player.
Drawbacks?
The YBA players don't do HDCD 2.
"How many HDCDs are there?" asks
Yves-Bernard. Gee, Yves-Bernard, I've
got two HDCD discs Ilike to play—
out of alibrary of roughly 3000 regular
CDs.

You could just take adisc with alot of
tracks on it, initialize that, and forget it.
But if you decide to program adisc —
that is, program it to play only certain
tracks —you'll have to initialize the next
disc.
There's another quirk: YBA CD
players invert phase. YBA preamps (but
not the Integré) invert phase, too — so
one reversal will cancel the other (except for phono). What to do with other
equipment, like the Integré? You can
reverse your speaker cables at the amp
or at the speakers. But if you do that,
your phono section will be out of phase
(assuming you have phono). To correct
THE BLUE LASER
that, you can switch the cartridge
The unique feature of the YBA players
grounding leads, left ground and right
is something called the Blue Laser. It's a
ground. But that doesn't always work
blue LED that rides along with the tanbecause you sometimes get hum.
gential tracking arm, bathing the CD in
Why doesn't Yves-Bernard include a
blue light. The "Blue Laser" doesn't acphase-reversal switch on the player?
tually read anything. What's going on
That would put aswitch in the signal
seems like the optical equivalent of
path, and Yves-Bernard wants to keep
dither.
everything as clean and pure as possible.
As an article in Haute Fidélité exIdon't lose any sleep over this. I
plained, the noise prest.nt on the surface
The bass extension is not the greatest reversed my speaker cables, and so far as
of aCD can be betWeen 0 and 1. By
Ihave heard from aCD player, and dy- phono is concerned, if I'm bothered by
raising the level
this noise, the noise namics are somewhat constrained com- the sound, Ireverse the cables again. I
can be canceled out by the error- pared to even some top single-bit playleft my cartridge alone.
correction system.
ers, such as the Meridian 508-20. You
Oh, yes — one more quirk. Where's
Yves-Bernard happened upon the
probably need agood active line stage
the on/off switch?
Blue Laser thing after reading an article
rather than apassive preamp to boost
k's the gold-plated YBA badge on
on measurement in ascientific journal.
the CD 3's dynamic performance. I the front of the player — but YvesThe article stated that noise was added
used the $695 McCormack Integrated Bernard recommends leaving the player
to the signal to make the instruments
Line Drive with stunning success.
on at all times.
more sensitive. "I liked the paradox,"
Quirks aside, the YBA is one elegant,
Yves-Bernard told Ultra High Fidelity,
Two CLICKS UP, ONE DOWN
exquisite player. Like other YBA gear,
"and so Ideveloped this blue LED deYou'll have the ergonomics to contend
the player is available in black or metalvice." Yves-Bernard says that it "changes with — the top-loading thing, for one.
lic gray. Iprefer the black, but both are
the quality of silence, which turns out
There's also a very peculiar quirk.
handsome. There are elegant touches,
not to be completely silent."
Discs don't initialize automatically, the
typical of YBA. The top of le palet presDoes it work?
way they do with most players. To in- seur is covered with felt so you can leave
Since I didn't have a non-"Blue
itialize adisc, you flip the play switch up
it on top of your player and not worry
Laser" YBA player to compare, Ican't twice, then down once to play. You can
about scratching the chassis. The drawtell. However, French critics who comdo it together, in sequence —two clicks
er secures with asmall setscrew in case
pared players with and without blue
up, one down.
you have to ship or move the player.
lasers were most enthusiastic —raving,
What happens if you just push Play?
The detachable power cord is "hospital
in fact, about the "living, breathing"
The new disc will play all the way
grade." And the player sits on three spequality of the players after the Blue
through, but if it has more tracks than
cially designed metal feet, designed to
Laser had been added.
the last disc played, you won't be able to
filter out vibrations. Yves-Bernard is big
That's what Inoticed, too. Space.
fast-track-forward beyond the number on avoiding bad vibes.
Transparency.
of tracks previously initialized.
There's acoaxial digital out via an
RCA plug, but Idon't know why you'd
want to bother with an external DAC.
If you buy the YBA CD 3 and later
decide to upgrade — for more dynamics, better bass—you could always
send the player back and have it turned
into aYBA CD 2.3

THE BLUE LED
CHANGES THE QUALITY
OF SILENCE, WHICH
TURNS OUT NOT TO BE
COMPLETELY SILENT.

or

YBA Integré integrated amplifier
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3Owners of older, non—Blue Laser YBA players can
have their units updated to the Blue Laser. Contact
Audio Plus Services, at (80O) 663-9352, or your dealer for details.
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Reverend Brown trembled with anticipation
as dark cellos entered the room.

To FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE DIABOLICALLY CLEVER DESIGN OF THE LINN 5140 LOUDSPEAKER
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HARD TO GIVE UP...

The YBA CD 3is hard to give up after
you get used to it. In my case, Ibought
myself aYBA CD 2to use as areference
in my main system. It just arrived and I
did have achance to compare, briefly,
the 2 and the 3. The CD 2 definitely
does the dynamic thing better. It has a
kick-ass quality the CD 3can't match.
Yet it preserves all the delicacy, harmonic rightness, spatial resolution, etc.
If you can't swing the $4800 for the
CD 2, then by all means start with the
CD 3. Remember, you won't have to
sell it if you decide to upgrade. Have
your dealer send it back to Audio Plus
Services and get it built up to aCD 2or
even aCD I.
Two more things.
After much going back and forth, I
found that Ipreferred the YBA CD 3
without the Musical Fidelity X-10D
buffer stage that I wrote about last
month. (No problem — I use my
X-10D with my Marantz CD63SE in
the living mom.) And Iprefer to use the
YBA players with an AudioPrism CD
Blacklight.
And just to reiterate, the YBA CD 3
worked well with a variety of other
equipment—not just the YBA Integré.
That included a pair of Cary 805
Signature single-ended tube monoblocks. There's something to be said for
having aneutral source like the CD 3—
even if you like the richness, warmth,
and weight of tubes.

minals have no such coil and are essentially neutral.
What's the point?
Use the female banana connectors if
your speakers arc too bright, as they
might be if you're trying to make do
with cheap speakers from your old system. Or if you're using your old, cheap
speakers as aset of secondary speakers.
Otherwise, use the neutral connectors —
the ones that look like Mitchell plugs.
(Remove the plastic covers over the
plugs before you try to connect your
speaker cables.)

THE YBA INTEGRE'S
PHONO STYLE?
ABSOLUTELY SUPERB
PERFORMANCE.

The YBA Integré comes in several
different configurations. Ireceived the
deluxe version — with dual power-supply transformers, one for each channel.
That will set you back $2345. Subtract
$400 for the single-transformer version.
Subtract $450 (from either version) if
you want line-level only, no phono
stage. The phono stage, by the way, is
moving-magnet only —or high-output
moving-coil. The moving-coil module
for the Integré is an extra $400.4 As is
usual with YBA, upgrades are available.
CHERCHEZ LE SWITCH!
Owners of older units can have their
Like the CD 3, the YBA Integré is
Integrés turned into dual-transformer
quirky.
versions for $400. Again, contact Audio
The first challenge is to find the
Plus Services or see your dealer.
on/off switch. Is it where the on/off
Like the YBA CD players, the
switch is for the CD 3— behind the
Integré comes in black or metallic gray.
badge on the faceplate? Ah ... non. CherLike all YBA chassis, this metal chassis is
chez le switch!
nonmagnetic. The unit looks as impresLe switch for the Integré is located —
sive inside as out, with very-high-qual"hidden" is abetter word —under the
ity parts, aminimum of circuitry, and
left side of the faceplate. You have to
short signal paths. Simplicity: It's one
fumble for it. But then again, the switch
reason YBA gear sounds so good.
is not meant to be used much. You
There arc five line inputs plus phono
should leave the Integré on all the time.
stage, or six line inputs if you delete
On the back, you'll see two sets of phono. Recording is by a separate
speaker terminals. One set of terminals
switch, so taping from one source while
has female banana sockets, while the
listening to another is adoddle, as they
other set is like apair of Mitchell banana
like to say in Britain. The faceplate is unplugs built right into the amp. You
cluttered. Just the two selector knobs —
might assume that the two sets of terRecord and Play —and asingle volumeminals are otherwise similar. You'd be
control pot. No balance control. No
wrong.
tone controls. Mon Dieu — tone conThe female banana terminals have a trols. Quel horreur!
coil connected in series with the two
Output power is specified at 50W
positive connectors, which lowers the
damping factor, resulting in looser bass
4This is different from the lllllllllll
lllllll nnxluk sold
and softer treble. The Mitchell-like terto go with the YBA preamps, which sells for S650.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

into 8ohms, 90 into 4ohms. The new
dual-transformer version doesn't change
the power rating, but will give you
more current drive, which should improve the soundstaging, particularly
during dynamic passages.

BITE, BUT NOT BRIGHT

I was consistently pleased by the
Integre's tonal quality: very open, detailed, alittle on the light side (as opposed
to thick), but never excessively bright.
And yes, the unit had real bite on brass,
just as it did for Brass Ear and me at HIFI '96. Strings, too, were particularly well
reproduced (for a solid-state device),
sounding grainless and sweet —pure —
even with the Mission 754 Freedom
Five, which is not aspeaker that acts as an
artificial sweetener.
The bass is tight, but a fill-range
speaker like the Mission 754 Freedom
Five could benefit from even more
power. With the YBA Integré driving
the Mission, the bass could go just so low,
just so loud before clipping set in. This
speaker is capable of phenomenal bass
performance — with abigger amp. Ditto
for the Hales Concept Twos, which
were okay with the Integré but can perform better in the bottom end with more
power. Meanwhile, the Integré did just
fine driving the Quad ESL-63s and
ProAc Tablette 50 Signatures. Even with
the Hales and the Missions, the Integré
did just fine, so long as Ididn't push it to
very high levels.
Idid most of my listening with the
YBA CD 3, but Idid try the phono
stage — which, remember, is movingmagnet—only unless you buy the moving-coil module. Iused my trusty Shure
Ultra 500 mounted in an SME 309 arm
on an AR ES-1 turntable with aRingmat on top of the platter. My killer analog front-end. Hell-hell. Michael Fremer should have an analog rig that
sounds this good!
What did Ihear, by way of the phono
stage?
Absolutely superb performance —
lots of detail, awide, deep soundstage,
tonal neutrality, and acomplete absence
of any splashiness or spitting—the kind
of thing that can drive you mad with a
crummy phono stage. YBA separate
preamps are noted for their superb
phono stages; my guess is that the phono stage in the Integré is not far behind
in terms of quality.
A 50Wpc integrated amp, even with
phono stage, hardly seems like abargain
at $2345. 5 But it is. You get beautifully
detailed, neutral sound, asuperb tonal
balance, magnificent build quality, and
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power amp, or separate phono stage, preamp, and power amp. (The moving-coil
module is an extra complication.)
Criticisms?
More of acomment, actually.
The YBA Integré is alittle on the
lean side —it sounds amite thin (like
most Frenchmen these days, or starving
young Russian hi-fi editors) as opposed
to thick (like me). That seems to be
YI3A's sonic signature. I'm reminded of
certain French orchestras —the playing
is typically light, open, and supple rather
than heavy, thick, and dark. One nice
thing about it is that the music always
shines through. But if you want avery
warm, rich, romantic, tubelike sound,
YBA gear is probably not for you.
Or maybe it is.
Curiously (because I often like a
warm, rich, romantic sound), Ifound it
easy to adjust to the leaner, cleaner YBA
sound, possibly because there was nothing irritating about it. In fact, Ifound it
downright bracing. Some of the French
critics like to contrast YBA solid-state
gear with Jadis tube electronics —very
different, obviously. The Francocrits
sometimes refer to the YBA as "Apollonian." That is, serene, austere, balanced,
intellectual. You know ...like me.

exquisite styling—all for afraction of
what you'd pay for YBA separates. The
$450 extra you pay for the movingmagnet phono stage seems almost
ridiculously cheap when you hear the
quality of the phono reproduction. If
you need the moving-coil module,
doing phono via the Integré may be less
of abargain.

YOU WON'T FEEL CHEAP

Best of all, you get aYBA. Not a— —
or a — —. You know what Imean.
YBA doesn't look cheap, feel cheap, or
sound cheap. And you don't feel cheap
either, owning it.
YBA gear is like aMercedes automobile —even the less expensive models are built to avery high standard. Yes,
you can buy someone else's separate
preamp and power amp for the price of
the YBA Integré. But you wouldn't
own aYBA.
What's more, especially with the
CD 3and the Integré, you've simplified
your life. No separate transport and digital processor. No separate preamp and
5Remember, you can save $400 by going for the standard, single-transformer version. You can upgrade to
the dual-transformer version later.

The opposite, of course, is the
Dionysian. Like Jonathan Scull. In conversation, J-10 talked about the difference between Paris (YBA gear is made
near Paris) and Bordeaux (the Jadis factory is deep in Bordeaux wine country).
I'll let J-10 tell it, but it's obvious we're
hearing the same thing.
I'm reminded of two very different
French conductors. IfJadis, the marque,
is Georges Prêtre, then YBA, the marque, is Pierre Boulez. Me? You guessed
it. Iadmire both.
Merry Christmas.
Gift idea (after you buy Rejoice: A
String Quartet Christmas, John Marks
Records JMR-12 6): Buy your spouse a
YBA CD 3and YBA Integré. The SAF
(that's spouse acceptance factor) should
be 100%.
S
6If you can't find this CI) at your favorite music store,
you can order it direct from the distributor. Allegro, at
(800) 288-2007. The price is $15.98 plus afiat $4 shipping fee for up to four CDs.
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wi Ioutperform the cinnpetition in neutrality, resolution,
warmth and overall musicality.

A live

musical

event

is recorded

through a microphone

which converts sound energy into an electrical signal. The
Von Schweikert Research VR-4 loudspeaker is a technological
breakthrough which performs as an acoustic inversion of amicrophone -reproducing the entire 360 degree soundfield captured
at the microphone.
The result -the VR-4 achieves virtual reality in the reproduction
of a live musical event.
This acoustic inversion is attained through a revolutionary
new circuit technology - the global axis integration
network (GAIN). The GAIN circuit harmonically blends
signals at frequency points outside of your ears most sensitive
regions. This technology does not allow the drivers to
be identified as the source of the signal. In addition, all five
drivers have been modified and/or designed to have similar
tonal characteristics at their overlap points. This allows
the VR-4 to sound like a single element speaker, flawlessly
integrating the five drivers to reproduce all ten octaves in
a smooth power response that extends 360 degrees around
the speaker.
This one-way blending design of the VR-4 circuitry is the inverse
of that of the recording microphone -resulting in wide, even
dispersion and more coherency and accuracy than many other
loudspeakers at several times its price.
Visit Von Schweikert Research at www.VonSchweikert.com
or phone 315-779-8748 for the dealer nearest you or for more
information on the revolutionary new VR-4 loudspeaker, including
review reprints and the technical white paper.
"Von Schweikert's achievement in the VR-4... places it in that rare category of speaker design that Iwould term 'sign ficam.' This is an accomplishment that establishes a new level of performance and expectation for
speakers anywhere near its price point."
David Robinson, Editor, Positive Feedback, Vol.6, No.4
VR-4 ruggerred retail $340 per pair.
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he last thing Idid before sitting
down to write this column was
run an $1895 Lyra Clavis D.C.
phono cartridge on a$650 Rega Planar 3
turntable. Iplayed a British Polydor
pressing of Roxy Music's song "Avalon,"
then played it again on the $9000 TNT
Mk3/Immedia RPM combo using a
$3800 Transfiguration Temper cartridge. That's $2545 vs about $13,000.
Were there differences? Of course.
Were they big differences? Not nearly as
immense as Ithought they'd be. When
Istarted my comparison of four reasonably priced arm/'table combos afew
weeks ago, the last thing Ithought I'd be
doing during the process was playing
with expensive cartridges. Iwas figuratively wrong and literally correct.
Let me backtrack: It's fun playing
with $3000 cartridges, $2500 arms, and
$6000 turntables, and Ihope that, even
if you can't afford such exotica, you at
least enjoy reading about it. Ilike reading
about Porsche Carrera 4s, and Ithumb
through the Victoria's Secret catalog,
but...
Back in the real world, there are car
payments and mortgages. For most of
us, dropping athousand dollars on an
analog front-end is the limit. An analog
revival for the well-heeled few is no
analog revival at all. Besides, if you blow
your wad on the hardware you'll have
no money left for the great end-of-thecentury vinyl glut.
But if reasonably priced analog doesn't sound better than the equivalent digital, what's the point? So at last spring's
HI-FI '96, Idid some reviewer shopping, procuring the Rega Planar 2
($450), the Rega Planar 3 ($650), the
Moth Kanoot ($699), andjust for good
measure, a Thorens TD 320 Mk.III
($1080). The Regas came fitted with
Rega cartridges: the 2 with the $175
Super Bias, the 3with the Elys ($225).
I collared Musical Surroundings'
Garth Leerer and received aBenz MC
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Gold ($350). Ortofon's Frank W.
Konopasek introduced himself at The
Tracking Angle booth and offered acartridge sampler: Ichose the $225 MC-15
Super Mk.II and the $125 Xl-MC,
though Ortofon's line is so extensive it
invites buyer paralysis. While Ihave
Shure's new V-15xMR ($250) on hand,
I consider Shure's re-entry into the
"high-end" cartridge race an event
worth covering separately.
So this is not acomprehensive survey: Ididn't have the Sumiko Project 6
on hand, or any budget SOTA 'tables
(the company's future is still up in the
air), or the upgradeable VP! HW19 Jr.
Nor did Ihave the latest improved Blue
Point and Blue Point Special cartridges
from Surniko — both very popular and
highly regarded. I've been told by quite
a few aficionados that both work
extremely well on Rega 'tables. Iknow
the original Blue Point mates well with
the RotePs OEM Rega arm.
Incidentally, if you have an original
Blue Point in good shape and plan on
keeping it for awhile, do yourself a
favor and get Lyle Cartridges' — (800)
221-0906 —Blue Point Modification
kit, which replaces the shaky clear plastic cartridge holder with afar more substantial aluminum one. It helps clear up
the "woolly" bass.
Icould have spent the rest of the year
comparing everything out there, but
that wasn't my purpose — nor did I
have room for many more boxes in my
dungeon. Ijust wanted to hear what
some well-regarded budget analog gear
would sound like compared to each
other, to my reference TNT, and to the
dreaded seedees.

M IKEY UNBOXED!

First out of the box was the Moth
turntable, equipped with an OEM version of Rega's superb RB 300 arm
mounted to athick wooden plinth. The
Moth Ireceived uses an MDF platter;

into which is inserted aRega-built bearing spindle. A stepped aluminum pulley
(33/45) drives the platter via an 0-ring
around its perimeter.
There's a hinged dust cover, an
On/Off switch, three rubber feet that
look like they were stolen off some old
man's cane ... and that's it! The suspensionless compact unit fits perfectly
atop aSeismic Sink designed, Iwas told
by someone at Townshend Audio, for
the Rega 'tables.
While my sample came with the
bearing spindle already inserted into the
bottom of the platter, normally it's the
purchaser's job to mate the two. The
instructions warn you to proceed carefully lest the platter not spin level.
Indeed, my sample wobbled slightly,
and short of prying the bearing out with
ascrewdriver and starting over, or grabbing the spindle with vise-grips and trying to straighten it out (and thus ruining
the bearing), Iwas unable to correct the
wobble no matter what Idid.
Also, no matter how Ipositioned the
aluminum pulley on the motor shaft,
the belt slipped off the platter at 45rpm
— and not because of the wobble problem. With the pulley firmly planted on
the motor spindle, the belt slipped off
immediately. With the pulley barely
seated on the motor shaft, the belt still
slipped off.
Nonetheless, wobble and all, the platter did turn at exactly 33V3,and with a
variety of cartridges the Moth sounded
impressive —comparable to the similarly priced Rega 3. But because of the
wobble problem and the bearing/platter
interface, Isimply could not take the
Moth seriously, priced as it is: the same
as the Rega 3.
Before submitting this column, I
called the Moth importer, Music For
Others, in St. Louis, Missouri, to check
on some facts. Iwas informed that,
sometime after receiving my sample, the
design was changed because ... guess
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what? The platter tended to wobble!
The newer version uses the Rega bearing/hub assembly —sort of a4" subplatter — which Rega uses on its 'tables.
The MDF platter rests on the hub via a
cutout on its bottom surface.
This much more sensible, stable
bearing/platter interface puts the Moth
back into contention. But it opens a
giant can of caterpillars. Is the OEM
300 arm (the Moth Mk.III) the same as
the RB 300? Is the OEM 250 (the
Moth Mk.l) the same as the Rega 250?
Rega says no. Others say yes. They look
identical, but looks can be deceiving:
All of the ClearAudio cartridges may
look alike, but, priced from under a
thousand dollars to $7500, they certainly don't sound alike.
Steve Lauerman of Lauerman Audio
Imports, Rega's new American importer, claims that the big difference
between Rega's arms and the ones it
supplies through OEM to other manufacturers is bearing quality and tolerances. Lauerman claims the bearings in
the Rega arms are of much higher quality and are selected for much tighter tolerances than the ones that end up on the
OEM product. If this is true, Idon't have
to tell you what adifference it would
make to the arm's sonic performance.
You're going to have to sort out the
implications of this groovy news for
yourself Me? I'm not sure. It seems
unlikely Rega would purposely manufacture two grades of arm. It also doesn't make sense that they'd price an
OEM product identical to their own at
so low aprice it would be in competition with its own brand.
On the other hand, it's very possible
that they'd sell OEM "seconds" — units
that don't quite make the Rega grade.
Music For Others' Craig Gulley says he
can't hear the difference between the
RB 300 and the OEM 300, but guess
what? Steve Lauerman says he can. He
says the bearings are not nearly as
"tight" on the OEM arms. Oy vay! I'm
sure Audio Note, Townshend, and
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other OEM 300 modifiers will throw in
their two grams in the near future.

REGA PLANAR 2&3
TURNTABLES

Roy Gandy, Rega's designer and main
man, is aconfirmed iconoclast. In the
instructions that come with both models, he implores you to use the dustcover. Mainstream thinking on dustcovers
these days is that they act like giant resonating chambers that cloud the sound.
Gandy says "use 'cm," both because they
keep the dust off the record and because
they may make the turntable sound better. Idon't sec why that would be the
rase', but who am Ito argue with aguy
who makes his platters out of glass and
gets great sound anyway?
Gandy also warns against cleaning
records with fluids and/or cleaning
machines. He claims alittle dust isn't
really aproblem, because the stylus simply pushes it out of the way. Better alittle dust, he figures, than cleaning the
record with liquids on amachine. Idon't
agree with any of this, but Ipass it on
for your consideration.
The Rega Planar 2 and 3turntables
are basically the same design executed
to different price points. The 2retails in
the US for $450 and features an unsuspended MDF plinth that sits on three of
those cane-tip—like rubber feet. The
Rega RB250's substantial arm post is
mounted via ahole in the plinth. The
drive system consists of an Airpax AC
synchronous motor (manufactured in
the Netherlands) mounted from below
in close proximity to the platter bearing.
Drive is via aplastic pulley mounted
on the motor shaft, and asmall 0-ring
that fits around a diminutive 4"-diameter subplatter/bearing/spindle assembly. The record spindle protrudes
through ahole in the center of the glass
platter and rests on the subplatter, centered via araised area around the spindle. Topping the platter is the ubiquitous hairy British felt mat.
The Rega Planar 3 uses the same
motor as the 2, but it's better isolated
from the thicker, heavier plinth via arubber suspension. The glass platter is also
thicker, as is the felt mat. The RI3 300
ann features higher-tolerance bearings, a
decoupled counterweight, an at-thepivot coil-spring—type VTF adjustment
scheme, and higher-quality interconnect
cables. Both arms feature spring-type
anti-skating compensation; neither offers
VTA or azimuth adjustment.
Iused avariety of test discs to check
out the two turntables' speed accuracy,
wow and flutter, noise level, rumble,
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Rega Planar 2turntable

etc., and the arms' tracking ability and
resonance points when fitted with a
variety of cartridges. All tests were performed with the 'tables resting on a
Townshend Seismic Sink sitting on a
spiked, four-tiered Target stand resting
on four A.R.T. Q-Damper feet.
Keep in mind that the floor beneath
my carpet is concrete. A turntable without asuspension —even aturntable with
asuspension —is susceptible to serious
floor-induced feedback, and worse, when
placed on a"bouncy" floor. In my previous abode, Ihad my TNT on the TNT
stand filled with lead shot and sand, and I
still had occasional stylus bounce because
the floor of my old house was springy. If
your floor bounces, you're going to have
to put the 'table on awall-/stud-mounted platform, or at the very least "ground"
the floor stand to awall —I did that by
wedging ablock of wood between the
stand and the wall behind.
Back to the cement world: Both
'tables ran at precisely 33 1
/
3.Using
wow/flutter test tracks on Stereo Review's
handy-dandy SRT14-A Test Record, I
found wow and flutter to be "very low
indeed," as Julian Hirsch would say.
Both 'tables also exhibited very low
noise on "silent groove" bands, and both
arms handled all of the cartridges in exemplary fashion.
The ann/cartridge resonance points
were always low where you want them
to be, but not so low that they'd be
excited by the normal warp/wow on
most records. Sorry, I'm generalizing
like hell here — something Idon't do in
full reviews —but in "Analog Corner"
I've got to worry about the final frontier
(that's space for you non-Treldcies).
Neither the Rega 250 nor the 300
could track Telarc's 1812 Overture cannon shot at the third level on the
Onmidisc Not surprisingly, the Rock-

port arm sailed through. But on the
other Telarc "tests" using real music, the
arms performed extremely well, exhibiting outstanding control with all of
the cartridges Itried.
None of this is surprising given the
outstanding reputation Rega turntables
and arms have garnered over the many
years they've been in production. 'The
drive system is simple yet effective, providing agreat deal of torque along with
accurate speed. Why aglass platter doesn't ring and sound hard even with afelt
mat is aquestion perhaps Gandy will
answer for me when Ispeak with him
about his top-of-the-line Rega Planar 9
(which uses ahigh-tech ceramic platter
and will get afull review shortly).
But the real stars of the show are the
arms. While writing about the VPI
JMW Memorial arm (review to appear
next month), I asked VPI's Harry
Weisfeld how Rep can sell two such
outstanding arms for so little. Both are
extremely rigid, well-damped, and feature tight-tolerance bearing sets, precision-cast arm tubes with tapered wall
thicknesses, and decent-quality internal
wiring and interconnects. These arms
feel good and sound good, too. While
you can't adjust VTA (vertical tracking
angle), the large-diameter post that
mounts to the plinth ensures an extremely rigid connection.
"Why don't you make an inexpensive
cast arm?" I asked him. "Cost," he
replied. "Making the die is very expensive. It's only after you sell large quantities of arms that you recoup your initial
expenses." Back when Rega made the
outlay, analog was the only gaine in
town. Today, every ann they sell is gravy.

How DO THEY SOUND?

While I've recommended Rega's turntables and arms to many friends and to
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Rega Planar 3turntable

readers who've contacted me, and Ihave
heard them in other people's systems,
until now Ihadn't had one in my own
listening room. I'm glad Ifinally got the
opportunity: Now Ican say, with complete confidence, that the Regas are
incredible bargains. They sound and
perform even better than I'd previously
thought. (The Moth's sound was comparable, but because the wobble took it
out of serious contention, Ireturned it
to the box and didn't bother with "head
to head" comparisons.)
The Rega 2came fitted with aRega
Super Bias moving-magnet cartridge
($175), which Iran through the quiet,
neutral-sounding Gold Acto Signature
dB45 phono section ($999). Even after
a long break-in period I was not
impressed: The Super Bias was grainy
and fatiguing, turning applause into
rain on atin roof. It lacked any semblance of low-level resolution, was
bright on top and bulbous on bottom,
and accentuated surface noise to the
point where Iwas always aware that a
stylus was digging through a groove.
Not agood start.
Of course, at that point Ididn't know
whether Iwas hearing the cartridge, the
turntable, or both, so Isubstituted the
low-output Benz MC Gold (which I
was already familiar with). Even though
it lifted the front of the arm abit higher
than was optimal, the sound became
much smoother and more refined. Not
surprising — the cartridge is twice as
expensive.
In the end Itried both Ortofons, the
Rega Elys, the Benz MC Gold, and a
Grado Signature Jr. on the Rega 2and 3,
and both 'tables were capable of extracting outstanding performance from all of
these cartridges. Iwas so impressed with
the stylus-caressing abilities of the arms
that Iended up mounting heavy hitters

like the AudioQuest Fe5 and Clavis
D.C. to accurately gauge the sound of
the 'tables relative to the TNT Mk3.
Given the $200 difference in price
between the Rega 2and 3, go for the 3if
you can afford it. The RB 300 ami is a
better performe4 and while the 2 did
nothing really wrong, the 3 offered
somewhat deeper and tighter bass, better
dynamics at both ends of the scale, abetter sensation of "quiet," and smoother
overall performance. Because of space
limitations I'm going to skip the 2's sound
and tell you about the 3. (Lower the bar
afew notches and you've got the 2.)
The Rega 3's sound with any of the
cartridges Iused was extremely wellbalanced tonally — that was the biggest
surprise. I expected a slight metallic
hardness on top and some bloat on bottom; what Igot was very tight, ballsy
bass that in some ways worked better
on blues and rock than what Igot from
the TNT with the Rockport arm!
For instance, on the terrific new Blues
Union (AudioQuest AQ-1039), with
Ronnie Earl and Joe Beard, there was a
"crack" to the snare and ameatiness to
the bass that reminded me of what I
hear in aclub sitting close to the stage.
Through the TNT it was more laidback, more refined, like what you hear
in astudio — which is, of course, the
actual venue. But the excitement generated by the Rega was incredible—and
in some ways preferable.
The Rega excelled at providing the
rhythmic thrust of the music, which I
think the Brits pay more attention to
than Americans do. The Naim CD-2
CD player offers the same kind of outstanding throb (for CDs) relative to the
EAD 9000/Audio Alchemy DDS Pro
combo.
In general the Rega 3 tended to
move the soundstage forward, putting
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the images closer to the plane of the
loudspeakers; it slightly brightened the
overall tonality and provided more of a
stiff, etched feel to cymbals, female
voices, and other sources with lots of
high-frequency energy
Istill had the stack of records out that
I'd used to evaluate the VPI arm, so I
played the tracks from each I'd used for
that review, which included "New York
State of Mind" from Mel Tonné's Live
At Mart's two-LP set, Elvis Costello's
"New Lace Sleeve" from aBritish pressing of Trust, "Betty Ball's Blues" from
Conjure, "The Syncopated Clock" from
the Mercury Living Presence LP of
Music of Leroy Anderson, 1412, "Surrey
with the Fringe on the Top" from Nat
King Gt/e at the Sands (GET THIS Capitol
gatefold LP!), Sinatra's "When You're
Smiling" off of MoFi's superb Sinatra's
Swingin' Session!!! (part of the boxed set),
"You Turn Mc On I'm aRadio" from
Joni Mitchell's For the Roses (original
Atlantic-pressed, George Piros-mastered, white-label Asylum — skip the
later blue-cloud label Elektra/Asylum
version), Classic's reissue of Reiner's
Pictures at an Exhibition, and DCC's
superb new reissue of Bonnie Raitt's
Nick of lime.
While each cartridge offered asomewhat different perspective, in general
the focus on Sinatra's and Tormé's
voices was surprisingly close to what I
got from the TNT, with just abit of
extra size to the image, abit of flattening, and slightly less overall harmonic
coherence. Female voices sounded
somewhat more aggressive, less velvety
and round, but still had that certain PP
(palpable presence) you don't get from
CDs.
In fact, a new Reprise two-CD
HDCD Joni Mitchell collection showed up during the listening sessions, and
it's quite impressive sounding, decoded
or not. But Istill preferred my 24-yearold original pressing of Rn the Roses for its
warm, luxurious-sounding acoustic guitars (the CD guitar sounds bodiless and
thin by comparison), and its ability to
focus all of the instruments and background voices on the soundstage. While
Mitchell's voice was rendered quite
cleanly on the CD, the LP sounded
more like ahuman being sitting before
me and singing.
The bottom line is that, considered on
its own terms, the Rega 3 offers outstanding performance: it's quiet, dynamic
(check out the opening to Pictures), free
of obvious tracking distortion or other
supposed analog problems, extremely
well-balanced top to bottom, offers very
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(The RB 300 has athird screw hole predrilled.) On the down side, like its less
expensive sibling, it accentuated surface
noise and was less than exemplary at the
very bottom.
For $50 less, the high-output Ortofon
X1-MC (tracks well at 2grams) offered
aleaner bottom with pretty good overall
balance and surprisingly good low-level
resolution, though with abit more grain
on top than the Super Bias, and it did a
better job of masking surface noise —a
very good performer for the money. Its
height tilted the arm back abit more
than I'd like, but the styli in these inexpensive cartridges make the VTA setting
Ortofon XI -MC phono cartridge
somewhat less critical.
deep and reasonably tight bass, and will
In the low-output category (035mV),
do no damage to your precious records.
the Ortofon Super MC 15 II was areal
It's only when you compare the Rega
sleeper, offering very neutral tonal balto the much more expensive TNT that ance —a bit lean, if anything —good
you notice what it doesn't do. Even
ambience retrieval, fine extension on top
then, if you don't listen to classical
without grain or glare, good control
music, you won't be too disappointed. If below, and impressive overall dynamics.
you do listen to classical, you'll find the
It required alittle more tracking force
noisefloor — or at least the perceived than Ilike —about 22 grams — but it
noisefloor — somewhat audible, the
provided a quiet background from
strings somewhat harder, the overtones
which the music emerged. It interfaced
somewhat squelched, and ambience
reasonably well with the RB 300 arm,
and decay abit truncated.
again with more lift in front than I'd like
The overall sound on all of the
to see, but the final arbiter is the sound.
records Iauditioned was more like a Iwas impressed.
recording and less like real life on the Rega
The low-output Benz MC Gold
3than on the TNT. Not surprising, but
(0.4mV output) at $350 was a real
I'd bet that with the more modestly
smoothy, offering the most luxurious,
priced systems likely to be used with the
refined top-end of the bunch, and the
Rega, you'll feel no pain at all.
greatest sense of background quiet. It
And if you're an ail-CD kind of audiotracked well at 2 grams, and offered a
phile, here's the kicker: Ithink the Rega
greater sense of liquidity and ease than
3will blow your mind even if you have
the others, but dynamically it was
avery-high-priced spread. While good
somewhat compressed, and its bass was
CDs sounded somewhat smoother and
not as punchy as some of the others'. Its
quieter than records played on the Rega,
lower profile mated well with the RB
the vinyl, as usual, was more emotionally 300 arm, but Isuspect its more finicky
compelling, better focused, better
stylus footprint (0.3 by 0.7 mil) made it
nuanced harmonically, kept my attention
more susceptible to VTA changes than
longer and provided amuch bigger, airsome of the others.
ier picture.
Finally, the Grado Signature Jr.
($125), with avery high output of 5mV
W HICH CARTRIDGE
and 02 by 02 mil stylus, despite being
ON THE REGAS?
very tall and lifting the front of the ann
Since the Rega arms don't offer VTA
way up, sounded much better than the
adjustment, you have to be sure to use a setup looked —probably due to its stycartridge that puts the arm close to parlus shape, which is basically impervious
allel when installed. Here, a knowto VTA changes. The Grado makes a
ledgeable dealer or cartridge seller is
good-sounding, inexpensive, very safe
crucial. The Rega cartridges, of course,
choice for the Rega 3—especially with
do just that. While the Super Bias didn't inexpensive electronics.
do anything for me, the purple-bodied
Sorry Idon't have space here to be
moving-magnet Elys, which tracked
more specific and detailed about the
well at 1.75 grams, offered high output,
sonic performance of these cartridges in
vivid tonal balance, and good extension
the Rega 3. That's where agood analog
top and bottom. It features athree-screw
dealer, or one of the mail-order guys
mount that offers atight ride and, save
who specializes in cartridges, can come
for zenith, makes overhang automatic.
in handy. Get as much advice as you can
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NOW WHO'S IN CONTROL?
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Control.
SONIC FRONTIERS new LINE Series
preamplifiers now allow you to take command of your
audio/video system from the comfort of your chair. Our
uniquely engineered remote control is machined out of
solid aluminum, providing today's audiophile with the most
intuitive remote in the High End market. Its tactile buttons
offer you full function control of volume, mute, balance,
phase, stereo/mono, input selection, standby, SSP bypass
and even 4levels of display intensity for those of you who
like to listen in light, dark, darker and darkest rooms. We
even made each button feel different and positioned them
logically, so you could work them simply by touch!

LINE

2

PREAMPLIFIERS

ments to make them our most musical and transparent
sounding preamplifiers yet, with bass that will show you
who is really in control.
At SONIC FRONTIERS we do not subscribe to an elitist
attitude which says: -This is the High End. You are not
supposed to want that." Fellow audiophiles, you CAN
have your audio cake and eat it too, IF you seek amanufacturer who is dedicated to eliminating the barriers of
sonic performance, ergonomic flexibility and value equally and concurrently. They need NOT be mutually
exclusive ideas.

At SONIC FRONTIERS, we've been listening to both the
sound ... and to our customers.

Find out how to take control of your music system in amost
unique, sophisticated, and yet elegant manner -audition a
LINE 1or UNE 2preamplifier today. For the dealer near-

The genesis of our LINE Series preamplifiers began with
the circuit first pioneered in our award-winning SFL-2
however, we hove added many improvements and refine-

est you, or to receive acomplete set of literature on these
exceptional new preamplifiers, please call, write, fax, or
E-Mail us today.

0
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BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER
, Contact Sonic Frontiers For the dealer nearest you
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada. l6H 51.4

Tel

(905) 829-3838

Fax (905) 829-3033

E-Mail: SFIOsontcfrontiers corn
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a salute to fidelity.

From Sonic Frontiers - the Anthem
Pre 1, Integrated

and the New

all

tube processing, uniquely adaptable,
singularly affordabie. Contact Sony
Frontiers for a free informationa
booklet on the essential principles of tube
electronics and for the anthem brochure
containing complete details and specifications on this
revolutionary new line of tube gear.
The A
Integrated 1 - 25 w
and 1209
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ultra-Iinear all tube power (using EL34 o

The Anthem Pre 1 - an MC ph
external power supply.
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putting on acut, Ican still hear it playing. What happens to cause this endless
version? Is it that it plays in slow-mo?
Or is each word repeated anumber of
times?
Equipment break-in time falls into
this time anomaly. A disc repeats endlessly, day and night, night and day, for
what seems like years. Finally, when
every nerve is raw, my audiophile
declares, "It's ready for alisten! But first,
Igotta break-in that new cable."

Waiting for Audiobuddy to return
acall: Answering machines invert the
telephone-time effect. Take, for example, when my audiophile tries to
reach an audiobuddy with some all-important, late-breaking news. Inevitably,
Audiobuddy's answering machine picks
up. Days elapse before Audiobuddy returns the call. In nonaudiophile time,
only three minutes elapsed — Audiobuddy was in the kitchen unplugging
all the appliances to prepare for alistening session.

Sound Anchor Platform, and try to estimate how many people aQuest can seat
if laid on its side. It's the day before
Thanksgiving and I'm busy baking. My
audiophile assures me, "Yup, hon. Igot
it all under control."
Thanksgiving Day. My living room
seems to have even more equipment,
boxes, and homeless records lying
around. The doorman rings; our families are on the way up. Igo to meet
them at the elevator to prepare them
for the audio jungle they're about to

A/B Comparisons: "Honey, do you
have a second to listen to this new
tweak and tell me if the system sounds
better?" Although Coke and Pepsi air
three testimonial A/B comparisons in a
15-second spot, the time required for
just one audio comparison reaches into
the next century. No amount of time,
however, will ever be sufficient for you
to convince your audiophile that A is
better than B, or vice versa.
A word of warning. Whatever you
do, do not offer to do the tweak for him
while he makes the evaluation. Otherwise, along history of the tweak will
ensue, complete with footnotes regarding the tweak's physics, metaphysics, and folldore.
Next, you'll be trained in the tweak.
Then comes ashort pop quiz and practical exam. Finally, you're deemed
ready for tweak execution, which inevitably involves straddling a red-hot
tube amp. But not to worry: "It'll only
take aminute."

THE BEST
AU D
I
OBUDDY LISTENING
IS DONE IN THE DARKIT PROVIDES NO CLUE
THAT DAYS HAVE PASSED.

Clearing the house of extra audio
stuff: One day ayear —Thanksving —
our living room is transformed into
something even Martha Stewart would
love ... if she could overlook the tape
outlines on the rug that show
where the speakers should be
placed. The time line up to
the magic moment, however, defies all understanding.
Around September,
my audiophile surveys
the living room and
remarks, "Yes, hon. I'm
starting to clean up the
room for Thanksgiving." Amonth passes, in
which time afew more
boxes arrive. "See, hon,
it's looking better. Isn't
it?" Another month passes. Nothing happens. I
begin to envision carving the turkey on the
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

enter. We walk into the living room.
Where'd all the stuff go? My audiophile is sitting on the couch with abig
smile on his face. How did he manage
to move all that stuff in three minutes?
And what was really going on during
the last two and ahalf months? Got me.
Is there some type of parallel universe
involved here?
Song playing time: Most cuts take no
more than five minutes to play. Not so
in our home. Twenty minutes after

Audiobuddy listening session: Preschoolers have been known to attend
college by the time their audiophile
dads return from a listening session
with their audiobuddies. The last minutes arc the longest time segment of
the day —often rivaling the last two
minutes of afootball game. But how
can you blame audiophiles for their
inability to track time? After all, the
best listening is done in the dark,
which provides no clue that days have
passed.
So whether your audiophile wears a
Rolex, Tag, or Swatch doesn't much matter. Audiophiles move in their own time.
Hmmm, now that Ithink about it,
forget MIT and Cal Tech. I'm sending
the data to the Psychic Network for
analysis.

Lisa Astor, aconsultant and sales manager
fin Foster Higeins, helps health-rare provides
position /or
«market-share growth and revenue
enhancement. She received her BA from
Barnard GVItge and her MPH from .The
School of Public Health, Columbia University. She serves as adjunct faculty at New
Wyk University Graduate School and has
published numerous health-care articles.
As acompetitive body-builder, Lisa has developed the muscles to MOW any type of audio
equipment without breaking asweat.
She has beoi involved in audio /Or
over 15 rats, but believes that
living with Myles should
triple that number. LivirK
with an audiophik she listens to all Ak11115 of music-but only in 30-second interrub (which is the longest
time period any audiophile
will let acut play bijiveetting up to tweak the systan).
Lisa also volunteers for
The Ensemble fir Early
Music and is aFriend of
Canugie Hall. Through
die HOPE prtyram, she
mentors homeless people as
they return to the workplace.
S
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Just liste
Life is stressful. You could spend a few thousand dollars rushing to a
weekend getaway at a rejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage your
home for one of those "quiet as a recording studio" motor cars you've
seen on television. Or you can keep the family fortune and relax in the
sanctity of your own home with a pair of Sennheiser headphones.
Discover the ultimate in surround sound...

HD 56
HD 36

at a budget you can easily afford.

HD 26

HD 445
HD 435

HD 265
HD 25 SP

HD 535
HO 545
HD 565

HD 580
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PRODUCTS

T

Buck. There's also an "Editor's Choice"
his is the fifth year Stereophile has
award, which JA reserves for himself to sinnamed aselect few components as
gle out the single superb-sounding product
"Products of the Year." By doing so,
that has impressed him the most. Usually,
we intend to give recognition to
to be eligible for "Editor's Choice," acomthose components that have proved
ponent must have been continuously availcapable of giving musical pleasure
able for at least adecade, but this year as last
beyond the formal review period.
year, the performance of the chosen compoThere are six individual categories:
nent allows such rules to be bent.
Loudspeakers (including subwoofers); AmpliThe formal voting procedure consisted of two
fication Components (preamplifiers, power amplisteps: First, Stereophile's hardware reviewers were asked
fiers, etc.); Digital Sources (CD players, transports,
to nominate up to six components in each of the eight cateprocessors); Analog Sources (phono cartridges, turntables,
gories. To be acontender, aproduct had to have been reporttonearms, FM tuners, etc.); Home Theater Components
(other than video); and Accessories (everything else).
ed on in Stereophile between the November 1995 and
October 1996 issues, either in afull Equipment Report or in
The two most important categories, however, are the
aFollow-Up. Most important, only those components for
"Component of the Year" — the Best of the Best —and the
which awriter had put his opin"Budget Component of the
Year" — the Best Sound for the John Atkinson & Wes Phillips ion on the line for public scrutiS
TEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996
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Unit' those components for which aIll ri[er had put his opinion
L
on the line for public scram could be !metal.

I

ny could be nominated. We then put together aballot form
that included all components that had been nominated by
three or more writers and/or editors. This process ensured
that most of the nominees in most of the categories would
have been auditioned by most of the reviewers.
Twenty-one of the magazine's editors and reviewers gave
three votes for their first choice in each category, two votes
for their second choice, and one vote for their third choice
(if they had athird choice). JA tallied the votes; address your
i>omplim
and complaints to him.

Joint LOLIspedhers of 1996
Aerial Acoustics 10T
($5500/pair; reviewed by Wes Phillips, Vol.19 No.4, April 1996 1)

Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI

($24,995/pair; reviewed by Steven Stone &John Atkins('n, lid19
No.8, August 1996)
Runners-Up (its alphabetical order):
Acarian Systems Alón V ($4950/pair; reviewed by Russell
Novak & Roben J. Reina, Vol.19 Nos.7, 8, & 9, July, August, &
September 1996)
Audio Artistry Dvorak ($5990/system; reviewed by Shannon
1All back issues mentioned in this anide are available for $5 each (prior to 1994)
or $7 each (1994 onward), plus $2 S&H (I issue), $4 S&H (2-5 issues), $5 S&H (6-10
issues), or $6 Mai (II issues or more). Contact Starophde Back Issue Department,
Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or call (800) 358-6274 for credit-card orders.

Aerial Acoustics 10T, Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-V1
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Dickson, Vol.19 No.4, April 1996)
Avalon Acoustics Radian HC ($13,995/pair; reviewed by
Robert Harley, Vol.19 No.1,Jameary 1996)
Hales Concept Two ($1995/pair; reviewed by Lonnie Brownell,
Vol.19 No.5, May 1996)
JMlab Grand Utopia ($65,000/pair; reviewed by Jack English,
Vol.19 No.5, May 1996)
Platinum Audio Solo ($1695/pair; reviewed by John Atkinson,
V01.18 No.11, November 1995)
ProAc Response 2.5 ($4500/pair; reviewed by Michael Freiner,
Vol.19 No.1,January 1996)
Snell Type A Reference ($18,999/system; reviewed by Lany
Greenhill, V01.19 No3, March 1996)
Wilson Audio Specialties WATT/Puppy 5.1 ($16,290/system; reviewed by Wes Phillips, le18 No.11 &Vol.19 No.10, November
1995 &Oaober 1996)
Wilson Audio Specialties W IT!' ($8888/pair; reviewed by
71roinasJ. Norton, Martin Colloms, &John Atkinson, Vol.19 Nos.1 &7,
January &July 1996)

1

.his year's list of nominees ranged the gamut in price,
and nowhere was this more evident than in the
Loudspeakers category, where designs that cost from
$1695 to $65,000 per pair competed —and where the
joint winners are separated by a spread of nearly
$20,000. Yet the Dunlavy SC-VI and Aerial IOT were clear
winners, each having amassed nearly twice the votes of the
next runner-up.
The Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI is a big
speaker —78" tall and containing seven drivers —designed
to perform like apoint source. JGH, JA, and SS all attest that
it achieves this goal, citing its precisely focused, stable image.
Yet, unlike small monitor loudspeakers, the bass response of
the Signature VI is dynamic, uncolored, and possessed of
slam. Furthermore, to quote SS, the SC-VI is "remarkably
free from phase shift, dynamically effortless, and surprisingly
transparent." JGH, another admirer, points out that it
requires "lots of breathing room" — which is true. Don't even
try to put the speakers in aroom smaller than 20' by 24'. And
you'd better have abeefy amplifier to drive them as well.
However, properly fed and housed, the SC-VI is capable
of redefining neutrality —in the opinions of SS and agoodly
number of the Stereophile reviewing staff.
The Aerial 10T also offers neutrality, dynamics, and a
rare, fine ability to reproduce the musical event —but at
one-fifth the price of the Dunlavy. "Bang for the buck" figured prominently among the writers' comments — most of
them adding that designer Michael Kelly's canny compromises had produced aspeaker with many strengths and darn
few weaknesses. The 10T may indeed lack some of the
refinement of no-holds-barred megabuck speakers, but it
must also be said that it doesn't miss by much.
The Stereophile writers are atough bunch to impress, and
no speaker could share Speaker of the Year honors by dint
of price alone. The 10T gets the all-important midrange
right, without neglecting bass extension or aliquid top end.
Add to that an ability to "kick the tar out of any dynamic
challenge thrown at them," as per WP and you have a
speaker that has earned its way to the top of this —or any
year's — heap.
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996

Rotel Report
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The RTC-970 is avideophile's delight with an audiophile's soul.
It combines aDolby Pro-Logic surround sound decoder with ahighqualie AM/FM tuner for performance and convenience.

HOME

THEATER

Home Theater: New Horizons, Old Concerns
Transitions are often difficult. Making any move — say, for
instance, to ahome theater system — is something of abalancing
act. After all, what's the point of three or four more channels if
they don't sound as good as the two you already enjoy? That's
why music lovers think of Rotel's award-winning sonic heritage
when facing the here-and-now reality of home theater.
Consider Rotel's new RTC-970 Surround Sound Tuner/
Preamplifier, an impressive centerpiece for ahome entertainment
system. The RTC-970 decodes Dolby Pro Logic' sources with
precise all-analog circuitry to avoid the harshness common to
most digital designs. A special Cinema Mode compensates for
excessive high frequency energy in many movie soundtracks. And
the RTC-970's Music Modes add progressive spaciousness to
music while providing accurate and convincing reproduction.
An informative on-screen display makes initial set-up and
calibration easy and also helps you get the most out of your system every day. You can choose any of up to four audio-only and
four audio/video sources for your main system while selecting a
different one for enjoyment elsewhere in your home!
Regardless of the source you choose, your ears will applaud

RSP-985 THX SurroundSound Processor
Do you already own a
high quality music system?
Do you loathe the thought of
relegating it to adark closet?
Then consider the new Rotel
RSP-980 Surround-Sound
Processor for adding all the
performance and flexibility
you'll ever need to your existing music system.
Full THX" circuitry augmented by precision A/D and
D/A conversion means you'll
hear amovie's soundtrack exactly as the director intended

4
RB-985 5-channel amplifier
Whether building your
home theater from scratch or
adding to an existing system,
this amplifier is the answer.
With 5channels each delivering 100 high current watts,
the RB-985 puts plenty of
power in ahighly efficient
and convenient package.
The RB-985 exemplifies
Rotel's commitment to quality: A massive 1500VA toroid
transformer combines with
oversized, high capacity filter
capacitors and precision regu-

lators to provide extraordinary
smooth operating voltages.
you to. Wide-bandwidth
Each of the RB-985's 20 outvideo switching for both comput devices is rated for 130
posite and S-video sources
watts and 15 amperes of curand special "Zone 2" outputs
rent. This high reserve design
increase your current system's
assures uncompressed and dyflexibility. Audio circuitry feanamic reproturing high
duction
of
precision
The Rotel RSP-980 THX
today's music
metal film
Surround Sound Processor expands
your cherishedmusic system.
and video
resistors, low
sources.
ESR capaciPlacing
tors, and
the RB-985
high current
in your sysoperational
tem is easy. A
amplifiers
multi-pin
means you
connector,
won't lose
allowing
anything
The THX approved RB-985
single-cable
either. Of
delivers the powerfid sonic boom
hook-up,
course, a
ofamovie explosion with
complements
DB25 con5xl00-watts ofpower.
an array of
nector
gold-plated RCA jacks. Rugmeans you'll be able to add
Dolby Digital/AC-3 (or DTS
ged, heavy duty binding posts
accept avariety of audiophile... or whatever) at any time,
now or in the future.

grade speaker cables.

Rotel's remarkable audio circuitry. Careful power supply design,
meticulous parts selection, and painstaking board layout lie at the
heart of the RTC-970's outstanding performance.
The RTC-970 also puts discrete multi-channel digital audio
squarely in your future. There's aconnector specifically designed
for outboard Dolby Digital/AC-3 processors like our soon-to-

Our point is simple: Rotel gives you several approaches to
home theater. Each product is different because your needs
are different. But each one shares acommon family heritage
of extraordinary sound quality, backed by afive year warranty
on amps, preamps, and processors. That's the Rotel tradition.
And, even in the midst of change, we'll never forget it.

appear RDA-980. That makes your upgrade path simple and toRotel of America
54 Concord St. North Reading, MA 01864-2699
tel 800-370-3741 fax 508-664-4109

tally free of pre-planned obsolescence.

THX' is aregistered trademark ol Lucaslilm Ltd
Dolby' and ProLogrc' are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp
Copyright 1996 Rotel of America All rights reserved
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limpleation Component of 1996
Krell Audio Standard
monoblock power amplifier
($35,000/pair; reviewed by Wes Phillips, Vol.19 No.10, October
1996)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Audible Illusions Modulus 3A preamplifier ($1995; reviewed
by Michael Fremer, VoL19 Nos.2 & 9, R4ineeny &September 1996)
Audio Research PH-3 phono preamplifier ($1495; reviewed
by Michael Fremer, Vol.19 No.9, September 1996)
Ayre V-3 power amplifier ($3450; reviewed by Sam Telfig &
Ills Phillips, I41.19 No.3, Avis( 1996)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-60 power amplifier
($9900/pair; reviewed by Robert Deutsch, Vot18 No.12, December
1995)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A power amplifier
($3495; reviewed by Wes Phillips &John Atkinson, 10.18 Nos.8 & 9,
Angles, &September 1995;14,119 Nos.3 & 8, March &Aieust 1996)
HeadRoom Supreme headphone amplifier ($399; reviewed
by John Atkinson, 'Thomas]. Norton, & Wes Phillips, Vol.17 Nos.1, 2,
7, & 9, January, February, July, & September 1994; Vol.19 No.7, July
1996)
Mark Levinson No.331 power amplifier ($4550; reviewed by
Larry Greenhill, Ia19 No.1,January 1996)
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5 Special Edition
amplifier ($1565; reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vol.18 No.12, December
1995)
Spectral DMA-180 power amplifier ($7495; reviewed by
Robert Harley, 141.19 No.1,January 1996)

the voters was how it handled music's little details: ambient
information, dynamic shading, and gossamer overtones. It's
God is in the details —and, Stereophile's writers add,
sure of agreat amp.

Digital Source of 1996
ara-D 4-channel open-reel
'digital recorder
($25,000—$35,000; reviewed by John Atkinson, Vol.19 No.1,
January 1996)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro CD transport ($1595; reviewed by
Kalman Rubinson, V01.19 No.9, September 1996)
Audio Alchemy DTPPro 32 ($1595; reviewed by Roben Harley,
Vol.19 Nos.3 & 7, Mardi &July 1996)
Audio Research CD-1 CD player ($2995; reviewed by Wes
Phillips & Thomas J. Norton, Vol.18 No.12, December 1995, Vol.19
No.11, November 1996)
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens ($1800; reviewed by Robert
Harley &John Atkinson, Vol.19 Nos.7 & 10,July & October 1996)
Mark Levinson No.31.5 CD transport ($9495; reviewed by
John Atkinson, 14,1.19 No.10, October 1996)
Mark Levinson No.36 DIA processor ($3995; reviewed by
Thomas J. Norton, 14.18 No.11, November 1995)
Meridian 508-20 CD player ($2995; reviewed by Sam Tellig,
14)1.19 No.6,June 1996)
Meridian 518 Digital Audio Processor ($1795; reviewed by
John Atkinson, Vol.19 Nos.1 &7,January &July 1996)
Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1 CD Player ($3495; reviewed by
Robert Harley, Vol.19 Nos.6 & 9,June &September 1996)
Wadia 27 DIA processor ($8450; reviewed by Robert Harley,
Vol.19 No.10, October 1996)

Krell Audio Standard monoblock power amplifier

A

mplification Component of the Year was another category that boasted an incredibly strong and varied
field. The McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5 Special
Edition, at $1565, ran acompetitive second place to
the $35,000/pair Krell Audio Standard —a clear indication of the competitive quality of affordable high-end.
There were so many first-rate contenders for this category
that several writers lobbied for an additional vote, yet the
Krell Audio Standards garnered acommanding majority.
JA put it best when, upon first hearing them in WP's system, he exclaimed, "They make other amplifiers sound broken!" In keeping with our Loudspeakers of the Year, the
Krell is abieun that responds like asmall'un —that is, until
you need that kick in the pants that only heavy iron will give
you. This is because the ICAS's Anticipator circuit allows the
amp to function as aseries of five amplifiers of proportionately increasing power — it only uses what's needed to get
the job done.
And does it ever get the job done! Yet for all of the power
and majesty of the Audio Standard, what impressed most of
S
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Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel digital recorder

6

amering over twice as many votes as the highest-scoring runner-up, the Nagra-D lived up to its reputation
as the ultimate one-box digital recorder. Its unique
design uses open-reel tape to store four channels of up
to 24-bit data (only two channels if a96kHz sampling
rate is employed). Superbly constructed and incredibly versatile, the Nagra has dedicated A/D converters that offer 20bit resolution, built-in mike preamps that offer phantom
power and enormous headroom, and sophisticated software
that makes it adream to use. Did we mention that it's built
like abrick —er, to ahigh standard?
All of that may indeed make it the Digital Source of the
Year to the man who owns one, but most of the writers
voted for it because it produces tapes of the very highest
sound quality. Audiofon's Peter McGrath, Dorian's Craig
83

anyone can build a beautiful cabinet.

•

we also spend our time developing radical new drivers.

with ultra-linear motors.

that are dyanamic, smooth, effortless, refined.

hologram science. that's magic.

have you ever heard ahologram?

I,

hologram acoustic technologies

made in san diego, ca, usa

for information

contact stereotypes

phone (805) 523-1107

fax (805) 523-1290

hologram

g

see what ahologram sounds like. wces, alexis park 1 cl, suite 1767.

Dory, PG M's Gabe Wiener, PopeMusic's Gene Pope,
Posthom Recordings' and John Marks Records' Jerry Bruck,
and Stereophile's JA all use Nagra-Ds to produce their widely regarded recordings —as do an increasing number of
engineers. Quite simply, it is the best digital recorder produced to 4>tc.

Editor's Choice of 1996
Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel
digital recorder

I

n this case, the award is literal: Having borrowed a
Nagra -1) to produce Swreophile's Festival and Sonata CDs,
Ifelt we had to purchase our own. This tiny Swiss gem
of acomponent combines massive functionality —four
channels, each with its own mike preamp, 20-bit A/1)
converter, and choice of analog or digital input/output, 24bit data storage, l'C control of all functions and settings —
with sound quality to die for. Having just finished using the
Nagra-D for our Serenade CD, due to be released next
month, Ican't find asingle area where the recorder's performance seems to have been compromised. Summing up
in asingle sentence, and paraphrasing my review conclusion:
To see aNagra-D is to want to touch it; to touch aNagra1) is to want to buy it. In my humble opinion, the Nagra-1)
de fin,- he concept of High End.
— JA

Analog Source of 199G
Nairn ARO tonearm
(e2000; reviewed by Markus Sauer & Wes Phillips, 14)1.16 No.6,
June 1993;
Febniary 1996)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
AudioQuest 7000 Fe5 phono cartridge ($2550; revi('Ived by
Michael Fremer,14)119 No.4, April 1996)
Clearaudio Insider phono cartridge ($7500; reviewed by
Jonathan Scull,IA.19 No.5, May 1996)
Lyra Clavis Da Capo phono cartridge ($1895; reviewed by
Michael Fremer,14)1.19 No.4, April 1996)
Rockport Series 6000 air-bearing tonearm ($4500; revienkyl
.11ichael Fremer,IN.19 No.5, .14 1996)
Transfiguration Temper phono cartridge ($3800; revieukd
by Michael Fremer,14)1.19 No.7,July 1996)
VPI TNT Jr. turntable ($2800; reviewed by Steven Stout; 14L18
Nos.1 & 11,January & November 1995)

tan No.2,

Previous Winners
199S

Component of the Year, 1995: Wilson Audio Specialties
X-1/Grand SLA/v1M loudspeaker
Joint Home Theater Components of 1995: Audio
Research SDP1 Multichannel Music Processor
Meridian Digital Home Theatre surround system
Joint Budget Components of 1995: Audio Alchemy
VAC-in-the-Box phono preamplifier
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-I loudspeaker
The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-1 D/A processor
Loudspeaker of 1995: Wilson Audio Specialties
X-1/Grand SLAMM loudspeaker
Amplification Component of 1995: Pass Labs Aleph 0
monoblock power amplifier
Digital Source of 1995: Spectral SDR-2000 Professional
HDCD D/A processor
Analog Source of 1995: Graham 1.5-T/C tonearm
Joint Accessories of 1995: Audio Power Industries Power
Wedge 112 & 116 AC-line conditioners
Stax SR-Omega headphones

1994

Component of the Year, 1994: I)unlavy Audio Labs SC-IV
loudspeaker
Home Theater Component of 1994: Proceed PAV
audio/video preamplifier
Budget Component of 1994: Grado SR60 headphones
Joint Loudspeakers of 1994:
B&W John Bowers Silver Signature
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IV
Amplification Component of 1994: Audio Research
VT150 monoblock power amplifier
Digital Source of 1994: Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 D/A
processor
Analog Source of 1994: Linn Sondek LP12/Lingo turntable
Accessory of 1994: Grado SR60 headphones

1993

Component of the Year, 1993: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Signature preamplifier
Budget Component of 1993: Sumiko Blue Point Special
phono cartridge
Loudspeaker of 1993: Thiel CS3.6
Amplification Component of 1993: Convergent Audio
Technology SL -1Signature preamplifier
Joint Digital Sources of 1993:
C.E.C. TL 1CD transport
Mark Levinson No31 CI) transport
Analog Source of 1993: Basis Ovation turntable
Accessory of 1993: Lexicon CP-3 TI-DC surround-sound
processor

1992

Naim ARO tonearm

.
1

.he ARO tonearm, while not anew design, was nonetheless the clear winner in this category —not least
because WR RJR, MC, and Markus Sauer consider it
their reference. The Naim is characterized by "an inner
balance and harmony consistent with the musical mes-
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Component of the Year, 1992: Mark Levinson No30 D/A
processor
Budget Component of 1992: Spica SC -30 loudspeaker
Loudspeaker of 1992: Sonus Faber Extrema
Amplification Component of 1992: Melos SHA -1headphone amplifier
Digital Source of1992: Mark Levinson No30 D/A processor
Analog Source of 1992: VPI HW19 Mk.IV turntable
Accessory of 1992: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 1
AC-line conditioner

85

borne vibrations. They have proven effective under turntables —even 'tables with well-designed suspensions—but,
much more surprising, under digital gear and amplification
as well. (MF didn't like them under tubed gear, however.)
SD found that stacking them offered even greater benefits
—albeit at an obvious cost. What's fascinating is that none
of the respondents felt the Sinks had adeleterious impact an astonist unanimity that speaks highly for the product.

•,

Home Theater Component of 1996
Lexicon DC-1 surround-sound
processor
T$1995—$4500; reviewed by J. Gordon Holt, Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater, Vo1.2 No.4, Winter 1996; Vol.19 No.12,
December 1996)

Lexicon DC-I surround-sound processor

Runners-Up (in alphabetical order»
Acarian Alón Trio C-1 surround loudspeaker system
($3975/system; reviewed by Wes Phillips, Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater, 14)1.2 No.3, Fall 1996)
Citation Model 7.0 surround-sound processor ($3950;
reviewed by J. Gordon Holt, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
14)1.2 No.2, &Minter 1996)
Denon AVP-8000 AC-3/THX surround-sound processor ($3500; reviewed by Robert Harhy, Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater, Vol.2 No.2, Summer 1996)
Kenwood Home THX loudspeaker system ($2800/system;
reviewed by Steven Stott Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
14)1.2 No.1, Spring 1996)
Maranta MA.500 THX monoblock power amplifier ($300
each; reviewed by Robert Harley, Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater, Vo1.2 No.2, Summer 1996)
Maranta RC2000 system remote control ($250; reviewed by
Larry E. Ullman, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, 14)1.2 No.4,
Winter 1996)
Meridian 565 surround-sound processor ($3895; reviewed
by J. Gordon Holt & Thomas J. Norton, Vot18 No.6, June 1995;
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Vol.2 No.3, Full 1996)
NHT VT-2 surround loudspeaker system ($3930/system;
reviewed by Robert Harley, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
Vo1.2 No.1, Spring 1996)
Rotel RB-985 5-channel power amplifier ($1000; reviewed
by Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, 141.2
No.!, Spiv 1996)
Sound Dynamics THC surround loudspeaker system
($1780/system; reviewed by Michael Franc, Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater, 14)I.2 No.3, Kill 1996)
Triad Gold MX loudspeaker system ($6350-$7025/system; reviewed by Steven Stone, Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater, Vol.2 No.2, Slimmer 1996)

J

GH enthusiastically recommended the DC-1 when he
reviewed it in SGHT, and it has gained admirers on the
staff wherever it has been deployed. A sonically outstanding, super-versatile surround-sound processor/
control center that's user-friendly — what's not to like?
JGH feels that the DC-1's matrixed surround-sound decoding sets anew quality standard— this alone would make it
88

worthy of Home Theater Component of 1996 —but the
Lexicon proved equally adept at multichannel music reproduction, as you can read elsewhere in this issue. You'll be
he
more from this product.

Joint Budget Components of 1996
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
Special Edition amplifier
PSB New Stratus Mini loudspeaker
($950/pair (matching stands add $179/pair); reviewed by John
Atkinson, 14)1.19 No.6,June 1996)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Acarian Alón Petite loudspeaker ($995/pair; reviewed by Wes
Phillips, 144.19 No.!, January 1996; Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater, 14)1.2 No.3, Fall 1996)
Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0 HDCD D/A processor ($799;
reviewed by Robert Harley, 14)1.18 Nos.7 & 12,July &December 1995)
Audio Alchemy Digital Line Controller ($399; reviewed by
Wes Phillips &Jack English, Vol.18 Nos.8 & 11, August & November
1996)
Creek 4240 Special Edition integrated amplifier ($795;
reviewed by Robert J. Reina, 14)1.18 No.12, December 1996)
Energy Connoisseur C-2 loudspeaker ($600/pair; reviewed
by Thomas J. Norton, Vol.19 No.9, September 1996)
Illuminati DataFlex Studio S/PDIF digital datalink
($325/1m; reviewed byJonathan Scull, Vol.19 No.5, May 1996)
JoLida SJ 502A integrated amplifier ($995; reviewed by
Lonnie Browne11,14)1.19 No.3, March 1996)

McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5 Special Edition amplifier

PSB New Stratus Mini loudspeaker
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WELCOME TO THE NEXT LEVEL
(introducing

'

two

revolutions

from

Martin-Logan)

Fifteen years ago we engineered
electrostatic technology to anew
level, opening wide the "window"
between the music and listener.
Today adedicated team of
over 40 people are 100%
committed to bringing you
the highest level of product, performance and
service for your money.
Introducing the next
generation of Martin-Logan
product. Exhaustive reengineering in electrostatic technology, every
facet of woofer fabrication,
detailed crossover evaluation and design as well as
fit and finish have resulted
in the new AERIUS iand
reQUEST ESL systems.
When you become
disenchanted with the
ordinary, Iinvite you
to audition MartinLogan technology.
One of our chosen
specialists will show
you what it is to
touch space, feel an
image, experience
the next level.

Gayle M. Sanders
President

the new aerius iest hybrid
the new request esl hybrid

tel 913.749.0133

Origakti
integrated amplifier

Conquest
mono power amplifiers

21 1A Triode

300B Triode

Single-ended

Parallel single-ended

27 watts per channel
hand-wound silver transformers
hand-made silver foil capacitors
21 lbs. of silver

17 watts each
custom output transformers
custom copper foil capacitors

$6,995/pair

$89,200

Check your wallet
Why the price spread?
In 1973 Hiroyasu Kondo
began aquest to re-create high
fidelity. He felt that audio manufacturers, in their effort to
increase the information retrieved
from recordings, had lost touch
with the emotional qualities of
the music.
He realized that every component must be re-engineered and
optimized to bring out the musical performance. He designed his
own resistors and crafted handdrawn silver-foil capacitors.
From ingots of Italian silver he
drew wire through diamond dies
of his own design, and wound it
by hand into aradical new type
of output transformer. He used
simple single-ended circuits and
directly heated triodes.

The result was breathtaking arediscovery of the emotional
impact of music. "It digs deep
into the music and lays bare its
flesh and its soul... Runs rings
around evelything Ihave heard,
tried, used or borrowed," said
British reviewer Alvin Gold
about the Ongaku amplifier in
Audiophile magazine.
He also said "I shall never he
able to affmr1 to buy one." We
understand. Construction without
compromise is expensive. So
Audio Note U.K. was formed to
retain Mr. Kondo's objectives and
design principles at more affordable prices.
The Conquest amplifier has
output transformers and signal
capacitors custom made by Audio
Note, of copper. It is still asingle-

ended, zero-feedback Class A
Design. It gives you the body and
soul of the performance, rather
than merely sonic pyrotechnics.
If you want to truly hear all the
music, listen to Audio Note.
At any price level.
Audio Note makes amplifiers
from $1995, and complete
systems from about $5000. You
can hear them at selected dealers.
Call us for information.

AUDIO NOTE USA

Audio Note USA 212-304-8064 •60 Hannah St., New York, N.Y. 10301
Manufacturer showrooms: New York City: 718-876-9742 •San Francisco: 415-327-6881
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tfirst glance, it may seem ironic that the joint budget
components of 1996 come in at nearly $1600 and
$1000 respectively, but we've always felt that it takes
more than a low price to make a bargain. Both the
McCormack DNA-0.5 Special Edition amplifier and
the PSB New Stratus Mini loudspeaker offer performance
that rivals much more costly competition — and, in fact, the
McCormack came in second to the Krell Audio Standard in
the running for Amplification Component of 1996.
That puts it in pretty exalted company, but our respondents were unequivocal in their enthusiasm, lauding the
McCormack's palpability, crisp transients, punchy percussiveness, and effortless sense of detail. ST called it "one of
the best amplifiers, period." And that's without even factoring in "bang for the buck."
The PSB Stratus Mini is a well-engineered Canadian
speaker that shows just how much performance is available
for less than athousand dollars apair. For such asmall speaker, it offers well-defined propulsive bass which, allied with
its richly detailed midrange, excellent soundstaging, and
ever-so-slightly shelved-down high frequencies, makes for a
thoroughly enjoyable listening experience. As one would
expect with asmall speaker, the Stratus Mini doesn't offer
the last word in maximum loudness, but neither does it
force asense of its limitations upon the listener—the power
and theiky of music are well served.

1996 Component of the Year

Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Aerial Acoustics 10T loudspeaker
Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro 32 jitter attenuator
Audible Illusions Modulus 3/3A preamplifier
Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI loudspeaker
Jadis Eurythmic II loudspeaker ($40,000/pair; reviewed by
Jonathan Sad!, 14)1.19 No.3, March 1996) 2
JMlab Grand Utopia loudspeaker
Krell Audio Standard monoblock power amplifier
Lexicon DC-1 surround-sound processor
Mark Levinson No.331 power amplifier
Meridian 518 Digital Audio Processor
Transfiguration Temper phono cartridge
Wadia 27 D/A processor
Wilson Audio Specialties WATT/Puppy 5.1 loudspeaker
Wilson Audio Specialties WIT!' loudspeaker

W

hat a field! Still the Nagra-D
was the clear winner, despite
heavy competition from the
Dunlavy SC-VI. The Nagra
seems destined to impress
a a
everyone who comes in contact with
it. Well, why not? Very few devices do
what they are designed to with as little
fuss and bother as the Nagra —and
nothing we've seen to date does it better. We can't think of
another component that so totally dominates its sector of the
industry. Under the circumstances, Overall Component of
1996 seems the least we could call it.
S
2Before you all rush to e-mail nie alxsut the presence of the jadis in the list of
Product of die Year nominees when it didn't make the cut for Loudspeaker of the
Year, thiS is an anomaly of the current nomination/young pmeedure. It is j
hie
for aproduct it to get enough nominating votes in its individual cAtegory. yet still
do so for overall Product of the Year.
AA

Nara-D 4-channel open-reel

digital recorder

The picture is worth athousand word.
The sound will leave you speechless.

Steel Foundationse

Reference Foundations.
St. Paul
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Ultimate F-oundationat
MN

800-359-5520

612-636-0367 fax

Now You Can Stop Kicking Yourself
For Selling The Originals.
Noaudio equipment in history has achieved the legendary status of the Marantz vacuumtube electronics. So timeless are the sonic and aesthetic attributes of this classic trio that,
almost four decades after their introduction, pristine examples are still eagerly sought by
committed music lovers and audiophiles alike.
Fortunately for those remorseful souls who parted company with their beloved originals, Marantz proudly
announces the reintroduction of the Marantz Classics. The Model 7preamplifier, Model 813 stereo and
Model 9 monaural power amplifiers sound as remarkable today as when they first defined the state of the art
during the Golden Age of Stereo.
These recreations are true to the originals in every way. In many instances, parts like transformers and
meters have been sourced from the very suppliers who furnished them over ageneration ago. Faceplates,
knobs and switches are identical, and even the Marantz logo has been restored for absolute accuracy.
All wiring is point to point ;no circuit boards have been substituted for the sake of convenience or

cost.

Only genuine safety improvements, like detachable IEC power cords, standard fuses, and contemporary
speaker terminals in place of archaic output taps, differentiate these modern units from their predecessors.
Ultimately, these jewel-like components could have you listening to music from awhole new
perspective, while providing the kind of satisfaction that comes from pobing atimeless classic.
So instead of kicking yourself, you can sit back and enjoy the company of along-lost friend.

rws Eiteèat ray
Marantr Amenca. Inc
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440 Module Road, Roselle, II 60127-2330 •(708) 307-3100 •Fax (708) 307-2687
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spoke with Peter Bohacek, Engineering Manager Jim Kinne; and
adia Digital made agrand entrance on the high-end
Technical Sentires Director Stow Huntlty.jim Kinne ben by describaudio scene back in 1989 with their revolutionary
ing how Wadia Digital was created.
Wadia 2000 Digital Decoding Computer. Thefourbox 2000 broke new ground in several areas, includJim Kinzie: Wadia was started in 1988 by agroup of engiing aradically deirent digitalfilter, ajitter-attenuatneers who left acompany called Applied Spectrum Techiriç reclocking circuit, thefirst consumer use ofaglass-jiber optical internologies. The original Wadia 2000 was developed as sort of
in.ce, and achassis machined from asolid block of aluminum. The
asideline project there. Applied Spectrum was not interest2000 debuted to rave review; around the world, opening the door to
ed in the audio market, so Don Moses left that company and
Wadia's rise in its present status as one ofthe most respected companies
founded Wadia.
in kiwi audio.
The first product was the Wadia 2000 Digital Decoding
But Wadia suficied ajinv missteps along the way. The company
Computer, shown at the 1989 Summer Consumer Elecwas fiunded by telecommunications engineers who knew little about
tronics Show. Since
marketing high-end audio
then we've delved into
products. Side projects not
other areas of digital
related to Wadia's core
design —AID conbusiness drained money
verters and professionand engineering talent
al audio equipment.
from creating high-end
Now our direction is
digital processors. Marketstable, designing deing choices damaged Wacoding
computers,
dia's US dealer network,
Cl) players, and CD
and personnel turnovers
trans Ions.
put the company in disarPeter Bohace
It's
ray. To top it 4 Wadia's
important to note that,
policyfor the lastjive years
even from the beginof not providing review
ning, the 2000 was
products to the US audio
a group effort. For
press virtually erased their
example, Wadia's first
once-high profile in the
software
algorithm,
US marketplace.
which is one of the
But all that's in the
things that set the 2000
past. Wadia has a new
apart from other prodCEO, anew Director of
ucts of its time, was
Marketing, and afresh
developed as adesign
direction. Stevefiery, orproject by Bob Moses,
merly aprincipal of PS
Don Moses' son.
Audio, has taken the
Kinne: Bob Moses
Wadia helm. Peter Bohahail this idea to do a
cek, who worked at Avafilter algorithm in the
lon Acoustics and cosenior year of his
founded Ayre Acoustics, is
[Electrical Engineerhandling Wadia's marketing] program. Don's
ing. Fortunately, Wadia's
father, Wadia Moses,
principal erwineers — who
funded a project to
worked on the original
make it into areality,
2000—are still with the Left to right Steve Huntley. Peter Bohacek, Steve Jeffery,Tim Coughlin (C00). and Jim Kinne.
which is what eventucompany
ally became the Wadia 2000. Bob never was actually an
With this engineering continuity and the new management and
employee of Wadia. He is now an independent consultant
marketing direction, Wadia is poised to renew their presence on the
in the Seattle area.
high-end scene. The company has also lifted its ban on providing
Some of the other people involved in the initial
review samples to magazines (as you'll see from my review of the
2000 development —including Jim —are still at the company.
Wadia 27 Digital Decoding Computer and Wadia 7CD transport
The Digimaster algorithm became the property of Wadia.
in the October '96 issue and the Rillow-Up on the Model 2000 elseSome of the things from the origwhere in this issue).
inal 2000 are still a
Irecently visited Wadia's factory in tiny River Falls, Wisconsin,
major part of all
to find out mow about
the current designs
Wadia's technology, peo— except the 12.
pk and future. I

Wadia Know.

Wadia Digital's Jim Kinne,
Steve Huntley talk with Robert Har
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Discover

Boxiess Theater!
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Vandersteen
full-range
speakers dispel
the myth that
home theater
requires unique

With their drivers
connected in positive
phase through firstorder crossovers, our
speakers preserve
the important phase
characteristics of the
original sounds.

Our innovative boxless design reduces
cabinet reflections
and diffraction. The

main speakers.

Model 3's proprietary,

"Sets the
standard
for affordable
speakers"

"What ahighfidelity speaker
should be"

patented midrange
eliminates internal
driver reflections
and the resulting
distortions.
"Awesome on both
film and music"

Full-range two-way
loudspeaker

Model
High-resolution,
four driver
loudspeaker

In its pursuit of perfection, specialty

Model 3
"Rocks the
foundation !"

Ultra high-resolution, lour
driver loudspeaker
"The ideal
surround
speaker"

audio has established high-fidelity
standards that only

" !timare
alum!

the best speakers
can reach.

Three driver,
300 watt amplified subwoofer

Now your home
theater system can meet these standards. A VANDERSTEEN

Phase-correct
center speaker

phase-correct home theater system creates a coherent and
expansive sound field with exceptional detail and superior dia-

fl\IN,

/1E- I\ 1Q1r...\1\

wall-mount speaker

IA I fll l
ñlTy

log intelligibility You will hear why "boxless" is definitely better as the system's incredible realism heightens your emotional involvement in your films.

Better AUDIO for Your Video

For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable
loudspeakers true to both science and music. If you are looking
for asystem that convincingly reproduces every nuance of a

116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230

film as easily as it conveys the essence of music, we can direct

(209) 582-0324

you to your nearest carefully selected VANDERSTEEN dealer
Please write or call for abrochure and the name of your nearest dealer

SOME VERY CRUDE TELECOMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS USE FAR
SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY TO THAT USED IN AUDIO.
[The $1500 Wadia 12 DIA is the only Wadia product to use an offany pre-echo or post-echo of transients does not exist. That's
the-shcffilter chip instead ofacustom DSPfilter. —RH]
apparent in an impulse-response test or asquarewave test,
Steve Hundey: The goal of Wadia today is —and was at
which show those types of effects. The disadvantage is that
that time — to simply make better sound from aCompact
we have aslight rolloff in the high frequencies. We think
Disc. That's never changed ... We tried to apply some new
that the tradeoffs we make to improve the time-domain
techniques to audio because Don Moses and his father were
response more than compensate sonically for the slight
audiophiles. Don's son knew CD players did interpolation,
rolloff you see in the measured response.
and started thinking about how to figure out the points on a
Harley: The downside to that approach is that it introduces some
curve between the known points. He came up with atheopassband rolloff There was some controversy when the 2000 came out
retical design of the filter working with some professors at
because it had arolled-off treble. Some people took exception to an
his university —Stanley Lipshitz [at the University of
$8000 product with a3dB rolloffat 20kliz.
Waterloo] had some communication with him — and
Kinne: It was 3dB at 22kHz —half the sampling frequency.
searched for away to implement the filter in real time.
Bohacek: You see that in audio frequently —products that
When AT&T produced their DSP chip, we were able to
look like tey have measurement weaknesses on traditional
run the algorithm on two of them per channel. That evenmeasurements, whether it's single-ended amplifiers or platually led to the practical implementation, which was the
nar loudspeakers. But that's the key thing about the
Wadia 2000.
Digimaster algorithm; it's not a
Hark. Is telecommunications
mistake. It was something that
engineering applicable to digital
was carefully chosen. That
midi() converters?
tradeoff was made with the
Kinne: Most definitely. You
clear knowledge that it was a
can view digital audio as being
worthwhile one. The slight
atransmission system; you just
attenuation at 20kHz is worthhave astorage medium in the
while in comparison with what
middle called the CD. A sound
you gain. Yes, it measures less
is generated at asource and it's
well, but it performs better sontransmitted to the end user.
But the whole idea of moving
Since none of us
signals between chips — and
hear flat to 20kHz, it's musicalbetween transports, converters,
ly not as much of an issue as it
amplifiers — that's all transmismay seem on atest bench.
sion. The Wadia engineers recIMO The Digimaster filter alognized that early on.
gorithm has been around for some
Many techniques used in the
time now. Are you working on new
audio industry are techniques
filters?
that were driven by cost con',Pune:. We continue to restraints — like the S/PDIF
search new ways of doing filters
interface —and not from trying
that are not conventional —and
to achieve high performance. A Wadia technician inspects aCD player assembly at Wadia's factory in
not necessarily achievable. We
Some very crude telecommu- River Falls. Wisconsin.
have recently been granted a
nications products use far supepatent for a neural-network—
rior technology to that used in audio —technology that was
based filter, which at the present time is too costly to impleavailable at the time of the CD's introduction.
ment in apractical product. But as processing technology
Harley: What are the tradeoffi between creating your own softwarecontinues to develop, we see that some day the neural-netbasedJI/ter and using an off-sh4pare?
work filter will be in our best products. It'll probably be in
Kinne: Ido not see software and hardware as being differthe low-end products eventually. That's just the way techent filters. The designer of afilter chip could just as easily
nology progresses with time. Processing power becomes
have developed it in software —like the HDCD® filter.
cheaper and you can do new things. We have been limited
Harley: Iwas referring to the decision to use DSP chips running
more by commercial practicality than by ideas on how to do
your own filter algorithm from code held in asocketed PROM. It's a
the filter.
much more expensive approach.
Harlee How sonically important an element ofthe playback chain
Kinne: Any time you roll your own, you can make trade1,
/liter?
offs that are not necessarily cost-based. A great deal of the
Kinne: It's certainly one of the most important things. You
off-the-shelf filters are designed on acost basis. How that
have to do good design throughout, but the filter makes a
hardware is implemented is influenced by the need to make
very large contribution to the sonic quality The analog outit inexpensive for amass market.
put section is also important. You can just as easily produce a
Those designers are trying to refine traditional brick-wall
transistor-radio sound using our filter as you can using a
filter techniques to ahigher and higher quality We have
brick-wall filter. We think that the best sound comes by makchosen to optimize the time-domain performance so that
ing the tradeoffs that we have chosen to make, along with
S
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The Meridian
508.20
Taking CD replay

perfect balance
The Meridian
566
A DAC with the
performance
where it counts.
Meridian's twin
Phase-Lock Loop
yields the lowest
jitter while our

to the edge with
a new 20 bit
converter and
precision
re-clocking used
throughout. With
the lowest jitter
and pure Class A
analogue balanced
output the 508
reaches a
performance level
previously unheard.

new 20 bit DAC
gives you a new
benchmark of
clarity and deep
fulfilling bass.

The Meridian 502
A Dual mono preamplifier design. Separating the channels
onto individual boards gives Meridian a level of preamplifier
performance to match our new 20 bit CD sources. With the
highest quality components and Meridian's years of
experience in preamplifier design we are now able to offer

The Meridian 557

you a preamplifier that sonically disappears.

Balanced has never been so
right. With balanced inputs and
adual mono design this 200W
amplifier is the perfect finish to

Meridian System
Remote Control and

our balanced range. A unique
ground balancing system gives
you the highest performance in
bridged mode without
compromising the superb stereo
that Meridian amplifiers excel
at. Bridged into 4 Ohms gives a
massive 1000W.

audiophile balanced
design from laser to
loudspeaker.
What more could
you ask for?

BOOTH ROVE) STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc., 3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 112, Atlanta, GA 30331
Telephone (404) 344 7111

Fax (404) 346 7111

other \N-ell-thought-out design practices that we implement.
high-end units. We'll continue to develop at both ends of
Harley: Wadia appearedfront nowhere with alandmark product,
the spectrum. We'll continue to strive to make referencequality products and aline of products that address different
the 2000. It was lull qf innovative technoloszy, but it seems Wadia
subsets of the market for people who can't afford the ultididn't fidly
that technoloszy in the marketplace
mate of what we can deliver.
Huntley :That's truc. Wadia was the first company to recHarley: What is Wadia's position on HDCD?
ognize jitter as asource of audible distortion in CD players.
Kinne: We are licensees of Pacific Microsonics. We've evalBut Wadia is not well known as the company that — Idon't
uated their filter with both HDCD discs and non-HDCD
know if you want to say "discovered" —but made the cordiscs, playing the discs on converters we designed and on
relation between sonic performance and jitter performance.
That's afailure of the company. The saine is truc for fiberother people's converters —some that are very highly
regarded. It was our opinion that, yes, HDCD does do some
optic transmission, chassis design, and noise-reduction techthings that people like. But it
niques.
also introduces artifacts that we
Harley: Wadia has chosen to take
do not believe outweigh the
‘1 low profile in the US audio press
improvements.
the nisi live years. Why?
Actually, Wadia has
In our discussions with
Pacific Microsonics, we came
chosen to take alow profile not
up against asituation in which
only in the US press, but in the
US in general. Wadia was startwe could not do anything further with them. They have said
ed by agroup of engineers who
they were going to deliver a
had some great ideas about how
software-based implementato build audio components, but
tion of the filter for evaluation.
Idon't think they had a full
They have not done so.
understanding of what you had
Bohace :We compared units
to do to make an audio compathat were identical in every
ny successful in the US market.
respect except for the filter. We
And they made some mistakes.
At the same time, the Asian
had astandard NPC-type filter,
the Pacific Microsonics filter,
market was developing fast.
and the Digimaster filter. You
Asian consumers were so intercould hear a clear improveested in buying US-manufacment when you went from the
tured products, especially somestandard NPC to the HDCD
thing as unique as the Wadia
filter.
2000, that there was an entire Another Wadia technician carefully adjusts aCD player's transport
Mime: Compared to an NPC
shift away from the US market mechanism in final assembly.
filter, their filter is very good.
because it was harder for Wadia
But it's not the equivalent of our filter.
to become established in the US than in Asia.
Bohacek: Exactly. The feeling here was that the perforBut the US market is the most important —and the
mance o tse Digimaster filter was superior. That was true
largest—audio market in the world. And we're an
regardless of whether you were using an HDCD-encoded
American company. We're refocusing our efforts on the US
market.
disc or astandard disc.
Harley: Are you developing new products tailored to the US marKinne: An HDCD disc played back through the Wadia filter has certain sonic characteristics that alot of people find
ket, or is titis change more of amarketing direction than aproduct
direction?
pleasing. We also implemented HDCD-compatible designs
Bohacek: It will initially be amarketing direction. More of
that used the Digimaster algorithm, which we think were
our mar cting time will be spent in the US, working with
even better. However, they were designs that Pacific
Microsonics would not allow us to make. That created the
US dealers and educating them about what Wadia is and
parting of the ways.
what we've done. It wouldn't be fair to say the 27 processor
was designed for the US market —it wasn't. But all the
Harley: thu made an HDCD decoder running on the Digimaster
lilt(
products we've designed will be effective in both markets.
Kinne: Right.
For example, there is far more dollar volume in $3000 CD
Bohace :If you want to do HDCD right, you have to do
players sold in the US than there is in $15,000 CD players.
it with tse Digimaster. Ican see where Pacific Microsonics
By concentrating on the development of those kind of prodmight not want to do that.
ucts, we'll be able to sell them in Japan and they'll be sucWinne: We tested products with HDCD that were equivcessful in the US.
alent in price to products using our standard Digimaster
Kinne: That's not to say we'll give up on developing the

I
F
YOU WANT TO DO HDCD RIGHT, YOU HAVE TO DO IT WITH THE
WADIA DIGIMASTER. I
CAN SEE WHERE PACIFIC MICROSONICS
MIGHT NOT WANT TO DO THAT.
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Officers responded to call from
concerned citizen regarding
shocking
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bass vibrations
door.
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performance was traced to Pioneer
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LaserDisc player.

emanating from

Further investigation

digital

System's supercharged audio and video
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Cinema Wide
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algorithm and believe that our product is superior —with
them to make sure that they are the sanie as what we had
HDCD discs or with standard discs.
sought to achieve. Once that's verified we start beta-testing,
Harley: Ihad aWadia 2000 in my system in 1989, and in 1996
and show it to distributors and dealers. Then we start fullIstill have aWadia 2000 in my systan. Tell me about the 'madeale roduction.
abili r
of Wadia products.
Bohacek: We've achieved agood balance between engiBohace :All the Wadia products since the 2000 were
neering and listening. You really need engineering expertise,
designe. with upgradeability in mind. The less expensive
especially with adigital product. You can't design adigital
products are oriented more to sound quality for the dollar
product by the seat of your pants. At the same time, there
and arc not as easy to upgrade.
are things you can hear that you can't always predict. Ithink
Part of what you're paying for when you buy aWadia
we've developed agood balance between our engineering
product is a construction that allows the product to be
techniques and working to achieve asound that we think is
upgraded. The 2000 upgrade is an example of that. We've
pleasing and involving and engaging.
taken our latest thinking—the same ideas that are in the
Harley: Do you try to maintain acertain sound between products?
Wadia 27 —and constructed acircuit that can be installed in
Kinzie: You'll hear similarities within different generations
the original Wadia 2000. You can get the performance out
of products. The 2000 and 64.4 was one generation. Then
oían eight-year-old unit that approaches the best we can do,
we had an interim generation like the X-32 and the Wadia
regardless of cost. Protecting someone's investment is a
Pro. The Wadia 9, the 15, and then the 16 through the 26,
strong philosophy of Wadia's.
was another generation. You're
Harley: The products I've seen
not going to sec major sound
today in yourfactory all use sufacedifferences within those prodmount technology. Elk71 the DACs,
uct groups; they are more conoutput stages, capacitors, resistors,
sistent among themselves comand some rtgulators are surfacepared to different generations.
mounted, which is unusual in heNow, with the 27 and the 2000
ard design. Is there asonic advantage
upgrade, we've moved into a
to sud;rce-mounting?
whole new type of sonic perKinne: We believe there is,
formance.
because you are getting rid of
Harley: is there an iterative design
the leads on the components. If
process, with aJeMback mechanism
you broke open the packages
.
from listening evaluations hack to
of many components, you'd
tweakin the design?
find a surface-mount compoIt's even closer than
nent inside with leads attached
afeedbac loop. Jim and Steve
to it. Eliminating those leads
and Iare all in the listening
results in fewer junctions per
room at the same time, mixing
component. You're putting
ideas of our sonic perceptions.
things closer together so you
It's not a situation where we
have less parasitics [unwanted
take the unit away and then tell
capacitance or inductance] and
Jim what we think about the
less chance for crosstalk. An IC
sound. It's amuch closer comVVadia's listening room features Avalon speakers.
has the very same silicon die in
munication than that, where
it whether it's asurface-mount
Jim is listening, too. Steve and I
or not. With surface-mount you have shorter bond-wire
both have some technical understanding. It's not to Jim's
lengths, less lead-frame inductance, less radiated energy, and
level, but we have some insight into what he's doing with
less crosstalk in the package.
design.
If we can't get the quality of the component we want in
Hundey: The difficult part is finding the right point at
asurface-mount package, then we'll use athrough-hole part.
which to sell the product, because we're having so much fun
We do not do total surface-mount design, but choose the
making it sound better!
best components for the particular application. Sometimes
Harl .What new projects is Wadia working on?
that's surface-mount, sometimes it's through-hole.
Bohace :We've already heard experiments here that
Harley: Tell me about the design process at Wadia, particularly
sound ar eyond what we're doing now. We know we can
',bow the relationship between developing the technical and musical
improve on what we've done, and do it in away that's
aopect ij the product.
upgradeable as well.
Kinne: We start aproject by jointly defining, as ateam, the
For example, we have atime-base corrector in the Wadia
features of the unit. The meetings incorporate marketing,
9. It's like the Genesis Digital Lens —a very good way of
engineering, manufacturing, and anyone else who has input
reducing jitter. The Wadia 27 doesn't have that because we
into the process. We then go into the design phase, in which
couldn't include it and still have it come in at the price we
we do aprototype mechanical and electrical design. The
wanted it to. That's at least the beginning of what the Wadia
prototype undergoes extensive sonic evaluation in multiple
9upgrade will be.
systems, with different speakers, amplifiers, and listeners.
Harley: How significant afactor is jitter in the performance of a
rrodlia?
We make adjustments until we have aconsensus that we
have achieved the sound we want to get from the product.
Kinne: Jitter certainly makes alarge contribution to the
During that phase we would also be doing manufacturaway things sound. As you get products of higher and higher
bility analysis to make sure we can produce this design.
resolution, the jitter becomes more and more important.
Then we would mn another set of prototypes and evaluate
Part of the reason jitter might not have been recognized
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996
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Reference-Standard
Loudspeakers and
Cables with Accurately
Documented
Performance

SC-IV -"1994 Product of the Year"
Stereophile

FEATURES
Loudspeakers

SC -IV -"1994 Joint Loudspeaker of the Year"
Stereophile

•Each loudspeaker is fully and
accurately measured under
laboratory conditions at a
distance of 10' within alarge
anechoic chamber.
•Each loudspeaker is guaranteed
to meet all advertised factory
performance specifications.
•Every loudspeaker undergoes
five pages of quality control
inspection before acceptance for
packaging and shipment.
•100% incoming OC of every
component to properly insure
near perfect loudspeaker pair
matching (.25 dB to 15kHz).
•Five year transferable limited
warranty.

SC I
-"1995 Joint Budget Component of the Year'
Stereophile
"The SC-VI represents alandmark in
loudspeaker design...A+ with at least 5
gold stars..."
Steven Stone -Stereophile
Aug. 96, Vol. 19, No 8
"This (SC-IV) is afabulous speaker!...I'm
buying the review pair."
Robert Deutsch -Stereophile
Apr. 94, Vol. 17, No. 4
" you owe it to yourself to audition these
affordable Dunlavys (SC-I)."
John Atkinson -Stereophile
Dec. 94, Vol. 17, No. 12
"One of the finest sounding loudspeakers I
have ever heard (SC-VI)"
Gary Reber -Widescreen Review
Vol. 3, No. 1

Loudspeaker Cables

Loudspeakers
SC-I
SC-I/AV
SC-II
SC-III
SC-IV
SC-V

"The Dunlavy SC-VI demands comparison
with any speaker currently available at any
price..."
Jack English -Stereophile
Apr. 94, Vol. 17, No. 4

SC-VI
Loudspeaker Cables
DAL-Z.6
Interconnects
ULC-STA NDA RD
ULC-REFERENCE
ULC-BALANCED

DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS, INC.
P.O. Box 49399, Colorado Springs, CO 80949-9399, USA
(719) 592-1159 Fax (719) 592-0859 102365.2026 n compuserve cour
Come listen to VALS lull product line in Las Vegas at the
Imperial Palace Hotel &Casino. Pearl and Jade Rooms. Jan. 9-12, 1997.

•6Ohm characteristic impedance
provides accurate, ultra-low loss
match to most loudspeakers,
eliminating virtually all blurring
and ringing of complex musical
transients.
•Extremely linear amplitude and
phase response to above 1Mhz.
•Quick change terminations allow
for the ultimate in system
adaptability.
•Standard (8', 12', 16', 24') and
custom lengths available.
•One year limited warranty.
/n/erconnecis

•Ultra low capacitance (8 pico
Farads per foot) ensures
distortion free signal transfer.
•Frequency, signal attenuation,
and phase response are
immeasurably flat from D.C. to
1Mhz.
•Standard (1m, 2m, 3m, 7m) anr_b
Custom lengths available.
•One year limited warranty.

,
WE
HAVEN'T COME ANYWHERE NEAR ACHIEVING WHAT WE CAN
ACHIEVE IN CD REPRODUCTION.
in the past is that products of six or eight years ago had other
problems that masked what jitter was doing. It's probable
that one of the most important things in current designs is
correlated jitter. You have to address it.
Harley: You emphasize correlatedjitter rather than random jitter?'
Milne: Each has adifferent sonic effect. Correlated jitter
has certain psychoacoustic effects that can almost be explainable in our testing. We were listening to something that had
adesign error, and Steve said it sounded like apeak at
180Hz. It turned out that this particular design error introduced ajitter artifact at 180Hz. It had the effect of making it
seem like there was apeak there. Yet you cannot measure a
peak or dip in the frequency response of the unit. It's still not
awell-understood process, other than you know it's aproblem and you want to get rid of it.
Harley: Do you have your own methods of measuringjitter?
Hinne: Currently, we're using aWave Technologies Digital
Time Scope. It's similar to aHewlett-Packard frequencydomain analyzer or modulation-domain analyzer, where it
actually measures the time between edges for alarge number of samples that you can program with avery high resolution. It is the standard in the telecommunication industry
for measuring jitter and high-speed transmission lengths
that are used in telephone applications.
Harley: Wadia showed aproduct called the Power DAC at the
1991 CES— and it was playing music. It took in adigital signal and
rove buds eakers at the other end. Why hasn't it become aproduct?
Bobaccis: It's still playing music! We think it's agreat idea
and real ywant to make it aproduct. There are problems to
be solved, but it shows promise. It's not ready to be released,
nor is it close enough that we can say we know when it
would be released. It's an idea we're interested in and will
continue to pursue.
Harley: Wadia has incorporated digital volume controls on almost all
its products. In your view, do the downsides ofdigital volume control —
giving up resolution and the need to digitize analog sources— compensate fin- the benefit of removing the preampfrom the signal path?
Kinne: We believe that the preamp has acertain sonic signature that does not necessarily improve the sound.
Removing it from the loop more than offsets the degradation from doing the volume control digitally, which does not
put anything in the signal path.
Obviously, it's not fair to take adigital volume control
that's turned down to aminimum level, feed that into apreamp, crank the gain up to alistening level, and compare it to
aunit that does not have digital volume control. Yes, the digital volume control degrades the sound as you run it down,
but the intention is to run the digital volume control at a
level in which you only give up one or two bits of DIA-converter resolution at anormal listening level. It still far
exceeds the 16 bits of the CD master. You're still operating
in the 18- to 19-bit region at low to normal listening levels.
By taking out the electronics and the connections and the
1Random jitter is sometimes called "white"jitter because of its similarity to white
noise. Correlated jitter is jitter with aspecific frequency or frequencies related to
the musical signal being processed. Random jitter, which produces an increase in
noisefloor, is relatively benign compared with correlated jitter, which creates discrete artifacts. In the jitter plots published in Stenvphile, correlated jitter is seen as
the spike, at I
kf iz and its harmonics when driving the converter under test with
lki 1
z.incwave test signal.
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cables that are associated with the preamp, you will have a
better-sounding system overall.
l'in going to take another crack at that. In adigital system there really is no need to have apreamplifier,
because it's easy to have aCD player that has sufficient output drive. We originally had preamplifiers because the
phono cartridge doesn't have enough output to drive an
amplifier. But now you just don't need that gain. It's easy to
make aD/A converter that has SV of output that will drive
an amplifier/speaker combination. Why build awonderful,
well-engineered piece of equipment with agreat power supply that's not providing any gain between your CD player
and amplifier? You start to question what its purpose is
because it can't improve the sound.
The only missing link is the volume control. The digital
volume control in Wadia products allows you to have nothing in the signal path. You can run straight from the DAC
into an amplifier. Iles the advantage — you've eliminated
awhole chunk of circuitry.
Harley: But the tradeoff is you have to digitize analog sources like
tuner and phono, along with the resolution loss.
Kinne: Obviously, the only high-resolution source available is
phono. Everything else has an inherent resolution where digitizing it with an 18- to 20-bit converter is not acompromise.
If you had aphono system, you'd have to make achoice
of using apreamp or not. We think that we can achieve very
good results with our Wadia 17, which is a20-bit AID converter. With agood phono stage in front of it, the sonic
results rival all but the very best preamps.
Bohacek: That's well said. If someone is atrue analog
devotee, ey're not going to digitize their phono signal.
That's not the intention. Since the majority of most people's
listening is to CD, we optimize CD performance and still
allow you to have performance from the other components.
It's true that if you compare the sound of agood phono
stage digitized through the Wadia 17 and into something
like the 27, you need to have an awfully good phono system
to outperform it. If you spent the same amount of money on
asystem that's totally focused for analog reproduction, you
get great sound.
Huntley; Our products are designed specifically to drive an
amplifier directly. It's not comparable to putting apassive
attenuator between aCD player and apower amplifier. You
may get some level of transparency, but you also get terrible
dynamic ability and aloss of drive. Designing aproduct with
alow output impedance and avoltage swing that can drive
apower amplifier directly is essential for proper digital volume control.
It's also important to note that there isn't any
compromise in using aWadia digital volume control in
some circumstances. When you turn the volume up to maximum, there is absolutely no change in the signal.
Harley: How much potentialforfurther improvement is there with
44 11,11z, 16-bit digital audio in the playback side?
Bimini Idon't think that we've come anywhere near
achieving what we can achieve in CD reproduction. It's an
ongoing learning process. You never do something without
learning how to do it better the next time. We certainly have
ideas on how to make things better.
S
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The Violin
Is Envious.
J,Fhe Vivaldi loudspeaker from Audio Artistry produces a
soundstage so pure. so transparent, so visceral, even instruments
are susceptible to performance envy
Our unrivaled Dynamic Velocity Transfer (OW) design
enables the Vivaldi to produce these luscious, life-like soundscapes in the widest range of rooms. You'd expect nothing less
from the inventor of the Linkwitz-Riley Crossover and winner of
"Best Of Show -at the '96 Winter CES.
Listen to the Vivaldi. the latest addition to The Composer
Series from Audio Artistry And hear for yourself the sound a
crying violin makes For the location of the Vivaldi dealer near you.
call (919)319-1375 or fax (919)319-1416. today
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RICK VISITS... TONY BENNETT
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RICHARD J. ROSEN
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like Tony Bennett. He's got ears.
"I think it doesn't matter whether you're aprofessional or not, there are certain people who arc blessed
with ears. Iknow alot of people who aren't in the peiforniing arts at all, but they can hear everything. When Iwas akid
Ithought everybody heard everything. Iwas shocked when
Ifinally went on the road. It's like my mother's cooking — I
used to complain, but looking back, running into so many
fast-food restaurants, Ican't believe how good her food was.
So Ithought everybody heard what Iheard, what my brother heard. We were attracted to great opera, good musicians."
Tony Bennett is aquality guy. lim can see it in the material he's
always chosen to perform. It's his commitment to quality that has kill
his careerflourishing for so many
years, and has made the scope of
his audience so wide and so deep.
Spend alittle time with Mr B
and you get the impression that
his life is focused on music and
painting to the exclusion ofevelything else.
High above Manhattan's
Central Park sits the Bennett
home. The den holds his main listening system and widescreen projection video, along with racks and
racks ofsoftware
"Do you spend a lot of
time in here?"
"Yes. Absolutely. Ihave all
these videos of artists, because Ipaint, so Istudy all
the artists. When Isee something Ilike, I
just get it. What
Icollect are classical performances, whatever they may
be. The late Wallace Beery,
The Champ; films like that. I
collect the very best. I
learned that from Leonard
Bernstein. He mentioned
that the way to collect music
is just common sense —that
if you collect music, you just
go with the best performances because you are
going to either get inspired
or learn from it. If you want

to hear apiano player, you get Art Tatum. If you want acellist, get Pablo Casals. All these records, you could just, blindfolded, go up to any one of them and say, 'Oh, my God — it
has that.
That's the collection that Ihave. It's always
inspiring to me."
Everythig is controlled from a neat little touchscreen display
mounted on the end table next to his listening seat. When Isay everything, Ido mean everything. The Bennett Home Entertainment
System comprises the frill gamut of top-shelf Sony equipment: CD
player, cassette deck, two DAT decks, tuner,laserdisc, VHS—it even
has MiniDisc! All are rack-mounted and hidden jiom vine The system connects to satellite amp and speaker installations throng/tout the
apartment, all commanded by the little LCD brain center
With ajew delicate fingertip
movements, 'linty dimmed the
lights and directed the CD system to play "I Wonder What
Became of Me?" _from Barbara
Carroll. "If you're alady, that's
holl , you're supposed to sing"
No argument from me, Mr.
Bennett. It IWIS -a delightjid trio
recording, the in-wall speakers
doing afine job of putting the
image just inside the video
screen. The piano was particularly liquid, the experience
marred only slightly by an occasional rattle somewhere in the
lowerjr-equencies.
"Do you listen to LPs
anymore?"
"Oh, sure. It's funny. I
just did aBillie Holiday album, and they have agreed
to make alimited amount
of LPs besides the Compact
Disc and other things that
they do with it."
"I'll definitely buy one."
"I like it. Iactually like
two-track, myself... when I
recorded years ago, it was
two-track. Somehow LP has
such asimplicity that's much
warmer, even if there is alittle surface scratch. Funny
enough, a friend of mine,

It doesn't matter whether
you're aprofessional or not, there
are certain people who are
blessed with ears.
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...until you've heard
The Sphinx Project series of
handcrafted audio
components are built as you
would build them yourself,
by hand from the best
available parts. Because we
look after the smallest detail,
Sphinx components can
reproduce the smallest
musical details. We verify
their excellence by ear. We
invite you to do the same.
Imported
from the

tj1

Netherlands by

Above: the Sphinx Project Eight true balanced dual mono preamplifier, with full-function remote.
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Rudolph de Harak, who is a
great graphic artist, invented a
player with surgical wire on the
disc. It's so small that when it
gets in the grooves it plays."
"How does it sound?"
"It sounds great. It really
works. He showed me. He just
banged it on the player, and it
didn't damage the record."
"I've never heard of that. Did
you listen to records when you
grew up? Any kind of radio,
phonograph, that kind of
thing?"
"Yes, Idid. But Ihad ... one
of my uncles was ataxi driver.
And my brother and sister and
Iare still mad at him. He's dead
now. He was agood guy, but
when Max Scluneling beat Joe
Louis, Iguess he had bet on
Louis. He got so mad, he went
over and put his fist through
the radio. Inever got over that.
Imean, we could barely afford
a radio. It was during the
Depression. In those days, we
didn't buy arecord just for ourselves, we had to buy for the
whole family. My father insisted, if you buy arecord, make
sure everybody in the family's gonna enjoy it — don't buy a
record just for yourself."
"It's remained atheme with you, your broad appeal."
"It's healthy. It's better when everybody gets together."
"I guess during the early days you were able to hear just
about everybody you wanted live, right?"
"Oh, yes. That was the greatest era. Imagine going to the
Capitol Theater for 60 cents and seeing Duke Ellington,
Ethel Waters, and agreat dance team. Iremember Duke did
aset on stage —Salvador Dali was famous at that moment,
and Duke designed the whole stage to be like aDali painting. There were seven guys in the orchestra, and they suspended them in the ait It was all black, you know, so that
you just saw the white piano. Everybody was just hanging,
you know, and they were playing.... It was unforgettable."
"How does the old equipment compare to the stuff of
today?"
"It's so funny. Iwas at an electronics shop, and Ijust
bought alittle tiny radio for when I
jog or I'm on the bicycle or something. Iput my earphones on this little radio that
the Japanese invented ... is it Aiwa?"
"Yep."
"And it's the equivalent... years ago at Columbia Records,
Goddard Lieberson bought an old church over on 30th and
3rd Avenue, with the tallest ceiling that you could ever
dream of. They reconverted this magnificent hall, and
Leonard Bernstein, Duke Ellington, Stan Getz, Bill Evans,
and all the great popular artists like Andy Williams, myself,
Doris Day —all these magnificent records were done in that
church. That little radio... it's so funny that now they have it
down to an inch and ahalf, and it sounds as good as that big
studio. I
just can't believe it, because that's the sound we were
trying to get at.
"I've been recording since the '50s, so Iwent through

everything. The 78s, LPs,
quadraphonic sound, whatever
that is, and then stereo really
took over .... and then digital.
So Iwent through every aspect
of it so far. And you know,
there's only one time... Iheard
Jolson singing on afilm, the
first talkie. Wherever that
recording studio is, just for
kicks Iwould like to record
there. Iguess it would be the
equivalent of you going back to
the box camera — and there
were some great box-camera
photographs, you know. So it's
kind of come around back to
that. When Iheard the Jolson
recording, even with bad
speakers on asmall television
set, Isaid, `God, what asound.'
And of all things, I found
someone in Hollywood who
knows where that studio is. It's
still there. The equipment is
still there."
"Well, just as audiophiles
believe that simpler is better.
One mike, two mikes ... "
"That's art. It's just like
Henri Matisse — it's what you leave out. That's why I'm
thrilled about the new album, because Imade it with just
piano and voice. There's nothing in the way. No separation.
Just that warm sound and awonderful balance, right straight
through. Maybe 30 years from now you'll hear it and it
won't sound dated. 'Cause it's natural. It's so simple. It's so
very simple."
"Everything you put in is going to add some kind of
degradation somewhere."
"Well, Iagree with you, Rick. Iended up taking advice
from afriend of mine. He said, just work with atrio. Keep
it simple.' Iwent for that, and funny enough, in the last three
years Ihave won four Grarnmys. And so it just worked.
[snaps fingers] Once again, it's understated, it's palatable for
anybody, it's interesting ... "
"It's pure."
"... and it's pure. And so it stays forever. It reminds me of
watching some wonderful Buster Keaton or Chaplin filins.
They haven't got the extra technical expertise that they have

Somehow LP has a
simplicity that's much
warmer, even if there is
little surface scratch.
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Tony Bennett's professional-quality recording playback system is tucked
discreetly into an elegant Chinese cabinet in the living room.
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"Yes, well, it is tough. He was always ahead of his time.
He was the first one to use obscenity on arecording ... and
that far back ... Imean, at least 30 years before Clark Gable
said, 'Frankly, my dear, Idon't give adamn,' and shocked the
world. Louis just said 'Fuck 'em' right in the middle of the
record."
"I just love those old... but that record in particular; it's a
mono recording with so much life."
Floofee É«ettalmicee
"Let me tell you agreat story that pertains to what you
-egfeet
search for. Ionly met Ira Gershwin once. He was the president of the Good People Society. He was awonderful man.
He was up at Chappell Music, and he wanted me to do a
record called 'Hi Ho,' which was left out of amovie he
wrote for Fred Astaire. So he tells the clerk, 'Get that sheet
music for me.' The clerk comes back all excited, and he said,
Tony's personalized touchscreen is the brain center of his entire system.
'Oh, Mr. Gershwin, we not only have the sheet music, but
we have arecord. And not only arecord, but it's in stereo.'
today with computers and everything, but yet it just holds up.
So Ira Gershwin said, 'I don't need stereo, Ihave two ears.'
You look at it, and it's perfect. You don't want any more."
[laughs] In other words, all he wanted was agood perfor"How much of the stuff from today is going to hold up?"
mance. He wasn't interested how it was made, as long as it
"I guess that... Iknew Mr. Astaire toward the end of his life,
was agood performance."
and he told me there's always been asilly side. Just to make a
quick buck, the producer will want you to make this silly little
"Right on. Ican't wait to hear the new record."
record or something, while he was doing Gershwin and
"I did aportrait of Billie Holiday. Take alook at it, it came
Jerome Kern, and Porter. He said it the best way Ihave ever
out nice. On the radio all you hear arc these tragic performances toward the end of her life. But she spent so many
heard it. 'On one side is elevator music. On the other side is a
years singing happy tunes, and singing beautifully with Lester
cacophonous sound. And in between there's athing called the
silver lining.' You know, 'I Can't Get Started With You,' Benny
Young, and—"
"That Decca stuff, that's the best."
Goodman at Carnegie Hall—whatever. There are certain records
"So that's what Idid. Iput an accent on the good stuff that
that just stay forever. And that's the silver lining. 'The rest,' he
said, 'just go to the junkyard. Quickly forgotten.'"
she did. You know, `Me, Myself, and I,"What a Little
Moonlight Can Do.' Itried
"Do you dig any new
to stay away from the tragic.
music?"
They do that all the time.
"Every once in awhile I
Clint Eastwood, who Iam a
hear something that's really
giant fan of, made this picgood. Part of the Billie
ture about Charlie Parker,
Holiday album is going to be
and they just talked about
duets with five top contemhim being ajunkie. It's just
porary performers. Wynton
ridiculous. I remember
Marsalis said he would do it.
Charlie Parker when he said,
And Seal. I'm just keeping
'Imagine how good Iwould
my fingers crossed that after
have played if Ididn't have
Madonna has her baby, we
that stuff.' And Bill Evans
could do arecord that Billie
told me the same thing. He
Holiday did with Louis
was really angry at himself.
Armstrong years ago, called
Because Inever met ahappy
'My Sweet Hunk o' Trash.'"
junkie yet. Never. They are
"That's one of my absolute
all sad."
favorites."
"One of my favorite sto"You know that one? It's
ries is of the first time you
one of the Deccas."
saw Charlie Parker."
"Exactly. Iplay it all the
"Oh, you've heard that?
time."
Well, I didn't even know
"Well, what Ilike about it
who Charlie Parker was. I
is it would be aswitch for
just went to Birdland one
Madonna, because she's
Saturday night and got seats
always known as being
right down front. 'Wow.
risqué and shocking and all
Look, we're right next to the
of that. Ithink it would be
musicians.' Charlie Parker
refreshing —you know, all of
asudden she's bawling me out
came out, and he just stuck
the horn right up my nose. I
for cattin' around with so
was right there, and there was
many girls." [laughs]
Charlie Parker right there...
"And that Louis Armand when he blew, I had
strong performance, that's
•
never heard such ... Imean it
going to be tough to follow." The ProAc loudspeaker in Bennett's professional recording system:

webe,.. the
BENNETT

If you're goingto listen to

something, liste nto something
that will inspire you. it's just
commo nsense.

"It has anice sound."
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sounded like a trumpet...the sound was so
wide. It had so much soul and feeling and
TONY BENNETT: SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
genius, and Ijust ... Icouldn't ... Iactually ran
(All recordings are CDs unless otherwise indicated)
out in the street, Igot so emotionally moved by
Here's to the Lathes, Columbia CK 67349 (1995)
it. I
just went outside and threw up." [laughs]
Unplugged, Columbia CK 66214 (1994)
"There was obviously some real strong emoSteppin' Out, Columbia CK 57424 (1993)
tional connection to the music. Do you get that
Perfectly Frank, Columbia CK 52965 (1992)
when you listen at home?"
Forty Years: The Artistry of Tony Bennett, Columbia/Legacy C4K 46843
"Oh, absolutely. If Ihear Fats Waller, I'm free.
(4 CDs, 1991)
And the same with Tatum. Many people. Eubie
Bennett/Berlin, Columbia CK 44029 (1987)
Blake. Just wonderful moments. You hear cerThe Tony Bennett/Bill Evans Album, Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-439-2,
tain records—especially vocalists, you know,
Mobile Fidelity MFSL-117 (1975)
like Dinah Washington. They always made fun
Who Can ITurn To, Columbia CK 66503 (1964)
of her when she was alive, the musicians, and
IWanna Be Around, Columbia CK 66504 (1963)
she was singing just better than anybody."
ILeft My Heart in San Francisco, Columbia CK 08669 (1962)
"You're really happy with the sound you get
Tony Bennett at Carnegie Hall, K-tel CD-75012 (1962)
from your system?"
Hometown, My Town, Columbia CL-1301 (LP, 1959)
"Oh, yes, Ihave just the best equipment. In
In Person! With the Count Basie Orchestra, Columbia CK 64199 (1959)
fact, in the living room Ihave astate-of-the-art
recording studio that's all minimized. My son
built it."
one time Isaw Ray Bolger in afilm. Iwas watching him
The living room, like most of Mr. B's home, is sparsely and tastedance. It was just before Iwas going on stage. That enthusifrilly furnished — almost Zen-like—with parquet floors, amagne
asm got into me. It happened to me once on the old Mike
cent picture ivindoiv, and little else save aBeeendorfer piano,
Douglas Show. Iwas listening to Louis Armstrong all the way
Neumann mikes, and quite ahigh-end system tucked into
down to Philadelphia, and that same thing — Icame in and
aChinese cabinet: Sony DAT; Lexicon PCM-80 processor, and
I
just exploded. And they said, `What the hell happened? You
aBtyston ST ainplflier driving ProAc Studio 100 loudspeakers.
blew the whole roof off the place!'
"It has avery nice sound."
"I said, `I was just listening to Louis..." And that's just
"So you just listen to music all the time? When you paint,
back to what Leonard Bernstein says: If you're going to listoo?"
ten to something, listen to something that will inspire you.
"I listen to it all the time. k's just... so many great artists
It's just common sense."
S
that inspire. And they do. Ilove to perform. I'll never forget

"Improvements? Tighter, more extended bass, subjectively loudersound,
cleaner transients and more detail."
Sam Tellig
Stereophile Magazine
September 1996, Volume 19, Number 9.

"Set on aCD, the results are truly astonishing. Better than any other mat
known ... Heartily recommended."
Clark Johnsen
Positive Feedback Magazine
Summer 1996, Volume 6, Number 4
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In the first of three articles,
Scott Frankland explores
amplifier history,
design, measurements,
and sound
at:Zee ease
•nr N.,« Weft?

Brought up as amusician, the author studied philosophy at collige
and subsequently turned his attention to electronics and applied mathematics.
Since 1983, he has designed audio products fir Moort, Frankland Associates (MFA) and for
Wavestream Kinetics. In March of 1996 he was awarded akey patentfor h(h-fidelity triode amplifiers ofhigh
power output. In addition to his ongoing design work, Scott is afreelance writer who contribute technical and
philosophical articles to anumber ofaudio-related magazines.

CIO

he cover of the January 1994 issue of Stereophile showed aKrell push-pull amplifier and
aCary single-ended amplifier. The caption read: "If either of these amplifiers is
RIGHT.., the other must be WRONG." The following article is an attempt to solve
this riddle, and to meet the challenge posed by John Atkinson in the December '95
Stereophile (p.17), when he asked whether asingle-ended amplifier "sounds good because
of its measured, audible problems, or despite them."
What is the single-ended sound? Why has it seduced so many experienced listeners? Is there
any alternative to it? These questions have plagued the High End in recent years. In these three
articles, I'll discuss the mechanism of odd-order distortion, paying particular attention to the following: 1) Is it always unpleasant? 2) How is it masked in asingle-ended amplifier? 3) How
does it arise in apush-pull amplifier? and 4) What can be done about it?
Idon't pass judgment here on either tecluiology, but nonetheless attempt to provide athorough assessment of each. Although passive parts can make or break the sound of an otherwise
competent design' [Refs. 1, 2], in order to simplify this discussion, the effects on sound quality
of passive parts — including the various types and brands of tubes — are not addressed here.

A NOTE ON MEASUREMENTS

an

II

It is well established that distortion products become less tolerable as their harmonic order
increases [3, 4], and that even minute amounts of high-order products are objectionable [5]. The
effects of distortion products become less predictable, however, when distortion spectra become
complex [6]. Graphs of distortion spectra look, to the casual observer, like nebulous patterns of
shifting harmonic effluvia. Nonetheless, it's possible to discern characteristic patterns and to
draw useful conclusions.
In the course of this article Iattempt not to replace the listening test, but to explore and to
expand the useful range of listener-correlated measurements. Iconcede that such measurements are most useful to circuit designers. Nonetheless, reviewers and audiophiles may find
useful correlations if they dare to look for them. Before moving on, however, it might be agood
idea to cast our glance backward for amoment in order to gain perspective
for the task ahead.

Part I

of III

TRIODES &TELEPHONE LINES

The invention of the triode tube is widely regarded as the starting point of
1The sanie can be said for power supplies. Amplifier design is thus acoin with three sides, of which
tins article looks at merely one: the audio circuit.
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modern electronics.2 Like the
IC chip in our time, the triode
spurred armies of physicists,
chemists, and materials scientists into a concerted effort
throughout the world. New patents, patent litigation, and
cross-licensing agreements occurred at apace rivaling that of
our own time.
The historical importance of the triode cannot be overestimated. Here is how Alvin Harlow describes the triode in
his book, Old Wires and New Waves: "This may not mean
much to the uninitiated, but that miniature gadget was the
truest 'little giant' in all history, perhaps the nearest approximation to an all-powerful genie that the brain of man ever
created. It set unbelievably powerful currents in motion,
magnifications of which flicked up and down the antenna
wire, and thus produced voice amplification, which made
radio telephony afinished product. By adding another tube
and another, the amplification was enormously increased —
millions, billions of times."
This fact was not lost on
Lee De Forest, who in 1912
invented the world's first
multistage amplifier [7].
Technically speaking, it was
a three-stage, single-ended
voltage amplifier. The amplifier barely worked, however,
due to excess gas in the tubes. Like most scientists of his day,
De Forest believed that gas molecules aided amplification. It
was later proved that this is true only for operation at low
plate voltages. At higher voltages, the positive ions interfere
with normal tube operation.3
That same year, De Forest took his amplifier to The
American Telephone & Telegraph Company. The telephone people were intrigued by this new invention, but didn't quite know what to make of it. Harold Arnold was
recruited from the University of Chicago to make sense of
it all. From his work with theoretical physicists (such as
Nobel Laureate Robert Millikan), Arnold came to believe
that apure electron discharge could produce current flow in
the absence of gaseous ions (the infamous "blue glow"). Irving
Langmuir, a research chemist at the General Electric
Company (GE), echoed Arnold's belief in pure thermionic
emission; but until 1912 and the advent of the molecular
vacuum pump, no one could prove otherwise.
Armed only with his belief, Arnold pioneered the hardvacuum tube at AT&T's manufacturing arm, the Western
Electric Company (WE). Arnold's persistence culminated in
the breakthrough 101B-type triode in 1915. This breakthrough tube type had an average life of 4000 hours — 10
times greater than that of any of its predecessors.4 WE then
began the process of placing tube amplifiers in service as

Single-Ended

"repeaters" in their transcontinental telephone line. These
repeaters were the first attempt to use electronic amplifiers
in acommercial application [8].
In America, most of the big breakthroughs in tube development occurred at either Western Electric or at General
Electric. The initial problem was simply to evacuate the
bulb — once the "guts" were installed — and to ensure a
hard vacuum. The second problem was to produce rugged,
highly emissive cathodes. The third problem was to analyze
the general characteristics of triodes in order to develop
tubes for diverse applications. 5 The final problem was to
evaluate the many factors affecting tube life.
The evolution of the electronic amplifier paralleled these
developments, but was due almost entirely to WE's
attempts to transmit voice and program material across long
distances: first via cable, then via wireless. Needless to say,
these amplifiers were intended to be as free of distortion as
possible in order to clearly amplify speech signals and to

Why has the single-ended sound seduced
so many experienced listeners?

2Lee lk Forest patented the triode in 1907. lk Forest described his invention as
a"Device for Amplifying Feeble Electrical Currents" (US patent *841,387). In
1908 lk Forest received asecond patent for an improved triode (US patent
*879,532). This latter patent was entitled "Space Telegraphy." The reference here
is to wireless transmission.
3In 1913. Langmuir published alandmark paper 1881 heralding the ascendancy of
the pure electron discharge. Langmuir% arguments were founded upon the more
fundamental discoveries of aw Richardson, aBritish physicist.
4 Since the majority of tubes developed at WE were intended for demanding
applications — such as transoceanic telephone systems — WE tubes were built to
the highest possible standards of performance and reliability. The materials used
for these tubes were often exotic, such as platinum and iridium for filaments.
These directly heated filamentary cathodes were then coated with the oxides of
barium and strontium, applied alternately in successive layers. Like afine Samurai
sword, the filament is methodically heated to 1000°C after each oxide application.
In what became known as the WE standard filament, 16 such layers were applied.
Tubes containing WE standard filaments were found to last more than 20,000
hours under laboratory conditions.
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transmit them intelligibly over the required long hues.
It's worth noting, at this point, how many of the breakthroughs in audio technology occurred as aresult of communications research by The Telephone Company. For
example, the push-pull transformer was invented in 1912,
just five years after the appearance of the triode [9].
Amazingly, this was the same year as De Forest's invention
of the single-ended amplifier! The push-pull circuit was
conceived by E.H. Colpitts, overall head of research at
Western Electric.
It's amystery to me why Western Electric, having invented the means to produce aworking push-pull amplifier —
and having obtained the triode rights from De Forest — did
not immediately seize upon the push-pull principle to
reduce the distortion of its telephone repeaters. What is
clear is that these repeaters were all single-ended. It would
be wrong, however, to infer that the WE engineers found
single-ended amplifiers to be inherently more intelligible.
On the contrary, WE was to struggle with the distortion
problem throughout the 1920s and well into the '30s.
One man in particular was responsible for solving this
problem. Beginning in 1921, it was H.S. Black's express purpose at Western Electric to develop ameans whereby multiple voice channels could be fed into asingle amplifier and
yet emerge discrete and intelligible at the output. Since
amplifiers must be installed at regular intervals to overcome
the insertion loss incurred by miles of copper wire, it was
readily understood that the distortion produced by each
amplifier becomes cumulative and grossly distorts the output near the end of the chain. In addition, there is intermodulation and crosstalk between the channels.
Black found that by returning to the input an inverted portion of the output signal, distortion was reduced in the same
ratio as gain [10]. Thus, by designing each amplifier with
5The work of fommlating the functional relationships of grid, plate, and cathode
was handled by H.J. Van der Bg the senior research physicist at WE. By deducing
the tube constants and gain equations, Van der BijI became the father of tube theory 1941 His book, theory ty' the 71tenniouir
nbe and Its Applicdtions
New York, 1920), was the hrst major textbook on vats
tubes
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"excess gain," the distortion
could be reduced by this "negative feedback," with enough
gain remaining to provide the needed amplification. Black
knew that by making each amplifier in the chain more linear,
the total distortion at the end of the chain would be reduced.
This deceptively simple solution came to him while traveling
on aHudson River ferry.
Many years later, in 1957, Black received the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers' (AIEE) Lamme Gold
Medal. This is what M.J. Kelly, President of Bell Labs, had
to say about negative feedback on that occasion: "It easily
ranks coordinate with [Lee] De Forest's invention of the
audion as one of the two inventions of broadest scope and
significance in electronics and communications of the past
50 years.... Without the stable, distortionless amplification
achieved through Black's invention, modern multichannel
transcontinental and transoceanic communications systems
would not be possible [11]."

Single-Ended

THE EARLIEST POWER AMPLIFIERS

In 1924, apaper appeared in the electronics literature that
showed how to compute the ideal load impedance for atriode so as to maximize power output [12]. In 1925 there
appeared a thoroughgoing theory of power amplification
[13]. This influential paper was written by none other than
Edward Kellogg — the co-inventor of the moving-coil loudspeaker. In his paper, Keno su 14:ested that 5% distortion is
the permissible limit for audio amplifiers. Kellogg indicated,
however, that this much distortion can be tolerated only
when the curvature of the working characteristic is "uniform,
than if the characteristic turns abruptly." This implies that the
distortion products must be of alow order, ie, second-, third-,
fourth-, and perhaps even fifth-order.

fidelity era; an era whose nascent glimmerings can be traced
to the early 1930s. In the next section Ishall attempt to identify these ethereal beams, and to cite the origin and development of the high-fidelity amplifier.

THE HIGH-FIDELITY AMPLIFIER

In 1934, W.T. Cocking's seminal article on "quality amplification" appeared in Wireless World [19]. In his article, Cocking
suggests that 5% distortion is too high for quality amplification. He goes on to state that "the aim [of playback] being to
reproduce in the listener's own home exactly what he would
hear if he were in the studio."
This statement marks the conceptual origin of the era of
high fidelity, insofar as Iam able to trace it. Cocking is chosen as the harbinger of high fidelity not only because he was
influential and authoritative, but because his amplifier was
to evolve, by deliberate steps, into the famous Williamson
amplifier. These steps will be traced below. First, however,
we must take acloser look at Cocking's contribution —
which was, so to speak, the first brick in the building.
Cocking's approach was three-pronged. His aim was to
reduce frequency distortion, amplitude distortion, and phase
distortion. Frequency response was extended to 10kHz by
coupling the gain stages capacitively rather than via interstage transformers, as was usually the case at that time [20].
This approach also reduced phase distortion at the top end,
thus improving transient response.
After explaining his approach, Cocking compared triodes
to pentodes and found triodes preferable for their ability to
damp amoving-coil loudspeaker at resonance. He next compared push-pull to single-ended operation and concluded
that the latter produces objectionable second-harmonic distortion. About distortion, Cocking stated: "The freedom
from amplitude distortion was most marked during the [listening] tests, and the
increased purity showed that the distortion
introduced by ordinary equipment, although it may not be
great, has adecided
adverse effect" Cocking summed up: "It
will be clear, therefore, that the ideal output stage for present
types of loud speaker [sic] is apair of triodes connected in
push-pull."6
This outlook soon echoed throughout England and down
into Australia. Cocking ultimately produced a string of
influential articles for Wireless World [21].7 Indeed, Cocking's
articles had the same kind of impact on public opinion in the
'30s that Williamson's articles would exert in the '40s.
Cocking's amplifier soon became known as "The Wireless
World Push-Pull Quality Amplifier." This seed-pod amplifier was destined to become the touchstone of tube design for
nearly 20 years.

Cocking is chosen as the harbinger of
high fidelity because his amplifier was to
evolve into the famous Williamson amplifier.
In 1928, a full-blown analysis of push-pull operation
appeared in the British weekly Wireless World [14]. At about
this time, Thordarson began offering amplifier kits in the
US. Their ads (in Radio magazine and elsewhere) proudly
proclaimed: "Give your radio set achance to reproduce real
music. Build aThordarson Power Amplifier." Thordarson
offered single-ended as well as push-pull amplifiers.
The need for amplifiers of high power and high efficiency had been established by the talking-picture houses prior
to 1930 [15]. As a result, transformer-coupled push-pull
amplifiers became the de facto solution to public address.
These amplifiers operated in class-B so as to maximize
power output [16]. The problems with class-B were recognized almost immediately, and so this design approach never
gained afoothold in hi-fi circles [17, 18].
One very notable product of this period was the Western
Electric Model 91-A single-ended amplifier. Designed for
small theaters, it used asingle 300B output tube to produce
3.5 watts of power. For larger theaters, there was the pushpull Model 86-A. The 86-A used apair of 300As to produce
15W of power.
'This, then, was the state of affairs at the dawn of the highSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

BIRTH OF THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER

In August 1938, an editorial in Wireless World showed how to
adapt Cocking's amplifier for use in a "communication
receiver" [22]. The adaptation consisted of asplit-load phase6"present types of loud speaker" being moving-coil types.

us Push-Pull
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inverter at the input, so as to
accept single-ended inputs
(Cocking's amplifier had used
abalanced input stage). In January 1946, afollow-up article
appeared wherein the editors added negative feedback to
the design [23]. One year later, D.T.N. Williamson's article
appeared: "Design for aHigh Quality Amplifier [24]."8
Williamson advocated adding not just aphase-splitter, but
an additional gain stage to the circuit. The gain stage recovered some of the input sensitivity lost to negative feedback.
It also allowed for more conservative operating margins in
the front-end stages. Williamson was particularly concerned
with changes in effective gain that occur near cutoff that
might then affect the "accurate reproduction of transient
waveforms." Williamson's gain
stage was direct-coupled to the
input phase-splitter, and so did little
harm in point of phase shift.
In his article, Williamson echoed
Cocking when he summed up his
analysis of the requirements for
high-quality amplification: "It appears then that the design of an
amplifier for sound reproduction to
give the highest possible fidelity should centre round apushpull triode output stage and should incorporate negative
feedback."
Williamson takes particular care to defend his findings.
The most salient of these are outlined below:
1) Output impedance of the amplifier to be "much lower"
than the loudspeaker impedance. "In order to avoid ahigh
bass-resonance frequency, the suspension stiffness in ahighgrade loudspeaker is kept low, and obviously the power loss
in such asuspension cannot be large. Electromagnetic damping is therefore important in controlling the motion of the
cone." Williamson suggested that adamping factor of 20-30
was required for moving-coil loudspeakers.
2) Negative feedback is optimized at 20dB. Williamson
stated that "there will be little if any audible improvement to
be gained with this amplifier by increasing the amount of
feedback beyond 20dB."
3) Frequency response to be -3dB at 33Hz and 60kHz
in order to minimize audioband phase shift.
4) Phase shift to be less than 20° within the audible range
in order not to degrade transient response or feedback effectiveness.
5) Adequate power reserve to accommodate large
dynamic peaks.
6) Output transformer to be designed along specific lines
(as shown in the appendix).
Thus, the evolution of the "Wireless World Push-Pull
Quality Amplifier," as begun in 1934 by Cocking, culminated at length in the famous Williamson amplifier of 1947. The
distinguishing feature of this amplifier, in each of its incarnations, is triode tubes in push-pull.9 Triodes were preferred
over pentodes because, in spite of their reduced power output, the triode distortion products were found to be less
objectionable. This finding was corroborated that same year
by Harry F. Olson, head of electro-acoustical research at the
RCA laboratories in Princeton, New Jersey [25].

Single-Ended

RETURN OF THE PENTODE

Riding as it did on the 13-year wave of the Wireless World
amplifier, Williamson's amplifier enjoyed unprecedented
momentum in the marketplace. Williamson put together
the final pieces of the feedback puzzle when he added his
low-mu gain stage at the input, and then showed, in afollow-up article, how to ensure stability by means of phase
compensation at the output of the first stage [26]. 10By 1949,
Williamson's amplifier had become the prototype for feedback amplifiers the world over. In his articles, Williamson
frequently remarked on the relation between phase linearity and transient response. Transient distortion in feedback
amplifiers was thereafter intensively studied by audio
designers [27, 28, 29]."

By offering to audiophiles the power
of pentodes together with the benign
distortion of triodes, the ultra-linear
amplifier broke the standoff.

8Originally released in 1944 as M.O. Valve Company's Internal Report Ni'. Q253
132].
9Unlike Cocking, Williamson's amplifier used KT66 beam tubes converted to
triode. Williamson was, at this time, an engineer at the MO. Valve Company of
England — makers of the legendary Gold Lion KT ("kitildess tetrode") series of
audio power tubes.
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In the face of the enormous interest [30, 31] in Williamson's amplifier there arose anew generation of pentode
amplifiers to challenge the push-pull triode tradition. The
pentode movement —consigned early on by engineers and
audiophiles alike to public-address systems — was reinvigorated when techniques were discovered that made pentodes
sound more like triodes.
As is well known, the Achilles' heel of the triode is its
input capacitance. This capacitance rolls off the top end as
the signal enters the tube. The tetrode contains asecond grid
whose purpose is to shield the signal from the input capacitance. The pentode contains athird element that acts to
increase the voltage swing and thus the power output. This
element can be either athird grid or abeam-forming element, in which case the tube is called a"beam tetrode" or
"kinkless tetrode."
The downside of these multigrid tubes is that the distortion products are more dissonant when compared to triodes.
The dissonance arises because the transfer curve "turns
abruptly" at both ends (to use Kellogg's phrase). The design
problem is to find away to suppress these dissonant products. Three companies in particular stand out for their
achievements in pentode amplifier design:
1) In 1945, Peter J. Walker of Acoustical Manufacturing,
the manufacturer of Quad products, found away to dramatically reduce high-order pentode distortion by inserting a
small cathode winding within the primary of the output
transformer (fig.1). This effectively distributes the loudspeaker load between plate and cathode according to the number
of turns in each winding. So far as the load is concerned,
these two windings are in parallel. This reduces the apparent
internal impedance of the output stage, thereby extending its
bandwidth [32, 33]. A wider bandwidth then translates into
lower phase shift which, in turn, makes negative loop feedback proportionately more effective at high frequencies
10 A low-mu gain stage requires more bias and therefore has more input headroom
than ahigh-nui gain stage —crucial for avoiding feedback-related transient distortion.
Il flor fie years afterward, most designers failed to grasp the significance of alowmu input stage where feedback is concerned. Williamson's understanding of
feedback amplifiers was evidently years
ahead of its time.
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(because now the feedback signal remains closer to the ideal
phase angle of -1801.
Moreover, there is localfeedback due to the AC impedance
of the cathode winding. This form of feedback has the same
effect as loop feedback, but with one tremendous advantage:
there is only one high-frequency pole to create phase shift. 12
Thus, the high-order distortion products associated with pentodes are reduced in the Quad amplifier, and at no expense
to power output. 13

Single-Ended

Fig.1 One side of the Quad output stage is
shown. The tertiary winding is at the bottom.
(Williamson and Walker).

Fig.2 One side of the McIntosh ou put stage
(after Crowhurst).

2) In 1949, Frank McIntosh and Gordon Gow took the
divided-load concept one step further in their 50W-1 amplifier —by means of a"unity-coupled" output stage. Unlike
the Quad, the McIntosh cathode winding contains the same
number of turns as the plate winding (fig2); this results in
more local feedback. 14
Moreover, the plate and cathode coils are wound bifilar to
one another (ie, two wires wound as one, side-by-side).
There is thus a"unity coupling" between these two windings. Transformer leakage reactance is by this means
reduced by afactor of 3:1, transformer bandwidth is correspondingly extended, and phase shift is again reduced [34].
Since the signal current flows in each half-primary throughout the complete cycle (le, from 0° to 360°, and not just from
0° to 180° as in class-B amps), notch distortion is eliminated
just as it is in class-A operation —and for the same reason:
there is no abrupt cutoff of plate current at the zero-crossing
of the push-pull half-cycles [18, 35]. The editors of Audio
Engineering hailed the McIntosh as "the first major change in
years in amplifier coupling circuit principles" [34].
3) In 1951, David Haller and Herbert Keroes approached
the pentode from adifferent angle: They returned aportion
of the plate voltage to the screen-grid (fig3). This local feedback loop became known as the "ultra-linear" connection. It
soon formed the basis of the Acro Ultra-Linear amplifier.
Though Keroes, atransformer expert, knew that the screengrid is anonlinear input terminal as far as feedback is con12 The phase shift in this case is duc to grid-to-cathode capacitance (tube interelectrode capacitance). In the overall loop, there are typically six or more such
poles. The phase shift then becomes cumulative (each pole adds up to 90°of phase
shift, depending on frequency).
13 The only requirement is that the driver swing be increased to overcome the signal loss due to the local feedback. Since the pentode input sensitivity is about twice
that of triodes, at least half this "excess gain" can be used as local feedback, given
the saine driver circuit.
14 McIntosh and Gow had found away to overcome the resulting loss of input
sensitivity by means of the "bootstrap driver stage." Positive feedback was applied
to the driver's plates, thereby increasing dynamic signal swing 134, 351. (Thanks to
McIntosh MC-3500 designer Mile Nestorovic for providing feedback on these
techniques).
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cerned [36, 371, 15 he found that the tapping point could be so
adjusted as to enable alinear feedback action [33, 38, 39]. This
narrow window of operation was claimed to provide "ultra
linearity." 16 In their own words: "We have achieved anew
tube type without designing anew tube. This tube is neither
triode nor tetrode, but its improved linearity over either of
those types justifies the designation 'ultra-linear' [39]."
E Langford-Smith, 17 in his evaluation of their claim [33],
largely confirmed Hafler's and Keroes's findings, after
Williamson and Walker had pooh-poohed the idea [32].

Fig.3 One side of the Ultra-Linear output
stage (Williamson and Walker).

Walker felt that his circuit could do everything the ultra-linear circuit could do, and then some. Langford-Smith did not
disagree. Cocking at length stepped into the fray, and, after
mathematically analyzing the ultra-linear circuit, scolded
Williamson and Walker for belittling the idea [36].
(Cocking had by this time been named editor of the highly
influential British journal Wireless Engineer.)
While these various centers of influence were busy hammering out the details, Halter and Keroes began publishing
articles aimed at improving the Williamson amplifier —by
converting it to ultra-linear operation [31, 40, 41]. 18 That was
all that was needed, so far as audiophiles and manufacturers
alike were concerned: the Ultra-Linear amplifier, with the
full certification of the worldwide press behind it, attracted
legions of followers and effectively resolved the pentode/triode controversy. The ultra-linear (UL) mode of operation
was subsequently adopted by more than 20 different manufacturers in the US alone [41], including Marantz,
Harman/Kardon, Fisher, Scott, Eico, and Dynaco.
One of the biggest reasons for the UL popularity was
economy. The UL technique was cheaper to implement
than either the Quad or the Mac technique, yet gave more
power and lower distortion than the comparable triode
amps of the day. More than any other technique, the ultralinear output stage defines the golden era of high-fidelity
amplifiers. The very name, "Ultra-Linear," was to become
generic in that it ultimately came to refer to the technique
itself, rather than to the amplifier that inspired the name.
15 It is nonlinear because it causes the feedback to operate, not at the input to the
tube (control grid), but midway through the tube — ir, at the screen grid.
16 In the 1930s Alan Blumlein had indicated the existence of such awindow, hut
he did not specify its limits (British patent #496,883; January 5,1939). Hafler's and
Keroes's patent was in many ways an important addendum to Blumlein's prior discovery (much as Fleming's diennionic diode patent was an important addendum
to Edison's prior discovery).
17 Langford-Smith was for many years the influential editor of the Australian
magazine Radio/tonics.
18 The main improvement consisted in
doubling the power output.
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THE SHIFT TOWARD SUBJECTIVITY

One of the more compelling reasons for the immense popularity of ultra-linear operation was the economy obtained
by the elimination of the screen-grid supply. A second reason is that ultra-linear operation stepped into audio history
at a time when the triode-vs-pentode controversy had
reached fever pitch. By offering to audiophiles the power of
pentodes together with the benign distortion of triodes — at
a bargain price—the Ultra-Linear amplifier broke the
standoff and resolved the controversy.
The breakthrough idea that the ultra-linear connection
provided amode of operation midway between triode and
pentode so as to offer the best of both worlds was asignificant marketing coup on the part of Hailer and ICeroes.
Really, the Quad amp, with its upside-down ultra-linear connection, provided much the same thing. Peter Walker tried
to fight the ultra-linear idea [32] but ultimately lost, because
there was an element of mystery about the nonlinear feedback technique that was not present in the Quad amp.
Indeed, in his evaluation of the two techniques [33],
Langford-Smith confirmed that the nonlinear feedback connection in the Ultra-Linear amp reduced distortion disproportionately to gain! This phenomenon flew in the face of
classical feedback theory. The general perception thereafter
was that something was gotten for nothing in the Ac-ro product. The Acro amplifier thus contained an element of voodoo
that the Quad and the Mac did not.
In the final analysis, the McIntosh amp measured better
than either the Acro or the Quad. The Acro, while not the
equal of the McIntosh technically, appealed to the layman
who could more easily appreciate its "best of both worlds"
operating principle, its bang for the buck, and its intangible
aura of mystery.
Haller and Keroes appealed not just to the head, but to
the very core sensibilities of audiophiles when they wrote:
"Excellent measurements are aneceçury but not asufficient
condition for quality of sound. This means that the listening
test is the one of most importance — it is the most stringent
test of all [39]." The Acro amps were thus marketed more
for their sound quality than for their specifications [31, 41] —
bucking the emerging trend of blind faith in specifications as
the arbiter of accuracy

PURE SUBJECTIVITY

This shift in attitude reflected ashift in influence. Articles
equating accuracy with good specifications gradually came to
be regarded as suspect. The credibility gap widened when
audiophiles were told by authority figures that the new transistor amplifiers measured better than the old tube units and
were therefore more accurate. Any audiophile within earshot
could tell immediately that most of these early solid-state
amplifiers sounded like transistor pocket radios on steroids.
The problem was that transistors were still an unknown
quantity as far as most audio designers were concerned. The
quickest road to market, therefore, was to design transistor circuits in the proven mold of tube circuits. When solid-state
amplifiers designed around tube topologies were discovered
to produce transient distortion (TIM) [42, 43], the credibility
gap became agaping hole. Transient distortion proved to be a
major blow to the specs-don't-lie school because it showed
that the listeners had been right all along.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

And then afunny thing happened —many listeners stopped
trusting specifications altogether. This made possible the rise of
a new class of audio writer: tire open listener. Stereophiltes
founderj. Gordon Holt, for example, exerted more influence
over audiophiles' taste during the 1960s than did any single
member of the design community. In the process of expropriating audio from the exclusive domain of engineers, Holt
dened the audiophile sensibility.19 In the 1970s, Harry Pearson
eclipsed Holt in influence by introducing his paradigm of "the
absolute sound" — je, the sound of live, unamplified music in a
concert hall in his magazine The Absolute Sound.
Of course, in taking this paradigm to its logical extreme,
one must assume —as Plato did — that there is an ideal archetype for every material form; and that there is thus an ideal
violin, an ideal concert hall, etc. But this presupposes an ideal
set of ears with which to listen! In any case, Hailer's and
Keroes's prophecy was fulfilled: these new subjectivists exerted anew kind of influence on audiophiles — an influence that
appeals directly to the aesthetic sensibilities of music lovers.
The new subjectivists produced amuch needed correction
to the specs-don't-lie school begun by mainstream audio
companies during the transistor revolution. And, in the high
end of audio at least, the correction took: In the age of Holt,
and especially of Pearson, the subjective aspects of acomponenes performance came to far outweigh amore informed
consideration of their differences. The result? Eclipsed technologies sometimes reappeared, draped in gauze and bandages, with no one the wiser while nascent technologies,
pregnant with high promise, sometimes went unheralded.
Since the audio arts are founded upon technology it would
seem useful at all times to try to correlate the two. The ancient
Greeks, for example, made no distinction between art and
technology. One word served acommon end. That word was
techne; its usage by the Greeks sub:ests an implicit integration
of art and technology. Of course, the Greeks recognized as well
as anyone that architecture is an almost perfect marriage of art
and science. But can the same be said of audio in the modern
age? It may be useful to consider again this ancient viewpoint.

ORIGINS OF THE SINGLE-ENDED LEGEND

Due to the enormous influence of Cocking and Williamson, single-ended amplifiers were ignored by audiophiles
until the Japanese began experimenting with them in the
mid-1970s. The Japanese — in particular Nobu Shishido, a
key founder of the movement—must be credited with
bringing the single-ended amplifier to the brink of its present advanced state of development.
Indeed, in many ways the Japanese have shown agreater
reverence for the icons of Western audio history than have we
Americans. It was above all their love of British and American
vintage horn loudspeakers that led the Japanese to embrace
the single-ended sound. According to Japanese enthusiasts,
the lure of this combination is "tone" and 'jump." Them is an
apocalyptic story about Ikeda's discovery of the Western
Electric 91-A.20 This 3.5W single-ended amplifier must have
19 Although the curmudgeon in Holt took great delight in denying this fact
for example, his "Seeing Red" in Stervophile, Vo1.9 No.4.
20 The story goes that Ikeda and his friends were equally entranced by the WE 86
—a push-pull design. The WE 91 was part of the 500A theater system. It produced
a4W maximum output by means of asingle 300A (and later, 30013) triode. Like
most single-ended amplifiers of early vintage, the WE 91 was built for economy
(wimess the type 31(1 pentodes used in its front-end). The 500A system was accordingly used by smaller theaters. The big theaters used the 1086 system, which used
the WE 86 or 87 push-pull amplifiers. These amplifiers used 30013s and 845s,
respectively. (Thanks to Joe Roberts of
Sound Prat:ices and to WE authority Paul
Mundt of San Pablo, California for providing this information.)
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Single-Ended

sounded like pure heaven on
1970s-vintage Lowther horns
when compared to the nascent
transistor amps.
By the mid-1980s, Japanese audiophiles were met with a
bewildering array of akematives —by then, virtually every single-ended topology and tube type had been tried.21 The rest of
the world is thus 10 years behind the Japanese where singleended is concerned. The single-ended movement in Japan was
astrongly subjective reaction to the specs-don't-lie sclool. At
the same time, asimilar reaction here in the States consolidated
what Harry Pearson dubbed "High-End Audio." In each case,
the forces of commercialism were seen to deny any yardstick
beyond what could be measured by contemporary standards of
fidelity. (This was, of course, the same smug, self-satisfied attitude that Cocking and Williamson fought against in their day.)
In Part 2of this artide to appear next month, Scott Frankland examines how an ampeer's distortion spectrum affects its sound quality,
while in Part 3, to appear in the February 1997 issue ofStereophfle,
he compares the single-ended and push-pull design approaches.
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earing himself compared to
Woody Guthrie and Leadbelly as the kind
of musical perfomer who entices listeners to
cross social and cultural boundaries, Flaco
Jimenez just shakes his head.
"If people think I'm 'the King of the
Accordion,' that's nice of them to say. Ireally
appreciate their confidence."
Before he can finish his thought, the backstage door
swings open and the accordionist's road manager
pokes his head in to announce there's aman waiting
who wants Flaco to sign abook. Suddenly the room is
filled with abeaming, balding anglo whose saucer eyes and
stuttering tongue make it obvious that he's teetering between
falling to his knees and running from the room. Within seconds he's babbling full-tilt about how many times he and his
wife have seen Flaco and how much they play his records
back home in Louisiana. Gracious to afault, Flaco even poses
for apicture with this enthralled squeezebox groupie, whose
country-club ensemble screams condo-by-the-golf-course,
not cervezas and all-night hoofing to conjunto.
When the man leaves, clutching his autographed accordion book, Flaco takes asip of brandy and, with asmile,
heads off the "I told you so."
"Man, I'm not arock star." He leans back to flash his
famous gold-toothed grin. "Because I've played with rock
stars, I've been fortunate and lucky enough to be the first to
expose the outside world to this music."
That, in aFlaco-speak nutshell, is what this sweet, irascible character from the west side of San Antonio means to
American music. What Leadbelly did for the blues and
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Woody Guthrie did for folksongs, Leonardo "Flaco"
Jimenez ("Flaco" translates to "skinny one") now has done
for conjunto. He is the first cross-cultural pioneer to
+. turn on a much larger audience — from PolishAmericans in Milwaukee and Cleveland to the highcolonics crowds in Austin and Santa Fe — to conjunto music. His fleet fingers and open mind have even made
conjunto agrowing American export.
A result of the cultural collision between the GermanCzech accordion music that immigrants brought to Texas
and several strains of Mexican folk music, conjunto was
practically invented by the Jimenez clan. Flaco's grandfather
Patricio was one of the first to cross-breed the two forms of
music. His father Santiago, who began recording in the
1930s, became one of the first players to add lyrics. Flaco
himself made his first record, a78, in 1954. Hundreds of 45s
for small South Texas labels, all meant for the booming
jukebox market, followed. Although Flaco albums began
appearing in the '60s, most of these were just incongruous
collections of singles. It wasn't until the mid-'70s that he
began to make true albums, first for folklore pioneer Chris
Strachwitz's Arhoolie label, and later for Rounder Records.
When it comes to material, Flaco has always been more of
ahunter and gatherer than asongwriter. Rearranging traditional melodies and rhythms is his forte. He swears that over
the course of his career he's written only two songs.
In 1972 Flaco took the first step down apath that would
eventually make him very different from other conjunto
accordion players. Coaxed by an old friend from San Antonio,
Doug Sahrn (of Sir Douglas Quintet fame), Flaco played with
Dylan on Doug Sahm and Band. In 1976 he appeared on Ry
Coodefs Chicken Skin Music. Exposed to these new forms of
music, Flaco began experimenting. Along the way he unwittingly began to achieve his other lasting achievement He
brought respect to the lowly accordion.

11BY RGIBeRT leAtIZID
"It was considered aparty joke," he says, pointing toward
his accordion case. "People didn't know what an accordion
could do. They said, 'Okay, what's an accordion? It's old
grandpapa on arockin' chair playing "Lady of Spain." '"
"I played 'Lady of Spain' myself, but Idid it in rock and
roll, man."
In 1990 Flaco's career moved to another level with the formation of the Texas Tornados. Signed to Reprise Records,
this "border supergroup" — Flaco, Doug Sahm, keyboardist Augie Meyers, and another border legend,
Freddy Fender —won aGrammy with its first album,
Texas Ibmados. The band recorded in both Spanish
and English; according to Flaco, this is akey to both the
band's and his own popularity.
'We tried to make [the Tornados'] music two ways. But it
was really meant more for English
than for Spanish," he says. "I wish I
could speak all kinds of languages.
People relate to the beat and the
sound of the music, and we try our
best to do bilingual things so people will understand, but the language means alot. When we go to
Japan, Ialways wish Icould speak
Japanese."
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Born to squeeze: Flaco prepares to ignite yet another dance floor.

To answer the obvious question: Yes, the Japanese have
indeed developed ataste for conjunto music.
If sweeping achievements like bringing conjunto from
San Antonio to puzzled but adoring crowds in Osaka don't
qualify Flaco for inclusion in the Woody
Guthrie/Leadbelly league of American musical
pathfinders, then it's the details that put him over
the top — little things like the fact that, at age 57, the
man still can't read music. Very few of the Delta bluesmen
could read either, but then they never had to record acut on
short notice for the Striptease soundtrack (EMI 52498 2). Has
Flaco's inability to read hindered him?
"No, Ialways get away with it," he says, with abelly
laugh. "When Iwent in to record for Striptease there was
sheet music on astand. Istarted paging along but Iknew I
wasn't going to read anote. Igot good coaching from the
producers, who knew Ididn't read music. Ifeel music. It
helps to read and feel at the same time. Isay, play by heart,
and the perfection comes later. Don't be too mechanical, be
more heart-y."
Not surprisingly, Flaco is, uh... spontaneous in the studio. So much so that he can become what he calls a"zerotake guy." Two years ago, in one of the most frequently
recounted Flaco stories, he was called to L.A. to record with
the Rolling Stones during their Voodoo Lounge sessions.
When he got there, Mick and Keith played him an unfinished track to get his opinion. As he listened, Flaco began
coaxing fills from his accordion. When the track was over,
Flaco announced to the group that he had worked out his
parts and was ready to record. Everybody broke up laughing.
The tape had been running the whole time.
"Man, Iwas shocked. Ididn't know what was wrong," he
says, shrugging and looking down at his clothes like he'd
spilled something. "I had no idea the machine was running.
Iwanted to do it again, but they liked what they had. Iguess
I'm going to have to watch rockers closer."
In 1992, Flaco widened his musical aspirations and inspirations even further when he cut Partners, an all-duet album with
aslate of guests that included Los Lobos, Dwight Yoakam,
Emmylou Harris, John Hiatt, and Linda Ronstadt. Aimed
directly at the predominantly white, predominantly music-literate Triple A audience (AAA is an eclectic radio format that
mixes awide variety of music: Bonnie Raitt with King Sunny
Ade with Howling Wolf with Lyle Lovett, etc.), Partners broadened Flaco's profile among the nonconjunto faithful.
The past two years have, according to the man himself,
been the best of his long career. In 1995, he won aGrammy
(his third) for FlacoJimenez, his first solo album for the newly
launched Arista/Texas label. He won his first Grammy for
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the Arhoolie record, Flaco YSu Conjunto. The second was for
the first Tornados record. He's proudest of numero tres.
"I consider the first one, you know, like alucky punch or
whatever. The second one was with the help of the
Tornados. This one, Ifelt like it was all mine. Itried
very hard to put some material together. And of
course Ihad the help of the guys in my band, and
also the people who bought the record, so Iguess it
wasn't all mine. But Istill feel very proud of it."
This year Flaco released another solo album of hardcorc
conjunto, Buena Suerte Señorita, which has so far done very
well. The Tornados also regrouped and recorded a new
album, 4Aces, which has proven to be their most focused
record since 1991's A Zone of Our Oum. This new disc surprised many who thought that this collection of tempestuous personalities —Sahm and Fender frequently tussle over
leadership — had permanently imploded. The mention of
Tornados psychology makes Flaco smile.

IMACO JIMEMEZ
A SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
Solo
Flaco YSu Conjunto, Arhoolie 3007 (cassette only)
El Sonido De San Antonio, Arhoolie 3027 (cassette only)
Flaw's Amigos, Arhoolie 3027 (1988)
Entre Humo YBotellas 1982-87, Rounder 6022 (1989)
YTe Do En San Antonio, Arhoolie CD-318 (1990)
Arriba El Norte, Rounder 6032, (1990)
San Antonio Soul, Rounder 6042, (1991)
Flaco Jimenez, Arista/Texas 07822-18772 (1994)
Buena Suerte Señorita, Arista/Texas 07822-18816 (1996)
with various others
Partners, Reprise 26822-2 (1992)
with the Texas Tornados
Texas Tornados, Reprise 26251-2 (1990)
Los Texas Tornados, Reprise 26472-2 (1990)
A Zone of Our Own, Reprise 26683-2, (199»
Hangin' By A Thread, Reprise 45058-2 (1992)
4Aces, Reprise 46197-2 (1996)

—RB

"There were alot of rumors about us, that it was over, but
you know how rumors are," he says, pulling on his rhinestone-encrusted Nudie jacket in preparation for taking the
stage. "We work together real good. Imean, who doesn't
have situations in agroup? It was just aseparation for a
while, not adivorce."
Working in amulticultural group like the Tornados has
undoubtedly eased the racial obstacles Flaco would have
faced in bringing avery ethnic, very regional music to the
rest of America and much of the world. He says that the
only racism he and his music have had to face have
come not from fans, but from performers and people in the music business.
"Conjunto music is going stronger now because
of the sharing of cultures. That's the best way to communicate and make the world rounder. Willie Nelson, Ry
Cooder, guys like that, they're really easy to work with.
They don't have that prejudiced look on their face. Work is
work, music music, and friendship is all. It all amounts to
one big musical world."
S
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The celebrated
Russian maestro talks
about opera divas. the
Kirov sound. and the
dangers of becoming
a metronome
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by Peter Catalano

F

etv young conductors can generate the kind of distinctive
sound 43-year-old Valery Gergiev getsfrom an orchestra.
Both in the opera house and the concert hall, Gergiev's art
is marked by structural clarity complemented by fire and
colorful orchestral playing. Acknowledging his accomplisinnents, this year Musical America named hint Conductor of the
Year, one ofseveral such awards he's received Isere and in Europe.
Gergiev's career has been in ascendance in the West since his 1991
American debut with the San Francisco Opera conducting Prokofiev's
War and Peace. Since then he has been afrequent guest at the
Metropolitan Opera, whew the 1995 production of Tchaikovsky's
Queen of Spades was hailed as one of that company's best ejints in
years. In 1996 MEGergiev debuted at La Scala. On the symphonic
side, he guest-conducts at many elite podiums here and in Europe, and
has enjoyed along-term relationship tvith the New York Philharmonic
But it's with the Kirov Opera (which performs both opera and concert repertoire) that Gergiev is leaving his mark as artistic director and
conductor. Based at the Mariinsky Theater in St. Petersburg, the Kirov
is astriking ensemble with aremarkable sound that stands apartfrom
Westmt orchestras. Gergiev has also developed anumber of exciting
singers and afine Aunts at the Mariinsky Theater. The Kirov often
visits the West through anumber of shrewd collaborations with
London's Royal Philharmoniy New York's Lincoln Center Festival,
and the Rotterdam Philharmonic Maestro Gergiev is also Artistic
Director and Conductor of the Gergiev Festival, whose inaugural season was launched in September.
Peter Catalano: The Kirov is ahome base where you can settle in
as artistic director for extended stays. Does it make you unhappy to
leave this ideal situation and perform at international houses where
peoplefly in, have a
fiw rehearsals, and then pezfonn?
Vakry Gergiev: Every time you go to ahouse, you never
know what will happen — so it's quite strange to insist that
Iam happy or unhappy. You go and hope that everybody
will come well prepared and will work together. You have
three or four weeks to develop an ensemble, asense of color
and drama.
Catalano: But isn't it true that most singers go in knowing how
they'll sing arole?
Gergiev: No. It is not true. An example is the Mees Queen
ofSpades production, which was avery interesting combination of Russian and international singers. The most important thing for me is not whether they are Russian or not.
The most important thing is whether everybody is well prepared, good musicians and serious artists, ready to work. You
have to work, and can accomplish alot if there's afeeling of
cooperation and artistry. And believe me, we worked.
Catalano: It showed. Queen of Spades was one of the Mees
finest hours. But could you have done the sanie with Jessye Nounatt
or Plácido Domingo or Luciano Pavarotti?
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Gergiev: Inever worked with Pavarotti. Iworked with
Domingo and Inever had the feeling that Icouldn't discuss
tempo, color, or expression with Plácido.
Catalano: What about the character roles themselves? Don't they
harden into place after years ofpetformanc especially if the artist has
been sucteçful with acertain approach?
Gergiev: Iworked with Jessye Norman in concert.
Norman informed the conductor; "This is the tempo Iwant
to take." That's why we worked together twice: first and last
time. She is avery excellent artist, but again, we didn't work
like Iworked with Domingo or the cast of Queen ofSpades.
Ifeel much closer to agroup of artists who want to work
as much as Iwant to work: as an ensemble, acooperative
effort. I'm not saying [Norman's and Domingo's] approaches
aren't equally valid. Sometimes you have an artist who just
plays the way he plays and he's great. Sometimes there's an
artist who's great and he wants to cooperate, to improvise,
and he's ready to enjoy some changes. The famous example
is of Brahms taking adifferent tempo from rehearsal, and his
soloist says, "We took it at adifferent tempo yesterday,
Excellency." "Yes," says Brahms, "but I'm in adifferent mood
today."
Catalano: You seem to elicit avery distinctive sound and style of
playing tvhen you conduct American orchestras. How do you change
an orchestra's sound to fit your aesthetic?
Gergiev: Idon't think aconductor normally says to himself,
"I have to change this orchestra's sound." It's not something
that should be forced. It can only work in anatural atmosphere where the musicians feel the music emotionally, artistically, or whatever, they intuitively feel the right kind of
sound to use. The conductor cannot demand asound that
the musicians cannot produce; that would be unrealistic.
Very good orchestras can switch from arounder sound, or
one abit more edgy or brisk or deep, or brighter. So they
have many, many colors, and instrumentally many ways of
making music. Imagine Toscanini or Furtwângler conducting
the same orchestra — from the first chord, each would be a
different sound. That means it's not aquestion of rehearsing
alot, fighting with hard problems, and finally departing
from one sound to another. In the end, distinctive conducting comes from the contact—eye contact.
Catalano: Are you bringing aRussian tradition ofsound to the performances we're hearing?
Gergiev: If aconductor is not areal artist and strong personality, it will be amixture of what you call the international style, not something really interesting. It only
becomes interesting if you have an individual touch, which
comes from your own understanding of the compose what
you feel about this score. If you have adeep affection, and
love the music, the musicians will feel it. Hopefully, they
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will follow your ideas. They will also start — this is the most
important — to make music on such alevel that they express
their own best artistic potential.
As to the second part of your question, I'm not limited to
Russian music. Quite often Iconduct Berlioz and Debussy.
However, it's very important for musicians, for conductors
especially, not to think of the music as anational tradition. It
is, first of all, Beethoven; it is, first of all, Mussorgsky; it is,
first of all, Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich. If the score they've
written requires abigger sound, adeeper sound, and the
conductor believes this is the sound, you will hear it.
Catalano: Some musicians say your conducting style is difficult
because they're notfinding downbeats; sometimes they panic
Gergiev: Well, technique can be switched. The danger is
that aconductor can easily become adownbeater.

I'm trying to focus, to form them in avery, very precise way.
Because Ithink this is how young players can progress,
despite the fact that they are facing an enormous challenge
and an enormous amount of repertoire they have to go
through.
Catalano: Is there arecording our readers can listen to that will give
asense' t/ the Kirov sound?
Gergiev: That's avery interesting question, because the
general approach and the sound will tell you what the Kirov
orchestra is doing. Maybe the [Borodin] Price Igor recording
on Philips, which has alot of symphonic elements, tells you
alot about how we play. Certainly, it's not just another
bunch of instrumentalists thrown together. It's ensemble,
the orchestra and the chorus on stage.
Catalano: Is Prince Igor adown payment on aproject to eiscom-

I

T'S VERY IMPORTANT FOR CONDUCTORS NOT TO THINK OF MUSIC
AS A NATIONAL TRADITION. IT IS, FIRST OF ALL, BEETHOVEN;
IT IS, FIRST OF ALL, MUSSORGSKY.

Catalano: A metronome.
Gergiev: Yeah. Idon't think beating's the most difficult
thing. What's difficult is finding conductors who are influencing the performance. The audience should feel this
immediately. Because with areally good conducto after
hearing acertain piece you cannot imagine the very sanie
orchestra playing this way without this conductor.
Otherwise you start to feel you don't need this man. Maybe
it can be somebody else.
Catalano: Do you find astylistic difference between working with
American musicians instead ofRussians?
Gergiev: Idon't think much of these differences. It's not as
different as it was 10 or 15 years ago. Especially among string
players, the American school is hugely influenced by
Russian teachers. Wind playing and brass playing, in turn,
even in Europe, is greatly influenced by developments in
American orchestras —especially 30 to 40 years ago, thanks
to recordings done by Cleveland, Chicago, the New York
Philharmonic, Boston. All these recordings became available
in Russia, so Ithink it was important for younger players to
go through this experience. People come here or go to
Europe for master classes, so Russian playing is more international. Still, Iam trying to keep the voice of the Kirov
orchestra distinctive and personal. Very personal.
Catalano: A Gergiev sound and personality?
Gergiev: Well, Idon't call it Gergiev style. Iwould still call
it a Kirov style. You can decide
whether it's because of me or
because of somebody else. If Ilike
something, I
just tell the orchestra,
"Keep it." Or I'll ask them if they
can change acertain habit just a
bit. What Idon't want is completely different philosophies in
the same orchestra. For example,
we have two excellent young clarinet players, so I give them a
stronger, deeper introduction to
certain ideas even if I'm repeating
Gergiev:"If you
myself from four or five years ago.
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pass the entire repertoire of Russian opera masters?
Gergiev: Russian opera is such abig repertoire. It's undiscovered. It will take another 10 years until Western audiences discover less familiar masterpieces of Russian opera.
But even Queen ofSpades was only done for the first time for
our generation in America at the Met. Even though it was
in repertoire 23 years ago, Queen ofSpades was not done by
other major companies for many, many years —and this is
one of the big three or five Russian operas. Of course, it is
important that aproduction on stage have acertain success
because people judge the ability of, let's say, Tchaikovsky,
according to the entire package, visual and musical. If you
look at lo/anta or Enchantress, which we have yet to record, or
Christmas Eve, all of this repertoire is quite interesting.
Catalano: Even Queen of Spades is adifferent Tchaikovsky
from the symphonies we're familiar with. But you also got raves for
Otello at your Met debut. How deep is your Italian repertoire?
Gergiev: Ido more and more with Italian opera. There arc
new productions at the Kirov: Don Carlo, for example. Look
at the Russian cast we have for Verdi operas. Galina
Gorchakova has aspinto soprano; it's aVerdi voice. We have
other great Verdi voices: mezzo Olga Borodina, dramatic
baritone Nikolai Putilin.
Catalano: Are you interested in new Russian music? What are its
prospects?
Gergiev: Ihave agroup of Russian composers to whom Iam

have adeep affection, and love the music, the musicians will feel it."
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for both subscriptions. Add more gifts if you
like—including your own subscription or
renewal when you make it part of your gift
order! Each additional gift is just $17.50.
Order now and we'll bill you later.

2 subscriptions for the price of 1!

Call today! 1-800-444-8908

Nine out of ten audiophiles prefer it to fruitcake.
Additional gifts ore just $17.50 each. Special 2-for-1 offer good only in the U.S. and Canada. (Canadian residents please pay in U.S. dollars and add 7% GST to
your total.) One year of Stereophile is $83.40 at the cover price. Gift subscriptions start with the January issue. We'll send you a special holiday gift card to personally
announce each gift. If your gift order reaches us after December 1, we'll send acord directly to each recipient w your corne. Offer expires 12/31 /96
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Stereophi_ instead of fruitcake!
Only $35 for two gifts! That's more
than 79% off the newsstand rate!
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Each additional gift is $17.50 —
including your own subscription or renewal.

Send gifts to:
Name
Address
City

State
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Address
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Zip
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Address
City
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Zip

State

Zip

Apt #

Apt #

Apt #

My name and address:
Name
Address
City
0 Renew

Apt #
0 START my own subscription

Charge my: 0 VISA 0 MC 0 AMEX 0 DISCOVER
Credit Card #
Signature

Exp.

If using credit card or sending check, mail in envelope to
address on back of card. If you need space for more names,
enclose a separate sheet.
Additional gifts are pst $17.50 each. Special 2-lori offer good only in the U.S. and Canada.
(Canadian residents please pay in U.S. dollars and odd 7% GST lo your total.) One year of
Stereophile is $83.40 at the cover price. GiFt subscriptions start with the January issue. Well send
you ospecial holiday gift card ro personally announce each gift. If your gift order reaches us after
December I, well send acord directly to each recipient in your name. Offer expires 12/31/96.
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devoted. Whenever possible, especially now, I'm planning
more and more new music. Ten years ago Ispent much more
time with new composers, but then Iwas not so heavily
involved in opera.
Catalano: And now tlw entire situation in Russia is my difficult.
But are they still writing symphonies and operas?
Gergiev: There arc some excellent composers and we arc
performing new operas. Two months ago in the Hanover
Festival of Sacred Music we performed Nikolai Karetnikov's

logic. But we did it because Ifound it absolutely important.
Catalano: Will we ever hear Mystery of the Apostle Paul in
America?
Gergiev: Ithink you will hear it, and Iwill try to record it
as soon as possible. Ithink it's an outstanding piece of contemporary music, it's big, it's serious. It's no joke.
Catalano: A lot fthe contemporary writing out of Russia is my
religious.
Gergiev: Karetnikov was certainly very religious. He was-

WE
SHOULD NEVER TALK OF THE CONDUCTOR FIRST AT ALL, BECAUSE
THE GREATEST OF CONDUCTORS ARE FOLLOWING THE COMPOSERS.
Mystery of the Apostle Paul. Ifind this work absolutely outstanding.
Catalano: Is this in the same gam. as Giya Kancheli and Arm
Part?
Gergiev: Not exactly. Giya Kanchefi is afriend of mine.
Karemikov, too, was aserious, dramatic, even tragic figure.
He died 10 months ago in Moscow at the age of 60. I
promised I'd play his symphonic music. When he died, I
forced myself— it cost me my vacation last year—to go to
Germany because there we could bring two choruses together with the singers and orchestra. It was the most uncommercial, the most musically honest and serious undertaking
by me and the Kirov in five or six years. It was against all
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n't exploiting it. It just came very naturally, from his world,
his lifestyle, from his behavior. He's one of the big men of
contemporary composers.
Catalano: Are there younger, living composers you chantpion?
Gergiev: Oh, yes. Ihave plans. There are composers like
Alexander Kenifen, Evgeny Gelaif, or Boris Tschenko.
There are many composers who are serious. That includes
Alexander Tchaikovsky [no relation to Pyotr Ilyich —Ed.],
whose work we recently played. In the US you know certain
names, especially those who perform here. But the picture is
fuller, like an iceberg. So my task, whenever possible again, is
to bring more names to American audiences. Ithink the others are just as good as those you know.
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"You might, as Idid, find the
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
nothing less than an Aladdin
among amplifiers adiamond in the rough."
Thomas J. Norton
Mereophile, February 1995
Vol. 18. No. 2

Mr. Norton's other comments:
"... my first reaction was 'Marvelous!'"
"... portrayal of aconvincing soundstage
was first-rate"
"...superb throughout the midrange"
"...bass was powerful, deep and well-defined"
"... litI did virtually everything right"
Musical magic from an "Aladdin" amplifier.
For $1295. If you think big sound costs big
bucks, better think again.
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Ze) MeCORMACK

POVVE114 [WINE DNA-0.5

Contact us for the name ofyour
local dealer and acopy of the
complete review.
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(619) 930-955() •5421 Avenida Encinas •Suite J•Carlsbad, CA 92008
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Free Concerts! Free Seminars! Giant Record &CD Fair!
Plus the greatest hi-fi show in the world in everyone's favorite vacation city!

t
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HI-FI '97 is happening in San Francisco at the legendary
Westin St. Francis Hotel. May 30 -Junel, 1997.
Order tickets now and save!
Last year, the Show was so big it took two issues of
Stereophile to tell you about it. Virtually every hi-fi magazine
in the world was in attendance. Audiophiles flew in from everywhere.
This year, the Show will be even better. Incredible free
concerts — worth more $$$ than your 3-day Show Ticket!
Plus informative seminars — also free!
Best of all, it happens in San Francisco — everybody's
favorite vacation city — the weekend after Memorial Day.
You can make the Show part of your early summer vacation.
Get aspecial room rate at the legendary, luxurious Westin
St. Francis Hotel for your entire stay... if you act fast!
See and hear the newest stereo and home-theater
products — months before the stuff gets reviewed!
Meet manufacturers whose products you own — or want to
buy. Make friends with audiophiles from all over the world.
PLAN NOWTO BE PART OF IT ALL!

'Academy Trade Days start May 28. May 28 and 29 are for Trade and Press only.

FREE CONCERT TICKETS!
Don't wait. Order tickets now and
have your pick of free concert tickets
in advance. (We'll include aconcertticket request form with your
advance ticket order.) We're working
on afabulous lineup of concerts. Big
stars. There's no charge for concert
tickets, but seats are limited. First
come, first served. It pays to be an
early-bird ticket buyer!
FREE SEMINARS!
Meet the editors and staff of
Stereophile and Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater. Meet leading
manufacturers and designers.
There's practically no one in highend audio and home theater who
you can't meet at HI-Fl '97!

PRODUCT PREMIERES!
As the world's biggest and best
consumer hi-fi and home theater
show, HI-Fl '97 will be host to dozens
of exciting product premiers —
from new, affordable projection TVs
to tube amps, you'll see and hear
them first at HI-Fl '97.
STAY AT THE VVEST1N ST. FRANCIS!
As part of HI-Fl '97, you're abig shot.
Phone the Westin St. Francis now at
(4151397-7000 to reserve aroom
before they're all gone. Say, "Hi ... I'm
coming for HI-Fl '97" to get the special
Show rate. Reserved for you!
NOTE: Ticket orders will be mailed beginning
in January. Those who order first will receive
Show tickets first—including the bounce back'
request form for free advance concert tickets!

AUENTION: MEMBERS OF THE TRADE
Two Academy Trade Days!

To Register for Trade Days:

Exhibitors—Act Fast!

Exhibitors—Contact:

May 28 & 29, 1997

Fax Maura %land on

Take your pick of prime exhibit

Sponsored by The Academy

your company letterhead:

space. The Westin St. Francis has

KEN NELSON

for the Advancement of High

(505) 989 8791

thick walls, high ceilings, wide

End Audio

Or write to her at: P.O. Box 5529

corridors. It's the ideal venue. Or

Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529

make asplash and exhibit in a

May 30 & 31 to June 1

(Please include abusiness card in

suite or meeting room. It's like hir-

Phone: (914) 476-3157

are Consumer and Trade Days

all correspondence.)

ing ahall! Call Ken Nelson NOW!

FAX:(914) 969-2746

NELSON AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Road
Yonkers, NY 10705

ALL THESE BRANDS... AND MORE!
You'll hear more

Acoustic Sounds

Chesky Records

Golden Suing

Chiro

Harmonix

Opus 3
Paradigm

Stereophile Guide to

great hi-fi and see

Advanced Akustic
Aerial Acoustics

Complete Guide to

HeadRoom
Home Theater

Paradigm Reference
Premier

Syetlana Electron

Crown

Immedia

Prism

Curtco Freedom Group
D-Box

Jecklin/Ergo
Justice

Proprius
PSB

Tandberg
TARA Labs

JVC-XRCD

OED

Thorens

Rectangular Solid Core
IRSCI

Totem Acoustics

more of what's hot in
home theater... than at

Analogue Productions
A.R.T.
All

High-End Audio

any other hi-fi show

Atlantic Technology

in the world!

Audio Advisor
Audio Alchemy

DCC Compact Classics
Decade

Kenwood

Audio Physic

Decca/Speaker's

Legend Audio Design

AudioPrism

Corner

Audio Research

Denon

Home Theater
Devices

Target Audio
Toshiba

Lyra

Reference Recordings

Triad Speakers

Marantz

RPM

Virtual Listening

Audio Video Interiors

Discovery Cable

May Audio Marketing

Sennheiser

Audio/Video Shopper

Eiger Systems

McIntosh Laboratory

Sequence

Vital

Sheffield Lab
Silicon Arts Design

Water Lily

Systems

Audio0uest

EMI/Testament

Meridian

AudioStream
Carver

FI, The Magazine of

Mission Electronics
MIT

Sony

WBT

CD Flipper

First Impressions

Monitor Audio

Sphinx

Cello

Focus Audio

NHT

Stereophile

Wilson Audio Specialties
Yamamura

Music &Sound

VIL

Note to the Trade.. Some brands will be represented only by their dealers.
For alist of manufacturers who will exhibit directly or have representatives present, please fax Maura Rieland at (505)989-8791.

MAIL YOUR ORDER TO:

ORDER TICKETS NOW, SAVE THIRTEEN BUCKS! A
F
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nd ge
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HI-FI '97

You receive aconcert-ticket request form along with your advance ticket order!

P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529

I'm coming! Send

tickets to HI-FI '97 at $35 each. Ticket good all 3days.

Phone your
credit-card order to:
(505) 982-2366

MANE

ADDIESS

Fax your
credit-card order
24 hours aday to:

CITY

STATE 011 PIEDYIECI

/11/POSIAl CODE

COMET

PNORE

TAT

(505)989-8791

Check enclosed (PAYABLE TO HI FI

CAED ODIOUS

See you in San Francisco!

SIGNATORY

971

Charge my:

VISA

MASTERCARD

EXPERATIOE DATE

AMEX

Check out the power
01 your system
with Stereophile CDs and LPs.
Sonata

Intermezzo

Pianist Robert Silverman plays Liszt.
including the Sonata in Bminor. Recorded with 20bit resolution.

Robert Silverman in abrilliant all -Brahms pro.
gram: Piano Sonata in f, Op. S. and Three
Intermezzi, Op. 117.
One of the finest
piano recordings
ever made.

Festival
Works by Copland,
Milhaud, and
Kohjiba
performed by
the worldrenowned Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned
microphones and 20-bit
resolution.

Test CD 1
Phase your system, test your
speakers and listening room, and hear the difference amike can make. Take this
disc with you
when evaluating
equipment.

Concert

Test CD 2

This tube-miked,
two-CD set
features Robert
Silverman in a
recital of works
by Schubert. Chopin. Bach,
and Schumann. Includes the
bonus track. "Mapping the
Soundstage."

Place your speakers
41L
and test them for disftte)
tortion. Check your amp
for distortion too, and hear
what CD jitter sounds like.

Test CD 3
Use the signals
to test your
speakers and your
room. Burn-in components with the unique
noise track. Home in on
your home theater's balance. Check out your system with the soundstage
map. Also includes
audiophile music tracks.

Poem
An audiophile classic
since 1989. Tube-miked
performances of works
for flute and piano by
\ Prokofiev, Reinecke,
and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes' Poem.

ALM6

Mail to: Stereophile
P.O. Box 5960
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5960
or call: I-800-358-6274

Sonata

CD

$15.95

=

$

Festival

CD

$15.95

=

$

Concert

CD _

$15.95

=

$_

Poem

LP _

$11.95
$11.95

=
=

$
$_

$16.95
$16.95

=
=

$_
$

CD
Intermezzo

LP
CD

Test CD I

$ 6.95

=-

$_

Test CD
Test CD 3

$ 7.95
$ 9.95

=
=

$_
$

'Shipping & Handling: $3.50/order U.S. and Canada
$8.00/order foreign (airmail)

*S& H

=

$

Total

=

$_

-1 Check enclosed
Please charge my 0 MC

ACCT. NO.

Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to Stereophile. Allow 4to 6
weeks for delivery.

SIGNATURE

f
-1Visa

1 AmEx
EXP.
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THE NOBLEST FRAILTY OF THE M IND
Wes Phillips listens to Conrad-Johnson's
Premier Fourteen preamplifier and falls in love again
Tubed, remote-controlled line-stage preamplifier. Tube complement four 6GK5.

3.75" H by 15.25" D. Weight 23 lbs. Serial number of unit tested: 2701055. Price:

Inputs: five line-level (RCA connectors). EPL loops: two (RCAs). Outputs: two main.

$3995. Approximate number of dealers: 90. Manufacturer: Conrad-Johnson Design,

two processor (RCA). Frequency range: 2Hz-100kHz. THD: <0.05%. Voltage gain:

Inc., 2733 Merrilee Drive, F-airfax.VA 2203 I.Tel: (703) 698-8581. Fax: (703) 560-5360.

25dB. Output impedance: <200 ohms. Maximum output 20V. Dimensions: 19" W by

'm a curious guy: tread a lot,
attempt to think alittle. I'm not
exactly astranger to the big questions — you know, like, Where do we
come from? What arc we? Where are
we going? But even though humanity
has been struggling with these issues for
aeons, Ireckon that —as they apply to
us individually, at least —such questions do have answers. The really big
questions, however, remain imponderable. For example, Why do fools fall in
love?
You laugh. I'm serious. Although it
would take awhile, Ican tell you all of
the reasons why Ilove my wife, but at
the end of that long, long list remains
the basic question: How come? (The
reverse is easy to explain: The woman
loves me because she's crazy. Not that
l'in complaining.)
When you get right down to it, love
is inexplicable. Take the ConradJohnson Premier Fourteen, for instance — I've heard lots of superb preamplifiers and Irespect them all, but I
must confess that Ilove the Fourteen.
Now, I'm not claiming that my passion is irrational: The C-J sounds
great, is easy to use, and is even pretty.
But all of that applies to any number
of preamps I've used. In afield where
excellence is the norm, the Premier
Fourteen is special, perhaps even
magical.
I
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At first glance the Premier Fourteen
doesn't even resemble apreamplifier —
its faceplate is uncorrupted by knobs.
There are two pushbuttons —Mute and
Power, one in each lower corner —but
there's no rotary volume control or
source selector. The center of the fascia
is dominated by adisplay that shows
each channel's gain and indicates, via
LEDs, which source is active. Flanking
the display are two flat switches that
look for all the world like CD drawers.
The one on the right controls volume
up/down, while the left selects the
source or external processor loop. The
Premier Fourteen has five line-level
inputs (labeled Aux 1/Ph, Tuner, CD,
Video, and Aux 2), and two external
processor loops that can be used for
processors, equalizers, tape decks, or
even two extra line inputs. The power
switch, by the way, doesn't really turn
the unit off; the Fourteen reverts to
standby mode when turned "off." The
unit automatically mutes for 90 seconds
upon turn-on, during which time all
control functions are disabled.
All of these functions (save turn-on
and -off) arc replicated on the remote.
And if you've noticed that the Premier
Fourteen doesn't have abalance control
on the faceplate, fear not — there is one
on the remote. Perhaps because my listening room is flooded with light, t

found that unless Iwas within 10' or so
of the preamp, tneeded to aim the
remote directly at the receptor — casual
waves in the prcamp's general direction
worked less than half the time. Ididn't
find this amajor problem, but if you
want to place the preamp at an extreme
angle from your listening chair, or
around acorner, you'll need to look into
some kind of repeater.
That would be a shame. In fact, I
came to rely upon the level display during my audition. The Premier Fourteen
changes level in increments of about
two-thirds of adecibel, which Ifound to
be both subtle enough and audible
enough to permit fine-tuning for each
recording. With practice, Iwas able to
anticipate the optimum level settings for
recordings based on the size of the
ensemble involved. My buddy Ruben,
on the other hand, doesn't like looking
at LEDs —the fact that you can't defeat
the display on the Premier Fourteen
would disturb him further.
When you spend $4k on apreamp,
you expect it to be built well, and the
Fourteen is. But even with high expectations, Iwas startled when Iopened the
C-J. The Premier Fourteen uses expensive Vishay resistors exclusively throughout the audio circuit and, with one or
two exceptions, throughout the power
supplies. Power capacitors —and those
in the bypass circuit —are polypro135

VRE v1.0

near Reference in ifideo Plauback
The first step to achieuing usual Reality in gour home theater sqstern
The Visual Reality Engine v1.0 is ahighly-advanced, software-controlled 2D adaptive comb and notch filter
that provides virtually perfect separation of the chroma and lumina signals thereby
eliminating dot crawl and cross luminance for astunningly-real picture

VRE's high-performance, on-board computer samples data line-by-line over1400 times across the screen
The on-board Xilinx Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) thoroughly analyzes the content
of the incoming video signal using 10 different criteria at arate
of over one-half billion operations per second
Our custom software algorithm decides -on apixel-by-pixel basis -whether to implement
its high performance notch or comb filters for optimum separation
of the color signal from the black and white
Optional Oren Semiconductor Ghost Cancelation system (for image de-ghosting)
Optional Time-Base Corrector for optimum synchronization of color signals (video de-jittering)
Via Alchemy's proprietary Digital Video Bus, the VRE v1.0 will interface with future Alchemy VPG products
(such as our upcoming, incredibly-affordable line doubler, the VRE•Pro)

Alchemy
co

Visual Reality Engine v1.0
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VRE v1.0 Visual Reality Engine
Introducing the Visual Reality Engine v1.0 from Alchemy VPG

NEW! Audio Alchemy's Fax-on-Demand System •Call 619.682.1017 for literature, reviews and instruction manuals
for all Audio Alchemy and Alchemy VPG products. •Visit our Web site http://www.audio-alchemy.com/

AlchernJem
31133 Via Colinas, Suite 111 •Westlake Village, CA 91362 • vox 818 735.0329 • FAX 818 707.2610
Call for alocal dealer near you.
© 1996 Audio Alchemy. Inc.

Alchemy VPG, VRE and Visual Reality Engine are trademarks of Audio Alchemy, Inc.

pylene; the capacitors in the audio circuit are exclusively polystyrene.
The Fourteen has two power transformers, one for the tube circuitry and
one for the control circuits. The power
supply uses cascaded regulators to minimize mains fundamental 60Hz ripple.
There's an input regulatot and each
channel has aregulator run in series off
that initial regulator, isolating the two
channels from each other and from the
line.
According to Lew Johnson, the audio
circuitry of the Premier Fourteen "is only
one step removed from the simplest circuit you can make. Each channel uses a
single triode as again section, with a
cathode follower functioning as abuffer.
The buffer stage gives the preamp low
output impedance —which is desirable
because interconnect cables add capacitance, which operates like afilter in conjunction with the output impedance of
the preamplifier. The higher the output
impedance, the lower the cutoff frequency of that filter —it rolls off the high frequencies. Therefore, ideally, you'd like a
low output impedance.
"Since we're using azero-feedback
circuit," he continues, "the gain we're
getting is essentially the gain of the tube
at its natural operating point. So our
choices were dictated to some extent by
the need for atube that has the right
gain to allow us to generate 20dB of
line-stage gain. We use a6GK5 — asingle-section seven-pin miniature triode
tube. Because it has high transconductance — it likes to draw afair amount of
current — it tends to make an excellent
cathode follower. The fact that we were
designing the unit to utilize zero feedback and abuffer dictated the circuit
choice."
Most of the innovations in the
Premier Fourteen have to do with the
level-control circuitry. The Fourteen
uses amicroprocessor and about adozen
resistors that are linked in different configurations. Since many designs employ
more than 40 resistors per channel,
Johnson points out that paring the
Fourteen down to only adozen per side
made it practical to use Vishay resistors.
"The Vishay has been designed with
alot of care and thought to its performance as aresistor. A resistor also functions as an inductor and acapacitor —
and, to some extent, even as adiode
— but ultimately you'd like it to be as
close to apure resistor as you can. Vishay
has gone about as far in that direction as
we can go right now. Of course, the
problem with Vishay resistors is that they
are incredibly expensive. Reducing the
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996
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Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen preamplifier

number of resistors made it economically feasible to use Vishays."
One aspect of the Premier Fourteen's
design that sets it apart from most competitively priced preamps is C-J's insistence upon single-ended rather than
complementary circuits. When Iasked
Johnson about this, he responded passionately. 'I don't feel balanced operation offers any genuine benefits in home
applications. Complementary circuitry
is supposed to minimize hum and noise
in applications where hundreds, or even
thousands, of feet of cable are employed. But when you consider that a
long run of interconnect in ahome system is only 20' or 25', noise pickup is
generally not much of an issue. Ican't
see an advantage that compensates for
the complexity or the expense.
"If you're going to design asymmetrical circuit, you've got to make a
choice: If you're going to do it right, it
will be expensive and complex — essentially, you're doubling the circuit. If it's a
marketing issue, you can just slap on a
piece of crap at the end to invert half the
signal. That's worse than nothing —
that's compromising the signal just for
the sake of having abalanced line. If
you're astudio engineer who's bought
into the version of reality that says it all
sounds the same anyway, then it makes
perfect sense —just throw in an op-amp
and get rid of all the noise."
I'm probably going to get Lew in alot
of trouble with that quote, but the
Premier Fourteen ranks among the
quietest preamplifiers I've had in my
system — balanced or otherwise.
JIMOR COGI NON POTEST
LOVE CANNOT BE COMMANDED)

The silence is profound. We speak of
silent backgrounds as being black,
meaning featureless, but there's black

and then there's black. If you live back
east, or near acity, you probably think of
night as reasonably dark. Well, come out
here to the high desert and look up: The
sky here is so much darker that we
ought to have adifferent word for it.
And because of that very darkness, it's
that much brighter with stars. The
silence from the Premier Fourtuen is
like that. Idon'tjust mean that yo:: don't
hear anything —you hear much further
into recordings simply because the preamp itself doesn't obscure anything.
In July, Iassisted JA in recording
Stereophiles second CD featuring the
Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival players (available in January as Serenade,
Stereophile STPH0009-2; full details
next month). Ithink it's agreat-sounding disc — so far I've played it at least
once aday. It's true that the microphone
feed already sounds different from the
event and, further, that the 16-bit CD-R
Ihave is light-years away from the 20bit master. What amazes me is just how
much of the event survives the technology — especially when heard through
the Premier Fourteen.
Serenade's venue, St. Francis Auditorium, is small, which means decay is
rapid. The hall has abrilliant tonality
and is very articulate. All of that comes
through the Premier Fourteen, as did so
much more. I'm not talking about the
inevitable plumbing noises from the
players, or creaking floorboards, or audience rustlings — hey, music made by
real people in the presence of other real
people is just going to have all that stuff,
and to obsess about it isn't healthy. I'm
talking about music.
For example, Carol Wuicenc doesn't
just play the Mozart Flute Quartet,
K.285 — she brings to it exuberance
and panache, not to mention atone as
silvery and lambent as agirlish laugh.
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Monitor Audio
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SERIES

THE 700PMC HIGH END HOME THEATER & M USIC SERIES

Nothing is left to chance.
Nothing less than excellence is acceptable.
Are you one of those odd sorts who wants to listen to music
after you switch off the movies?
Invite your favorite musicians over anytime. Sit back, close your
eyes, and there they are. Nothing added, nothing taken away. Just
pure music, the way it was recorded and intended to be listened to.
Our unique blend of metal drivers are so fast, that normal speakers
just can't keep up.
Try them on for size with music
or Home Theater and enjoy the
experience like never before.

Monitor Audio USA
P.O. Box 1355, Buffalo. NY 14205-1355
Tel 905-428-2800 -Fax 905-428-0004
http://www.monitoraudio.corn

And those are just two of the preamps I
have heard —there are so many Ihave
yet to hear.

W HO LOVES, RAVES
-BYRON

It's hard to find abad-sounding highend product these days. Yet even in such
amature technology, it's still possible to
find components that can fill you with
wonder. The Conrad-Johnson Premier
Fourteen is such aproduct. If Ihaven't
mentioned any shortcomings, it's because none are apparent to me. This is,
no doubt, due to their falling into my
personal blind spots, not an announcement of perfection attained. In assessing
music and music reproduction, we must
needs be subjective, and the Premier
Fourteen's strengths play solidly to my
preferences.
The Fourteen is tonally neutral,
incredibly dynamic, silent as a tomb,
and easy to use —I really liked its
remote control and precise gain increments. Moreover, it's true to the music.
How does this make it different from
other preamps? Well, poetry, they say, is
what gets lost in the translation, and the
poetry, mystery, and grandeur that comprise music are delivered —in spades —
by the Premier Fourteen.
At four grand, it's not inexpensive —
but these days reference products costing more than $10,000 lie thick on the
ground. When one looks at the build
quality and the components that make
up the Fourteen, it almost seems
under-priced. If you can find its equal
for less, or its superior at any price,
maze! tov. The Fourteen's my new reference, and —could it be? —a new standard for preamplifiers.
Can Iget awitness?
—Wes Phillips

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N

The output impedance of the ConradJohnson Premier Fourteen at its line
output, with the level control at maximum, measured just under 311 ohms in
the left channel, 275 ohms in the right.
At unity gain (a setting of 63) and lowe4
the output impedance dropped to 298
ohms (left channel), an insignificant
change. The input impedance was 513k
ohms at maximum gain, decreasing to
26.5k ohms at lower settings of the level
control. The output impedance at the
EPL (tape) outputs was 496 ohms with
a25 ohm source impedance, 1060 ohms
with a600 ohm source impedance —
indicating that the EPL outputs are not
actively buffered, instead just featuring a
series resistor to avoid loading down the
SOUlte.
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The DC offset at the Premier Fourteen's outputs measured 1.4mV in the
left channel and 1.3mV in the right (the
values fluctuated, though no values
were noted higher than those indicated). The preamp inverts polarity from
its inputs to its line outputs. Its maximum voltage gain measured an unusually high 25dB; this is due to the lack of
loop negative feedback.
The S/N ratio of the Premier Fourteen (ref. 1V) measured 712dB from
22Hz to 22kHz, 64.1dB from 10Hz to
500kHz, and 77.9dB A-weighted. These
readings were taken with the gain control at maximum (the way we usually
measure S/N) and are disappointing figures for an expensive high-end preamp.
They did improve at more realistic volume control settings: at unity gain the
noise lay at -87dB from 22Hz to 22IcHz,
and -90dB A-weighted.
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Fig. I Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen.
frequency response at IV output into 100k
ohms with volume control set to (from top
to bottom at I
kHz): unity gain:',0"; and
Maximum (right channel dashed, 0.5dB/
vertical div.).

The Premier Fourteen's frequency
response is shown in fig.l. Note that
although the high end rolls off noticeably at maximum gain, at lower gain
settings it flattens out. Even at asetting
of 90 — near maximum — it's close to
flat. With the preamp's high gain, it's
very unlikely that most users will operate it in arange where the treble drop
is significant.
The channel separation of the Conrad-Johnson is shown in fig2. Unusually, there was aconsiderable difference in the crosstalk between the two
channels, with a decidedly mediocre
result in the right-to-left separation
figures. In the worst case, however,
the channel separation (about 56dB at
1kHz, 31dB at 20kHz) is still unlikely to affect the audible results. Inote
that WP had nothing but favorable
comments on the Fourteen's soundstaging — the only aspect of performance Iwould expect to be adversely
affected by the reduced right-to-left
separation.
Fig3 shows THD+noise vs frequency. In this case (and in the crosstalk,
above) the readings were taken at an
output of 1.52V (85mV input). As may
be seen from fig.4 (THD+noise vs output voltage at lIcHz), this is above the
point of minimum THD+noise, which
occurs at about 320mV. Again, this is a
function of the high voltage gain.
However, 1.5V out was chosen because
it is areasonably typical value needed to
.01110KOOKII COMNIO40.1. lananuta

.

00

Fig.4
Fig.2

Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen.
crosstalk (from bottom to top at I
kHz):
R-L. L-R (10dB/vertical div.).

Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen,
distortion (%) vs output voltage at I
kHz
into 100k ohms.
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USA :575 Kennedy Road
Cheektowaga, NY 14227
Tel: (800) 551-4130
Fax: (905) 791-5583
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Fig.5
Fig.3

Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen.
THD+noise vs frequency at I.52V output
into 100k ohms (right channel dashed).
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"The FM Specialists"

This uniquely designed omnidirectional antenna will greatly
improve your listening pleasure
on any receiver or tuner.
There is only one MAGNUM
DYNALAB ST2, the rest are

00
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MAGNUM DYNALAB

Add a
MAGNUM DYNALAB
ST-2 antenna

A 00

CO

—Thomas J. Norton

Improve your FM reception.
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drive most modern amplifiers to their
maximum output. The distortion in
fig3 is thus higher than C-J specifies,
which refers to alower, 1V output. The
distortion result, while not exceptional
in any way, is respectable for atube preamp. Still, Iprefer to see the minimum
distortion in the THD+noise vs output
curve closer to 1-2V.
Finally, fig.5 shows the spectrum of
a50Hz input at ahigh output of 5V.
The second harmonic (100Hz), at
-33dB or just over 2%, is moderately
high. Reducing the output to 2V (not
shown) reduces this 100Hz component to -41dB or 0.9%, which will still
be audible.
Given the Conrad-Johnson Premier
Fourteen's sophistication and price, its
test-bench measurements were alittle
disappointing. Its S/N ratio is not
impressive for a line-stage-level preamp, its separation is well below average in one channel, and its distortion
begins increasing at alower output than
Iwould like to see. Yet none of these
shortcomings appeared serious enough
to degrade the Premier Fourteen's
audible performance.

MO 0

MO

14010,

Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen.
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at
5V into 100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
Note that the second harmonic at 100Hz
is the highest in level at -33dB (about 2%).

EXPORT & CANADA :
8Strathearn Avenue #9
Brampton Ontario
Canada L6T 4L9
Tel: (905) 791-5888
Fax: (905) 791-5583
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From A to B
The GOEF
E
M

Way!

Goertz MI matched impedance speaker cables -high purity copper and silver, flat, solid conductors. The patented
Goertz design virtually eliminates high frequency roll-off, skin
effect below 501(1-17,, hum from power wiring, and cross talk.
The lowest inductance in the business.
Goertz high performance interconnects -18 gauge two flat
solid conductors sandwiched together. Unprecedented clarity
of treble and high to mid-range, interconnects provide anear
match of cable characteristic impedance with the impedance at
the signal source. Offered in RCA and XLR balanced versions.
Virtually distortion fire.
Used together -they provide asignal path between amplifier
and transducer that is "as distortion-free as possible within the
limits of present technology" Goertz products are idealfor heend stereo and home theater applications.

GCIER Z
1

by Alpha-Core, Inc.
MADE IN USA

For adealer nearest you, call 1-800-836-5920
Fax:203-384-8120 -Visit us at: http://www.alphacore.com

There's only one Power Wedge...

...and there's one just right for your system!
Power conditioning and equipment protection for all audio and video systems.
Twice, winner of Stereophile's "Best Accessory of the Year" Award.

AUDIO powEr
INDUSTRIES
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2624 S. Rousselle St.,

Santa Ana, CA 92707

714-545-9495 • Fax 714-545-4607
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and large at high powers, smoothly
changing in between. The benefit of this
is to endow the '333 with much of the
sonic benefits of class-A output-stage
operation without the heat penalty.
All in all, the No333 is asmart-looking, beautifully constructed dual-mono
amplifier.

moment when soloist Julie Landsman
Summing up, the overall system
(principal horn of the Metropolitan
sound with the Levinson in the chain
Opera Orchestra) and violinist Sheryl
was consistently lush, spacious, detailed,
Staples (associate concertmaster at
and effortless —a tribute to the quality
Cleveland) are playing the slow moveof the amplifier.
ment's theme triple-pianissimo. When I
made the recording at the 1995 Santa Fe
M EASURING
Chamber Music Festival, Itried to cap- All of the No.333's measurements
ture the full dynamic range of the live
were taken using the balanced inputs.
LISTENING
sound, which meant that this elegiac After aone-hour, 1/
3power precondiFirst the bad news, or what passes for it.
passage peaks at no more than
tioning, the heatsinks were too hot to
In level-matched comparisons with the
-50c1BFS. Yet with the Levinson drivkeep my hands on. The wideband S/N
pair of No20.6es, which retailed for
ing the B&Ws, you could easily hear
ratio (ref. IW into 8ohms) measured
almost twice the price of the No333, the
the slight unevenness in the violin tone
an okay 62.5dB, this improving to
No333 had slightly less bass impact.
that results from the player not using 79.5dB when A-weighted. The chanWhereas the 100Wpc monoblocks, with
vibrato and drawing the bow very slownel separation (not shown) was better
their regulated output-stage voltage rails,
ly across the string. This is one transparthan 90dB below 5kHz, decreasing
had low-frequency slam that slapped you
ent amplifier.
above that frequency to a still-good
in the face, picked you up, threw you
The Levinson's soundstaging was 70dB at 50kHz, due to capacitive couagainst the wall, dusted you down, then
excellent, but Imust admit that I've
pling between the channels. The
set you back in your seat, the 300Wpc heard better. Not from solid-state, it amplifier's voltage gain into 8 ohms
'333 had "merely" excellent bass. Yes, it
must be added, but when Icompared
measured 26.7dB, it didn't invert polarwas deep; yes, it was powerful; yes, withthe No.333 with the single-ended
ity, and its input impedance was
out reference to the monoblodcs, it was
Cary 300SEI, for example, matching approximately 100k ohms.
all Iwould want. But there has to be a the levels at 1kHz, there was no doubt
The output impedance was low at
reason for Madrigal to make the
that the tube amplifier gave a more
around 0.037 ohms in the bass and
$32,000/pair No33, Iguess.
palpable sense of musicians actually
midrange, rising to 0.046 ohms at
The good news is that the No333
being in the room. That was only true, 20kHz, meaning that the frequency
lacks the slight upper-midrange grain
however, as long as the music stayed
response driving our simulated loudthat is the decade-older amplifier's
reasonably quiet. Once things got loud,
speaker load (fig.1, lower trace, offset by
weakness. In fact, the '333's mids and
the little Cary crapped out in ahurry.
-1dB for clarity) was effectively idenhighs sounded smooth, smooth, smooth, And taken as an overall performance
tical to that into a resistive load (top
with an excellent sense of air and space. package, the Levinson did more of traces). However, note the ultrasonic
There was arefreshing freedom from
what Ineed, more consistently, more
response rise, peaking by 1.7dB at
the cold, analytical character that to me is
of the time.
100kHz. This is related to the overshoot
typical of solid-state amplifiers and that
many audiophiles mistake for "accuracy." No matter what loudspeakers I
SYSTEM CONTEXT
used with the Levinson —and Iused a
lot — there was never any feeling that
The preamplifier was the remotePower Wedge 116 Mk.II, itself
the amplifier was imposing its own sigcontrolled Mark Levinson No38S,
plugged in to adedicated AC circuit
nature on the sound. You could say that
with either a Mod Squad Phono and fitted with the Power Enhancer
the dynamic range of the differences
Drive EPS or an Audio Alchemy option.
between the sounds of the loudspeakers
VAC-in-the-Box used to amplify LP
Other than my regular B&W
was as wide as it possibly could be, a
signals from aLinn Sondek/Cirkus/ Silver Signature loudspeakers, used
tribute to this amplifier as areviewing
Trampolin/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv with their own solid-core silver
tool. But when the listening for work
setup on an ArchiDee table. Digi- cables, the No333 saw service drivwas over and the listening for pleasure
tal sources were Mark Levinson ing all the speakers Ihave reviewed
began, the '333 proved an excellent
No30.5 HDCD. and Parts Con- in the last 15 months: in chronofatigue-free conduit to the music.
nection Assemblage D/A processors logical orde Acoustic Energy AE2
An area where the No333 excelled
driven by Mark Levinson No31 and Signature, Platinum Audio Solo,
was dynamics. Inever got the sense that
No31.5 transports via Madrigal and Unity Audio Signature 3, Joseph
Iwas running out of headroom, even on
Illuminati AES/EBU cables and Audio RM7si, Totem Mani-2, Coinhigh-level, percussion-heavy recordings.
Meridian 518 or Genesis Digital
cident Troubador, Swans Baton,
Yet, perhaps more important for ahighLens jitter-reduction units (No31)
Monitor Audio Studio 50, B&W
power amplifier, the Levinson remained
or Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug Compact Domestic Monitor 1,
transparent at very low levels. Often the
(Assemblage). Ialso used the im- JMlab Micron Carat, PSB New
designer's need to use multiple pairs of
pressive Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1
Stratus Mini, Wilson Audio Specialtransistors to obtain the combination of
CD player. Interconnects used were
ties WITT, Boston Acoustics Lynnhigh output voltage and output current
AudioQueses balanced AudioTruth field 300L Mk.II, and Sony ES SSresults in amurkiness at low levels. This
Lapis X3 alternating with XL0 1.1
M9. Speaker cable was bi-wired sets
wasn't the case with this amplifier: in
Signature. All source components
of AudioQuest Sterling or Cardas
the performance of the Brahms Horn
and preamps were plugged in to a Cross.
—John Atkinson
Trio on Stereophiles Serenade CD (full
details in January), there is a magical
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996
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"You can tell
the Male Crickets
from the Female Crickets...

...the Magnepan system is, in fact, the best
surround system I've heard in my home by a
wide margin, and rivals systems costing
upwards of ten-times the asking price...
Dialogue from the center channel is superb,
but even more fascinating is the clarity with
which off-stage conversations float in their
own space yet remain intelligible. The
Magnepan Home Theater System is just short
of perfect in this regard...'Impressed' is not
the word Iwould use for my reaction to the
Magnepan Home Theater System--shocked,
exhilarated, perhaps flabbergasted?...And if
space considerations mean asingle system
must serve both your home-theater and
music-only cravings, then this is the one system Ican heartily recommend right now--price
no object. If you hear this system and aren't
as impressed as Iam, yell about your dealer's
slipshod setup and go back when he (or she,
of course) has it right. ff

The World's Only
All Planar/Quasi Ribbon - Home Theater System
Suggested U.S.A. Retail Prices: Left/Right Speakers (ltAGLR1) $850/pair . Center Channel
Speaker (MGCC1) -$750ieach -Surround Speakers (MGSS1) -$425/pair

III MAGNEPAN

Above excerpts reprinted by permission, August 1996 Audio
Adventure, Subscription in the USA, $17.95 for one year, $33.95 for two
years. Write to TOMART Publishing Inc., PO Box 15256, Chevy Chase
MD 20825.
Magnepan reserves the right to modily the price. policies and design at any time.

THE

RETURN

1645 Ninth Street -White Bear Lake MN 55110
Phone (612) 426-1645 -Fax (612) 426-0441

1-800-474-1646 for information
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LEGEND

Your devotion to your records has
been justified: The Shure VIS has returned.
Featuring a remarkably thin, yet rigid
beryllium MICROWALL/Be'm cantilever and an
ultra-fine Micro-Ridge diamond tip, the VIS Type
VxMR combines the truest, most expressive sound
with incredibly low record wear. You'll hear purer
highs, more forceful bass, and richer audio detail than
you ever imagined your records could provide.
And you'll hear them for longer, since the VIS
provides all this sound quality with just one gram of
tracking force—compared to the 2grams required by other
high-performance cartridges.
Reintroducing the VIS. Treat your ears—and your

records—to the sound and quality they deserve.

Call I-800-25-Shure for the VIS dealer nearest you.

THE SHURE V15
PHONO

14

CARTRIDGE

SHURE®
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and damped ringing visible on the
'333's squarewave response (fig2); both
arc duc to aminor problem with the
feedback circuit. Ididn't note anything
untoward in my auditioning, however,
so Imust assume that this measured
behavior is benign (though its presence
does make me alittle uncomfortable).
It may also be related to the manner in
which the THD+noise varies with frequency (fig.3). Although the distortion
reading at these low power levels is very
low, note the slight rise both at higher frequencies and into lower loads. Isuspect,
however, that this behavior is due to the
amplifier starting to run out of closed-loop
gain-margin at high frequencies. It, too, is
probably benign. Fig.4 shows that even at
high powers into 8ohms, the harmonic
content is primarily third-harmonic with
noise. At high powers into lower impedances (not shown), some higher harmonics appeared.
The No333's output spectrum, driving a low-frequency tone (50Hz) at
.0«..•••

232W into 4 ohms, is shown in fig.5.
The dominant harmonic is the third, at
150Hz, though this is still at avery low
—90dB. At higher powers and into lower
impedances, the
harmonic makes an
appearance. Note that the only AC-supply harmonic evident in this graph is the
120Hz, at alow —98dB. The Levinson
output spectrum driving amix of 19kHz
and 20kHz tones into a 4 ohm load
remained relatively clean until very high
power levels. Even at 30V RMS with this
difficult signal (just below visible clipping), the lkHz difference component
was almost 100dB down, and the 18kHz
and 2IkHz intermodulation products
were almost 80dB down.
Finally, the No.333 outperfonned its
power specification in abig way. As can
be seen from fig.6, it clipped (defined as
1% THD+N) at 400W into 8 ohms
(26dBW) with both channels driven and
awall voltage of 117V. This almost doubled to 700Wpc into 4ohms (25.4dI3W)

fia

npuem •00,

00m

WC

000

0000

00

with both channels driven, and almost
doubled again at 1250W into 2 ohms
(25dBW), one channel driven. Note that
the AC line voltage drooped to 114V for
these last two measurements, implying
that with a"stiff" AC supply (as Madrigal
recommends), the No.333 will pump
out even more watts.

SUMMING UP

While it doesn't have quite the low-frequency solidity of the No20.6 monoblocks that it replaced in my system, the
powerhouse Mark Levinson No.333 has
amore natural-sounding midrange and
grainfree treble, and throws aspacious,
well-defined soundstage. Its lush yet
forceful presentation got the best from all
the speakers Iused it with. This is asolidstate amplifier you needn't apologize for
to your tube-owning friends.
By rights, no amplifier costing as
much as the average Stereophile reader's
entire system could be called abargain.
But at $8495 the Mark Levinson
No333 is significantly less expensive
than the pair of No20.6es it replaced in
my system. More important, it is, overall, the best-sounding amplifier Ihave
yet heard from Madrigal. And that qualifies it as abargain.
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Fig. I Mark Levinson No.333. balanced mode, frequency response at I
W into 8ohms (right
channel dashed. 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Mark Levinson No.333, I
kHz waveform at
I32W into 8ohms (top); distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.2

Mark Levinson No.333, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Mark Levinson No.333, spectrum of 50Hz
sineveave, DC—I kHz, at 232W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
third harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in
level, at —90c18 (0.003%).
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0010

Mark Levinson No.333,THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to bottom at 15kHz):
4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and I
W
into 8ohms (right channel dashed).
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Fig.6

Mark Levinson No.333. distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
I
OW): 8ohms. 4ohms, and 2ohms.

Cali Nick King in London, England
Tel (44) 81 289 1511
Fu: (44) 81 289 1572

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price
The new HRSW12V
will extend the bass
of your stereo or
video system for
that air shaking all
around you effect.

HSU Researcn HRSW ,2V

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:
".. the Hsu has lo be considered an outstanding
bargain."
Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
Vol 1No 2.1995
"Prodigious bass that shakes the walls
"one heck
of athunder buster."
John E Johnson. Jr, Secrets ol Home Theater
and High Fidelity May 1995
"...this woofer achieves acombination of extremely
quick speed and gut massaging bass impact that I
have seldom experienced from any subwoofer."
Peter Mocha. Stereophile Vol 18 No 1. January 1995
has developed an enviable reputation in its few
short years of existence«
Thomas J Norton. Stereophile Guido to Home
Theater Vol 1No 1,1995
'Hsu's HRSW12V is awonderful subwooler . Its good
looking and simple to use, and its performance invites
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price'
Tom Nousaine, Sound & Image. February/March 1995

The quest for music leads to Muse.

Send for lull details on the 12V and the 10V

HSU
eah

Write or .11

HSU RESEARCH

Muse Electronics

14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-404-3848 (Voice/Fax)

PO. Box 2198
Garden Grove, CA 92842-2198
Telephone +714-554-8200

4

Sold factory direct with a30 day trial -money bath
5year manufacturer's detect warranty

,,guarantee

FM +714-554-5643
Email muse_usa@ix.netcom.com

We've been kicked out!
Signal Guard's Resonance Attenuation Platform

That's right and you did it. Thanks to the wonderful response to our first ad (Sept. 96,
Stereophile pg. 150) your orders and reorders have moved us to a newer and larger
facility. Our previous phone numbers are still in service but pease note the new and
permanent numbers listed here.
It brings high quality digital

Our Dealer
Network is
now being
established.
Call to secure
your area. We
refer all inquiries to
Don WIT D16 H3" Wg1
our local dealers. Direct
(Oox support weight 200 lbs
Marketing is temporary and now
only to open areas.
We Totally Support Local High End Audio Retailers
No Mail Order Please.
ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
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sources that much closer to analog."
Donald J. Kenney, HI END Audio
Hopkins MN 612-933-4064

28 lbs

Build Your System On A Sound Foundation

TO ORDER ONLY, CALL TOLL FREE 1-888-ONE-HI FI /663-4434
FOR INFORMATION 8TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 914 562-9535 or fax us at 914-562-7510.
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THREE I
NTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS
Robert Harley reviews the Linn Majik-I, Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated-I,
and Rotel RA-970BX and RQ-970BX
Linn Majik-1: Integrated amplifier with remote control. Inputs: four line, two tape

$1295 (phono input adds $200). Approximate number of dealers: 90. Manufacturer:

loops, power amp in (phono input optional). Outputs: preamp out, parallel pairs of

Sonic Frontiers, Inc., 2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario. Canada L6H 5T4. Tel:

five-way binding posts for bi-wired loudspeaker connection. Power output 33Wpc

(905) 829-3838. Fax (905) 829-3033.

into 8ohms (15.2dBVV), 66Wpc into 4ohms (15.2dBVV) (no test conditions specified). Input impedance: 10k ohms (line), 47k ohms (phono moving-magnet). 150 ohms

Rotel RA-970BX: integrated amplifier. Inputs: four line-level, two tape loops. Power

(phono moving-coil). Headphone amplifier output impedance: <8 ohms. Dimensions:

output 60Wpc RMS into 8ohms (17.8dBVV), 20Hz-20kHz, both channels driven at

1
2.e. W by 3.15" H by 12.8" D.Weight 11 lbs. Serial number of unit tested: 005589.

0.03% THD; 90Wpc RMS into 4 ohms (16.5dBW). Damping factor:

Price: $1095 (phono input adds $100). Approximate number of dealers: 63.

(20Hz-20kHz, 8 ohms). Input impedance: 8k ohms. Input sensitivity: I
60mV.

Manufacturer: Linn Products Limited, Floors Road, Waterfoot, Glasgow G76 OEP,

Signal/Noise ratio: >95db, all inputs, A-weighted. Tone control response: ifidB at

150

Scotland. US distributor: Audiophile Systems. Ltd.. 8709 Castle Park Drive,

100Hz and 10kHz. Input overload: 5V, all inputs. Dimensions: 17.375"W by 3.625" H

Indianapolis, IN 46256.Tel: (317) 849-7103. Fax: (317) 841-4107.

by 13.68" D.Weight 13.6 lbs. Price: $499.90. Serial number of unit tested: 61320347.

Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated- I: All-tube integrated amplifienTube complement

Rotel RQ-970BX: Phono equalizer/preamplifier with selectable gain. Inputs: one

four 12AX7. one I2A17, eight EL84. Inputs: four line, one tape loop, power amplifier

phono. Outputs: one line-level.Voltage gain: 57dB (moving-coil position). 36dB (mov-

in (all unbalanced on RCA jacks); phono input optional. Outputs: preamplifier out

ing-magnet position). Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, t0.2dB. Signal/Noise ratio:

(line level, unbalanced). separate 4ohm and 8ohm loudspeaker terminals on 5-way

70:1B MC, 75dB MM (1HF A-weighted). Input sensitivity/impedance: 210pV/100 ohms

binding posts. Power output: 25Wpc continuous into 4or 8ohms (14dBW/IldBW)

(MC), 2.5mV/47k ohms (MM). Output voltage/impedance: 150mV/ I
00 ohms. Input

with both channels driven from 30Hz to I
5kHz at I% THD. Frequency response:

overload: 16mV (MC), 160mV (MM) at 0.5% THD, I
kHz_ Dimensions: I
7.375" W by

15Hz-100kHz (-3dB) at rated power; 15Hz-150kHz (-3dB) at 1W. Signal/Noise

2.875" H by 7.75" D. Weight 6.8 lbs. Price: $199.90. Serial number of unit tested:

ratio (ref. 25VV): >83dB A-weighted; >72dB unweighted.THD+N: <1%, 30Hz- I
5kHz

61926024.

at rated power; <3%. I8Hz-23kHz at rated power. Input impedance: 750k ohms (line
inputs), 100k ohms (power amplifier inputs). Damping factor: >8 at 8 ohms. >6 at

Common to both: Approximate number of dealers: 125. US distributor: Rotel of

4ohms. Maximum voltage gain: 40dB. Sensitivity: I
60mV for rated power. Dimensions:

America. 54 Concord Street North Reading. MA 01864-2699.Tel: (508) 664-3820.

19"W by 5.25" H by 13" D.VVeight 36 lbs. Serial number of unit tested:100 I
66. Price:

Fax: (508) 664-4109.
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hen the person on the street
hears the term "high-end
audio," they usually think of
fancy, feature-laden systems that cost
more than most houses. The unfortunate phrase evokes images of alavish
lifestyle replete with expansive Manhattan apartments and rolling country
estates.
In reality, "high-end audio" has nothing to do with price, features, or complexity. It simply describes asubset of
music-reproduction components designed to convey the musical experience
in the most realistic way possible - at
any price level. A $500 integrated amplifier designed by sensitive engineers to
sound faithful to the music is certainly
"high end," while a$2000 amplifier designed as acommodity without regard
for how it sounds is not.
Equipment that is more faithful to the
original musical event doesn't just
belong in the homes of the wealthy, but
in the living rooms of average working
people everywhere. The three amplifiers
Ireview this month are all contenders
for this real-life goal.

LINN MAJ
IK-I: FROM $1095

As I removed the Linn Majik-I inSTEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996

tegrated amplifier from its shipping carton, it struck me that this compact, 11lb product serves the same function as
the two-chassis Sonic Frontiers SFL-2
line preamp, apair of Audio Research
VT150 monoblocks, and the four-chassis Vendetta Research SCP-2 phono
preamp (along with abunch of interconnects, AC cords, and extra rack
shelves to hold it all). Those are the products Ireturned to their manufacturers
to focus on reviews of entry-level highend audio for the next six months (see
'Back to Basics"). Not that the Majik-I
hopes to compete with these referencequality products, but it does perform the
same functions in less space, and with
less weight and complexity.
As appealing as integrated amplifiers'
simplicity may be, they have some
drawbacks. Integrated amplifiers are not
only often underpowered, they represent adead end on the upgrade path. If
you buy a system with an integrated
amplifier and don't plan to upgrade, no
problem. But if your integrated is astepping stone until you can afford separates, you're faced with selling the unit
and starting over.
That's why Linn's Majik-I integrated
amplifier is so intriguing. The Majik-I is

not only an integrated amplifier, but an
expandable, changeable building block
that can be transformed into avariety
of configurations to suit your evolving
system.
For example, if you had a Majik-I
driving apair of Linn's 'Ceilidh loudspealcere and wanted more power, you
could add aLinn Aktiv module inside
the Majik-I and aLinn LK100 power
amplifier. The LK100 drives the Keilidh
woofers, and the Majik-I's power amplifiers drive the tweeters. The Aktiv module, aline-level electronic crossover, converts the system into an actively biamped system. Splitting up the frequency band at line level, amplifying those
signals separately, and bypassing the
loudspeakers' passive crossovers is a
huge advantage. The next step up is using two LK100s. Of course, the Majik-I
will also serve as astraight preamplifier
or power amplifier through the conventional preamp-out and poweramp-in jacks with no need for additional modules.
If you do outgrow the Majik-I and replace it with anew system, the Majilc-I
can be converted into the control center
IFavorably reviewed in September '93, Vol.16 No.9.
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for acustom multiroom installation for
background music by adding Linn's
Knekt Line Driver and Local Receiver
modules.
In addition, the Majik-I will accept an
AM/FM tuner card to turn it into a
receiver. And if you have the tuner card
installed and want to use the expansion
port for another purpose, the tuner card
can be installed in aseparate matching
chassis.
The secret to the Majik-I's flexibility
is the rear-panel port that accepts Linn's
"Sneaky" modules. Although this is a
clever way of turning an integrated amplifier into something more, the Sneaky
modules are expensive. For example,
the tuner module costs $1150, more
than the Majik-I itself. To upgrade a
Majik-I and apair of Keilidhs to active
bi-amping runs $1095 for the Aktiv
module set of two, and $1195 for the
LK100 power amplifier. That's a big
jump for the buyer of a $1095 integrated amplifier.
The Majik-I is housed in acompact
chassis that has asolid, weighty feel. The
front-panel controls consist of six small
rectangular buttons grouped beneath
the display, plus aseparate power on/off
button. The display is normally blank,
activated only when using the controls.
Selecting an input causes the display to
show the name of the selected input for
about 20 seconds. Similarly, after avolume change has been made, volume
changes are shown in the display with
numbers 0-60.
The volume control, balance control,
and source switching are all micropro-

Linn Majik-I integrated amplifier

cessor-controlled. The Majik-I has no
mechanical switches or knobs (except
the power on/off switch). The input
selector is apair of pushbuttons that
scroll through the Majik-I's four line
inputs (three line inputs when the optional phono input is installed) and two
tape loops. When switching sources, the
volume quickly ramps down, switches
sources, then ramps up the volume — a
nice touch. A separate Record/Listen
switch lets you send any input to the
tape output jacks. A mono button is

BACK TO BASICS
As explained last month (p.163), my
personal situation has provided the
perfect opportunity to explore
what's possible musically with entrylevel high-end audio. My wife and I
are building ahouse with agroundup, acoustically-designed, dedicated
listening room. While the house is
under construction, we've taken
temporary quarters in asmall home.
My listening room is now an 11' by
15' room with an 8' ceiling —a little
small for Genesis II.5s and Audio
Research VT150 monoblocks!
For the next six or seven issues, I'll
report on real-world components
with an emphasis on high musical
value for the dollar. In addition to
looking for the best of the affordable

STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

products, I'll pass on any set-up techniques I learn along the way.
Reporting on inexpensive tweaks,
room treatments, loudspeaker placement, and other cost-effective upgrades will be ahigh priority.
The goal here is to find the products that make the most music for
the least money —and report my
findings to you. Speaking from personal experience, it's easy for reviewers to become jaded about the cost
of products. When amanufacturer
sends areview sample on loan and it
makes your system sound bette4
great. But when trying to assemble a
musically satisfying system with a
close eye on the products' cost, there
is no such luxury.
-Robert Harley

provided, and the volume control also
functions as a balance adjustment.
When you're changing the balance, the
display .
shows adash indicating which
way the balance is adjusted, along with
anumber between 1and 9. Pushing an
input selector button and avolume button simultaneously turns off the loudspeakers for headphone listening. No
bass or treble controls are included. The
loudspeaker terminals are two pair of
recessed banana jacks for easy bi-wiring.
All of the Majik's front-panel functions are repeated on the supplied remote control. This remote will control a
Mimik CD player, Kudos tuner, and
even the Knekt multiroom system.
(Top-end Linn products such as the
Karik transport, Kremlin tuner, and
Kairn preamp use the same remote.) I
found the remote easy to use, particularly the ability to point it in any
direction and have it work flawlessly. As
aside benefit, the remote just happened
to control the Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1
CD player Iused with the Majik-I.
Inside, the Majik-I uses a toroidal
power transformer considerably larger
than what you'd expect to find in a
33W (8 ohms) integrated amplifier.
Conversely, the Majik-I has less reservoir/filter capacitance (two 10,000g
clectrolytics) than is traditional in
American power amplifiers.
The circuitry is contained on asingle
printed circuit board (except the display)
populated with mostly surface-mount
components. The circuit topology is sim151
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pie, with ashort signal path. Input signals
are selected by solid-state switches, then
amplified with asingle gain stage based
on a National Semiconductor LM837
op-amp. A multiplying DAC receives
volume-control data in digital form from
the microprocessor and sets the LM837's
gain accordingly.
Surprisingly, the output stage features
integrated-circuit power modules, not
discrete transistors. IC output stages are
found in department-store rack systems
and in some mass-market A/V receivers
to power the surround channels. The
Majik-I is the only amplifier with highend aspirations I'm aware of to use IC
output devices instead of transistors.
The outputs aren't transistor pairs in a
single package driven by an external driver stage and separate emitter resistors,
but entire amplification stages.
Linn maintains that, when properly
implemented, the Philips IC output
stages can sound quite good. First, two
IC output stages are run in parallel to
keep them operating well below their
maximum power output. Second, the
ICs are powered by atightly regulated
supply and given alarge heatsink. Third,
the output stage is direct-coupled and
under servo control. In addition, amicroprocessor-controlled protection circuit
monitors the output current and outputdevice temperature. If the output stage is
driven into overload, the microprocessor
momentarily shuts down the power supply, reduces the volume by 1, then restores powet The threshold at which this
occurs is determined by the output-device temperature. It is simply impossible
to overdrive the Majik-I's output stage.
The entire amplifier is direct-coupled, except for asingle DC blocking
capacitor in the preamplifier stage. The
overall topology and power supply are
identical to those used in Linn's !Clout
power amplifier.
The circuit board has lots of jumpers
for reconfiguring the Majik-I. When
used as apreamp, for example, the power-amplifier cittuin-y can be shut down to
reduce heat dissipation and power consumption (and probably better sound). A
jumper in the phono section allows you
to select the gain for moving-magnet or
moving-coil cartridges. Setting the jumper also changes the input impedance and
cartridge loading.
Listening: I enjoyed the Majik-I's
compact design, and the convenience of
the remote control, but Iwas skeptical
about the Majik-I's ability to compete
with the tweaky, all-tube, and more expensive Anthem Integrated-1. After all,
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

the Majik-I has built-in convenience features such as remote control, and uses
op-amps and IC output devices, not discrete transistors.
Just as you can't judge abook by its
cover, you can't tell anything about the
sound quality of an audio component
from looking at its parts or circuit topology. That was readily apparent after
listening to the Majik. The Linn integrated amplifier sounded involving,
engaging, and highly musical. In many
ways, it was more enjoyable than the
Anthem Integrated-1.
The more Ilistened to music through
the Majik-I, the more Iliked it — always a good sign. Although Icould
identify some specific sonic characteristics that Ienjoyed, the Majik-I's real
quality was in its overall ability to express asense of music-making.
Specifically, the Majik-I's presentation was free from glare and edge. The
midrange, in particular, sounded natural
and relaxed. Textures were well portrayed, with an ease and grace that made
it easier to forget Iwas listening to reproduced music. By comparison, the

SYSTEM CONTEXT
Iauditioned the three amplifiers
in my new (and temporary)
smaller listening room with two
pairs of loudspeakers: the Aerial
5 ($1295) and Linn's $795/pair
Tukan, both mounted on the
Aerial stands. Loudspeaker cables
were bi-wired MIT Terminator
2, or abi-wired mn of AudioQuest Midnight/Argent. The
analog source was aheavily modified Well Tempered Turntable
and Lary Pederson-modified
Well Tempered Arm fitted with
an AudioQuest AQ700Onsx cartridge. The 7000's 03mV output
level needed the high gain provided by the Majik-I's MC input
For the Rotel, the AQ700Onsx
drove the Rotel RQ-970BX
phono stage through a1m run of
MIT Terminator 5interconnect
Digital front-end was a Sonic
Frontiers SFCD-1 CD player
feeding the amplifiers through a
1m run of AudioQuest Quartz,
Ruby, or MIT Terminator 2interconnect. The system was plugged into an Audio Power Industries Power Pack II AC line
conditioner.
—Robert Harley

Rotel RA-970BX sounded slightly
harder in the midrange and treble. The
Linn was even more liquid than the
tubed Anthem amplifier. The Majik-I
just had agendeness about it that let me
enjoy the music more.
Similarly, the Linn had the most laidback perspective of the three integrateds. The slight additional space between me and the music was aplus
through both the Aerial 5s and Linn's
Tukan loudspeakers. Iwouldn't call the
Majik-I overly relaxed; instead, I
thought the Rotel and Anthem were a
little on the forward side of reality.
Despite the relaxed rendering, the
Majik-I had an incisive and palpable
soundstage, with tight image focus and
superb rendering of detail. Quiet instruments that tended to get obscured by
louder instruments through the Rotel
were better resolved by the Linn. The
Majik-I's phono stage is a bargain at
$100. You also get the convenience of
having an integral phono stage and one
less pair of interconnects.
Beyond these specific attributes, Ireally enjoyed the Majik-I, particularly with
the Tukans through MIT Terminator 2
bi-wired cable. It was the amplifier I
turned to when listening for pleasure.
Measurements: The Majik-I ran surprisingly cool in both the listening room
and on the test bench. It never got hot
enough to make my hand uncomfortable on the top cover, either during
the '/3-power preconditioning period or
during full-power output into 4 ohm
loads with both channels driven. The
Majik-I is noninverting: A positivegoing pulse at the input produced a
positive-going pulse at the output.
The line input impedance measured a
very low 8.8k ohms at lkfiz, this lower
than the specified 10k ohms. Source
components with a low output impedance (less than 800 ohms) are therefore mandatory for use with the Linn.
The moving-coil phono input impedance measured 145 ohms, right in
line with the 150 ohms specified. Voltage
gain from line-in to speaker-output with
an 8ohm load with the volume control
all the way up was 35dB. The movingcoil input added another 50dB of gain,
implying that it should accommodate
even the lowest output cartridges. When
feeding the AudioQuest AQ7000's
30012V output into the Majik-I, Iset the
volume control at about the same place
as when listening to CDs from a2V-output CD player. Phono input overload
was 6.8mV at 11cHz; this is okay for an
MC cartridge.
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The Majik-I had alow noise level;
through the line input Imeasured asignal/noise ratio of 85dB in the left channel and 84dB in the right, figures that
improved to 93dB and 91dB in the left
and right channels, respectively, when
A-weighted. The phono S/N was also
good: 73dB (left) and 79dB (right), Aweighted.
Output impedance measured 0.34
ohms through most of the band, rising
slightly to 036 ohms at 20kHz. This is
a fairly high output impedance for a
solid-state amplifier. The effect of this
moderate output impedance can be
seen in fig.1, the Majik-I's frequency response at 1W into a resistive 8-ohm
load, 2W into aresistive 4-ohm load,
and at 2W into areactive load designed
to simulate aloudspeaker's impedance
and phase angle (the latter shifted down
in level for clarity).2The top two pairs of
curves are identical, but into the reactive
load the Majik-I's frequency response
varies by nearly adB over the audioband, although the variation is confined
to about 0.5dB from 30Hz to 10kHz.
The Majik-I's tonal balance will vary
slightly depending on the loudspeaker
it's driving, but not as much as with a
tube amplifier (see the Anthem's frequency response into this load later in
this review).
Fig2 shows the Majik-I's small-signal
2See JA's "Real-Life Measurements" in Vo1.18 No.8,
p.168.
SY**
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10kHz squarewave response into 8
ohms. The waveshape is excellent, with
aslight rounding of the leading edges
associated with the ultrasonic rolloff.
RIAA accuracy (fig3) was excellent, although we can see what appears to be
the IEC-recommended rolloff in the
bass to prevent record warp from taxing
the power amplifier and your woofers.
Channel separation (fig.4) measured an
okay 63dB at lIcHz, and was better than
48dB at any audio frequency.
The THD+noise plots in fig.5 show
amoderate distortion level of less than
0.1% across the band when the Majik-I
was driving 1W into 8ohms and 2W
into 4ohms. Into a2-ohm load, the distortion rose to more than 0.1% in the
top octave. But through the midband
into anormal load, the Majik-I's distortion was low at less than 0.015%. Looking at the Majik-I's distortion waveform
with the fundamental removed (fig.6)
showed that its distortion was primarily
second-harmonic, though the presence
01001010. 10011.104101070,07"

0/011.0•1

• 67000.01071

Fn0000
0000

of higher harmonics is indicated by the
small, regularly spaced steps in the
THD waveform (lower trace).
Fig.7 shows the Majik-I's harmonic
distortion spectrum when driving 40W
(two-thirds rated power) into a4-ohm
resistive load. Although the second harmonic is the highest in level, it is still
below -80dB, which is excellent performance. However, note the presence
of power-supply components (at 60Hz,
120Hz, and 180Hz) in this spectrum.
However, the Majik-I's interrnodulation
distortion spectrum (fig.8) was clean
and free from artifacts. The 1
kHz difference component rises to the -80dB
level, but the rest of the spectrum is
clean.
Finally, the variation in the Majik-I's
THD+Noise percentage with output
power at lkHz with one channel driven

2
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Fig.6 Linn Majik-1, I
kHz waveform at 2W into
4ohms (top); distortion and noise waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
Fig.3

Linn Majik-1, phono input RIAA error ohms
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.1

Linn Majik-1. frequency response at (from
top to bottom at I
kHz): I
W into 8ohms,
2W into 4ohms, and 2.83V into simulated
speaker load (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4

Linn Majik-1. crosstalk (from top to bottom
at 10kHz): L-R. R-L (10dB/vertical div.).

Linn Majik-1, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-I kHz, at 40W into 4ohms (linear frequency scale). Note the presence of power
supply components, and that the second
harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in level.
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Linn Majik-I. small-signal 10kHz squarewave
into 4ohms.
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Fig.S

Linn Majik-1,THD+noise (%) vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at I
kHz): 4W into
2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and I
W into
8ohms (right channel dashed).

Fig.8
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Linn Majik-I, HF intermodulation spectrum.
DC-22kHz. 19+20kHz at 40W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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the ability to deliver current into low
impedances, and can increase its power
output to 100Wpc into 2ohms. Inever
wanted for power in my small room
driving either the Aerial 5s or the Linn
Tukans.
The Linn Majik-I earns an enthusiastic recommendation for its ease of
use, convenience, expandability, and
most of all, its engaging musicality.
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Fig.9

Linn Majik-I, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at IOW):
8 ohms, 4 ohms. and 2 ohms.

SONIC FRONTIERS ANTHEM
I
NTEGRATED-I: $1295-$1495

on RCA jacks, along with atape loop
and preamp-in and power-amp-out
jacks. The latter two connections allow
the Integrated-1 to function as either a
preamplifier or apower amplifier. If you
owned an Integrated-1 and wanted more
power, the unit could serve as a preamplifier to drive a separate power
amplifier.
Also provided are 4and 8ohm transformer taps on gold-plated five-way
binding posts in order to get the best
impedance match with your loudspeaker load. The Integrated-1's loudspeaker terminals look dangerously
similar in layout to the "A" and "B"
loudspeaker terminals of mass-market
receivers. Beginning audiophiles are
cautioned not to connect the 4 and 8
ohm taps to loudspeakers simultaneously. An IEC AC-line cord jack finishes off the rear panel.
An all-tube phono board is available
and uses two tubes. It replaces one of
the line inputs, and, whether you order
the Integrated-1 with the phono board
or add it on later, this adds $200 to the
price. The board provides a specified
41dB of gain (in addition to the line
stage's gain of 12dB) —enough for
moving-magnet and high-output moving-coil cartridges, but on the low side
for MCs in the 3001/V low-output
range. When driven by the 30011V-output AudioQuest AQ700Onsx and connected to the moderate-sensitivity
Aerial 5 speakers, the Integrated-1
would play records at amoderate volume, but Iwanted just a little more
gain. Most Integrated-1 users will have
higher-output cartridges than the
AQ7000 —something Sonic Frontiers
counted on when setting the gain midway between MC and MM levels. I
liked the solution to the phono-gain
question Sonic Frontiers used in their

Anthem is the name of anew line of alltube audio products from Sonic FronkHz
tiers. According to the Canadian manBoth Channels
One Channel
ufacturer, the Anthem mandate is fourLoad
Driven (dBVV)
Driven
fold: 1) acomprehensive product line
ohms
Left
Right
including apreamplifier, power amp, in8 33W (15.2dBW) 34W (I5.3dBW) 35W (15.4dBW)
tegrated amp, and CD player, 2) all4 60VV(14124BVV) 60W (14.8d8W) 6IVV(14.8dBW)
tube circuitry; 3) distinctive styling, in2
100W (14dBW)
cluding ablack or silver solid-aluminum
AC Line voltage: 119V all conditions
extruded faceplate; and 4) aUS retail
price of less than $1500 per product. In
short, Anthem is Sonic Frontiers' line of
is shown in fig.9. The amplifier had an
excellent ability to continue delivering entry-level products for the tube-loving
current as the load impedance dropped,
audiophile on abudget. Isuspect that by
suggesting that the Majik-I will drive
making tubed products available to firstlow-impedance loudspeakers without a time high-end audio buyers, Sonic
Frontiers hopes to hook them on tube
problem. The Majik-I put out 100W
into 2 ohms. Moreover, the amplifier
sound for life.
The $1295 Integrated-1 is handsome,
didn't blow the power supply or output
rail fuses during full-power testing into
large, and solidly built. The unit's size
low impedances. The actual clipping and weight are afar cry from the typical
small chassis and lightweight feel of
powers, defined as 1% THD+N, are
listed in Table 1.
most integrated amplifiers. Operation is
simple, with three front-panel rotary
In short, the Majik-I's bench performance was excellent. The amplifier
knobs for volume, balance, and input
selection. No bass or treble controls are
was quiet, had low distortion, and could
significantly increase its output power provided, nor is a headphone jack.
Three pushbuttons turn the unit on or
into 4and 2ohm loads. Although the
Majik-I didn't look as good on paper as
off, mute the output signal, and put any
device connected to the tape loop in the
the Rotel RA-970BX, it still had good
technical specifications.
signal path. An LED illuminates when
the unit is powered.
Four line-level inputs are provided
Conclusion: Despite my initial skepticism, the Linn Majik-I integrated
amplifier proved to sound highly musical. The Majik-I excels in several areas:
reproducing natural timbres, throwing
an incisive yet relaxed soundstage, and
most of all conveying the music's life
and energy. In fact,
surprised at how
good asound Iwas able to achieve with
the $1095 Majik-I and apair of $800
Linn Tukan loudspeakers.
For perspective, the Majik-I doesn't
have the Anthem Integrated- l's lack of
grain, or the tubed unit's expansive
soundstage and wonderful bloom. I
just
found myself enjoying music more
through the Majik-I than through the
other two integrated amplifiers under
audition. And don't be put off by the
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated- Iintegrated
33Wpc power rating — the Majik-I has
Table I Linn Majik I
Clipping 1%THD+N at
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"High-End
now comes
with anew
price tag."
$2450 /pr
1,1

The new Classic is deeper, faster
and cleaner than ever.
Nearly 200 inches of piston,
driven
- by 28 pounds of
motor structure.
Low mass ribbon tw
imported KEVLAR H
midranges crossed o
proprietary configura
Impeccable build quality back
by the ten year warranty that'
become aLegacy tradition.
...At aprice that will make the
other guys cringe.
For your
LEGACY

Au

1997 Reference
call

1-800-283

3021 SANGAMON AVE., SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702

FAX (217) 744-7269

The Classic is shown in black satin oak. Also availabe in rosewood, walnut, medium oak and ribbon mahogany.

A-weighted filter, the S/N increased to
80dI3 in each channel This large an
A-weighted S/N ratio indicates that the
Integrated-l's noise is primarily low in
frequency. (An A-weighted filter has a
20dB rolloff at 100Hz and a50dB rolloff at 20Hz. This will attenuate powersupply noise in the audio circuits.
Weighting filters are designed to approximate the audibility of the noise by
mimicking the ear's reduced sensitivity
at high and low frequencies.) The
phono stage's S/N ratio measured 56dB
(left channel) and 64dB (right), improving to 71dB (left) and 73dB (right)
when A-weighted.
As expected from the tubed design
and from the softish bass heard in the
auditioning, the Integrated-1 had
a rather high output impedance.
Measured at the 8ohm tap, the amplifier had asource impedance of 0.6 ohms
up to lkHz, rising to 1.5 ohms at 20kHz.
From the 4 ohm tap, the output impedance was 0.86 ohms up to 1
kHz, rising only slightly to 1.1 ohms at 20kHz.
This high output impedance will create
interactions with the load and affect the
amplifier's frequency response.
Fig.10 is the Integrated-l's frequency
response at 1W into 8ohms, 2W into
4ohms, and 2W into asimulated loudspeaker load. The 8ohm measurements
were made from the 8ohm tap, and the
Sme.0. Anem

1.1 0..

«MO

4- and 2 ohm measurements from the
4ohm transformer tap (in fig.10 and all
subsequent measurements unless spedfied otherwise). We can see the effect
of the Integrated-l's high output impedance on its frequency response, particularly with the simulated load: The
treble is shelved-down, the midrange
elevated. This may have contributed to
my impression that the Integrated-1
was a little forward in the mida and
smooth in the treble. The Anthem's
reproduction of a 10kHz squarewave
(fig.11) shows the rounded leading
edges due to the ultrasonic bandwidth,
but is free from signs of instability.
The Anthem's phono-stage RIAA accuracy (fig.12) was good, but with steep
rolloËs at the edges of the auloband.
The bass rolloff will protect your system
from low-frequency record warp and
some turntable noise.
Fig.13 shows the Integrated-1's channel separation. The crosstalk is reasonably low in both directions, but we
can see afair amount of 120Hz powersupply noise in the audio output —a
phenomenon suggested earlier in the
noise measurements with and without a
weighting filter.
Fig.14 is the Integrated- l's THD+N
I'S frequency plots at 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4ohms, and 4W into 2ohms.
The overall distortion is fairly high at
low frequencies when driving 2ohms,
but is less than 0.1% through most of
the band into 8ohms or 4ohms. Most
users won't choose aloudspeaker with
111.001.

impedance dips to 2 ohms for the
Integrated-1.
The nature of that distortion is predominantly third-harmonic, as shown
by fig.15 (lower trace), though this is
obscured by the noise in this plot. The
Integrated-l's output spectrum when
amplifying a 50Hz sinewave at 17W
into 4ohms is shown in fig.16. The second and third harmonics are the highest
in level (reaching the -60dB horizontal
division), as is typical for atubed amplifier. When reproducing acombination
of 19kHz and 20kHz at 17W into 4
ohms, the Integrated-1 produced the
intennodulation distortion spectrum of
fig.17. This is arather high number of
•n_*_
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Fig. I
4Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated-I,
THD+noise (%) vs frequency at (from top
to bottom at IkHz): 4W into 2ohms from
4-ohm tap, 2W into 4ohms from 4-ohm
tap, and I
W into 8ohms from 8-ohm tap
(right channel dashed).
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Fig.I 0Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated-I,
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at I
kHz): I
W into 8ohms from
8-ohm tap, 2W into 4ohms from 4-ohm
tap, and from 4ohm-tap into simulated
speaker load (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig. I
5Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated-I,
4-ohm tap, IkHz waveform at DA/ into
4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig. I
2Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated. I.
phono input RIAA error (right channel
dashed. 0.5c1B/vertical div.).
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Fig.1 ISonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated- I,
small-signal I
OkHz squarewave into
8ohms.
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Fig. I
3Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated-1,
crosstalk (from top to bottom at 10kHz):
L—R, R—L (I
OdB/vertical div.).
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Fig. I
6Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated- I
4-ohm tap, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave.
DC—I kHz, at I7W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note the presence of
power-supply components and that the
second harmonic at 100Hz is the highest
in level, at —58dB (just over 0.1%).
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Fig. I
7Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated- I.
4-ohm tap. HF intermodulation spectrum.
DC-22kHz. 19+20kHz at I
7W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig. I
8Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated- I
.
8ohm tap, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at 1W):
8ohms. 8ohm tap; 4ohms, 4ohm tap;
and 2ohms. 4ohm tap.

Table 2

Load
ohms

Sonic Frontiers Anthem
Integrated-I

Both Channels
Driven (dB' IV)
Left
Right

One Channel
Driven

43W (1 6. 3dBVV) 42W (16.2dBW) 43W (163dI3W)
39W (12.9dBVV) 39W (119dBW) 42W (13.2dBW)
30W (8 8:113VV)

artifacts compared to the Linn and Rotel
amplifiers.
Fig.18 shows how the Integrated-l's
THD+Noise varies with output power
into 8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2 ohms at
1
kHz with one channel driven. The
clipping points (Table 2) are greater
than 40W into 8 ohms and 4 ohms,
suggesting that the Integrated- l's
25Wpc rating is conservative.
Conclusion: "The Anthem Integrated1is amixed bag musically. It clearly excels in soundstaging, throwing a spacious, three-dimensional presentation
infused with air and bloom. It also has a
sweet treble devoid of solid-state grain.
But the price paid for this is softish bass
and reduced sense of rhythm and pace
compared to the solid-state Rotel and Linn integrated amplifiers. And although
the Integrated-1 has anatural treble rendering, it does tend to make midrange
textures sound alittle hard and edgy.
STEREOPH ILE, D ECEMBER 1996

Ihave afew other caveats. First, the
Integrated-1 puts out a lot of heat.
Second, the phono gain isn't selectable,
as it is on the Majik-I. Third, it lacks the
Linn's operational refinements such as
remote control, headphone output, and
volume ramp up and down when
switching sources.
But when you hear the Integrated-1's
wonderful soundstaging, you may be
tempted to look beyond these shortcomings. The Anthem Integrated-1
brings some of the best qualities of tubed
electronics to apopular price level.

you tape from one source while listening to another. Bass and treble controls
are provided, along with atone defeat
switch to get them out of the signal
path. A headphone jack finishes off the
front panel.
Removing the top cover revealed a
surprisingly large power supply and
output stage for a$500 amplifier. The
power transformer is a large toroidal
type designed and custom-made by Rotel. The filter capacitors (two 10,000p$
electrolytics of "slit-foil" design) arc custom-made in the UK for Rotel.
The preamplifier stage is based on a
ROTEL RA-970BX: $499.90
Burr-Brown OPA 2604, ahigh-quality
RQ-970BX PHONO STAGE:
op-amp. The power-amplifier driver
$199.90
stage looks like adiscrete design. The
The Rotel RA-970BX integrated amoutput stage consists of two pairs per
plifier reviewed here is a perfect exchannel of 120W output transistors boltample of Rotel's cost-effective approach
ed to alarge extruded heatsink. (Many
to high-end audio. This British/Far Eastmass-market products use thin, bent aluern company combines conscientious
minum strips for heatsinking, not the
design with high-volume mass-manmore expensive extruded type you see
ufacturing techniques to create good- on big power amplifiers.) Sensors monisounding products that cost no more
tor the output devices' temperature to
than the mid-fi dreck you find at your prevent the amplifier from being overlocal home-appliance store. The $500
driven. Judging from the rather warm
integrated amplifier uses high-quality chassis temperature at idle, Isuspect
parts and design, but is priced low
Rotel runs afair amount of quiescent
enough to fit into virtually any entrycurrent through the output devices.
level budget.
The parts quality inside the RADespite the RA-970BX's low price,
970BX was far beyond what Iwas
the Rotel integrated amplifier offers
expecting for a$500 amplifier. The RA60Wpc (into 8 ohms, full bandwidth,
970BX uses many Vishay metal-film re0.03% THD) and is specified as driving sistors, some of them the ultra-expen90Wpc into a4olun load. While the
sive spun-film type. Some electrolytic
RA-970BX is the most powerful of the
capacitors are Black Gate brand; other
three integrated amplifiers reviewed
capacitors are polystyrene types.
here, it costs less than half the price of
The RA-970BX is made in Taiwan to
the others.
Rotel's specifications, and with many of
The RA-970BX's front panel is domRotel's custom parts. The unit's build
inated by alarge volume control in the
quality is excellent for the price, but you
center. The RA-970BX has four line
can see where Rotel made tradeoffs.
inputs and two tape loops —plenty of The bottom panel, for example, is plasfacilities for nearly all systems. The line
tic, and only two of the line-input RCA
inputs marked "CD" and "Tuner" use jacks are gold-plated. And unlike the
gold-plated RCA jacks; the others are
Majik-I and Anthem Integrated-1, the
nickel-plated. If you want to play
RA-970BX lacks the ability to be used
records, you need Rotel's matching as a preamplifier or power amplifier.
$199 RQ-970BX phono preamplifier. But the tradeoffs appear to be made in
Separate source-selection switches let order to make the best-sounding unit

Rotel RQ-970BX phono preamplifier
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and well-defined. The RA-970BX had a
leaner midbass than the Anthem, but
deeper bottom-end extension. You'd
expect a60Wpc solid-state amp to have
amore controlled bass than a25Wpc
tubed amplifier, but the difference was
greater than I'd expected. The Majik-I's
bass went alittle deeper than the Rotel's, and had more bounce to it. The
Linn had greater pace and drive, with
more rhythmic urgency and propulsive
energy. Ipreferred, however, the RA970BX's bass to that of the Integrated- L
Rotel RA-970BX integrated amplifier
Although the RA-970BX's soundstage
was large and well-defined for abudget
possible for the price. It's agood sign
adifficult sonic character to overlook,
product, it didn't have the depth, air, and
when externally visible features are cut and areal impediment to enjoying mubloom of the tubed Anthem. The Majik(gold plating on all the RCA jacks, for
sic through the product.3
Ialso had amore expansive soundstage,
example) and the money is put into sonSurprisingly, the RA-970BX had a with more depth and air. The Rotel had
ically important parts the customer can't relatively smooth and refined treble
good width but less front-to-rear depth,
see. Isee all too many mass-market
that set the stage for an involving musiand reduced bloom around instrumental
receivers that cut quality everywhere to
cal experience. The Rotel lacked the
outlines. The acoustic guitar on Mighty
increase the profit margin, with no reaggressive and hard top-end that is
Sam McClain's "Lonesome Road," for
gard for musicality.
often the dominant characteristic of example, was drier-sounding through
budget products. Iwouldn't call the
the Rotel, and was surrounded by less air
RQ-970BX phono stage: The RQRA-970BX laid-back, liquid, and easyand space.
970BX is the matching phono stage to
going, but the tonal balance and treble
Finally, the RA-970BX had good
the RA-970BX integrated amplifier.
quality were good for a$500 integrated
dynamics, something I noticed as a
The $199 unit is housed in aslim chasamplifier. The Rotel struck agood bal- powerful snap on snare drum. The Rosis with only an on/off front-panel
ance between detail resolution and
tel also went loud gracefully rather than
switch. The rear panel holds apair of smoothness, but with a tendency
getting hard and flat when pushed. In
gold-plated RCA input jacks, gold-plattoward sounding lively in comparison
fact, it was the most powerful-sounding
ed RCA output jacks, and aswitch to
with the Linn Majik-I and Anthem
of the three amplifiers auditioned.
select the gain for moving-magnet or
Integrated-1. This liveliness was heard
The RA-97011X was apleasant surmoving-coil cartridges. The movingto a greater extent when playing prise, and areal find in budget high-end
magnet position provides 36dB of gain,
records through the RQ-970BX phono
audio.
the moving-coil position 57dB.
stage, which sounded brighter than the
The simple circuit is contained on a other amplifiers' phono stages. The
RA-970BX Measurements: The RAsingle printed circuit board. A large
RQ-970BX was, however, dynamic,
970BX ran hot at idle, and even hotter
power supply feeds asmall amount of punchy, and very quiet.
under load (but not nearly as hot as the
audio circuitry — as it should be. HighThe Rotel's overall perspective was a Anthem). The RA-970BX's line input
quality capacitors abound, most of them
little more forward than the Majik-I's,
impedance measured 35k ohms, amodby Black Gate or Nichicon. Gain is probut not to the point of being pushy. This
erate value. The amplifier's overall voltvided by an AD744 op-amp. The RIAA
is a good thing, and something you
age gain from the line input into 8ohms
network resistors are all metal-film
rarely hear in budget products. A lack of was 43dB. The A-weighted S/N ratio
types, and the capacitors arc polyaggressiveness tends to draw you into
measured an excellent 96dB (left chanstyrene.
the music rather than keep you at arm's
nel) and 97dB (right).
length. The Linn Majik-I was more
The RA-970BX had avery low outListening: Iwent into the auditioning subtle, with aslightly more distant per- put impedance of 0.06 ohms across the
thinking I'd have to cut the Rotel some
spective.
band, rising to 0.08 ohms at 20kHz.
slack, considering that it costs less than
Iwas also impressed by the RAUnlike the Linn and Anthem amhalf the price of the two other inte970BX's bass. The amplifier really took plifiers, which had asignificantly higher
grated amplifiers in the survey. But the
control of the Aerial 5s' woofers, prooutput impedance, the Rotel's tonal balRA-970BX proved itself more than
viding asolid foundation for the music.
ance shouldn't be affected by the loudworthy of inclusion with these more exIn fact, the RA-970BX's bottom end
speaker it is driving. The low output
pensive products.
sounded deeper, tighter, and better deimpedance probably accounted for my
In my view, the primary fault of inexfined than that of the Anthem
impression of the Rotel's bass tautness,
pensive solid-state amplifiers is their
Integrated-L Roscoe Beck's bass playing control, and punch. This impedance,
synthetic treble hardness. You've proon Robben Ford's Robben Ford and the coupled with the amplifier's generous
bably heard what Imean: cymbals that Blue Line (Stretch STD 1102) was taut power output, suggest that the RAsound like spray cans, screechy violins,
970BX is agood candidate for awide
and spitty sibilants. These artifacts of 3 I've heard more than my share of these products
range of loudspeakers. You won't need
low-priced solid-state electronics are
from reviewing lots of mass-market A/V receivers for
to take as much care in selecting aloudthe Stenvphde Guide to Home nedier. There is, however,
exacerbated by putting an inexpensive
speaker for the Rotel.
quite awide range of sound quality between brands of
CD player at the front of the chain. It's
A/V receivers.
The effect of the RA-970's low out-
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put impedance can be seen in fig.19, the
unit's frequency response at 1W into
8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 2W into
the simulated loudspeaker load (shifted
down on the graph for clarity). The
Rotel's response is flatter than the Linn's
and Anthem's into the resistive loads,
but also into the reactive load; showing
that its response is hardly affected by the
load's reactance. The Rotel's reproduction of a10kHz squarewave at 1W
into 8ohms is shown in fig20 and is
effectively perfect.
Fig21 is the RA-970BX's channel separation, which measured 12dB better
in the right channel than in the left. The
crosstalk increases at the typical 6dB/
octave, due to capacitive coupling between the channels.
The RA-970BX's THD+N vs frequency plots are shown in fig22 at 1W
into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 4W
0000000.

0000 00

100.

,

into 2ohms. The distortion is low across
the band atjust under 0.03% into 8ohm
and 4 ohm loads. Moreover, the distortion level is consistent with frequency. Looking at the RA-970BX's
distortion waveform with the amdamental notched out (fig23) showed
that the Rotel's distortion tended to be
spread out across the spectrum rather
than concentrated on the subjectively
benign second or third harmonics,
though the actual distortion is buried in
the noise.
This was confirmed by fig24, the
RA-970BX's harmonic distortion spectrum when reproducing a50Hz sinewave at two-thirds rated power into
4 ohms (60W). The distortion is extremely low, with only afew distortion
products rising above the -100dB hori1.4.1111. S.106.1181111111.01.4.
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zontal division. The third and fifth harmonic dominate, in contrast with the
Linn and Anthem amplifiers, whose second- and third-harmonic products
were highest in level.
The RA-970BX's low distortion is also apparent on the intermodulation distortion plot of fig25. This is an FFTderived frequency analysis of the RA970BX's output when reproducing an
equal mix of 19kHz and 20kHz at twothirds rated power into 4ohms (60W).
The spectrum is free from intermodulation products - excellent performance.
The RA-970BX was also apowerhouse compared to the Linn and Anthem, putting out more than 100W into
8ohms at 1
IcHz with one channel driven at 1% THD (Table 3). The Rotel
could also increase its output power as
the impedance dropped, seen in the
THD+N vs output power plots of
fig26 (though the fuse blew into
4ohms with both channels driven continuously). If you call the maximum
output power the "knee" in the curve
where clipping obviously occurs, rather
31•0 001.4
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01.
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Fig. I
9Rotel RA-970BX, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 'kHz): I
W into
8ohms. 2W into 4ohms, and 2.83V into
simulated speaker load (right channel
dashed. 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.22 Rotel RA-970BX,THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
20kHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W into
4ohms, and I
W into 8ohms (right
channel dashed).
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Fig.25 Rotel RA-970BX, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz. 19+20kHz at 60W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.20 Rotel RA-970BX, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.

Fig.23 Rotel RA-970BX, IkHz waveform at 4W
into 2ohms (top): distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.26 Rotel RA-970I3X, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at 1W): 8
ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.

Table 3

.0

Load
ohms

Fig.2 IRotel RA-970BX. crosstalk (from top to
bottom at I
OkHz): L-R. R-L (10dB/
vertical div.).
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Fig.24 Rotel RA-970BX, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 60W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
third, fifth, and ninth harmonics are the
highest in level.

Rotel RA-9708X
Clipping 1%THD+N at IkHz
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven (dBVV)
Driven
Left
Right

8 89W (19.5d8VV) 88W (19.4cIBVV) 107W (20.3d13W)
4 Power-supply fuse blew at I
20VVpc I
76W (19.5c1BVV)
2

227VV (17.6dBVV)

AC line voltage I
19V at 8ohms. I
I
8V at 4and 2ohms.
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than Stereophiles standard 1% TH D, the
RA-970BX still produced 70W into
8ohms.
Iwas impressed by the RA-970BX's
bench performance. It had virtually textbook measurements, with low output
impedance, low noise, low distortion,
and good ability to deliver current into
low impedances. The Rotel was the
best-measuring amplifier in this survey,
and will work well with awide range of
loudspeakers.
RQ-970BX measurements: The RQ970BX phono stage had an input
impedance of 125 ohms in the movingcoil position and 52k ohms in the moving-magnet position. The outboard RQInon000 01001100}0n0.
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Fig.27 Rotel RQ -970BX ,RIAA error (right channel dashed, 0.5d B/vertical div.).

970BX's gain was 53dB in the movingcoil position and 36dB with the movingmagnet input selected. The A-weighted
S/N ratio was ahigh 78d13 (left) and
79dB (right) from the MM input. The
MC input had aS/N ratio of 71d13 (left)
and 70dB (right). These are good noise
figures for aphono stage, and the gain
and input impedances are also well considered. Input overload at 1kHz was a
high 185mV (MM) and 25.7mV (MC),
agenerous headroom margin.
Fig27 is the RQ-970BX's RIAA accuracy, which is essentially flat through
the audioband. In fact, this is one of the
flattest RIAA responses I've seen in any
phono preamplifier. The phono stage
doesn't roll off the frequency extremes
the way the Linn and Anthem do, but
this could result in low-frequency noise
getting through your system. The RQ970BX has no selectable low-cut/highpass filter.
As with the Rotel integrated amplifier, the RQ-970BX phono stage had
excellent technical performance, particularly for such an inexpensive product.
Conclusion: The Rotel RA-970BX is
the perfect starting point for music
lovers on abudget. The amplifier had

plenty of power, a relatively smooth
tonal balance, good dynamics, and a
solid bass presentation. Iwas surprised
at how much musical performance the
RA-970BX provided for its modest
price. In addition to its good sonics, the
RA-970BX's high power output makes
it an excellent choice for power-hungry
loudspeakers.
Compared with the more expensive
Linn Majik-I and Anthem Integrated-1,
the Rotel is not quite as smooth, and its
soundstage is less expansive. This was
true with aCD source through the line
inputs, and even more so when playing
LPs. The RQ-970BX phono stage
sounds a tad bright compared to the
phono stages in the Linn and Anthem.
However, the RA-970BX is a real
bargain. With products like the RA970BX available, there's absolutely no
reason for anyone to buy mass-market
junk. Even if your system is more ambitious than one that would include the
RA-970BX, keep this little Rotel in
mind next time your family or friends
need ahi-fi — you can save them from
buying an inferior rack system at an
appliance store. The Rotel RA-970BX
proves you can get true high-end sound
for the same price as mid-fi.
S
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FYOUR AUDIO SYSTEM INCLUDES NAMES LIKE P
ASS L
ABS, THETA,
WILSON AUDIO, OR B&W,YOU KNOW WHAT GREAT SOUND IS ALL
ABOUT. BUT IF YOUR SYSTEM DOESN'T INCLUDE MIT INTERFACES FROM
AMERICAN AUDIO, YOU'RE NOT GETTING ALL THE SOUND QUALITY THAT
YOUR COMPONENTS CAN DELIVER.
WHY? BECAUSE THE LOW EFFICIENCY AND POOR ENERGY TRANSFER

EQUIPMENT
LIKE THIS...

OF ORDINARY CABLES, EVEN EXPENSIVE "HIGH-END" TYPES, DISTORT
CRITICAL TIME AND FREQUENCY RELATIONSHIPS IN MUSICAL SIGNALS,
PREVENT ACCURATE IMAGING AND INCREASE SYSTEM NOISE LEVELS.
MIT's MI -350 AND MH -770 CVTERmINATOR TWIN I
NTERFACES
UNSHACKLE YOUR SYSTEM, FREEING YOUR OTHER COMPONENTS TO
DELIVER THEIR HIGHEST PERFORMANCE. MIT's EXCLUSIVE

cvr

COUPLER,

I
NPUT TERMINATOR AND OUTPUT TERMINATOR TECHNOLOGIES EFFORTLESSLY AND EFFICIENTLY TRANSPORT NOISE-FREE, IN-PHASE MUSICAL
ENERGY FROM COMPONENT TO COMPONENT. THE RESULT IS PIN-POINT
IMAGING AND ALARGE, LIFE-LIKE SOUNDSTAGE, TOGETHER WITH
POWERFUL, ACCURATE BASS, CRYSTAL-CLEAR MIDRANGE, AND SWEET,
NATURAL HIGHS.
You AND YOUR COMPONENTS DESERVE COMPONENT INTERCONNECTS
AND SPEAKER INTERFACES DESIGNED FOR REFERENCE-QUALITY SOUND
SYSTEMS. ACHIEVE SONIC PERFECTION WITH THE
MI -350 & MH -770 CVTERmINATOR T
WIN
I
NTERFACES FROM MIT AND AMERICAN AUDIO.

...DESERVES AN INTERFACE
LIKE THIS.

.
.
•„ , ),

.

American Audio Presents The MI-350
& The MH-770 CVTerminator Twin

PASS LABS

AMEPICAA/ AUDIO
1-864-288-4293
101 Verdae Boulevard, Suite 800
Greenville, SC 29607
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W ILSON BENESCH CARBON MOVING-COIL
PHONO CARTRIDGE
Michael Fremer
Low-output moving-coil crtridge, woven carbon-fiber body, woven carbon-

load: 10-47k ohms. SFtA &VTA: 20°. Serial number of unit reviewed: 5049.

fiber shell, solid boron cantilever, 7.6pm/1 7.7pm diamond stylus, pure sap-

Price: $2800. Approximate number of dealers: 11. Manufacturer: Wilson

phire coil former, copper coil. Coil impedance: 25 ohms. Recommended sty-

Benesch, Sheffield, England. US distributor: Pro Audio Ltd., il lSouth Drive,

lus pressure 1.8-2.0 grams.Weight 8grams. Frequency range: 10Hz-50kHz.

Barrington, IL 60010.Tel: (847) 526-1660. Fax: (847) 526-1669.

Output 580pV. Channel balance: 0.5dB or better. Recommended resistive

D

oyou feel lucky, analog punk?
Well, do ya? Think you can
handle a long-limbed cartridge not equipped with astylus guard?
Do ya? How about one that costs acool
$2800? Still think you can? Or would it
make your hands shake, your fingers
sweat, your mouth feel like cotton
candy? Better ask yourself that question,
punk, and you'd better answer it —before you take home the Carbon, or any
other unprotected cartridge.
It's easy for areviewer to ignore a
naked cantilever and simply blather on
about sound. After all, reviewers don't
pay to play with cartridges. On the contrary: We get paid to do it. If we lunch
one, it goes back with an apology. Yours
goes back with ahefty check.
'The Wilson Benesch Carbon isn't
the only cartridge manufactured sans
stylus guard, but it's the first one I've
encountered, and its vulnerability certainly didn't make setup pleasant. Nor
did the diabolical if classy packaging: it
looks neat, but getting the unprotected
cartridge out can be tricky. First you
have to undo the bottom bolts to free
the plastic base and attached cartridge
from athick wooden wedge. Then you
have to c-a-r-e-fli-1-/-y squeeze the cartridge between two fingers while
unscrewing the two retaining screws.
The Carbon's slippery, tapered carbon-fiber body doesn't exactly invite a
firm grip. Getting the first screw out
isn't too hard, but when you loosen the
other one, the plastic mount starts to
rotate around it. Careful now!
Once you've gotten the cartridge free
of the mounting paraphernalia, the real
fun begins: One slip and you're dead
meat. How many times have Isaid to
myself, "Thank God Ihad the stylus
guard on?" If your dealer does the
mounting, you're off the hook; but if
you're aligning it yourself, watch it:
Move slowly, and work out the logistics
beftre you attempt to secure the cartridge to your tonearm.
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996

ance problems for wedge-shaped anus
like the Wilson Benesch and, Iassume,
the SME V and Kuzma Reference.
The Swiss-built Benz motor includes
asolid boron cantilever tipped with a
nude elliptical diamond stylus. 'The coil
former, fabricated from sapphire, is
wound with copper wire. While the
Carbon is a low-output moving-coil
cartridge, its 5801/V rated output is on
the high side of low, which means it
cranks out more than twice the voltage
of many other low-output moving-coils.
Despite its lightweight, high-tech,
carbon-fiber body and outer shell, the
Wilson Benesch Carbon moving-coil
Carbon weighs in at 8 grams —about
phono cartridge
average for its class. (The Transfiguration Temper weighs 7.5 grams, the
I auditioned the Carbon on the
Clavis DC 9.5 grams.) Like the Benz
Rockport 6000, the Graham 1.5t/C, the
Ruby, the motor assembly is attached to
Immedia RPM, and the VPI JMW Methe cartridge body with acombination
morial arms, and when Iwas finished I of sophisticated adhesives.
was still able to return an intact carThe Carbon's physical presentation is
tridge to the US distributor, Pro Audio
striking: arounded black/gray carbon— so perhaps I'm making more of this
fiber front with sleek, tapered sides. It
than Ishould. Then again, I've had alot passes the "looks cool" test with flying
of experience handling and installing blackness. The motor assembly sits in a
cartridges.
large open cavity, leaving the entire canAnd Ihave to admit —when it's not
tilever/former/coil/damper exposed. A
your money, you don't get as nervous. If relatively large set screw at the back of
anyone tells you otherwise, they're full
the assembly secures the stopper pipe to
of it.
the back housing.
So why is putting aBenz motor into
BENZ GETS STIFFED
acarbon-fiber shell such abig deal? is it
While Wilson Benesch's product literasuch abig deal? Well, by using carbon
ture claims that "all previous cartridge
fiber instead of the Ruby's usual wood
designs have very little in common with
housing, Wilson Benesch clearly exthis cartridge," to me the Carbon
pects profound sonic differences. But
looked like aBenz Ruby motor assemlet's dispense with the idea that carbon
bly installed in acarbon-fiber body. The
fiber is a great "damping" material,
only mechanical difference is the SRA
something I've heard frequently and
(stylus rake angle), which is 20° instead
occasionally read. Carbon fiber is anyof the more common 15°. Wilson
thing but agreat damping material. In
Benesch specified the angle to make the
fact, carbon fiber, being extremely hard
cartridge more compatible with its own
and stiff, rings like hell! Fortunately, it
tapered carbon-fiber arm. The extra 5°
rings way up and out of the audio band.
allows the VTA (vertical tracking angle)
And its stiffiless-to-mass ratio is exto be properly set with the arm parallel
tremely high, which is also agood thing.
to the record instead of having to be tiltCarbon fiber would seem to be agood
ed slightly back, which can create clearchoice for acartridge body.
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SET UP &TAKE NOTICE

I installed the Carbon first in the
Rockport 6000. One advantage of a
long exposed cantilever is that it makes
alignment somewhat easier. Proper azimuth (the cantilever's perpendicularity
to the record) proved to be somewhat
off of 90° on my sample of the Carbon,
probably indicating anot quite accurate

alignment of the motor with the carbonfiber body.
I set azimuth using the Graham
Model AZ-1 box, which reverses phase
in one channel and sums the two channels to mono. When you play amono
record through the box into your preamp, any audible output represents the
dificrence between what should be an

identical signal in both channels [but see
the comment from Ayre Annuli& Charles
Hansen, "Leiters," November '96, p.16 —
Ed.]. You're looking for the "null" point;
ic, no sound coming through because
both coils arc outputting identical signals. Since the box wires the two signals
out of phase, they should cancel each
other, leaving you with btpkis.

THE CARBON-FIBER BOYS:
JONATHAN SCULL TALKS TO CRAIG MILNES &ANDREW SCHOLEY
OF WILSON BENESCH

0

nour trip to the UK last Spring,
Kathleen and Ifound ourselves
near Sheffield, Britain's industrial heartland: short on charm, long on
high-tech new-materials firms from which
to draw talent and know-how. Our objective: Wilson Benesch, Falcon House,
Limestone Cottage Lane— located (I noted
on the map they'd faxed us) refreshingly
near Bass Ale Headquarters.
Wilson Benesch —Craig Milnes and
Andrew &holey — are the original audio
carbon-fiber boys. In case you haven't hearcZ
they make signecant use of this high-tech
_fiber in their turntables, arms, cartridges,
speakers, even in their stands. Craig, with
his strong,regional burr, is more the Social
Communicator, while thoughtful and more
reticent Andrew comes across as the resident
artiste.
We spent acold, shivery afternoon touring their impeccable factory, meeting the'
staff and taking snaps. The downstairs shop
was impressive', with its giant drilling and
milling machines. Upstairs, everything was
laid out beaugfidly: The ann assembly station looked like amuseum tableau of contemporary art design Jo.rms. Turntables and
Act One speakers were ranged about the
place in various stages qf completion, the
speakersfeaturing interesting curved carbonfiber side panels and aluminum baffle.
There were afew chain, acouch, and a
coffee table facing.aWilson Benesch phono
front-end atop one of their very attractive'
carbon-fiber stands. It was direct-connected
to an amp with avolume' pot, thence to a
pair of their speakers. It sounded terrifie;
incredibly clean and distortion-free. Ikicked
4 my interview by asking Craig and
Andrew about theirjiiscination with things
carbon-fiber_
Craig Manes: We learned about
carbon fiber from the research we
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Wilson Benesch's carbon-fiber playback system —now that's abig room!

were doing on different materials.
We were looking at heavy materials,
light ones, those that were isotropic,
and those anisotropic — such as concrete and steel. Materials that were
light and highly dense seemed to perfonn better in the shop than those
that were heavy.
We looked at what was already out
there in the audio market, and the
deeper we looked, the more hype we
found rather than actual technology.
Take toneamu, for instance. Armtubes were made out of materials that
were primarily easy to manufacture.
That decision was based on economics rather than technology. It seemed
everybody just ignored carbon fiber.
But when you look at its strength and
damping characteristics, it appears
technically to be the ideal material for
audio applications.
Jonathan Scull: Ideal but more costly?

Andrew Scholey: Right — the
R&D required with carbon fiber is
very expensive. And it requires alot
of work because you can't base your
decisions exclusively on theory.
Everything has to be tried and
proven.
Scull: So why is carbonfiber such an ideal
materialfor analog playback?
Milnes: Look at any structure that's
subject to be excited by soundwaves
or vibrations, such as atonearm or a
speaker cabinet. To avoid colorations,
you want amaterial that's very stiff, le,
that's not going to flop about all over
the place.
Scull: No flop...
Mines: Right. And you want amaterial that's intrinsically well-damped as
well. All metals ring very badly, you
know. Of course, one way around
that is to add damping material, but if
you look at carbon fiber, its inherent
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That's the theory. In practice, there's
always some leakage. If your ann doesn't
allow you to adjust azimuth, you're out
of luck. Rest assured that your records
will still sound better than CDs.
The departure from mie perpendicularity needed to "null" the Carbon
was not great, and certainly nothing I
concerned myself with throughout the

damping factor is at least 10 times that
of aluminum! And its tendency to
store energy and release it back into
the system is also half that of aluminum.
Scull: Is it hard to work with?
Mikes: Carbon fiber requires specialist tools. We had alook at doing it
ourselves, but it became apparent
very quickly that we could not. So we
went to local arca specialists.
Scull: And there are alot of small hightech industries near here?
Mikes: Exactly. A central point to
our design is that we collaborate as
much as possible. In the area where
we live, it's fortunate we can collaborate with engineers at the forefront of
today's technology.
Scull: But /see you've brought asue?catit amount qf work in-house. The giant
milling machines downstairs are very
impressive.
Milnes: That's right — to have control over the systems that we want to
manufacture. We make most of the
metal parts in our designs.
Scull: /know your tonearms, the Act One
and Act Two, are built with carbon fiber, as
are certain key elements of your tunttable.
But you've developed carbon cartridges as
well?
Mikes: The benefits of carbon fiber,
right at the point where the energy's
coining into the system, are clearly
going to be an advantage. The whole
structure of the playback mechanism
is created from carbon fiber. So when
you look at the carbon cartridge in
line with acarbon tonearm, you're
looking at apiece which is virtually 10
millimeters thick! The structural
capabilities of apiece that thick are
phenomenal. And that takes the resident frequency way, way beyond
what the ear is capable of hearing.
The sonic advantages are immediately clear when you listen to a
cartridge with acarbon body, compared to the saine cartridge with a
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review process. Ifound 2grams, the upper end of the recommended tracking
force, to offer the most coherent sound
and smoothest high-frequency performance. As advertised, the cartridge
sounded best with the arm's VTA set
absolutely parallel to the record. Too
high and the sound became somewhat
thin and edgy; too low and the bass con-

metal body. There's adefinite clearing-up of the high frequencies. There
arc also benefits in crosstalk, because
the flux of the magnetic field is not
being affected in anything like the
same way with the carbon, which is
transparent to the magnetic field.
This, too, improves the dynamic capabilities of the cartridge.
Scull: And carbonfiberfigures in your Act
One loudspeaker?
Manes: Yes. Loudspeaker enclosures
have always had amajor effect on the
sound of the loudspeaker. There arc
thousands of existing designs that
have used conventional materials, and
predominantly these have been guided, once again, by ease of manufacture. In our design, the materials used
are the best for the job. We use, for
example, metals where they're
required, mass where it's required,
and high-performance materials
where they're required. It's this hybrid
approach to dealing with the enclosure as acomplex system, rather than
just abox, that is important to our
speaker, and which differentiates it
from any other one that's been made.
If you look at the Act One, you can
see the results of this type of approach. It's basically asmall enclosure
providing very low bass extension as a
result of the materials used. You can
see that, despite the fact that it's got a
relatively modest size, it also has a
very large footprint, which is important for stability. It places the mass
where it's required —at the bottom,
where it brings down the center of
gravity of the whole structure. It's
reducing mass wherever possible. For
example, the panels on the side are
curved, which is important to the resonant characteristics of the structure
itself. And they provide avery low
diffraction for the external radiations
from the loudspeaker drivers. Internally, they also prevent the buildup of
standing waves. That means you can

gealed, and images began bunching up
center-stage.

THE CARBON
BURNS BRIGHTLY

While many moving-coil cartridges
perform optimally when loaded at 47k
ohms — even though that's really the
proper setting for moving-magnet car-

eliminate alot of the damping materials that arc normally used to ameliorate these problems, which always
have adeadening effect on the sound.
Scull: What's in Wilson Benesch'sfuture?
Scholey: Well, we're working on an
amplifier. It will be quite innovative.
Scull: Is that something that ive can reveal
to the madding crowds?
Milnes: Certainly. Ithink it's in line
with our goal to achieve afull playback system, which is something that
we're very near to doing.
Scull: Solid-state no doubt?
Mihies: Yes.
Scull: Say no more.
Milnes: And there are other products
that we're looking at which will be
equally innovative, and which are
going to be helping us to get into different markets.
Scull: Can you tantalize us?
Milnes: It's going to be involved with
the loudspeaker theme.
Scull: Loudspeaker "theme," Craig?
Milnes: Yes... [laughs] theme. Area.
It will be more innovative than what
we're doing with the Act One. It will
be aresult of our basic design approach, which is from the point of
view of simplicity and elegance—
basic fundamental truths — rather
than trying to administer problems
out of the way with sophisticated
engineering.
Scull: Well said—that's aheadline! And no
special ambitions rtgarding digital? Could
you ever conceive of atime when Wilson
Benesch might branch out into the digital
night?
Milnes: It's not the sort of thing that
we're looking at at the moment. But
you never know what's going to happen.
Scull: There's enough joy email to keg)
you going?
Mikes: Oh, absolutely, yes.
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tridges — the Carbon did not. There are
some who claim that all moving-coils
need to be loaded down below 1
kohm
in order to control the motor, but Ifind
that to be dependent on the interaction
of the cartridge with the associated electronics.
The Carbon's high-frequency response was too prominent using both
the Audible Illusions gold MC board
and the Audio Research PH-3 phono
sections set at 47k ohms. Indeed, the
response curve supplied with the Carbon showed aldB rise starting at 6kHz
and continuing to 15kHz, rising another 0.5dB from there to 20kHz. That's
audible. Otherwise, the response was
remarkably ruler-flat from 20Hz up to
the rise.
Ifound the Carbon sounded best
loaded down to 100 ohms through both
the PH-3 and the recently arrived FM
Acoustics 122.

dulating Uilleann pipes, it missed some
of the bag.
The Carbon's authoritative bass response kept it from sounding lean, but
overall the cartridge was more on the
dry, cool, analytical side than on the
rich, warm end of the scale. Its midband
performance was lean to neutral, not
sweet or thick. Once Ihad that character fixed, it was easy to translate it into
how the cartridge handled various
instruments and voices.
If it were up to me to choose one
Chet Atkins album for vinyl reissue, it
would probably be The Other Chet
Atkins (RCA LS P-2175) — not Chet
Atkins In Hollywood (LSP-1993), an LP
of which Classic Records has just
released. While Hollywood is acertified
"audiophile" classic and I'm glad it's
available again, its string-drenched arrangements make it verge on elevator
music. The Other Chet Atkins features the
guitar virtuoso on a warm-sounding,
THE FAST TRACK
nylon-stringed Spanish guitar —someWhile I've never heard aBenz Ruby,
thing he rarely used in the studio —and
the consensus seems to be that it sounds the solo-guitar-and-small-group Nashrich, refined, detailed, and ultimately
ville recording by the legendary Bill
somewhat polite. "Self-effacing" is how
Porter (where are you, Bill?) is intimate
Jonathan Scull put it, Ibelieve. The
and harmonically exquisite.' You haven't
Carbon sounds anything but polite. Nor
lived until you've heard Chees solo verwould Icharacterize its overall tonal
sion of "Tzena Tzena Tzena (you all)."
balance as "rich," though it does paint a The Carbon's rendition of the nylonharmonically complex and detailed picstringed guitar was ashade too percusture commensurate with its price. Does
sive — faster than reality. It hardened
the carbon-fiber body spell the differthe pluck a bit, missing some of the
ence? Ican't say. What Ican say is that
nylon's mellow midrange warmth.
the Carbon is afast, very detailed transOn Mel Tonné and Friends Recorded Live
ducer offering superb extension at the
at Marty's (Finesse W2X 37484), the
frequency extremes and outstanding
Carbon gave Tormé's voice a slight
linearity in between. That held true on
upper-frequency edge that made it
all of the arms on which Iauditioned it,
sound reproduced rather than "live."
and through all three phono sections as
Ditto Janis Ian on her Breaking Silence
well.
(Analogue Productions AAPP 027). I
The Carbon's strongest suits are imwon't beat adead horse except to say
age focus, speed, and control throughthat this tonal lift was more atrend than
out the audio band. If you like bass
astrong character. Massed strings, for
that's extended, tight, and authoritative,
example, never sounded hard or brittle.
you're going to love what the Carbon
Rather, Iheard more scrapings of bows
does at the bottom. If rhythm and pacthan the resonances of wooden instruing are high priorities for you, the Carment bodies.
bon's sense of swing certainly will win
But depending on your associated
you over.
equipment, taste, or hearing, you might
On Davy Spillane's Atlantic Bridge find the Carbon's overall frequency bal(Cooking Vinyl 009 — will someone reisance just right, so fine is the degree to
sue this, please?) the Carbon delivered
which it pushes things in the direction
the title track's considerable low-end
I've described. No doubt about it: The
goods with ironfisted control, while
Carbon is clearly competitive with the
offering up sparkling top transients;
rest of the luxury pack
Béla Fleck's banjo and Jerry Douglas's
Spatially, the Carbon offered avery
dobro rang with crystalline purity. But
big, wide picture in which image spedfwhile the Carbon got the banjo's metal
1Good grief Freiner. 1thought /was the only person
strings right, it missed some of the
in the world to adore this album. Ibought my copy
instrument's stretched membrane body;
back in 1964 and almost played it to death on my parand while it gave me Spillane's unents' Grundig radiogram.
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idty and focus were sharply delineated,
with perhaps abit too much edge definition — though, again, this will depend on your preferences and associated
equipment. The slightly lifted tonal balance also brought the stage forward,
compressing front-to-back depth somewhat but floating everything on agiant
cushion of air. The Mel Tormé record
puts the audience in the darkness
behind Mel (this reversed perspective is
one serious problem with two-channel
stereo reproduction); the Carbon dropped avery thin white scrim between the
Velvet Fog and his fans.
The Carbon's ability to portray wide
dynamic swings with ease, and its ability to scale powerful orchestral crescendos without losing its grip or compressing the peaks, was one of its strongest
assets. And for some reason, listening to
Classic's reissue of the RCA Living
Stereo LP of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition (Reiner/CSO, LSC-2201)
reminded me that I hadn't played
MoFi's UHQR edition of The Beatles'
Sgt. Pepper's Lorrebr Hearts Club Band in a
few years....

I
TWAS 29 YEARS AGO
AFEW WEEKS BACK

By this point in my auditioning I'd put
VPI's JMW Memorial arm on the
TNT, and, having two complete ann
assemblies, was able to switch between
the Carbon and the Transfiguration
Temper in mere seconds. Since the armtubes come complete with counterweights, all parameters save VTA were
pre-adjusted, and the reference scale on
the VPI arm made precise VTA setting
quick and easy.
Iplayed the opening track of Sgt.
Pepper with the Carbon first. I was
floored by the inner details revealed for
the first time: the little vocal backdrops
I'd never heard in such bold relief, and
the tightness, harmonic complexity, and
proper proportional size of McCartney's
bass, which I'd always thought had been
bloated by MoFi in the disc-cutting
process. Turns out the problem was my
system, not the mastering.
The Carbon's version of the first side
of Sgt. Pepper was bold and exciting. It
mounted large-scale, well-defined images on aCinemaScopic stage. It cleanly delineated the airy, artificial ambiences producer George Martin had
painted around voices and instruments.
It dug into the strings on "She's Leaving
Home" and sent juicy rising columns of
air to the ceiling on the calliope sections
of "Being for the Benefit of Mr. Kite!" It
was adazzling performance that no CD
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has ever put on in my system. (It said
good things about the VPI arm, too—
review to appear in January.)
The Temper offered a smoother,
more refined version of the opening
track, with greater overall liquidity and
rounder, more natural edges to the musical events. It held back abit dynamically, offering aless brash, more "adult"
presentation. Arcas of granularity and
roughness through the Carbon — particularly in McCartney's voice and the
strings on "She's Leaving Home" —were
rendered with amore convincing reality
and less of asense of being reproduced
electronically. Stage depth seemed to
project farther back in space, finally vanishing into asatisfying darkness.
Icould hear audiophiles arguing over
my shoulder: "You preferred that
smooth, polite sound to the Technicolor, road-gripping, vavaVOOM of the
CarbonmPr Yeah. Ido. Maybe you
won't.
Last night I went to hear David
Murray's octet play at The Knitting
Factory —a relatively small room. The
trombone, two trumpets, alto and tenor
saxes, piano, bass, and drums let loose
torrents of blazing musical energy. It
was loud, it was raucous — sheets of

viewed, Iconsider it aprivilege to be
exposed to such ahigh level of musical
fidelity; and, as with those others, I
could happily live with the Carbon had
Ipurchased it.
While synergistic matching of components is pooh-poohed in certain circles as adangerous gaine of trading in
component deficiencies, in the real
world it's how audiophiles usually operate in the marketplace — unless they're
willing to chuck everything and start
over. So if you have afast, lean solidstate system, Idon't think the Carbon is
for you. But if you have awarns, somewhat sluggish-sounding rig and you're
looking for something to get the musical blood flowing through its veins, the
Carbon just might be the ticket.
S

music cascaded over the audience and
ricocheted around the room. But it was
never edgy or granular. Despite the
racket, the sound bloomed, ebbing and
flowing through the room like waves on
a beach. It didn't tear up and drop
through asinkhole.
This live sound never projected the
slight transient edge Iconsistently heard
through the Carbon, no matter what
the combination of associated gear. Exciting? Yes. But convincing of reality? In
my system, no. Ihear Audio Physic
detractors sniping, "Yeah, well, what do
you want when you're using speakers
with metal domes!?!" Well, when you
read reviews like this one, you'd better
take into account the associated equipment and tastes of the reviewer before
you take action.

SUMMING UP

If Wilson Benesch's goal with the
Carbon was to remove body-induced
resonances and provide the Ruby motor
with amore neutral platform, they've
succeeded. The Carbon's taut, fast performance makes for exciting listening
—I kept it in my system for a few
months and had agreat time. As with
the other expensive cartridges I've re-
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LEXICON DC-1 SURROUND-SOUND PROCESSOR
J. Gordon Holt
Inputs: eight stereo audio pairs, four digital audio (replacing analog inputs).

10Hz-20kHz. ±0.5dB. Distortion: <0.01%. S/N ratio: 90dB minimum.

five composite video, three S-video. Outputs: left, center, right, back left, back

Dimensions: I
T' W by 3.5" H by 11.5" D.Weight 10.5 lbs. Serial number of

right, subwoofer. Front-panel controls: pushbuttons for Source (eight).

review sample: 1696. Prices: Basic Pro-Logic, $1995; THX. $2995; Dolby

Rec/Zone2, Effect (mode) selection. Bypass. Mute.AC power. IR remote con-

Digital (AC-3), $4500. Approximate number of dealers: 194. Manufacturer:

trols: All of the above, plus four Menu buttons, channel balance, front/back

Lexicon. Inc.. 100 Beaver St.,Waltham, MA 02154.Tel: (617) 736-0300. Fax:

balance,

(617) 891-0340.

and Auxiliary

functions

(see

text).

Frequency

response:

T

he DC-1 is Lexicon's fourthgeneration surround processor,
• in poositile,
and it's their most sophisticated
4
01 0.01
q
e f • eielesau.
to date. It comes in three versions: a
el ate.
imp
basic model with Dolby Pro-Logic, one
with Pro-Logic's THX enhancements,
OC4 moat commie
and one with Pro-Logic, THX, and
CENTalNER Pl?S ITlOgn
Dolby Digital. (At the time of writing,
0411/4II
this last model is still waiting for Motorola's new pre-programmed AC-3 chip.)
The design uses so-called open architecture for hassle-free upgrading, and
upgrades can be performed by any
Lexicon DC-1 surround-sound processor
owner with fewer than three thumbs.
Lexicon offers an unusually liberal
Stereo mode bypasses all processing
using the Music Surround Effect, or the
upgrade policy. You can upgrade from
except for the subwoofer output, to deLD Source to play alaserdisc using the
any DC-1 model to another, at any
liver straight, unadulterated stereo. This
time, for the difference in their prices. THX effect
The audio outputs are the usual five
is ideal for demonstrating why surround
There's even arebate program for ownsurround channels, two optional side
sound is nearly always the best way to
ers of earlier CP-model Lexicons, eflisten to everything. The remote's
channels, and a single summed subfective until after the Dolby Digital version appears. Rebates can be as high as woofer output. Ile internal subwoofer Bypass button does the same thing, but
$3000 for aCP-3 Plus, but pricing is at crossover is adjustable for frequencies of it can't be "attached" to aSource as its
default effect, as the Stereo mode can.
80Hz (THX), 100Hz, and 125Hz.
the dealer's discretion.
Almost every conceivable parameter
Lexicon provides a generous selecLike the Meridian 565 decoder, the
of each effect is user-adjustable to taste.
tion of surround modes (which they call
DC-1 is very versatile and almost infiAny changes you make become perEffects) for both films and music. Three
nitely customizable, but its user intermanent, and are retained in that effect
face is much less formidable than the
are specifically for stereo movies, while
another two are ideal for older mono
when the unit is turned off. You can also
Meridian's; it's logically organized and
films. Pro-Logic and THX need no exstore an extensively modified effect as a
ahnost intuitive to operate, although
new "Custom" mode with anew name
there arc some hidden functions that planation, but the Logic 7effect delivers
of your choice, but as far as Icould tell,
true stereo surrounds for movies. How
you'll need the instructions (or the
there's no way of adding the new one to
can it do this when the encoded surhandy quick-reference card) to identify.
round signal is monophonic? By comthe list of available effects; it just reIt has eight analog inputs: five for A/V
sources and three for analog only. Each
paring the extracted surround with the
places the one you modified.
It's safe to experiment with an effect's
surround components embedded in the
is pre-assigned to one of the eight
left and right channels. If the latter is
parameters. You can easily compare
Source buttons on the remote, but any
louder in, say, the left channel than the
your version with the factory version at
input may be reassigned to another
right, Logic 7steers the sound so as to any time (from the Effects Adjust
source by using the Input Configuration
place it at the rear but toward the left.
menu), and if you decide — as Idid in
menu. In addition to the analog inputs,
there are four digital ones that are iniIt's very similar to Citation's so-called 6every case — that Lexicon's version is as
Axis mode, and works about as well.
close to ideal as you're gonna get, you
tially unassigned to any source; this
For monophonic sound tracks,
can restore the original settings.
must be done during setup. Alas, these
will handle 44.1kHz CD-type signals
there's aMono Logic mode that synThe center speaker has a timing
thesizes three-dimensional space for adjustment that can be used to correct
only, at least until Lexicon's 48kHz
musical material and directs dialog
plug-in becomes available. A useful feafor situations where the center speaker
toward the center. The TV Logic mode
must be located a different distance
ture is the ability to assign two or more
Source buttons to the same input, so
does the same thing with mono materfrom the listener than the left and right
ial, but automatically switches to a speakers. 'This really does make adifthat if you have acombi LD player, you
matrix mode when it senses stereo.
ference when you're listening from the
can select the CD Source to play aCD
11•00
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center seat — the soundstaging becomes
better integrated when the centerspeaker distance is optimal. It even
improves the sound for off-center listeners who are already hearing appreciable timing differences between
the left and right channels, but not nearly as much.

REMOTE CONTROL

The organic-looking infrared remote
(which reminded me, incongruously, of
adeflated zucchini) has 25 pushbuttons
for every routinely used function, plus
an "Accessory" button that calls up lessused secondary functions for most of
those buttons. Among these are abass
control and — unusual for a serious
home-theater product —a treble control, and each provides up to 6dB of
boost or cut. A small point of confusion
is that there arc two different bass and
treble controls. One bass control raises
or lowers the output signal to the subwoofer, affecting bass balance only
below the crossover frequency. (Since
subwoofer level is acalibration adjustment, this should usually be left alone.)
The other is aconventional bass control,
which varies the frequency response
below a250Hz "hinge" point. The treble control boosts or cuts above 1000Hz
—quite different in action from the
TEIX Re-equalizer, which is atreblefi/ter for taming the hot high end of many
soundtracks. There's also an "Academy
Filter" for removing screech from old
soundtracks; this kicks in automatically
when you engage Mono Logic, but it
can be turned off as desired.
Each input source is pre-assigned one
of Lexicon's factory-standard surround
effects, so that it loads automatically
when that source is selected, but any of
those assignments can be changed from
the Setup menu if desired. (The original
assignments are all listed in the manual,
should you wish to restore one you
changed.) You can also assign any effect
to any secondary (accessory) Source
button so it can be manually selected by
pressing Accessory and that Source button together. (The supplied Quick
Reference card has atable where you
can fill in what you assigned to what.)
Accessory effects assignments don't
change the turn-on default effects for
each source, they just make it easy to
directly access another without having
to step through the effects list.
A nice thing about Lexicon's control
buttons is that, when you press one, the
LED display simply shows you its current setting instead of immediately
changing it. You change it by tapping
S
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the saine button again or, for arapid
change, hold it down.
The remote's Record/Zone 2button
activates apair of outputs that can feed
signal to afixed-level tape output or a
second-system output with its volume
controllable by the remote. By default,
these deliver whatever the main system
is getting, but you can select any other
input source.
Since there's no dedicated tape loop,
the recorder's output must be connected to one of the Lexicon's inputs,
which would make it possible to inadvertently feed the recorder's output
back to its input, sending it into violent
(and possibly damaging) feedback. To
prevent that, Lexicon has preconfigured
the VCR 1and Tape sources so they
can't be fed to the Record output. This
can be defeated (if you're really sure you
want to) from their Input Config
menus, which also allow you to block
out other sources if desired. Blockedout sources can, of course, still be selected for main-system playback.
The DC-1 has alow-voltage "Trigger
Output" for automatically activating
external devices like power amps and
retractable screens when you turn the
unit on. Lexicon's matching power
amps also have trigger-actuated, timerdelayed AC switches, but whereas the
amps have simple screw-down connectors for bared wires, the DC-1's Trigger
output requires a5-pin miniature DIN
connector, which is not included. Huh?
The instruction manual is generally
thorough and well organized, but at
least one feature of the DC-1 —Effects
Assignment — apparently never made it
into the manual at all. And it could sure
use adecent index; with over 50 information-packed pages, finding what
you're looking for can be achore.

at center-seat center-head position,
using the DC-1's internal pink-noise
signals, and then checked the result
against the calibration tests on THX's
"WOW" disc. They were spot-on.
Then Isat down to listen.
A few days into my tests, the Bypass
button quit working. Since using this
was the easiest way of checking what
the surrounds were contributing, Icalled
Lexicon and requested areplacement. It
arrived the next day, but that sample
was kaput, too — completely dead out of
the box. It wouldn't even turn on,
although alittle front-panel light told
me its fuse was okay. Another phone
call brought athird sample, plus afourth
for insurance, and both of these have
worked fine. (Steven Stone now has one
of them and refuses to part with it.) I
was surprised at what had happened;
Lexicon has an enviable reputation for
reliability, and I've never known anyone
else who's had one fail. But then, early
production products do tend to be flakier than later production ones.

LISTENING

Sonically, the CD-1 was outstandingly
good — for ahome-theater product (he
said, patronizingly). Bypass tests comparing the DC-1's front channels with
the lack of sound of a straight wire
revealed no colorations at all — no
warmish bass or sparkling treble. If
you're looking for afixed tone control
to sweeten up your highs or enrich your
bass, this isn't it. What went in was pretty much what came out.
But not quite. With avery good LP
source like Classic Records' 45rpm reissue of Time Royal Ballet (a really nasty
test because the high end goes all the
way out to Channel 3), there was avery
slight loss of depth, spaciousness, and
low-level detail, and a not-very-slight
SETUP
closing-in of the extreme high end.
Other equipment used for this review
Much of that glorious analog airiness
included a Pioneer LD-99 laserdisc
from the LP was gone. This was to be
player, Sony DTC-2000ES DAT reexpected, simply because feeding analog
corder, aSOTA Cosmos vacuum-holdthrough the CD-1 adds two conversion
down turntable, The Well Tempered
steps that are absent when bypassing it.
Ann with an Ortofon MC-3000 carThe high-end restriction was less
tridge and its mating step-up transformer,
noticeable than it had been with the
five channels of Lexicon's power amCP-3, probably because of the DC-1's
plification, five Tannoy System 10 stuhigher A/D sampling frequency
dio monitors, and a pair of Tannoy
(44.1kHz rather than 36kHz). Isuspect,
PM115 powered subwoofers. Software
though, that the DC-1's D/A section is
was live-recorded DAT tapes, ahandful
better than its AID, because the sound
of recent and not-so-recent blockbuster
when feeding the digital input (and
CDs and laserdiscs, and some old and
using only Lexicon's D/A) was damn
new LPs, including some rilly, tilly old
near the best digital audio I've heard —
mono ones.
quite abit better than the sound of the
Idid the channel calibration with a digitized LP. It was cleaner and more
RadioShack analog sound meter placed
focused, and had excellent depth, spa179

ciousness, and low-level detail. You can
use this processor with state-of-the-art
amps and loudspeakers without trashing
the audio quality you paid for when you
chose them, although if you're going to
combine it with astate-of-the-art audio
system, you might opt nonetheless to
route its front channels through your
main preamp's tape loop, allowing you
to get an absolutely clean feed to the
stereo pair at the flick of aswitch. You
can still use the surrounds, but you'll
have to readjust their level from the
remote each time you change the frontchannel volume.

M USIC IN SURROUND

But of course, you're not going to buy a
DC-1 to listen to stereo; if you buy one
of these, you'll buy it for its surround
sound, and you won't be disappointed.
The DC-1's surround decoding sets a
new standard. Its ability to latch on to
subtle surround cues and reproduce
them from the proper direction is nothing short of astonishing! This was true in
both the Pro-Logic and THX modes,
but the Logic 7mode was clearly the
best of the three cinema modes.
But if you aren't hip to the best-kept
secret in audio, you're probably wondering why in Heaven I'm reviewing a
surround processor in an audio-formusic magazine. After all, music recordings aren't surround encoded. Well, no,
they aren't, but that doesn't mean they
don't have real, honest-to-goodness surround information on them.
The surround-encoding system used
in Dolby-Surround theaters embeds the
surround signal in the main stereo channels as antiphase information. To extract
it, the decoder simply "looks" for
antiphase components in the stereo signals and steers it to the surround speakers. On music recordings, great pains are
taken to ensure that all the soundstage
information is more or less in phase, but
no such concern is given to the recorded reverberation. Reverb, which is an
extremely complex pattern of reflections inside the performing space, is
completely random in phase, so half of
it is in phase and half is out of phase.
The surround processor detects the
antiphase half, assumes it's asurround
signal, and directs it to the rear.
Okay, so what does that buy you?
Greatly increased spatial realism. Instead
of listening to the recording space
through apicture window as you do
with stereo, you find yourself listening
from an audience seat inside the recording space. The difference between
music in stereo and in surround sound
180

depends on how much reverb there is
on the recording, but even minimally
"wet" recordings yield astunning increase in realism. People who haven't
been in an auditorium in years probably
won't appreciate the difference, but
those who know what areal performing
space sounds like are invariably flabbergasted by the improvement.
Pro-Logic-type steering, which enhances separation in Pm-Logic, is not
only unnecessary for music recordings,
it can mess up their sound because the
randomness reverberation prevents the
steering from working consistently: (It
gets "confused," causing severe pumping.) What is necessary, though, is ProLogic-type rear-channel delay, which
invokes the Haas precedence effect to
keep front-channel sounds from appearing behind you. The DC-1's music
surround effects meet both requirements.
The effect called Music Surround is
generally best for recordings where
most of the reverb is natural rather than
synthesized; Music Logic is ideal for
most multimiked recordings and those
that feature sound effects zooming hither and you. (In surround, many of those
actually circle the room!)
All the nonmovie surround modes
use the Logic 7mode's antiphase detection, which extracts more ambience
from music recordings than any I've
ever used. Rarely did Ifeel the need to
crank up the surrounds above their calibration level in order to get the proper
ambient wraparound, yet they were
never obtrusive. Only when Iturned
them off did it become shockingly clear
how much they were adding to realism:
The sound collapsed to the front, depth
was flattened, and the feeling of sitting
in the middle of areal space evaporated.
In short, the DC-1 did abetter job of
serving both music and soundtracks
than any surround processor I've experienced.
Logic 7's steering mode was so obviously the best of the three cinema
modes that Iended up using it exclusively. Iwon't say the directionality was
as good as Dolby Digital, but it was the
next best thing.
The synthesized stereo modes were
astonishingly effective on old mono
discs, which some of us old farts still
doggedly hang on to because we haven't
found stereo versions we like as well.
The spaciousness sounds remarkably
real, the soundstage stretches all the way
between the speakers, and the synthesized reverb nicely offsets the excessive
dryness of most old recordings. And you

even get awraparound surround field.
The vocalist-to-center feature puts brass
and woodwinds there — vaguely, but the
lack of marked directionality across the
soundstage betrays its monophonic origin. A remarkable achievement — so
much so that to criticize it at all reminded me of the proverbial bipedal canine.
The Panorama mode was interesting.
This is a'90s version of the Carver Sonic
Hologram processor, whose averred
purpose is to cancel crosstalk duc to
each ear hearing the opposite channel's
speaker. It requires careful calibration to
work properly, and it's so location-specific that its "sweet spot" is about the
size of aquarter, but it gives an amazingly spacious, all-encompassing ambience that sounds more like listening
through gigantic headphones than to
loudspeakers. There's even front-center
imaging, which Ihave yet to hear from
headphones. True binaural recordings,
made with a dummy head like the
Neumann "Kunstkopf," sound awesomely realistic.'

CONCLUSION

Iloved the Lexicon DC-1. The user
interface was excellent —simple, intuitive, and apleasure to use. It colors the
sound minimally, it can be made to do
practically anything amatrixed surround
processor is capable of, and it serves
movies and music recordings equally
well without compromising either.
Lexicon seems to have done everything
exactly right! All Icould have wished
for was an Ambisonic mode, so Icould
get the most out of my Nimbi
(Nimbuses, that is).
I'm not too much concerned about
the failure of my two first samples.
These things happen, and Ihave no reason to believe they were anything but
an unfortunate coincidence. In fact, my
experience over many years has been
that the chances of areviewer for an
influential magazine getting adefective
sample are far greater than the product's
actual failure rate, regardless of the manufacturer's quality control. Lexicon's
reputation here overwhelmingly favors
my belief that this was merely another
of those embarrassing (for Lexicon)
examples of Murphy's Law.
Very enthusiastically recommended. S
1Binaural recordings of all ilk, are available from The
Binaural Source, P.O. Box 11727, Ross, CA 94957.
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Hear It at Its Best
Graham Engineering
1.5t/c tonearm
Stereophile's ANALOG SOURCE of 1995
"The Graham tonearm was voted best by atwo-to-one
margin...superbly thought out and implemented...the
last word in adjustability...among the simplest to
successfully set up and calibrate...to see it is to covet rt."
Stereophile. December 1995,Vol. 18 No. 12

Benz Glider Phono Cartridge
"This is akiller cartridge...the combination of detail, precision
imaging. and yet awarm, full-bodied, non-fatiguing sound was most
captivating...the Glider is 'way' recommended."
Lonnie Brownell, Stereophile August I
996,Vol. 19 No. 8

Aesthetix Benz
Cartridge Demagnetizer
"Everyone who's into analog is sure to want one of the cute

batterypowered cartridge demagnetizers from Aesthetix."
Las Vegas '96 WCES report by Richard J. Rosen and Lonnie Brownell
Stereophile, April I
996,Vol. 19 No. 4

SHAKTI
"I'll be damned if there wasn't awhole new level
of depth and clarity to the presentation. Pretty
amazing...I give the Shakti Electromagnetic
Stabilizer abig "thumbs up."
Barry Willis, Stereophile, April I
996, Vol. 19 No. /4

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS
Available at these and other fine audio dealers:

Ç-ÍJ

AMBROSIA AUDIO
310.440.5522

AUDIO UNLIMITED
303.691.3407

THE ELUSIVE DISC
31 7.778.2715

OVERTURE
302.478.6050

AUDIO OUTLET
91 4.666.0550

THE CABLE CO.
215.297.8824

MUSIC DIRECT
3/2,433.0200

SOUND BY SINGER
212.924.8600

AUDIOLAB 8000CDM Midi CD TRANSPORT
&8000DAC M K.III D/A CONVERTER
Kalman Rubinson
8000CDM Mk.II CD transport. Outputs: S/PDIF on BNC female connector

oversampling. D/A conversion: 20-bit PDM Bituream converter. 384x-over-

(75 ohms, 600mV p-p), AES/EBU on XLR male connector (110 ohms bal-

sampling. Digital output: S/PDIF on BNC female connector (75 ohms. 500mV

anced. 2.8V p-p), and EIAJ CP-340 on TosLink connector (-15 to -2IdBm at

p-p). Analog output: (2 pairs) phono female connectors (100 ohms. 2.0V

66nm). Master clock frequency: 33.8688MHz (±5Oppm). Accessories sup-

RMS at OdB at IkHz). Accessories supplied: IEC power cable, BNC-BNC 75

plied: IEC power cable, 800ORC remote control and batteries, BNC-BNC 75

digital cable. BNC female to RCA male adapter. instruction manual.

digital cable. BNC female to RCA male adapter, instruction manual.

Dimensions: 17.5" (445mm) W by 2.9" (74mm) H by 13.2" (335mm) D.

Dimensions: 17.5" (445mm)W by 2.9" (74mm) H by 13.2" (335mm) D. includ-

including feet. terminals, and controls. Weight 12.5 lbs (5.71%) net, 15.4 lbs

ing feet, terminals, and controls.Weight 13.9 lbs (6.3kg) net, 17.4 lbs (7.9kg)

(7.0kg) shipping. Serial number of unit reviewed: 216E10123. Price: $1099.

shipping. Serial number of unit reviewed: 22 I
E01083. Price: $1799.
Common to both: Approximate number of dealers: 40. Manufacturer:
8000DAC Mk.III Bituream digital-to-analog converter. Inputs: three S/PDIF

Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd.. Spitfire Close, Ermine Business Park.

on BNC female connector (75 ohms. 200mV p-p), one AES/EBU on XLR

Huntingdon. Cambs, Pt $8 6XY, England. Tel: (44) 1480-415600. US distribu-

female connector (110 ohms balanced. 200mV p-p), and three EIAJ CP-340

tor:Artech Electronics, PO. Box 1980, Champlain. NY 12919.Tel: (514) 631-

on TosLink connector (-14.5 to -24dBm at 66nm). Digital filter: 20-bit. 8x-

6448. Fax: (514) 631-1212.
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sift it reasonable that competently
designed components in the same
line work optimally together? A
designer's phono cartridge should be
suited to the same designer's toneann.
Another's preamplifier should mate
well with his amplifier. Even the external aesthetics imply as much. A number
of lines such as Linn, Naim, and Quad
are explicit in promoting this idea.
Audiolab, however, makes afull range
of electronics with aconsistent design
philosophy and aesthetic approach, yet
their suggestions for component mating
arc more subtle.
We audiophiles are afickle lot. We
tend to choose apreamp from column
A, an amp from column B, aCD transport from column C, etc. The raison
d'être of component audio is, in fact, that
we can mix and match components to
optimize the sound quality we are seeking. Yet shouldn't we be influenced by
manufacturers' recommendations? The
answer is that, as valid as such suggestions may be, recommended pairings
can fail to account for individual needs
and tastes. Moreover, an engineer may
be much more successful with one of
his progeny than with another.

TECHNOLOGY

The Audiolab 8000CDM Mk.II CD
transport and 8000DAC MILIII D/A
converter occupy identical graceful
black enclosures, each with avertical,
lozenge-shaped on-off button on the
extreme right side of the front panel.
Adjacent to the power button is the
control panel; both units employ small,
round pushbuttons with their legends,
STEREOPHILE. D ECEMBER 1996

Audiolab 8000CDM Mk.I1 CD transport

clearly engraved in white, to the right of
each button. When the two units are
stacked, as they arc intended to be, they
present apleasant and harmonious face
to the domestic world.
When Ilooked inside the chassis, I
was equally impressed. Hefty power
facilities and many local voltage-regulation stages ensure quiet, reliable performance, and the printed circuit-boards
were models of clean layout and production, some solder-rosin residue
notwithstanding.
In the center of the front panel of the
8000CDM is alarge, luminescent display panel; the drawer for the Philips
CDM 12.4 transport mechanism is at
the left. The display has more than adequate legibility and brightness under
normal lighting conditions. In dim light,
contrast is less good since the panel
background is quite bright. The system
remote control offers access to all function and programming options, and
includes index stepping and single-keystroke access to tracks. The remote will
also control input selection and volume
when used with other Audiolab components. (Unfortunately, it won't control the input selectors on the
8000DAC.)
The 8000CDM's elegance extends to
its functions. For example, if you forget

to close the CD drawer, it will close
automatically after three minutes. I
don't know about you, but I've often
come dangerously close to walking by
an open CD drawer and smashing into
it. This transport quietly prevents me
from inflicting damage because of my
own klutziness.
Centered inside the chassis and covered by ametal shield is the Type 221
CD Engine. The shield was loose on the
received sample and needed to be
reseated on the main pcb. Consequently, Iwas able to peck under it to
see that the digital servo and data decoding functions are implemented with
Philips chips. Ille local power regulators and the output drivers arc on the
main board. Output is available from
AES/EBU, BNC coax, and TosLink
connectors, and 75 ohm BNC-BNC
cable is provided along with apair of
BNC-RCA adapters. Audiolab states in
their literature that they recommend
S/PDIF rather than AES/EBU for
sonic reasons, unless long runs or compatibility issues require otherwise. Ille
Apogee WydeEye AES/EBU cable
gave asimilar presentation to that of the
WydeEye S/PDIF in my auditioning.
If the transport seemed a sweet
design, the 8000DAC looked even
sweeter. It accepts three BNC coaxial,
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CLASSIC

RECORDS

(remember the dound...)

Sounds Like
A Classic Holiday!
LSD 2730

LCL 2321

4coweio sTsazia

Brought to you exclusively by Classic Music Direct, these Classic Records releases
have been pressed with aNEW vinyl formulation called Classic 180tm. The Classic
180tm vinyl improves clarity and low level detail, resulting in aquieter, flatter pressing
than ever before possible!
All CLASSIC reissues are mastered from the original master tapes, and include
original cover art, record labels, and liner notes
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Classic Music Direct

These high-definition, 20-bit analog-to-digital
transfers from the original master tapes bring the
some quality and authenticity of all Classic reissues to
the audiophile CD format.
All titles feature the original artwork, most have never
been issued on CD, and none has ever been available on
an audiophile gold CD.

Also available:
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Check out the Premium Gold Compact Disc releases
from Classic Records, available exclusively from
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three TosLink, and one AES/EBU
input and, by use of the pushbuttons,
can be silently switched among them.
Great for systems with aCD transport,
DAT machine, laserdisc player, satellite
receiver, digital radio, etc. — you can
plug them all in here! LEDs tell you
which input is selected, its sampling frequency, whether muting and/or deemphasis is active, and whether the lownoise master clock has locked. (The output muting relay was abit sticky for the
first few hours of use, often remaining
closed while the LED indicated that it
should have been open. This glitch
cleared up quickly and never reappeared.) In addition, polarity inversion
in the digital domain is provided by
another button and indicated by another LED. This may seem like quite alot
for such asmall area, but the controls
are easy to use and the indicators are
easy to interpret. Nice job.
The selected input is fed to the trusty
Yamaha YM3623 S/PDIF receiver via
logic gates and, for the AES/EBU, an
appropriate matching transformer.
While this Yamaha chip may be rather
long in the tooth, it has retained favor
with many designers for subjective reasons. They know it has relatively high
jitter and accommodates only 16 bits,
but they like how it sounds. As for the
jitter, that can be ameliorated, as in the
8000DAC, by employing a pair of
phase-locked loops (PLLs) for the regeneration of the master clock from the
input signal. The first PLL, based on the
voltage-controlled oscillator clock in the
YM3623, is wide-band, permitting the
8000DAC to lock to inputs that may
deviate from the expected 44.1kHz,
48kHz, or 32kHz standards. The second PLL, implemented with avoltagecontrolled crystal oscillator, has abandwidth of only 13Hz, greatly reducing
input jitter and timing variations. But
even though that's agood way to use
this particular device, we've seen such
approaches before.
What makes the 8000DAC interesting
to me is that it's the first DAC I've laid
hands on that uses the NPC SM5843AP,
20-bit, 8x-oversampling filter and permits
the user to switch between its two built-in
filter functions. rve studied digital filters a
little bit, but Ilack the facility to build/use
aprogrammable one, so I've wondered:
What effect does the filter characteristic
have on the sound? Audiolab says that filter 1"has the finest technical performance
and best attenuation of spurious signals,"
while filter 2"has improved group delay
characteristics," but that "high-frequency
response is rolled off slightly." Iwhipped
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996
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out my NPC spec sheets for the SM5843
and found that, indeed, filter 1has the
sharp cutoff and high attenuation of outof-band frequencies, typical of other NPC
filters. Filter 2, however, has lower ripple of
die in-band frequencies, but with earlier
gender rolloff. Whether or not this has
any bearing on the sound remains to be
seen.
The IMC module in the 8000DAC
is ametal-enclosed proprietary device
manufactured for Cambridge Systems
Technology and described as a1-bit Bitstream converter. This implies that it's
based on Philips technology, and, indeed, aPhilips SAA7350 20-bit noiseshaper is incorporated into it. The master clock is re-timed between the noiseshaper and the DAC itself to compensate for its degradation in the noiseshaper. DC-coupling from the DAC
output to the output terminals is maintained by aDC servo with avery low
breakpoint. Two pairs of single-ended
outputs are provided via BNCs, along
with atransformer-coupled XLR output BNC. A 75 ohm BNC-BNC cable
is provided along with aBNC-RCA
adapter.

most eerily present. After only alittle
while, however, Ibegan to become uncomfortable with the sound. The presence effects appeared to be due to a
bright and forward balance that imposed
itself on all the voices. This is not to say
that the HF was distorted or lacked
smoothness, but that it was prominent in
the voice region. Was this the fault of the
reissue? Nope, the original sounded
exactly the same. Midrange was fairly
neutral, and bass was reasonably warm,
but seemed to lack extension and
impact. The bass, however, improved
with afew weeks' use, to the point that
it rivaled my other digital sources.
'What was particularly annoying
about this pairing was its inability to
resolve the individual voices. Everybody
was in the plane of the speakers, and
every duo I tried, from Hadley and
Hampson (Teldec 73283-2) to Richard
and Linda Thompson (Hannibal
HNCD1303), sounded as if they came
from one head. Not promising.

ROUND TWO
(FILTER 2&OTHER STUFF)

Since the alternative filter is supposed
to have alittle HF rolloff to go with its
SYSTEM
improved group-delay characteristics,
In addition to my Klyne/McCormack/
maybe that would be the way to make
the Audiolab pair sing sweetly as a
Duetta back-end, Ihad on hand several
digital front-end devices for comparison.
duet. No such luck. Indeed, Icould
hear the effect of the rolloff, although
These included the Audio Alchemy
DDS•Pro transport, DTI•Pro 32 jitterI'm not sure I detected anything I
reduction box, and DDE v3.0 DAC, as could ascribe to the group delay or ripwell as aTheta Data Basic II transport ple characteristics. The rolloff seemed
and my home-built PCM-63-based
to be rather higher in frequency than
DAC. To make swapping and com- where the offending brightness had its
parisons abit easier, Apogee Electronics
effect and, unfortunately, the other filprovided matched S/PDIF cables and an
ter characteristics did nothing to
AES/EBU cable from their WydeEye
improve the voice/depth resolution
line of digital interconnects.
problem. Itried everything Iliad on
hand in the way of interconnects and
positioning, but nothing helped. In
As AMATCHED PAIR (FILTER I)
fact, if Ihad to reach a conclusion
After aweekend of burn-in filter 2with
the Audiolab-provided interconnect, I about the 8000CDM and 8000DAC
only as apair and only by themselves,
popped in the new Classic Records reissue of (oh no!) Jennifer Warnes's Famous it would not be apositive one.
Blue Raincoat (RTHCD 5052) and sat
Inserting the DTI•Pro 32 between
back to hear what this pretty pair of the Audiolab twins and using both
components would do. First reactions
WydeEye S/PDIF cables did make an
were quite positive, Warnes's voice
improvement. The brightness was gone
sounding intimately closer than Ihad
and spectral balance was restored. I
heard before from this familiar source.
could now resolve voices, although
Ilse other voices, too, were closer; aldepth was still minimal. In fact, the
185
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sound improved to the extent that I
could pay attention to other sonic aspects, such as imaging and lateral placement. Here the Audiolab twins and the
Pro 32 were quite competent. The
soundstage spread between the speakers
with little illusion of an ambient field
beyond. Within the field, voices and
instruments were precisely placed. For
the first time, Icould enjoy the sound
and the superb ergonomics of these
components. However, it was when I
began to compare the Audiolab twins
individually to other transports and
DACs that Ifinally got areal appreciation of their personalities.

LOVED HIM (THE DAC)

Okay. Let's set aside the transport and
hook up the Theta or the DDS•Pro
directly to the 8000DAC. Holy cow!
(Thanks, Scooter.) With either transport, Ireally liked the sound. While the
Theta had a bit more bass than the
DDS•Pro, there was not alot to choose
from between them with this DAC.
Gone completely was any trace of unnatural brightness with the stock cable,
the WydeEye, or the (again preferred)
Illuminati. Iwent back to the Raincoat
reissue and really began to appreciate
how it differed from the original CD
issue. While the original was justifiably,
ah, famous for its sound quality, the reissue represents asignificant step forward in clarity and resolution, perhaps
even to a fault. This ain't no singlemike-pair, one-pass recording; it's the
result of agreat deal of artistic effort on
the part of the performers and the engineers. On the Theta/8000DAC or
the DDS•Pro/8000DAC, Icould hear
into the mix with little effort. The tonal
quality of the individual mix channels
was greatly improved, rivaling the original LP and surpassing it in bass definition.
Compared to the DDE v3.0 via
S/PDIF, Ifound the 8000DAC softer
and warmer in sound. ("Softer" is a
description of HF delicacy, and not due
to the lower output voltage of the
8000DAC.) This is not to say that the
Audiolab lacked clarity and impact.
Dead Can Dance's hito the Labyrinth
(4AD 45384-2) via the Theta/
8000DAC was spacious, with seemingly bottomless bass. At one point in
the first track, apair of maracas are gently shaken in the foreground, startling in
its proximity while everything else
remains distant. Switching to filter 2, the
8000DAC became more forgiving of
harsh source material than other DACs
I've used. Let me suggest acorollary to
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

Holes Law that recorded sound quality
is inversely proportional to musical
quality: The 8000DAC in filter 2mode
greatly influences the slope of this relationship. Iwent back through many of
my beloved but wretched CDs to find
that they had newfound warmth and
grace. The better the recording, however, the more likely one would prefer filter 1. But, hey — with this DAC, you
actually have achoice.
The effect of inserting the DTI•Pro
between either of the transports and the
8000DAC was positive but not striking.
Remember, the YM3623 input receiver
on the DAC is limited to 16 bits, so the
"resolution enhancement" features of
the DTI•Pro can only do so much.
Moreover, Isuspect the two PLLs (not
entirely unlike those in the DTI•Pro)
are pretty effective at reducing jitter by
themselves. Switching between DTI-Pro
and bypass via the inputs of the
8000DAC, Ifound small improvements
in soundstage width and depth with the
DTI•Pro but nothing that would make
me unhappy in bypassing it. From her
opening words, the absolutely luscious
voice of Odetta on "America the Beautiful" (Strike A Day Chord, Justice JR
0003-2) was wonderfully rendered by
the 8000DAC (filter 1) with either
transport and with or without the DTI.
Going to the all-I2SDDS•Pro/DTI•Pro/
DDE 3setup, however, the added revelation of detail and ambience made her
almost palpably present.
The bottom line on the 8000DAC is
that it had the self-effacing sound quality one might expect from a welldesigned Bitstream DAC, with no
shortage of clarity and dynamic contrast.
It also had unique flexibility in its filter
characteristics, and superb ergonomics
and build quality. If you are considering
buying aDAC in this price range, it is
certainly deserving of aserious audition.

HATED HER (NOT REALLY)

The 8000CDM transport is beautiful
and has all the right moves. However,
the source of the lack of soundstage
depth and inability to resolve multiple
voices that characterized the paired
Audiolab devices seemed to lie with the
transport. Regardless of which DAC it
was connected to, the results were less
than hoped for. One of the most spacious representations of an orchestra in
a large and reverberant hall is a recording of Sibelius's The Tempest (O.
Vânsla, Lahti SO, BIS CD-581).
Typical of BIS's Lahti recordings, the
dynamic range is very wide, but the
average levels are very low, placing the

CARVER
So what did
you expect
for under
agrand?
"A speaker system that
is accurate, coherent,
musical.., and so much
clarity
that
it is
difficult
to walk
away
from the
musical
experience
at the
end of a
listening
session.
These
speakers
are highly
recommended."
High
Performance
Review,
Winter
1992/93

The Carver AL-Ill Plus dipole
ribbon loudspeaker. Just $995
each suggested retail. Audition
them at aCarver dealer near
you. Call far more information.

Carver Corporation
P.
O.Box 1237, L
ynnwood, WA 98046
(206) 775-1202
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orchestra quite distantly. With the
8000CDM, all the instruments were in
the same plane and, if the volume was
reasonably high, they were jammed
together between the speakers, making
it difficult to resolve them spatially or
tonally. As Ilowered the volume, richness and presence drained away.
Running the 8000CDM into my preferred arrangement of DTI•Pro/I2S/
DDE v3, Icould somewhat mitigate
these problems and achieve decent resolution of voices and a little bit of
depth.
What can Isay? Aside from the loose
(and easily secured) internal shield,
there were no physical indications that
might have suggested damage, and the
8000CDM did function flawlessly.
Initial concerns about brightness or the
lack of bass weight disappeared with
use, but the other problems remained.
Compared to a RadioShack RS3400
used as atransport, borrowed for just
this purpose, the 8000CDM was more
aemele.
IMOO

V.0
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Fig. I Audiolab 8000DAC. frequency response
(top) and de-emphasis error (bottom)
(right channel dashed. 0.5dB/verocal div.).

than its equal, offering better bass and a
more relaxed sound overall. Up against
its economic peers, however, the Audiolab was less competitive. At the price of
this transport, one expects more than
just apretty face.
-Kalman Rubinson

Note that this measurement was made
with a 16-bit input signal; the 8000
truncates 20-bit data, due to its use of
the Yamaha input receiver chip. A
wideband spectral analysis shows arapid
rise in the noise level just above the
audioband (fig.4), due to the noiseAuDIOLAB 8000
shaping employed.
MEASUREMENTS FROM RH
The 8000's linearity (fig.5) was excelThe Audiolab 8000's maximum output lent, with good performance down to
level was 2.065V, right in line with the
-100dB. This good low-level behavior
CD standard of 2V. The output imwas also apparent in fig.6, the 8000's
pedance was a low 100 ohms at any
reproduction of a 1kHz, -90dB unaudio frequency, and the unit had very
dithered sinewave with 16-bit resolution.
low levels of DC offset at the analog The quantization steps are uniform, and
outputs (0.1mV left channel, 03mV
the waveform is relatively free from
right). The 8000 does not invert polariaudioband noise.
ty and locked to 32kHz and 48kHz
Fig.7 shows the 8000's exemplary
sampling frequencies.
noise-modulation performance. This
Fig.1 is the 8000's frequency
measurement is made by driving the
response (top) and de-emphasis error converter under test with a 41Hz
(bottom). Judging from the flatness of sinewave at five levels: from -60dB to
the de-emphasis trace, de-emphasis
-100dB in 10dB steps. The test signal is
is performed in the digital domain by
filtered, and the converter's output is
the NPC 5843 digital filter. Channel
plotted spectrally. Any deviation beseparation (fig2) was excellent, meatween traces indicates that the converter
suring 120dB at 1
kHz. Some powerunder test's noisefloor changes in level
supply noise at 180Hz and 300Hz can
or spectral balance as afunction of input
be seen intruding on the crosstalk mealevel. The 8000 has one of the bestsurement.
looking noise-modulation plots I've
A 1
/
3-octave spectral analysis of the
seen. The performance is marred only
8000's output when decoding a1
kHz,
by the presence of a tiny amount of
-90dB dithered sinewave (fig3) shows a power-supply noise.
low noise level overall, with just abit of
The 8000's bench performance conpower-supply noise rising above the
tinued to impress -its intermodulation
8000's intrinsic noisefloor. The two
distortion spectrum (fig.8) shows no
DAC channels appear to be performing
IMD components rising above the
identically, and have good linearity
-100dB level. Again, this is exemplary.
Measuring and interpreting the
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Audiolab 8000DAC, spectrum of dithered
I
kHz tone at -90.31dBFS, with noise and
spuriae (I
6-bit data, Ys-octave analysis, right
channel dashed).
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Fig.7 Audiolab 8000DAC, noise modulation,
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The results from Hi Fi '96 are in:
HOLOGRAM

Overture & the 2C3D System
voted "Best Sound at the Show!"

certified system

"...tbere was a clear winner in New York: ....Wilmington, Delaware dealer
Overture featuring the Avalon Osiris/Spectral/MIT/ASC"2C3D" system."
John Atkinson, Stereophile, Vol. 19, No. 10, October 1996
-

.111BIT

How did we do it? The same way we'll do it for you, in your
listening room. With outstanding, reference-quality components
like the Avalon Osiris loudspeakers and Spectral DMA-150 Power
Amplifiers...
"...the (Avalon Osiris) demo at Hi Fi '96 made believers out of us.
In a word, fantastic...a certifiable work of audio art."
Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, Vol. 19, No. 10, October 1996
UM!

...electrically interfaced with MIT CVTerminator Reference
Interconnects and Speaker Interfaces & acoustically interfaced
with ASC Tube Traps, to create the legendary 2C3D system.
"...once again proved that the `2C3D' approach can create a system
whose whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Simply breathtaking."
Robert J. Reina, Stereophile, Vol. 19, No. 10, October 1996

We at Overture sincerely thank all at Hi-Fi '96 in New York who voted
the Avalon/MIT/Spectral/ASC system "The Best Sound at the Show."
If you have not yet experienced the profound sonic improvements that
the 2C3D Certified Reference System and MIT Interfaces deliver, please
visit us soon. No matter what level of audio perfection you seek to achieve,
you'll find high-performance components and MIT Interfaces designed to
dramatically improve your audio system and to fit your budget.

°VERTU

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE

Wilmington, Delaware • (302) 478-6050 • (800) 838-1812
Convenieenty located near I95, 1/2 hour front Philadelphia
and on!)' two boars front Veit' York City and Washington
No Sales Tax
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DSP 9000111 (HDCD)

An)5
,
3log Shop

--- eStereophile "Class A" Recommended
Component
•Remote Attenuation Replaces Pre-Amp
•Fully Upgradeable, Never Obsolete
•A True Reference Product, on Display Now

FEATURING Morclaunt-Short
•Revolutionary Resinrock Cabinet Design
•Remarkably Natural Balance, Ultra Low Coloration
•Highly Recommended
/ •On Display Now

OTHER PRODUCTS BY EAD
include the All New Ultradisk 2000
CD Player and the 2000t Transport.
AWESOME!

FEATURING

DA
10.5 AMPLIFIER
•Transparent
•Vivid Full Bodied
Reproduction
•State of the Art Build
• 10 Year Warranty

FEATURING

14-1c Hale

CABLES

•Natural, Uncolored Sound
•Extremely Flexible, Lasy to Work With
•Opens the Window Between You and
the Music

THE ANALOG SHOP PROUDLY
FEATURES THESE "CLASS A"
PRODUCTS:
Audible Illusions- Modulus 3A •Balanced
Audio Technology -VK-5 Preamp-VK-60

OTHER PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY

PowerAmp •Meridian-508.20 •Audio

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •CODA

Physic-Virgo Speakers •Music Reference -

•AUDIOMECA •MUSE •REGA •MUSIC REFERENCE •MUSIC
METRE CABLE •MESA •MICROMEGA •MERIDIAN •MORDAUNTSHORT •MEADOWLARK AUDIO •SPENDOR •CHAPMAN •EAD
•LYRA •BENZ-MICRO •KUZMA •MELOS •TOWNSHEND •VPI
•CHANG •KIMBER •FANFARE •AUDIO PHYSIC SPEAKERS
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RM-911 •Enlightened Audio- DSP-9000111
•Graham 1.5tTonearm

PHONE 716.742.2860
FAX 716.742.2859
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8000's jitter performance was difficult.
The DACs are housed in sealed enclosures that prevented me from measur1•••••••.• **NM •10•144 • »My 4.44.1161.06 0141.004041.4..•
00

Fig.8 Audiolab 8000DAC. HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz. 19+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale. 20dB/vertical div.).

ing the jitter at the word-clock pin on
the DAC. The closest Icould come was
an 8x clock (352.8kHz) from the NPC
5843 8x-oversampling digital filter.
Most DACs are clocked from the filter,
suggesting that the word clock may be
derived from the filter's 8x clock. At any
rate, the 8000 had unusual jitter behavior
—perhaps owing to the unit's outdated
Yamaha YM3623 input receiver. Fig.9 is
the jitter on the filter's 8x clock with the
8000 processing a I
kHz, OdBFS
sinewave sourced from the CBS Test CD
playing on aPS Audio Lambda transport.
The clock is highly contaminated with
periodic jitter, seen as the spikes in the
trace. The RIVIS jitter level, measured
140.60. 44.0.10 0000 Ca. row 44.66•6 ••••••• inpur

over a400Hz-20kHz bandwidth, was a
high 275 picoseconds.
With an input signal of all zeros, the
11MS jitter level dropped to just 25ps,
and the spectrum was free from periodic jitter (fig.10). The jitter spectrum
was similarly clean, with aI
kHz, -90dB
sinewave input, but the RMS jitter level
rose slightly to 85ps (flg.11). Again, I
must stress that without access to the
DACs, these jitter measurements may
not reflect the mie word-clock jitter.
Overall, the 8000 had excellent technical performance. Its low noise, good
linearity, and exemplary noise-modulation plot all point to awell-engineered
product.
-Robert Harley
11•••••••••44 •••... ono 4•06• •••••

unt
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Fig.9 Audiolab 8000DAC, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz. when processing
IkHz sinewave at OdBFS; PS Audio Lambda
transport (linear frequency scale. 10dB/
vertical div.. OdB=Ins).
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Fig. I
0Audiolab 8000DAC, word-clock jitter
spectrum. DC-20kHz, when processing
digital silence; PS Audio Lambda transport
(linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical
div.. OdB= I
ns).

Fig. IIAudiolab 8000DAC, word-clock jitter
spectrum. DC-20kHz, when processing
I
kHz sinewave at —90dBFS; PS Audio
Lambda transport (linear frequency scale.
I
Odlit/vertical div., OdB= ns).

conrad-johnson Premier 14 -It just sounds right.
Why? It is a zero negative feedback design with single-ended triode
amplification, custom polystyrene capacitors, Vishay® resistors,
high purity silver wiring, and gold plated silver switches.
WMWM\'1/4'iN4NX6.\\\X‘X0,

\\

'1.1».V.:1:•:•».\.'e,:•.'..:*.-....e,'.e.
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C-J Premier 14
A reference quality
preamp that has afull
function remote control.

The best parts and innovative engineering has yielded a new
standard in preamplification. In stock and on display at Audio Outlet.
69 S. Moger Ave. Mt. Kisco, NY 10549 • 914-666-0550
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TEN YEARS AFTER
Jonathan Scull listens to the TARA Labs RSC Decade Interconnect,
Loudspeaker Cable, and Digital Datalink,
and talks with TARA's Matthew Bond
TARA Labs RSC Decade Interconnect $69511m pair. RCA terminated.TARA Labs

129. Manufacturer:TARA Labs. Inc. 2245 Ashland St., Ashland. OR 97520. Tel: (541)

RSC Decade Digital Datalink: $395/1m. RCA or BNC terminated TARA Labs RSC

488-6465. Fax: (541) 488-6463. Internet TARALabs@wave.net: home page

Loudspeaker Cable, $1700/6 pair. $2700/10' pair. Approximate number of dealers:

www.taralabs.com
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hy don't you come along
for dinner this evening?"
is a phrase most audio
journalists arc happy enough to hear
during aHI FI Show. (But let me tell
you, it's usually the reviewer who turns
out to be the main course!) In fact, with
only abit of diligence and abright smile,
acrafty scribe can avoid paying for sustenance altogether if he or she is of such
amind to do so. (I don't know about
you, but Ineed to cat nty breakfast in
penal
And so it was during HI-FI '95,
Stereophiles high-end HI-FI Show at the
Doubletree Hotel in LA. At the end of
along day I'd stopped in to say hello to
Matthew Bond and partner Merrill
Bergs of TARA Labs in their impressive
exhibition room at the foot of the main
escalator. Up to then Ihadn't experienced
TARA cables in my system, but I'd often
heard them in other setups. Matthew is a
soft-spoken, shin, and elegant clotheshorse ((Janus him) who uncannily resembles double-oh-seven Pierce Brosnan.
Although originally from He-Man
Australia (where men are men, women
arc men, and sheep run for cover), I
think he'd look perfectly at home in a
London gentleman's club.
While we were chatting, he shot his
cuff and checked the hour on aslim
gold timepiece. (This not sourced, Iam
told, from audio writer Ken Kessler,
known far and wide 'round the audio
circuit for selling timekeeping goodies.)
He casually mentioned that he was
hosting adinner for afew people, and
would Ibe interested in coming. But of
course!
A bit later Ifound myself surrounded
by audio writers of many ilks. Our own
Wes Phillips was seated just across from
nie; to his right, Steven Stone. Swatch
Watch Ken Kessler was to my left, while
the rest of the table was taken up by various and sundry industry persons.
Thinking of my wife Kathleen, Itried
STEREOPHILE, D EC:EMBER 1996

not to cat too much. (Always astretch
when mating the concepts "journalist"
and "free meal.") lise conversation was
animated, to say the least, one importer—who shall remain nameless—
trashing his soon-to-be-ex-partner and
the very products he still represented! (I
looked around for a pooper-scooper,
but none was handy.)
Then Matthew Bond made his Fateful Comment. "You know, Jonathan,
the cable guys don't get any respect
from the press. We never get to tell our
story!"
His complaint resonated within me
during the rest of the meal; Ithought he
was right. So in the months following
the Show, Iouted the wire guys Iknew:
Roger Skoff at XLO, Ted Denney at
Synergistic Research, Eric Poulsen of
Alpha-Core/Goertz, and Joe DePhillips
of Discovery Cable. And finally I
turned, step by step, TARA's way.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

Ilistened to the Decade interconnect on
awide range of solid-state and tubed

equipment. These included the following digital front-ends: jadis JD1/JS1;
Forsell Air Bearing transport and DAC;
Ensemble Dictum, Drive and DAC;
and the YBA CD 1Blue Laser integrated player.
Analog music maker was the Forsell
Air Force One with the Symphonic
Line RG-8, vdH Grasshopper IV, and
Clearaudio Insider cartridges. Preamps
included the Jadis JP80MC, the dualmono JP200MC, and YBA Signature 6
Chassis Phono. Amplifiers were our
own Jadis JA 200s; Forsell's The Statement; VTL Wotan MB-1250s; and
YBA Signature Alpha 1 monoblocks.
Speakers included our trusty Avalon Ascents and the simply remarkable Avalon
Radian HCs.

Rsc DECADE INTERCONNECT

The silver-sleek Decade interconnects

exude quality workmanship. Unscrewing an RCA connector, Ifound aneatlooking solder job with afinishing shot
of hot melt to stabilize and damp the
connection. The so-called HCC con-

TARA Labs RSC Decade interconnect and Decade loudspeaker cable
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'lectors (High Conductivity Copper alloy) arc specially made for TARA in
Japan.
The shield floats at the source-end of
the interconnect, where hang the interesting (and nicely implemented) "star
grounding" connectors that tic the
shields together. (See my accompanying
interview with Matthew Bond for
details.)
Let's start with the imaging as it relates to hooking the shields together.
First of all, in whatever configuration,
the Decades image in an absolutely firstclass manner. (As they sit at the top of
the line— statement products honoring
TARA's 10 years of existence— that
should be expected.)
Imaging doesn't exist as athing in itself, of course. It relates to the soundstage: its size and proportions, whether

'stage forward or rearward in aspect; the
sense of air; and finally transparency, focus, and detail. And let's not forget speed
and dynamics, both micro and macro. At
any rate, in ageneralist sense, all the elements of Building the Soundstage were
adroitly handled by the Decade, both
line-level and phono.
As well as these key elements were
rendered, they all improved — in some
ways dramatically — when Iconnected
the shields. That Iheard most noticeably was aquieter soundstage, more airy
in construction, which faded at its
soundfield boundaries in amore finely
graduated fashion.
An old Columbia six-eye Ialways
turn to when the subject is soundstaging
and air is Duke Ellington's Jazz Party in
Stereo (CS 8127). Attaching and releasing
the snap-fit connectors that bind the

shields during play was an interesting
experience. As the presentation became
quieter, the soundstage went from impressively big to truly enormous. Life is
full of compromise; usually again in one
area will lead to aloss in another. But
coincident with the increase in 'stage size
and quietness, Idiscovered to my delight
yet more transparency, not less.
In fact, balancing the electrical potential riding the shields proved areal
boon for low-level analog signals. In this
respect, the Decade was squeaky-close
almost-there as good as the XLO 3.1
phono cable, long our reference.
It's quite easy to see that the more
see-through things become, the more
detail may be available to the listener.
The shield-balanced Decades were superb in this fashion, and Inever failed to
tie them together when they were in-

THE ABSOLUTE REFERENCE AUDIO LABS:
J-10 TALKS WITH MATTHEW BOND OF TARA

j

onathan Scull: Matthew, hou, did
you COIlle up with the name TARA
Labs?
Matthew Bond: It stands for The
Absolute Reference Audio Labs.
Scull: Ah-hah! Tell me, what in the
world encourages someone to go into the
cable business?
Bond: Well, Istarted out rewiring
loudspeakers and improving their
crossover networks. Inoticed that the
wire itself made abig difference, and
Iwanted to discover why this was so.
One thing led to another; and as they
say... the rest is history! [laughs]
Scull: Would you tell us something about
those connectors that hook the shields
together in the Decade cable?
Bond: The star ground connector
tends to "common" any electrical
potential — or potential differences
— between the shields in Master
Gen2 and the Decade interconnect.
Let's say you're using a single-box
preamplifier where the left and right
channels are somewhat separated
from each othet Maybe the transformer on the inside of the preamp is
closer to one side of the box than the
other. The transformer creates electromagnetic radiation, of course, and
that radiation will be perhaps more
concentrated on one side of the preamp than the other, and so affect one
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Matthew Bond

side of the interconnect pair more
than the other.
By commoning the electrical potential in the shields, whose job it is to
absorb and ground RFI and EMI radiation, we're allowing the signalcarrying conductors to have an uncontaminated pathway for the music
signal.
If there were no shield, RF would
be modulated with the audio signal,
perhaps making things sound bright
or grainy. But definitely changing the
sound. If the shields are there, you
have less of that. And if they're commoned, then the channels are going to
be ...less different from each other in
terms of frequency response and

bandwidth. The result is better channel separation, better imaging, and
slightly lower noise, with a quieter,
blacker background.
Scull: Hon,did you come up with that
idea? IMeall, did _you sit bolt upnkht in bed
one tught and... hty, presto?
Bond: [laughs] No, it was simply a
matter of experimentation more than
anything.
Scull: What do you amsider the most important characteristics of an audiophile
cable?
Bond: I'm trying to provide acable
that's extremely neutral, that doesn't interfere with the interface between,
say, an amplifier and apair of loudspeakers, or apreamp and apower
amp.
Scull: And hou,do you manage that?
Bond: We do it by providing acable
with very low inductance and capacitance, coupled with avery wide bandwidth.
Scull: Speaking of bandwidth, Inotice
that you eschew black-box networks in any
ofyour cables. Care to comment?
Bond: You want cables to be as
extended in bandwidth as possible so
they have little or no distortion artifacts rippling through the pass-band.
There are designs that use filter networks to create alow-pass function
by adding components in a box at
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stalled in the system. Ifound that, as the
transparency and detail increased, so too
did the sense of palpability of performers within the soundfield.
This was as mie with ol' six-eye
Ellington as with more contemporary
digital recordings. Take Laurie Anderson. (Actually, she's already taken ... by
Lou Reed! They're in love. It's so poetic.)
I've always felt Laurie's LPs to be mie
works of art, but they've mostly been
recorded rather poorly. On the CD side,
I've tended to listen (in the audiophile
sense) more to Bet Red (Warner Bros.
45534-2) than the more textured and
narrative 7/se Ugly One With The Jewels
(Warners 45847-2). It's true that Bright
Red lends itself more to demo track
jumping.
To nuke the point, I'll refer to amemorable listening session with TARA'd

either end of the cable. The rationale
behind this is to provide astable interface between the components.
But the signal is not going to have
the integrity of its harmonic structure
totally intact if you place afilter in its
path. It's better to have adesign with
avery wide bandwidth that imparts
less distortion on the interface. At
TARA we accomplish this, as mentioned before, by making the cable's
inherent inductance and capacitance
values very, very low. This also means
the length of cable doesn't become a
factor. A 10-meter cable can sound as
good as a2-meter one if the inductance and capacitance are kept low.
[Strictly speakine you can't arrange for a
cable's capacitance and inductance both to be
minimal. One always increases as the other
decreases.— Ed.]
Scull: How do you manage to control
those parameters?
Bond: By using smaller conductors
and grouping them in an open configuration. And it's done even better
with arectangular conductor, which
has less inductive reactance than an
equivalent round conductor.
Scull: Would you mind explaining?
Bond: There's more crowding of the
electromagnetic flux at the center of a
round conductor than in arectangular
conductor of the same mass. In arectangular conductor, there literally is no
center to speak of—it's spread out.
Scull: Your conductor lay has the Rectangular Solid Gres at dIjer
.ent angles to
each other, Isee.
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Wotans, the Jadis JP200MC, and the
Forsell digital front-end (marques of disparate origin, yet wildly similar in Emenon and effect). Listening to Jewels left
me feeling very close indeed to the performance.
I've noted in these pages singleended's tendency to communicate vocals well, especially female vocals.
Through their artistry —a definition Ican
live with — single-ended triodes make
the connection with an enhanced emotional and cognitive impact. The TARA/
VTL/Jadis/Forsell setup managed to
bring me the Laurie Anderson Experience in amore profound manner than I
had ever experienced before. Isat captivated by the huge and extreme palp factor the cable allowed these fine components to pass my way.
Eyes closed in the ribbon chair, Itruly

Bond: Right In the case of the Gen2
Master and Decade speaker cables,
we've got anumber of these individual
insulated rectangular conductors that
don't couple electromagnetically as
conductors would do if they were lined
up plate-to-plate or edge-to-edge. And
that reduces the inductive reactance in
the conductor even further.
Scull: Inotice there's alot of air in
your speaker cable. [laughter]
Kathleen: Jon-a-tan... [Kathleen says
wanringly...]
Scull: No, really! They're very light in
comparison to some other high-end
designs.
Bond: Right. We start off with a
thin-wall Teflon inner tube. Like this,
the dielectric involvement in the cable
is less, so to speak. Instead of having a
cable with lots of plastic material,
which makes for dielectric absorption
problems, we array the conductors
around the outside of this inner
Teflon tube and so once again we
have less inductive reactance in the
conductors themselves. By doing
away with plastic in the cables, we
also avoid having asecondary medium storing both high frequencies and
high-order harmonic energy —
which radiates around the conductor
— then releasing it out of phase back
into the conductor.
You know, Jonathan, Ican look at a
cross-section of acable and tell you
how it's going to sound.
Scull: !!!
Bond: I'm not trying to brag! Ican

jilt it. "Daddy Daddy, it was just like you
said /Now that the living outnumber
the dead /Where Icome from it's a
long thin thread / Across an ocean
down ariver of red /Now that the living /Outnumber the dead /Speak my
language..."
As it happens, Laurie Anderson is the
Ugly One with the Jewels, and when
you hear the narrative behind it, Ipredict you will find yourself, as Iwas,
moved by the imagery.
With imaging highjinks in mind, I
played Kraftwerk's Autobahn on LP (Phonog,ram/Vertigo VEL-2003) for alittle
fun fun fun on the Au-to-balm! My
notes speak of atight and punchy bass,
an attractive midrange, extended highs,
and sound effects that showed off the
layering and the enormous acoustic on
tap with this setup. Inever heard the

look at a design and tell you with
about 80% accuracy how things arc
going to be changed and affected by
the construction. Cable will sound
airy, open, and more extended, and
especially more open in the midrange
if it's made with less dielectric in its
construction.
Scull: How's that?!
Bond: You know, the cable is its own
audio system. The conductors themselves are like loudspeakers. The size
of the conductor will determine the
sound of the cable. A large loudspeaker, for example, will produce
low frequencies very well but not
high frequencies. It's just the same
with aconductor. A large one will not
reproduce high frequencies well, but
will have good current-carrying capability for the bass.
Scull: An interesting idea. Speaking of
conductors, let nie ask you about the nature
gthe Consonant Alloy that Iread about in
your ads.
Bond: It's ablend of copper and trace
elements including silver. But importantly, it's chemically treated so that
the crystal junctions in the conductor
itself are more conductive than they
would be in apure copper or silver
conductor.
Scull: And the dielectric around it?
Bond: That's aclear, chemically stabilized polyethylene with two stabilizing agents. One to prevent the
breakdown of the polymer with
regard to UV radiation, and the second so that it has less static.
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sound effects and synthesizer riffs so
well separated from the music, whipping back and forth across the listening
space.
Given all the positive aspects of
connecting the shields, Istill found the
image boundaries less perfectly defined
than when lashing up XLO Signature or
Synergistic Research Resolution Reference. A cable's nature is still its namre
after all, shields connected or no. This
particular aspect of the Decade's performance was noticeable with tubes (jadis/
VTL) or solid-state (Forscll's The Statement or the YBA components).
To illustrate this quality, I'll refer to an
old favorite, Bill Henderson's Live at the
Times (Discovery DSCD-779). (George
Cardas has this recording on LP; he
mentioned he'd picked it up in Japan.
Frankly, I'd kill for the privilege of owning the vinyl.)
Now, this recording is not "sharp"-imaged by nature. Listening to track eight,

Scull: Thejacketing material?
Bond: It's asimple nylon weave, alittle more tightly wound on the interconnect than on the speaker cable.
Scull: Matthew, tell me what you think
about mixing and matching cables?
Bond: Iunderstand it.
Scull: You understand it, but how do you
feel about it?
Bond: Iempathize, but Idon't sympathize, which means Iunderstand
but don't approve. We're after the
most accurate reproduction of the
musical signal possible. That's what
everybody is looking for in their components. But too often Ifear audiophiles seek to mix colorations, experimenting with different cables to get
something that sounds perhaps abit
euphonic and beguiling rather than
accurate.
Scull: One would assume you'd prefer a
system wired up entirely with your cable?
Bond: Right. [laughs] That would be
the best! There are, after all, aseries of
losses in the chain from the recording
studio down to your High End system —every component is alow-pass
filter. These accumulated losses
diminish the harmonics. So it's possible you could find acomponent or a
cable that would correct this by introduring acoloration to provide additional harmonic texture. Someone
might say it makes it sound more like
"real" music. Who am Ito judge that?
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"Bring In the Clowns," one notes the
huge and airy club venue, Bill's voice
emerging from slightly stage right and
rear. There's awealth of ambient detail
to keep the listener entertained: soft
conversation, the clink of glass and silverware, even the amusing pop of abottle opening. (With the TARA, you can
determine the vintage! just kidding...)
What Ifound interesting was the
overall effect as seen through TARA'd
eyes on all-YBA with the Radians. Even
though Bill's voice is abit diffuse, the
detail, nuance, and tonal balance were
so superbly balanced, the transparency
so enhanced, that as an entire musical
construct and experience, Ifelt I'd never
heard it better.
As regards overall speed and the handling of leading-edge transients, Inoted
once again that the Decade was still a
touch behind XLO (as far as we're concerned, the very original cable speed
demon) or the next-best Synergistic

After all, we're all trying to reproduce
the live musical event in our home.
And when your ears say it's right; it's
right! In the final analysis, we all use
cables as tone controls.
Scull: Cane!
Bond: Of course, when Idesign a
cable to be open and transparent, I
don't see it as atone control. Isee it
rather as an open gate that will make
the most neutral interface between two
components. But that's never going to
be the case. The customer is going to sit
down with the system and play with
the cables and anything else at his disposal — like cones and other accessories—to get the sound they want
You know, ultimately, if apiece of
coat-hanger wire sounds better than
an interconnect, then that's what you
should use in your system! The Decade cables are the most revealing,
neutral cables that Ihave heard. Yet
they will impart colorations to the system. And, of course, other cables will
impart even more gross colorations to
the system.
Scull:
Bond: The fact is, most audiophiles
deliberately introduce colorations by
using cables and components that
they say are synergistic in order to
create afacsimile of the live musical
event. The better that facsimile is, the
more they like it. And if you're using
wire that you've mixed and matched

Research. This is hardly acondemnation; it should be taken in the context of
abeaming Damon Ifill at the top of the
podium, surrounded by second-place
Jean Alcsi and third-place Jacques Villeneuve, as seen at the end of this year's
German Grand Prix at the Hockenheimring. Third in this company is far,
jar from bad!
While Iwouldn't issue a speeding
ticket to The Buxtehude Pi-vial—Vol II:
Harpsichord Music (P(;M 105) on the
TARA'd system, Iwould say that this
ultraclean recording shows off the fine
initial transient-handling the Decade
does manage. And the follow-on harmonic burst and decay of each struck
note was beautifully integrated with the
initial plucking attack so as to craft a
very believable and palpable musical
event.
On the back side of the issue, one
might also say that speed is required to
capture (properly) the sense of acoustic

from brand to brand and you get the
result you want, and it sounds more
like the live musical event, so be it.
But it's true that neutrality, transparency, and accuracy arc what one
should strive for in order to make the
system revealing and have it reproduce the music more accurately.
Scull: Whew... that's slippay ground!
Bond: Here's the thing... a cable
should sound like no cable. It's aZen
kind of thing. But we're human
beings; our hearing system is aphysiologically dependent phenomenon of
its own. And it's not linear in the first
place. That's why we have loudness
controls to compensate for the ears'
lack of sensitivity at certain frequencies at certain amplitudes. Our physiologically dependent hearing system can
be changed even by the food we eat
and drink. We may all have experienced that at one time or another. So
the point is, what's accurate isn't necessarily going to sound pleasing.
Scull: You're articulating what alot of
cable people would never say, Matthew...
Bond: Yes, and l'in not even necessarily saying that adding colorations is
abad thing, because Iappreciate that
from the live musical event down the
chain to the playback system, you've
got those losses Imentioned all the
ivay through. And they occur typically
in higher-order harmonic-s. The end
result is that a recording is never
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decay. For example, Ipositively wallowed
in the rich harmonic interplay encoded
on Keith Jarrett's The Kôln Concert
(ECM 1064/65), especially on LP
(ECM-2-1064). The powerful musical
ebb'n'flow was simply mesmerizing.
Jarrett often plays with an open pedal,
and the manner in which the complicated and resonant tones of the piano
melded and died away was extraordinary, and added immeasurably to the
musical experience.
Anyway, rather than their speed, I'd
prefer to point out how sweet the Decades sounded, without any of the negative connotation such an "accusation"
might incur. (I once had an audiophile
acquaintance who nearly killed me
when Iinnocently told him his system
was sweet-sounding.)
Whether listening to the Bill Henderson recording or the new Classic
Records re-release of Jennifer Warnes's
Ennons Blue Raincoat (RTHCD 5052) —

going to be as real as the real thing.
Scull: But you've said the Decades are the
most neutral cables you've ever heard...
Bond: Well, there is an admission on
our part regarding the lower-priced
cables that we do introduce some colorations. It may sound a little
smoother and be more forgiving. The
idea is that we understand the application vis-à-vis the price point of the
cable.
Scull: So as the associated system gets more
sophisticated —neutral and transparent—
and as your customer climbs the ladder of
your cables...
Bond: Right —they're going to be
more revealing as you move up the
range. And the most revealing Iwant
acable to be, ultimately, is going to be
as if it isn't there at all.
Scull: You're such aZen guy, Matthew!
What kind of recordings do you use to voice
your cables?
Bond: Ithink, the four-letter word
I'd like to use here is live ... [laughter]
Ilike live recordings. You know, the
idea is that Iwant to make it sound as
if I'm there, at that performance, listening to the feed through the mixing console down to two-channel
stereo. That's the ideal for me. If it's a
multitrack recording, Itry to imagine
some kind of simile to the actual performance —I'll be much more forgiving of the recording than asimply
miked live one.
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which needs whatever sweetness is available to counter the slightly digital nature
of the master tape so evident here —the
Decade always imparted alovely, lyrical,
and, yes, sweet sound to the upper registers when the music was so recorded.
To be precise, the Decade's presentation was afar cry from the liquid-gold
constructs of my first high-end preamp,
the peaches'n'cream Conrad-Johnson
PV-5. Rather, the Decade's sweetness
lay between the notes, in the micro-quiet
between the strike, harmonic bloom,
and complex decay one hears in Jarrett's
Keiln Concert mentioned above.
Or in the sweet, full development of
vocals as embodied in the lovely "Moon
Maiden," from The Intimate Elliwton
(Pablo 2310-787). The slightly soft top
end, along with the quietness of soundstage and wonderful shimmer of the
celeste that accompanies the Duke will
have you shivering with pleasure.
'The celeste came across clear and pel-

Scull: Ultimately, what do you think the
job oía high-end system is: reproduction of
the master tape or the re-creation of the real
thing?
Bond: The ideal is that the system
reproduces what the microphones
"saw" —just exactly what was recorded on the master tape. Ithink
that probably the tape and the live
musical event are akin, but to make
things sound a bit more live, a bit
more emotionally satisfying, audiophiles seem to yearn for colorations.
Scull: And you're implying that we
haven't resolved this duality as yet...
Bond: It isn't resolvable.
Scull: You don't say...
Bond: No. And you might have
heard me jump paradigms here from
afew moments ago...
Scull: Hey! Watch those paradigms!
Bond: ... because at first it seemed I
was saying that the live musical event
is something to strive for. I'm not saying that either one is better than the
other. At one time we may have asystem that is more neutral and more
akin to the master tape. Then, aweek
later, we may put in acable or change
acomponent that makes the system
sound more live in certain parts of the
frequency spectrum. Weeks later, you
might hear another cable, find it more
revealing, and appreciate its neutrality.
But maybe you'd lose something of
the midbass fullness that you had with

lucid, fast and acoustic, not sounding the
least rolled-off. lise softness
referring to relates to the delicacy of the
upper registers rather than any gross
bluntage of leading-edge transients —
simply not the case at all with the Decade. Its sweetness of presentation
seemed born of an utter neutrality and a
smooth frequency response that let the
music out of the bag in all its glory.
Below decks in the bass, Iwill probably now always turn to the Classic
Records mastering of Dean Peer's
Ucross, on both Cl) (Jazz Planet JPCD
5002) and its remarkable companion on
LP (JP 5002-1). Run, don't walk, ladies
and germs ... you need these recordings
in your collections.
On the Wotan/Ascent setup they
sounded fantastic: powerful, dynamic,
and redolent, impressive in size, scale,
and ambience. On the YBA/Statement/Radian HC setup, it was totally
over the top. The coupling of the enor-

the other cable.
Scull: The great quandary...
Bond: Yeah. Like Isaid, neutrality
and transparency are noble goals that
one wants to pursue when creating an
audio system. But Isay, don't beat
yourself up if you enjoy asmootheror awarmer-sounding product!
Scull: Uh-huh... tell me what would you
say to those who el it's impossiblefor there
to be difference in the way cables sound?
Bond: Well, Iunderstand the skepticism because Imyself am askeptic.
So back in 1988 we developed atest
system called CCZT — Constant
Current Impedance Testing. It measures the inductive reactance and rising impedance with frequency in various conductor sizes and shapes.
Using this testing methodology,
we've been able to correlate test
results with the listening experience.
Scull: Do you need exotic equipment to set
it up?
Bond: Not at all. We make available
the instructions for doing it. You need
afrequency generator and an oscilloscope, which should only run something on the order of $700 or $800 —
not areal fortune. To underscore this,
let me say that since we know what
we're trying to measure, we're able to
develop atest that measures it.
Scull: Matthew, thanks. This has been
one interesting interview!
Bond: Thank you, Jonathan.
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mous bloom factor embodied in this
solid-state powerhouse of an amp —
400+ watts into 8ohms — and the precision, transparency, speed, and huge
soundstage of the Radians, proved a
match truly made in musical heaven. It
was so inspiring that Iwanted to run up
the steps to our roof and shout it out for
all the world to hear.
The Radians' faster, tighter (than the
Ascents) bass served this recording...
peerlessly? The power and control, perfectly integrated transients, and followon bloom and decay, were delightfully
reproduced by the Decade's light and
agile touch.
Turning to classical acoustic bass, the
new Telefunken LP re-release of Ludivt"q
Streicher spielt Bottesini (Telefunken
6.42230 AS) sounded wonderful as well.
Buzz, bloom, and power mixed together
in asonic cocktail that really worked.
BIG BASS, both electronic and acoustic,
on awide variety of symphonic and pop
recordings from Dead Can Dance to
Stravinsky never failed to impress.

Rsc DECADE DIGITAL

Elegant and discrete in light blue livery,
this beautifully made coax (RCA or
BNC) delivered acoherent, wide-band,
neutral, yet fully harmonic presentation
that showed alight and quick touch
with transients and dynamics.
While Ialmost always preferred the
Illuminati D-60 on the Forsell and Jadis
digital front-ends, Ithought it sounded
perhaps atouch too robust on the Ensemble Dichrono DAC and Drive that I
reviewed last month. With these highly
neutral Swiss components, Ipreferred
the TARA's slightly lighter overall balance. This was, it's true, dependent on
the recording. Sometimes Ipreferred
the Illuminati, other times not.
The TARA datalink was all elegant
gesture and nuance, while still delivering
acolorful tonal palette along with the
rich power of the music. And while
Ensemble's own Digiflux is avery fine
cable indeed — Imean it no disrespect —
with so much riding on the all-important
digital connection, Ifelt it was just a
shade too evenhanded for my taste.
As far as the specifics of its presentation, just cast an eye back to the body
of this review. I'm not being lazy; the
Decade cable was unique among all the
cables we've tried in our system in that
its quality of sound remained absolutely

consistent across interconnect, digital
datalink, and even the speaker cable!
Speaking of which...

Rsc DECADE SPEAKER CABLE

K-10 (Kathleen's c-yberhandle) enjoyed
the speaker cable's sensuous flesh-toned
color. "That's the natural color of the
copper beneath," explained Monsieur
Bond. It's surprisingly light in weight
(see the accompanying interview for details), and proved easy to handle and
strap to the various amplifiers in play.
The well-made spade lugs come in a
variety of sizes to fit most applications.
K-10 also appreciated that they curved
very nicely when installed. (For my
part, Inoted it was time to stop playing
around with cables and appreciate my
wife!)
Once again, let me briefly note that
literally all the qualities I've ascribed to
the interconnect applied forthwith to
the Decade speaker cables. We tried
them on their own, ni-wired to both
the Ascents and the Radians with YBA,
XL0, and Synergistic Research interconnects. And while they mated supremely well with these cables, Ipreferred to use them for best effect with
their matching Decade interconnects.
Whether in an all-Decade lashup or
in combination with other interconnects —if that's your wish — you will
find few better.

CONCLUSION

Rarely, in my experience, does anyone
get the balance just so, having to compromise in one area to serve another. So
does the Decade line of cables compromise? Well, yes ...just alittle. They
sound atouch light. Argh! Stampede!
Return All TARA!!
Just settle down for asecond. The interconnect, digital datalink, and speaker
cable have alight, elegant touch on the
signal and the music. Images were never
shadowy, wispy, or lacking in body. The
Decade was quiet, wide-band, lithe, and
agile; fast enough to deliver the detail
necessary to hang such apalpable image
before me, as they always did. Yes, ultimate bass was also atad lighter than
Synergistic or XLO, for example, but
this never disturbed me even for a
moment.
A supremely balanced line of cables
in all aspects. Highest recommendation
for music lovers everywhere.

"Simply Stunning"
—Tom Mier.
The Audio Adveniure. July: 1995
"That the Petite can reach
the summit of small loudspeakers
is due to its bass, which is more
like that of amedium sized speaker
than that of amini."
Chan.
Audiophile Magazine. June. 1995
"Let's just dub them
'first among equals':
—it e's l'hillips.
Siereophile. Vol. 19 No. I. Jan.. 1996
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Steven Stone auditions Cambridge Signal Technologies'
SigTech TimeField Acoustic Correction System
Digital acoustic equalization system: Inputs: AES/EBU XLR, S/PDIF RCA, AT&T (ST)

900 A (with analog input only. I
8-bit A/D and D/A converters, and single-ended I/O

optical. Sampling rates: 44.1kHz. 48kHz. Optional analog inputs with 20-bit sigma-

format). $5990; TC 920A (analog I/O with 20-bit ADC Sigma-Delta DAC and bal-

delta ADCs: balanced XLR with adjustable sensitivity from —4dBu to +24dBu and 15k

anced XLR and single-ended inputs), $6590: TE 1120 D-F (with digital I/O. three

ohms input impedance; single-ended RCA with adjustable sensitivity from —ildBu to

acoustic correction memories.AES/EBU.S/PIDF.AT&T digital inputs. and 44.1 kHz and

+20dBu and 10k ohms input impedance. Frequency response: 10Hz-21kHz, +0.

48kHz sampling rates), $6690:TF II
20A-F (same features as TF 1120 D-F, with addi-

—0.5dB. Dynamic range: 103dB unweighted. Outputs: AES/EBU XLR. S/PDIF RCA.

tional analog I/O). $7190:TF 1I
20D+AD-F (with digital I/O and analog in same fea-

AT&T (ST) optical. Optional Analog outputs use 20-bit. 8x-oversampling DAC with

tures as T1 I
20D-F. plus analog in and 20-bit ADC), $7990: TF Il 208-F (with digital

noiseshaping. Frequency range: 10Hz-21kHz, +0. —0.SdB. Dynamic range: 105dB

and analog I/O), $8590 ;
TF 1I
20B-RPCM (studio-type measurement and correction

unweighted. Balanced output DC level: <5nV. Output symmetry error: better than

unit, with digital and analog I/O. built-in microphone preamp. studio-grade omnidi-

—50dB. Digital signal processor: 250 MIPS DSP engine with 48-156-bit precision, 2472

rectional microphone and calibration software: requires Windows-compatible PC

taps/channel at 44.1 kHz. 2232 taps/channel at 48kHz. Digital filter delay: <2ms. Filter

with 8-bit, half-size IBM-type expansion slot and EGA/VGA graphics). $10.990. All

memories: four sets of memories in programmable FLASH memory. Program mem-

models include new installation services. Power consumption: 63VA. Dimensions: 17"

ory: Firmware stored in FLASH memory, field upgrades under PC control. Prices:

W by 3.5" H by 13" D.Weight 15 lbs. Serial number of unit tested: 23 I
3.Approximate

TF 900D (with digital I/O and single acoustic correction memory. S/PDIF I/O for-

number of dealers: 6. Manufacturer: Cambridge Signal Technologies. Inc., 24 Thorndike

mat). $5590; TC 920D (with additional AES/E811. SDIF, and AT&T inputs), $6090; TC

Street. Cambridge. MA 0214 I
.
Tel: (617) 491-8890. Fax: (617) 491-9066.
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magine an electronic magic wand
you could wave at your listening
room's acoustical problems to make
them disappear. The Cambridge Signal
Technologies SigTech TF 1120 may be
just such an alchemical device. Its efficacy depends on the nature of the
acoustical warts in your listening environment. Operating solely within the
digital domain, the SigTech device can
perform both drastic and subtle frequency-response and time-domain corrections that arc beyond the scope of
analog-based units. While the TF 1120
is expensive, in some situations it may
still be the most cost-effective way of
coping with acoustical gremlins. Is it the
solution to your problems? Perhaps.

ADAPTIVE FILTERS

'The SigTech TF 1120 is one complex
piece of gear. While Icould devote page
after page of intricate propeller-head
teclinospeak code to its inner workings,
I'm going to try to keep this account
short, sweet, and simple. Although originally designed for professional studio use,
the TF 1120 is easily adaptable to home
listening rooms. It operates not only on
frequency-domain anomalies created by
the room, but also on some speaker-generated nonlinearities. During the measuring process the TF 1120 can differentiate between room problems and speaker
problems because it has the ability to
detect differences between direct and
delayed sound. When the TF 1120 develops its digital filters, it compensates independently for the room and the speakers.
STEREOPHILE. D ECEMBER 1996

While analog equalization has been
around for many years, it has some fundamental problems that prevent it from
being completely effective. Primarily, it
depends on steady-state signals for calibration and setup. 'These steady-state signals do not allow for any differentiation
between anomalies caused by transducers and those caused by the room itself.
In addition, an analog equalizer is what
is called a"minimum-phase" device; it
introduces phase shift that is mathematically related to the amplitude-response
change. Unfortunately, colorations due
to room acoustic problems are not minimum-phase phenomena and cannot be
corrected by aminimum-phase device.
Analog EQ may ameliorate some room
problems, but never with critical accuracy, and always with degradation in detail,

phase-response, and S/N performance.
While it's been known for some time
that digital-based equalization is a far
more accurate way to effect room and
speaker corrections, in the past the
problem has been that the hardware engine required to do the job right was
prohibitively expensive. With the advent of modern DSP chips, the necessary digital horsepower has become
practical and affordable. As early as
1984, abasic patent for AEC (acoustical
environment correction) was issued to
AR, then adivision of Teledyne, Inc.
This original patent — developed by
Ron Genereux, SigTech's Vice President., while he was at AR — is derived
from principles developed for radar to
cancel spurious reflections through the
use of adaptive filters. SigTech contract-

Cambridge Signal Technologies SigTech TimeField Acoustic Correction System
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that the microphone was dead-center
between the two speakers. Calibration
is sufficiently critical to "dial-in" the position to within Y.
After the mike was
positioned, test-tone levels were set for
each speaker, followed by the tests
themselves. The test tones sounded like
aseries of clicks.
In many setups, the first step in this
process — initial room analysis — can
take quite awhile. Many times the SigTech tests can help locate far more optimal locations for speakers and listening
TECHNOLOGY
position than one's initial setup. In my
The way aSigTech unit works is actualroom, we found that moving my listenly rather simple: It sends test signals
ing couch forward about 6" substantialSETUP
through the audio system and measures
ly reduced abass notch in the 60-80Hz
Most home users will be satisfied with
these signals at the listening position
region. Denis has done some setups in
having a trained SigTech technician
with acalibrated microphone. It then
which more than half the day was deinstall the system. Only people who conproduces, on aPC, graphic displays that
stantly experiment with their speaker voted to moving speakers and furniture
show the impulse response and the
around.
FFT-derived frequency response at the
and listening locations or do agreat deal
After the test signals had been run, the
of location recording will find it neceslistening position. The SigTech's interinformation was put through the comsary to purchase the complete system
nal software then analyzes the response
puter program to generate the TF 1120's
(along with aportable PC) and learn
data to generate aset of corrective digidigital filters. The signals were then run
how to set up the TF 1120 themselves.
tal filters. Test signals are then run
again, this time using the filters, and the
During testing I had Denis Doyle,
through the system again, this time with
Director of Field Engineering, do the
results compared to the uncorrected
the SigTech filter corrections. Again, the
plots. As separate filters are needed for
setups in my rooms. He visited me five
signals are picked up by the calibration
the 44.1kHz and 481cHz sampling rates,
times over afive-month period. (Civmicrophone and graphic displays are
ilian users get one free installation with
acomplete battery of tests must be run
created. At this point the SigTech techthe initial cost of the unit; subsequent for each.
nician can make changes to the filters —
Because the SigTech unit operates in
visits are at the customer's expense.)
such as reducing or increasing the
The first visit was to set up the TF
the digital domain, it's usually placed beamount of correction within aparticular
tween digital sources — like CD trans1120 in my large room with the Dunfrequency range —and either run the
ports and DAT machines —and aD/A
lavy Signature SC-VI loudspeakers.
new filters again, or accept the filters
converter. That was how it was set up in
and load them into the SigTech TF 1120
Denis returned amonth later to tweak
my system. Iconnected it to my CD
the setup and try afew different top-end
stand-alone unit.
transport via AT&T optical connectors,
This ability to change the amount of rolloff settings. On his third visit he
while my DAT machine was hooked up
correction is vital. Let's say you have a installed the TF 1120 in my small room,
via the S/PDIF RCA coaxial connecspeaker that has no appreciable output which hosts apair of Avalon Eclipses.
tions. While the digital signal can pass
below 40Hz. Without away to prevent Visit #4 was intended to reinstall the TF
through the TF 1120 without attenua1120 in the large Dunlavy room, but the
the TF 1120 from attempting to make
resulting measurements revealed that
tion (as Irequested for two of the four
the system flat to 25Hz, the corrective
both Dunlavy tweeters had subsequentchannels, in order to facilitate A/B
filters could easily overtax the power
amp and speakers as they try to produce
ly been partially toasted — each was
bypass tests), most of the time the signal
down 3dB from Denis's original meais attenuated by about 10dB so as not to
tones that are beyond their scope. Also,
the SigTech can be programmed to prosurements — by oscillations from apair overload anything downstream. Analog
duce agende top-end rolloff. This feaofJeff Rowland Design Group Model 6 sources were connected to the SigTech
via apair of inputs: one each for XLR
ture is useful in situations in which a amplifiers (see my August review of the
speaker setup performs double duty as
Dunlavy SC-VI for details). After I'd reand RCA jacks. Analog inputs were
both amusic and home-theater system.
placed the tweeters, Denis visited my listhen routed though the SigTech's own
The SigTech TF 1120 has provisions
tening room for the fifth and final time.
optional internal A/D converter.
for as many as four banks of filters, thus
The setup procedure was the same
Once the SigTech is set up and conproviding for the use of more than one
for each visit. Denis would unpack his
nected to asystem, it's controlled via a
set of speakers. While this feature was
Toshiba T4700CS laptop computer
hard-wired remote box measuring 5',1
2"
developed for studios, which usually with Deskstation IV, set up his ACO Paby 12'4" by 1Y. This unit is big enough
have multiple monitors in their control
cific 7052 measurement-grade calibratthat it's nearly impossible to lose unless
rooms, it has benefits for home systems ed microphone on aboom stand, hook you have amonumentally messy listenas well. You can also use the SigTech in
up the computer's audio I/O board to a ing room. The remote controls input
more than one room, using different filSigTech TF 1120 via a37-pin cable, and
selection, analog input level, and digital
ter banks for each particular setup — or
the SigTech TF 1120 to my power
filter selection (you can have amaxiyou can program the SigTech for multiamps. After making sure the micromum of four filters). You can also push
ple speaker locations in the same room.
phone was set up at ear-level at the cena bypass button to hear what things
Some Stereophile readers might want ter listening position, he would then run
sound like sans processing. Via aswitch
more detailed technical explanations of the first set of impulse tones to ensure
on the remote, the TF 1120 can also be
cd to purchase this technology, and has
the exclusive license to make commercial products and sublicense the technology to others. SigTech has taken the
original AR patent and turned it into a
real-world product. [For more detail on
StgTech's background, see "I Have Heard the
Future by the later Peter W Mitchell, Stereophile, October 1992, Vol.15 No.10, p.Z and
"Industry Update November 1992, ol.15
No.11, p.50. — Ed.]
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the hows and whys of the SigTech process. Just call SigTech; they'll send you a
copy of their technical white paper
#3375 (E-3), "Adaptive Filters for Loudspeakers and Rooms," first presented in
1992 at the 93rd convention of the
Audio Engineering Society. If you're
hooked into the World Wide Web, you
can get the paper at http:\\www.realspace.com/SigTech .The type is small
and the writing is less than sprightly, but
there are enough hard facts in there to
set even the most avid propeller-head's
beanie a-twirl.
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set up to shift the "sweet spot" to the left
or right of center position. Let's say your
cat or dog has just left amoist callingcard right smack in the middle of your
listening couch, but you still want to listen to your system right now (that's dedication): Just push this button, sit in a
dry spot, and Voi/à1— sounds just like
you're still in the cat-bird seat.
While the SigTech is an extraordinarily complex and sophisticated piece of
gear, once it's been properly set up it's
quite simple to use: Pick the right input
source, select the proper filter from four
choices, and turn it on and off via the
bypass switch. During six months of
using it, Inever had aglitch or problem
that was not due to user error (usually
I'd be on the wrong input on the TF
1120 or the EAD 9000 III D/A). Once
properly installed, the SigTech unit
operates invisibly, calling little attention
to itself. Even after power-outages,
brownouts, and other power-line weirdnesses, the SigTech refused to suffer any
digital amnesia or dyslexia. In short, the
SigTech exhibited the kind of reliability
you'd expect from aprofessional product. Too had this level of reliability is less
than universal among high-end gear.

Rooms,

PROBLEMS ,

& PYRAMIDS

Let's face it: The weakest link in almost
any high-end audio system is the listening room. Even acoustician-designed
rooms are no guarantee of acoustic excellence — remember the first incarnation of Avery Fisher Hall? This single
edifice makes a strong argument for
removing the "dismal science" mantle
from the shoulders of Economics and
draping it funereally around those of
Acoustics. Most more-than-mo towns
have some new hall or amphitheater
built in the last 20 years that was supposed to sound wonderful but turned
out to be asonic disaster. In short, most
rooms suck, and many custom-built
rooms have only inflated sonic-disaster
scenarios to Towering Inferno proportions.
The first step in turning the average
listening room into something fit for
music is not to run out and buy aSigTech unit. No, the first thing any audiophile who values music should do is
physically treat their rooms. Proper use
of ASC, RPG, or RoomTune products
is agood first step toward solving room1If you send Acoustic Sciences Corporation —(503)
343-9727 —an accurate floor plan of your listening
room. they'll generate aset of recommended placements for their Tube Traps and other room-treatment
products. RoomTime —(300) 724-3305—offers a
similar service.
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induced problems.' Judicious placement of rugs and carpeting, attractive
overstuffed furniture, and wall hangings
can also help tame overly reverberant
listening environments. Yes, I know,
many people believe it's possible to so
overdamp a room that it loses its
"bloom" and character, but in 20 years
of audiophilia I've encountered very
few home listening rooms that suffer
from this particular sonic malaise. Most
are far too bright, reverberant, and alive.
Physical room correction is always preferable to electronic correction.
Adjusting the physical locations of
your speakers and primary listening position is the second thing to do in your
listening room. I've found that even
small adjustments in speaker and listening positions can have amajor effect on
room interactions. Once you've done all
you can physically, then it's time to embark on electronic corrections.
My own listening rooms are good
examples of the kind of problems and
solutions possible in the real world. My
large (20' by 24') room has aparquet
wood floor over concrete slab, post-andbeam construction, irregularly shaped
walls, ahigh pyramidal vault, and large
openings into other rooms. Without any
damping it's far too alive, with noticeable
slapback echo off the ceiling, floor
bounce, irregular bass-frequency leakage
and augmentation, and sidewall reflections. Physical solutions to the room's
problems included RoomTune Ceiling
Clouds in all four corners of the ceiling
vault, ASC Tube Traps in the corners of
the room behind the speakers and
189

behind the speakers themselves, ASC
wall panels behind the listening couch
and on the sidewalls of the vault, thick
rugs on the floor, and extra blankets on
the back of the listening couch. While
this treatment eliminated slapback ceiling reflections and attenuated most early
reflections above 1
kHz, rear-wall bass
cancellation and broadband midrange
colorations were only slightly improved.
But if you look at figs.1 and 2 (SigTech graphs of frequency response of
the Dunlavy SC-VIs before and after
SigTech equalization — the left speaker
is the blue trace in both graphs, the right
speaker the green trace), you can see
that the major SigTech corrections were
below lkHz. The first correction was to
eliminate the bass notches at 42Hz in
the left channel and 33Hz in the right.
The next correction was to reduce the
midbass bloom at 100Hz in the left
channel and 90Hz in the right. The Sigtech then addressed the broadband dip
between 100Hz and 1
kHz in both
channels. Above lkHz, the SigTech did
some minor overall smoothing of the
frequency curve.
And the correction also applies in the
time domain. Figs3 & 4show the first
50ms of the spectral decay of the right
Dunlavy's output before and after correction. Note the presence of resonant
ridges in the uncorrected waterfall plot
(fig3) but the clean, quick decay once
corrected (fig.4).
My small (13' by 16') listening room is
of similar construction to my main room,
and also has apyramidal ceiling vault.
Again, room treatment consists of ASC
Tube Traps in the corners, RoomTune
Ceiling Clouds at the corners of the

•
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Fig.I

Dunlavy SC-VI in SS's big room, 'A-octave
smoothed, uncorrected response (left channel blue, right channel green, 5dB/vertical div.)

Fig.2

Dunlavy SC-VI in SS's big room. /i -octave
smoothed. SigTech-corrected response (left
channel blue, right channel green. SdB/vertical div.)

1.•
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Fig.3

Dunlavy SC-VI. right, in SS's big room, cumulative spectral decay without correction.

Fig.4

Dunlavy SC-VI. right, in SS's big room, cumulative spectral decay with SigTech correaion.
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vault, RoomTune panels mounted on
the bifold closet doors behind the listening couch, RoomTune panels on
either side of the Proton 27" monitor,
ASC Shadow Casters on either side of
the room, thick rugs on the floor, and
RoomTune CornerTunes at the wallceiling junctions. Since this is abedroom
with more regular dimensions, there are
fewer differences between the speakers'
response curves than in my large room.
Look at figs.5 & 6 (SigTech response
curves of the Avalon Eclipses, right and
left channels, respectively). Even after all
this treatment (this room is somewhat
deader than my large room: same
amount of treatment in asmaller space -=
greater final effect), the room had a

II°

noticeable bass bloom at 150Hz. Since
the Avalon Eclipses have little bass output below 50Hz, the SigTech was programmed to begin its corrections above
50Hz. Again, the first problem was
some rear-wall bass cancellation at 90Hz
in the left channel, 100Hz in the right.
Next, the room's prodigious 150Hz bass
bloom was tamed. The next problem
was the broadband dip centered at
300Hz. Above 2kHz, the SigTech again
did only abit of smoothing.
The point of SigTech treatments is not
to "overcorrect" so as to make all speakers sound alike, or to "sterilize" the
sound, but to eliminate the largest roominduced frequency anomalies. In both
of my rooms, the SigTech accomplished

IMO

••••um•
Fig.6

Fig.5

Avalon Eclipse in SS's small room. Y
3-octave
smoothed, uncorrected response (left channel blue, right channel green, 5dB/vertical div.)

Acurus
Audio Physics

Avalon Eclipse in SSS small room. 'Is-octave
smoothed. SigTech-corrected response (left
channel blue, right channel green. SdB/vertical div.)

this goal admirably. It should be noted
that, according to SigTech representative
Denis Doyle, my rooms had far fewer
sonic problems than most studio monitoring and home listening rooms he's
tested. Even without SigTech treatment,
they're both good-sounding rooms. Still,
it was obvious that neither room was anywhere near perfect, and each had its own
particular sonic aberrations.

SOUND

How did things sound with SigTech
treatment? Surprisingly, in my large
room the differences were subtle. Audience applause on E-Dunt DATs and
my own recordings sounded more natural with the SigTech treatment — the
slightly hollow quality to the midrange
was attenuated, and there was suddenly
more dimensionality. On music the midrange sounded slightly wanner, tenor
voices having atouch more presence and
body. Female voices, like those of Janis
Ian or Emma Kirkby, sounded more
harmonically complete. Midrange bass
bloom was noticeably reduced by the
SigTech treatment, the result being that
lower bass transients were cleaner and
better delineated; midbass slam, specifically on kickdrum, was attenuated.

toast

AudioQuest
Classe
FMS
Golden Tube
Marantz
McIntosh
Meridian
Meridian Digital
Theater
Meridian Reference
Paradigm
Paradigm Reference
Pass
RA Labs
Thiel
Vidikron
Wadia
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it's your chowe.
High end stereo and home theater systems
Multi-room and custom installations

StereoShop

Definitive Music and Film Systems
1060 Mass Ave. Arlington, MA 02174 •617-648-4434 •Fax 617-646-6039
http://www.stereoshop.com
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SUNSHINE STEREO'S
RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS
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Best Stereo Amp in the world! The PASS Aleph Five! The
Five is the big brother to the Aleph Three, the amp that Fl
magazine's editor, Wayne Garcia called an instant classic!
The Best Integrated CD Player in the world:
Audio Alchemy ACDPRO
Stable Platter Transport
with HDCD!

Best DAC in the world:
The Audio Logic Model 34 -no DAC is even
close, with its open bus architecture, Model
34 is DVD ready! Now with I2S bus input!

Best Cinema Pro-Logic/THX Processor:
The superb Chiro C-800 by Kinergetics
Great on music & movies includes tuner & multi zone!

Best DAC for the money:
Audio Alchemy's new DDEv1.2
HDCD -4inputs -I2Sbus -only $499
Best Speaker under $4000, the incredible new NEAR 50 ME II. The NEAR is
capable of astonishing resolution, coherency, and definition.
It is totally uncolored and has prodigious bass with its
proprietary resonance cancellation circuitry! ONLY $2200/pr!!
Best Imaging & Soundstaging Speakers ever:
Gallo Nucleus Reference -unprecedented reality!

Sunshine Stereo Inc.
9535 Bisea ne Blvd. Miami Shores FL 33138
Tel: 305 -757 9358

Fax: 305-757-1367

E-mail: zip@netrunner.net

Web:

littp://netrunner.net/-zip
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On some material, like Joan Osborne's
Relish CD, kickdrum didn't have quite
the impact and dynamic extension with
the SigTech in the circuit.
The sonic changes in the small room
were more pronounced. The most
noticeable change was the attenuation of
the midbass room bloom. Again, on
some material the loss of midbass slam,
especially with Avalons, which lack any
true low bass, made music less exciting
and robust. Midrange response was
more harmonically complete with the
SigTech, adding to the verisimilitude of
female and male voices. Inner detail
sounded slightly better with the SigTech,
allowing easier access to deeply buried
musical minutiae. This was probably a
result of the reduction of any small peaks
in the midrange that might obscure the
musical infonnation just above or below
the dominant frequency. Dimensionality
and focus were not impaired by the
SigTech, demonstrating that it certainly
did not compromise the phase characteristics of the program material.
Was the SigTech treatment without
sonic drawbacks? Almost, but not quite.
In both systems Inoticed that the SigTech
added awee bit of grain to the texture of
the music. The differences with and
without SigTech were similar to the differences between aClass Band aClass A
CD transport — Iwas reminded of the
sonic disparities between the PS Audio
Lambda and the C.E.C. TL 2. Perhaps
the SigTech added some jitter to the digital datastream. Ieven gave the SigTech
the benefit of AT&T optical connections,
while the comparison direct feed between transport and D/A was handled
by an AES/EBU cable. While the difference was noticeable, it didn't make
my nose wrinkle up in disgust; in aphysically well-treated room, SigTech's contributions to asystem may be almost
balanced by this increase in grain.
If you're an analog devotee (and what
semi-insane audiophile is not?), the SigTech's AID section will not please you.
Like most consumer-grade A/Ds I've
heard, this one dries out the top end, reduces dimensionality, and adds asandy,
artificial edge to the texture of the
sound. Ifound the "digitized" analog inputs less than satisfactory, and bypassed
the SigTech when listening to analog
sources.

SUMMARY

The SigTech Acoustic Correction System is an elegant solution to the problem
of acoustically corrosive environments.
Like any engineering solution to an
environmental problem, it should be
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996

used after all physical solutions have
been exhausted. But in situations where
no further physical room corrections arc
possible or economically feasible, the
SigTech can offer away to improve your
room acoustics without heavy demolition. Though not inexpensive, the SigTech system is reliable, flexible, easily
reconfigured if speakers and/or their
placements change, and an invaluable
sonic evaluation and correction tool.
While not sonically transparent — it
adds that wee bit of grain to the sound,
and lacks an adequate A/D to keep analog-lovers content — the improvements
it manifested in my listening rooms
make the SigTech the first Class A room
equalizer I've ever heard. If your pricey
audio system doesn't sound as you
know it should in your listening room,
and you've tried room treatments,
acousticians with slide-rules and beanies, even voodoo audio gurus — maybe
it's time you tried the SigTech.
As both LA and JA have pointed out
many times in these pages, the true bottom line of any equipment report is
whether or not areviewer thinks enough
of the product to plunk down his own
money and keg; the thing. When it was
first installed in my system, the SigTech

1120 1) seemed to me to be the kind of
product Iwas adamant about not purchasing — it was simply too expensive
to justify. Now, after six months of living with it in both my systems, I've realized its insidiousness — I've gradually
become addicted to it.
No, Idon't use it constantly, though I
do engage it about 60% of the time. Igo
back and forth alot during critical listening sessions: When harmonic accuracy is my top priority, I use the
SigTech. When
listening to analog
sources or am concerned with music's
textural characteristics, I remove the
SigTech from the circuit.
Am Igoing to buy it? I'm still not
sure. Convincing my wife that Ineed to
plunk down an additional chunk of cash
for another black-and-silver box is no
simple matter. Persuading her to let me
buy the Dunlavy SC-Vls was relatively
easy — all Ihad to do was put on some
music she loved and make her cry. (I
can be ruthless when it comes to getting
my way.) The SigTech won't be such an
easy sell. So, as in the serial adventures
of yore ... TUNE IN NEXT mown to see
if our sometime hero can extricate himself from yet another fine mess he's gotten himself into.
S

=AUDIOLAB
8000CD Integrated CD Player
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The Audiolab 8000CD sets new standards for sound
quality in its class and outperforms far more expensive
Integrated CD players.
AUDIO CONCEPTS
Dallas TX
(214) 360-9520

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Libertyville IL
(847) 362-5594

DEJA VU AUDIO
Mclean VA
(703) 734-9391

STEREO UNLIMITED
San Diego. CA
(619) 223-8151

AUDIO CONNECTION
Verona NJ
(201) 239-1799

AUDIO OUTLET
MI Kisco NY
(914) 666-0550

HI END AUDIO
Hopkins MN
(612) 933-4064

ULTRA HI-FI
Flushing NY
(718) 461-4848

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Chicago IL
(312) 642-5950

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Austin TX
(512) 451-5736

SOUND IMAGES
Westport MA
(508) 636-3400

WOODSIDE AUDIO
Silver Spring MD
(301) 585-3277

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Evanston IL
(847) 864-9565

AUDIO VIDEO CENTER
New York NY
(212) 571-4143

SOUND BY SINGER
New York NY
(212) 924-8600

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Hinsdale IL
(708) 789-1990

COSMOPHONIC SOUND
New York NY
(212) 734-0459

SOUND SAVINGS
Houston TX
(800) 985-1564
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PARASOUND T/DQ-1600 Am/Fm TUNER
Don Scott
Measured specifications: (Note: All sensitivity readings reflect 75 ohm

aration: SOdB. SCA rejection: 45dB. AM suppression ratio: 65dB. 19 and

measurements. All previous measurements were to 300 ohms, which are

38kHz products: —40dB. Power consumption: I
2W. Dimensions: 19" W by

outdated; dBf remains the same.) Usable sensitivity: 0.9pV/10.31d13f mono,

3" H by I
ea" D.Weight 12 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: 211023. Price:

7pV/28.12dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 16pV/35.30dBf. Cap-

$385. Approximate number of dealers: 225. Manufacturer: Parasound

ture ratio: I.5dB. Selectivity: 80dB alternate channel. 10dB adjacent channel.

Products, Inc., 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 941 I1. Tel: (415) 397-

S/N ratio at 65dBf. 78dB mono. 75dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.01%. Stereo sep-

7100. Fax: (415) 397-0144.
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arasound has been patted on the
back by the audio press for designing and manufacturing highvalue components. In that tradition, the
T/DQ-1600 sports professional appearance and looks eager to rub elbows
with other worthy components. The
unit flaunts REFERENCE TUNER in gold
lettering on its front panel. Opening
the top cover reveals premium-quality
parts, a conventional four-gang FM
front-end and associated circuitry, neat
cabling to the front panel, and amorethan-adequate power supply —as sleek
in performance as its exterior boasts.
Perhaps.
"Reference" or not, this is ano-frills
tuner without high-blend, signal-level
meter or selectable IF bandwidths. The
19" rack-mount front panel has alarge
power switch on the left and eight large
buttons for 16 presets in A/B configuration. Smaller buttons on the right are
preset shift, memory, AM/FM selection, Mono/Mute Off, Auto/Manual
tune for both AM and FM, and
up/down tuning. The remote duplicates all front-panel functions and allows the addition of four more presets.
The display shows preset number and
frequency in fluorescent white; Stereo,
Memory, and Tuned (sufficient signal
level for stereo) in red. The rear panel
has the usual threaded F-type, 75 ohm
FM aerial connector, spade lugs for the
AM loop, fixed-level RCA audio outputs, t/8"mini-jack for interface with
other brands of infrared repeater systems, and aheavy-duty, detachable AC
cord.

CIRCUITRY &RF
PERFORMANCE
The T/DQ-1600 has

basic, uncomplicated textbook circuitry —not necessarily incompatible with good end results. What makes the T/DQ-1600 different from the pack is that it uses only
two ceramic 10.7MHz IF filters back to
back, without abuffer or amplification
stage in between. Typical tuners use
208

Parasound T/DG- I
600 AM/FM tuner

three IF filters separated by amplification stages. While this concession to
economy limits the degree of selectivity
that can be achieved, it does allow less
phase shift in the amplification process
and results in reduced distortion. In
order to further refine the IF circuitry,
the filters arc on plug-in sockets, which
permits careful selection in the manufacturing process for "compromise"
selectivity and lowest distortion, avoids
possible heat damage during assembly,
and allows for updates. The old Crown
FM-1 is the only other tuner Ican
remember that uses the plug-in scheme;
it seems like agood idea, so long as the
long-term effects of contact corrosion
can be avoided.
The word "compromise" is used
because that's what you get with any
tuner that doesn't have two or three IF
bandwidths. Parasound has chosen to
go the medium-selectivity route (80dB
alternate channel, 10dB adjacent channel), aiming at preserving fidelity
rather than being able to separate stations well in crowded RF environments. This means the tuner has sufficient alternate-channel selectivity, but
will fall short with splatter when trying
to receive weak stations next to
stronger ones on adjacent channels.
(Example: 88.1 vs 88.3.) If higher selectivity is needed, the recently reviewed
Onkyo T-4310R (Vol.18 No.10, p247)
is abetter choice, but does not have
quite the audio performance of the
Parasound.

Other parameters, such as sensitivity,
capture ratio (the ability to reject weaker signals on the same frequency), and
image rejection measured average and
satisfactory for quiet reception —at least
in mono.

SYSTEM

Auditioning was done with Marantz
Model 5amps with Sylvania 8417 output tubes, connected in triode mode. A
word about these amps: I'm surprised
that Marantz has not tried to resurrect
this monoblock version of the classic
Model 8. For my money, they're superior to the 8 because of the separate
power-supply advantages. The preamp/controller was ahighly modified
Audio Source PRE One, and speakers
were original-version Amrita Monitors
with various speaker cables and interconnects.

SOUND

Final audio quality is aproduct of all circuits in atuner, not just its audio output
stages. The TIDQ-1600 presents a
good balance of RF and audio factors.
While I'm certain that careful experimentation with high-grade output
capacitors and sonic bypassing (and
voiding of the two-year warranty)
would yield slightly better audio and
slide the tuner closer to being atruc
"reference," what's already present is
definitely in the hi-fi league. The transistor burn-in factor applies to this tuner
—it sounded sweeter after amonth of
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listening. Also, the tuner was sensitive
to interconnects. The lowest distortion
and detail flowed with Esoteric Audio
3m enameled-Litz CD interconnects
(no longer manufactured). However,
the T/DQ-1600's sound is good
enough that experimentation with various interconnects will affect final
results.
Tonal balance was neither overly
crisp nor boomy, and reflected what
was being broadcast. The slurring
effects of phase shift were not present,
and voices flowed with ease. Peak and
high modulation levels didn't cause distortion within the tuner itself, and it
had good multipath distortion resistance, which is directly related to its
good AM rejection figure (65dB).
Stereo separation was outstanding,
50dB at 1kHz; the difference between
mono and stereo did not have to be
guessed. To illustrate this, Ihappened
on a new country-western station
broadcasting from Long Island. For
about two days, they appeared to have
the L—R signal connected out of phase.
When switching the tuner to mono,
there was almost no audio (complete
cancellation), which indicated that the
Parasound tuner had excellent stereo

separation and phase integrity.
And the station's equipment, once
they decided to use it properly? On the
third day, their signal went silent for a
few minutes. The station's engineer
apparently solved the problem by
unknowingly wiring the L+R (mono)
audio to both channels. They've had
zero stereo for months, despite the little
red stereo light being lit up. So much for
state-of-the-art broadcasting. However,
there are a few stations with superb
audio (such as Long Island Public
Radio) that warrant exacting receiving
equipment, that's the primary reason I
review tuners.
The T/DQ-1600 also had an excellent S/N ratio (75dB) with signals
over 2511V/39.18dBf ill stereo and at
about 7.511V/34.14dBf in mono. It was
the weaker stereo stations (below
1411V/34.14dB° that gave the tuner
trouble, as it has no noise-reduction or
high-blend circuitry to tame hiss;
therefore, marginal stations will have
to be listened to in mono. SCA rejection is adequate; no undue birdies or
added distortion were heard from stations known to be carrying one or two
SCA subcarriers. In brief, on medium-strength and stronger stations that

didn't require high adjacent-channel
separation, Ifound just sitting back
and listening via this tuner apleasant
experience.

AM SECTION

The T/DQ-1600 tuner got lots of
stations with little background
noise, but with high distortion and
rag-in-the-mouth highs (200-254V/
m sensitivity). Poor design routes the
AM audio through the same deemphasis network used for the FM
audio and spoils the pudding. (AM
does not need as much de-emphasis.)
Several high-powered Canadian stations broadcasting classical and jazz
could be heard at night. The autoseek feature worked nicely, stopping
at all stations quiet enough for normal
listening.

AM

CONCLUSION

The Parasound T/DQ-1600 offers 94
octane appearance and 89 octane performance. As far as "Reference" is
concerned, this is not the ultimate
tuner by which to measure all other
tuners. Still, the T/DQ-1600 offers
good performance value, and is recommended.
S

DK) OU
"life is too short for boring hi-fi"
Introducing the new integrated amplifiers by Densen Audio Technologies.
Hand built in Denmark in limited quantities, the B-100 and DM-10
are setting new standards for great sound and style.
Densen B-100
60 W./CH. Integrated Amp. -S1295.00

Densen DM-10
75 W. ,CH. Integrated Amp. -S2195.00

"The B-l00 is the very
best in its class, hands down"
Ken Kessler, Hi -Fi News & Record Review

DM-10

Having received world-wide acclaim, Densen Audio is now available in
the US. Come hear these very affordable products at Audio Outlet.

69 S. Moger Ave. Mt. Kisco, NY 10549 • 914-666-0550
S
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TOPAZ X2. double balanced. sold LGC copper conductor. POIYINP/Ww. Rind/wPre.
Srn $57 lm...565 15rn $73 2rn Ni
3rn 107 an $113 Sm $1296. 0145
Irn $1618rn..$177 gin $10310m 11200
11m $225 12rn $241 13rn $257
w/XLFts 5rn .S117 1m $125 15m...$133

TGDL digital link RCA Silver

VanStrand conductors. XLR

all ...513303n .
$2040 4m.. SVC°

DIA
Converter. XLR same price.
Sm...$1951m...$3321.5m...$425 Zia2rn ..93K13-rt .
MOM 4rn.. 51333

KCAG interconnect uses 3Silver

AGDL digital link RCA Silver

VariStrand conductors. XLR

Cable between transport & D/A

same price. Priced per pair.

Converter. XLR

Cable between transport &

same price. Priced per pair.
5m...$3931m...$72015m...$10E0

5m. .$225 1m...1320 1.5m.. $555
2rn $7203m.. MORI 4rn .
$13BD

same price.

511.$112"lm.$1951.5rn..$277'
2m...tag 3m...$525 4m.. $680

5rn
hm

(4

1.1
Robert

re •
--I.

"

$35 hn
$55 an,
567 lee
$11912m

distributed throughout the known universe
by:

522' •
S35 .

525. m $27-2rn
540
•
t
, 145 firn

575 1.tn•

580

Achareed
v..&5. ci Si-bad
geometry
provides
mend
demo
pararretes

$201)
V:r40 5m. 1800

SS .5m .1120 1m ..$180 1.5rn
an MOO

SS-XLR

152Am

501.31931m ..SX101..5111..142o

Krnber's entry level interconnect
Thisproduct really demonstrates
the adage. "less
is more". A lean.
mean, strippeddownintercor.act
that offers hotrod
performance at
Moped prices
PBJ uses thesame
brodgeometryas
the esteemed
KCAG but with
VanStrand'.copper conductors.
The connectors
are in fact agent,caltothose foundonour most expensive interconnects. And like the other
PBJ (Peanut Butler& Jelly)Moin says.
"Just eat it (and shush up), its good
for you!" XLR same price! Priced
per pair.

KU .5m...859

585 14.

_me

• :
000,

5m...$140

4m... $122

6m...5158 7m.. 4176

8m...$194 0m...$212 10m.. $230
KC-1 5m...178 1m .10/3 15m.. $114
2m...$132 3m..$168 4m...1204
OPT .5m...$40 1m...$50 1.5m.. $60
113

OX-50PrerrernXLRcable

1.5m.. $350

Kmberalegendey
4TCand8TCloudspeakercablescontonuaily naceNe rave
reviews and reo rig as one of the
best "high end
audio" valuesof all
time TC cables
deliver conect harmonic and spectral content of
recordings with
breathtaking, pinpant acceacy. The
basicbuidngbbck
ofeechlXancILPC
models the Teflon •
(acketedVanStrand conductor The
conductor strands are formed from
our advanced alloy. primarily consisting of ultra-high purity copper
Priced per pair.

10'..

Single Bnare 6...52203 8...$279

ell)

17 .. $350 15' _3419

8TC Dade Rhone
10'..1662 17...9342

Bing Crosby& Buddy

Duke Meson& the

FiLaterala Ns:liens Armstrong
•i
111
ir
Peter Frampton
,

Stan Get: 8Joao Giberlo
•

$27 Irn

$30 15rn

$33 Zr,,

15

fr
.5752

TO.. $191 12'...1215 15'...3251
ITC Double Beare 6'.. 3263 o'.. .5234
10...$362 17 1430 IS...6602
11/6/4PR
12../ ino lump salel
"

The Modem Jam Ouartel

160

IA 10305V' S-Video Cable
••••• Sa5
$55 1Sm $6.5 2m
5110 mn $130 8rn $150

075

;ZLO

$35

Ref onoto.

The Moody Bkres
The Moody BlueS

STAMM« WIRE 111173M/ II Premium
Interconnects (Sfereophtle Rev Comp
Certiliericoatedcoppeconeroors XLR
same price. Priced per parr!

•I.. e
rerl.b. re .1 MI,. n Lahr o
Gerry Mellow &Berl Webs)°,
•r.. tit 1E/Lou,' 1/,, rt Me add, ,
Cony Mulligan& Paul Desmond Quartet
11n.IIn vor..n.1(Ar.ron r
•/me /t,

Sn $195 ho 12751 511 13552m 1435
3m sees
$7555m $915 Ent $107$

1111111111,

Sy Oliver And FMCIPLINba

680.410HT 3, uses sixteen cntr1 FPC
per conductors, rlani Nue
Fmtory men 8• 1361 10 5415 ' 5
,
09
Costcm prep 8' $318 • $380 • 5445
Snale Brune I 5330 • 5395 ' 5160
Ceuhie &wee $592 • $020 • NU

The Alan Parsons Propel

Type 1

Oscar Petersen Tno nth Mdt Jackson
to.preamp m '•
applicatem. Pnced per per,
6275' ..

CRYSTAL tr.,./....euedconduclo, sp.
rated together eaHyOnd Hyperld array So
18 awg LGC. end mi 20 awg FPC
It
FacM/Y11.0 9 $219 10 uss 12 $al
Castor" MP 8 $204 10 $24012 $270
Singlet:Were 8 $219 10 $255 12 $280
Cade Ekwee 8 $36810 S440 ,2 $512

Malt
INDIGO. 8conductor Hylvel Hyaena/ with
FPC 'LCC COpaer conductors
Soon
Factory prep 8 817110 $19517 $219
Custom PreP 8 $156 10' $18012 $204
Sege Bowe 8' femur sum 12 $210
Coulee &yore 8' $27210' $32011 1364

$305

•

STRAIGHT WIPE ItIl %Psi NI\ II Prenburn
unnect,
OF HC XL same
pnce. Pnced per pair!
51201m

$1031m $1501 len /2902rn

$250

TYPE 2 4conductor Haieritz rLOG copper
conductors. hurgundeln
Spell,
Factory peep .
8'
10 _MN 17...$75
prep. 8 ,1160 By., 15412162
$10310* 911217

$124

Sr

F-111. Whle. flat 14 awg

Lon,
/ ir
ProceOPMPN
Rey.* Cleedent5C
$970 8'. $1230
OuedIrA-50 5 1259 8 $359 10 MOO
Tederdt-A
S SIM Er $208 10' 1236
rlf

SOrlec Youth •
Cat Stevens •
•hol //k Ion
Cat Stevens •tique
Sonny Teny Brownie McGhee
•
Ibmixx
Toso •hsoll
Traffic • I.,. Spore rrIlh,hiloi..Iltm
U2 •il. rrn.rv.rr.r14. ro
Flak Wakeman
•r.
I.. !In rren ret, II. looh
Muddy Waters •loll sam
Ned Young •ik/

$2
210
sago

...cm/my

DST Powered Cable Om)
JitterVee. Powered Deal Interconnect
System
1100
-Toslink -

Imps Optical Interconnect

$19

;

PI re!

I

"I

I J

A
/
• \re)

TYPE 4. 4conduct. Hyped)/ /LGC copper
conductors. dark blue . . .
.Sr/ II
Facfin MN tr ses uy see 17' SIOS
Custom pre
10
10'' 184 ,2' 105
CouUeBnere FL sin
S14712 $167

5150 r'xr,
5330 ./tt 53B0 trt,

e.

TYpe 4dedicated dotal elemorovto
SaveNdrie ITN. 19921 Jack ErOish sad
The XL°
SoundslaNt wscr.Øyftm
best dotal Cable Ihave mer heard -RCA
BNC. or XERS/MerprIPIL
5rn

Pot Floyd •ihwe lb.'', 11,4h.,
Queen
•P.
•10.,
I
h.
REM •1/deuri //fi, Leo,
Took/ Rundgren

5475

Reference
Series

TYPE 6.6 cceducle HyperkU/LGC copper
conductors. sk0e blue
le r11
Factor/prep B $114 10' .113012 $1441
custom eon e suss le $11612 $132
Doutee Bede 8 $175 le..$207 ,2' VMS

Poneellmellr $10110 Soo 2' $136
a-11.Mo. Oat 17 AINC
Mere
Onto. ono 11'
$40 I? $41
Doublet/mire O $72 1 $N
$813

imp,
w owe., ir Priced PerPeer
Hexed, Goldent5C
len 1840 hn 1650
OuedInk5C un 61501m MOO 159 sae
9013Mknewle 5rn 1E6 he NIS 159 6145

,

John Hutt •Mom,
1,mh
Bee Holday •Mil'
Jean Nchel Jane •e
Mears Burners Blues inonorreed
• s
Eliot Lawrence

5450' •• 55002m $750
51350, , 216506,9 $1950

M Myer Video crimes use pol.shed sd1
l.' 00aled copper conductors
1.1110009/ Silver Video Cable
5m $30 1m $40 15. 160 2m
dm $80 len $100 ten 9120

Speaker Ccebs
Prindarre.r.

DoubleBreee

'Who en

John Mayee •//.. Mr.. %nun
John Melencamp

,

ge-›*_•71
F

/

Woody Herman •/E Imobll.,.1
Bened Flannann
•Ps
'MIL ...it/. mow/
Bernard Headmen

The Manhattan Transfer •Ia. rue.,
Bob Marley 8The kaolin

DV-33 .5m..166 1m.. $70 1.5m...105
1I-21 .911.343 1m.. $46 1.5m.. $49

8TC

Ate« Colons. Robed Cray
&Johnny Copeland
Hank Crawford •L. /tide

1/112COPPWSPeekeeCable Stereces
Roc Comp Priced per pair.
Ott $11151011 522012n $255 15n 13:13

5rn $300 '
On $1160 a

oudioquest

1m...11311.5m...577

2m...$86 3m.. .5104

ME.

501

Unlocking the full performance potential of your digital playback chain
requires acable of unparalleled stability and accuracy The D-60 meets the
challenge with ease. Unquestionably. it is the most electrically precise digital interconnect in existence. From its precision connectors and pure silver center conductor to the carefully selected dielectric composition and
twin helical shields. the ILLUMINATI D-60 clearty advances ((real performance to a higher plane IRCA or BNC),

Thalami of
SiverStreak
features
asingle
AG VarOtrancr,
conductor.
fabraled
horn hil1e-pee
seer

INIAC12SIVOISpellkOfeiggeSkveOphrlor
MK' Comp Priced per pair.
41t $548611 18133811 51053 108 $1335

WIRE VIRTUOSO Reference
•
; dually insulated
.. pope conduc •
• im tenon '
,
Isolahow XLR t,
Priced per pale

130
650

Desmond)

Enc Canton •/
Joe Cocker • 4.1.1
Merl Coins • .4/

JADE Sonmetncal Co.. sold LGC COpPer

910E0 ONE/DIGITAL ONE saver-plated
copper conductors. Teflon emulation

KIM3ERKABLE

someUnetal

Dave &Muck ?ere Muigan

1.1350 1Two Sold Core Conductors
5m .135 hn 1.40 1,Sm $45 2rn $50

VIOE01W0/0101TALOVODoublebalanced
sold ever-prated copper conductors
5n1 167 ter $7$ 1Sm $53 2171 $s,

Hodey's Reference Cable

.5m...$213 1m...$325
1.5m...5437 2m...1650 3m...1775
ORCHID Premium XLR 1.5m...S250

$300

adimiimmae

VIDEOPRO /DIGITAL PROdoublebaiancel
FPS Sher ccoa.ctors. bard-loan insulatrn
5m $175 1. $325 15m 1375 2.

Cunpononi

D-60

Catit Base •Uo,/ Eno.
BB. King •brah

1A550 ITwo Tme Correct Wire Networks
5rn $4$ te, $50 15rn $55 2e, 165

NO 15rn 543 2m, $47
163
Srn $71 6rn $79
9115 9m 0103 lOrn S111
$1271.9 $13514.9 1143

rf •
--J.

t

$250 2n,

5m 180 1m 01251 Sm $160 2r9 5200
The 16 5501 uses two banduvOth bal.
ancecicondiKtorsplos improved shield
ongloreacellent muPcmollimeMOluCtOn
01.9 same lance
Sor 6701m $80 15m $90 2. $100

•

oudioquest
--

D-60 Digital Cable

5.11 $150 1m 11210 15m

The IA 950 IInterconnect ruses three lene
correct bandwidth balanced multi.gauge
wee networks tor outstanding pert°,
mance XLR sierre puce

111110UOISE X2 double balanced. sold IOC
copper conductors hired pr•pie

1I
it,

Illuminati

The 1.1 1000 IInterconnect features three
precision wound time correct bandwidth
balanced wire networks for auchophele
muse reproduchon XL Rplugs at Earle
once

$23

Menge Wide Band •III/1

Nigh-purlty Copper Interconnects.
&emerald° Roc Corrys Pricedper pair
.
5,11 $601m $761 5m .$01 2m $107

RUBY 03. triple balexed. on FPC copper
cenductors.loarnedpoyetnybineramiarrpar.
tm 1991 5rn. $112 2m $1211
3m...$1544m S182 5e, $210 6rn 8235
$2868m 155149m..$322 lOrn $350
w/XLRs 5m. $141 Irn .91551 5rn.. Mee

CDs

The Allman Brothers Band

Solid-rensaeerlalx
ts.Sfereophle
Rec COmp Priced per pair.
Sm .$1521rn. 72701 5n, /385 2rn 9030

tr.

KCTG interconnect uses6 Silver

MOFl LPs
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FF
A
B.
o
D
E
ro
G.
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J
K
L
14
14
0.
R
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XX
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CaduCluair Baum Pkg
516 /.it
AO CeaveDrore-Cold
S20,
Vanyee Dade &emu Pm
Wicry
Mawr GAIDua Bala. Re
9)m
$13/2m
/p.m Due. &mu Ing
WB7Snyle Ilmouleuto
511014,
YAMS,. EtwurRok
96/rm
Cade Seg. lamandokre
523/2nc
Mom xLemma. wpm.) COJElmeree
MO/ 'o ,
ge
See/ am
urder Llywy. PULL
5111/4tc
LLueur IhremtSrukt Remy
$625,4m
DeloaeS•gb. Anna Raas
525/4pc
3.4.katIlnet
UT /4,
AOSeyet Endo Seer Bum,
518/4m
Pp..,DNuse Seg. Ban.,
S1S/dc
IA.5rem raw. Tp Ileum
17/2m
FLEW Pekoe Gold 13...uPkg
Sa Orr
510/4m
sw ono..., Skean...
onsicn snre am.
1011/.

R

•

PP

00

RR

SS

TT

UU

120/ r• Comer 516 .• •
xemerKahle Post MasMr
$14/.ti,
T. 40814Gokl orMedpme ;
1151 ip
LL maw. Tom-Oeu hem Spde
/61:n
V GubsCINGN /
Roman Sonde
18/ i
l.
W WS:reefed Spate
510/4p
X Per anto Spate
510/.1a
•
9.13BeSpele
18,4ir
• Rome Scale den
181,x15,30 04
AA AO Odd NU or Seer Sg,E
Moroi
ea AO Creed Gold ry Mier Sonde 'I
75C
CC. AOINoweGoel
Um, Spade tI?,
'Ube
C41 tanessuersucrodasse
EE WIGNIAre Soy.
51.90nrx
te 146rdeseeKOMPLIOPn
12/2pc
Oa 400.1eGoklorSemFM
75e/eo
not FluouRee.Cœmell.
10/apt
• MGM Pn
$1/er
IL AAA. Cowen. LopoRCA 11.9/4m
AdoTruhErtward/OpeRCA
51C0/41C
Calorosa,,

VV

WW
vy
KK MIT Loam) RCA)
Mr Loden RCM
U, KneummuRcA
606 Verrprelodure RCA
NH MG* Lode. MA
60 400ffloRCA ut,
re. AOFEM/Toper RCA SIS/Li•
OLL PpeueLookne RCA
Fit 3.4Gold TeeonFICA Pkg Men
06 AOTtemmeRCA
404reeRCA anti
Tr. ReemSlair5MIRCA
tAL SWOokIFICAReElkch Bom
9.40,edRCARearMer BIM
WM MoneerRureire2SOR.
Iamb Renoldi2SuolvoRCA
Renard. 2.1coRCA
klerdedludern SerOyeetRCA
leaderli.Solon

5150/4pc
1193/4m
$60/20
51012gc
512/2m

Heir r.

530/4pc
52410
518/2m
115/4,
SN/4pc
Nree
16/2m
15/2m
510/2m
Crwrs
S4-/2 Lc
512/2M

THE RETURN OF A LEGEND
DITB DAC-in-thellos
ODE v1.2 DAC
DDE v3.0 DAC
011 o2.0/DDE v.3.0 Combo
DTI Pro 32 dr,
DTI v2.0 de 9, rimi
DTI Plus de •••

Antique Sound Labs tube Amplifiers
1003 30W Integr $855 Kit $559
1004 30W Stereo 5699 Kit ..$599
1002 50W Stereo $899 Kit $699
1007 20W Stereo $1999 Kit .$1495
1005 IOW Stereo $1769 Kit. $1385
1008 IOW Mono $1195 (it. $895
10011 15W Mono $1125 Kit $855
1008 100W Mono block $859 No Kit
Jodida 502 60W integrated
5995
Jodida 302 50W ,ntegrated
$850
Jolida 202 JOW integrated . $895

V15 Type VyMR

Tate
Mee«.

M-TS

ACD Pro CD Player
DOS Pro CD Player

$1195
$1395

REGA Planar 9
REGA Planar 3 ••
REGA Planar 2 z
REGA Plan

52350
$650
5450
$450

C53alesi

$199
$499
$1279
$639
$499
$479
$3389
$279
$249
$549
clean line tumor .11 Analog $229
clean line tumor .11 Octroi
$299
clean line Power Strip
$25
THE POWER RACK It

POWER PACK V
POWER WEDGE 118
POWER WEDGE 116
POWER WEDGE 114
POWER WEDGE 122
POWER WEDGE 112
Power Enhancer 1
Panama. MAX 1000+
clean line #83

,
1F

Ultra
Clarifier
$119
CD
Clarifier

Cane
ban

4.5"

41111*1

--

Benz-Micro PP-1
$1350
GOLD AERO Signature
51000
GOLD AERO db45
$800
Ortofon T-7500 Transtormer
$3030
Ortofon T-3000 Transform. .$1400
Ortofon T-20 MK II Transformer $450
DENON AU-S1
$800
Northwestern Electric PP-1
$489
CREEK OBH-9 MC Pre-amp $249
CREEK OBH-8 MM Pre-amp 5199
DB -8HG MC Pre-arnplifie
$175
DB -8MM Pre-amplifier
S150
Music Hall MM Pre-amplifier
$99
Q.E.D. Discsaver MM
$89
B-Tech 26 MM Pre-amplifier
$50
No-Name MM Pro-amplifier

r

shakh
Stone

-10 -

s230

'
AN enamel
,

„,

$395

»IseI>

Enables

--

1,1-

MI- 10

k

e-

545

MT a•

.4

TIE

TD-320
TD-318
TD-280
TD-180

MK
MK
MK
MK

in
ur
w
In

‘4.

BES? (fra MICRO

Glider
Benz Trade /RE 1.,

e

540

$1080
$925
5540
$473

AP-8500

Aesthety Benz Demagneteer
Cardas Sweep Record iaig

$495

Beocom 1400
High Fidelity
Telephone

Thorens
Thorens
Thorens
Thorens

5250

$750
5600 /5400

"FM»

Blue Point Special
RE-Tip (exchange)

$295
S195

Blue Point /RE Try
RE-Tip BP to BPS

1195 /$110
$225

0C9 /RE Tip

$299 /$235

MUSD /Stylus

Audio
Technica
$299 /$235

AudioPrism FM Antennas

es -

Bang & Olufsen

A

lama. brrr: :

5100

5199
$17

P-7500 '
5295

Audio
Technica

Sancho Pro-ject 6

Sancho Pro-ject 1.2

5175
CO STOP ten

S15...1

AG Big Feet
AO CD Feet

$39
S15

MICHEL GREEN AUDIO POINTS

Standard 1.0 ' •'
Large 1.5 '. •
Large 2.0 ' •

AudioPrism
Large Iso Bearings
Small lso Bearings

/ 2 for $28

559/ 3 pi,
$99/ ado

S135 /4 pc
$ae/ r
5.54 -/ •:

fè;;If

ProGold Mini Spray 1!,g
ProGold G5 Spray

ProGokl G100 Spray
Kontak
AO Ultra Connect
02 Blocker Spray 2oz .
S-711 Head Cleaner 702
LAST Tape Head Treatment

f

4;•
Hubbell Outlet

l"A517

/ 3 for 539

AO Laser Guide

,•

•
AO Self Stick Sheet •

AP-6500 Black

$29

Real Woad

$EI'
$15'
$24'

$50
$39
$69•
S9
$29

•H
514./ex 2/$25

Postman Wrench

$7.1

Blue-Tack
2000
$179
Sennheiser HD580
Koss ESP 950

$299
$499

o

DynaClear Tweeter Lenses
ART Dernagnetizog Wand
Turntable Bearing Oil
AO Tonearm Damping Fluid

T

in

$99
$125

p

Sleeves

LAS:

RINGMAT 330 MK II XLR
oudioquest same,
disc-washer D-Stat II Mat

me

'

57

•

533

$12/pr
$60
$11

$10

Strobe Light

SME Strobe Disk
s, $49

#1 Power Cleaner

570

$152 (
40z)

$28 .

5158

...S171205
A SS:111 gal )

Mauer Anti-static Sleeves 17
' $6
$26
1001 $50

04 Stylus Cleaner
05 Stylast I.........

S1S(2oz)
S231 A

Nitty Gritty Record Sleeves 17
$17
540 1500). 5157
Ricepaper Sleeves 12'
110, $6
S20
1100) 540

MI .4 02 Power Cleaner 8 Record

1501

19

1501

515

522

(501
$312
.1501 . $16
1501
Sto
l501
$8

Preservative ()

$.49

02 8 03 Record Preservative 8
Record Cleaner (,)))))),), Kit

$40

ul, 028 03 Power Cleaner, Record
Preservative 8 All Purpose Record

$66

Cleaner Combo Kit

THE PIG RECORD GRIP
J.A. Michell Black Clamp
J.A. Michell Silver Clamp
J.A. Michell Gold Clamp
SOTA ICLAMP
SOTA REFLEX CLAMP

04 8 is Stylus Cleaner 8 Stylus
Treatment Combo Kit

01, 02,

$12

S50
$60

lli,icirri iii

599
limb

MO -Fi
GEO-DISC
530
DB Systems
Protractor

•

e

Hunt EDA Mark 6

S20
$19

Original London (Dacca) Brush

$25

AO Carbon Fiber Brush
GRCIV Glide {record Treatment

S15
$24

•-•0
odiscwasher
/ cl

Sle/160t

CD Laser Lens Cleaner
$17
Deluxe CD HydroBath
$49
CD E,
" • ... 511

Gold Aero, Soutek. Suellana
Socket Savers
$16 - /2 pc
Tubesox
$869 /2 pc
Tube Tapper
53/ea.
MIDAS tube dampers
589 /pr

• HL

"

OTC

Sumiko Premier JHL-29
Sumiko Silver
Sumiko Silver •
.
Van den Hul

515
$12
$26
$32
$26

N
5329
5249
5169

211 -

5339
.$259
$179

24
24
24

5339
5259
5179

-

5349
5269
5189
5129
555
5119
5109

Roomrune Basic-Rank Six-Ace ,St.i+o lu 20 2, Top Pete 6.5 •
B.Tech137.9 lion.logc Speaker Stands 36 H: hinds up to 20 Ens
.
Lovan Caliber Saeake Stands 18' H y8-D .7" W
Lovan Classic II key Stand 4.5" H y23.25"O x185 -1N. 2.5 boor clearance
Loran Center Channel Jr. Director 77"W r5-1) ue Greeter 12 -W it 6-0 550
RoomTunel3R38/6
H y15 75" D 23.75 - W. 48 lbs
5240
RocanTune 0R35/$3SHn 15 75" D.23 75 -W 42 lbs
.
5229
Santis ••• • oio Rack CF35 35
.$319; CFOS 45 - hi $369: CFS5 55" H $419
Iowan Classm I4.511.41Stero Stand 35.5" H y17.4
y26.6 -W ....
$329
RoomTune Video Rack Lowboy 20 - H 24 - D 53" W. 84 lbs
$399
N. RoomTune Deluxe Justarack EUR36.52r H y15 75
y2375 -W. 102 lbs
5379
0. RooreTune Clareprack CR24-2 zr H y15 75" D. 23 75 W:84 lbs
$289
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
t.
J.
K.
L.

SHURE Stylus Force Gauge
Orlofon Stylus Force Gauge
I

.•.
Great for Head Shell Leads

$5.1

MC

MC
MC

33mV. MC
33re: MC

.
.

$225
$160
5100
$180
5110

514
$8

then ,,

(.‘1)0

L_

ZTE.1 /Stylus
ZCE+1 /Stylus
2E3E. /Stylus

ZE1+ /Stylus
Z• /Stylus
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5oundex you're the king! Our professional

staff has the successful combination of moves to put
you in the winners circle. Whether you're searching for
your first stereo system, your next high-end audio component or the ultimate home theater, 5oundex has the
finest merchandise in every price catagory. We believe
that shopping for audio and video equipment should be fun
and exciting in a relaxed atmosphere -that's exactly what our

Anthem

customers have been enjoying since 1958. Mow, it's your

Tara Labs

move!

Dynaudio
P.S. We will remain fully operational at the same location
during our expansion project. Stay tuned for our grand
opening.
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THE CAT'S MEOW:
CONVERGENT AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY
SL—I SIGNATURE MK.II

C

onventional audio marketing
wisdom has it that acompany
producing only asingle product
cannot succeed in the marketplace.
Dealers want aline of products, varying
in price and features, so that they can
offer something for every potential customer. It's hard to build much of afollowing if you have only asingle product,
and an expensive one at that.
That is, unless your name is Ken
Stevens and your product is the Convergent Audio Technology SL-1. Since
its introduction in 1985, the preamplifier
generally referred to as "the CAT" has
established itself as the reference preainp
in high-end audio. When Jack English
reviewed it back in December 1992
(Stereophile, Vol.15 No.12, p.152), he was
so enthused that he called it "the finest
preamplifier available today" —inviting
objections from people who pointed out
that it's impossible to prove this statement unless one has actually heard every
single preamplifier currently on the
market.
Be that as it may, the
has the status of being owned by more audio
reviewers than any other preamplifier.
Stevens has been content to keep his
company small, concentrating on implementing evolutionary improvements
to the design.' Some of the changes/
modifications were deemed too minor to
justify achange in model designation; the
formal model changes were in 1987
(SL-1 Reference), 1989 (SL-1 Reference
Mk.II), 1991 (SL-1 Signature), and late
1995 (SL-1 Signature Mk.II). Ibought
my SL-1 Signature in 1993 and have had
it updated twice since then to the latest to
Mk.I Istandards.
What is it? The
Signature
Mk.II falls into what has become asomewhat rare product category: atube preamplifier with built-in phono section. In
this digital age, most high-end preamps
are line-only, the phono section being a
separate —usually expensive — component. Although the
not inexpensive, atop line-stage preamp plus separate phono section from any of its leading
competitors would end up costing more.

CAT

CAT SL-1

CAT is

1Convergent Audio Technology's JL-1 power amplifier is now in limited production.
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CATs

The
phono section is integral
rather than being an add-on, and has sufficient gain for low-output (but not
super-low-output) moving-coils. Iuse an
AudioQuest AQ700Onsx, which has an
output of 03mV, and while Iwouldn't
describe the combination as dead quiet,
the level of noise is low enough not to be
intrusive.
Bucking another current trend, the
single-ended rather than balanced. Stevens doesn't believe that balanced circuits arc inherently superior,
but he admits to having built afew balanced-output versions of the
on
special order. The power supply is in a
separate box, connected to the preamp
proper with ahard-wired, voy seeable.
The choice of cable and the decision to
hard-wire rather than use the more convenient plug-in connectors were made
on sonic grounds.
Features are minimalist, but not unduly so. There are two line-level inputs, one
phono input, two min outputs, and aset
of tape inputs/outputs. The Mute switch
works by putting ashort across the output rather than shorting the input.
There's asingle volume control and a
balance control. Volume and balance
adjustment are stepped, adesign that uses
discrete resistors rather than the more
common —and more distortion-prone
—potentiometer. The steps are too big
to allow for matched-level comparisons,
but this is not a problem except for
reviewers. (I deal with this problem by
the over/under "bracketing" of levels,
and also by using other reference preamps when Iwant to match volume to
-±0.1dB.)
In the early days, the
had areputation for somewhat suspect reliability.
These concerns faded when Stevens
established his own production facility
instead of contracting out. In the three
years I've had my unit it has been trouble-free, except for the bulb that illuminates the Power button, which has
burned out twice.

CAT is

CAT

CAT

What's changed? The SL-1 Signature
Mk.II retails for $5950 — a $1000
increase over the price of the SL-1
Signature. One would think there'd be
some fairly substantial changes in materials and construction to justify such a
price hike, and indeed there are. Here's
the list of changes—courtesy of Ken
Stevens — that distinguish the latest

SL-Signature Mk.II from the SL-1
Signature:
•Improved circuit-board construction:
low-loss circuit-board material; thicker
board; capacitors mounted with damping compound to reduce vibration
•Stronger main chassis: rigid beam
welded inside bottom cover; thicker
metal; U-shaped bracket for mounting
circuit board (was L-shaped)
•New audio wire
•Visco-elastic shock mounts used to isolate transformer vibrations
•New power-supply cable is shielded
and constructed with better wire and
insulation
•New power-supply board: 10 times
more audio supply capacitance; filter on
audio supply to reduce input noise; filter for main regulator; buffer transistor
greatly reduces current draw from the
voltage reference (in the main preamp);
nearly double capacitance in the three
filament supplies; filtering of noise from

SYSTEM CONTEXT
Analog Source: Fully updated Linn
LP12, Ittok tonearm, AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx cartridge.
Digital Sources: PS Audio Lambda
II and Sonic Frontiers SFT-1
transports, Audio Alchemy DTI•
Pro 32 anti-jitter/ resolution-enhancement device, Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II digital processor, TARA Labs Decade and
Illuminati D-60/Orchid digital
links; Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1
CD player.
Other Preamplifiers: Balanced
Audio Technology VK-5, Sonic
Frontiers SFL-2, Jeff Rowland
Research Synergy.
Power Amplifiers: Balanced Audio
Technology VK-60, Bryston 7BST, Jeff Rowland Design Group
Model 2, Audio Research D130.
Loudspeakers: Dunlavy Audio Laboratories SC-IV, Vienna Acoustics
Mozart.
Accessories: Chang CLS-9600 ISO
power-line conditioner (not used
with the preamplifiers), Shakti
Stones, Original Cable Jackets,
Bright Star Little Rock.
—Robert Deutsch
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same digital filter and decoding algorithm, DACs, output buffer (although the
I/V converter is different), Rock-Lock
clocking scheme, and the use of differenW ADIA 2000 DIGITAL
DECODING COMPUTER
tial transmission lines on critical clock
adia Digital has offered four paths. The upgraded 2000's balanced and
single-ended outputs can also be used
upgrades of its 2000 Digital
Decoding Computer since
simultaneously.
the model's 1989 debut. The first was a
Upgrading a2000 to current status
streamlined power supply that was much
costs $3690; with additional digital input,
more aesthetically pleasing than the
$4490. The single-input 2000 has glasssquare metal box supplied with the first
fiber input only; the dual-input option
units. Multiple digital inputs on the 2000
adds your choice of asecond glass input,
also replaced the separate fiber-optical
coax (on aBNC jack), or AES/F-BU.
converter and its outboard power The upgrade is performed at Wadia's facHow does it sound? The SL-1 Sigsupply— necessary if you wanted to
tory, where the rebuilt unit is burned-in,
nature Ibought in 1993 was asuperb- decode more than one digital source —
tested, and given anew five-year warransounding preamp, and Ihad no reason to
and reduced the four-box 2000 to two.
ty. Owners of Wadia's 64.4 Digital
think that it needed improving. As I
The latest upgrade is much more
Decoding Computer can also upgrade to
haven't had both older and newer units
extensive: the 2000's entire circuitry is
essentially the same unit as the 2000 for
on hand at the saine time, my comments
removed and replaced with Wadia's latest
the same price of $3690. The 64.4 gets
are not based on A/B comparisons, but I technology. In fact, an updated 2000 is
the same electronics as the 2000; the only
have no hesitation in describing the
very similar in design topology to the
difference is that the 2000 has an external
changes brought about by the updates as
Wadia 27 that Ireviewed in the October
significant improvements.
1996 issue (Vol.19 No.10, p231). The
Most noticeable was the reduction of 2000's four AT&T DSP chips have been
SYSTEM CONTEXT
noise, especially when playing LPs. Music
replaced with two Motorola 56004s,
emerged from a quieter background,
which run an updated version of Wadia's
Idrove the Wadia 2000 with both
with agreater "suddenness" of transients.
Digimaster software, and also add digitalthe Waclia 7 transport and the
As there has been no change in the phono- domain volume control. A remote conMark Levinson No31 transport.
section circuitry, this effect is probably
trol is included in the upgrade, and the
The former was connected with
duc to the improvements in the power
front-panel overlay is replaced so that the
the Wadia-recommended glasssupply. The line section was pretty quiet amount of attenuation can be shown.
fiber optical (ST-Type) cable.
to begin with; the improvement here, The analog output level can be selected to
Other digital links included the
while worthwhile, was less noticeable.
match the needs of your power amplifier
Illuminati coaxial and AES/EBU
One of the things that originally
and keep the digital-domain attenuation
cables.
attracted me to the SL-1 Signature was
to aminimum.
Loudspeakers were Genesis 113
that it had the best aspects of "tube"
The upgraded 2000 features four
dynamic/ribbon hybrids. The upsound — smoothness, harmonic accuracy,
Burr-Brown PCM1702 surface-mount
graded 2000 saw action driving the
three-dimensionality — but without the
DACs per channel in adifferential conSonic Frontiers SFL-2 preamplirolloff at the frequency extremes that
figuration. The 1)ACs are fed a 16xfier as well as with adirect concharacterizes most tube designs. With the
oversampled signal from the custom
nection to the Audio Research
change to 1V1k.II status, both bass and tredigital filter, which multiplies the 16xVT150 power amplifiers.
ble have been improved: bass seemed
oversampling rate by four (see the
The long balanced intercontighter, better defined; treble had even
Wadia 27 review for more technical
nect between the 2000 and
greater sparkle, and amore airy quality.
details; both products work identically
VT150s was WireWorld Gold
Never aslowpoke in matters of rhythm
in this regard). The I/V converter is a
Eclipse, with Magnan Type V
and pace, the latest SL-1 Signature Mk. II Burr-Brown OPA-604, followed by a
feeding the Genesis woofer amwas even quicker.
Burr-Brown BUF-634 output buffer.
plifier's unbalanced inputs. Other
The clocking scheme is similar to that
interconnects called into play
Should Iupgrade? If your CAT is an
used in the 27: a Crystal CS8412
when using the SEL-2 included
SL-1 Signature, and if there isn't somedemodulates the incoming data, with
shorter runs of Gold Eclipse or
thing else in your system that more desthe word clock generated by aXilinx
AudioQuest Diamond X3. The
perately needs attention, then by all
gate array and a VCXO (Voltageloudspeaker cables were also
means get in touch with Convergent Controlled Crystal Oscillator) next to
Gold Eclipse.
Audio Technology to arrange for an
the DAC. This new "Rock-Lock" cirThe products under review sat
update to Mk.II status. The cost is $695
cuit is an improvement over Wadia's
on aBilly Bags 5500 series rack
or $995, depending on the serial number
original Rock-Lock anti-jitter circuit.
or aMerrill Stable Table. Power
of your unit. (Some interim changes
The 2000 lacks the 27's currentto the system was conditioned by
were incorporated into late SL-1
source preregulation in the power supthe entire MIT Z-System, inSignatures.) If you own adifferent pre- ply, has less shielding in the chassis, and
cluding the Z-Stabilizer II, Z-Isoamp, one that you have reason to believe
isn't quite as refined as the ground-up
Duo, Z-Center, and Z-Cord II
is not giving you the performance you
engineering effort behind the 27 The
power cords.
-Robert Harley
want, then you should definitely listen
upgraded 2000 and 27 share, however,
to the current CAT It very well might be
some important circuits, including the
filament regulators
•Thicker faceplate, without rackmount
slots
Generally, these changes can be
described as affecting the power supply,
reducing noise, and improving the
mechanical construction. 'What has
remained the saine is the basic circuitry,
including the complement of tubes.
Stevens says that he's always evaluating
various mods/tweaks, incorporating
them into the design only when he's sure
that the result is an improvement rather
than just achange in sonic flavoring.
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"the finest preamplifier available today."
—Robert Deutsch
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Why would the world's premier audio store
begin offering Audio Note equipment?

Listen to Audio Note at Overture and you'll know
The audiophile who wants an audio system
without compromise has to turn to the work of
Hiroyasu Kondo who, since 1973, has been
designing and handcrafting audio components as
an obsession, not abusiness.
The very limited production has made
the brand hard to find. Now Audio Note
is expanding availability in the United
States.
Mr. Kondo felt that other audio
manufacturers had lost touch with the
AUDIO
emotional quality of the music.
He started from zero, and re-engineered
and optimized every component to bring out the
musical performance, making most of the parts by
hand, even to drawing his own silver wire.
A result of this obsession is the legendary Ongaku
amplifier, about which reviewer Dick Olsher
wrote "the Ongaku blows away the competition
in crucial areas that touch the soul. It is able
to communicate the musical message like

nothing else I've heard to date.
its bearer alifetime of musical joy."

bestow upon

That's why Overture has become an Audio Note
dealer. A customer said "When Overture puts a
sound system together, it's like aconductor assembling amagnificent orchestra. It's got
perfect balance, musicality, and most
importantly -feeling."

NOTE

With Audio Note components like the
Ongaku, priced at $89,200, Overture
assembles sound systems without
compromise for perfectionists.

Audio Note makes other amplifiers based on the
same principles from $1695, and complete systems
from $4695 to $500,000. (And no sales tax in
Delaware.)
Worth it? Come to Overture and listen, in the
world's best high-end demonstration rooms.
It could lead to alifetime of musical joy.

OVERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIOWIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE

\Wilmington. pri.nemc •I.102/ A78.6050 .um» 830. IIi12

Conventently located off 1-95. 1/2 hone front Philadelphia
and only ttoo hours front Neat Yin* City and Washington 1) t:

ePeer A IA CARTE
DLC Remote Control Line Stage

()5 Now Choose Your Power Supply...
•Power Station One (400ma) $48.95
•Power Station Three (1000ma) $169.85

•4Inputs and Two Sets Main Outputs
•Compares to Preamps 3Times Its Price
•Stereophile Class "C" rated Preamp

without power supply •Power Station Two (25000ma) $208.95
This $69.00 Silver Interconnect leaves

TARGE7F

the BIG BOYS eating DIRT!!
Here it is...the cable we've all been waiting
for. This is ahigh-end cable all the way from
the silver conductors down to the quality
"TIFF" connectors. Go ahead and comparu
it to your "expensive" cables but
please...don't get mad at us.$

5 Shelf Equipment Rack
•32" Tall Stand
•19" x14" Shelf Size
•Includes Spikes
•Other Sizes & Models Available -Call

6

SCEPTOR 1m pr.

ED! -Convert Digital Coax to I2s bus

Ultra Dac D/,4 Converter & litter Filter

•Single Chassis DITB & DTI Plus
•Includes PS-Three Power Supply
•Stereophile Class "C" rated

9

•Built-in Jitter Filter
•Includes 1m 12s bus cable
•Great Upgrade For All
DOE v3.0 & ODE v1.2 owner

$195

chemy

Aunchemy

1pecialf-Demoi-etc.

DDS-III CD Transport/Player

388

•Separate Internal Compartments for
Isolation of Mechanism and Electrical
•Detachable AC Cord with Internal Line Filtering
•Wonderfully Smooth and Warm Sound AucicyUchemy

Audio Alchemy DDS-Pro CD Transport (Demo)...$1269.00
Audio Alchemy Dac-In-The-Box w/Basic PS
$139.95
$88.00
Audio Alchemy DST Digital Cable (Demo)
$65.00
Audio Alchemy DST Digital Cable (Used)
Audio Alchemy DTI v2.0 jitter filter (Demo)
$379.95
Audio Alchemy DDE v1.1 w/Basic PS
$199.95
Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0 w/RW-1 (Demo)
$565.00
Hafler 915 Preamplifier (Demo)
$259.95
Infinity Overture 3speakers (Demo)
$1295.00
Infinity Epsilon speakers (Demo-Class "A")... $7995.00
NAD 513 CD Changer
$239.95
NAD 512 CD Player
$249.95
Sony CDP-X55ES CD Player (Used)
$219.95

800-222-3465 • 916-345-1341 • Fax 916-345-7269

P.O. Box 7385, Chico, CA 95927
e-mail correspondence: hcmaudio@pinsight.com • e-mail price list: ALCHEMYhcm@aolcom

power supply and the 64.4's supply is
integral. Tlie 64.4, which used to sell for
$5000, has four digital inputs as standard.
All upgrades are handled through any
authorized Wadia dealer. If the upgrade
has been scheduled in advance, turnaround time is one week.
Listening to the 2000: The updated
2000 bore astrong family resemblance to
the 27, both units producing awonderful
tangibility of instrumental and vocal
images. The ability to create the impression of instruments and voices hanging
in space against ablack background seems
to be a common Wadia quality. The
updated 2000's soundstaging (like the 27's)
was terrific— wide and deep, with razorsharp image specificity and asense of transparent space between images. The two
processors' similar spatial presentations
were different from the soundstaging of
other makes of digital processors I've auditioned. The 2000, however, was alittle
more forward-sounding, without quite the
degree of depth heard through the 27.
The 2000's upper bass was fuller and
more generous than the 27's, and lacked
the tautness and definition heard from
the 27. Stanley Clarke's acoustic bass on
the Airto Morcira and the Gods ofJazz
disc Killer Bees (B&W Music BW041)
was bigger, slower, and less articulate on
the 2000 than through the 27. Although
the 2000's bass had power and impact, it
was just alittle on the ripe side compared with the 27's tautness. Bass impact
was, however, absolutely stunning. The
2000 had apower in the bottom octave
that gave music afirmly anchored solidity. Kickdrum was startling in its impact.
The large mounted toms on Trilok
Gurtu's drumkit on John McLaughlin's
Que Altea (Verve 837 280-2) jumped
out of the presentation with abig dynamic kick. lise 2000's excellent dynamics
and powerful bass emphasized the rhythmic power of music, something Igreatly
enjoyed about the 2000 (and the 27).
'The main arca in which the 2000 fell
short of the 27 was in smoothness and
liquidity. The 2000's treble was noticeably brighter, less clean, and harder
than the 27's, lacking the 27's natural
ease and unfatiguing quality. Similarly,
the 2000's mids had atrace of edge not
heard through the 27. Piano was less
convincing through the 2000 than
through the 27, sounding alittle brittle
and hard by comparison. Iwouldn't call
the 2000 edgy, but it didn't have the liquidity and ease of the 27.
Ilistened to and was greatly impressed
by the 2000 for several weeks before
receiving the 27. But switching back to
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996

the 2000 after hearing the 27 was astep
down: still excellent, but not up to the
very high standards set by the 27
Driving the VT150 power amplifiers
directly with the 2000 was a big advantage. Removing the preamplifier
from the signal path took the 2000's perfonnance up a notch, a phenomenon
described in more detail in my review of
the Wadia 27
Measurements: The updated 2000's
output level was 2.17V from either the
balanced or unbalanced output. This output voltage was with the gain setting that
worked best in my system. The balanced
output impedance was 23 ohms, and the
single-ended output impedance was less
than one ohm. Iwas surprised at this disparity, considering that the balanced and
unbalanced output jacks are driven from
identical output buffers. DC levels measured less than 5mV from any output.
The 2000 locked to 32kHz and 48kHz
sampling frequencies.
The 2000's frequency response (fig.1)
is identical to the response of every
Wadia processor because they all
(except the Wadia 12) use the same filter algorithm. The 2000's response was
down nearly 3dB at 20kHz, and the deemphasis error (bottom traces in fig.1)
was rather large considering that the deemphasis is performed by the digital filter. The 2000's squarewave reproduction is identical to that of the Wadia 27
(fig.10, October '96, p238).
The 2000's channel separation (not
Moreno M.

shown), at better than 120dB across
almost all the audioband, was among
the highest I've measured. The 2000's
channel separation was actually slightly
better than that of the 27
A 1
/S-octave spectral analysis of the
27's output when decoding a lkHz,
—90dB dithered sinewave (fig2) shows a
low noise level, with just a trace of
120Hz power-supply noise in the left
channel. The noise is almost nonexistent, however, at —128dB.
The 2000's linearity was excellent, as
can be seen in fig3. This good low-level
performance is also evident in fig.4, the
2000's reproduction of a1kHz, —90dB
undithered 16-bit sinewave. The quantization steps are uniform, the noise level
is low, and the DACs have virtually no
differential nonlinearity. Capturing the
same waveform with 20-bit resolution
gave the expected improvement in
sinewave shape, confirming the 2000's
excellent low-level resolution.
Although the 2000 uses the same
DACs as the Wadia 27, the 2000's noisemodulation performance (fig.5) was not
as good. Two of the traces deviate from
lbortoble• TM. TM LIMO.
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Wadia 2000, frequency response (top) and
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THETA DS PRO GENERATION VA
D/A CONVERTER

BALANCED AUDIO TECH. VK-60
Power Amplifier

MERIDIAN 508-20
CD Player

JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2
Power Amplifier

MERIDIAN 518
Digital Processing System

THRESHOLD 1200
Power Amplifier

C.E.C. TL 0, 1, & 2
CD Transports

DUNLAVY AUDIO SC IV & SC VI
Loudspeaker System

GRAHAM 1.5 TIC
Tonearm

MERIDIAN DSP6000
Digital Active Loudspeaker

WHEATON TRIPLANAR IV ULTIMATE
Tonearm

TRANSPARENT AUDIO REFERENCE
Interconnects and Speaker Cables

BENZ-MICRO RUBY
Phono Cartridge

TARA LABS DECADE
Interconnects and Speaker Cables

LYRA PARNASSUS &CLAVIS DA CAPO
Phono Cartridge

MERIDIAN 565
Digital Surround Processor

BALANCED AUDIO TECH. VK-5
Preamplifier

FANFARE FT-1
FM Tuner

THRESHOLD 12
Preamplifier

AUDIOLAB 8000T
FM Tuner

•Angstrom •Arcam •Atlantis •Audio Alchemy •Audiolab •Audio Matiere •Balanced Audio Technology •Benz Micro •
CEC •Crown Jewel •Discovery •Draper •Dunlavy Audio Labs •EgglestonWorks •Encore •Equi.Tech •fanfare FM
•Faroudja •Forte •Gallo •Golden Tube Audio •Grado •Graham •Jeff Rowland Design Group •Mango •Magro •Meridian
• Pioneer Elite • Proton • PSB • Rotel • Stewart • Sumiko • Sunfire • Tara Labs • Theta Digital
•Threshold •Townshend Audio •Transparent Audio •Vibraplane •Von Schweikert Research •Wheaton Triplanar
•Zoethecus •Large Selection of Stands, Tweaks, and Accessories •isf Certified •and more

2337 Roscomare Road •Suite 6 •Bel Air, CA 90077
PHONE (310) 440 -5522 •FAX (310) 440 -5526
OPEN MON.- SAT. 10AM-7PM

Visit Our Web Site (Demo and Used) @ http://www.ambrosia.com

Component Matching • Expert Installation •Trades Welcome •Credit Cards

the others, indicating aslight shift in the
noisefloor spectral balance as the input
SI
varies in amplitude. The overall
noise level is, however, one of the lowest
I've measured.
Something was going on in the 2000 to
produce the intermodulation distortion
spectrum of fig.6. When driven by an
equal mix of 191cHz and 20kHz at full
scale, the 2000 generated ahigh number
and level of ¡MD products. The 241cHz
product, possibly the result of an interaction between the 44.1kHz sampling
frequency and the 20kHz test signal, is
nearly as high in level as the test tones. The
2000's propensity to generate ¡MD products may be responsible for my impression in the listening room of aharde4
brighter sound than the Wadia 27. Although you'd never find amusical signal
with afull-scale mix of 19kHz and 20kHz,
the 2000 nonetheless produces more
¡MD products than most converters.
Because the 2000 has only AES/ EBU
and ST-Type glass-fiber inputs, Imeasured its jitter driven by aglass link from
the PS Audio Lambda transport (The
Lambda we have isn't fitted with an
AES/EBU output.) Because the 2000's
Digimaster filter is a 16x-oversampling
filter, the word-clock frequency was
705.6kHz rather than the 352.8kHz (8x)
clock we usually measure.
Fig.7 is the 2000's clock-jitter spectrum
when driven by afrill-scale lIcHz sinewave. We can see some periodic jitter
components, but the spectrum is fairly
Meme2M ImuM012.22.4.2.0Memmeen.01.12.0.20.0.
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Fig.6 Wadia 2000. HF intermodulation spectrum.
DC-24kHz. 19+20kHz at OdBFS (linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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clean overall. The RMS jitter level, measured over a400Hz-20IcHz bandwidth,
wasjust 35 picoseconds. 'This RMS level is
lower than that measured in the Wadia 2Z
but the 2000's spectrum isn't as clean. The
27 had no periodicjitter components in its
spectrum.
Fig.8 is the jitter spectrum when the
2000 was fed an input signal of all zeros.
The spectrum shows the jitter as almost
completely random, and the RMS level as
an astonishingly low 20ps. It's interesting
that the 2000 has lower RMS jitter than
the 2Z but aless clean jitter spectrum.
The 2000's measurements were impressive overall, except for the unusual
intermodulation distortion spectrum. The
unit had low noise, low crosstalk, good linearity, and low jitter. The updated 2000 is
not only much better than its predecessor
musically, but technically as well.
Conclusion: It's been so long since I
heard the original 2000 that Ican't make
adirect comparison with this most recent
update. Ican say, however, that the fully
up-to-date 2000 is competitive with
today's high-end converters in the five- to
six-thousand-dollar price range. Considering the dramatic increase in sound
quality from digital playback over the past
seven years, that's saying alot. It's great to
see a seven-year-old digital product
brought up to today's standards with arelatively moderately priced upgrade.
There's no question that owners of the
original 2000 should buy this upgrade;
you'll get today's sound quality for areasonable upgrade price. Owners of intermediate incarnations of the 2000 arc
advised to compare their units against the
most recent update to hear if the upgrade
cost is justified. This upgrade is, howeve4
atotal replacement of the electronics.
But if you're considering buying aused
2000 and having it updated, you may, after
reading my review of the Wadia 27, want
to consider spending the extra money for
the newer unit —it sounds even better
than the 2000.
-Robert Harley
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High-End Audio

Catalog!
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Get This Catalog Before
You Make Your Next HighEnd Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices.
I
I
undreds of high-end audio products
including hard-to-find accessories,
speakers, analog and digital audio,
audio cables, power conditioners,
acoustic treatments, equipment racks.
and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before
You Buy. Cet complete information—
product descriptions, specifications,
buying tips, colorful images, detailed
comparison charts, revealing cut-away
illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and designer, and more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The
Catalog. Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445.
and give us your name and address.
The call is free, and so is the catalog.
This catalog request hot-line is open
24 hours aday, 7days aweek.

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
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Wadia 2000. word-clock jitter spectrum,
DC-20kHz, when processing I
kHz sinewave
at OdBFS; PS Audio Lambda transport.ST-optical connection (linear frequency scale,
I
OdB/vertical div.. OdB= I
ns).
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WORLD CLASS PRODUCTS...
REAL WORLD PRICES!

AUDIO/VIDEO & HOME CINEMA

chemy The Leader in Affordable Digital Audio
DTI v2.0 & DDE v3.0
Combo
/, 398

DDS-Pro Transport

S1,595

Modified Pioneer "stable platIIIII ter"
mechanism. Ultra-low jit-

Stereophile Class B Recommended Components 10/96

ter output: 5pico seconds. Uses proprietary I'S bus
digital transmission. Stereophile Recommended

Component Class A/B, 10/96 Call for price.
Jitter reduction system with
resolution enhancement. Uses
All this for only $495
Alchemy's breakthrough VS Bus DDE v1.2
_
format on input & output. On•New Power Station 5.
.
:
5
board DSP software takes 16 Bit •Optional add-on dejittering.
Now $1,295 data in &outputs up to 24 bits. •Dual 20-bit analog devices AD1862 DAC's.
•Uses Pacific Microsonics HDCD digital filter. S599
Stereophile Class A Recommended Component, 10/96

DTI•Pro32

VITB

Alchemy's Killer
Phono Stage

S'95
Stereophile Product of the Year, Budget New $199
Category. 12/95. Vol. 18. No. 12

EDI v1.0 & DDE v3.0 Combo
S1,09-1

Omm

New $799
ACD•PRO
CD Player
Pioneer stable platter mechanism,
Dual 20 bit DAC. HDCD digital filter

ATTENTIO

Audio Alchemy Owners•

New
$1,195
S/395

&Meld
11:X*11\MAX:1

Dynatek AN & Home Cinema has just turbo charged the I
2S Bus.
I
2S Improved! The long awaited introduction of the Excalibur Ill I
2S Cable is finally here!
The Excalibur Ill silver teflon IS cable is arevolutionary design from Camelot Technology,
an international leader in digital audio.
The Excali bur Ill greatly enhances the performance of any
Audio Alchemy (or Camelot Technology) digital product
utilizing an FS connection. It improves transparency, dynamics t{: mid-range clarity and enhances the overall focus:, making the music more emotionally involving. In ad

dition to superior sound quality, the Excalibur Ill

•Teflon dielectrics used throughout for minimal signal loss.
•Unique braiding results in maximum RF rejection.
•Gold plated 5 pin connectors for maximum
conductivity and resistance to corrosion & oxidation.
•High purity, silver plated,
stranded copper.

.1
\

Limited Time

1ntroductory Pric

features... ,

calibur Ill l Cable — A steal at the regular price of 129.95

Only

$99 95

AC POWERLINE CONDITIONERS to POWER CORDS
World's Greatest
1 eSe:Couns
Chang Lightspeed Povverline Filters
Chang Lightspeed powerline conditioners protect components from the damaging effects of voltage sources & reduce AC interference without adding
artifacts. Chang delivers current instantly—without limitation or hesitation
CLS 3200

15 amp capacity, 6unswitched industrial grade outlets

CLS 6400 ISO

15 amp capacity, the best selling Lightspeed

$295
$535

Stereophile Recommended Component, April 1996
CLS 6400 ISO 20 AH

20 amp capacity, 6unswitched hospital grade outlets

CLS 9600 ISO

20 amp, hospital grade parts w/ 11 gauge pwr. cord

$696
$819

CLS 9900 Amp

30 amp capacity: for high performance pwr. amps

$819

AC POWER
CORDS

•?' Ages
‘;\At

The FIRST critical link in the path
to audiophile sound & video.
If you have not experienced the improvement
a high-end AC power cord can make, you
haven't heard what your system can really do

MAS Power masTER .... reg $125
Discovery AC Cord
Tice PC 3
WireWorld Aurora
Tara Lab ,,RSC Master

NOW $69

To Order call 1-800-DYNATEK

$100
$159
$180
$299

AC Power Cord?

k

Hear what the critics have to say...
"...the ESP's make your system sound as if you doubled your amplifier output
particularly during loud dynamic swings. ...you'll hear the entire quality of a
performers movement about the stage change... in agoosebump raising way."
Ala,;..cinc.1 ,./. I. I
SS11-2 3
-These

made asi,;nifi_uni improvement to the sound of the amp, and
Imoved them into the rest of the system. Inoted how well they
performed."
.1 'Lakin S21111. St2r.:-.1-hil2, V.I. IX.
.II

The Essence Power Cord:
As seen in Fi Magazine, April 1996
•Multi-conductor, patent pending
The single
geometry.
greatest
•Proprietary connector components & termination process.
performance
•Shielding prevents RFI & EMI
improvement a
emissions for the quietest
$499 component
backgrounds.
can make!!
S499/6 ft.
•Precise soundstaging & resolution.

Other inquiries call 215-396-8288

LOVAN audio

The Art of the Metal Triangle

All Lovan products incorporate a heat fused epoxy powder coated
"Durian" scratch resistant finish on tubing. All are made of high carbon

•Hand painted satin epoxy furniture grade finish on shelves
•Genuine 18K gold plated accents available. (Classic Series only)

steel tubing and are fillable for improved damping. Only hardened steel
chrome plated spikes and isolation cones are used on the shelves.

•Lovan's unique patented "trisolation" system provides sensitive electronics
components with exceptional stability and superior isolation from vibration.

Classic II T

Pyramid AVR

Classic II

Internal clearance:
width =19.25"
depth =17.8"
height from floor =7.75"
height from 1st shelf =7.75
height from 2nd shelf =5.75"
Reg. $649 NOW $499

Internal Clearance:
width =20.25"
depth =17.25"
height from floor =4.75"
height from 1st shelf =7.75"
height from 2nd shelf =6"
height from 3rd shelf =6"
Reg. $439 NOW $349

Sovereign AVR

Internal Clearance:
•- width =20.25"
" depth =17.25"
height b/w shelves =10.75"
Reg. $479 NOW $399

Sovereign T Hi-Fi

Modular 3 shelf A/V rack.
Will hold up to 50" TV.
Internal Clearance:
width =38.75"
depth =23.75"
height from floor =10"
height from 1st shelf =7"
height from 2nd shelf =7"
Reg. $749 NOW $599

Modular 4 shelf audio rack
with 10" of clearance b/w
shelves.
Internal Clearance:
width =20"
Depth =18.5"
height b/w all shelves =10"
Reg. $549 NOW $499

Sovereign Hi-Fi
Modular 4 shelf audio rack
Internal Clearance:
width =20"
depth =18.5"
height b/w shelves =7"
Reg. $549 NOW $429

Dynatek carries Lovan Audio's complete line of AN racks, speaker stands,
and subwoofer It center channel isolation bases. Call for details.

INTERCONNECTS if SPEAKER CABLES
Reference Series

"The Best in the World"
Mitt

(

"The Best in the World"

MMO
111(11i(

Type 4Digital Cable: -Very transparent, slightly smooth,

Type 1 Interconnects: "X LO's [Type liability to pass asignal

harmonically honest."

seemingly unchanged revealed all sorts of new little niceties in records
Ithought Iknew extremely well." .t151
T112
4/92

Lid, Lirni_.k.

rhit!. /0/95

Our #1 best selling digital cable.
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96
Type 5 Speaker Cable: "The Type 5cable is better than any

Type 3A Phono Cable: Successor to the famous Type 3phono

other speaker cable ice tried, by an even wider margin than the
interconnect that surpassed other in-house contenders." -- MM ;. Th:
Ito.' S Hid .1 91
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

cable at amuch iflore afibrdable price. One-piece-pair construction
designed specifically for phono use features completely isolated fullfloating "Faraday Cage" shielding for protection iigainst I: Nil and 1211.

"The Best in the World"

Signature Series

Type 1.1 Interconnects: "...neutral, detailed, very fast, alive, exciting.
with areally big soundstage. plenty of well-controlled deep bass, ahumpless
midbass, and as.tei_li•IL.0 leaner midrange than some cables, and airy, open
highs." ./
St_T:
/1/ /996

"The Best in the World"

Type 4.1 Digital Cable: "There was also that as expected XL() sense of
immediacy and those lighting quick leading-edge transients-hallmarks of
Roger Skoffs cables. The XL0 Signature is an exciting cable..."
../
S:1111. S121'2".1 11112.
Jr 1995
--1111111111lom
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96
-

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96
Type 3.1 Phono Cable: "As far as retrieval of information was concerned:
the Type 3.1 is without peer... Type 3.1 cable was ultra-silent. Backgrounds were
blacker... Funs is great stuff!" -J.n.dthan
Sr
S7
1995

Type 5.1 Speaker Cable:

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

INTERCONNECTS

WIREOORLD

Atlantis II'
Eclipse II

Salz's patented symmetrical coaxial
design, resulting in cables that are

Gold Eclipse II'

practically inaudible. This concentric
wrap configuration more evenly
distributes signals & limits electrical
interactions.

SPEAKER CABLES

$ 2.70/ft

Oasis II

$ 7.80/ft

Atlantis II

brightness or other artifacts."

./ .6.2/han

Sr./ty rhi12, 4. 96

$ 90

Orbit

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96 Polaris II

...The entire bass range was as

• Wireworld conductors are made of proprietary GrainOptimizecfm, high-purity copper and silver.
1m
$130 • The proprietary Wireworld connectors are made of the most
conductive metal; gold over copper for the intermediate models,
1m
$300
and solid silver for the top models.
1m $1000
Teflon dielectrics are found on even the least expensive
Wireworld interconnect.
1m

Equinox 11

Wireworld cables use designer David

..

close to perfect as l'n eever heard from acable.... The upper
midrange and treble.., were completely grainless and free of

$12.00/ft
$22.50/ft

"...in virtually every tally we did on either of the two systems. Wireworld
Orbit came out on top. Flattering comments heaped upon it took note of its
excellent focus, impressive neutrality and top-to-bottom coherence."
-Al 1rifl1n & brag Etittcrw ,,rth,
ThiaLyT2.:11,1 ,- ,1 ,,,.y. 6/96

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
Alón byAcarian Systems •Atlantic Technology •Audio Alchemy •MK Components •Chang Lightspeed •Discovery •ESP •Infinity •KEF •Lovan •M&K •Magro NV Furniture
•MAS •NEAR •Parasound •Sanus •Sonic Frontiers •Sunfire •Tara Labs Space &Time •Tice Audio •Toshiba Cinema Series •Wireworld •XL0 Electric •and many more!
Prices subject to change Not responsible for typographical errors.

Fax (215) 396-7999

1390 Industrial Blvd., Southampton, PA 18966

Itgai=

ir
;

e-mail: sales@dynanet-ay.com
web: http://www.dynatek-ay.com

INTRODUCING THE MAX,
OUR NEW STATEMENT HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER.

It's got separate regulated supplies for the left and right channel, uses the amazing
(and expensive) Burr-Brown 627 op-amps, has lightning-quick polyphenoline sulfide
film capacitors at critical places in the audio path, sports the lovely Neutrick locking
headphone jacks, is controlled by a most excellent Nobel volume potentiometer, and,
last but not least, has about five pounds of super cool looking panels and knob.
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HeadRoom Amps

Headphones

Little Headroom
Little w/More Power
More Power Upgrade
Supreme HeadRoom
Cosmic HeadRoom
Home HeadRoom
The Max
Static HeadRoom
Static w/More Power

Sennheiser 580
"
Sennheiser 545
Sennheiser HE60/HEV70
Grado SR60
Grado SR80
Grado SR125
Grado SR225
Grado SR325
Grado RS1
Etymotic ER4S
Koss Porta -Pro Jr.
Koss KSC35
Koss ESP 950
Beyer DT901
Beyer DT770

$229.00
$449.00
$229.00
$399.00
$599.00
$599.00
$1,333.00
$199.00
$399.00

$279.00
$159.00
$1,449.00
$69.00
$95.00
$149.00
$195.00
$295.00
$695.00
$330.00
$39.95
$34.95
$499.00
$299.00
$149.00

Accessories
Traveler Bag
$129.00
Case Logic DM 2
$24.95
PBJ Extension 10'
$79.00
PBJ Extension 15'
$89.00
PBJ Extension 20'
$99.00
Link Interconnect
$24.95
Kimber Interconnect 1'
$59.00
Kimber Interconnect 1m
$69.00
Portable Cable,
meter
$19.95
Portable Cable, 1 meter
$24.95
Vampire RCA Splitters
$29.95
Headphone Splitter
$79.00
NEW! Grado Comfortable Ear Pads $10.00

Portable Systems
Budget Traveler w/SR80
$499.00
(Supreme, Grado SR80, 4D, DM2, Cable)
Budget Traveler w/SR225
$599.00
(Supreme, Grado SR225, 4D, DM2, Cable)
Budget Traveler w/545
$529.00
(Supreme, Sennheiser 545, 4D,
DM2, Cable)
Traveler w/SR325
$829.00
(Supreme, Grado SR325, Traveler Bag,
4D, Cable, 12 CD Wallet)
Traveler w/580
$829.00
(Supreme, Senn 580, Traveler Bag, 4D,
Cable, 12 CD Wallet)
Traveler w/ER4S
$859.00
(Supreme, Etymotic ER4S, Traveler Bag,
4D, Cable, 12 CD Wallet)
Cosmic Traveler
$1,399.00
(Cosmic, Base Station One, 580, ER4S,
Traveler Bag, 4D, Cable, 12 CD Wallet)

free
for'3—
log!'
call
e cat a
48 pa ?, n ore Inf
Lots '

Budget Systems
High End Systems
Urbanite
$699.00
(Little, More Power, Sennheiser 580, Link)
Sub Urbanite
$699.00
(Little, More Power, Grado SR325, Link)
Audiophile
(Home, Sennheiser 580, Link)
Audiot
(Max, Sennheiser 580, Link)

$799.00
$1,499.00

Hi Wired
$1,699.00
(More Static, Sennheiser HE60/HEV70,
2-Links)

Quantum
(Koss Porta -Pro Jr., and our
favorite Portable CD player)

$CALL.00

Starter
$279.00
(Little, Grado SR60, Portable Cable)
Surfer
(Little, Grado SR80, Link)

$299.00

Kowabunga
(Little, Sennheiser 545, Link)

$399.00

King Kowabunga
(Little, Grado SR225, Link

$429.00

Tsunami
(Little, Sennheiser 580, Link)

$499.00

HeadRoom,
1-800-828-8184

HeadRoom Corporation -521 East Peach St. -Bozeman, MT 59715 -Phone 406-587-9466 -FAX 406-587-9484 -info@headphone.com
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ommentators have often characterized
Ralph Vaughan Williams's Fifth Symphony
(1943) as asort of "breather" in his output,
an uplifting respite from the more severe,
angular sonorities of Symphonies 4and 6
(which, "of course," reflect the rigors and
tragedies of the Second World War). As with most
generalizations, its core of truth masks aconsiderably more complicated state of affairs. It is truc
that, beginning with Symphony 6, the composer
expanded his harmonic and melodic vocabulary so
as to express negative, disturbing emotional states as well
as positive ones, but for all its apparent simplicity and gracious lyricism, Symphony 5packs plenty of power, with
its dramatic conflicts not fully resolved until the final pages.
The impression of uncluttered lyricism so often suggested by this music is perhaps attributable to Vaughan
Williams's use of modal harmony as well as conventional
major and minor harmonies. The modal scales are probably familiar to most listeners from early music such as
liturgical chants. To our ears, accustomed to the harmonic
language generated by the major and minor scales, the
comparatively slippery, weaker modal progressions permit
the music to move fluidly through avariety of tonal centers;
they also suggest the folk-music sound that many listeners
automatically associate with the composer.
The symphony is cast in the standard four movements,
subtitled Preludio, Scherzo, Romanza, and Passacaglia
respectively, and is scored for asmall Romantic orchestra comprising pairs of reeds,
horns, and trumpets, three trombones, timpani, and strings.
The Preludio gives an immediate loosely rhapsodic
impression, but in fact it is organized in recognizable sonata
form. Over aC pedal in the basses, we hear the first group's
main motifs: aquiet horn call in D, its mild clash with the
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996
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High End
for Red People.
c7ossé

The Classé DAC-1.
Stereophile described the Classé

four digital inputs and HDCD

DAC-1 as "a revolution in the

decoding, the DAC-1 is ready for

price/performance ratio in digital

anything. And at $3995, it's a

playback." We agree! Music is alive

sensible and exciting alternative

and detailed, yet extremely smooth

to "five figure" converters.

and musical with simply awesome
dynamics. With acomplete array of

That's what we mean by, "High
End for Real People."

WOODBRIDGE

STEREO/VIDEO
Adcom •Aerial •Angstrom •Audio Research •Audioquest •Bryston •CAL •Chang •Classé
conrad johnson • Definitive •Golden Tube • Infinity • Kinergetics •Lexicon •Lyra • Magnepan
Marantz •Mango •Meridian •MIT •Mirage •Monster •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •Shun Mook
Snell Acoustics •Sumiko •Theta Digital •Velodyne •Vienna Acoustics •VPI •Wilson Audio

Woodbridge, NJ
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908-636-7777 • West Caldwell, NJ

201-575-8264
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VAUGHAN W ILLIAMS'S
Conductor/
Orchestra

Label/
Catalog No.

Barbirolli/Hallé
Barbirolli/Philharmonia
Haitink/LPO
Handley/RLPO
Previn/LSO
Previn/RPO
Previn/Curtis Inst. SO
Rozhdestvensky, BBC SO
L. Slatkin/Philharmonia
Thomson/LSO

Dutton Labs CDAX8011
EMI 565110 2
EMI 555487 2
Eminence EMX 9512
RCA 60586-2
Telarc 80158
EMI 555371 2
IMP BBCRD 9125
RCA 60556-2
Chandos CHAN 8554

basses creating an immediate unease;
and acoolly singing violin phrase in
octaves. As the textures expand and fill
out, the basses repeatedly but unsuccessfully feint motion away from the C,
while the themes above progressively
resolve the harmonic tension, shifting
from D to Fand finally to C itself. At
this point, the composer sets off the second subject with a masterstroke —a
sudden leap into firm, bright E major,
all the more striking against the previous modal harmony. This expansive,
serenely lyrical paragraph ultimately
fades into bits and pieces of the opening
motifs.
Soft running figures derived from the
basses' C launch the development. As
they spread and overlap throughout the
strings, the woodwinds and horns overlay descending figures. The increasing
turbulence culminates in forceful brass
and wind chords over fortissimo string
tremolos before subsiding into an
uneasy return of the first group. The
second subject returns, tuna Jo.rza, as a
proud, powerful affirmation, once again
in keys (B-flat and G) foreign to the
immediate context. The movement
ends quickly and inconclusively on the
original dissonance between D and C.
The Scherzo opens with mysterious
rising fourths on the strings, working
into amobile, one-in-a-bar Presto punctuated by darting reed and string figures. Vaughan Williams eschews the
standard tripartite structure in favor of a
free evolution of the material; notable
episodes include a choralelike motif
first appearing on cellos and trombones,
and aperky duple-meter staccato reed
phrase that acquires ominous overtones
as the brasses take it up.
The Romanza is abroad, slow sonata
movement, concentrated in expression.
There are three principal subjects; an
English horn phrase, plaintively intoned
over sustained string chords; arising,
aspiring choralelike passage, built on the
series of consecutive fourths familiar
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996
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36:04
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DDD
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Coupling
Symphony 4
Bax: Tintagel
Norfolk, Lark
Flot Compi
England of Elizabeth.Tuba Con.
Taus Fantasia
Talks Fantasia: Previn: Reflections
Sancta civitos
Symphony 6
Lark
—SFV

as of his own music, the record companies couldn't be bothered to document
Vaughan Williams's conducting beyond
the 1937 recording of his own Symphony 4.) The closest thing to an
"authentic" performance document
available is a1944 recording under John
Barbirolli, alongtime associate of the
composer who would later conduct the
premieres of Symphonies 7and 8.
Barbirolli shapes the phrases precisely
so as to elicit their maximum expression
— lus sure touch with the Scherzo's
irregular phrase lengths is remarkable in
such relatively new music. The final
coda is insufficiently hushed, and there
arc passing bits of smudged and slurry
coordination, but the overall effect is of
deep emotion tempered by restraint.
The Dutton Labs processing is vivid,
with good inner-voice definition and
clean woodwind textures; brassy climaxes, predictably, are subject to
breakup.
In 1962, EMI returned (now Sir)
John Barbirolli to the studio to record
this music in stereo. The performance
is much the same as the earlier one,
D major climax abruptly shifts to the but displays amore assured technical
uncertainties of D minor, the reeds in- command, deepened sensitivity, and
terpret metrically ambiguous phrases more detailed response (as well as
derived from the ground bass, which improved sound, of course). In the
overlap and interweave so as to enrich Preludio, the recap sounds oddly uncerthe textures, building to a climactic tain, as if still disturbed by the conflicts
return of the Prehidio's fanfare motif. of the development (but the tuna finza
The following hymnlike coda is asub- passage is abit heavy and overweightlime epilogue based on the violins' cd). The Romanza's opening is solemn
theme, with the ground bass making a and grave, with the answering pianissimo
single wistful appearance; the clean tex- phrases reverently played; the Passaci¡glia
tures and soft, open sonorities convey retains its earlier fire, adding some
the feeling of abenediction, closing the sharply dramatic accents and dissolving
into abeguilingly sweet, warm coda.
symphony on asatisfying contemplative
The Philharmonia strings' cushy, round
note.
The first perfonnance of the sym- tone doesn't compromise the clarity of
phony took place on June 24, 1943, the counterpoint, although in the
under the composer's direction: unfor- Romanza's chorale, the string-dominated
tunately, no record exists of his con- textures, lovely as they are, sacrifice the
ducting of the symphony. (Scandalously, organlike effect implied by the wind
given the scope of his activities as acon- entries. The sound comes up well on
ductor of the great choral works as well CD, with agentle resonance enhancing

from the Scherzo; and a sequence of
florid, freely intertwining phrases in the
woodwinds.
The Passacaglia's quiet opening presents an immediate conflict between
two themes: the repetitive ground bass
that underpins the movement, and the
countertheme that shortly appears in
the violins. The variation structure
builds in intensity, impact, and volume,
in the course of which two brass chorales are weighted prophetically on the
side of the countertheme. Atriumphant

BRYDEN THOMSON'S
PERFORMANCE VEERS
FRUSTRATINGLY
BETWEEN THE
INSIGHTFUL AND
THE PROSAIC.
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Michael Gindi
Fi Magazine,
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Jonathan Scull
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the reed timbres.
Sir Adrian Boult was afriend of the
composer of even longer standing, than
Barbirolli, and his performance of this
symphony was a mainstay of EMI/
Angel's LP catalog. Unfortunately, EMI's
newly remastered CD reissue of the
performance did not arrive in time for
inclusion here (nor did Andrew Davis's
Teldec issue). Of other British performances, I'm partial to Vernon Handley's, which benefits from ahealthy, natural musicianship and capable, colorful
playing. The Preludio is conceived as a
seamless unit, with effortless crescendos
and an easy, unforced fullness. Iespecially liked the undulating quality of the
string figures in the development, and
the horn presence in the Tuttaforza passage. The sizzling pianissimo at the
Scherzo's opening is rhythmically precise; the Romanza is by turns fluid and
dramatic, while rhythmic buoyancy is
the key to the Passacaglia, with lovely
wind solos in the coda. The engineering
is round-toned, with plenty of impact,
though the overall coloration seems
dark.
Chandos's engineering for Bryden
Thomson certainly makes a strong
immediate impression: A plush resonance surrounds the initial bass attack,
and the brass in particular have afirm,
robust impact and presence. But the
bloom is off before long: the resonance
generated in the hittis doesn't really
clear, so open-textured passages such as
the Preludio's coda remain furry and
indistinct, and the Scherzo's soft strings
sound distant and recessed. Thomson's
performance veers frustratingly between the insightful and the prosaic: he
leans nicely into the rich harmonies of
the Preludio's second subject, and the
impulsive rubato he brings to the
Romanza's last climax gives way to a
rhetorical broadening and strengthening at its peak. On the other hand,
much of the playing is too loud; the
Romanza's florid reed solos are square
and underinflected; and too much of
the Passacaglia is shapeless and "notey."
Nor does the ambience really cover
ensemble problems in the first two
movements.
Is Vaughan Williams's style of purely
parochial interest, or does it export
well? Andre Previn, European-born,
American-trained, and ultimately an
adoptive Briton, makes an interesting
test case in his three recordings of the
work. The RCA account, made shortly
after he became the LSO's Music
Director, was perhaps overpraised on its
original appearance. It represents agood
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

but incomplete start on the work.
Previn's talent for maintaining tension
in long arcs pays dividends in the
Preludio and in the subdued eloquence
of the Romanza's chorales. But too
many details aren't quite worked out:
the tuna forza passage unduly favors the
brasses in what British critics would call
a"transatlantic" way; the Scherzo's deliberate tempo segments the long phrases
and renders the duplets flatfooted; and
the Passacaglia, after a strong start, is
compromised by an overdone rhetorical
heaviness. The sonies, from the ill-fated
Dynaflex era, are clear, with somewhat
glassy violins.

strong instinctive feeling for the style.
The Scherzo is once again earthbound,
the Romanza's opening is static, and the
reed solos are lacking in fantasy. The
orchestra plays with apleasantly generalized gloss marred by some thick textures and imprecise balances.
Bernard Haitink, like Previn, can
qualify as an adoptive Englishman, in
his case through long association with
the LPO. His habitual poker-faced
manner lets the music make its own
points. The quiet, securely attacked
opening immediately holds the attention; the pianissimo opening of the development brings asense of poised expectation. The Scherzo's darting figures
evoke flickering phantoms; the intensely concentrated Romanza only occasionally threatens to turn immobile. Haitink
draws the warmly played Passacaglia in
broad arcs, bringing plenty of weight to
the climaxes without impeding the
music's flow; the searching reed solos
lead to asteady, dignified return of the
Preludio material and acoda that is a
serene, confident act of faith. The LPO
seems to give Haitink everything he
asks for and the sonies are clear and
brilliant.
Even so unlikely asource as Gennady
Rozhdestvensky, in a 1980 BBC aircheck, delivers the goods for three
movements, with passages of real distinction — the wing to the alternating
accents in the Scherzo, for instance, or
the Romanza's fluid interplay of woodPrevin's Telarc remake evinces a wind cross-rhythms. Only the Passagratifying maturity of style and a caglia, too matter-of-fact and extraverted
deepened understanding, captured in until the peaceful coda, lets the side
warm, full-bodied sonies, particularly down. Less successful is Leonard
imposing in the brass. The opening Slatkin's performance — once past a
brings abeautifully hushed mystery, tentative opening, it is meticulously
and Previn combines the ensuing lay- played but oddly unmoving. Details of
ers of sound into a steadily woven interest include the light, airy feel of the
tapestry. The Scherzo, still conserva- Preludio's E-major episode; the piquant,
tively paced, flows better than before oddly Russian cast to the reeds' duple
—it trots along uneventfully at first, theme in the Scherzo; and the Romanza's
but the wind playing brings real char- solemn English horn invocation. Noacter. After the Romanza's spacious, where else will you hear such clarity in
hymnlike opening, the chorales are the polyphony; nowhere else are woodsensitively shaped, though the strings wind and horn chords so impeccably
tend to serve up a monochromatic balanced; yet it doesn't add up. To call
legato; the violin solos are rhapsodic, the performance "un-idiomatic" begs
and the fade is peaceful. If some the question; more precisely, for all his
dynamics in the Passacaglia are atrifle admirable musicianship, Sladcin lacks
loud, Previn firmly establishes the
real emotional identification with the
points of arrival in this unobtrusively music.
dramatic performance.
In afield where so many of the entries
Previn's recent EMI version repre- are good ones, Irecommend the stereo
sents astep back, not because of the Barbirolli for its warmth and generosity
use of a student orchestra — the of spirit, and the Previn/Telarc for its
estimable ensemble of Philadelphia's vivid modern sound and similar overall
Curtis Institute — but because, as tone. The Haitink will appeal to those
Americans, the players simply lack a who prefer acooler manner.
S

NOWHERE ELSE
BUT WITH SLATKIN
WILL YOU HEAR SUCH
CLARITY IN THE
POLYPHONY AND SUCH
IMPECCABLE BALANCE
BETWEEN WOODWIND
AND HORN CHORDS; YET
IT DOESN'T ADD UP.
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NOTE, AUDIO PHYSICS, Audio Ouest, Audio Truth, AVANTE-GARDE, AYRE ACOUSTICS, Benz-Micro, BILLY BAGS, B&K, B&W, Cal Audio Labs,
Cardas Audio, Chang Lightspeed, CEC, CITATION, CONRAD-JOHNSON, CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, Creek, Crestron, CWD, DAY
SEOUERRA, Denon, Elite by Pioneer, ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGNS, Epos, FAROUDJA, FORSELL, Grado. GRAHAM TONEARMS, JM Labs,
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Wilson Audio, Wire World, Yamamura Systems, YAKOV ARONOV AUDIO, ZOETHECUS.
Bold listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound by Singer
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HESE COMPONENTS."
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W ES PHILLIPS
ASTRÉE
MODERNE: Fricassées Lyonnaises
Ensemble 1)oulce Mémoire: Marc Pounis, countertenor,
Anne Quentin, soprano; Lucien Kandel, Serge
Goubioud, tenors; Marc Bustin bass; Denis RaisinIXidre, Jéréinie Papasergio, Elsa Frank, recorder. doücLinn% oboe; Claire Michon, recorder, Jean-Paul Homy,
cornet abouquin; Franck Poitrineau, sackhur, Pascale
Bogner, lute, guitar; Freddy Eichelberger, piccolo;
Bruno Caillat, percussion
E8567 (Cl) only). Claire Michon, prod.; Jean-Claude
Gaberel, eng. 1)1)1). TT: 70:13
SANZ: Instrucción de Música Sobre la Guitarra
Española
Hopkinson Smith, baroque guitar
E8576 (CD only). François Eckert, prod.; Anne 1)ecoville, mg.; Pierre Deschamps, mastering. 1)1)D. TI':
64:18
LALANDE: Lecons de Ténèbres
INabelle Desnichers, soprano; Mauricio Buraglia, theorbo; Nima Ben I
)avid, viril rda gamba; Pierre
Trocellier, harpsichord, organ
E 8592 (Cl) only). Nicolas liartholomée, prod., eng.
1)1)11 T1': 73:05

Jacques Moderne was not acomposer,
but rather amusic printer who resided in
Lyons during the mid-16th century.
Actually, he published everything from
religious tracts to poetry, but his involvement in music publishing was what
made his reputation. Over athird of all
goods imported into the French kingdom at that time came through Lyons,
principally through its famous trade fairs,
held four times each year. It was avery
cosmopolitan city, with an unusual number of ethnic enclaves; people traveled
there from as far west as Portugal and as
far east as the Levant. All of which, no
doubt, exposed Moderne to an unusual
diversity of musical influences. At any
rate, Fricassées Lyonnaises is awide-ranging
collection of compositional types —
everything from courtly dances, to asong
giving equestrian instruction, to some
lovely motets.
Ensemble Doulce Mémoire seem
comfortable in all of the styles here —
although Iparticularly enjoyed the larger ensemble pieces, which are full of
zest and abuzz with exotic sonority. The
recording is up to Astrée's usual level of
quality: instruments are cleanly placed
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996

much closer to the sights and colors of
popular
culture."
DE LALANDE
Certainly these are the least manLEÇONS
nered performances I've ever heard
DE TÉNÈBRES
from Smith — full of vigorous strumming (para teller rasguedo) and delicately
nuanced melodic lines. The recording
sounds lively; the rapid decay of the gut
strings floats crisply on an exquisite
cloud of resonance. Charm — like
humor — cannot be described without
destroying that which you attempt to
explain. This disc has got it; get it.
Tenebrae is the name commonly given
•
-ISABELLE DESROCHERS
M. BURAGLIA •N. BEN DAVID •P. TROCELL1ER
to the combined Offices (services) of
Matins and Lauds on the Thursday,
within the acoustic, but never excessive- Friday, and Saturday of Holy Week.
ly highlighted. The voices sound natur- During the services, 15 candles were
al and lifelike, and the recorder, oboes, extinguished (representing the abanand piccolo have awoody, breathing donment of Christ by his disciples), one
warmth that never obscures their high- after each psalm. What followed was
sung in tenebres —in darkness.
er harmonics.
The selections included here, comInstrucción de Música, Gaspar Sanz's
collection of original compositions for posed by Michel-Richard de Lalande
for his wife and daughter to perform,
the guitar, was published sometime
around 1675. While Hopkinson Smith represent the third lesson of each day's
is best known as a lutenist, here he service — all that survive of his comappropriately plays baroque guitar — a plete Offices. They're masterpieces. The
five-course ancestor to the modern six- text, as was the custom, is taken from
string instrument. (In case you're inter- the Lamentations of Jeremiah, and is
ested in this sort of thing, Smith used a sung as alament over achromatically
tuning (fig.1) which, totally lacking bass, descending ground. This casts amelangives the works alight, sunny sound.) In choly spell, relieved by flights of recitahis liner note, Smith comments on how tive at the conclusion.
For this disc, the three surviving fraghis choice of instrument dictated his
performance style: "Whereas the lute ments are interspersed with tombeaux
(meditations upon death) by Marais, de
and its music essentially breathe an
innate nobility and refinement emanat- Visée, and Couperin. Technically speaking from court circles, the guitar, espe- ing, this doesn't make for an "authentic"
cially in certain works included here, is performance, but Idon't care — in the

Fig. ITuning used by Hopkinson Smith for the Gaspar Sanz recording on Astrée.
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last several years I've endured entirely
too many thematically "correct" concert
programs that bored me silly. This program, without tarting-up the music one
jot, makes sense and holds my interest.
Desrochers has abold, vibrant voice,
and her readings sound intelligent and
passionate. The players, particularly theorbist Mauricio Buraglia, support her
with sensitive, nuanced performances.
And the sound is spectacularly natural,
full of reverberant presence and golden
bloom. If you're tired of cookie-cutter
early-music performances and want to
sink your teeth into arecital filled with
emotive music-making, enhanced by
some of the most natural sound ever put
on acompact disc, look no further.

ANALOGUE
PRODUCTIONS
REVIVAL SERIES
LONNIE JOHNSON WITH ELMER SNOWDEN: Blues, Ballads, and Jumpin'Jazz
Lonnie Johnson, guitar, vocals; Elmer Snowden, guitar;
Wendell Marshall, bass
APR 3001 (LP). Chris Albertson, prod. AAA. TT:
48:17
THELONIOUS MONK QUARTET WITH
JOHNNY GRIFFIN: In Action
Thelonious Monk, piano; Johnny Griffin, tenor sax;
Ahmed Abdul-Malik, bass; Roy Haynes, drums
APR 3002 (LP). Orrin 1Ceepnews, prod.; Ray Fowler,
eng. AAA. TT: 39:29
BOLA SETE: Tour de Force
Bola Sete, guitar; Fred Schrieber, bass; John Rae, drums
APR 3003 (LP). AAA. TT: 35:58
SHELLY MANNE at HIS MEN: At The Black
Hawk, 141.1
Shelly Manne, drums; Joe Gordon. trumpet, Richie
1Camuca, tenor sax; Victor Feldman, piano; Monty
Budwig, bass
APR 3005 (LP). AAA. TT: 46:57
ELLA FITZGERALD &JOE PASS: Fitzgerald &
Pass... Again
Ella Fitzgerald, vocals; Joe Pass, guitar
APR 3007 (LP). Norman Granz, prod. AAA. TT:
55:26
JIMMY WITHERSPOON: Evenin' Blues
Jimmy Witherspoon, vocals; Clifford Scott, tenor sax;
Bert Kendrix, organ; T-Bone Walker, guitar;
Clarence Jones, bass; Wayne Robertson, drums
APR 3008 (LP). AAA. TT: 48:36
ART PEPPER: New York Album
Art Pepper, alto sax; Hank Jones, piano; Ron Carter,
bass; Al Foster, drums
APR 3012 (LP). John Snyder, Laurie Pepper, prods.;
Kathy Dennis, eng. AAA. TT: 3735
ART PEPPER: So In Love
Art Pepper, alto sax; Hank Jones, George Cables, piano;
Ron Caner, Charlie Haden, bass; Al Foster, Billy
Higgins, drums
APR 3012 (LP). Laurie Pepper, prod.; John Snyder,
prod., eng. AAA. TT: 4736
ART PEPPER: The Intimate Art Pepper
Art Pepper, alto sax; unidentified .iccompaniment
APR 3014 (LP). John Snyder, Laurie Pepper, prods.
AAA. TT: 47:09
JUNIOR WELLS' CHICAGO BLUES BAND:
Hoodoo Man Blues
Junior Wells, harmonica, vocals; Buddy Guy, guitar;
Jack Myers, bass; Billy Warren, drums
APR 034 (LP). AAA. TT: 39:57

Analogue Productions' Revival Series is
anew line of LPs that represents acollaboration between Acoustic Sounds
and RTI. The two have acquired Wilson
232

Audio's custom tube mastering facility
and installed it at RTI. Bruce Leek
and Stan Ricker master the discs at the
facility so that the lacquers can be
plated immediately. That's important,
because the soft lacquer will sometimes
"creep" — that is, dynamic passages tend
to impress themselves on the opposite
side of the groove, resulting in a"preecho" in which you can faintly hear the
forthcoming passage. Getting the lacquer in the plating bath quickly—less
than an hour, optimally — minimizes
this; afacility that incorporates acutting
lathe and plating stations makes alot of
sense.
These discs are made from alighter
vinyl biscuit than other Analogue
Productions LPs — about 120 grams —
and are less expensive, costing only
$17.50. What do you give up with a
lighter disc? That's arguable. The theory
behind 150-180gm pressings is that
they resist warping, but you can't prove
it by me. The record press Iused to
work for experimented with thicker
discs, but we never found that biscuits
weighing more than 120 grams were
worth the trouble of further customizing our Toolex-Alphas. The biggest fac-

ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT
Digitalfront-end: Krell KPS-20i/L
Analog front-end: Linn Sondek
LP12 with Naim Armageddon
power supply and Naim ARO
toneami.
Phono section: Naim Prefix/HiCap.
Preamplifier: Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen.
Power amplifiers: Ayre V3, ConradJohnson Premier Eleven A and
Premier Twelve.
Loudspeakers: Wilson WATT/
Puppy 51, Hales Design Group
Concept Five.
Cables: Kimber KCAG interconnects, ICimber Black Pearl speaker cable.
Accessories: The Shelf by Black
Diamond Racing; Mark 3(equipment) and Mark 4 (speakers)
Cones from Black Diamond
Racing.
Room Treatment: RPG Abffusors;
ASC Tube Traps, Bass Traps,
Studio Traps, and. Slim Traps; and
one fat, black pussycat

HOODOO MAN BLUES
JUNIOR WELLS'

CHICAGO BLUES BAND
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tor in preventing warpage seemed to be
"cure time." We kept the newly pressed
discs in weighted stacks as they came off
the press, and left them to age for aday
or so. Whenever we ran into deadline
pressure that caused us to deviate from
this practice, we got substantially more
warped returns.
The Revival Series discs are wellmade — for the most part they're flat
and quiet The jackets are printed on
coated stock and handsomely reproduce
the originals. There's already a wide
range of titles available, with a few
standing out as must-haves. And by the
time you read this, the "Miles Box" will
be available — afive-record set that will
make Cookin', Workin', Steamin', Relaxin',
and The New Miles available on vinyl
again. That sounds like the ultimate
Christmas present for the analog-loving
jazz fan — like me, for instance.
The 1990 Lonnie Johnson/Elmer
Snowden disc was the second record featuring these two elder-statesmen jazz
guitarists—the first, culled from the
same sessions, was released in 1960. The
disc is pleasant enough, but one can
understand the hesitation to release it —
there's not much depth here.
Snowden, on acoustic, takes the energetic lead on most of the songs, leaving
Johnson to cook the chords with his
growly electric. They're comfortable, and
it sounds like they're having fun. Snowden's guitar has alot of bite and zingy
harmonic splatter, while Johnson's mellow tone anchors the riffs. The betweensongs banter is amusing the first time,
increasingly annoying each time thereafter.
In Action is atruthful-sounding record
of the Monk Quartet ... er .... in action.
It was Monk's first nonstudio recording,
and it captures, I'm told, the feeling of
his live dates, down to the fragments of
"Epistrophy" that ended each set.
Johnny Griffin isn't aname I'd associate
with Monk, but the mix proves to be a
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996
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good one. He came to play, and he solos
with avengeance — playfully dropping
the melody of "Skip To My Lou" into
the middle of "Evidence," for example.
The recording doesn't foster that
hyper-real sense of the event that some
audiophiles lust after, but the instruments are honestly presented. True to
its stereo era, the music stays pretty
much in the speakers, with ahole in the
center — but the group was in fine fettle that night, and I'd reckon this reissue
arousing success.
I'm not sure the years have been as
kind to Bola Sete, however. He does play
nylon-string guitar beautifully, but all of
his playing seems to inhabit the same
dynamic level — I find my attention
wandering long before aside ends. The
recording seems undistinguished technically; Ididn't hear any overwhelming
sonic argument for the reissue. But
then, my copy was ticky in the right
channel on both sides, indicating avinyl
consistency problem — the only such
I've encountered from the series.
At The Black Hawk, 141.1 turned into a
four-record franchise for Shelley

Manne. Well, why not? It's fun —
hard-swinging, mainstream jazz.
Mamie is featured prominently in the
mix, and he really pushes the groove
along. Joe Gordon's trumpet and Richie
Kamuca's tenor have an edgy, sharp
presence that either jumps into the room
with you or drags you back to the Black
Hawk with them —I'm not sure which.
Good stuff, and sonically convincing.
Ihave amild problem with the '70sera Ella Fitzgerald Pablo recordings. All
of them feature something of merit —
here "My Old Flame" and "I've Got the
World on aString" — but they are also
so revealing of what she had lost to
age—specifically intonation and that
girlish sparkle. "Tennessee Waltz" and
"One Note Samba" arc hard to endure;
I'd rather remember the artist who
recorded the Songbook series. As always, Pass offers superb support and
accompaniment. Like many Pablos,
except for an excess of reverb sweetening on the vocals, this one has the ring
of sonic truth — but I'd have preferred a
little kindness.
&ante Blues, on the other hand,

shows amature Jimmy Witherspoon at
the height of his powers. Of course,
Witherspoon was ashouter, and there
was nothing subtle about his delivery,
although this record shows him capable
of turning down the lamp when necessary. Mostly, though, &min' Blues rocks.
Clifford Scott and T-Bone Walker both
have ablast here, sounding about as present as can be, but the stage is dominated by Witherspoon's voice — so forcefully rendered that it could blow out
candles in your listening room.
The Art Pepper discs are wonderful.
So In Love was previously available on
Artist's House, New link Album on
Galaxy, but hitionate is released here for
the first time. New Wnk Album and So In
Love arc brash and bold. The sound is
stunningly present — all bite and brass.
On quiet passages you can hear tape
print-through (or, possibly, pre-echo —
it can happen even when you're careful), but there's very little here to distract from the music itself. Pepper,
Joncs, Carter, and Foster are adream
combo — they sound great together—
and there's an underlying tension that

ANOTHER CLASSIC TALE FROM LIVING S
TEREO

M

astering engineer Bernie
Grundman and the Classic
Records crew may very
well be paying increased attention to
the specific needs of RCA Living
Stereo collectors these days, and the
evidence can be heard in this latest
batch of reissue LPs. For the first time
since the Classics began appearing,
the reissues sound uncannily close to
the prized and hotly hunted originals.
For the most part these new records
offer amore balanced tonal signature
and "cooler" levels; they're basically
dead ringers for the originals. And all
this has been accomplished without
sacrificing Classic's wonderful dynamics and impact. Needless to say, it
all adds up to more reasons for acquiring this essential series (if, indeed,
more reasons are needed).
On my original 4S/1S pressing of
LSC-2586 (all the original Shaded
Dogs used in this survey are Indianapolis pressings), the low end has
solid impact and warmth aplenty.
Soundstage is broad, deep, and
exceptionally well-filled, and the
piano is front and center. While the
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GERSHWIN: Concerto in F, Cuban Overture,
«I Got Rhythm" Variations
Earl Wild, piano; Arthur Fiedler, Boston Pops
Classic Records/RCA LSC-2586 (LP). Peter
Dellheim, prod.; Anthony Salvatore, cog.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4
Pierre Monteux, Boston Symphony
Classic Records/RCA LSC-2369 (LP). John
Pfeiffer, prod.: John Crawford, cog.
RAVEL: Concerto in G
D'INDY: Symphony on aFrench Mountain Air
Nicole Hennot-Schweitzer, piano; Charles Munch,
Boston Symphony
Classic Records/RCA LSC-2271 (LP). Richard
Mohr, prod.; Lewis Layton, eng.
DVORAK: Cello Concerto
Gregor Piatigorsky. cello; Charles Munch, Boston
Symphony
Classic Records/RCA LSC-2490 (LP). Max
Wilcox, prod.; John Crawford, eng.
DVORAK: Symphony 2
Pierre Montetut, London Symphony
Classic Records/RCA LSC-2489 (LP). Michael
Bremner, prod.; Kenneth Wilkinson, eng.
COMIII011 ta all: Bernie Gnindnun, remastering
AAA.

solo keyboard is spotlit, it's not to an
unnatural degree, with very good
tonal balance, timbral authenticity,
and power. But what makes this (and
most Shaded Dogs, for that matter)
special is the strings, especially the
cellos. Original Dogs rule in this
regard. This record is asuperb exam-

plc of why that continues to be.
Natural hall reverberation on this
one will have you sitting with mouth
agape.
The new Classic reissue? Tough
call. It's about as close to the original
as any I've heard. If anything, it's
slightly warmer, albeit with awesome,
perfectly balanced piano, especially in
the bass register. While the Classic is
ever-so-slightly drier than the original, the differences are really miniscule. If you love this wonderfully
vibrant music (who doesn't?) in
Fiedler's spirited version, get the
Classic reissue. You'll be happy.
On my friend Jeff Jones's 5S/6S
original pressing, LSC-2369 reveals
superb hall reverberation, and the
opening brass fanfare and strings are
just about perfect. Soundstage is
broad if not leviathan in depth, and
detail and balance are exceptional.
From the standpoint of dynamic
range, however, this one won't blow
you out of the listener's seat. Still, it's
an extremely musical Shaded Dog.
An area where the Classics often
excel is their "startle" factor. 'This reis-
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occasionally explodes, such as Pepper's
incendiary solo on "So In Love." That
moment alone justifies the entire Revival
Series.
The Intimate An Rpper also suffers from
print-through in the quietest passages,
but compensates with abig, warm sound
that has huge bass articulation. 'Which is
not to slight the top end—the shimmer
coming off the cymbals is to die for. The
title pretty much says it all: This is acollection of ballads, and the mood is direct
and personal. A great record for those
3:00a.m.s of the soul.
There's reality, and then there's a
higher reality. Hoodoo Man Blues does
not present the most sonically convincing soundstage you'll ever hear, but neither will you hear atruer recording of
an electric blues band. Yeah, the drums
arc hard left in the speaker, Junior's
voice is ragged (and overloads the
microphone to boot), and Buddy Guy's
guitar doesn't even seem to be in the
same room as the rest of the band —
well, what of it? 'The bass is big and
punchy, the drums have oodles of
impact, the cymbals have crystalline

sue is more dynamic, but not in an
exaggerated, inflated manner. Brass is
somewhat harder and more aggressive when compared to the original;
the Classic also offers asmall measure
of increased detail and separation,
along with abit more bass. Otherwise, here's another title whose
reissue is quite sonically close to its
predecessor.
The 5S/5S original pressing of
LSC-2271 offers a lively, balanced,
and realistic recording with apiano
sound to die for. Every instrument
sounds distinct from the next. In particular, the piano on the Ravel is beautifully (and perfectly) balanced with
the orchestra. If you love Ravel, you
need this recording of a gorgeous,
idiomatic performance. One of the
many magical qualities of the original
can be heard when the cellos appear
to rise out of the soundstage and float
in the air. Tremendous.
The reissue reduces space somewhat, but the keyboard seems to
have more verve and life when compared to the more hermetic original.
Air and ambience are somewhat
reduced, but musicality is retained.
In sum, a good if not stupendous
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hannonics sparking off the walls of the
studio, and Junior and Buddy are totally
down in the groove. You've just got to
wonder: How can music about feeling
bad make you feel so damn good? If
you've got asingle bluesy bone in your
body, you've got to own this record.

DCC COMPACT
CLASSICS
JOHN COLTRANE WITH THE RED GARLAND TRIO: Traneing
John Coltrane, tenor sax; Red Garland, piano; Paul
Chambers, bass; Arthur Taylor, d
(;ZS-I098 (gold inomiphonic Cl)). Bob Weinstock,
pmd.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. AAD. TT: 37:46
BONNIE RAITT: Nick of Time
LI'Z 2025 (LP), GZS 1099 (gold Cl)'). Don Was,
prod.; Ed (lenity, eng. AAA/AAI )? TT: 4320
SONNY ROLLINS: The Sound of Sonny
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; Sonny Clark. piano; Paul
Chambers, Percy Heath, bass; Roy Haynes, dnuns
(;ZS-I092 (gold monophonic Cl)). Orrin Keepnews,
prod.; Jack Higgins, ens. AAD. Tr 44:04

John Coltrane with the Red Garland
trio, or the Miles Davis Quintet minus
Miles — either way, what arc you waiting for? Buy this sucker. It has warm
sound that's tonally true, but the reason

LIVING

STEREO

-
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reissue. It's nonetheless recommended, particularly in light of the original's scarcity.
Piatigorsky's Dvorák Cello Concerto recording has Shaded Dog
strings to the nth degree on a1S/1S
original —string tone of the gods. No
record makes the case better than this
one. To top it off, Piatigorsky's solo
cello sounds magnificently present
and, well, right. RCA's characteristic
solo spotlighting does not in any way
result in an unnatural balance (no
mean feat, and aconsistent quality of
the best concerto Doggies). But oh,
that tone ...

you'd buy this one is the playing.
"Traneing In" features amonster solo from
the master, and "You Leave Me Breathless" displays the impassioned, naked
honesty that Tranc perfected in his
Prestige-era ballad interpretations. Don't
be put off by the fact that this is amono
recording. Like The Sound (
.
11-Sonny, this
one focuses the band between the speakers in a convincing way, and sounds
much more natural than the early stereo
hard-left/hard-right balance that mars so
many of the era's jazz records.
Nick of lime was Bonnie's breakthrough comeback record, and, while
I'm more partial to her first three
Reprise discs, it's always good to see a
woman like Raitt on top and in control.
The LP's the clear winner, but the CD
shares many of its virtues. Instrumental
sound is natural, and Raitt's voice is
warm and intimate —but everything
gets alittle harder and more congested
as the music swells in volume. Hoffman
has done agreat job of stripping away
the original CD's strident haze, but with
greater resolution comes a greater
awareness of the flaws beneath the orig-

The beautiful, burnished strings
take on abit of edge and bite on the
Classic reissue, with aresulting sense
of immediacy and life that serves the
music well. The familiar Grundman
dynamics are also in abundant evidence, but this time with "air to
spare." In many ways superior (eg,
impact, punch, bass) to the original,
this is one of the better Classics.
Musically, of course, it's an easy call:
essential.
Speaking of Dvorák, the 4S/4S
original pressing of Symphony 2features arecording whose main attributes are soundstage depth and bass
slam. A typically superb Kingsway
recording, it excels at depth, breadth,
and bottom. Soundstage fanatics take
note: This original record is demonstration quality all the way. The
Classic reissue is another example of
the ever-closing gap between the
Classics and the originals. The strings,
especially the basses, are less warm
(possibly an artifact of tube vs transistor mastering), but the differences are
startlingly small. Another winning
reissue sure to please even meticulous
collectors with near-mint originals.
—Carl Handler
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inal's poor engineering. That said, if this
is one of your laves, don't hesitate — it's a
vast improvement.
7.
11e Sound of Sonny isn't indispensable
Rollins, but it certainly has its share of
fine moments. It is aSonny Rollins disc,
after all. Ijust can't get enough of
"Every Time We Say Goodbye," filled
as it is with longing and despair —but
you'll have plenty of high points to
choose from if you buy this disc. As I
mentioned in the Coltrane paragraph,
don't pass it by because it's mono. With
sound as warm, natural, and focused as
this, that could be aplus.

aSteinway D in every glorious particular —not just some generic pi-anner.
Don't hold back. Succumb to With
Words Unspoken.

ENJA
RABIH ABOU-KHALIL: Blue Camel
Kabul Abou-Khalil, 'sud; Charlie Mariano, alto sax;
Kenny Wheeler. flugelhom, trumpet; Steve Swallow,
bass; Milton Cardona, congas; Nabil Khaiat. frame
drums; Ramesh Shotham, South Indian drums, percussion
ENJ-7053 I(LP). Matthias Winkelmann, prod.; Gunther Kasper, eng. AAA. TT': 44:14
RABIH ABOU-KHALIL: The Sultan's Picnic
Rabih Abou-Khahl, oud, bass oud; Howard Ley, harmonica; Charlie Mariano, alto sax; Kenny Wheeler.
Ilugelhorn, trumper, Steve Swallow. bass; Michel
Godard, tuba, serpenr, Milton Cardona, congas;
Mark Natiseef, drums; Nabil Khaiat, frame drums
ENJ-8078 1(LP). Matthias Winkel:1mm, prod.; Gunther Kasper. eng. AAA. TT: 42:37

Enja (distributed by KOCH International) has begun issuing "pure analog
audiophile edition" LPs, and their first
release bodes well for the future. It features rare, late Chet Baker recordings, the
with words
latest Elvin Jones session, and adate from
nspoken
trumpeter Dusko Goyovich that features
Tommy Flanagan and Jimmy Heath. But
the sleepers are a pair of discs from
Lebanese oud player Rabi Abou-Khalil.
The entire release benefits from quiet,
heavy pressings, but the Abou-Khalil
discs, festooned with gold filigree, set
DMP
new standards in color and luxury, and
LYNNE ARFUALE TRIO: With Words Unspoken
the discs inside live up to the packaging.
Lynne Arriale, piano; Drew Gress, bass; Steve Davis,
I'm not sure how to describe the musidrums
cal blend achieved here —as ecstatic celCD-518 (CE) only). Tom Jung, prod, rug. »DD. Tr:
60:43
ebrations of bluesy diversity, perhaps. At
any rate, the musicians meld into a
Don't let this one get away. Arriale is a coherent ensemble, reminding us that
special instrumentalist who combines jazz is only one of the great improvisatory traditions. There's almost no harmonbold attack with a sense of intimate
ic movement to these pieces —the songs
restraint. While possessing the chops to
spread out and shift primarily in time, as
dominate any melody, she holds back —
above all and first of all, she lets the
if emulating the sands of the desert.
The sound is stunningly alive. Both
songs be themselves. First among equals
discs fairly drip texture, as harmonica
in the trio —both bassist Drew Gress
butts up against tuba and bass guitar
and drummer Steve Davis match her
pushes the frame drum along. Yet artictechnical and melodic strengths —she
ulation is never sacrificed, and every
imbues each piece with an empathetic,
achingly lyrical eloquence. It's hard to
instrument is surrounded with naturalsounding space. If you were thrilled by
choose favorites here, but "Where or
When" would have to be mine. Out of the musical explorations of Cooder and
Bhatt —or Mahal and Farka Touré —
swirling, searching chords Arriale
then you'll be entranced by the music of
mounts the melody like astairway to
Rabih Abou-Khalil. And, unlike those
the stars and — hesitant but hopeful —
others, it's available on vinyl.
asks the title question as though it were
But you may already know about
aprayer.
these marvelous recordings—I seem to
The recording, too, is warm and
have come late to this particular party. I
informed by detail. Idon't get much
called Chad Kassem at Acoustic Sounds
sense of aspecific acoustic here, but the
to rave, and he raved first, "Blue Camel is
instruments have a mellow integrity
that comes from the accretion of sonic amazing," he agreed. Mikey Fremer
knew them too—by reputation. Believe
detail upon sonic detail. The bass is
the buzz.
deep, the trapset crisp, and the piano is
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J
OHN

MARKS RECORDS

BRAHMS: Sonata 1in G
BEACH: Sonata in a
Arturo Delmoni, violin; Yuri Funahashi, piano
JMR 2(Cl) only). John Marks, prod.; David Hancock,
eng. DDD. TT: 5828

Beautiful, strong performances of two
sonatas that have more in common
than one would have imagined —the
taut, nostalgic introspection of the
Brahms is complemented by the voluptuous, yet restrained, chromaticism of
the Beach. Delmoni and Funahashi
perform as full partners here—the
piano is not restricted to playing asupport role for a virtuosic violin — and
this brings awell-considered strength
to these performances. And the spacious sound is first-rate: there's brilliant
string tone ripe with harmonic overtones, while the piano sounds warm
and full-bodied. Unreservedly, enthusiastically recommended.

JVC XRCD
ERNIE WATTS: Unity
Ernie Watts, tenor sax; Gen Allen, piano; Jack
DeJohnette, drums; Eddie Gomez, acoustic bass;
Steve Swallow. electric bass
JVCXR-0003-2 (CD only). Akira Taguchi, prod.; Jim
Anderson, eng. DDD. Ti': 69:55
CARMEN LUNDY: Self Portrait
Carmen Lundy, vocals; Ernie Watts, tenor sax; Gary
Herbig, flutes, saxes; Cedar Walton, piano; Nathan
East, electric bass; John Clayton, Jr., acoustic bass;
Ralph Penland. drums
JVCXR-0005-2 (Cl) only). Akira Taguchi, prod.; Al
Schmitt, mg. IMF). TT: 63:16

Bob Harley reported on JVC's XRCD
in last month's "Industry Update," so I
won't describe it here. Ifirst started
hearing about the process from folks
like Joe Harley — audiophile producers
who'd been driven nuts by the fact that
production CDs can end up sounding
so different from their reference masters. They were saying that something
"fundamental" was going on. Igot my
hand on acouple of CDs on JVC's first
release and was impressed by the sound
of the Ernie Watts and Carmen Lundy
discs — they sound warmer and much
more "analoglike" than the un-XRCD
originals, yet they were still as detailed
and precise as the originals. All that
appeared to be missing was an etchy
edge.
Then Joe Harley sent me aCD-R of
Mighty Sam McClain's first AudioQuest Music CD, remastered with the
XRCD process. WOW! Liquid yet
detailed, powerful without overpowering — the gulf between the two was
immense, and Give It Up to Love was
mighty fine to begin with. The process
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996
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definitely has potential, and JVC seems
serious about licensing outside material.
They've already got Mighty Sam in the
works; who knows what else they'll go
after?
Some discs will go through the
process and still not be worth listening
to —I hated Tom Coster's From the Start
(JVC JVCXR-0010-2), finding it hard
and clangorous. But given such wellengineered material as Ernie Watts's
hard-blowing session or Lundy's atmospheric vocal program, the JVC process
can ameliorate many of the ills of
digititus.
Iknow this reads too much like a
teaser, but I'll get into more direct comparisons next time, when Give It Up to
Love is finally available.

MERIDIAN

New! 566 20 bit DAC
518 Digital Mastering Preamplifier
New! 800 Reference Series

&lassé Áudia
DAC-1 & CDT-1
New.' CDP-1 CD Player
New! Integrated Amplifier

Mesa Engineering
Balane•d

Audio

T•chnology

(AudtbPe Austotis
Sonus faber
REL Acoustics

"Best Sound
At Show"
At the Los Angeles
Hifi «95 show,
attendees cast their ballots
for the best sound at show.
Despite the usual mega-buck
contenders, arelatively
unknown company with a
small pair of $1299 speakers
emerged to place on the
best sound list.
Must be the M&M's.

JEFF ROVVLAND
New! Concentra Integrated Amplifier
New! Synergy Preamplifier

o

Audible Illusions •AudioQuest
ATC •Balanced Audio Technology
Bryston •Cardas •Classé Audio
Grado •Illuminati •Jadis

RHINO/ATLANTIC
JAZZ GALLERY
LES McCANN at EDDIE HARRIS: Swiss
Movement
Les McCann, piano, vocal; Eddie Hams, tenor sax;
Benny Bailey, tnimpet; Leroy Vinegar, bass; lkinald
Dean, drums
R2-72452 (CI)). Nesulti Ertegun, Joel Dom, prods.;
Pierre Grandjean, mg. AM). TT: 47:52

Jeff Rowland Design •KEF
Kimber •Magnum Dynalab
Meridian •Mesa Engineering
OCOS •Power Wedge •PSB
Pioneer ELITE •REL •Rock Solid
Sonus faber •Sony ES •Sumiko
Target •VP! •Vienna Acoustics
XLO
One year 100% trade up policy

This 1969 disc had great, vibrant sound
on LP, but Atlantic's CD sounded awful.
Rhino has restored Swiss Movetnent's luster. It's alive session and subject to afew
glitches, but by and large it sparkles with
life and energy. The Penguin Guide toJazz
claims that the material has not aged
well, but Ifound just the opposite to be
true —I think it sounds fresh and vibrant.
Hey, this was never profound jazz —it's
funk-driven and groove-dominated —
but it's not pretentious, and, given the
period, that's saying alot. Making people
happy is not atrivial thing.
Moreover, this session does have its
jazz epiphanies —not least among them
the huge blowing solos that Harris and
Bailey contribute to "You Got It In Your
Soulness." Nice save, Rhino.
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T

he rush to make aCD boxed
set for every artist and genre is
in the home stretch. Over the
past five or six Christmas seasons,
labels have nearly exhausted all the
obvious choices. Instead of who's been
boxed, the question now is who's left.
Still, many of the remaining candidates
are sweet: Gram Parsons, Bruce
Springsteen (the live box is only that),
Sun Ra, Sonny Rollins, acomprehensive George Jones, Joni Mitchell, Van
Morrison, Nirvana. And then there's
every tile believer's dream: the Tom
Waits box. Of course, that will be
released on the Tuesday before Armageddon, so no one ever gets to hear it.
The Emmylou Harris and Mercury
boxes — deadlocked in atie for Stereophile's Recording of the Month — fill
two yawning holes in the boxed-set
oeuvre. The Emmylou set has been
long delayed, long awaited, and is, of
course, very wonderful. Anyone who
knows her music knows that nearly
every track here is worth a listen.
Between 1975 and 1984, Harris and
husband/producer Brian Ahearn put
together an astonishing string of eight
consistently gorgeous albums that still
rank among the finest artifacts in the
WEA catalog. Every element of
those discs clicked — from the sharply
focused arrangements, to the synergy
between great players like James
Burton, Glen D. Hardin, and Emory
Gordy, to the incredible alchemy of
material covered. Those albums covered awide scope, but their top criterion was aclassy tune, no matter what
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EMMYLOU HARRIS: Portraits
Reprise Archives 45308-2 (3 CDs only). Gregg
Geller, prod.; Keith Blake, eng.: Jo Motta, project
coordinator. 1996. TT: 3:42:11
THE MERCURY BLUES 'N' RHYTHM
STORY, 1945-1955
Mercury 314 528 292-2 (8 CDs only). Bill
Levenson, exec prod.; Jim Fishel. Barbara Lynn
Micale, prods.; Sulu Gur, mg. 1996. TT: 8:31:05

the genre. In the middle of it all was
Harris's unmistakable soprano, which
could growl or whisper, or soar as fine

and fragile as spun glass.
The 61 tracks in this three-disc box
will more than satisfy anyone looking
for acomprehensive greatest-hits collection. For more serious fans, Portraits
is aclassic example of alabel having
its cake and eating it too. Either that
or someone, possibly Harris, had a
bizarre notion of what to include and
what to leave out. (I suspect the former theory.) After all, the trick
behind compiling aboxed set is to
include enough good material and
rarities to make it irresistible, but not
so much as to Icill off sales of the individual albums still in the catalog. In
the case of Portraits, Reprise had it
easy: For nearly adecade, Harris cut
nothing but winners, so it was impossible not to leave out aclassic track.
On the gotta-have-it side are four
beautifully remastered Gram Parsons/
Emmylou duets (all previously released) and six unreleased tracks—
more than enough to force the veterans in Enunylou's loyal army to make
amantra of their plastic's expiration
date. When it comes to inspiring
whiney record-geeks (like me) to also
spring for the individual discs, there's
only one track from the underrated
White Shoes album. And if you were
hoping to hear "Bluebird Wine" from
Pieces of the Sky, "Even Cowgirls Get
the Blues" from Blue Kentucky Girl, or
"Amarillo" from Elite Hotel, they're
right where they've always been: on
the original albums.
To be fair, another reason to own
this set is the improved sound, panic-
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ularly on the early material; sonics on
the original releases, while not horrible,
were not models of clarity. There are
also anumber of interesting if previously released tracks from Harris side projects like Trio (with Linda Ronstadt and
Dolly Parton) and Partners (Flaco
Jimenez's duet record), and an obscure
A&M record called The Legend ofJesse
James. Colin Escott's liner notes are
properly worshipful and filled with
good detail, and the 23-page booklet
reproduces one photo of avery young
Emmylou that doesn't seem to have
been published before. Overall, the
packaging is not excessively grand, a
point that will not escape Emmylou
fanatics. Sinatra gets aleather suitcase;
Emmylou gets athree-disc box with a
stapled booklet. Hmmm.
The other worthy contender this
month doesn't have that problem. Although it's not bound in glove leather,
Mercury's monster eight-disc R&B box
is impressively annotated, remastered,
and packaged. The original paintings of
R&B artists by Matt O'Neill that grace
the cover of each two-disc jewelbox are
especially good. Some of this material
was previously reissued around the
dawn of CDs on the two-disc Mercury
Rhythm & Blues (1946-1962). Iassume
(it isn't explained in the 86-page booklet) that the title has been reversed for
this effort on the grounds that it contains more straight blues than R&B. Although Mercury's slate of artists was
never as big or as influential as the
Atlantic R&B roster, it did include
middle-level stars like T-Bone Walker,
Dinah Washington, Big Bill Broonzy,
Sunnyland Slim, Memphis Slim,
Robert Lockwood Jr., Jay McShann,
Lightnin' Hopkins, Johnny Otis, and
Eddie "Mr. Cleanhead" Vinson, all of
whom are represented here. One puzzling omission is Louis Jordan, who
still has adisc in print in the Mercury
catalog.
The box's bounty is organized geographically, with two discs each for the
East Coast, Southwest, Midwest, and
West Coast. The Midwest pair opens
with aswinging cut by the Four Jumps
of Jive, recorded alittle over amonth
after VJ-Day. Other highlights include a
strong collection of straight blues by Big
Bill Broonzy; an unusual calypso beat
honker called "I'm A Good Rockin'
Daddy" by the long-forgotten Ray
Snead; and apair of superb risqué numbers by Dinah Washington. When you
listen to these thinly veiled references to
sex, it's hard not to ponder the cultural
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chasm between Loretta L's "Don't
Come Home a-Drinkin' With Lovin'
On Your Mind)" and such Washington
lyrics as "Listen here all you women,
every time you want to be wooed /take
your man down to the nearest juice
joint and get him nice and stewed"
(from "Joy Juice").
The Southwest discs (Vols3 and 4)
are highlighted by 18 tracks recorded in
New Orleans by, among others, the
obscure Alma "The Lollipop Mama"
Mondy, Roy Byrd (before he adopted
the name Professor Longhair), and an
unreleased track by one-session wonder
Hosie Dwine Craven. The second disc
of the pair comes from sessions held in
Houston, and contains ahalf dozen typically high-quality Lighmin' Hopkins
acoustic tunes, along with the sleeper,
"Papa Said Yes, Mama Said No, No,
No" by blues shouter Lec Graves.
Like the Southwest duo, the West
Coast discs open with abatch of bluesy
big band numbers, this time by Jay
McShann. The L.A. scene — astylistic
extension of the Texas big band accompanying a blues shouter — was dominated vocally by Charles Brown, whose
smooth style is aped by nearly every
vocalist on these two CDs. The contributions of the king of West Coast R&B,
Johnny Otis, are represented by agenerous nine cuts. A number of players
who later made names for themselves

in jazz are present on these sessions:
tenor player Plas Johnson, altoist
Marshall Royal, trumpeter Art Farmer —
and John Coltrane, who adds sax fills to
crooner Billy Valentine's "Beer-Drinking
Baby." The final cut on this set is Rollee
McGill's "Rhythm Rockin' Blues,"
recorded in 1955 and aperfect example
of how rhythm'n'blues inspired rock'n'
roll.
The last two volumes document the
surprisingly varied East Coast scene, and
are afitting conclusion to this rewarding
chunk of irrepressible music. Cleanhead
Vinson is back, as is Dinah Washington
for akiller half dozen that includes the
brassy "Fine Fine Daddy." As the seat of
all that is lustful, lips are a repeated
motif throughout this pair of raucous
discs, with the Trenier Twins' delightful
"Hey, Sister Lucy! (What makes your
lips so juicy ... )" followed by Buddy
Johnson's "Shut Your Big Mouth
(Girl)," which opens with "Your lips are
flapping like two blankets in a stiff
breeze."
From there, things get ever more
frenzied. I)inah Washington wades in
with the self-explanatory "Short John,"
the companion piece to "Long John
Blues" (found on the first Midwest disc).
Then Screaming Jay Hawkins takes over
and cuts loose as only he can on "What
That Is," one of the wildest R&B numbers ever waxed.
As is the case with virtually all R&B
reissues, the sound here varies from
sparkling to scratchy, depending upon
whether the source was an acetate or a
78. In general, though, nothing is unlistenable, and in some cases the sonic
restoration is miraculous. Although it
doesn't possess the firepower of the first
Stax boxed set (what does?), this formidable mountain of R&B is still the kind
of deep well you'll want to sip from
again and again.
-Robert Baird

CLASSICAL
ADAMS: Violin Concerto,* Shaker Loops
Gidon Kremer, violin: Kent Nagano, LSO': John
Adams, Orchestra of St. Luke's
Nonesuch 79360-2 (CI) only). Martin Sauer; Philip
Waldway, prods.; Ulrich Ruscher; Paul Zinman,
engs. DOI/119961 TT: 58:36

John Adams's Violin Concerto was
written in 1993 to meet three commissions: from the Minnesota Orchestra,
the London Symphony, and the New
York City Ballet. Adams admits that the
classical constraints of aConcerto daunt-
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ed him at first, but the fact that this
music was also to be used for dance
allowed him to write with that constant
pulsation that is elemental to his work.
That said, this piece breaks the bonds of
minimalism displayed in Shaker Loops to
allow for amore ambiguous yet more
expressive and emotionally driven work.
Guided by the advice of its premiere
soloist, Jorja Fleezanis, and also by Gidon
Kremer, who gives the work quite exquisitely here, Adams delivered a "wildly
energized" piece in which the violin
weaves an almost never-ending thread
above and alongside the wonderfully colorful yet mysterious orchestral accompaniment it is truly a"body through which
the dream flows," as the title to the second-movement Chaconne intimates.
Shaker Loops was originally conceived
as astring quartet in 1977 but was almost
instantaneously amended and expanded
into aSeptet, and then, in 1983, converted for orchestra. It has that ceaseless
throbbing, slow-moving harmonic structure with which Adams has, until recently, been most readily associated. Even the
slower movements have an unbounded
vitality that makes this work rather more
fun than the Concerto, although ultimately less thought-provoking and worthy of exploration. Despite two different
venues and asix-year gap between the
recording of these works, the acoustics,
clarity, and focus have been evenly and
extremely well matched. A very exciting
disc.
-Barbara Jahn
J.S. BACH: Cantatas 54, 82, 170
Nathalie Stutzmann, contralto; Roy Goodman, lise
Hanover Band
RCA Red Seal 62655-2 (Cl) only). Andrew Keener,
prod.; Tony Faulkner, eng. 1)DI). 119961 T1': 60:15

The adjectives that spring to mind to
describe Nathalie Stutzmann's voice
would, in this context, be blasphemous.
Instead, how about seductive, sensuous,
and sensational? In these three cantatas
for accompanied contralto (there are no
chorales, only arias and recitatives)
Stutzmann's distinctive, velvety voice
caresses notes and words so that the
connected textual theme of relinquishing earthly things for heavenly peace
bathes the listener in her conviction. In
the arias Stutzmann can really lean into
phrases, bring out subtle rhythms, and
control expressively long crescendos
and diminuendos. Fragile top notes
float with glorious ease, while in the
drama of the recitatives words, sense,
and music go hand-in-hand.
The accompaniment provided by
Roy Goodman (organist and violinist
as well as conductor) and the Hanover
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996

Band using original instruments is delicate and unobtrusive. For example, the
e
plaintiveness of Cantata 82 is evoked d
finely, not least by oboeist Anthony 3
Robson's delectably sweet playing. My
one cavil is the imbalance between
soloist and band. Stutzmann is overly
prominent, occasionally you can hear her
breaths. The too-close miking is also
responsible for audible oboe fingering.
A comparison of Stutzmann's rendering of Cantata 54 with alto Andreas
Scholl's on the recent release of Vol3 of
the Ton Koopman cycle (Erato 14336-2)
demonstrates her superiority. Scholl's is a
America's conductor of the moment—
far-from-average performance, but he's
Leonard Slatkin.
somewhat restrained, doesn't exactly capture rhythmic pulses, and sounds plainof the symphonic form which had been
vanilla. Stutzmann's performance is fullthe mainstay of Mahler, Shostakovich,
blooded and definitely high-cholesterol.
and other creators of tragic symphonies,
—J.P. Wearing
will find this performance arevelation.
Barenboim/CSO is like asight-reading;
CORIGLIANO: Of Rage and Remembrance,
Slatkin/NSO is afilly evolved interpreSymphony I
Michelle IN:Young, mezzo; Michael Accinno, boy
tation of the musical program.
soprano; Robert P. Baker, tenor I; Michael Forest,
SlatIcin/NSO reveal aformal structenor II; Jason Stearns, baritone I; James Shaffian,
baritone II; Male Chorus of the Oratorio Society of
ture and architectural integrity to this
Washington, DC, Robert Shafer, dir.; Male Chorus
work that should vindicate the piece for
of the Choral Arts Society. Washington, DC,
Norman Scribner, dir.; Leonard Slatkin. National
those who had written it off as an anvil
Symphony
tantrum. Those who had accepted the
RCA 68450-2 (Cl) only). Joanna Nickrenz, prod.;
work with admiration and appreciation
Lawrence Rock. cog. DD1). 11996.1 Ti': 53:32
should be even more deeply moved as
John Corigliano's Symphony 1, which
they discover what this symphony is
really about. Corigliano owes much to
has come to be known as the "AIDS
Symphony," created apowerful impresIves for his polyrhythmic weaving of
sion on many listeners during its first familiar melodic strands, and to Berlioz
for the expressions of madness and
round of performances in 1990-91, and
the premiere recording on Erato by
dementia, which are genuinely terrifyBarenboim with the Chicago Symphony
ing in this recording.
The title of Of Rage and Remembrance
remained a Billboard chartbuster for
months. But the ultimate test of any new
may cause some confusion, as the phrase
work is staying power. Will performers
is also the subtide of Symphony l's opening movement. Rage—scored for solo
want to revive the work, will other performers take it up and keep it in the
voices, male chorus, low strings, timpani,
and bells — is, in fact, abrief cantata based
repertoire, and will the buying public be
on the Symphony's third movement,
ready for another recording? In this case,
CoriOiano's Symphony 1was taken up
themes of which were instrumental setimmediately by Leonard Slatkin, who
tings of text portions of Rage. The writer
performed the work with the New York
is William M. Hoffman, librettist for
Philharmonic in 1991, only weeks apart
Corigliano's opera The Ghosts o! 14'rsailles.
from a performance given by Baren- The text combines adirge poem with
boim/CSO at Carnegie Hall.
memorial statements for specific friends
of both Corig,liano and Hoffman. In the
Since the proprietary premiere and
first recording, it appears that Slatkin
closing moments of the piece, the chorus
has been among the most avid champiexits, members memorializing their own
ons of this piece. Now Slatkin makes his
departed ones ad libitum as they go.
recording debut as incoming Music
Larry Rock's participation in this
Director with the National Symphony
recording is an interesting coincidence, as
with Corigliano's Symphony 1.
he also engineered the Barenboim/
How is it the second time around?
CSO. That was strike one. This is a
Those who had misgivings regarding
home run with the bases loaded and two
Corigliano's apparent over-reliance on
men out. The production is as much a
such devices as obsessive, pounding onefactor in the revelation of this music as
note rhythmic figures, off-stage piano,
the performances. Larry had to work in
and screaming trumpets, at the expense
the acoustically challenged Kennedy
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Center Concert Hall, and Symphony 1
was recorded in concert. All that great
stuff about spaciousness and detail apply
in full measure at every extreme of
dynamic and density. —Richard Schneider

SALONEN

DEBUSSY: Songs
Beau Soir, Mandoline, Quatre chansons de jeunesse. Meth,
oublies, Ritz oalanres (first collection)
MURE: Songs
Les 1317Wain; Notre amour, Le Secret, Clair de hine, Spleen,
Chia melodies "de Venise'
Benita Valente, soprano: Lydia Artymiw, piano
Centaur CRC 2220 (CI) only). Joanna Nickrenz,
Marc Aubort, prods. DIM). 119961 TT: 6308

Fans of Benita Valente will be pleased
to hear her in fine voice in this recital,
recorded in 1989. She sounds good in
every register, and the high writing in
songs like Debussy's "Pierrot" is strong
and exciting.
I'm not sure, though, that fans of these
composers will be so satisfied. In the
Debussy Valente takes a stance that
favors lovely, rich vocalism at the expense
of interpretation. Lots of expression
marks are underobserved; her French,
though "correct," doesn't sound idiomatic, and, most seriously, she doesn't use the
text very expressively. It's hard to imagine atext like "C'est l'extase langoureuse,
Cest la fatigue amoureuse" donc with
less involvement than here.
The Fauré songs, which as agroup
are more lyrical than the Debussy, fare
better; here Valente's uninflected style
has its own rewards. Nonetheless, I
wish she had, for example, sung "Le
secret" in Fauré's original key (as does
Elly Amcling). By transposing up,
Valente makes amore powerful statement but loses the subtlety that makes
Fauré so wonderful and charming.
Lydia Artytniw does well with the often
difficult accompaniments, though I
wonder if apianist like Dalton Baldwin
would have opened Valente to more of
the beauties of this music. Among
female singers in this repertory, I've particularly enjoyed Frederica von Stade
(in Debussy) and Ameling in both composers.
—Paul L. Althouse
BERNARD HERRMANN: The Film Scores
The Abu: Who Knew Ts ,Much; Psycho: A Suite .for Strings;
others
Sony Classical SK 62700 (CD only). David Mottley,
prod.: Richard King, eng. DDD (Dolby Surround
Sound). 119964 TT: 76:47

Bernard Herrmann was an acolyte of
Ives, achampion of Bartók, and agreat
American storyteller whose soul held
more than atouch of Wagner. Like fellow 20th-century visionary Elliot Carter,
Herrmann's music was tremendously
influenced by cinematic editing techSTEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996

niques. But whereas Carter's music was
composed for the concert stage, the
innovations of composers such as Herrmann, Nino Rota, and Carl Stalling were
created specifically for feature films and
cartoons, and their stylings arc forever
linked to the visions of such great directors as Orson Wells, Alfred Hitchcock,
Federico Fellini, and Chuck Jones.
Beginning his career as aconductor
and "serious" composer, Herrmann
found a special niche for himself in
radio, yet in making his transition to the
Hollywood soundstages he was ever the
maverick, a bracing antidote to the
refried romanticism and syrupy strings
that dominated early film scores. Herrmann poured all of his own darker
romanticism, spiritual ambiguity, and
professional resentment into his film
scores; given his ego and ambition, it
must have been galling to view himself
as an artistic sidecar. Save for the captive
audiences he so supply manipulated in
such cinema masterpieces as Citizen
Kane, North By Northwest, Psycho, Fahrenheit 451, and Taxi Driver, Herrmann was
lost in plain sight.
In The Film Scores, Herrmann's music
takes on new life apart from its original
sources; it's eerie to consider how well
the composer filled in the psychic ether
of some of our most unsettling film
memories. Herrmann dealt in striking
contrasts and jittery melodic fragments
that only occasionally found resolution in
the ear of the beholder. He exults in
rolling waves of brass, woodwinds, and
percussion in The Man Who Knew 'Do
Much: Prelude, and the steely Iberian crossrhythms of North By Northwest: Overture.
And it's interesting to hear how much of
Wagner filters down into his most lyric
work, such as Vertigo: Suite.
Much as Wagner dealt in mythology
and leitmotifs, Herrmann chronicled
the totemic symbolism of our unconscious. Herrmann's asymmetrical, insistent rhythms and half-forgotten little

melodic echoes in Psycho: A Suite for
Strings portray the film's troubling psychic subtexts in achilly canvas of f
oreboding whites and neurotic grays, in the
famous shower scene telegraphing the
identity of the murderer with shrieking,
birdlike dissonances.
Esa-Pekka Salonen and the Los
Angeles Philharmonic capture the perfect
balance between Herrmann's sense of
rhythmic disjunction and deep longing,
and producer David Mottley and engineer Richard King enhance the music's
drama and visceral transients with an
uncommonly warm digital recording.
Conceived as asurround-sound epic, Berisard Hemnatur: The Elm Scores benefits
from careful, creative mike placement,
highlighting the snap and roar of the percussion up close while offering aslightly
broader, more distant perspective on the
strings. The result is arecording with a
sense of venue often missing from more
clinical digital productions. —Chip Stern
YO-Y0 MA/EDGAR MEYER/MARX
O'CONNOR: Appalachia Waltz
Yo-Yo Ma, cello: Edgar Meyer, double bass: Mark
O'Connor, violin.
Sony Classical SK 68460 (CD only). Edgar Meyer.
Mark O'Connor, prods.; 1)ave Sinko, mg. 1)1)1).
11996.1 TI': 6938

This cross-cultural chamber trio features three of my favorite musicians in a
fine recital that has been growing on me
by fits and starts since Ifirst began listening to it some months ago. Like so
many super-sessions, Appalachia Waltz
lives or dies by the chemistry of the
moment, which is something that you
can't achieve by dialing up atoll-free
number for inspiration. The sum here is
not always equal to its parts.
First, despite the serene textural and
timbral balance of the playing of Ma,
Meyer, and O'Connor, and although I
suspect that most of this music is pretty
tightly arranged, I'm occasionally aware
of the uneasy concord between musicians accustomed to improvisation and
those who are not (Brother Ma). One
gets the impression that this music represented on-the-job training for the
cello virtuoso.
Second — and Idon't want to hit this
point too hard —the sound of most digital recordings is fairly flat and cold,
which is why Isuspect some of my colleagues have characterized their listening experience as "backgroundy."
Well, Appalachia Waltz is certainly not
background music, but an evocation of
the various streams of folk music making up the string-band traditions that
arc at the very heart of country music,
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"therapeutic indulgence," then we
should be thankful that we can also benefit from it.
The conductorless Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra is exemplary, handling
PUCCINI: Madama Butterfly
the seamless melodic lines with enYing Huang, Cio-Cio-San; Richard Tmxell, Pinkerton;
Nils Liang, Suzuki: Richard Cowan. Sharpless;Jing
thralling intuitiveness while reveling in
Ma Fan, Guru; Orchestre de Parisjames Conlon
those moments of virtuosic bravura
Sony Classical S2K 69258 (2 CI only). Michel Glotz,
Daniel Zalav, prods.; Didier Gervais, mg. DIM.
with impressive aplomb. Their coordi119961 IT: 2:13:30
nation is always immaculate, allowing
Strauss's exquisite chromatic shifts to
permeate the diatonic harnionies with
This recording, the soundtrack of the
an ease that belies the complexity of
film by Frédéric Mitterrand, is of interest
these textures. If you love Strauss, you'll
mainly for the Cio-Cio-San of Chinese
-Barbara Jahn
soprano Ying Huang. She offers us a love these.
character who is (almost) abelievable
teenager. Much as Iappreciate the subfrom the Carter Family on up.
BRYN TERFEL: Opera Arias
Arias front la siozze Mew, D011 Git ,t
,
t11111i, CoSi ja,, tluttu
tlety of great Butterflys from the past
However, despite the relative warmth
Die Zaliberfiiik,
Dee ilitgetttie Iltaildt7, las
(Renata Tebaldi, Renata Scotto), they
and clarity of the production values
°mks
;;;; ,timst, Primi
Pam:fait', Li
here, analog would have conferred a often sound too opulent and sophisticatBryn
Terfel,
bass-baritone;
limes
Levine,
Metropolitan
ed for the role. Huang (like Maria Callas,
greater sense of distinction between the
Opera Orchestra
instruments and given them more air Anna Moffo, and Mirella Freni, each in
1)G 445 866-2 (Cl) only). Arend Prolunann, prod.;
Wolf-I)ieter Karwatky, Jobst Eberhardt, Jürgen
different ways) brings agirlishness that is
and presence. (Check out the epic depth
Bulgrin, mugs. 1)1)1). [1996.1 TT: 70:51
immediately appealing and plausible.
and impact of Meyer's bass on Béla
Furthermore, her voice is gorgeous,
Fleck's Tales'''.om the Acoustic Planet.) IsusBryn Terfel's reputation, established on
technically secure, and completely conpect that until we arrive at true 24-bit
CD with acclaimed recordings of
vincing in the idiom of Italian opera.
recording and storage media, digital will
Schubert and English songs, continues
The lesser roles are all well-cast.
just never be as involving as analog.
to grow with this recital of opera arias.
Richard Troxcll is alittle lighter-voiced
Finally, my expectation was of amore
than more famous Pinkertons, but noth- This disc, pieced together from sessions
celebratory recital, but here the emphasis
in 1994 and 1995 when Terfel was in
ing he does is objectionable. If anything,
is more on ensemble playing, intimate
details, and the glorious melancholy of his youthful voice reinforces the image of New York appearing at the Met, confirms the impressions Ihad when Ifirst
the kid-lieutenant who behaves so cadIrish and Celtic folk music and their
heard him in his Brahms German
dishly. Ning Liang and Richard Cowan
antecedents. So despite the folkish digniRequiem recording (with Colin Davis on
bring to Suzuki and Sharpless the
ty of alovely perfonnance like "Mama"
RCA). What impressed me then and in
authority of social propriety, and provide
and the somber gravity of "Druid Fluid"
his succeeding work was his superb abilgood foils to Butterfly and Pinkerton.
(before Meyer's bearishly exuberant
ity to characterize text. He brings afine
Iwould hesitate to recommend this
bowing signals its rhythmic release), it
technique to his many-colored instruButterfly over, say, Freni's earlier recording
takes awhile for this recital to become
ment and sings with imagination and
with Pavarotti in his prime, and Karajan
airborne.
intelligence, making the roles live. Most
conducting. It is, though, afine achieveMa and Meyer's elegant cat-andimpressive are the Mozart arias, where
ment in its own right, and far better than
mouse byplay on "Etienne et Petunia"
Terfel splendidly captures Mozart's subyou'd expect for asoundtrack. The sonculminates in visceral bowing passages,
tle irony and humor. No matter how
while the trio really begins to dance in ics are rich and vivid, though the orchesoften you've heard these pieces —all
tra occasionally sounds too close, even
earnest on "F.C.'s Jig" with O'Connor
well-known except Guglielmo's alternafor astudio job.
-Paul L. Althouse
leading the way with gypsyish abandon.
tive aria "Rivolgete a lui lo sguardo"
The fiddler cuts loose on the familiar
rather than "Non siatc ritrosi" — you'll
strains of "College Hornpipe," where
R. STRAUSS: Sonatinen 1lit 2
appreciate them anew here.
Meyer's steely intonation and expressive
"Aus der Werkstin vines Invaliden" & "Frühliche
The 19th-century French and Italian
tone are wonders to behold, and Ma is
Werkstin"
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra
excerpts are all satisfying, if alittle less
inspired to double-up on Meyer's line
1)G 445 849-2 (CI) only). Christian Gansch, prod.;
special. Terfel's Méphistophélès (from
in ways that supercharge O'Connor's
Wolf-Dieter Karwatky, mug. DIM/ [1996.1 TT:
Faust) is abit heavy, while his sound for
72:04
lead. And by the time we reach the
Verdi, Donizetti, and Rossini is not that
down-homey "Pickles," where Meyer's
of an Italian bass-baritone. In arias like
pizzicato leaps out of the speakers, Ma Just as Mozart wrote some glorious
"Die Frist ist urn" from Der Jlitgende
music while in the depths of darkest
and O'Connor are spiritually in tune,
Holliinder and "Ni sna ni otdycha izmudespair and ill health, so Richard Strauss
framing Meyer's bouncing lines in
cennoj duse" from Prince Igor, Terfel's
tangy, humorous unison phrases.
composed these two divenimenti for 16
voice lacks the weight and authority of
This is subtle, supple music that has wind instruments while both the
the finest interpreters. These complaints,
to be lived with for awhile before it Munich National Theater and his bethough, arc all minor. The other Wagloved Dresden Opernhaus fell about his
begins to open up and reveal its secrets.
ears, and the Nazis were on his back. No
nerian role, Wolfram from 'Tatinhâtiser, is
From the title tune to the joyous optimore lyric than the Dutchman and better
mism of Meyer and O'Connor on
one could imagine this to be the case
when listening to this delightfully genial
suited to Terfel's talents. (I note with great
"Speed the Plow Medley" and the
dervish dances of "Fair Dancer Reel," if music; if Strauss wrote it as aform of anticipation that Wolfram is to be his
you have the patience (and a remote
control), this trio will ultimately win
you over.
-Chip Stern
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next role at the Met.)
Terfel's voice is not ideal for every
branch of the repertory. No voice is.
But his ability to penetrate his characters makes his singing consistently
interesting. The support by James
Levine and the Met Orchestra is firstrate, and the sonics arc very close and
vivid. Recommended! —Paul L. Althouse
BRUNO WALTER: The Edition,VoLIV
Bnmo Walter, Columbia Symphony, New York
Philharmonic
Sony Classical SX9K (9 CDs, mono and stereo; also
available individually). Stereo items produced by
John McClure, David Oppenheim, Tom Frost.
Al )1 /[19961

This, the final installment of Sony's
Bruno Walter Edition, is, like some of its
three predecessors, amixture of stereo
recordings from the late '50s and early
'60s and older monaural items, some
out of print for more than three
decades. Among the former are the
Bruckner Symphonies 4(SMK 64481),
7 (SMK 64482), and 9(SMK 64483),
and the Dvorak Symphonies 8 and 9
(SMK 64484). These are all genial readings, reasonably well-recorded for their
time and well-transferred here. Those
owning previous CD editions (of which
the Japanese Sony discs of the early '80s
were particularly distinguished) have no
reason to replace them with these.
Others coming to Walter's Bruckner
for the first time should keep in mind a
couple of caveats: His ad hoc, WestCoast Columbia Symphony did not
produce the cohesion and fullness that
he drew from other ensembles, notably
the New York Philharmonic; and for all
of Walter's frequent care with phrasing
in his late-in-life Bruckner, these performances often sound tired, lacking
the thrust and flair for climax that
enlivened the Bruckner of Furtwângler
and Klemperer. Interestingly, a live
1940 Walter performance of 4with the
NBC Symphony (on aPearl CD), if
sonically feeble by today's standards,
displays far greater energy and cohesion
than the work receives here.
In contrast, Walter's relaxed style suits
Dvorák, as it does Symphonies 5and 8of
Schubert (SMK 64487), the latter two
making, Ibelieve, their first CD appearances since the Japanese transfers. Especially noteworthy is the tonal fullness
of the NYP in afine stereo taping of the
"Unfinished." Note, by the way, that this
Symphony 5 is more expansive than
Walter's broadly paced monaural version.
The disc is filled out with a rousing
monaural 1954 Beethoven Leonore No3
with the NYP.
STEREOPIMLE, DECEMBER 1996
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ty of his later efforts, and Walter's conducting wants the clarity and thrust the
work requires.
This last release in the Walter Edition
is amicrocosm of the whole: uneven in
quality but rich in documentary worth.
Moreover, in sometimes choosing older
monaural material instead of stereo
remakes, Sony has placed musical merit
ahead of superficial sales appeal, thereby
providing awalk into history that permits arevelation of evanescent performance practices.
—Mortimer H. Frank

\

The remaining discs mix monaural
and stereo material. The prize among
them is asuperbly transferred Schumann
"Rhenish" Symphony (SMK 64448)
recorded in 1941 with the NYP: beautifully shaped, often expansive, but never
solid or flaccid, and free of the overly
weighty bass and unstable rhythm that
sometimes afflicted Walter's work. This
CD is filled out with rather stodgy, loosely organized accounts of two Beethoven
overtures: amonaural 1954 Egmont with
the NYP and a1961 Leonore No2 with
the Columbia Symphony.
An all-Haydn disc (SMK 64485)
offers gentle, gracious stereo accounts of
Symphonies 88 and 100 with the longout-of-print Symphony 102 (1953,
NYP) in aweighty reading that, if not
the last word in transparency or vibrance, boasts atough, rhythmically solid
breadth that suggests Beethoven. Far
less attractive is a thickly textured,
rhythmically slack 1954 Haydn 96 with
the NYP (SMK 64486). It is coupled
with other monaural recordings with
the East-Coast Columbia Symphony
(made up of many NYP and NBC
instrumentalists) in a group of opera
overtures and other shorter works by
Mozart in unhurried performances
from 1954 that feature more wit and
life than Walter's stereo remakes of a
few years later.
The last disc (SMK 64489) restores to
the catalog one of the stereo gems of
Walter's old age: the Schumann Piano
Concerto with Eugene Istomin. Here is
a performance at once buoyant and
vibrant yet dreamy and relaxed, and that
projects the Florestan-Eusebius contrasts
in the composer's personality without
undermining the work's tight structure.
It is paired with the first of four studio
recordings made by Rudolf Serkin of
Beethoven's "Emperor" Concerto, a
1941 account with the NYP more interesting as history than for its musical
worth: Serkin's playing lacks the intensi-

REZA VALI: Persian Folklore
lid Sores (set 11B),
&yes (Set 9), Four Movements
for String Quartet & String Orchestra
Alberto Almarza, flute; Alvaro Binin, cello; Cuarteto
Latinoamericano; Carnegie Mellon Philharmonic,
Juan Pablo Izquierdo
New Albion NA077CD (CI) only). Riccardo Schulz,
prod., eng.; Raymond Chick, eng. I
/I ). 11996.1 TT:
61:00

Reza Vali's music is one of the more
intriguing meetings of east and west
since the Crusades, and with far less
bloody results. Born in Iran 44 years ago,
Vali began his music studies in Teheran,
then leaped many literal and figurative
miles to the Academy of Music in
Vienna, and later to the University of
Pittsburgh. He now teaches at Carnegie
Mellon University.
What this globe-trotting education
has produced is a stunning blend of
Persian folk music and the western "classical" tradition. That anyone would even
try to combine two such disparate influences is remarkable; that Vali has donc it
so beautifully is big news.
The Folk Songs (Set 1113) for string
quartet is a dramatic piece built on
Persian modes and combining widely
spaced harmonies with vigorous rhythms. The passionate cello aria of the first
movement is especially arresting.
The most imaginative composition in
this collection is the Folk Songs (Set 9) for
flute and cello. Based again on Persian
melodies, this set of eight brief pieces is
painted in vivid tone colors. The flutist
plays piccolo plus concert, alto, and bass
flutes, while the cellist also sings, whistles, and plays tuned crystal glasses and
tom-toms. All the songs are related
through melody and rhythm, but the
variety and charm they achieve are
extraordinarily impressive.
In terms of form, Four Movements
for String Quartet and String Orchestra
is more squarely in the western tradition
than any other work on this CD. And it
is intense Sheets of dense harmonies
move in tectonic masses as vibratoless
sonorities combine with eastern melodic
intervals to produce an atmosphere thick
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with drama. Emotionally demanding,
the piece offers an affecting third-movement tribute to the author's late father,
with asolo violin singing an impassioned k'
lainent. Also impressive is the final
movement, which cleverly synthesizes
the elements of the preceding movements in anew, highly rhythmic light.
Without exception, the musicians
turn in superb performances. The sound
quality is also exceptional, most notably
in its wonderfully resonant string colors
and expansive soundstage. For those
seeking something new in the musical
world — and something eminently
worthy of their time and money — this
disc is amust.
-Robert Herron
Welcome to the jungle: Medeski. Martin &Wood

POPULAR
MEDESKL MARTIN & WOOD: Shack-man
John Medeski, Hammond B-3 organ, Clavinet.
Wurlitzer electric piano, Pianet T, toy piano,
Yamaha CS01 11; Billy Martin, drums, percussion;
Chris Wood. acoustic bass. electric basses, guitar
Gramavision GCD 79514 (Cl) only). MM&W, 1)avid
Baker, prods., engs.1, prods.; Ihvid Baker, eng.
11996.1 Ti': 54:49

For its fourth album, Shack-man, funk-jazz
trio Medeski, Martin & Wood set up
shop at amakeshift studio inside aplywood-walled cabin in the Hawaiian jungle, where the group has retreated in the
last couple of years to work on its music.
Sacrificing pristine studio sound for
atmosphere (MM&W's steep and slippery grooves were spawned at the remote
musical sanctuary), keyboardist John
Medeski, drummer Billy Martin, and
bassist Chris Wood packed in their instruments and recording equipment, revved
up the gasoline generators, built the beat
to asimmeç and rolled tape. The result is
a feast of funky rhythms fueled by
Hammond B-3 rumblings, thick slabs of
juicy bass, and crisp slap-dash drumming.
MM&W's jazz is influenced as much
by jagged rock as by smooth soul. While
Medeski pounces on his B-3 with fistfuls
of gurgling rhythms, he also delights in
conjuring up corrosive textures and serrated voicings. He stars on the loping leadoff tune, adance-floor revamping of the
traditional "Is There Anybody Here That
Love My Jesus," and the spirited
"Lifeblood," which roars with B-3 muscle.
The recording quality on the low end
is atreat: Turn up the volume and the
windows rattle. Medeski's booming B-3
plays abig role, but there's no escaping
Wood's meaty electric and acoustic basses, which, high in the mix, reverberate
throughout the collection. His repeating
five-note motif on "Spy Kiss" pulses with
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996

throbbing authority, and his resonant
bass line powers "Bubblehouse," which
picks up speed like aMack truck racing
downhill without brakes.
Shade-man's strength —steeping everything in such afat groove —is also its
weakness. Steamrollered out of the show,
for the most part, are those subtle, quirky,
avant-fortified excursions that provided
arespite from the rhythm on previous
outings.
—Dan Ouellette
PROFESSOR LONGHAIR: Fess' Gumbo
Stony Plain SPCD 1214 (CI)). Keef Whiting, Holger
Petersen. prods.; Mark Forysinski, rug. AAD.11996.1
T1': 47:40

Here's afind. Two months before his
death in January 1980, Fess taped an
audio program of music and interviews
for aCanadian radio producer. For reasons that the liner notes do not make
clear ("union jurisdictions"), the show
has never seen the light of day until now.
The nine songs Fess runs through here
are the usual suspects: "Tipitina," "Big
Chief," "Her Mind is Gone," etc. Though
worth hearing, they never quite catch fire.
There's also asound problem on the
music tracks. When the original tapes
were remastered for this release, adecision was obviously made to master out
(or way down) everything but the piano.
Consequently, the bizarre, ghostly noises
in the background are Fess whistling and
singing. On several cuts aband can also
be faintly heard. While it's hard to disagree with bringing Fess's rolling piano to
the front, his singing—not to mention
his array of grunts, whistles, and joyous
unearthly exclamations — were an essential part of the Fess experience.
What makes this disc sweet are the
five short (0:55 to 4:26 minutes long)
interview sections in which he talks in a

loose, comfortable way about everything
from how his first nickname was "Little
Lovin' Henry" to his ability as acard
shark. A whole disc of interviews would
have been beautiful. Happily, the sound
in these sections is warm and clear. Too
detailed to mean much to the average listener, these snatches will be treasured by
collectors and are avaluable addition to
Fess's meager canon of recordings.
Stony Plains gets an extra gold star for
printing liner notes by Dr. John, who
asserts, "I don't think people can buy an
album by the Professor and get what he
was really about from his records." Of
course, you can't read that undoubtedly
true assertion until you've already
bought the disc. Who says indics can't
market?
-Robert Baird
Ft.E.M.: New Adventures in Hi-Fi
Warner Bros. 946320-2. Scott Lin and REM, prods.;
Adam Kaspar. John Keane. Pat McCarthy, Joe
O'Herlihy, Jo Ravitch, Jeff Wooding, mg. 1996, ??D,
1T:65: 34.

R.E.M.'s 12th album debunks one of
the central myths of rock'n'roll — the
myth of the rock star as pampered road
warrior. In the opening song, "How the
West Was Won and Where It Got Us,"
Michael Stipe strips the myth away by
correctly identifying it as asad story, and
one he tells in away no one has before.
The story of rock'n'roll forms auseful
parallel to that of the westward expansion of the United States. The move
west was one of the sociological driving
forces of the latter half of the 19th century, just as rock'n'roll has been aculturally dominant force since the 1950s. The
images from the front lines of both
movements, filled with fabulous constructs of untold wealth and power,
overlay the grim realities that provide a
far less glittering picture.
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ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the RCD970 CD player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre products!
(Sorry, no mail order on Rote!.)
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R.E.M.'s view of this landscape is
fractured and post-modern, aseries of
confusing images held together only by
the narrator's ability to maintain his
focus on his own sanity.
New Adventures in Hi-Fi is Stipe's travelog, ahodge-podge of moments recorded in dressing rooms, in concert,
and at soundchecks and studios during
the two years of the band's (1994-96)
world tour. Though R.E.M. was one of
the premier rock bands during that
period, the tour was hardly the stuff of
conquering hero fables. Questions surrounding Stipe's health dogged the
Great Scott: Nobody does the pain business like
band every step of the way, and the tour
Jimmy Scott
was interrupted when drummer Bill
Berry was hospitalized with apotentialwas not for these sessions. Here, on the
ly fatal brain aneurism.
Accordingly, R.E.M. decided to ap- third and probably final installment of
proach this record as alive-through-this Scott's comeback trilogy (which began
document. But instead of the usual road in 1992 with All the Way and continued
songs about fast food and groupies, the with 1993's Dream), the diminutive
band wrote songs designed to place the singer has decided to step away from
listener inside the disjointed reality of the sentimental ballads he does so
being on the road. A view from, not of, exquisitely to venture off into asparer,
more adventurous space. Gershwin,
the inside.
This approach allowed the band to Porter, and Arlen have no place in this
mix private, introspective moments with brief, nine-song collection. There are,
the exhilaration of live spontaneity. Even however, tunes by David Byrne and
at the height of the band's rodc'n'roll Jerry Harrison ("Heaven"), Dylan
("When He Returns"), and Curtis Maygrandeur, though, Stipe drips irony as he
debunks the myth. On the terrific live- field ("People Get Ready").
While Scott's voice is still the undisfrom-Charleston rocker, "The Wake-Up
Bomb," he sings "I get high on my atti- puted centerpiece of these sessions,
tude" in asend-up of the stereotypical pianist Jacky Terrasson manages to lead
nearly as much as he accompanies. His
rocker practicing "T-Rex moves" in the
mirror. It's not money and glory waiting spare, oblique style is deceptively active
at the end of this road, Stipe argues, but and brims with ideas. The low-key
accents of percussionist Joseph Bonadio
"The Wake-Up Bomb."
One of the album's highlights is its first also add considerable atmosphere.
single, "E-Bow the Letter," arumination Overall, the pairing of the lush balon the emptiness of stardom that features ladeer and the less-is-more pianist
works about half the time. A tune like
aguest appearance by Patti Smith.
New Adventures offers akind of coda to "People Get Ready" comes out virtualthe dead-end nihilism of 1990s rock. ly unrecognizable, which in this case is
Instead of the slacker's suicidal despair, a good thing. At other times, the
Stipe approaches the rock'n'roll myth with arrangements are too angular and open
the indifference of someone who knows for their own good. The title tune, for
the truth. "I don't know what I'm hungry example, is oddly disjointed and weak.
In general, better material would have
for," Stipe admits on "Bittersweet Me." "I
helped this disc immensely. Scott needs
don't know what Iwant anymore."
Perhaps it's just the satisfaction of melodies to twist his voice around.
Then there's this matter of heaven. Is
doing something well.
-John Swenson
this aconcept album or what? Despite
the fact that three of the nine song titles
JIMMY SCOTT: Heaven
include the word, heaven ends up being
Jimmy Scott, vocals; Jacky Terrasson, piano; Joseph
Bonadio, percussion; Hilliard Greene, bass
more of aloose thread than aunifying
Warner Bros. 46211-2 (Cl) only). Craig Street, prod.;
theme.
Danny Kopelson, eng. AAD. 1996. TT: 46:49
Such problems, however, can be
When it comes to the inimitable Jimmy overcome by a strong vocal perforScott, the old adage is true: A little bit is mance, which is the one thing Heaven
better than awhole bunch of almost doesn't quite deliver. Although it warms
anyone else — even when Scott's voice and grows more supple the deeper you
isn't in tip-top condition, as it obviously venture into this disc, Scott's voice is
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

hoarse in varying degrees throughout.
Still, this is Jimmy Scott — when he
begins pouring his soul and unexpected
phrasings into a number like "He
Looked Beyond My Faults (And Saw
My Needs)," it's obvious again why he's
one of the most striking and original
singers to ever draw breath. Which
means that while Heaven is the weakest
of Scott's most recent trio, it's still got
enough emotion and originality to
make it worth having.
-Robert Barra
A TRIBE CALLED QUEST: Beats, Rhymes and
Life
Jive Records 41587-2 (Cl)), -1 (2 LPs). The Ummah,
Rashad Smith, prods.; Bob Power, Tony Smahos,
Toni Coyne, engs. ??D. 119961 TT: 51:12

The Tribe's fourth album is afurther
extension of their minimalist EastCoast style. A'TCQ's real secret weapon,
however, is their message. With the
increasingly negative stereotypes resulting from the West-Coast "gangsta" style
(for good reason, too; witness the recent
slaying of 2 Pac), ATCQ's positive,
uplifting, intelligent lyrics are averitable
tonic for hip-hop right when it's needed most.
Phife, and Ali Shaheed Muhammad constitute an enlightened trio
with plenty on their minds. Songs like
"Motivators," "The Pressure," "Mind
Power," "What Really Goes On," and
"Mind Play" tell it like it is from an
urban perspective. And this message is
not in any way preoccupied with criminal-minded despair and anger. Yes,
there's outrage, aggression, and acall for
action — but the Tribe's intelligence and
sincere optimism always dominate.
Musically, ATCQ favors lean, beatoriented tracks with spare guitar and a
few turntable scratches. Don't look for
the brilliant synth-loaded arrangements
of Dr. Dre from these guys. But the
music suits their style and forces attention where it really matters: the words.
CD sonics are tight and crisp, the LP
offering an expected increase in warmth
on the minimally packaged two-record
set. Due to the prevalence of private
studio productions and artificially EQ'd
mixes, hip-hop is not known for its
audiophile qualities (unless you happen
to be aserious bass "boom" fetishist).
'This one is about average, but at least it
doesn't take the top of your head off
with harsh upper-register spikiness.
If you've been curious about hip-hop
but have been turned off by the gangstas'
often violent, ugly imagery, here's agood
place to start. Even listeners who claim to
hate rap may find themselves admiring
ATCQ.
-Carl Baugher
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Lynne &riffle Trio
with words unspoken
CD-518

Together with bassist Drew Gress
and drummer Steve Davis,
pianist Lynne Arriale crafts
performances of breathtaking beauty
and transcendent power.
-Stunning

piano work. The trio has
obviously attained the level
of communication
paramount to all great threesomes."
—Jazziz

Steve Davis
Songs We Know
CD-3005

Featuring Drew Gress, John Hart, and
Jed Levy, Songs We Know is a
remarkably unpretentious set that
combines excellent musicianship
with aspirit of adventure and discovery.
"Steve Davis is both rhythmic glue
and an improviser who
breathes life into standard turf"
—Downbeat
available at fine record stores or order direct at

1-800-926-6545

ht1p://www.w2.com/dmp. htm I
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original studio versions of "For the
Young Sophisticate" and "A Little
Green Rosetta," which includes perhaps
the finest, if all too brief, FZ wah-wah
guitar solo on record. "Leather Goods" is
aspacious instrumental outtalce —mostly an FZ guitar solo, and one of the more
varied —from the 1976 concerts collected on FZ in NY. (It's also ade facto Led
Zeppelin medley, the rhythm section
lurching from "Dazed and C,onfused" to
"Whole Loam Love.") "Down in de
Dew" is athickly textured studio exercise, FZ overdubbing all guitars and bass.
"Revenge of the Knick Knack People"
and "Duck Duck Goose" reach back in
style to the heavily edited and electroniFRANK ZAPPA: Zither
cally manipulated sound collages of
Rykodisc RCD 10574/76 (3 CDs only). Frank Zappa,
prod.; Spencer Chrislu, David Dondod, engs. AAD.
Lumpy Gravy and the latter half of Freak
1996. TT: 2:53:18
Out! Rykodisc has rounded out the set
with a1993 remix of "Regyptian Strut"
Late in 1977, Frank Zappa compiled a (Chad Wackerman replaces original
number of challenging unreleased redrummer Chester Thompson) and altercordings he'd laid down on tape during nate mixes of Sleep Dirt's "Time is
the preceding five years — for rock
Money" and "Flambé," sans Thana Harband, chamber orchestra, big band, and
ris's vocals, which is agood thing.
various combinations thereof—into what
But three years after Zappa's death, a
was to be afour-LP boxed set titled Lather.
few previously unreleased tracks and
As originally constituted, the set was to
some interesting remixes are little more
have included some of Zappa's finest,
than footnotes in his musical biography.
most relentlessly musical creations:
More important in terms of the history
"Regyptian Strut," "Revised Music for of American pop music and FZ's
Guitar & Low-Budget Orchestra,"
unique career is what Lather, had it been
"FtDNZL," "The Black Page #1,"
released as originally planned, might
"Pedro's Dowry," and "The Adventures of have meant back in 1978. Its combinaGreggery Penury," among many others.
tion of still-state-of-the-art jazz-rock
But Warner Bros., distributor of ensemble playing, impossibly difficult
Discreet Records, Zappa's label of that and deliciously entertaining arrangetime, refused to release Lather. The disments, and overwhelming variety of
appointed FZ reluctantly carved up
rock, jazz, conservatory, and electronic
what would become his posthumous
musical forms — all in such quantity and
magnum opus into four separate LPs,
quality — would have constituted a
thus fulfilling the remainder of his
Major Statement by an uncategorizable
Warners contract, which had four more
creative force with whom the press and
albums to run. As Gail Zappa, the comthe public seemed to have equal trouble
poser's widow, tells it, when this second
coming to terms. It's hard to believe that
set of masters was submitted, Warners
Frank Zappa would then have had to
refused to pay Zappa, release him from
work so hard or wait so long for the
his contract, or allow him to sign aonerespect and recognition he received
shot Lather deal with another label.
only after his death.
—Riduard Lehnert
Warners finally released the albums a
few years later in slipshod manner—
BLUES
three of them without player or composer credits of any kind—as Studio Tan,
Sleep Dirt, Orchestral Favorites, and Zappa
GINGER BAKER TRIO: Falling Off the Roof
in New York. (Other Lather tracks ended
Ginger Baker, drums; Bill Frisell, guitars; Charlie
up on Sheik Yerbouti and Baby Snakes.)
Haden, bass; with Béla Fleck, banjo; Jerry Hahn,
guitar
Now Rykodisc and Zappa VaultAtlantic Jazz 82900-2 (CD only). Ginger Baker, prod.;
meister Joe Travers have reassembled
Malcolm Cecil, prod., eng. 11996.1 TT: 57:57
Lather from FZ's original two-track
masters. It turns out that, though most Two years ago, when this Ginger
of the Lather music has for years been a Baker—led trio was artificially formed in
known quantity, not all of it had been
the studio, you had to wonder if the
released on those four afterthought
improbable lineup of one rocker and two
albums. Of historical interest are the jazzers would pass muster. The cream

J
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(pardon the pun) of the '60s rock-drumming crop enlisting accomplished-yeteccentric guitarist Bill Frisell and primo
bassist Charlie Haden? Well, as it turned
out, not only did the ensemble jell as well
as producer and musical matchmaker
Chip Stern had hoped it would, but
Going Back Home proved to be one of
1994's best jazz albums.
The trio's followup, Falling Off the
Roof, is equally remarkable. Just as their
debut outing was extraordinary because
the ensemble interplay was inspired and
egoless, their sophomore collection
radiates with simpatico collaborations.
While all parties are virtuosos, there are
no razzle-dazzle solo outbursts. With
the dream rhythm section providing
solid support —Baker launching into
his typically turbulent, aggressive crossrhythm drumming and Haden laying
low with his soulful bass lines — Frisell
leads the way with his lyrical, honeytoned picking.
Highlights include Haden's impassioned "Our Spanish Love Song,"
Frisell's crawling "Blues in E" (the guitarist opts for his acoustic axe on both
numbers), and Baker's jaunty "Vino
Vecchio." The trio also offers winning
renditions of Charlie Parker's "Au
Privave" (with veteran guitarist Jerry
Hahn along for the spirited ride) and
Thelonious Monk's "Bemsha Swing."
As aspecial bonus, Frisell (with his rack
of delays) and Baker (ready to break
free and romp) rock out on their galloping duo improvisation "The Day the
Sun Come Out."
Save for the slightly muddy sound of
guest Béla Fleck's banjo on three tracks,
the recording quality is superb. Fleck
stars on "Taney County," aslow, melancholy Haden melody oozing with
country-infused blues, and fares better
in this support role than as aleader. He
also helps to buoy Frisell's sprightly
"Amarillo Barbados," the choice track of
the package.
-Dan Ouellette

ILLINOIS JACQUET: The Complete Illinois
Jacquet Sessions, 1945-50
llhnoisJacquet, tenor sax; Fats Navarro, Miles Davis, and
others, trumpet; John Brown, Ray Perry, and others,
alto sax; Tom Archia, Big Nick Nicholas, tenor sax;
Arthur I
knnis, Leo Parker, Maurice Simon, baritone
sax; JJ. Johnson, I)ickie Wells, and others, trombone;
Bill Doggett and others, piano; Freddie Green
and others, guitar, Charles Mingus and others, bass;
Johnny Otis, Jo Joncs, and others, drums; Wynonie
Harris and others, vocals
Mosaic MI)4-165 (4 Cds). MQ6-165 (6 Lps) Michael
Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Malcolm Addcy, reissue tug.
ADD. 11996.1 TT: 3:43:10

After the Second World War, Dizzy
Gillespie said, music was fast and furious, as befitted the times. He was talkS
TEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

ing about bebop, but he could have
been describing popular music in general. Blues was becoming rhythm'n'
blues, as the gentle guitar and piano
duets favored by Big Bill Broonzy and
Tampa Red were supplanted by the
uptempo jive and honking sax of Louis
Jordan, the shouting vocals of Wynonie
Harris, and the electric guitar of T-Bone
Walker. If the hippest sounds of the late
'30s were the suavely laid-back, exquisitely lyrical small-band sides of Lester
Young, the new jazz was exemplified by
Parker and Gillespie flying through
"Koko."
Or, perhaps, by Illinois Jacquees
"Flying Home," first recorded in 1942
with Lionel Hampton and reprised in
1945. The two-part "Flying Home" is
the first number on the Mosaic set. On
this tune, Jacquet simply wailed, beginning with amemorable short phrase,
expanding it, and moving toward
a series of squeals and honks that
became afixture — some would say a
fixation — of his style. Soon Jacquet,
who was 20 when he recorded the first
"Flying Home," was performing nightly for the Jazz at the Philharmonic concerts, and was one of the most popular
jazz musicians in the country. As
Whitney Balliett said in a Saturday
Review article about the concerts, "pandemonium paid off."
Building on his success, Jacquet
recorded for labels such as Apollo,
Savoy, Aladdin, and Victor. He could do
more than honk, of course, but honk he
did on such numbers as the aptly
named "Jet Propulsion," an uptempo
blues that ends with an entire chorus of
B-flats, which Jacquet throws at you
with the frantic inevitability of apitching machine on overdrive.
Jacquet began his professional life in
the swing era, and he pays tribute to one
of his employers when he plays the
Count Basie hit, "Jumpin' at the
Woodside." But Jacquet takes it at twice
Basic's tempo. There are afew relaxed
blues on the Mosaic set as well, such as
the easy-going "Throw It Out of Your
Mind." And, amid the more common
riffing blues, Jacquet plays an occasional
ballad such as "Don't Blame Me" and "I
Surrender Dear" with ahusky, vibratoladen tone. Bebop gradually crept into
Jacquees repertoire: One of the most
exciting numbers here is "Riffne at 24th
Street," which begins with an astonishingly fleet solo by bebop trombonist Jj.
Johnson. The variety of styles —swing,
rhythm and blues, bop —reminds us
that these 78s were made at a time
when critics and record producers had
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CD-519

The DMP Big Band
salutes the

Glenn Miller Orchestra
with unparalleled performances
of classic charts...
captured with 20-Bit
recording technology and
presented in Surround Sound
"DMP Circle Surround® CDs
produce a facsimile surround sound
impression that extends far into
my listening room, even
when played back through
atwo channel stereo."
- Lan

Fredell, Fi Magazine

dmp Kit

1;1J

"4 smoldering ensemble of
New York's top musicians
has given these swing-time
staples perhaps their
finest reading ever."
-Audio Magazine on the DMP Big Band
-Caned In Stone, CD-512

Available in fine record stores
or order direct at
1-800-926-6545
http://www.dmprecords.com
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not yet convinced anyone that these
types of music belonged in different
sections of the record stores. Listening
to this set, you end up believing that
the eclectic Jacquet had it right.
The always-acceptable sound of this
set varies from session to session. The
glassy "Don't Blame Me," for instance,
is well-balanced; the warmer "Ladies
Lullaby" under-records the rhythm section. Some engineer has added amateurish reverb to several of the big-band
sides. These mono recordings are no
audiophile dream, but they do communicate the excitement of the music.

hand, the logic of their contributions
also raises the overall content level of
the proceedings considerably.
Devotees of free playing may find
this recording avirtual tonic, but for
those drawn to the soothing balm found
in moderation and mellifluousness, this
aural glass will prove to be less than half
empty.
—Zan Stewart
JOSHUA REDMAN: Freedom in the Groove
Joshua Redman, tenor, alto, soprano sax; Peter
Bernstein, guitar; Peter Martin, piano; Christopher
Thomas, bass; Brian Blade, drums
Warner Bros. 46330-2 (CD only). Matt Pierson, prod.;
James Farber, eng. 1MM. 119961 TT: 69:08

—Michael Ululan

Since he blew the other saxophonists
off the stage at the 1991 Thelonious
Monk Institute of Jazz Competition,
Joshua Redman has been bounding up
the rungs ofjazz stardom. His first two
discs alone sold over a quarter of a
million copies each — an amazing feat
The eldest Marsalis sibling is an
in the jazz world, where moving
immensely talented saxophonist, com10,000 units is considered a minor
poser, and arranger who has proven that
miracle. So, having achieved such
he can produce engaging, appealing
meteoric success, does Redman bask
music in avariety of situations —as a in the glory and cruise with apalatable
leader or with The Tonight Show, Art mainstream approach? Or, greedy for
Blakey, or Sting.
even more mass appeal, does he dilute
What, then, do we make of The Dark his jazz and give Kenny G arun for his
Keys, his first jazz album in several money? Thankfully, neither. On
years? Recorded with no audience at Freedom in the Groove, his fifth recordthe Music Hall Theatre in Tarrytown,
ing as aleader, he ups the ante and
New York, and possessing a robust pushes the jazz envelope with aset of
soundstage, the album is curiously
spirited tunes unrestrained by stylistic
unconvincing. The leader, working
boundaries.
with bassist Reginald Veal and his
Redman brews these 10 originals
favorite drummer, Jeff "Tain" Watts,
with apotent mix of soul, blues, and
mostly plays the kind of abstract, ranfunk. In the process, as implied in the
dom music that is intellectual, enerCD's title, he's discovered fresh rhythgized, and dissonant, but is not often
mic possibilities. Prime examples: the
warm, melodic, or memorable.
playful "Hide and Seek," which bounMany of the tunes—variously by ces with atango-meets-jazz lilt; and the
the Marsalises (Branford, Wynton,
funkiest number of the pack, "Can't
Delfeayo) and Watts — have perfuncDance," which veers from straighttory melodies that serve as send-offs to
ahead 4/4 time to tricky drop beats that
free-form, loosely structured blowing
keep the proceedings delightfully off
that accentuates rhythm. In this format,
balance. He also steeps his jazz deep in
on numbers like "Hesitation" and
the blues, especially on "When the Sun
"Schott Happens," Marsalis issues stateComes Down" and "Home Fries," a
ment after statement that, while standheartfelt ballad chased by a downing on their own, create scant linear
home cooker.
momentum.
To bolster his already solid band —
When this music does thrive, it's due
pianist Peter Martin, bassist Christopher
to the vital interaction between Marsalis Thomas, drummer Brian Blade — Redand Watts, who have amazing rapport.
man enlists guitarist Peter Bernstein to
On the title track, for example, Watts's
beef up the rhythm section as well as
roiling attack and Marsalis's fluent,
pick tasty, soft-toned solos. Bernstein's
exciting lines result in alluring, spontaat his best when he delivers unison lines
neous musical combustion. The relaxed
with Redman on several numbers,
"Blutain" is one spot where the leader including the clipping "Cat Battles," and
puts melody first. When guest tenortrades fours with the leader on the melman Joe Lovano ("Sentinel") and altoist low "One Shining Soul."
Kenny Garrett ("Judas Iscariot") are on
—Dan Ouellette
BRANFORD MARSALIS: The Dark Keys
Branford Marsalis, tenor sax; Reginald Veal, bass; Jeff
"Tain" Watts, drums; with Kenny Ganen, alto sax;
Joe Lovano, tenor sax
Columbia CK 67876 (CD). Delfeayo Marsalis, prod.;
Patrick Smith, eng. DDIX 11996.1 IT: 62:05
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Ravel Ma Mere L'Oye
CSCD6023
Gold CD's: $21.99
LSPCD2527
Sonny Rollins: The Bridge
Herold /La Fille Mal Gardee
1213M1311
CSCD6252
Falla: The Three Cornered Hat
CSCD6224
Dean Peer: Ucross (& LP-29w)
JPCD5002
Paul Desmond /Desmond Blue
LSPCD2438
Harry Belafonte /Sings the Blues
LSPCD1972
Harry Belafonte: At Carnegie Hall
LSOCD6006
Dick Schory: Music For Bang Baroom & Harp
18C8 ..
LSPCD1866
RTHCD5052
Jennifer Warnes: Famous Blue Raincoat (& LP-24)
Royal Ballet Gala (with Deluxe Pkg. & 24 pg. booklet)
LSOCD6065
JPCD4/5001
Art Davis: A Time Rememberedjªlum.14 /LP 293.
10L
,
A1
JP5003
Holly Cole /Temptation
SPECIAL LIMITED TIME
LSC1893
Ravel: Daphne Et Chloe
180G LP SALE! SELECT
MS6113
Brahms /Sym.#4 /Walter
TITLES WERE E,27.99
LSP1993
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood
NOW: 526.99
LSP2927
Sonny Rollins: Now's the Time!
SPECIAL!!! Numbered
LSP2533
Charles Mingus: Tijuana Moods
Ltd
Edition
Verve, Is & Brit
LSP2712
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets Hawk
BA17008
Dave Bailey /One Foot In the Gutter Boxes available for$349.99

00 OT

LSC2586
LS06007
LSC2271

LP
NA
2027
2025
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
2023
2024
NA

Gershwin: Piano Concerto /Wild /Fiedler /BSO
Harry Belafonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (2 LP's-49 22 )
Ravel-D'Indy: Piano Concerto /Scheweitzer /Munch

/ CD
/1097
/1051
/1099
/1100
/1098
/1089
/1096
/1092
/NA
/NA
/1091

180o LP's $23.99 /Gold CD's $21.99
CCR: Pendulum
Phoebe Snow: Phoebe Snow
Bonnie Raitt: Nick of Time
Miles Davis Quintet: Miles
John Coltrane: Traneing In
Beach Boys: Spirit of America
Wings: At the Speed of Sound
Sonny Rollins: The Sound of Sunny
Soundtrack: For Whom The Bell Tolls
Pee Wee Russell: Portrait of Pee Wee
McCartney & Wings: Red Rose Speedway

audioquest
N./11_1
1042
1043
1038
1041

IC

Wc4

LP's $17.99 & CD's $12.99
s •
LP% going out-of-prim? Hurry!

CD's/LP's $12,99
Clark Terry: Express
180g LP's $16.99
Dick Hyman: Swing Is Here
Mozart/E. lstomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
Chadwick: Aphrodite/Suite Sym./Elegy
Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
Janacek: The Makropoulos Case/Cunning Little Vixen
RR & XLO: Stereo Test & Burn-In CD -$27.99

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS - GOLD CD'S & LP'S $29.99
APLP 032 Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Gold CD-$24 19 /Alum. CD-$14 22 )
APLP 033 Amanda McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum. CD-$14n)
APLP 034 Junior Wells: Hoodoo Man Blues (LP-$29 22 )
APLP 036 Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP & Gold)
APLP/CD 027
Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (SROM)
- LPS: s1749 /CD'S
A
APR
APR
APR
APR

3013
3012
3014
3016
3017

Art epper: So In Love
Art Pepper: New York Album
Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
Otis Spann: Good Morning Mr. Blues
Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of A Blues Man
02352
02752
03152
03732
03632

57206
66226
64408
64403
64405
52944

"1 III: I-L\LST JAZZ RLCORDIU,'S IVI ff ILL LILR IlL..1R!"
Scandanavian Suite: Big band jazz like you've never heard!
Blow Up: ...Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
Midnight Sugar: An incredible mix of blues & standards, Wow!
Misty: Late night piano trio jazz at its finest!
Conversation: Inaba & Nakamura Duo
Blue City: Great blues and jazz sextet!
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuka Trio
Green Caterpillar: Masaru lmada Trio
Blues World: Blues and standards!
Black Orpheus: Classic piano trio!
Morning Flight: Great Standards!
Now: Bluenole Bebop at its best!
CI: Hideto Kanai Group

TBM-1005
TBM-15
TBM-23
TBM-30
IBM-43 NEW
IBM-24
IBM-35 um
TBM-38 low
TBM-25
TBM-63
TBM-19
TBM-2
TBM-8 bawl

,

CD
1006
1009
1005
1008
1007

11 9:
POPE
MUSIC
LP
NA
254
253
TBA
260
262
NA
NA
255
NA
251
256
NA
258
263
264
261

1Gold CD (CDS: $14.99 /Gold CD's: $27.991
/2006 Mark Gorenstein: Farewell
/2009 Shostakovich: Symphony #5
SAMPLERS:
/2005 Lori Lieberman: Home of Whispers
Vol. 1or 2:
/2008 Mozart: Symphonies #25, 29, & 40
$6.99
,2007 Mark Gorenstein: Schnittkei Gogol

200g LP's & Gold CD's $22.99*

/ CD
/679
/661
/671
/676
/670
/678
/664
/674
/672
/675
/559
/668
/682
/666
/680
/NA
/677

The Kinks: Kinda Kinks -&- You Really Got Me (2 LP's on 1CD)
Cat Stevens: IZITS0 (CD Includes Back To Earth & Numbers)
Moody Blues: To Our Children's, Children's, Children
Canned Heat & John Lee Hooker: Hooker 'n Heat
Bing Crosby: Bing Sings Whilst Bregman Swings
Peter Frampton: Comes Alive (2 LP's & 2 CD's)
Counting Crows: August & Everything After
,
(.A1 STENENS
Steve Winwood: Talking Back To the Night
Bernard Herrmann: The 4Faces of Jazz
Trawr and thr Firreat
Iron Butterfly: ln-A -Gadda -Da-Vida
Blood, Sweat &Tears: B, S. & T
Queen: A Day At The Races
XTC: Oranges & Lemons
Nirvana: Nevermind
Bee Gees: Trafalgar
Cream: Goodbye
'Double CD's & LP's additional cost
REM: Reckoning

DECCA LP's $34.99
ADEC 2221
ADEC 6139
ADEC 2243
ADEC 2157
ASD 608
ASD 2448
ASD 3345
ASD 2410
ASD 5258
ASD 2826

Big Joe Maher: Mojo
Sweetman :Austin Back Alley Blues
Bad Influence: Live At Bad Habits Cafe
Michael Carvin: Drum Concerto At Dawn
Jack Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances

Willie Nelson: Stardust
Gold CD's: $23.99
Carole King: Tapestry
All titles now Out-of-Print!!
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Order Before They re Gone!!
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
Call for complete list.
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Robert Johnson: King of the Delta Blues Singers

E m I LP's $29.99

Rimsky/Korsakov: The Tale of Tsar Saltan
Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes /Scenes Pittoreaques
Albeniz: lberia/Turina: Danzas Fantasticas
Beethoven: Septet
ADEC 2221 Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf
De Falla: 3Cornered Hat
ASD 162
Orff: Carmina Burana
Bizet: Carmen Ballet
ASD 414
Bach: Musical Offering
Elgar: Coronation Ode
ASD 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
Maria Callas: French Operatic Arias French Natl. Radio Orch.
Strauss: Four Last Songs /Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano)
Canteloube: Songs of the Auvergne /Chausson: Poeme de l'amour

PREMONITION RECORDS
PREM-737

—
CD'S $14" & LP'S $27'
Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) R2D4

(1.1[9(y

CiPGPLIff
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON

three
blind IIIiCe LP's $34.99
251t1 Annisefsary Ceieblation Nurrbeled Ltd Ed 180g LPs

0

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB

Mighty Sam McClain /Sledgehammer Soul & Downhome Blues
Ronnie Earl/ Eye To Eye
Terry Evans & Ry Cooder: Puttin' It Down (SROM)
Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -$21.99)

RR-73CD
RR-72CD
RR-68CD
RR-74CD
RR-76CD
REFERENCE RR-75CD
RECORDINGS RX-1000

800-782-3472

JD137
JD130
JD146
UD95
J0141
J13133
JD145
CD143
CD10
CD142

g(OpDS LP's $21.99 /CD's $12.99 /Gold

$22.99

Badi Assad: Rhythms
Oregon: Beyond Words
Phil Woods: For Astor & Elis
Ultimate Demonstration Disc
Rebecca Pidgeon: NY Girls Club
Sara K: Tell Me I'm Not Dreaming
Paquito D'Rivera: Portraits Of Cuba
Schmidt: Sym. #4 /Bruckner: March in D mi.
Chesky 10th Anniv. (2 CD Sampler -$12.99!!)
J.S. Bach: The Complete Orchestral Suites /Ars Antigua Austria

CISCO
INC/144C DWG

Gold
8001
8002
8003
8004

CD's $29.99
Stradivarius On Gold (Beautiful violin & piano)
Massenet: Le Cid (Orchestal spectacular!)
Gary Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni (Contra-bass & organ)
Favorite Opera Arias (You'll feel like your at the Met!)

Abkco •A&M •AG •American Pressings •ASI •Athena •ATR •Audio Directions •Audite •B&W •Bainbridge •Beehive •Bell/Jeton •Capri •Cardas •CBS •Cello •Century •Chandos •Clarity
•Crusaders •Crystal Clear •Direct Disk Labs •Discwasher •DMP •Dorian •East Wind •EMI •EMI Testament •Em Amy •Encore •Flying Disk •Fone •Fortuna •Gecko •Gemini •Gimell •
GML •Golden String •Harmonia Mundi •Hyperion •John Marks •JVC •Kiku •King •Klavier •Linn •M &K•M-A •Mapleshade •MCA •Meantime •Mercury •Nebel •Nautilus •Nopa •North
Star •Novus •Odin •Opus 3•Pope •Premonition •Proprius •Quartet •Quien II •RCA •Redstone •Ryko •Salisbury Labs •San Francisco Sound •Sheffield Lab •Sonic Arts •Stereophile
•Super Analogue •Sweet Thunder •Tacet •Taurus •Telarc •TBM •Toshiba EMI •Trend •Umbrella •Vanguard •Villa •Vital •Water Lilly •Wilson •Windham Hill •Ask about other labels!

A

*A SAMPLING

BEST PRODUCTS!
ORDER
ORDER OR INFO
BEST PRICE!
BY E-MAIL:
TOLL FREE:
BEST SERVICE! ElusDisc@aol.com
GUARANTEED!!
800-782-3472

t
r

THE LATEST & HOTTEST HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES FOR THE FALL/W INTER '96! * *

OF

tittifeertetti"
SPECIAL!!!

NITTY GRITTY

HW-19JRTurntable with Audioquest
PT-6 Tonearm Package: $899.99
HW-19JRTurntable with AG PT6Tonearm
& Benz-Micro Glider Package: $1499.99
(FREE cartridge installation upon request)

TURNTABLES;

Package prices available for all models!

HW-19 JUNIOR - A totally dead solid acrylic platter, precision machined
for direct coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover Fully
Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark III(cost $599) or HW-19 Mark 1V($1199)
$539.99
HW-19 MARK Ill TURNTABLE -Stainless steel chassis. acrylic motor
& armboard. black acrylic platter and spring suspension
SCALL
HW-19 MARK IV TURNTABLE -TNT bearing & spindle assembly, 20 lb
acrylic platter
SCALL
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 size! Requires only a
22" x 16" space, TNT 3platter & bearing. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!. $CALL
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by asolidity only available
from super tables. Now affordable lo alarger audience. 2116 stainless
steel motor assembly
(ix1 6
SCALL
TNT SERIES 2.5 & 3-The ultimate in turntable technology!
$CALL

TON EARMS;

"...have ttttt she !/II-M.5 10 M .all al/lad/lib at:
performer. The record surfaces are s!!!, rel, pr.
ally lean Sc (Dr s,, pristine they hnkk new.'" Masbi:ine

Features .Self-contained liquid pump: Applies ily
asti! scrubs Manila UMW time: Du -sures sinisai
cleaning: pushbutton dontroh: 'The most Muse
ivcordl dle
.
.1 -on the markci.'

HW-16.5 Semi-Automatic
$399.99

HW-17 -$769.99
Both Fully Automatic
HW-17F- $849.99
with cooling fan

Large ISO tearing'

13 pack
'790,
Small ISO Ilearing*
16.5 lbs. per Globe Rating

Power line filter. No current limiting for
maximum dynamic range. lia.ss definition is
improsed. mid-range sound is clearer. & high

ACFX

frequencies are smoother.

$399.99

CD MACKLIONT
Quiet -Mae -Parallel shunt filter,
remos es noise with no current limiting.
Ism of 8modules)
$199.911
"Ibis is amust use AC' treatment

works well with other
in-line power filters too!". Wing

accessory... it

('biting. :Indio Technique .%hista:ine

Record Cleaning Brush
Vac Sweep Kit (4 Vac-Sweeps)
Capstan Kit (4 Capstans)
CD Buffer 8. Laser Buffer Pads

Combining mechanical
dampening. conductis e
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges &
huninescent face reducing
•: •01,001.101.41, jitter results in >isur music
sounding more natural. 3dimensional & d> namic
oath signilicantl> less
04
0,0.5e,,.., ....4411 glare & edge. .. $39.99

CD STOPLIGHT' I
"l he mat iiorks in abig way. Idid not have to strain
improiement was astonishin g"-Dick
to hear the improvement. Improied defintion. de01,hee. Sleeedphile.
'541, I l 13.
tail. dynamics. amore analog-like soundstage. to
It'll >ou the truth. I...begged Victor for amat on the
$14.95 /3OR MORE $12.95
s
oot-- Sam Tenn:, Sicirophild.. Apr '96 I
(d. /9

"The

BENZ-MICRO SWITZERLAND
RUBY

ORDER BY FAX 317

4
%.

I

$CALL W Trade CALL
SCALL W• Trade CALL

REFERENCE
MC
H20
MC MO.9

THE
WALL W Trade CALL GLIDER
SCALL W'Trade CALL
SCALL
$350 .
WW Trade
TradeCALL
$225
""
c750

MC
L0.4 (0.4mV)
MC GOLD

MC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 .Wi Trade $225 i
MC-20E II (2.5mV) High Output
Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stage
$1199%1
Benz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer$199.99
"Ls -erione is ho's into analog is sure
want one or the cute battery-rumen-it
cartridge demagneti/ers from
Aesthetis."
ip,sr 1,4 /9.4

:
4

With Trade -$CALL

(HI -2.0m V.4 MEDIUM -5OmV
OUTPUT AVAILABLE)
"This is akiller cartridge.... more lifelike,
more holographic, more iniols Mg. more ...
musical, the (Hider is oar recommended."
-Lonnie linnvidell..tereophile.
Aug. '94. 10/.19 deh

778-2669

ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:

SCALL

"the Shakii offers asiorthuhile and cost criecii% eboost in sound qualitY
transparenc>.
digit>, and speed %sere better, as uas the sense of space and pace.' -Jonas/sun Scull.
Stereophile. Feb. '96. Tot 19 dd2 gersafflen

àCedini

Ultra Clarifier:
1114.99

"Images seemed more 3-1) and (salable,

deeper and tighter is:ith better pitchdifferentiation..." Stereaphilc.Feb.'96. l'al. 19 di2

as

OF

st accessories

SWISS

esr

Clarifier:

$34.99

Battery Eliminator:

$111.99

RECORD SLEEVES

Record Brush:
$14.99
Anti-Static Carbon Fiber Brush
RF Stoppers:
$49.99
RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four)
Laser Guide.
$26.99
Optical Claritier & Cleaner-improves CD
sound!'
Sorbothane CD Feet: (Pack of 4)
$32.99
4 lbs. per foot rating. Exceptional damping &
isolation improves performance of crmponents.
Sorbothane Big Feet: (Pack of 4) .... $49.99
8 lbs. per loot rating.

Inner Record Sleeves: $.40 ea/$30 per 100
High quality antpstatic paper backed sleeves
Outer Record Sleeves: $.20 ea/$15 per 100
3 mil. thickness, single or double LP will fit.
Mobile Fidelity Rice Paper Sleeves:
$8.00 per 10 pack /$70.00 per 100
High quality anti-static rice sleeves
GrUV-Glide II $19.99
Improves sound, removes static. cleans.
improves tracking. records 8 sly& last longer

eximace
Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

$134.99

The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disc! This Gold CD-R will bum in new components
in just 24 hours and regular maintenance treatments will always keep your system sounding
its best! inneei)

GEO.DISCTM

By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
$24.99
The precision cartridge alignment system, from the makers of Original Master Recordings.
Geo-Disc enables you to achieve critical alignment to within .003 of an inch in moments, not
hours. It exclusively addresses the three most important factors of alignment: proper off-set:
proper tracking angle and proper overhang

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-782-3472

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

$13.99 flECORD & CD CLEANING FLUIDS $13.99 Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15.99
$13.99 (for all LP's) 1/2 gal.-$36.99 ,1gal... $59.99
$13.99 Pure CD
4 oz. ...
$13.99

and highs sounded more relined and
,yeet.the bass definitely impmved -- it

"This Flo\ uorks! Its refined
& gentle nature inflen makes
transistorized sounding
equipment transform." Wing Cheunsf.
Technique Magazine

4.5 lbs. per (iitsbe Rating

keeping them under all in> gear." -Coro'

ITEM #-ANIT1.0
$199.99
MODEL ES - Auto scrubbing. &
Aa modeis
:MO dmdable
"Catalan. Nfilk ala wane fluid fray.
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
;le.-'''''..."-ri.7 5
o or 21o°lOr son,
'
ITEM # =ANIT1.5
li
MODEL 1. 15,1 - Auk, fluid applicationMrtebing. & 'mnim
is. Vinyl Woodgroin C, e ... •
slam qyls
ITEM #.-ANIT1.5F1
$409.99
MOD L MINI-PRO 1 - ll'et scrubs Sc VOCIallaN blail sides simultaneousk.
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #=ANITMPRO1
$599.99
N1TTY GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
536.99
DUST COVERS
(DC -1Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
518.99
(Vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 18 2)
$20.99 (Acrylic -all models'
516.99

ç,,,.,ç44,

AucJiaPrisrn

Grecnbc rg. Stereophile. Apr.'92 lis!. 15. M

StenDWI*11k2

Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet

SHAKTI STONE .Electro-magnetic stabilizer

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter
$399.99
"MAGIC" BRICK -EMF control device.
$49.99
STROBOSCOPE DISC -Set turntable speed accurately & inexpensively $17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE -For accurate stylus alignment
$14.99
PRECISION BULLS-EYE LEVEL -For o•liMUM turntable erformance .$5.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS, UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES!

(3 pack)
49"
"... ami these little guys WORK! ...I'm

1.100E1. r0

MODEL 1.0 Vill111(1/ ledli -ution offload
brushing & norott m: while niumoning.

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:

THE JMW MEMORIAL -With years of research into tonearm engineering,
VPI has designed an all-out affordable tonearm reference that is extraordinary
in its ability to extract information from an LP's grooves. The soundstage
is wide & deep with air & separation between the instruments. The feeling
of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is unmatched.
SCALL
CLEANING MACHINES;

ACCESSORIES;

RECORD CARE PRODUCTS,

"I's etried letter tablet, arm,. cartridges. prrengh. cattle,. andivilation scheme,.
...none hate et er git en one the kind, of imprin mein, in nahr redaction. eland,.
and elimination of mid-tit-treble ringing that thew rrrierd-cicaning machine,
hat e....11 sou lintel, 10 records. sou need a retard-deigning machine. Period." lttit. tifvenhcre Siereorhele. Sla> al. Vol 17

CATALOG:

03"

U.S.A.

05"

INTL.

FREE WITH ORDER

ElusDisc aol.com
FOR INFO: (317) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

_

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:

VISA

UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: $5 (adtl. items .50c ea.)
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 (adtl. Items $1 ea.)
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: $8 (adtl. Items $1.25 ea.)
.4

I....04

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CALL OR FAX'
CANADA 1st Item S7.00 (acitl items Si I

Acelebration of 10 years of great music and great sound!
t
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Westminster Choir

2CD Collection
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"...the most natural sounding CDs
Ihave ever heard. "
CD Review

k .,..

wia grater..

Kenny Rankin

ke

Sara K.
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"Chesky's studio philosophy pays
extraordinary dividends..."
Wes Phill ,ps, Stereophile. March '96

Paquito D'Rivera
Oregon
Rebecca Pidgeon
Badi Assad

"...one of the best at
producing detailed,
live-sounding digital
recordings. Ches ky
strives for sonic realism..."
Audio

"...Chesky recordings sound right,
warm, in focus, natural. and Ave."
CD Review

Ana Caram

Orquesta Nova

Igor Kipnis
"...Chesky comes through with superb sonic presentation." CD Review

The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
John Pizzarelli

(I-1[SKY R[(ORDS
You Can Hear The Difference

Radio City Station, P.O.Boo 1268 New York, NY 10101 for a free catalog or to order 1
.
4100-131-1437 or 212-S86-7537

'Best Quality Available
Makoriab/Demism •LongedR .

pub

OE
65512A

TESLA
E1.34/E.34L
>

11b.

•

SO

41/W:
co.
EL 34

Since 197

ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 üeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406

(81 8) 997-6279
FAX: (818) 997-6158
264

listen and learn

http://www.chesky.com/music

Audiophile Electron Tubes
MATCHED POWER TUBES
P/N
2A3
6AS7G USA
6B4G
6B05/EL84 USA
6CA7 YUGO
E34L TESLA
EL34 TESLA
EL34A CHINA
KT88
KT88 TESLA

EACH
25.00
17.00
CALL
15.00
22.00
18.00
17.00
12.00
25.00
35.00

37

ARS ELECTRONICS

McCoy Tyner
"The new pressings by Chesky...
restore and revitalize the golden age..."
The New York limes

PAIRS QUARTET
50.00
100.00

30.00
44.00
36.00
34.00
24.00
50.00
70.00

60.00
88.00
72.00
68.00
48.00
100.00
140.00

P/N
EACH
KT90/99 YUGO
40.00
211
45.00
30013
78.00
807
12.50
845
50.00
5881/6L6WGB USA .... 19.00
5881/6L6WGC USSR .. 12.50
6550A CHINA
19.00
6550A GE
40.00
6550 WC USSR
25.00

PAIRS
80.00

QUARTET
100.00

156.00
25.00

312.00

38.00
25.00
38.00
80.00
50.00

76.00
5800
76.00
160.00
100.00

sca

PRE-AMP TUBES
5AR4 ENGLAND
5AR4 CHINA
6AN8A
6AU6A
6BL8
68M8
6CA4
6CW4
6DJ8 AMPEREX
LM-6DJ8 AMPEREX
6DJ8 TELEFUNKEN
6F07/6CG7
6KN8/6RHH8
6SL7GT
6SL7GT USA
6SN7GT
6SN7GT USA

25.00
15.00
15.00
6.50
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
6.50
15.00
35.00
15.00
22.00
8.50
12.00
8.50
12.00

LOW NOISE

Shipping Information & Terms

6X4
12AT716201 USA
12AU7/6189 USA
12AX7A CHINA
LM-12AX7A CHINA
12AY7/6072 GE
12AZ7 USA
12BH7A USA
12BY7A
12FQ7
12X4
5751 GE-SYL
LM-5751 GE-SYL
5965A USA
6922/E88CC USSR
LM-6922/E88CC USSR
7199

9.00
8.50
8.50
6.50
12.00
15.00
15.00
20.00
16.00
15.00
12.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
12.00
18.00
15.00

LOW NOISE

LOW NOISE

* WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *

COD Cash Payment:
UPS 2day Air $12.00/ UPS Reg. $10.00
Prepayment:
UPS 2 day Air $9.00 /UPS Reg. $7.00
8.25% Sales Tax in CA

Prices Subject to Change

STEREOPIIILE, DECEMBER 1996

M ANUFACTURERS'
•

•

YBA INTÉGRÉ DT & CD 3

Editor:
First and foremost, thank you Sam Tellig
for taking the time to audition the YBA
Intégré DT and the CD 3.1 could not have
described the YBA experience any better.
For Yves-Bernard André, his wife
Ariane, and all of us at Audio Plus
Services, YBA is more than just aproduct
to profit from. For Yves-Bernard, YBA is
araison d'être (a reason to be). He designs it,
builds it, and is truly committed to his
vision. Sain writes, "One nice thing about
it is that the music always shines through."
This is Yves-Bernard's goal. He feels that
his customers buy YBA for the love of
music and not the love of equipment.
For me, YBA is alabor of love. Years
ago, when Istarted distributing YBA, everyone told me that it was not suitable for
American tastes. In aland where biggest is
a!u;ays best, it was too compact and too
expensive. The Intégré in particular —a
costly integrated amplifier —would have virtually no appeal. Well, I'm pleased that
hundreds of American consumers have
been willing to give the YBA alisten and
have fallen under its spell. Simplicity, elegance, and musicality have not proven to be
aliability. In fact, it is YBA's best virtue.
An interesting note: Countless times
over the years that Ihave been representing YBA, Ihave heard hardened audio
dealers, reps, and reviewers all make the
same comment: an Intégré is what they
will buy when they retire. When they are
sick of the cones, the pucks, room treatments, interconnects, garden-hose speaker
cables, and all of the paraphernalia of
"high-end," an Intégré and aYBA CD
player will let them enjoy the music. Not
abad recommendation.
DANIEL J
ACQUES
President, Audio Plus Services
P.S. Sam — I'm glad that you are enjoying the CD 2. Give me acall when you
are ready for an Intégré for your system
in the living room....

M OTH

KANOOT

Editor:
Thank you very much for sending me an
advance copy of Michael Fremer's report
S
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on the various turntables. Ican indeed
make afew comments that Ithink will be
very useful.
The main confusion concerning the
Moth/Rega 'tables seems to lie in the
tonearms. There seems to be confusion as
to the origins of the tonearm quality Here
is the scoop! All Rega RB250s and Moth
Mk.ls are the same, and all Rega RB300
and Moth Mk.III arms are the same.
There are differences between the '250
and the '300 in that they use the same
bearings in both arms, but the bearings are
not matched in the 300/Mk.III. Tonearms at Rega are made in batches, and the
only difference between the aims is the
badge that is put on the arm at the end of
assembly, whether it be Rega, Moth,
NM), Thorens, etc. They are all the same
high-quality Rega tonearm.
Now, as to price. The only difference in
price is the amount the distributor and
dealer is willing to make. Rega sells its
product to all its distributors at the same
price (further proving it is the same arm);
the only thing that will make adifference
is the amount of money the distributor or
dealer is going to make on the arm.
We find Steve Lauerman to be avery
nice and honest person, and we have no
problems with him as the new Rega distributor. The reason for Music For Others'
termination as the Rega distributor was
strictly apersonal one having to do with a
personality difference between Rega's
Roy Gandy and myself. (Probably agood
story for another time!)
We find the Moth 'tables, both the
ICanoot and Alamo (same as Planar 2, with
adifferent wood platter, $399), to be good
alternatives to the Rega for those dealers
who do not or can not carry Rega, due to
Rega's sometimes strange demands on
dealers. We feel personally that the Moth
offers ahigher degree of perceived value,
because of its better-quality finish work.
However, both Moth and Rega offer superior performance to 'tables costing several
hundreds of dollars more.
We would be happy to supply you with
acurrent Moth ICanoot and Alamo if you
wish, but having said all of the above, I
think it is clear we are trying to coexist in
asmaller and smaller vinyl market, trying
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to do what is best for ourselves and the
customers who still listen to records, as
opposed to competing and stirring up
problems where they don't exist.
Other than this controversy, which I
hope Ihave shed some light on, the article
seems excellent.
CRAIG D. GULLEY
President, Music for Others
REGA PLANAR 2

&3

Editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity to
thank Michael Fremer for his perceptive,
insightful, and entertaining review of the
Rega Planar 2and 3. Once again, Michael
has made acase for owning vinyl: value.
A serious analog front-end for less than a
grand, combined with the "great end-ofthe-century vinyl glut," and you have an
opportunity that no serious music lover
can afford to pass up. Michael's review is,
as usual, very complete. However, there
are afew points that Iwould like to clarify. First, let me address the issue of OEM
products.
To date, there are over adozen hi-fi
manufacturers who use Rega tonearms
on their own products. It was evident at
this year's Hi-Fi Show in London that this
number is on the rise, as AudioNote,
Impulse, Michell Engineering, Moth
Group, Townshend Audio, and others
outfitted their 'tables with Rega amis.
Most of the Rega arms that are shipped
to hi-fi manufacturers are identical to the
RB250 or RB300 arm. However, there
are acouple of large manufacturers that
request alower-cost version of the Rega
arms. We accommodate these manufacturers by assembling arms to lower tolerance levels. The bearing friction level,
measured floating, must not exceed 40mg
on the RB150. Also, zero movable "play"
tolerance (sideshake and endfloat) is
allowed on any Rega arm except the
OEM2, in which moveable play is acceptable.
The majority of the OEM2 arms are
premounted on an OEM 'table that differs from the Planar 2in several important respects: The platter is MDF — not
glass, the motor is fixed to the plinth —
not suspended, the plinth is made of adifferent material, and the toneami is manu265
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factured to lower tolerance levels.
Sonically, the OEM2 is an entirely different beast. Iwill leave it up to the consumer to listen and decide which 'table is
preferred.
Please note that the majority of manufacturers utilizing Rega amis demand the
same level of quality and performance that
Rega has provided consumers for over 20
years. By manufacturing OEM 'tables and
arms, Rees production level and efficiency are high, keeping down the prices of the
Planar 2and 3and thus helping all of us.
With regards to heavier cartridges such
as the Dynavec-tor XX-1, an optional extraheavy counterweight makes it possible to
mount virtually any cartridge available on
the market today. Michael mentioned the
fact that there is no VTA adjustment, nor is
there aremovable headshell. The design
goal of Rega is to achieve high levels of
four physical properties within the arm:
high rigidity, free movement, high stability,
and low effective mass. If a toneann
achieves the above, it will hold the cartridge body as still as possible so that the
cantilever/stylus can collect the most
information from the vinyl. By examining
the RB300, you will note that many joints
have been removed when compared to
conventional toneams, including VTA
adjustment and aremovable headshell. It is
only through the reduction of these energy-sapping joints that Rega is able to
achieve its design goals.
Again, thank you for the excellent
review. We are looking forward to the
upcoming review of Rega's definitive
turntable, the Planar 9.
S
TEVE LAUERMAN
Latiennan Audio Imports
BENZ MICRO MC GOLD
Editor:
Thank you, Michael Fremer and
Stereophi/e, for discussing high quality and
value in entry-level analog, especially the
Benz MC Gold low-output moving-coil
phono cartridge.
As with the high-output Benz models
MC 20E2 ($150) and MC Silver ($350),
the MC Gold is manufactured for Benz
Micro under license in Japan. All three
models embody the Benz "family" sound
characterized by the Glider ($750) and
wood-body models handbuilt at the Swiss
factory: flat frequency response for natural tonal balance; excellent channel separation for stereo imaging; and quality styli
for trackability surpassing the typical MC
cartridge. This last feature is critical for the
preservation and continued long life of
your most valuable musical asset: your
record collection.
All Benz cartridges purposely avoid the
rising treble response and "hi-fi" colorations prevalent in other brands. It has
long been regarded that neutral cartridges
reproduce the most accurate portrayal of
the recording and integrate most readily
S
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into awell-designed audio system.
Duc to the accurate frequency response
and excellent trackability of all Benz cartridges, we typically find comments
regarding bass fullness, impact, and
dynamics to be related to the cartridge/
phono stage interface and overall system
efficiency. That is exactly why Benz offers
cartridges in so many available output levels. When Audio Research Corporation
used aBasis turntable, Graham tonearm,
and Benz cartridge to demonstrate their
best components at last January's WCES,
they chose the medium-output MO.9 cartridge to show off their PH-3 phono stage.
It is pertinent to note that the excellent
Rega RB300 toneann provides a good
mate to the MC-Gold, as well as to the
entire Benz cartridge line, allowing music
lovers to make use of our cartridge upgrade program as time and budget allow.
With digital at another crossroads,
about to embark on the ill-informed
audio adventure of its next format change
in search of the elusive "high end," thank
goodness Michael Freiner is there for
those of us who love music more than
sampling rates. In particular, this sensible
investigation of truly affordable approaches to music appreciation stands in
stark contrast to so many reviews one sees
these days, showing that much of the
magic of those megabuck playback rigs is
attainable at afar more modest cost. He
points out that analog is still the direct
route to that most fulfilling musical experience.
GARTH LEERER
Musical Surroundings

Anthem and the industrial design style
chosen (which, by the way, we arc continually complimented on), this is not possible, causing much of the heat to get
"sunk/transferred" to the top cover, which
gets quite warm but is well within accepted safety standards.
With regards to features, our Integrated-1 may lack some of the ergonomics attributes of the other products in
this review, but in comparison to its "true"
competition — other tube integrateds,
such as those from JoLida, Cary, AMC,
AudioNote, etc. —our product is decidedly snore feature laden and substantially
more flexible in its operation and configuration (pre-out/amp-in connections,
optional phono stage, etc.).
We invite any "budding" audiophile
interested in making the move from mid-fi
solid-state to quality tube electronic musicreproduction equipment to audition our
Anthem Integrated-1 against any of the
above-mentioned competition in the areas
of build quality, overall "fit and finish"
craftsmanship, attention to detail, value for
money, technical performance, and, most of
all, sonic performance —it is this comparison that will better elucidate our product's relative and absolute strengths.
Moreover, in addition to the obvious suitability with minimonitor style speakers, the
Integrated-1, when used on speakers such as
Hales Concept 2s, Vandersteen 2Ces, Thiel
CS2 2s, etc., is an incredibly synergistic
match as well —and those are observations
made not by us but by our dealers and our
nearly 700 (since February 1—the product's market introduction) Integrated-1
SONIC FRONTIERS
owners themselves!
ANTHEM INTEGRATED-I
Iwould like to reiterate one very noteEditor:
worthy point about our unit's perforWe would like to thank Stereophile, and in
mance, and that is the power rating. We
particular Robert Harley, for the gracious
deliver all that is promised (in fact, quite a
review of one of our newest products —
bit more —its true power rating is approxthe Anthem Integrated-1.
imately 50% greater than our spec sheet
We were pleased to read that Bob feels
rating). It is rare today to find tube power
that the Integrated-1 "brings some of the
amplifiers at any price that stand up to this
best qualities of tubed electronics to apopscrutiny without qualifying their specs
ular price point." This is high praise
with nonstandard distortion, bandwidth,
indeed. However, Iwould like to address
and load parameters —something worthy
afew of the concerns Bob addressed durof consideration when making apurchasing the review, as our perspective is someing decision.
what different on these matters.
Once again, we would like to thank
Regarding the issue of heat: Yes, our
both Bob and Stereophile for the opporunit has between 13 and 15 tubes (detunity to introduce the first of many new
pending on the configuration) inside the
Anthem tube products to their broad
chassis — however, all the tubes are
audiophile/music-lover readership. We
"small" 9-pin types that dissipate, individare certain this "high-value" product line is
ually, far less heat than atraditional octal- worthy of their attention.
base power tube. The reason for RH's
CHRIS JOHNSON
comment is undoubtedly the fact that the
President, Sonic Frontiers
tubes are contained inside achassis that
has a fixed, ventilated top cover. With
ROTEL RA-970 & RQ-970
many tube amplifiers today, alarge porEditor:
tion of which generate far more heat, the
On behalf of Rotel, Iwould like to thank
product can be run without acover (part
you for the positive review of the RA-970
of the open-chassis industrial design of and RQ-970 components. Rotel's goal is
many of these products) —thereby dissito manufacture high-end components at
pating the heat directly into the air. With
affordable prices. We are pleased that
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Robert Harley took special notice of this
in his review.
As a category, integrated amplifiers
tend to be overlooked in the search for
better audio. Overseas, these little amplifiers are the bread and butter of our
industry, and the RA-970 is one of our
champion components.
Many consumers today are spending a
lot of money on mid-fi components, for
which they get alot of bells, knobs, and
dials, but which offer very little in the
way of sound quality. On the other hand,
you have consumers who hold out until
they can afford only the very best. A
Rotel setup consisting of the RA-970, an
amplifier, CD player, and speakers has a
retail value of MOO. At Rotel, we believe
that the purpose of buying asystem is to
listen to music; it shouldn't have to cost
the earth.
The message you pointed out to the
customer is simple — you can buy audio
equipment that sounds good, and that is
not going to take asecond mortgage to
buy and enjoy. Rotel is dedicated to offering sonically good products at modest
cost.
MICHAEL BARTLETT
VP & General Manager, Rotel of America
WILSON BENESCH CARBON
Editor:
The design philosophy and technological
direction behind Wilson Benesch are outlined in Jonathan Scull's interview, which
took place at Wilson Benesch in Sheffield.
The interview should, in my view, be seen
as apart of awhole picture, of which the
Fremcr review and this letter are matching
parts. The net result is an excellent piece of
highly informative journalism. We would
like to thank Michael for taking the time to
understand the product and write such an
interesting review. Of course, we would also
like to thank Jonathan and Kathleen for
making the arduous visit to the frosty climate of Sheffield in springtime. This was
our first visit by an Amen= revieweg and
we were very honored.
7b begin at the end: Mr. Fremer's summation paragraph hits the nail on the
head. The creation of aneutral platform
was the goal of the Carbon cartridge, and,
as he points out, this has been delivered.
He then goes on to comment upon
matching and synergy. Balance, matching,
and integration are fundamental virtues
that Wilson Benesch discovered during
the arduous training course called turntable
design: acourse no longer seen as relevant
by many of today's designers, but one we
think has been fundamental to the success
of our products throughout the world.
The balance of conflicting demands that is
clearly seen in the design of the turntable
does not stop at the tonearrn or cartridge.
In many ways we believe that the Triptych
turntable support, the Wilson Benesch
turntable, the tonearms, and the cartridges
arc products that have been designed to
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1996

work in the first instance, but because of
their unique technology work even better
together. Although it wasn't clear to us at
the beginning, it is now clear in retrospect
that the company has aprime directive:
that is, to replace inadequate structures
with ones that are engineered from leading-edge materials.
The manufacturer's angle: A cartridge body
and shell constitute asupport/protection
structure. Mounted upon it is ahighly sensitive motor that generates high levels of
resonant energy. Wilson Benesch has
quite simply replaced one materials technology with another that is superior in not
one, but every measurable physical parameter.
Regarding damping: Contrary to
Michael's comments, the fact is that, yes,
carbon does have an exceptionally high
stiffness-to-weight ratio, but it does not ring
in the conventional sense. In fact, with
regard to damping, acarbon/epoxy composite is an order of magnitude better than
the metals commonly seen in cartridge
structures, which are excellent conductors
of resonant energy. This damping capability is also variable and directional. The
ability of the material to be precisely tailored to the needs of the structure is quite
different from that of metal structures,
and, to our knowledge, is unique to composite structures. Maximum damping is
achieved by placing the billions of boundaries of which the carbon is composed
perpendicular to the direction of the resonant energy. Moreover, carbon is also
totally transparent to magnetic fields. The
Benz generator on aWilson Benesch cartridge/ACT Two tonearm combination
sees only air.
Our commitment to analog was made
in 1989, at atime when analog was being
written off. Arguably, we have invested
more time and money in the development
of analog products than any other company
in the world. It is this investment that has
won accolades and awards from Stereop/ay
and Image in Germany, Stereo Sound of
Japan, Gramophone and, not least, Hi-Fl
News &Record Review in the UK. In Martin
Colloms's review of the Carbon cartridge
for HFN/RR, his summation was quite
clear: "If this design isn't on your cartridge
showlist, assuming of course, the price is
right, then you just aren't serious enough
about analog replay."
Footnote: If Wilson Benesch is about
anything, it is about analog and materials
technology. We have along-term stake in
the future of analog. We collaborated with
Benz because they share this view.
Together, and in conjunction with Brian
Tucker of Pro Audio, we are confident
that in the fullness of time, the real quality of this product will become as well
known in the US as it is in Europe and the
Far East. This reputation has been earned
because of the customer care and service
behind all our products. We know that this

is an important concern of anyone involved
in listening to analog, and we are equally
cognizant that our long-term viability in
the US market depends upon it.
CRAIG MILNES
Wilson Benesch
AUDIOLAB 8000CDM MK.II
& 8000DAC MK.III
Editor:
We were pleased to see an in-depth
review of the Audiolab Cl) transport and
DAC. ICal Rubinson was clearly delighted
with the 8000DAC, but unconvinced by
the 8000CDM. Kars comments on the
transport are not at all consistent with the
excellent feedback we have received
from dealers, consumers, and the press
worldwide. The presentation of sweetness, detail, dynamics, soundstage depth,
and ability to resolve individual voices are
all hallmarks of the 8000CDM/8000
DAC combination. The absence of the
latter two characteristics in the reviewed
transport is very puzzling.
We believe there is apossibility that
something is amiss with the transport sample that was tested. Kars mention of aloose
shield makes us wonder if the CD transport could have been subject to shipping
damage. As we really don't know the
answer, we would like the opportunity to
provide you with anew sample to retest
while we check out the reviewed sample.
As Robert Harley explained, there is
no direct access to any measuring point
for the clock feeding the DAC. He
looked at the 8x output clock from the
digital filter and correctly identified some
contamination. This clock does not drive
the 1)AC; the DAC is fed from avery
pure reclocked signal derived from the
low-noise master reference oscillator.
PHILIP SWIFT
Managing Director
Cambridge Systems Technology
(Audiolab)
TARA LABS RSC DECADE
Editor:
On behalf of everyone here at TARA
Labs, I'd like to thank Jonathan Scull and
Stereophile for the great review of our RSC
Decade cables.
All our cables are made by hand by a
very dedicated group of people in our
southern Oregon factory. They take agreat
deal of pride in their work; it takes one of
our technicians an entire eight-hour shift to
terminate asingle pair of Decade speaker
cables. So it means alot to each one of
them when we get afavorable review or
good press. They each take it as personal
recognition, as well they should. The
review will be proudly posted in the lunch
room during the celebratory pizza party.
So if there are any other reviewers looking for afree meal, let me know ASAR
MATTHEW BOND
TARA Labs
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SIGTECH TIMEFIELD TFII20
Editor:
First off, SigTech tips its hat to Steven
Stone and Stereophile for focusing on the
listening room, which SS identifies as "the
weakest link in almost any high-end audio
system." We hope the first impression by
readers will be to understand the immense impact of room response upon the
accuracy of music reproduction.
We agree that the first step in addressing these problems is the judicious use of
passive room-treatment materials where
they are known to be effective — namely,
in damping higher-frequency reflections
causing Imightness. And we further agree
with the importance of accurate location
of speaker and listening positions.
Our engineers always start with this
step, using digital acoustic-measurement
technology.
Ishould note that SS benefits from several advantages that most of our customers (and, Isuspect, most readers) are
denied: avery large listening room (20' by
24', with ahigh vaulted ceiling), which
permits speaker and listening positions
well removed from reflective walls;
spousal and budgetary latitudes, permitting extensive use of passive acoustic treatment, and $25,000 speakers that are highly accurate. Even so, he found significant
improvements from SigTech's TimeField.
In the more typical situation, the "other
half" raises strenuous aesthetic objections to
acoustic treatment, imposes severe constraints on speaker and listening positions,
and injects various decorative obstacles like
reflective coffee tables. Here the TimeField
correction is far more dramatic.
We are abit uncomfortable with the
characterization of the TimeField technology as an equalizer, since its objective
(and the basis of its patent) is to correct far
beyond the well-known limitations of EQs:
•TimeField corrects from adynamic measurement of the first 50 milliseconds: the
time the ear integrates direct and reflected
soundwaves into asingle sound.
•EQs correct from a steady-state measurement —an artificial condition that the
ear never hears.
•TimeField corrects frequency errors in
the time domain, changing the correction
many times over the first 50ms to compensate for the different shapes of the
reflected sounds — hence the name
TimeField.
•EQs make asingle frequency correction
based on the static, steady-state measurements.
•TimeField correction is automatically
adapted from the test measurements, conforming to the exact size and shape of the
reflected sound—with up to 100 corrections per octave.
• EQs are adjusted by manual trialand-error tuning, and work in 1
/s-octave
adjustments, thus over-correcting most
deviations.
S
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While SS touched on some of these distinctions, we feel amore detailed explanation is needed to understand why we
avoid EQ references.
Given the benefits of SS's room, treatment, and speakers, we would not question his evaluation of finding subtle
although specific refinements in his larger
room, and more pronounced improvements in the smaller one. However, we
would like to make a couple of observations.
Concerning the reduction in midbass
slam, the plots indicated significant bumps
around 90Hz and 150Hz in the two
rooms, which were effectively normalized. While the response after correction
did not have the slam, it appears to be
acoustically more correct in reproducing
the sound originally recorded.
As noted by SS, TimeField offers the
option of tailoring the response, including
the addition of select (but not boomy) bass
boost. This was recently requested by arecording studio that wanted alternative corrections with and without bass emphasis,
as well as in ahome-theater application
where the emphasis was requested for
videos.
As to the "wee bit of grain," it is tough to
comment on asubjective judgment without being able to listen and evaluate —
especially when the perceived aberration is
no more than "a wee bit." We can only
note that in hundreds of home and proaudio SigTech installations, this has not
been observed.
One last comment on SS's subjective
observations relating to imaging: Again,
the benefits of awell-treated room, precise speaker placement, no furniture
impairments, etc., work to his advantage,
and his channel tracking before correction
was far closer than we normally see.
Our marketing manager also has
Dunlavy SC-VIs, and sits reasonably close
to the speakers (3.5 meters). His pre-correction channel tracking is not nearly as
close as SS's (figs.1 and 5), but more typical of what we see in other cases. There
the sound paths from the left and right
speakers have more differences, with
resultant differences at the listening position creating imaging problems. TimeField correction restores symmetry between
the channels, and almost invariably makes
remarkable improvements in image
depth, width, and height.
Finally, acouple of informational points
for readers:
We would like to clarify that, after the
initial measurements in the listening area,
the measurement computer and mike are
removed, leaving the user with an audiophile-type component in his system, usually between the transport and the D/A
converter.
Noting that SS characterized the
TimeField as "not inexpensive," we would
point out that the basic unit with Digital

I/O sells for $5590— the remote control
and A/D converter in his system are
optional. While not cheap, the sonic
improvements wrought by the TimeField
are far, far greater in most installations
than improvements from upgrading electronics or speakers at asimilar cost. To
quote one of our dealers, "You don't have
to squint to hear the sonic improvements."
Again, our thanks to Sorophile and
Steven Stone for the focus on the roomresponse issue, and for the TimeField
Review.
BURKE IVIATHES
President, SigTech

SL1

SIGNATURE MARK 2

Editor:
Thank you for the follow-up review of
the SL1 Signature Mark 2. The review
contains no factual errors; however, some
readers may assume that the SL1 is available only with the phono unit installed.
The SLII Signature Mark 2has the same
line stage as the full function preamp,
without the phono stage. The phono
input becomes a"CD" input, for atotal of
four line level inputs. The SLII, at $5,350,
is $600 cheaper.
KEN STEVENS,
President
Convergent Audio Technology
PARASOUND T/DQ-I600
Editor:
Thank you for reviewing and recommending our T/DQ-1600 tuner. It's
always great to receive another hearty pat
on the back from Stereophile.
A tuner is one of the toughest and least
attractive components for asmall specialty
audio company to develop. Engineering a
really good tuner requires an additional
investment in RF design expertise, specialized test equipment, and ashielded screen
room for R&D and QC testing.
Because tuner sales represent at best
only afraction of amplifier or preamplifier sales, most specialty companies won't
(or can't) go to the effort to produce a
tuner. For music lovers interested in great
broadcast sound, it leaves only the choice
of avery high-priced tuner, since nearly
all the tuners from the large mass producers have generally marginal audio
performance and no opportunity for
tweaking.
This explains why Parasound concentrated our efforts on a single tuner
model, and why some design tradeoffs
therefore were inevitable so we could
reach an attractive selling price. We wanted (and needed) our sole tuner to perform well enough to match up with our
most expensive amps, preamps, and
processors —and priced low enough to
mate with our entry-level components.
While Don Scott didn't know that we
had consulted our dealers and customers
regarding features to keep or delete, he
obviously concurs that we've succeeded
and made some very good decisions. Our
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buyers told us to skip switchable IF bandwidths, a signal-strength meter, and a
high blend, so that we could concentrate
our resources on premium parts to
achieve great RF performance and superb
audio quality.
Don suggested that Iwas immodest in
naming our tuner. Maybe. However, the
T/DQ-1600 did reveal aradio station's
out-of-phase broadcasting error to him
with total precision, and Ican't imagine
any better validation for calling it a
Broadcast Reference Tuner.
The wireless remote-control handset
we supply with each TIDQ-1600 conveniently controls all of the functions of
our Parasound P/LD-1100 and PILD2000 remote-control preamplifiers, which
are designed by our favorite genius, John
Curl.
Thank you again for your very favorable review and recommendation.
RICHARD S
CHRAM
President, Parasound
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
GAMMA
Editor:
Our thanks and kudos to Muse
Kastanovich and Stereophile for your continuing investigations into affordable performance audio product, and for considering our Gamma D/A (November '96)
as aworthy entry in this category.
On the topic of car-stereo application,
may we add that the Gamma features
some pretty effective noise and ripple filtration for this purpose — the international high-end car-stereo market being
aprincipal consumer of such products as
those under comparison. While immaterial to the gist of the review, we
would be interested in knowing whether
Muse opted to employ the phase-inversion feature, and what impact this function
may or may not have imparted to his listening impressions.
In his customary thorough test reportage, Robert Harley notes an anomalous
frequency-response measurement, we can
only concur that this certifiably nonmassaged sample evidently departed from spec
and tolerance (probably an analog-filter
component); we'll spare everyone the
hand-wringing until we've had the unit
back for inspection. So it goes.
This being the case, we're nevertheless
pleased that Muse found many aspects of
the Gamma's performance noteworthy
and to his liking, and we consider the subjective side-by-side model comparisons to
be fair, and fairly illustrative of the old
axiom: to each his own. Either way, the
customer searching for entry into the
High End has an increasing array of choices, and we appreciate Muse's, Robert's,
and Starophile's work in bringing them to
the readers' attention.
S
TEPHEN BRUNNER
California Audio Labs
S
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MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS
AT HI-FI '96
Editor:
On behalf of Benz Micro and my other
product lines —Basis, Graham, Aesthetix,
and Shakti —1 must express both disbelief
and disappointment that there was no
mention of our room 920 in the HI-FI '96
Show Report in the October issue.
Our major product introduction—the
first new Basis turntable in six years,
which brings Basis quality and sound to a
much wider (and increasingly analog)
audience — makes the omission that
much more stinging. Through my preShow press efforts, Basis in room 920 and
the new Model 2001 turntable were listed as "What's Hot at HI-FI '96" in
Stereophile's own pre-Show handout,
prompting Steve Stone to visit 920 as his
first exhibit on Wednesday, May 29.
During that first day of the Show, Jack
English did stop by our room. When I
inquired what Jack was covering for the
Show, he mentioned that he was assigned
to cover the ninth floor, and would return
to learn more about our display and audition our system. To my knowledge, he
never returned, and thus failed to spend
any meaningful time in our room.
Agreat deal of time, energy, and expense
were invested by Musical Surroundings and
our associated companies to support
Stereophile and HI-FI '96. In fact, costs and
time continue to be expended as we
attempt to have Hermes, the show's freight
coordinator, provide us with substantiation
of over $1000 of drayage costs.
Our exhibition used the Aerial 10T
speaker to provide both Stereophile writers
and Show attendees aknown reference
for judging our system and the new Basis
2001 turntable. Stereophiles writers commented on how good the Aerial 10Ts
sounded throughout the Show, but never
aspecific mention of room 920. Many of
our products demonstrated are Stereophile
Recommended Components, the Graham 1.5tic even being the Analog Product
of 1995. As far as Stereophiles Show Report
is concerned, your readership is not aware
that we were even at HI-FI '96.
Musical Surroundings has long been a
supporter of Stereophile We are the largest
manufacturing advertiser of analog products (since 1991). Our current ad campaign in four magazines in addition to
Stereophile exclusively lists Stereophile quotes.
We actively reprint Stereophile reviews, promoting both our endeavors jointly.
Musical Surroundings recognizes Stereophiles role and importance in the high-end
audio industry. Our communications, letters, and manufacturer responses are not
aimed at criticizing Stereophile, but at helping Stereophile recognize its responsibility as
aleader in our industry. As is the role in any
media, our relationship with Stereophile is
designed to stimulate interest and discussion about our products and the important

role analog has in the continued survival of
high-end audio.
At this time, and in light of Stereophiles
failure to report on our presence at HI-FI
'96, Musical Surroundings and its associated companies must seriously reevaluate
our plans to participate in HI-FI '97.
GARTH LEERER
Musical Surroundings
BASIS AT HI-FI '96
Editor:
When the October 1996 issue of
Stereophile arrived, Iimmediately went to
"First We Take Manhattan," your "floor
by floor" (your description) coverage of
HI-FI '96. Like most readers, Isuspect,
show reports have always been one of my
"must read" sections of magazines. We all
love to see what's new.
Iwas dismayed at the lack of any mention of room 920, where we were introducing our first new Basis product in six
years: the 2001 turntable. Iexpect you will
understand my disappointment at this
omission if you keep in mind the following points:
Basis and the 2001 turntable were listed
in Stereophiles pre-Show handout, "What's
Hot at HI-FI '96," indicating that Stereophile felt the Basis 2001 newsworthy.
Basis products have been repeatedly
listed in Stereophile's "Recommended
Components" since the early 1990s, demonstrating Stereophiles awareness of the
quality of Basis products.
The Basis Ovation was Stereophile's
"Analog Product of the Year" in 1993,
again showing Stereophiles recognition of
Basis's design credentials.
In light of the above, along with the fact
that Basis has agreat reputation in the
field of "super turntables," Ifeel that it is
certainly newsworthy that Basis introduced a completely new, lower-priced
turntable at HI-FI '96.
The irony of Stereophiles omission of
any information on this new model in the
October issue is that we specifically decided to support Stereophile by making the
introduction at HI-FI '96 instead of at
CES in Orlando.
To aspecialty manufacturer like Basis,
the cost involved in HI-FI '96 was substantial. Given the lack of mention of
room 920 and our new product, we have
to seriously question whether participation in HI-FI '97 is warranted.
A.J. CONTI
President, Basis Audio
As Larry Archibald pointed out in his Seponber
"Final Word" Annul, exhibiting at aStereophile-sponsored High-End HI-FI Show is no
guarantee of coverage in Stereophile the ,ragazinc Which is how it should be: My brief to my
writers is for than only to write about that which
excites them and is relevant to our readers. Having
said that, however, Ilive in dread if not 'trotting
on somethiw that uy should have For HI-Fl '96,
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therdire, Our largest-ever Show, we planned the
potential coverage carefully
W's Phillips and Iassigned two writers to cads
of the 11 floors of the Waldoy;---Astoria where
demonstration rooms were to befound. In addition,
the writers covering the Show were told that, once
they had written about what was happening in
their assiesed territories, they were free to write
about other rooms that ,got theirjuictsflowing, thus
allowing fur some overlap in coverage that Icould
sort Out in post-production. Other assiennents
included Wes Phillips covering the activities in just
one room from soup to nuts, Steven Stone covering
thefine evotts, seminars, and concerts, and myself
compiling the "Best Sound at the Show" results
from the ballotsfilled in by Show attoulas
Istill worried that something would be missed,
so Iassigned ,gentral assignments to three more
writers: Michael Fremer's brief was to specifically
cover analog; Martin Co/louis was to specfiically
look for cutting-edge technology; whik Sam
Tellig would roam freely through the Wilde
[Mills, looking for rooms and happenings that
were either bizarre or most illuminated the music.
In addition, cartoonist Jim Ryan would search
out the visually stimulating How could anything
go wrong?
But, ofamuse, it did. Ourfonnal Show townie
nias published in the September '96 Stereophile
(Vol.19 No.9, pp.80-105), and in the °Me-'96
issue (161.19 No.10, pp.81-131), In addition, both
Sam Tellig and Midiad Frasier devoted their
September columns (p39-49 and pp.57-65,
respectively) to what they saw and heard at the
Show. Despite our cardid planning, as both Garth
Leerer and AJ. Conti have pointed out, the writer
assigned to cover what was newsworthy in their
room in the floor-by:floor coverage failed to do so.
HOWeVer, the back-up plan did work: Michael
Freiner dewied significant space' in his September
Analog Omer" to the introduaion d the Basis
Series 2000 turntable at the Show (n61).
(However, it Le inly fair to point out that the backup plan didn't iik;rk ill the case of abrand being
reintroduced to the' US at the Show, Tandberg)
Idon't know why Garth and Aj. didn't notice
Michael's report; Ican only assume that they»
that their room should have been included in the
room-by-room coverage, and the new product they
introduced justyies that expectation.
As for next year, Ican only repeat LA's words:
"Each year, anumber of exhibitors fell that their
participation entitles them to coverage by one ofthe
many Stereophile writers on hand. There is no
such entitlement. Money buys advertising space,
and money buys exhibit space, but it doesn't buy
editorial." What I apologizefir is not the lack
efcoverage as such, but the lack ofcoverage ofproducts and elk' ItS that are newsworthy. In such a
lame Show, there are' also the inevitable' errors, as
instanced in the next two latersjor which Ialso
—John Atkinson

would like to point out an erroneous
report of that room that is important to
our company and to Stereophile readers.
Referencing paragraph eight, p.126, the
text reads: "And my Best Sound at the
Show? A three-way tie: the 24-bit, 96kHzsampled master tapes in the Nagre
dCS/Canorus/Alema/Focus room ... "
Please note that the Alema was never in the
system mentioned, and the electronics
(amplifier and preamp) were from our
company —Reference Line Audio.
We were quite happy to read that John
Atkinson was positively impressed by the
sound in our jointly shared room. We also
feel it is important to clarify that Reference
Line was part of the system that JA included for "Best Sound." Iam sure that the
exclusion was accidental, and certainly
Mema was part of the Focus product roster.
However, the amplifiers that revealed those
wonderful 24-bit tapes were Reference
Line Model Ones (Silver Signature version).
RALPH CATINO
President, Reference Line Audio

tioned by Wes Phillips in the "Industry
Update" section of the October Stereophile.
We started getting calls even before we got
our own copy! But upon closer reading, a
mystery emerged: PVX has never been so
small as 10 pages. The issue WP referred
to, PVX #3, was 16 pages, and numbers 4
and 5ran 20 pages, the most we can mail
for a55-cent stamp. WP apparently missed
the "Ultra-Cheap in Audio Chic" article
(on cones, isolation pucks, and cable wraps
for less than $5), and the computerized
price guide to the 100 most valuable RCA
Shaded Dogs, topping out at $589 for LSC2449 —very odd, since these have been
two of our most requested reprints. Perhaps
someone tore those pages out of your
copy? It's one thing to get apublication for
the articles, but don't you just hate it when
the centerfold goes missing? Just ahunch,
but any chance CG stopped by the office
back in June?
PVX exists as aresource for audiophile
record collectors. As with many of our
articles, the review that so impressed WP
was contributed by asubscriber — in this
ZOETHECUS AT HI-FI '96
case, Don Roderick. Any Stereophile readEditor:
ers curious about PVX need only send a
One of my top five "pet peeves" is only
55-cent SASE for acomplimentary copy
hearing from someone when aproblem
of the latest issue. And thank you,
arises. Therefore, let me begin this note
Stereophile, for steadfastly supporting the
by saying that HI-FI '96 was not only a analog option in high-end audio.
monumental success for Zoethecus, but
BRUCE KINCH
also, in my opinion, an extremely wel IEditor, Piiinyl Vinyl Exchange
conceived and executed Show. Iam confident that this yearly direct-to-the-consumer presentation of high-end audio
contributes more to the general public's
awareness of this industry than can ever
be expressed by simple statistics.
That said, Imust hesitantly point out an
omission in the "Best Sound at the Show"
listing in the October issue (p.127).
Zoethecus Audio was indeed one of the
exhibitors (ie, financial participants) demonstrated in the Goodwins High End room. I
say this hesitantly, since we are listed several times in this list and Idon't wish to
appear "gluttonous." If Alan Goodwin was
not consistently one of our top domestic
dealers, and such agreat promoter of our
product, Imight not even mention this.
Additionally, your readers should know
that Zoethecus was also "demonstrated" in
the mbl, Sound by Singer/Audio Physic, and
VANDERSTEEN (PST) MRRTIrl LOW)
Gallo Acoustics rooms, although we were
PROCEED amnia Audio tabs
not formal exhibitors. Ground-up resonance
control, psychoacoustic effect generated by
lassé
L2JJ
Graham Arc..
.1
beautiful component stands, or just dumb
SONIC FRONTIERS
Theta Digital WILL TEMPERED _
P APS AUDIO
luck —to find our way into eight of the top
25 rooms ranked in your "Best Sound" listouchoquest
•audio research
ing is avery big event for us. Thank you for
this opportunity.
CHRISTIAN LEWON
President, Zoethecus Audio

REFERENCE LINE AT HI-FI '96
Editor:
While reading the October 1996
PRIMYL VINYL EXCHANGE
Stereophik (Vol.19 No.10), 1came across
NEWSLE7TER
John Atkinson's article, "Best Sound at the
Editor:
Show," and discovered aparagraph menA nice but unexpected surprise to discover
tioning the "Canorus" room. If Imay, I the Primyl Vinyl Exchange Newsletter menS
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Berkeley
Audio Chamber
(510) 549-2178
DB Audio
(415) 548-8733
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486-1044
Brea
Audio Haven
(714) 529-5634
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Stereo One
(916) 483-5363
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Affordable Audio
(310) 558-0716
Armadillo & Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
The NV Room
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi &Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book 8. News
(213) 465-4352
La Jolla
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine &
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
(818) 359-9131

Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Monterey Park
Hi Vi Audio
(818) 282-4692
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
(415) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8. Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Riverside
SpeakerCraft, Inc.
(714) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100
Paradyme AudioNideo
(916) 481-3900
San Diego
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 794-9664
Performance Audio
(415) 441-6220
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
The Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
(303) 425-6700
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Aurora
SoundTrack
(303) 671-9399
Boulder
Eads News & Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up #5
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
SoundTrack
(303) 442-3600
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #2
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
SoundTrack
(719) 591-1400
Denver
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
MoonDance Sound & Cinema
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
SoundTrack
(303) 759-4501
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
(303) 223-3666
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
(303) 243-9821
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
(303) 779-5003
Littleton
SoundTrack
(303) 979-8900
Thornton
SoundTrack
(303) 450-6677
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
(303) 428-0823
Wheal Ridge
SoundTrack. Pearce
Electronics
(303) 420-1366
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
New Haven
Take 5
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(203) 442-5314
Simsbury
The Audible Difference
(203) 651-7945
DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(407) 338-8898
Stereo Shoppe
(407) 391-0552
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Fort Lauderdale
Southport Home
Entertainment
(954) 537-3353

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Margate
Good Sounds
(305) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Stereo By Design
(305) 591-1297
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
(404) 252-5360
Duluth
Stereo Festival
(770) 623-1640
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 449-0145
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
(706) 863-9143
Roswell
Home Theater &Sound
Concepts
(770) 889-2388
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio &Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Record Service
(217) 384-2999
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Van L. Speakenvorks
(312) 769-0773
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Crystal Lake
Sound Forum
(815) 356-8700
DeKalb
Classic Hi Fi
(815) 758-4434
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
(708) 827-0673
Glenwood
The Little Guys
(708) 754-8844
Morton
Home Theater Concepts
(309) 266-6640
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
(708) 357-4190

Odand Park
Sound &Vision
(708) 403-2500
Palatine
The Sound Lab
(708) 776-8888
Peoria Heights
Sound of Peoria
(309) 682-6550
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Carmel
Sound Productions
(317) 844-1103
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 422-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broadripple
(317) 255-4342
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
The Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Benendorl
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Camera Corner's Visions
8. Vibes
(319) 391-8144
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colley's Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Orleans
(504) 831-0050
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
JS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone, Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 589-1191

Laurel
Home Theater Gallery
(800) 966-3658
Lutherville
Gramophone, Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Silver:0ring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
(301) 598-2669
Towson
Silver Screen & Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc.
(617) 648-8111
Boston
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes Il
(617) 876-5624
OAudio
(617) 547-2727
Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
Norwood
Home Theater Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
HB.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Wellesley
AudioNideo Design
(617) 237-8666
Worcester
O'Coin's
(508) 791-3411
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Ferndale
Imagery
(810) 544-8370
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
(906) 744-9400
Kalamazoo
The Audio Kiosk
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
(517) 792-3816
Traverse City
The Sound Room
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005
Superior Sight &Sound
(810) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083
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i
sn't the Real Problem
your Room Arouslks?
Now, for the first lime,
aProven Solution is Available.

ÀMusical
Oasis 111
New England
Music Systems
Home Theater
Custom Installation
Trade-ins
Aerial •Arcam •Ampro
Audible Illusions •AO •B&K
Cardos •Classé •OND •Denon
Dynaudio •Eggleston Works
FMS •Golden Tube •Hales
Infinity Composition •M&K
Mark Levinson •Martin-Logan
Mesa Baron •Meridian •NAD
Paradigm •Pioneer Elite •Platinum
Rotel •SharpVision •Sonic Frontiers
Toshiba Cinema Series
Transparent Cable •Vandersteen
VPI •Wadia

"...perhaps the most important

ates

advance since the advent of stereo."
Peter W. Mitchell, Stereophile
Vol

We Are

The

15 No

10 October . 1992

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES Choice

•ACCUPHASE

• HIGHWIRE

•PRESENCE AUDIO

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY

•JADIS

•PS AUDIO

•AIR TIGHT

•JOULE ELECTRA

•PSB

•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

•KIMBER KABLE

•REFERENCE 3A

•AUDIO ALCHEMY

•KLYNE

•REGA RESEARCH

•AUDIOLAB

•KUZMA

•SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY

•AUDIOVECTOR

•MAGNUM

•SOTA

•BEL

•MERIDIAN

•SOUND VALVES

•BEL CANTO

•METAPHOR

•SPENDOR

•BENZ-MICRO

•MICHELL

•STAX

•B+K COMPONENTS

•MICROMEGA

•STRAIGHT WIRE

•CARY

•MONITOR AUDIO

•SWANS

166 Daniel Webster Hwy.

•COUNTERPOINT

•MONTANA

•SYNERGISITC

Nashua, NH 03060

•CREEK/EPOS

•MORDAUNT SHORT

•TOTEM

•ENSEMBLE

•MUSE

•UNITY AUDIO

•FANFARE FM

•NAD

•VAC

•GRADO

•NSM

•VPI

•GRAHAM

•PASS LABS

•WADIA DIGITAL

•GREEN MOUNTAIN

•PLATINUM

•WAVELENGTH

•HARBETH

•PLINIUS

•WILSON BENESCH

Levitz Plaza

603.888.9777

a /v

ensemble

David Lewis Audio

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

NO MAIL ORDER SALES

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1320
MISSOURI
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
(314) 993-0002
MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanction
(406) 656-6193
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
(406) 752-5433
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image &Sound
(702) 876-3401
Metropolitan Newsstand
(702) 798-8002
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
Bemardsville
Sight 8 Sound
(908) 766-7888
DuneIlen
The Home Theater Shop
(908) 424-8680
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
(609) 983-0002
Music on the Square
(609) 988-3700
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(210) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hais Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626

Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Designs
(505) 474-4555
The Candyman
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085
Galisteo News
(505) 984-1316
Rare Bear
(505) 988-3531
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
(518) 452-3525
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
(716) 343-6470
Binghamton
JSG/Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Eagle Audio Video
(718) 438-4401
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Lake Grove
Audio Den. ltd.
(516) 360-1990
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
(518) 785-4322
Little Neck
Hi-Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(5161 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Merrick
Performance Audio
(516) 378-4389
Mount Kisco
Fox 8Sutherland
(914) 666-8088
Manuel
Stereo Exchange
(914) 623-3333
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
MR Music World
(212) 238-9000
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
The Magazine Store
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Cambria Heights. Queens
TO Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230
Sound Concepts
(716) 442-6050
Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
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NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Wilkesboro
Modern Electronics 8Appliances
(919) 838-0000
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
(910) 838-0000
OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dayton
Audio Etc.
(513) 429-4434
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi 8Video
(216) 449-4434
Toledo
Jamiesons
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
(918) 665-1113
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3533
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(503) 753-0472
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Chelsea Audio
(503) 226-3533
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
(610) 791-5151
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
(717) 737-7775
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
(215) 886-1650
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(2151 725-1177
Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
(412) 521-9500
Audio Options
(412) 421-1099
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
(918) 336-2240
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
(405) 755-0795

Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
(803) 256-3277
Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293
TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
(615) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Modern Music Audio 8. Video
(901) 682-6557
Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
(615) 297-4700
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
(806) 353-9625
Sound Systems, Ltd.
(806) 353-9527
Austin
High Fidelity. Inc.
(512) 454-5833
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102
Krystal Klear Audio
(214) 520-7156

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Flower Mound
Intelligent Systems 8 Interiors
(817) 430-4694
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Groove Audio Video
(713) 523-2900
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Horne Entertainment
(214) 931-2102
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
Middlebury
RetailVision
(802) 388-1280
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Richmond
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850
Home Electronics Network
(804) 495-5541

You haven't heard your
equipment until you hear it with

GOLDEN SOUND DH CONES
DH Cones users reveal their experience:
"This is the first Tweak I've used to make such an immediate audible
difference in my system, literally bring the music into focus,
like the fine adjust knob on amicroscope. Ididn't want to get them,
but after listening to my system with and without them, it was no contest.
DH Cones were in for good! Temfic product -efficient, affordable and a
real sonic improvement." Tim Fossette, N. Charleston, SC
"...what difference could some cones make? My first listening session
with DH Cones put underneath my CD player changed my thinking.
What Iheard was lots of musical detail, tighter bass, better sound stage
and fuller body of sound. The music was more vivid, palpable and
immediate. Without DH Cones, the music sounds washed out."
AVAILABLE AT

Wayman

Wong, San Francisco CA

ULTIMATE SOUND
41 GRANT AVENUE •2ND FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

DH

CONES

TEL:

(415) 781-6025

Stereophile

FAX:

(415) 781-5723

recommended
components
April 96

FEATURING:

Audible Illusions,VTL,Spendor, EAD and more.
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LOUDSPEAKER

S

...Australia's
longest established
loudspeaker designer
and manufacturer

IIC I'll X

WASHINGTON

CANADA

Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397

National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One. RR1

Definitive Audio
(206) 524-6633
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

ALBERTA
Calgary
K&W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW

Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(206) 698-1348

Loyalty Sound. Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW

WASHINGTON, DC

Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE. Bay 1

Serenade Records
(202) 452-0075

Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St

Tower Video
(916) 373-2561

LOUDSPEAKERS

Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

WEST VIRGINIA

...Multiple winner of
Australia's CESA/Sound
and Image Awards
and AVL Best Buy Awards

Charleston
American Audio
(304) 343-2244
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

BRITISH COLUMBIA

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Cudahy
Cudahy News & Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
(715) 421-5910

Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books & Music
480 Sixth SI
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No 3Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W Fourth Ave
674 Granville St. 4th Floor

'...the most spatially realistic two-speaker playback
I've heard':

Esoterix 1Mk2

":„It certainly
qualifies
for some
kind of
best-buy

...beautifully
handcrafted in native
Australian Jarrah wood

designation.

See Pea
cements

LOUDSPEAKERS

Available now at

•
The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane
Available factory direct for alimited time at 5899,W apair
plus s&h. 30 day in home trial, money hack guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty . Available exclusively from

Van L.

once

sound & cinema

•A great selection of new and
used high-end components
•Home theatre design and
installation •Trade-ins welcome

1881 South Broadway
Denver, CO. 80210
(303) 777-4449
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Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

.Adcom .
Apogee •
AudioQuest •
Audio Innovations
•
B&K •
Cardas •
Chicago Audio Group
•
Counterpoint •
Esoteric Audio •
Grado
•JM Labs. Kimber Kable. McCormack. NSM
•
Pinnacle. PS Audio •
Rogers .
Spectrum •
Sunk°
•
Taddeo .
Target 'Tice .
Totem. Van Den Hul
We also offer

.Repairs .Parts •Kits. Recorung

312 769 0773
5704 N. Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659

Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St

BELGIUM
See Benelux

BENELUX
National Distributor
Vlijmen, Netherlands
Dumb Audio By
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: (31) 4108-12-555
Fax: (31) 4108-17-583
Hasselt, Belgium
Ghiisens HiFi Store
Tel: (32) 11-22-96-59
Tel: (32) 11-22-95-71

The Soundroom
2205 W Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morns St

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W #2
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio &Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigonan
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.

OUEBEC
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul Décarie

BRUNEI
Bandar Sen Begawan
Auvisual Haven
Tel: (673) 244-88-40
Fax (673) 244-88-41

CHILE
Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo Limitada
Tel/Fax. (562) 2-209-2134

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 589-742
Fax: (385) 214-03-76

CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel (42) 9000-1180
Fax: (42) 9000-1181

FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sarl
Tel: (33) 61-75-06-64
Fax: (33) 61-73-58-82
Audio Salon
Tel: (33) 61-12-33-66
Brest
Brazil
Tel (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel (33) 47-34-1682
Port Royal Audio
Tel (33) 30-64-9222
Creation Audio
Tel (33) 40-20-9528

GERMANY
National Distributor
Geisenheim-Stephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax (49) 6722-8067

GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M Acoustics
Tel (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168

Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Laleunesse
Québec
CO RA
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

HONG KONG

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aims
RJ Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413

AUSTRALIA

National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (8522) 524-8775
Fax: (8522) 845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel (8522) 392-6368
Fax: (8522) 392-6328

INDONESIA

National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio 0 Imports
Tel (61) 3-1994-8413
Fax (61) 3-9846-2407

Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel 6221-692-7840
Fax 6221-625-1133

BALTIC STATES

National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

IRELAND

Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel: (3712) 211-688
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ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8 Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115
JAPAN
National Distributor
«In Corporation
Tel (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax (81) 3-5410-0622
KOREA
Seoul
Audio Mart
Fax: (82) 2-514-2089
LUXEMBOURG
See Benelux
MACEDONIA
TP Cad( Export-Import
Telfax (389) 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 64 69 63
Fax (596) 57 96 39
NETHERLANDS
See Benelux
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/la x: (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel/Fax (63) 2-931-3742
POLAND
Gdansk-Oliwa
Anis Audio 3
Tel/Fax: (48) 52-0639
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 58-520-639
Warsaw
Hill Sound Studio. Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 2-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Anadora
Ajasom
Tel (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37. Ken 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871
Esoterica
Tel: (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762
Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax (7) 095-248-3352

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: (65) 33 -66 -790

Audio

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberlon, Gaute ng
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax (27) 11-907-8399

SOLUTIONS

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi-Fi Art
Tel (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
THAILAND
Bangkok
Kittichitt Artistic Audio
Tel: (66) 2-735-2293
Fax: (66) 2-735-2294
Mining Group Ltd.
Tel: (66) 2-912-5550
Fax: (66) 2-912-5558
Music World Co., Ltd.
Tel: (66) 2-276-5190
Fax: (66) 2-276-2456
Hi-Fi Club
Fortune Town. 3rd floor
TRINIDAD
Curete
Sanch IX.
Tel (809) 663-1384
Fax (809) 645-2205
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

Fine Audio & Video Components

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
there exists avery special
place which offers only
two classes of components ...

le4 sge

Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St

Does anything else really matter?
AUDIBLE ILLUS.
AVALON
CARDAS

MICROMEGA
MIT
MUSE

CLASSE
C-J
GOLDEN TUBE

NAKAMICHI
N.E.W.
PARADIGM

KUZMA
MAPLESHADE

SOUND DYNAM
SPECTRAL

MARTIN-LOGAN

TARA

VON SCHWEIKERT

1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Ste. C-2&3
Brea, California 92821
(714) 529-5634
e-mail: ahaven@earthlink.ne(
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5576 Naste.,tec Dcuiaeoide
Dcauteodei, lee:elf:4 3033g

(7701g04- 8977
http://www.audiosolutions.com

VPI

Synergistic Research

Grado
Sumiko

Magnum Dynalab
Sound Dynamics

Sony ES
Sony Video

Kimber Kable
WireWorld

Benz-Micro

Tara Labs

Audio, Video &Home Theater Specialists

THE SOUND CONCEPT
Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For
THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
KINERGETICS •MAGNEPAN
SOUNDWAVE
WILSON AUDIO

AERIAL ACOUSTICS
ACURUS •ARAGON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIOQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN •CHIRO
LEXICON •MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD •NILES •PROCEED
PROTON •PSB •RC AUDIO

Reading
Reading Hifi
Broad Street Mall
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689

retieutta'J
qecykeed Seca«

e

cjeete
e
ide

UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
Feltham
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel (44) 181-844-1000
Fax (44) 181-751-2666
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton
Wollaton Audio
Tel: (44) 115-928-4147
Fax (44) 115-928-0625
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Musical Images
18 Monmouth St

Audio Research
Snell
Theta Digital
Aerial
McCormack
ProAc
Pass Labs
Marantz
Aragon
EgglestonWorks
Acurus
Audible Illusions

THETA •VIDIKRON

2314 Monroe Ave. /Rochester, NY 14618
Monday-Friday Noon-9 /Saturday 10-5
4111.1•••

716-442-6050

STORADISC'
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods &textured
finishes. Custom sizes and finishes also
available. Write or call: 1-800-848-9811
Davidson-Whitehall Company
$55 Whitehall Street Atlanta. Georgia 30303
0041 524-4534 fox 1404)659-5041
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST-COMPLETE INDEX lists (Tay article that has appeared in
Stereophile from Vol3 No.1 through Vol.19 No.12
(1971 through December 1996), and every coinpoilent reviewed by Stireophile since Vo1.1 No.1.
(Please note that an index does not include the
review or article texts.) Currently available only on
or 3' 2
."floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII
only). Send $19.95 to Stermphile Ahnost-Gmiplete
Index, PO. Box 5529, Sawa Is, NM 87502-5529.
Please indicate disk size.

ATTENTION QUAI) AN1) SPEN1)OR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updees, stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy,
QS&D, 33 Mania 1,00p *108, Fwilerickshu VA 22406,
(540) 372-3711,fàx (540) 372-3713.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK ONLINE—
Keeping you informed, entertained. and connected
with audiophiles nationwide since 1984. liy modem,
(818) 988-0452, 8N1. Featuring: classifieds, databases,
forums, online shopping. Internet e-mail, newsroom,
library, conferences. For details, e-mail TANwroe
:mum. “,ire (818) 782-1676, TAN, 6930 Valjean
Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA 91406-4747

VVVVVVVVVVVVV

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial,
$3.85 per word, $154 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters
with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with
order, either by check or credit card: MasterCard,
Visa. American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fr, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 983-6327.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if
you want your ad to nui in the March 1997
Stmophil, ,
,you must submit it by January I, 1997.
No refunds. Please Note: Phone-in ads are no
longer being accepted. Please plan on faxing
or mailing in your ads on die form provided
near the end of dûs section.

IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer
don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Mouuue uus help! Choose from
Antrus, Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio
Research, AudioQuest CAL Definitive Technology,
Dunlavy, FAD, 1Cinergetics, McCormack, MartinLogan, ProAc, PSI& Santis, van den Hid, Wilson
Audio, and more. (515) 255-2134.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Nains, Roksan, Music
Reference, ESL Spendor, Creek, Rep, Epos, Totem,
Quad, Onix, JPW, 1)ynaco, 0C-9, Sumiko, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.

WE CAN HELI' YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery We carry: Mirage, NA1 ), Cary, Nak:unichi,
Acums, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS.
Fried. Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver. many
more Free catalog! Riud Brothers Slam 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803)723-7276.

"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Audio
Research, CAL Classé Audio, Golden Tube, Grado,
Kuzma, Map
Dynalab, Martin-Logan. Mirage,
MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van den
Hid, Well Tempered, JF Woodworks. Audio E.‘telleun;
Livink,o/, NY, (315)451-2707 Visa/MC/Amer/Discover

CORMORANT INTERCONNECT: Musical and
accurate at down-to-earth pricing ($129/1m pair). Call
or write for 1)0's rave review excerpt in Fi, plus others.
and full product infomiation. Thirty-day audition.
Visa/MC/I)iscover. Solid Ore Terlinole, 380814(st:4m ,
APCIlle,144.51 Pahn Beach, FL 33407 (561)842-7316.

SIDEREALKAP —THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICALLY neutral audio capacitor regardless of price,
pseudoscience, technobabble, or magical rituals. For
information, call, fax, or write to: SidenulKap, 1525
Brian Plate, Escondido, CA 92025. Tek (619) 743-1997, fax
(619) 743-2192.

MARK LEVINSON NO.31, $5350; No35 with
HDCD, $4250; Linn DMS speakers, $2950; Linn
'Caber speakers, $1650; pristine condition, all original
packing. Gale, (402)483-2624 CST

SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toneann. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs. 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series 11 Improved, Series III, and Series "R" modeh. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Arrhintl Supplies,4 P.O. Box 187
San Ansehno, CA 94979, (415) 457-7878.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —ileums, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K. CAI, Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida. Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rep, Runco, Spica, TARA, Totem, Vandersteen, Von
Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
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AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fi! The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio, by Robert Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound at
low prices, how to set up your system for the best
sound, and how to become abetter listener. With snore
than 450 pages and +200 photos and illustrations, The
Gutiplae Guide to High-End Audio is the ultimate reference book on high-quality music reproduction.
Written for beginners and experienced listeners alike.
Find out why Sain Tellig says, "Before you make amistake, buy Bob Harley's book." Only $29.95 (softcoved
or $39.95 (signed hardcover), plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95
outside continental US). Full money-back guarantee.
Call toll-free: (800) 848-5099 for your copy, or send
check or Visa/MC information to Amelia Publishing
P.O. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805.

•

•

STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX lists every record review published in
Starophile from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.19 No.12
(January 1987 through December 1996). Also
includes indexes to "Building aLibrary" and musician interviews, and indicates Records To Die For
and Recordings of the Month. (Please note that an
index does not include die review texts.) Available
on 51.i" or 3'2" floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw
ASCII only). Send $9.95 to &empire RecordReViell , hider, P.O. Box 5529, Sawa
NM 875025529. Please indicate disk size.

MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, (;radient, C.E.C,
1)ensen, I/apason, Audio Magic. L)enter, CO. (303)
399-5031 MST
AUDIO RESEARCH D-200 POWER AMP, black,
pristine condition, $1500; boxes and manuals. (414)
255-5310.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC. Cello. Krell, Levinson,
Spectral. Wadia, etc. Call inc last. Dealer for Aragon,
Acorns, Audio Alchemy, Kindler, Sonic Frontiers,
XL0. Audio Challther, (510) 549-2178.
STEVE SMITH GETS HIS REWAR.1)S! Isn't it time
you got yours? Join Steve in our successful pnmnotion
of hest-buy products from Mondaunt-Short, li&K,
1)ynaco,
Magnum
Dynalab/OCM,
Musical
Concepe./I)esign, NEAR, many inure. For details concerning this great oppommity, contact Stmo Consultants,
(317)474-9004.
HI-FI EXCHANGE —Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit
our showman at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Nair, NY
11363.
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RF1! Noise-fighting accessories ($50 up) and
power-line conditioners ($65 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $25. Write for catalog: Vinual Mode, 1Old
Comm Rd, Shelton, CT 06484, (203) 929-0876.
LOWEST I)ISOUNT PRICES: Adcom, Aragon,
B&O, Itryston, Il&W, Carver, Celcstion, Citation,
Classé, Definitive, 1)ynaudio, H/K, KEF, Luxrnan,
Mirage, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Polk, Rotel, Sunfire, Thiel,
Totem, Velodyne, Wadia, Wilson, and 36 more.
Shipping throughout the world. Incorporated 1964.
Noratiss, lime, (770)772-7700.
CLASSIC TUBE EQUIPMENT: 1)ynaco Stereo 70
power amplifier, new tubes. $250; Fisher 400 receiver
with cabinet, $235; Fisher 50011 receiver, near mint,
$295; Hannan/Kardon TX300 tuner with nutching
AX500 integrated amplifier, refinished cabinets, both
$275; Heathkit AA20 preamplifier with matching AA30
power amplifier, both $195. Randy, (561)283-3243.
GENESIS V LOU1)SPEAKERS, ($15,500) $7750,
excellent condition, original boxes. Call (803)572-9897
days, (803) 851-7347 nights and weekaub, ask _fin Ed.
PURIST ELEMENTA 1.5in hi-wire. Rev.A, $150;
Purist Maximus L5m hi-wire, S150; Purist HL31 lin
balanced, $100. Call Allen, (317) 398-4517
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EANIARI. FNI TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
Website at larp://trunola4ireaven. See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-8637 'A ,(716) 683-5451, or lax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to ii4,eetifiare.roon, or write to here FM, flax
455, Belo, NY 14225-0455.

KRELL KSA-200B, $3250; KSL, 51100; Theta Pro
Basic II, $1050; B&K AV2500 5x60 watts, $575;
}Gruber KCAG, 0.5111 XLR, 5150. Miki; (812) 9633850.

HI-F1 CHOICE —Linn, Kuzma, Copland, Celeste,
Reg.*. Epos, Totem, JPW, Plinius, Siltech, Dynavector,
van den Hul, Benz, Transfiguration, Target. Proton,
Analog Specialist. (305) 891-9540, Miami, FL

VAN1)ERSTEEN 113 SPEAKERS, 5400; McIntosh
MR-77 tuner, $350; Creek 4140s2. 5150. Frank (318)
443-8803 or (318) 445-5130.

MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR — ACCUTRONICS
—Upgrade your system profitably! Unique trade-in
allowance program offered toward audiophile system
purchase. Lines include: l'roAc. Cary. Alón, Symphonic
Line, Accuphase. McCormack, Micromega, Golden
Tube, Castle. JMIabs, Parasound,
CreekJoLida.
Holiday Special — Alón Petites (demo pair, $700)
Stereophile says, "paired with ...the Creek 4240SE, the
l'ente sets anew standard for an under-52k system."
(October 1996, Vol.19 No.10). (313) 332-0404. equail:
Arentroneunieedu.
AU1)10 UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase.
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Audio
Artistry, Audiomeca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro,
Chang, Chario, Coda. dpa, Dynavector, Ensemble.
Graham, Harbeth. High Wire. Ikeda. Kuzma,
Magnum Dynalab, Magro, Merv, Micromega. Musical
Iksign, Music Metre, Muse, NSM, Outs. Rega, Sound
Anchor., SOTA. Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem,
Unity Audio. Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesch,
YBA, and more. Call/faX Yin &MC at (303) 691-3407
2341 W Yale ACC, E1411 ,00a, CO 80110.
AUDIO l'HYSICS TERRA SUBWOOFERS,
$3100/each, 55995/pair; Iinmedi.i RPM2 with latest
motor base, $3100; Airtangent 101i Mk.I1 tonearm,
sealed. $6500; FMS microwave 2i, 8' pair speaker
cables, 5500; Air Tight ATM-3 monoblocks with NOS
Siemens outputs, $5300. Pin, (216) 526-1724.

HI
Fl
'97
HOME THEATER &
SPECIALTY AUDIO

HI-FI '97

The Home
Theater &
Specialty
Audio Show
May 28-29, 1997

(Press &Trade)
May 30 —June 1,1997
(Open to the Public)
At The Westin St Francis,
San Francisco

•Meet hundreds of the world's top
designers and factory representatives.
•Experience the latest innovations.
•See and hear more equipment than
you could in ayear of store visits.
•Meet and talk with Stereophik and
Guide to Home Theater editors, writers,
and industry luminaries.
•Enjoy 28 hours of live music.
•For the Trade: Attend exciting workshops and seminars. View the hottest
of new and established lines. Meet the
best product trainers. FREE trade preregistration!
•Consumer tickets go on sale in
January 1997.
For more information, call (505)
982-2366, or fax (505) 989-8791.
Potential exhibitors should call
Ken Nelson, Nelson & Associates, at
(914) 476-3157 •Fax (914) 969-2746
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ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA M-510, 300Wpc, a
rare piece, powerfill and
sical, aperfect match for
ribbon speakers! Excellent condition, ($4500) $2200.
Prefer pickup. Loris, (910) 822-2270, NC.

NAIM NAC82, $2300; Sequerra Studio, $2250;
Harbeth HLP3ES, $850. (561) 626-0674.
ACOUSTAT 1+1 SPEAKERS with monoblock amps,
(list $1700) 5450; Pioneer Series 20 FM tuner, (list
$650) $350; Wurlitzer Jukebox Model 412 (1936),
$1600. Call (201) 262-9466 home or (201) 659-0401
work ask fir Ham.
KLYNE 7PX3.5 (latest pl
stage), $2350; Fosgate
Model 5(surround/Pro-Logic decoder). $250; Mellor
MTR 101 mono, 5900/pair, Adcom GFA-2535L (3/4channel), $400; Purist 3m Colossus Rev.A
$625; Purist 8m Maxi
XLR, $4425; AudioQuest
Diamond X3, 1in XLR, $375; Target wall-mount
turntable stand, 565. (703) 573-7963.
BREATHE LIFE INTO YOUR RECORDED
MUSIC. Pon-Tunes work differently from and better
than any other resonance-control device. Money-back
guarantee! Call for information: B. Alves, (908) 6046284 dar; Stan, (201) 763-4091 CerelillgS EST
B&W 800/8(11/802 CROSSOVER UPGRADE: The
single most significant improvement you can make to
your 800-series-based audio system. Please call or
write for our complimentary literature. North Creek
Music Systems, 1120 Main Street, OM line, NY 13420,
ivire/fax (315) 369-2500.
GENESIS V SPEAKERS, Brazilian rosewood finish, 1
year old, like new, original owner, crates and manual,
$9000. liztel, (718) 693-1815 anytime

Want it? - NOW?
You've made your decision.
You've heard the perfect
component for your system.
You want it -NOW!
One thing is stopping you money. We can help -now.
The Stereo Trading Outlet pays
cash -top dollar guaranteed! -for
used equipment, like yours -and
we pay now. Since 1984, we have
been buying and selling the finest
in new and used audio equipment.

Why not call now?

The Stereo
Trading Outlet
1-215-886-1650
24 HR FAX 215-886-2171

320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
Cash Paid for
Audio & AV Eqpt.

FOURIER TRIOMPHE AMPLIFIER, RCA and
balanced inputs, mint condition, very low hours. $1500,
negotiable. Dennis, (516) 944-3849 alter 6pni EST
LOOKING FOR A DEALER that will sell you on the
basis of sound... not just what the magazines say? See
what customer service is all about All major brands, inhome auditions, and custom installation. Trade-ins welt-011W. Salon One Audio, 2551 8th
S, Wisconsin
Rapids, WI 54494. (715) 421-5910 .W (715) 423-3542.
SPECTRAL/MIT/AVALON Reference System. As
reviewed in January 1996 Smeophile (Vol.19 No.1). The
Ultimate! $42,500. Call for details, (206) 430-9250.
BEARD M70 TUBE MONOBLOCK 70Wpc power
amplifiers, gold-plated with tube cages and boxes,
excellent condition, ($4800) $1450. Randy, (561) 2833243.
THETA PRIME. WA, ($1250) $499; PS Audio
Phonolink, ($800) $399; ARC LS213, $1699; Chang
Lightspeed 6400, $375; all mint. (209) 592-4887 PST
KRC-2. 51700; ProAc Response 3. walnut $2900.
Purist: Colossus. 3:11 XLR, 5400; Rev.A. $500; speaker,
13m. $300; digital, liii, $95. Maxii tttt N: speaker, 15m.
5200; 4.5m, $400. (313) 462-1239.
HALES SYSTEM 2, pedestal stands, $1500. (215) 7219659.
NEW TADDEO DIGITAL ANTIDOTE II signal
processor. We got the patent, now here is the fullblown active version of our groundbreaking technology. Uses analog output of any Cl) or D/A. Enjoy the
phase fidelity of analog plus the dynamic range of digital. Only 5329.95. (716) 473-9076.
MERLIN MUSIC SYSTEMS' TSM and VSM
speakers continually receive world-wide recognition
as two of the truly great buys in high-end audio!
Generation Iand II VSMs can be upgraded to the
extraordinary Gen.111. Upgrade infiwination, technical data, and reviews can be obtained by phone, (716)
367-2390, Mx (716) 367-2685, or write to Box 146,
Hemlock, NY14466.
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Ycar.

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
AUTHORIZED DEALER
We Mock 106 brands of Audio/Video and Car
Memo, only •kw Moms in America can
make Mi. Malernent and virtually
all of in we localed in college
towns adjaaeni to
id-tech Oniveniiies
Acurus
Adcom
aid's
Mon
Alpine
Aragon
Atlantic Tech
Audio Control
AudioQuest
B&K
Bell'oggetti
Cal Audio Lab
Celestion
CWD
Denon
Dunlavy
Esoteric
Forte
Hafler
Infinity
Kimber Kablc
KEF
Klipsch
Lexicon
Mirage
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable
NAD
NEAR

Nakamichi
Niles Audio
Onkyo
Onkyo Integra
Panamas
PS Audio
PSB
Rock Solid
Smut
Sennheiser
Sharp Video
Signet
Snell
Sony
Sony ES
Sound Anchor
Straight Wire
Sunfire
Tara Labs
Target
Threshold
VIL
Yamaha... &
47 More at
KIEF'S Box 2
Uremia, its 66046
12 Showrooms
M.TW-TIOam-8prn
FS 10am6pm

A tJ1)1C)/V11)1i:()
913-842-1811
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KRELL KMA-160 MONOBLOCKS (matched pair,
originally $6800), $3195; Audio Research SP-15A,
($5995) $2495; Theta Genii, ($3200) $995. All mint,
original boxes, manuals, etc. All prices OBO. (330)
922-4836.
TIRED OF BROKEN JEWEL CASES? I)iscover the
Allsop Stronglioinl A unique new jewel case guaranteed not to break. Made of pedal plastic blend
TFB211 and features patented hinge design. For afree
Strongliox" sample call (800) 426-4303; ask for CD
Offer #101.
MUSICAL ZKI) AUDIO STANI)S: Precision vibration dissipation with brass and acrylic. Unsurpassed fit,
finish, and function surpassing current audio stands.
Custom configurations available. Dealers welcome.
ZICD, P.O. Box 10098, Silver Sprit%
20914. (301)
622-0427, fax (410) 964-0287

MD

INFINITY PRELUI)E COMPOSITIONS SPEAKERS, ($3400) $1995; Audio Research LS-7 preamplifier, ($1500) $895; Audio Research VT60 power amplifier, ($2000) $1195; Sonic Frontiers Signature phono
stage, ($1700) $995; Linn LPI2 (Valhalla, Trampolin,
Basic Plus, K1811), $1495; Micromega Stage 2 CI)
player, ($1050) $695; Genesis powered 12" subwoofer,
($2000) $795; Magnum Dynalab Etude tuner, ($1400)
$895; Atlantis Reference Rack, $200; all 9months old.
(510) 521-3561.
PURE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and speaker
cable. Interconnects: $150 per meter pair, speaker
cable: $100 per ru
gmeter, prices include shipping.
Both with pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation,
and Cardas silver/rhodium terminations. Money-back
guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 457-8748 ¡rifare 10prn

Es-r

MAGNEPAN MG 33, $1595/pair; Audio Research
D-300 amp, $2595; Audio Research SP-9 Mk.3 preamp, $1595. Original owner. (817)776-9953.

NEUMANN TLM-170 MICROPHONES (2),
matched pair with power supply, mint condition, used
only 50 hours, original owner. (201)746-2794.

1)0 NOT BUY ANY HIGH-END AMPLIFIER
until you have read this booklet on how to build your
own amplifier. This amplifier is atruc high-end amplifier, is easy to build, and will cost only $900 Canadian.
For comprehensive "how-to" instruction booklet, send
$25 Canadian plus $2.50 SAM ($4.50 outside North
America), check or money order, to: True Audio Designs,
10840-33 Ave., Edmonton, Alberta T6f 3C1, Canada.

MINT KLYNE 7LX3.5 balanced preamp, ($4450)
$2688; 7PX3.5 balanced phono amp, ($4450) $2688;
Nestomvic NA1 Signature Plus 150W monoblocks,
completely rewired, 14900; Type 5 Mark 4 Oak
Signature speakers, ($7000) $4100; Siltech Balanced 560, lin. ($990) $558; 13m, ($1410) $796; BAT V1(60
tube set, $88. Bob, (520)742-6130

AFFORDABLE AUDIO, Culver City, California.
Exclusive dealer for Ruark and Spendor in Los Angeles.
Now available, recorded live at our store, Nancy
Bryan's new all-analog 45rpm direct-to-disc record.
$35 signed, $25 unsigned. Call for infirmation about
the new Fidelis Audio triode modification for the
JoLida SJ302/502, an Affordable exclusive. (310) 5580716, hap Wwunv.netrom.rom/ -gkata/afind.hrml
M1CROMEGA STAGE 2 CD PLAYER, top-rated
component. Perfect, in original box, $700. Drew, (770)
590-8970.

MST

AUDIOLAB 8000CDM/8000DAC —prime condition CI) player with full factory packing, $1700. (7/8)
855-7412, NYC
KRELL SPB-32X D/A CONVERTER, mint condition, manual and box, ($3500) $900; Kimber 4TC, 8'
pair, new, factory-terminated, silver bananas, $95. (703)
519-5670 EST
LAST CHANCE to purchase new Eagle 4and Eagle
11 power amplifiers at great savings. Based on the
proven Eagle 2, these rugged models will be replaced
with the Eagle 5and are the last of their breed. Call
EKSC Eagle or your Eagle dealer. (913)780-4495.

API POWER WEDGE MODEL 116 AC-line conditioner, excellent condition, $425. (505)989-4325.
MAGNAN SIGNATURE INTERCONNECT
AND SPEAKER CABLES "...transcend what the
cable state of the art has heretofore even suggested."
Mus high praise for the Type Vi — Peter Mosicrieff in
JAR Hotline, '92/'93 cable survey. For information, call
or fax Magnan
Guriarillo, CA, (805) 484-9544.
AUI)10MECA KREATURA CD PLAYER, great
condition, ($2100) $995; XL° Signature interconnect,
Im, ($625) $300; 15m. ($925) $425; 1)ittal, 13m.
($325) $150; Reference interconnect, 1m, ($275) $125;
Balanced interconnect, 1m, ($325) $150. (212) 7996753.
HOME THEATER DEMYSTIFIED! We specialize
in expanding current audio systems to Home Theater
without sacrificing your audio sound. Electronics from:
Angstrom, Citation/Fosgate, Carver, Alchemy, AMC.
Speakers from: Akin, B&W, JMIabs, Velodyne, Bag
End, VMPS, plus 50 more brands! So if you have no
local dealer or just need some good advice, call Tedi
Elainntia, (352) 376-8080.
LARGE, BEAUTIFUL AUDIOPHILE TURNTABLE, Demon DP-75 with DK-300 base, toneann
not included, excellent condition, $500. (212) 4890439, ask for “Tnam
PERREAUX AMPS/PREAMPS, model closeouts.
Buy factory-direct and save up to 50%. Product is new
with full warranty. MC-6100 6-channel amp, ($3300)
$1850; demo, $1650; 3400 amplifier, 300Wpc, ($3700)
$1850; E-220 amplifier, 200Wpc, ($1600) $800. Other
models available at similar savings. (800)677-8807
SPECTRAL 1)MA 90 AMPLIFIER, perfect condition
with original packing and manual, $2100 0130. Joe,
(510) 370-6520 e1 ,1714:S PST
CLASSÉ 10 AMPLIFIER, $1100; Mirage M7si, $600;
Audio Research L.S7 preamp, $900; Infinity Kappa 7.1,
$450; all excellent condition. (770) 952-9640.

I
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WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY AMEANS TO THAT END.
Adcom
Aragon
Arcam
Audio Alchemy
Audio Research
BAT.
C.E.C.
Celeste
Creek
OND
(unlavy
Epsilon
Golden Tube
Grado
H/K
Janis

Lightsrcr
Meridian
Nairn
Paradigm
ProAc
Reference 3e
Rego
Roksan
Rotel

Signet
Sonic Frontiers
Spendor
Spica
Sumiko
Target
Theta
Vandersteen

AUDIO GALLERY

when the music please., your ears
your soul will donee
ART-AUDIO (snisne Ended)
ATMA-SPHERE'
AIR TIGHT'
MCCORMACK
PASS LABS
ACCUPHASE*
GALLO ACOUSTICS
SOUND LAB
MAGNUM AUDIO LTD'
AUDIO LAB'
MEADOWLARK AUDIO —
JOLIDA'
FOURIER COMPONENTS'

NIASSACHUSE
HIGH-END CHOIC
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FAX (

"
EI
M

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 312.883.9500
5701 W. DEMPSTER MORTON GROVE 708.581.1900

2.S4

SOUND
CALIFORNIA
IMAGES
AUDIO
CABLES'
LABS

FURNITURE BY1
TARGET. CONTOURS. SALAMANDER, AND ZOETHECUS

MANY MORE PLEASE CALL,
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER

High End...
Not High Price
Anthem
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
Audio Truth
B&K
California Audio Labs
Cary Audio
Counterpoint
Creek
Magnum Dynalab
Marantz
McCormack

Monitor Audio
Rega
Sharpvision
Signet
Snell
Sonic Frontiers
Sumiko
Taddeo
Transparent Audio
Vandersteen
Von Schweikert
Well Tempered

SOUNCWORKS
3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

718 284.0410
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PROAC RESPONSE 4s, burl maple, mint, cost
$19,000. Absolutely stunning bargain, $10,500. VP1
TNT Ill, full-blown with base and stand, $4000.
Cardas Golden Cross, 20' pair, $1350; Hodink Golden
5C, 5' pair, $200; Golden Power cord, 8', $100. All
mint. (916) 863-6748.
AUI)10 RESEARCH LS7 PREAMP, black, with box,
nunual, mint, $800. (602) 237-2036.

AUDIO RESEARCH LS15 remote preamp, black,
new, ($3000) $2350; Martin-Logan Aerius i(latest).
new, ($2200 with hi-wire and oak) $1795; Linn AV
51 40 speakers, perfect, ($2650 with grilles) $1950:
Magnum FT11 tuner, ($545) $295; Transparent Super
Bi-Cable, 20' pair, ($3100) $1850. All 0110 with shipping included, no tu. Tim, (806) 756-4425 &fore lOpm
CS7:

UNITY AUDIO SIGNATURE 3, rosewood, excellent condition, $750; Adcom 545 II, $285. (610) 8575325.

VANDERSTEEN 3A, mint condition, black, $1800;
Linn Nexus LS250 with ku-stone stands, black, $650.
(219) 456-8581.

JAINSJI)-1 CD TRANSPORT, 1996, latest manufacture, $8750; Audio Research VT150SE, $11,500; will
accept partial trades. Rule, (612) 735-4491.

LEVINSON No.38S, $3950; WATT/Puppy 5.1,
black, sealed, make offer; Classé 1)R-9, $1600; Spectral
DMCIO Gamma, $1400; Infinity Beta. $5500.Call E
Khan, MD, (860) 464-7409 evenings EST:

EASTERN AUDIO —Select top-quality high-end
components: Adcom GFA-5400, GFA-5500; Aragon
18K Mk.11; ARC LS22, VT60; Ayre V3; C-J MF2100;
Krell KSA-200S; Levinson No23.5 (RCA); Pioneer
Elite VSX-99; Snell B Minor, Sonic Frontiers SFT-I,
SED-1 Mk.II; Theta Data Ill; I)S Pro Gen.VA;
Threshold T2; Tice Solo.., and more. Call (718) 9618256 for complete inventory list, or visit our showroonu al 13302 41 Rd, Hushing, NY Fix: (718) 961-8315.
SILTECH LS260 SPEAKER CABLES, 2m, ($600)
$275; Magna,' Vi, 4', RCAs, ($595) $275; Synergistic
Alpha Sterling, ($150) $75. (908)789-4718 EST
CELLO DUET 350 AMPLIFIER, like new, must
pick up locally, $5500. Call Victor, (718) 369-1171.

DEOMART

PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiC.aps, InfiniCaps, Hovland, SCR, Black Gate,
Elna, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco. Mills,
Yanumura, etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio
connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble,
TIM, Huffed diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets and isolators, lkflex panels,
hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free
catalog! Michael Percy, Box 526, Invmuw, CA 94937, (415)
669-7181, fitx (415) 669-7558.

THETA GEN.3, single-ended, excellent condition,
$1200 OBO; Tandberg TPT 3001A tuner, $400 OBO.
(508) 877-7015.
AYILE V-3, UPDATE1), speed, scaled. with warnulty,
$1995. John, (402) 734-5698.
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS M3, gold, mint. $850; MIT
MH-750 "Plus" speaker cable, 22' pair, spade, ($1530)
$495. Ron, (800) 836-2234 ext101 urceirclays, (201) 5291459 weekends/evenires.
RARE NOS TUBES from Western Electric, Genelex,
Telefunken, Mullard, Amperex, Siemens, RCA,
Sylvania, etc. Selected and matched. (801) 224-4809, fa
(801) 224-6059. e-mail: jb-tuhes@nurnet.
GOLI3UND 12+ DAC (not updated 12), one year
old, ($5000) $3250; Audio Alchemy I)DS 1.1 top-load
crampon, ($1000) $250; Totem One mahogany with
grilles and Atlantis stands, ($2000) $1250; Stax SR-34
headphones, ($200) $100. All perfect. (516) 744-2135.

The Original VMPS Subvioofer ($379ea
kit, $459 assem) is one of four low distortion, high output, lowcost Subwoofers with
first octave bass extension suitable for
both high quality music and A/V applications.

PREMIUM TUBES —The newest and best Svetlana
6550C. $26; EL34, $17. Smooth-plate 12AX7 12AT7,
or 12AU7 from Yugoslavia, $9, built and sound like
Telefurdcen. Philips 617J8. $7. Prices include testing and
matching of output tubes. Other types stocked.
AratTtrh Audio, (860) 290-8979, Visa/MC

All models feature our carbon filled, butyl
surround active 12" driver (single or dual
voicecoil) and a slotloaded, mass loaded
bottom firing passive radiator with user
adjustable bass damping. Our Passive
Crossover ($35ea kit. $45ea assem) allows full utilization of your system's main
amplifier, avoiding the low current, poor
quality parts, and output level restrictions
typical of so-called "powered" woofers, to
say nothing of the chuffing vent noise, cardboard enclosures, and double digit THO of
many competing designs.

Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater

In Southern California
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The hot new place to buy and

ri...
1M'

sell video gear!
The place to buy and sell video gear

is VideoMart- the classified section
in the back of every Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater. Find buyers
nationwide.
If you're an INDIVIDUAL,
take advantage of special low rates
to sell your gear in VideoMart.
If you're aDEALER, use Videoiviart
to move demo and discontinued items,
run sales, announce new product lines,
and more.
VideoMart does for home theater
what AudioMart has been doing
for audio for years. It appears in
every issue of Siereophile Guide to
Home Theater

Fax (505) 983-6327

(

Eledronic
Golden Tube
Adcom
Col. Audio Lobs
Classé Audio
Counterpoint
Bryston
Moranu
McCormack
NAD
Denon
Bang & Olufsen
McIntosh
Lexicon

Accessories
Atlantis
Billy Bogs
AudioOvest
CWD Furniture
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Koble
Beyerdynamic

Turntables

Speakers

Pro-Ject 1
Thorens
Denon

Mordount-Short
M&K
Martin Logan
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Sharp
Proton
Vidtkron

Video

with your ad today!
McleoMart classified rates
Dealers. $3 85 per word, $154 minimum
Individuals: Si .10 per word, $20 minimum

Credit cards accepted.
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LOWER
SUBWOOFER
DISTORTION

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700

Hear VMPS at the dealers below, or write
for brochures and test reports on our flagship FF1 and FF3 Focused Field Arrays
with the unique, rigid diaphragm, push pull
planar
Dynaribbon
midrange ($3600$6800pr). the "Best Buy" 'Raver II and
lbwer II Special Edition floorstanding systems ($499-$938eal, the shielded OSO
626 A/V monitor ($289kit, $349assem)
and more. Kits are supplied with assembled
cabinets and most prices include free shipping in 48 states

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
thy. Hone Audio
3429 Morningside Or El Sobrante, CA 94803
15101 222-4276 Fax: (510)232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston;
Electronic Interiors, Little Falls NJ; Dynamic
Sound, Washington DC; Stereo Limited. Columbus OH; Pace Audio, Decatur GA; Chattanooga Valley Audio, Rossville GA; Audio/
Video Ambience, Franklin TN; Tech Electronics. Gainesville FL; Arthur Morgan. Lake
Mary FL; Sounds Deluxe, Clarendon Hills &
Napierville IL; Audio Exchange. Mishawaka IN;
Audio Connection. Terre Haute IN; Today's
Audio, Burton MI; M. Alan Assoc.. Cincinnati OH; Ruth Industries, St. Louis MO;
American Audio, Greenville SC; Shadow Creek
Ltd. Andover MN; Mark Curry. Las Vegas NV;
Hal Broda. Escondido/Beverly Hills CA:
Sounds Unique. San Jose CA: Syncopations,
Stockton CA; Ultimate Sound, San Francisco
CA; Rama Audio, Sun Valley CA; ltone Audio.
El Sobrante CA

285

STANTON CS 100 PHONO CARTRIDGE. (415)
341-0835.
MICHIGAN'S BEST DEMO DEALS. Duntech
Ambassadors, -40%; Harbeth C-7s and LS5I2a, -35%;
Pink Triangle Anniversary with Wilson Benesch
ACTI and Export, -30%; Townshend (4) Ses
Sink,
-30%. Woodside tube equipment: SC261', SC271',
DVAC18, STA35, MASO, all -35% Demos with full
warranty. Dealers for: Bel Canto, C.E.C., McCormack,
NHT, Parasound, PS15, V1'1, Von Schweikert, XL0.
Audio Kiosk, Kalamazoo, (616) 384-5787
NITTY GRITTY 1.5FI, new in box; PSB subwoofer,
Sonic Frontiers, Audio Research preamps, amps, almost
new; JoLida integrated amp, mint; Audio Research
VT150SE, near new, ($15,995) $8000; Infinity
Modulus servo subwixier, new in box, retail $2000, sell
$799. Genuine rare tubes from Telehmken, Genelex,
Amperex Bugle Boy, 1960s-vintage
61)J8/6922/7308/Cca/CV2493, 12AT7/7728/11739,
I2AU7/7316/7730, 12AX7/7025/7729, 5AR4/(;Z34,
red-base 5691, 5692, Tung-Sol 6550, etc. Calibrated
II&K 707 tube tester, $200. Curve-tracer matching,
mie low-noise selection available. Kevin Deal, (909)
931-9686 PST e-tuailjOr
upseale@printennwm.
CLASSÉ 1)AC 1, ($4000) $2750; VAC Renaissance
3030, ($5500) $4150; Mod Squad Wonderlink I. 0.5m,
($195) $100; absolutely mint, manuals and boxes. Roger,
(704) 847-5892.
N.E.W. P3 PREAMP, silver wiring, vintage tubes,
($1500) $700; N.E.W. DCA33 power amp, ($1900)
$850; both less than 100 hours. Winy, (412) 492-0418.
CDs SOUNI) TOO BRI(;HT? Then the vacuumtube-based Audio Signal Enhancer from Z-man is for
you. Connects to CI) player or to WA RCA outputs.
Reduces excessive brighmess, enhances warmth, timbre, fullness, and bloom of music. Ikveloped for midfi and hi-fi systems. Receiving exceptional reviews
from customers. Satisfaction guaranteed. $108 plus $7
S&H. (800) 748-9727

KRELL KIIL PREAMP, mint, $2200; KPA phono,
mint, $1200; both $3100 OBO. Call Ram, (518) 6646000 days, (518) 371-1844
weekends EST
MONITOR AUDIO -mint-condition demo and
discontinued loudspeakers. Save SU. Britain's finest:
Studio 5, 15, Mon 9, 11, sub/sat combo. $200 up.
Absolute best sound, factory warranty. Visa accepted.
(905) 428-9860.
CELLO GRAND MASTER SPEAKERS, black lacquer. ($55,000) $25,000; Siltech LS240 speaker cable,
3m, with spades and box. ($7000) $3500; 2.5m,
($6000) $3000; Siltech 13180 speaker cable, 2m,
($3000) $1450; Jadis JA 2(X) amp, ($23,880) 59999;
Acc-uphase DP-90/91 transport/L)A, ($24,950) 59999;
all mint. Ken, (212)691-2641.
C.E.C. TL 1CD transport, $2850. Call (210) 805-9927
USED ANI) DEMO SALE: Sonic Frontiers SFT-1;
SFD-2 Mk.II; Adcom, miscellaneous; Fosgate 4200;
Krell Ref.64, KSL-2, more; Lexicon CI'-I+, CP-3+:
Conrad-Johnson Premier 8, 9, 10, MV55; Theta
Gen.III; Transparent, miscellaneous; Wadia 12, 15, 23,
26; EAD T-7000; Vandersteen 113, 2Ce; Metaphor 2, 5;
MIT ZI; Mark Levinson No38, 36, 31, 30.5, 27 28,
20.6. Call Audition Audio, (801) 467-5918, fax (801) 4670290.
TARA LABS MASTER GEN2 speaker, 12' pair, $595;
Luminous Audio Synchestra interconnects (silver,
Teflon), balanced, 1m, S150; 1.5m, $185. (804) 3783786.
JUST IN TIME for the Holidays! Super-low sale rates!
Select from the following manufacturers: Angstrom,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Donlan., EAD, Graham, Lyra,
JoLida, Krell, Kimber. Lexicon, Magnum-Dynalab,
NEAR. Onkyo, Parasound, Pioneer, Proton, PSI). Jeff
Rowland, Runco, Shun Mook, Cable Jacket, SOTA,
Standesign, Straight Wire, Suiniko, Theta, Tice,
Transparent Audio. Well Tempered, Vandersteen, VP1,
Wilson Audio, WireWorld, XL0, and more. &Nair
Audio, Sconsdak AZ, (602) 946-8128.

IF YOU ARE AN

AUDIOPHILE
STRANDED
IN IOWA
or without a local dealer

HEAR THE
W O RLDS BE ST
In Stock -On Display

Dunlavy SC-VI /SC-V

...AND THE
OTHER HALF
WENT INTO
THE TUITION
FUND.

\ie

ARC Reference 600 Amps

• Arum, • Angstrom • Aragon • Atlantis • Audio Power
• Audio Research • Audioquest •CAL • CWD
• Chiro bs Kinergelics • Definithe Technology
• Dunlary • FAD • HK • lolida • PVC • Magnan • Magro
• Martin Logan • McCormack • Monster Cable •OnWo
• ProAr • PSII • Santis • Standesign • Sumiko
Synergistic Rmearch •VPI • Wilson Audio ... and more.

Audio- Video
L•0• G •11• C
1h, Ilidwest

IInmate Stereo

3702 Beaver Ave.
Des Moines, IA
50310

515-255-2134

286

AUI)10 ORLEANS-serving the Gulf South- featuring Avalon, Classe, Conrad-Johnson, Krell, MIT,
Theta, Thiel, VPI, and many others. Ten comfortable
soundrooms. Trade-ins accepted. Call or fax for used
and end-of-year clearance list. (504)831-0050, fitx (504)
831-3161. 2031 Metairie Road, Maairin LA 70005.
.
(JSEI) AND DEMO high-end and home theater
equipment at unbelievable savings! Call or e-mail or fax
for your free catalog: l4,ice/fax: (609) 799-9664; mud:
SanungSarantAudiecom, http://www.SarantAndiecom.
KIMBER KCAG INTERCONNECTS with RCA
terminations: 5m, $1425 -still in shrinkwrap. Also:
KCAG, 1.5m, 5435. Call Robert, (202) 265-1629, 610prit EST
JPS LABS INTRODUCES the Superconductor line of
unique cables to join our popular Golden Flute Bass
Alignment filters. Please contact ils anytime for your
nearest dealer and the latest rave reviews. Finally hear
your system's potential besund its designers' expectations. Tel/fax (716)685-5227 or visit lutp://inut.ront/f
SIGNATURES HAVE ARRIVED! New mods with
Hyperfast diodes. Blackgate caps, and more. Signature
updates for all previous mods! Adcom, Audio Alchemy.
Dyna (tubes too!) and Hailer mods! Signature
CI) is ready! Enigma. Epoch, and highly rated Cl rr-4
transport "put the fun back into CI)...," says Audio
Adientiow. Mods: Audio Alchemy, Marantz, Philips,
Pioneer, DSS -add Coax, BNC, AES/EBU to digital
transports! Musical Comes, 5749 Westwood Dr, Sr.
Charles, MO 63304, (314)447-0040.
CROSBY-ENTEC NUMBER CRUNCHER EVA,
with updates, $2000. (415) 948-0286.
LEVINSON NO31 TRANSPORT, mint, warranty,
original packing, $5000. (415) 948-0286.

(

Wilson Watt Puppy /Witt
and Preamp

BEL 1001 Mk.II, $1700; Thiel 35, 51250; Audible
Illusions LI, $1100; Theta Pro Basic III, $1250; Theta
TLC, $150; Quicksilver GLA, $500; Alchemy DDE
1.1/PSI, $175; NAD 502, 5175; Kimber PBJs, $30.
Prices firm. (212) 315-2800 x479 dap.

fflumum.Superbly
performing products.
Sensibly priced.

ARCHIVE AUDIO
Columbus, Ohio

614-237-5699
e-mail: kirkeca-net.pvt.k12.oh.us
Eagle•Coda•Von Schweikert •Chapman• Music Metre
Reference Line• Mingesota Audio Labs•Golden Flutes
N.E.W. •Diapason •Audio Magic •Bright Star

)In.D4I.Lar5

dintiçorv•iata

Vi Audio
Real Hi fi fe Theatre Stistetta
featurings:

• APOGEE • D&K • 13erW
• CONRAD JOHNSON
• COVNTERPOINT
• DENON • M&K • EAD
• LVXMAN u JADIS
• MD QVART •ONKYO
•GOLDEN TVDE AVDIO
•SONIC FRONTIERS
• SONVS FADER
• YAKOV ARONOV• VTL
• KIMDER RADIE
• AVM QVEST
• XLO
Tel: (818)282-4692
(818)282-7685
e-mail: hivigix.netcom.com

515 WEST GARVEY AVE
MONTEREY PARK CA 91770
11:00 -8:00PM
Sun 12:00-5:00PM

Bus Hrs: Mon-Sat
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AUSTRALIAN AU1)10PHI LES — new arrivals:
Wavelength Audio Duetto and Napoleon, CAT
Signature Mk.I1 and JLI, Pa.ss Labs Aleph 2, 3, and 5,
Unison Research, Vibraplanc, Bluenote Midas valve
dampers and Cable Freezers, Crown Jewel cartridge,
Shakti, Bella Voce speakers (Shun Mook), Forsell Air
Reference speakers, Trichord Research Genesis CD
player. Call for newsletter. High End Audio, (02) 96747158,.e. (02) 9624-3684, petermd@highendandio.comau.
SONIC FRONTIERS: SFL-1 Signature, SFI)-2
Mk.II, SF1)-1 Mk.II, SFT-1; SOTA LPC-1 record
cleaner; Mirage MISi; MIT Z-Center; Signet SL26013. SL-280EX13, LCR; Sound Dynamics (entire
line); Rotel RCD-940AX, RSP-960AX. All in excellent condition, original shipping cartons and manuals.
Brad, (609) 348-3972, sia.x (609) 348-4041.
DISCOVERY CABLE PLUS FOUR interconnect,
1m, balanced XLR, ($650) $390; 2m balanced XLR.
($850) $510; 8' pair Signature speaker cable with
jumpers, ($600) $360; AudioTruth Diamond X3, 1.5m
balanced X113. ($1300) $750; WireWorld Silver Eclipse,
2m balanced XLR, ($800) $350. (847) 949-3971.
OCOS SPEAKER CABLE, 10', 13' bi-wired pairs,
$400. (415) 948-0286.
ACCUPHASE 90/91, 80/81, C202, (280, (290,
1'102, P600. FI5L; Acoustat Monitor 4; Audio
Research 1)150, 1)160, SP3A-1, SP6C-I; Bag End
HLE-2; 13ryston 1013; Cello Suite; Classe DR-25; Day
Sequerra FM-1 Panalyzer Broadcast Monitor, David
Berning
OTL
ZH-270;
Duotech
CE-1000;
Electrovoice EV3OW 30" subwoofer, Futterman OTL1/NCP2; Genelex KT66/88; MIL-5751; I2AX7;
12AU7; Infinity RS4.5; REF Reference 3; McIntosh
AA2. M7511; Levinson ML2, 613, LNC-1/2; Mclos
402G Mono; Nakamichi T-100; Quad ESL, II, FM66;
RTR ESR-15; Silver interconnecr, Sonic Fronticra
SFD-2 Mk.II (131)CD); Soundlab AI; Tektronix 570;
3000 LPs, tapes. Best offer. (408) 737-2980, lax (408)
735-1426.

ATMA-SPHERE MP-I TUBE preamp, 2chassis, balanced I/O, ($6800) $3550; )CLO Pro Type 100. 48',
XLRs, ($1130) $250; Thiel CS5i, $8900; Magnan
Signature, 12' RCA-RCA, ($4750) $1400% 14' RCARCA, ($4450) $1300!; Signature speaker, 3', ($1350)
$399!; CAL Audio Tercet, $800; Krell MDA-500
mono amps, ($14,000) 16900. C.O.D. with shipping
prepaid. (310) 831-4675, fax (310) 831-4689.
PENTHOUSE 6AUDIO—New sounds in Chicago!
Exclusively showing Air light, Accuphase, Swans,
Chad°, Acmtec. Also JoLida, Thorens, Eminent
Technology, Synergistic, AlphaCorc/Goertz, Purist
Audio, Goldline, Gold Aero, Atlantis, Magro, CWD,
Salamander. Treat yourself to astonishment. Call and
schedule aprivate audition with magical music. Valet
parking. (312) 667-1010.
AU1)10 ALCHEMY DTI•Pro 32+PS3, $1000. (415)
948-0286.
NEW! REVOLUTIONARY SINGLE-DRIVER
loudspeakers from the company that astounded
reviewers with its state-of-the-art yet affordable Cl)
players and cables. Possibly the only Phase Coherent
loudspeakers with accurate bass response! Hearing is
believing. No-obligation in-home audition. For information on afull range of CD players, cables, and our
new phase-coherent loudspeakers, phone, fax, or write
Daniels Audio Gnporation, 1001 N. Humping, Oak Park,
IL 60302. Fax (708) 383-3230, phone (708) 383-3319.
On the 1144,: umnedanielsandio.com.
PROAC 35, $4900; ARC SP-10, $2100; Classic 120,
$4150; NHS 5' speaker cable, ($850) $350 per pair,
XL0 Type 7 AT&T, $100. (310) 937-3590, Jax (310)
937-3591.

CDs/LPs/TApEs
RCA, MERCURY, LONDON, EMI, Melodiya, rarities, jazz, and much more. An astounding selection.
Walter Bolulanim, Box 4711, See Spring, MD 20914-4711.
Tel. (301)622-311Z fax (301) 622-7835.

AUDIO MART ORDER FORM
RATES: Private. $1.10 per word; Commercial, $3.85 per word; $154 minimum on all commercial ads. A
word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone and fax

PAYMENT: All ads inum be prepaid with
MAIL TO: Srenvphile, Classified Ad Department,
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327. (Faxed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working thy of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which
numbers, c-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.)

order. VisilMC/AmEic or checks are accepted.

your ad still appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the March 1997 Sterolphdc, you must submit it with payment
available issue.

by January

1, 1997. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next

No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.

JEnclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stenvphiie.
J Iprefer to pay by J Visa J MasterCard J American Express
My card # is

Exp. date

Signature

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT - System
(since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophilel

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

THE BEST IN HOME
GROWN AUDIO
[foc dcomplete

lisfing call

-Air Tight
•
Spendor
•
Accuphase
•
Coda
•
OCM
•
(inter

•Magnum
•
DU
•
Cardas
•
Acrotec
•
Epos
•Tara labs

ni

mil our tuebsitel
•
Creek
•
lion Schuieikert
•
Ron
•Sonic frontiers

We haue ahuge assortment of
accessories and many more brands to
choose from. We also offer alarge
inuentory of used equipment.

Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading: à General ji CDs/LPs/Tapes '3 Wanted
Copy (Please type or print):

Call For Information Toll Free:

1.800 .752-4018

Name

Company

Street
State

City
Zip

S
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Tel,

Fax

616 Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta, VA, 24121
Or Order On Line At:
http://www.hlfifarm.com
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HIGHEST PRICES PAID for CDs and LPs. No collection too large! Classical, Jazz, Rock, Audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI ASD), more. 140,000 titles in stock.
Free brochure! Princeton Record lircharte; 20 Mane St,
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609)921-0881, http://wwwprexxont.
WANTED: QUALITY USEI) CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270.
Tel/fitx (888) 872-6929.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000,
London/is Blucbacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Ikcca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 4960733. Hanky Gilman, 243 tv 76th St, Apt. 1B, New York,
NY 10023.
HIGHEST PRICES PA11) for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
°Toole, PO. Box 138, Bearsvilk NY 12409, phone/fie
(914) 679-1054.

W ANTED
WANTED: KRELL KRS-200 monoblock power
amps. Call Gary, (316) 775-1368.
MICROPHONES WANTED
FOR CASH/
TRADE, broken or working: Sony, RCA, Neumann,
AKG, Alice, Telefunken, WE, etc. Ihave rare NOS
tubes for trades. Also want tube broadcast gear, AES
journals. Mike States, (907) 456-3419 tel./fie.
WANTE1): TECHNICS SH-TX 100 THX controller
(prearnp) with blue knobs on front panel. Call limy,
(415)755-3175 PST or e-mail AC7Bear@aol.com.
WANTED: PHASE LINEAR 70011, must be mint
and must operate flawlessly. (219) 884-8873, fax (219)
%2-7597

WANTED: KLIPSCH LA SCALA; ARC SP-10, D79, D-150, M-100; Mark Levinson ML-2, ML-3, ML6; Bedini 10, 15, 25; Sequerra tuner, Quad, Linn;
Marantz 1, 2, 9. (818) 241-3344,.k (818) 242-4433.
WANTED: MARK LEVINSON preamps Nos26
and 265; power amps Nos23 and 23.5. Mr. Choi, (718)
969-1086.
WANTED: OLD, NEW, USED McIntosh, Marano.,
JUL Electrovoice, Altcc, Tammy, Jensen, Fisher, Linn,
Levinson, Khan, Krell, Spectral. Sequerra Cello, SME
and Ortofon tonearms, Thorens, EMT, Western Electric,
tubes, etc. Maury Cork, (713) 728-4343,fre (713)723-1301.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. »cc, Electmvoice,
JI3L, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Lcak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, CI, Linn
speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers.
Sunny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midtvet City, OK
73110, (405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
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will even design apiece
to your exact specifications!"
"We

AUDIO RACKS I>

\I )F.0 cENTERs
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CD PI IS
I
()RAGE RACK',
Call us today for your local dealer

Indexes every record review published in

and musician interviews.

DTI•Pro 32

ACD•Pro —Alchemy's new one box CD
player with Pioneer Stable Platter +HDCD.
DDEv1.2 -Alchemy's new HDCD DA(
at an extremely affordable price.
BEST PRICES •BEST SERVICE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
PAC Super IDOS -$429
HAVE Canare Digiflex Gold 1meter -$39
Grado SR 60, 80 &125 'phones -call
AudioQuest cables &interconnects -call
FREE
SHIPPING

Available on 55" or M "floppy disks
(MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
vv•

v•v•••
Send $9.95 to:

Stereophile Record-Review Index

•

DDS•Pro

with product photos and specifications...

"Building aLibrary"

(P/ease

AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIOQUEST
GRADO HEADPHONES •HAVE
PERFECTIONIST AUDIO
—featuring -

4147 TRANSPORT STREET •VENTURA. CA 93003
(805) 644-2185 • FAX (805) 644-0434

through this issue.
Also includes indices to

P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.

AN AUDIOWAVES

and acopy of our detailed Newsletter
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RECORD- REVIEW
I
NDEX

WANTED: VACUUM TUBE HI-FI COMPONENTS and large speakers by Western Electric (tubes,
amps, speakers), Marantz, McIntosh, Brook, Fisher,
REL FM tuners, Fairchild, Altec, Leak, Quad,
Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Tammy, and others. Also:
tubes: Western Electric 252A, 30011, and KT66, KT77,
KT88. Richard Sharisky, PO. Box 521, Belmont, MA
02178, (617) 484-5784,froc (617) 489-6592.

MF:DIA ILAXx

Fe;11

The
Stereophile

Stereophile from Vol.10 No.1 (1987)

AUDIO ALCHEMY

PRO AMP SlAND

CASH PAII) for all types used audio/video equipment. Buy and sell by phone. Dealer for: AudioQuest,
Audio Alchemy, B&K, Marantz, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Philips, Sunfire, SOTA, Straight Wire. Steno
Trading Outlet (since 1984), 320 Old liuk Rd, Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215)
886-1650,,W (215) 886-2171.

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, 'Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superex Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, &unit..

It MU" ilâtâ 111
1311,11:1(

WANTED: CARVER TXI1A TUNER; Apogee
Centaur speakers; both in good working order. Call
(541) 574-6037

1-800-510-4753
Phone/Fox 707-617-3299
mot
Email .audiowoves@aol.com
PO. Box 461 Trinidad, CA 95570

V

indicate disk size)
•

•

•

•

V

Ireally am not interested in making the
quick, one time,
sale. Rather, Iwant
you as along-time
repeat Customer.
Earning your confidence is the key to this philosophy, and that I
do by offering honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs. Your goals determine our recommendations, not the equipment occupying space on the warehouse floor.

ONCE
IS NOT
ENOUGH

Maybe that's why the vast majority of our
business comes from repeat customers and the
friends they refer. Join our family!
-Galen Carol
Wilson Audio, Convergent Audio, Aerial, Mesa,
Reference Line, EAD, VAC, Totem, Air Tight,
Celeste, Ouicksilver, Genesis, CEC, Symphonic
Line, Cary, Alon, VAC, Von Schweikert, VPI,
Meridian, BEL, Accuphase, Graham, Basis,
Encore, Arcam, CAL, Day Sequerra, White... and
many more! We carry virtually all cable, cartridge
and accessory lines.

Free informative Newsletter. Monthly
specials on new, used, and demo equipment.
P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
Voice: 210 /805-9927 FAX: 210 /805-9928

Galen Carol Audio
'Audio One To One'
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered arc accurately described, and arc available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If anv Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10795.
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ecently JA passed on to me awonderful article from The Economist
on the role and function of critics.
Some selected excerpts: "The job of the critic is to try to ignore the magnifying effect of
print and hyperbole, to preserve asense of
proportion, and to give agenuinely individual opinion... [Critics] are for refusing to
take things on their own terms. They are for
testing the claims that artists make for their
work..." (Fintan OToole, The Economist,
October 12, 1996).
Other parts of the same article make
the point that the job of critics is not to sell
things on behalf of artists or producers (or
even hi-fi companies, Iwould add). Sam
Tellig put it abit more forcefully some
years back: A reviewer's job is to keep
equipment on your retailer's shelves unless
it really deserves aplace in your home.
Though this formulation only served to
increase the enmity with which most retailers contemplate the redoubtable Sam,
he was right. Our readers risk only $6.95
per copy of Stereophile on the newsstand, or
$35 for an entire year, but they risk real
money when they follow our equipment
recommendations. This risk is only justified by outstanding products, whether
their outstandingness is absolute quality or
value for money.
We are unequivocal supporters of the
high-end audio industry as awhole. We
love this field of endeavor, and we even
love most of the people who practice in
this field. But we're not cheerleaders when
it comes to product reviews. It's the job of
aStereophile reviewer to both give acomplete description of the product and its
performance, and to give afrank opinion as
to whether he or she would spend money
on the product under review — not
whether you should buy it, but whether
the reviewer would buy it if he was in the
market for such aproduct. Sometimes the
answer is no.
These answers can be very hard to hear
particularly in ayear like this, when business is tough. It was in 1992 —another
election year—that Ilast heard so many
"flat or down" answers from manufacturers
whom Iasked about the state of their business. And if the High End is having atough
time, mid-fi and the rest of retail is having
an even tougher one. Companies whose
290
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same-store sales are always up in year-overyear comparisons —Circuit City comes to
mind —are down in 1996. Profits are down
or, in some cases, negative.
The tough times Circuit City is having
reflect directly on your local high-end
retailer. Circuit's Christmas sales on video
product will be more aggressive, and the
discounts on product lines shared with
specialist retailers will be deeper. From a
price standpoint this bodes well for consumers, but at acertain point those specialist retailers will be forced out of busi-

.1\4X CRYSTAL BALL
REVEALS AN EXCITING
HIGH-END MARKET.
ness, at which time our advice to always
audition your new loudspeakers at home
before you buy will be even more impossible to follow than it is now.
In 1992 it looked to me like the election
had asignificant effect on high-end sales.
As the country contemplated a switch
from 12 years of Republican presidents to
four (as Iwrite this it looks like eight) of
Democratic, it wasn't focused on new and
more brilliantly illuminated soundstages.
After the 1992 election, retail picked up
considerably.
Idon't think the saine processes are at
work in '96. For one thing, you'd be hardpressed to argue that the country is all tied
up with the election. Even Reagan/Mondale in 1984 was more interesting than
Clinton/Dole.
The hi-fi business year I'd compare
1996 to is 1981-82. Unlike now, the country was locked in a serious recession,
which followed the country's worst inflation of the century. A new laser-read
medium for music (CD) was in the works
(and had been for about 10 years), but
tStereophile—IA./9 No.12, Diranber 1996, Issue Number
203. Stercophile (ISSN 90585-2544) is published monthly,
$35 pe yrar .lir US residents by Sarcophile Inc, 208 (Mead°,
Santa Fe, NM 87501. Periodical postage paid at Santa IryNM
mod at additional mailing drices. POSTMASTER: Saul addras
charier to Stetrophilc. P.O. Bar 469027, Escondido, CA
92046-9027
Printed in the U.S.

most people were skeptical of its prospects.
The hi-fi business was definitely in the
doldrums; manufacturers and retailers
alike were awaiting sonic kind of salvation,
while consumers were generally apathetic
about prospects for changes in their lives as
aresult of hi-fi and home entertainment in
general. Compact cassette ruled — which
just about says it all.
Similarly, in 1996 we have the prospect
of the much-hyped DVD. Although relief
for impotence or menstrual cramps is not
among the claimed benefits offered by the
new medium, just about everything else is.
Next month's Winter Consumer Electronics Show sees the second anniversary
of DVD's first trade demonstration, but no
one has yet been able to spend money on
either player or software.
You'd think that the primary impact
would be on the most vulnerable DVD
competitor —laserdisc — and indeed, laserdisc-player sales are down 40% year-todate. By themselves, laserdisc sales are so
small that even a401.-Yo drop wouldn't mean
much, but the overall effect on the market
has been far greater. With anew medium
in the wings but unavailable for audition or
purchase, consumers just wait.
My crystal ball reveals an exciting highend market in the coming years, for both
music-only and home-theater systems.
The markedly increased convenience of
DVD over laserdisc, its significantly lower
potential cost, its probable long-term durability, and its possibly higher video quality
(particularly its adaptability to high-definition TV) —all look like big incentives for
movie lovers to upgrade the size and quality of their video devices, with asignificant
percentage adding multiple speakers and
amplifiers.
An audio DVD offers both higher quality and multiple channels. If crucial compatibility problems are resolved sensibly,
there's aterrific opportunity for something
much like master-tape quality in your
home. This may not turn out to be the
mass-market success that CD has been,
but it might be big enough to delight highenders and drive that market forward.
How clear is my crystal? Is 1996 like
1982? Only time — and your buying decisions and critical approval (or disapproval)—
will tell.
-Larry Archibald
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1996
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NEW

BLUES

FROM

LIVING

LEGEN

MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN
Sledgehammei Soul ê Dawn Demo

lieu

Sledgehammer Soul S Down Home Btu s
"The greatest living male soul singer on the planet today." -West Coast Blues Review
"America's best purveyor of red-clay soul/blues, McClain is apowerhouse!' -Pulse!

Magazine

The Mighty one returns with his finest work yet! Rocked by the tight arrangements and
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cooking horn section work of his stunning ten piece band, Sam serves up on awesome
display of soul power on his third release for AQM.

(,ve It Up
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Once again, Mighty Sam proves that in addition to being asoul singer of international stature,
he is one of the finest blues songwriters currently active. Ten of the twelve songs
featured on Sledgehammer Soul
Dorm Home Blues are written or co-written by Sam.

To Love
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The title says it all. Mighty Som McClain sings from the soul, conveying pain, joy, pride, despair
and hope with riveting frankness. The man has delivered another classic!
AQ 1042

A01031 Keep On Movin'

RONNIE EARL .PINETOP PERKINS .CALVIN
"FUZZ "JONES .WILLIE "BIG EYES "SMITH
«Ronnie Fort is aguitar player's dream...he plays with the finesse of aSugar Ray Leonard and the intensity of Jake LaMotto."
-Guitar Player Magazine
"Mr. Perkins is boogieing still, playing horn lines with his right hand and dance beats and bass lines
with his left." -Slack
White Blues
An incredible blues summit meeting featuring the legendary rhythm section that powered Muddy Waters for many years along
with blues guitar virtuoso and winner of Pulse! magazines' 1995 Blues Album of the year, Mr. Ronnie Earl. All four ore multiple
Handy award nominees with Pinetop and Willie taking top honors at this years awards show in Memphis.
From the hard driving shuffle How Long to the sweet soul of Anna Lee, Pinetop (still going strong at 84)
and the gang are in rare form on this prime slice of blues heaven!
AO 1043
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A01018 Still River

"What gives overwhelming power to Joe Beard's music is his intense yet soothing singing." Living Blues
"Non-stop brilliance from start to finish—a musical masterpiece that will finally thrust Joe Beard
into prominence!" -Real Blues

ntuFsunion

Mississippi born bluesman Joe Beard has worked with everyone from Son House to Muddy Waters, Buddy Guy
and BB himself. Joe makes apowerful return to the scene backed by the amazing Ronnie Earl and his band along
with tenor legend David "Fathead" Newman. One listen to Joe's voice àall it takes. Joe Beard is the real deal!
AQ 1039
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Doug MacLeod
YOU CAN'T

TA"Kr. Mv
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"Big, relaxed, spacious sound and lots of sloppy backbeat; my, oh my, this disc is atreat."
-Wes Phillips, Stereophile, June 1996
"You'll hear alifetime's accumulation of feelings, experiences and influences in his fingers, in his
voice and in his songs." -Michael Fremer, Tracking Angle
Doug MacLeod's first album for AOM Come To Find received well deserved praise from the worldwide
blues community. Doug takes it to awhole 'nattier level with You Can't Take My Blues. Joined by
legendary harpsmon Carey Bell and the great Mighty Flyers rhythm section, Doug MacLeod tykes
you to the core of deep down, intimate blues.
AQ
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